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CHAPTER 3 (continued)

TASK DESCRIPTIONS:

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST PATIENT PROCEDURES (Continued)

There are 76 tasks included in this chapter. These are ar-

ranged numerically by Task Code Ncmber from Code 7 to Code 526. Part

I covers tasks 7 through 386; Part II (this doctment) covers tasks 387

through 526. Please note that not all tasks with code numbers between

387 and 526 are represented in Part II of this volume.

There is no chapter pagination. Instead, the pages within each

task are numbered. The user can find the task by referring to the Task

Code Number and task page number at the upper right of each page.



TASK_DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 387

This is page 1 of 17 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;scout taken;
technical factors selected and set;radiologist
assisted with test dose,infusion or injection of
contrast;compression applied;series of postinjection
and postmictvrition urograms taken as ordered,pro-
cessed,presented;pt. returned;examination recorded;
urograms placed for used

Perfornmr receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification Card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient scheduled for intra-
venous pyelography (IVP, excre-
tory method of urography of
kidneys, ureters and bladder
after injection of contrast
medium into a vein) as a result
of:

.

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

Request may be for routine
IVP, special request,or re-
quest for simultaneous urog-
raphy and cholegraphy. Per-
former may also receive
prior scouts, radlographs,
and/or record of exposure
tecbnique(s) used and/or any
changes necessary. ..

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check

I the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes whether
a routine study is ordered
with routine scout order-
ed, and whether contrast
will be introduced by hy-
podermic injection, IV ir-

OK-R.P;RR;RR

2. What is used in perfarming this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior Tadiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,con.-ol panels,tube,
bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L,tine interval,breath
control markers;compression devices;procedure tray
With materials for test dose and full dose of iodine
based contrast solution;materials for IV infusion;
emergency cart;clock;extension .cones;stool;calipers;
vertical holder;cassettes;shielding;heating device;

.immotilization devices;technique,standard view,tube
rating and rad exposure charts;forms;intercom;
stretsteriwheelchair-

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(N) No...( )

ies to q. : Name t e Kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions. to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric pt. to have intravenous pyelography;
radiologist;co-workers;nurse

,.....

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
t:Ions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking intravenous pyelograma and urograms of non-
pediatric patient by reviewing request;preparing pt.
and equipment;taking scout;assisting with.test dose
and injection or infusion of contrast;setting tech-
nical factors;identifying film;positioning pt.;pro-
viding shielding,compression,collimating;taking
series of postinjection and postmicturition uro-
grams'as ordered;arranging for processing;presenting
for review;continuing as ordered;having pt. return-
ed;placing urograms for use;recording.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(3)

5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 387

This is page 2 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Fully

fusion, whether minute sequence
filming is ordered, and whether cho-
legraphy will be involved. Notes
whether area of interest is local-
ized, whether films of urethra may
be required; notes side of interest.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist

in charge; may note the name of the
referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's new,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patieot, Notes any
special information cr note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling. Notes whether patient has
history of allergies, whether test
dose of contrast is planned.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling such
as heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, infirmity, In-
coherence. Notes whether patient
will be on a stretcher or in a
wheelchair. Notes whether patient
will be accompanied by nurse or
other staff person.

e. Notes orders for use or nonuse of
ureteric compression device.
Notes which phase of suspended
respiration is to be used.
Notes shielding appropriate for ex-
amination based on sex, age and po-
sitions ordered.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is prope.cly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending cn institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done elsewhere

List Eliments.Full

in recent past, whether there
is hiGtory of extensive radi-
ography to bring to radiolo-
gist's notice.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indi-
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pos-
sible fetus.

g. Performer notes any orders for
prior preparation of patient such
as preliminary diet,laxative,absti
nence from liquids for a given
period of time, use of cleansing
enema. Notes whether these have
been recorded as carried out.
If appropriate, arranges to have
any omitted steps carried out
with delay in examination.

h. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to rroperly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature, or (rders.

i. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be prescnt471d with
scout film to radiologist, and
if not already with pati-ant's

6
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 387

This is page 3 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

Jacketed material, perfonmer ar-
ranges to have prior films de-
livered.

Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that materials are present for
test dose, injection or infusion
of contrast. Checks that correct
contrast material has been pro-
vided. If appropriate, may heat
contrast to body temperature.
Makes sure that emergency cart is
present. Checks for emesis basin,
towels, availability of cold water.

c. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding and aprons,
to be used by performer,the patient
and/or anyone who will remain in
the room during exposure.

d. Checks that appropriate immobili-
zation devices are present such as

. ureteric compression belt or block;
that there is a mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for com-
fort of patient. May attach foot-
board to table, shoulder supports
and/or hand holds.

e. Makes sure that right (R) and left
(L) maAers are available for use,
identification cards, or leadel
numerals or markers,and markers
to indicate post-injection time
intervals and positions.

f. Performer makes sure that upright
cassette holder and an adequate
supply of loaded cassetter of the

appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination room.
Selects appropriate speed and
type of film, grid and cassette
combination depending on the
techniques to be used and stan-
dard institutional practices.
Selects size based on patient's
siie and area of interest. If
adequate supply is not in room,
/ariranges to obtain or decides
/to obtain personally.

g. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-
tion:

0 May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare iden,ifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

h. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

i. Performer checks that xlay equip-
ment 1:8 ready for use. G005
cnntrol panel and chccks that in-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," br turns on main

7



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 387

4 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full

switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropri-
ate, performer may set radiog-
raphy mode selector and set col-
limator control for manual opera-.
tion. Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized.

Performer readies patient for the ex-
amination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
?riate. Depending on patient'a
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to
s'scort out-patient to or from
dressing room. May decide to as-
sist in transporting patient from
holding area or have this done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied because cf serious-
ness of condition, performer checks
with accompanying staff member on
any special precautions necessary
during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a comr
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattress,
pillow,or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony prominences

..111MMI
L st idements Fully

to provide comfort for recum-
bent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair,
may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help'. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get_,
on table, helps patient turn
into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or
lie on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheel-
ed base to x-ray table. May
arrange to move or have pa-
tient moved to table.

f. If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and pro-
vides gown or drape. May assist
patient or request assistance
from nurse. Permits patient to
keep covered with gown until mea-
surements are taken and until,ex-
posure. Treats young patient with
as much courtesy as adult.

g. Performer questions patient about
any orders for preparatory pro-
cedures to check that patient
has followed them correctly.

i) If not already done, may ques-
tion patient about any aller-
gies to shellfish or adverse
reactions to contrast medium
(especially iodine-based).

d4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 387

This is page 5 of IT for this task.

Elements Fully

ii) Performer may .,.sk patient to re-
frain as much is possible from
swallowing before and during the
examination to reduce presence
of gas.

iii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible pregnancy.

iv) If there is any possibility that
patient is pregnant and this has
not already been recorded, or
if patient has unrecorded sen-
sitivity to contrast, or if pa-
tient has not carried out prim.
preparation, performer informs
radiologist and proceeds only
with approval.

h. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be in-
volved in the procedure:

List Elements Full

i) Describes what will happen in
allergy test, the injection or
infusion of the contrast. Per-
former may explain to patient
that side effects may be felt
from contrast medium such as
feeling of nausea, flushing,
choking sensation. Reassures pa-
tient that vomiting is normal
and that emesis basin and care
will be provided....-

ii) Performer indicates the need
for compression of the ureters
even though the.re may be some
discomfort. Explains the prob-
able time intervals between
filming periods and the fact
that patient will not be left
and forgotto.n. Gives patient
an idea of the range of time
that may be required for the
procedure.

iii) Performer explains what cooper-
ation will be asked of patient.

Explains the importance of
proper breathing and relax-
ation. Indicates what types
of positions the patient will
be asked to assure. May demon-
strate how tilt tabls will be
used and reassures patlent
that he or she will be held
safely.

iv) Performer answers patient's
quas:.ions honestly

attempts to reassbre patient
and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's
behr.vior. Remains aware that
patient be frigh:cened and/
or in pain. Performer explains
when asked radical questions,
that it is not appropriate
for technologist to answer
these; encourages patient to
speak to physician.

/
i. Performer encourages patien7. to

relax. Rehearses patient in sus-
pending respiration (inhalation
or exhalation) and relaxing.
Performer may check patient's
relaxation by keeping hand on
patient's back to detect tense-
ness. Performer may judge time
interval needed after cessation
of respiration for patient to
relax and plans to adjust expo-
sure timing accordingly.

j. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the abdomen in the
directioni in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film.

i) Performer evaluates the pa-
tient's bodily habitus to

9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 387

This is pe,ge 6 of 17 for this task.

AS, AMMmmimm
List Elements Full List Elements Fully

I

estimate the position of the b. If a scout film has been made but
kidneys and variations in loca- not approved, performer place_
tion between recumbent and processed sc,ut film and any
erect positioning. prior f.Iste. with patieneb chart

ii) If both recumbent and erect or plac.,s ta view boxes for re-
positioning will be used, per- view bi ladiclogist.
former may measure or estimate c. Unleee already done, performer
thickness in both positions. selects and sets the technical

iii) If combined urography and chol- factors for the scout film of
egraphy is ordered, estimates the abdomen:
location of gallbladder and
variations based on positioning i) Consults the technique chart
similarly. posted for the machine. Lo-

iv) Notes whether the areas of in- cates the information needed
terest are heavily covered by for the body part and Drojec-
muscle or soft fat, whether the tion involved accord1-4 to
palpation points will be easy the centimeter thickness of
to find. Notes whether the extre- the part and position as mea-
mitiss are of unequal length. sured,and the collimated field

v) Recrrds measurements for deter- size to be used. Makes sure
mining exposure factors for that technique relates to the
overhead,. combination (.1 film type and

speed and use of other acces-
k. If not already done, performer has

patient eri2ty bladder completely.
uories (such as screens, grids,
bucky, etc.).

Has patient void in bathroom or
provides bedpan. May decide to as-
sist patient.

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the

1. Has patient relax in supine or focal film distance (TFr or
prone position on examination FFD) called for.
table depending on views ordered iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
for scout filming or whether ex- time have been determined, per
amination by radiologist will fol- former makes any conversions
low. May have patient remain in g necessary to account for ex-
prone pusition to dissipate gas. treme fat or muscularity, the

preference of the radiologist
. If appropriate before radiologist's involved, and any other con-
examination, and if not already done,
performer arranges to take scout of

version needed such as posted
changes. Performer looks up

abdomen: numerical conversion factors
and calculates or uses con-

a. If a scout film has already been version charts to ascertain
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique used

the appropriate new exposure
factor (kVp, mA and/or time).

or ordered and plan.; technical Multiplies, divides, adds; or
facto_s for overhead radiography,
adjustin3 as appropriate.

subtracts as appropriate.

1 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 387

This is page 7 of 17 for this task.

List Elements F427

iv) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot
size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent out-
put using higher kVp and lower
mAs:

d. Performer sets the exposure factors
as selected:

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line
voltage zeter and, if needed,
turns c Tpensator dial until
needle Is-aligned properly on
line meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer sets the mil-
liamperage selected for the
correct focai spot size. Sets
the selected exposUre time that
will produce tha =As desired.
Sets the. kVp selected by choos-
ing the combination of major
kilovoltage and minor'kilovol-
tage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets
the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot'size.
Sets a control corresponding
to the selected field size (as
listed ou technique chart for
phototiming).
May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examinatiOn.

List EleM:7177771177mmwmi

Sets a density selector cor-
responding to the usual (or
special) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed ex-
posure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment,
may set contras to provide
for use of bucky, manual table-
side adjustments of table, tube
height, position, and of col-
limation.

e. Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for the
first (or next) scout projection.
Attaches identification informa-
tion to the cassette or table
tup:

i) Places right or left marker
on film holder or table-top
as appropriate or depresses
appropriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification
information is in the form
of lead numerals or marker,
performer places on appropri-
ate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered
by use of flasher, sets flash
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
rdent u3ing automatic film
marking device.

v) Performer places cassette in
bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.'

1 1



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No.

This,is page 8 of 17 for this

List Elements Full

387

task.

JIM

Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriaLe
"stored" position or inserts cas
sette tray into bucky slot and
centers.

5. Performer positions as follows (or
as described below for later steps)
depending on the positions ordered
fc;: scout film(s):

a. Performer may vAplain or demon-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain lielp in positioning.

L. For a supine AP projection (poster-
ior view) of abdomen, performer
aligns patient in supine position,
with the nedian sagittal plane rf
the body centered to the mid iac
of the table.

i) Elevates patient's shoulders
and knees so that patient's
back is in contact with table.
Supports. Adjusts shoulders and
hips so that they lie on single
transverse planes. May immobi-
lize aakles. Has patient flex
elbows and abduct arms.

ii) Perforuer centers the cassette
at the level of the iliac
crests unless otherwige
fied. Makes sure not to
ual points of muscle or
tissue and palpates for
crest of the bone.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.

speci-
use vis-
fatty
the

c. For a prone PA projection (anter-
ior view) of the abdomen, perform-
er has patient lie in prone PA
position on table, with median
sagittal plane centered to midline.

i) Has patient flex elbows, place
arms in a comfortable position.

List .Elements Filly
ON MEM!111r

Supports ankles. Rests pa-
tient's head on cheek or chin.
May have patient rest hands
beneath chest. May support
head and upper chest.

ii) Centers cassette to the level
of the iliac crests, third

. lumbar body,or as ordered.
iii) Directs central ray at right

angles to midpoint of film.

d. Performer rehearses patient in
relaxing and breathing in and
holding or breathing out and hold-1
ing,depending on orders. Plans to
use the same phase of respiration
for all filus unless otherwise
ordered.

e. Perforuer avoids applying direct
pressure to abdomen if there is
any danger of intra-abdominal
neoplasm.

f. Pf?xformer sets the focal-film
distance if not already done as
appropriate. Checks the,focal-
film distance by reading indi-
cator scale in the tube housing;.
adjusts up or down until the
required FFD (TFD) is obtained.
Performer checks.final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
ActIvates the collimator light
and points the light beam towards
the part. Adjusts the collimator
opening to correspond to the
film size. Uses cross-hair
shad.ows as reference for center
of field. Checks that primary
beam will enter the center of
the area of interest at the se-
lected angle to the film so as
to project the view desired.
Adjusts the collimator so that
a small unexposed border will
appear aroung the edge of the
film or collimates further so as
to expose only the area of inter-
est (and thus provide maximum

g.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 387

This is page 9 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

protection and detail). i) While exposure is underway per
Adjusts primary beam to minimum former checks that mA meter
size needed to cover the area(s) records appropriate current
of interest,

h. Performer adds lead shielding to
as set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

areas that will be in the primary ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
path of the beam but are not in- function such as line surge
cluded in the areas of interest,
especially gonads. Provides patient

or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal function-

and everyone who will remain in ing of equipment. If there is
room during exposure with appropri- walfunction may decide to
ate protective shielding. Explains report; anticipates need to
if necessary that this is not repeat exposure.
cause for alarm but a general pre- iii) With phototimer notes whether
caution to minimize unnecessary backup timer has been involved
radiation exposure. in terminating exposure be-

i. When everything is ready for the fore phototimed exposure was
exposure, performer reminds patient completed. If so, anticipates
of the cooperation and breath con- possible need to repeat exp.,-
trol to be used for exposure. En- sure.
courages patient to relax. Observes iv) After exposure is completed
the patient's movement until the tells patient that he or she
moment that the exposure is made. can breathe.
Readjusts position if warranted. v) If the exposure is terminatgd

j. Performer returns to control room. by a circuit breaker, rechecks
Makes sure controls are properly technical factors for pos-
set, and that patient is still in sible overload or checks for
position. overload elsewhere on circuit.

Anticipates need to repeat
. Performer makes exposure: exposure.

a. Calls or uses intercom to tell pa- d. After exposure removes cassette
tient to carry out breathing in- and removes markers for further
structions as rehearsed. Has pa- use.
tient breathe out and hold for e. The performer arranges to have
suspended exhalation, or breathe the scout film processed at
in and hold for suspended inhala-
tion.

b. When respiration has been suspend-

once or decides to do personally.

i) Attaches ID card for use with
ed, performer waits one or two flasher if appropriate. May
seconds to allow involuntary move- sign requisition.
ment of viscera to subside and ii) While the film is being pro-
then makes exposure,or units num- cessed and/or evaluated per-
ber of seconds judged necessary former 'has patient relax in
for patient to relax. examination room or holding

c. Performer initiates exposure by area. Explains what will
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

happen next. If appropriate,

13
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makes sure that patient will be
attended while waiting.

Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, pro-
cessed scout film (if already done)
and any prior films to radiologist.
Displays radiographs on. view boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes any
special orders or change in pro-
cedure decided by radiologist.

b. Performer may accompany radiolo-
gist to examination room and in-
troduce patient to radiologist or
calls patient from holding area.

c. If not already done, performer
awaits and carries out radiolo-
gist's orders for scout film. Pro-
ceeds as appropriate and presents
processed scout for review as de-
scribed above.

8. During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scout, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer notes
radiologist's decisions and orders:

a. If radiologist indicates that pro-
cedure is to be terminated because
there are contraindications,per-
former proceeds to termination
steps as described below. If ap-
propriate, arranges to have proper
forms filled out and/or new req-
uisition for other procedure made
out and signed.

b. If radiologist decides that the
area under study is poorly vis-
ualized and that gas or feces must

be cleared, performer may ar-
range to have radiologist's or-
ders carried out:

i) May arrange to have patient
rescheduled, have radiologist
sign requisition'sheet. For
out-patient may have instruc-
tions reinforced or decides
to do personally.

ii) May'have gas clearing or
cleansing procedures carried
out at once or decides to do
personally.

iii) Once clearing or cleansing
procedures are carried out,
performer may repeat scout
filming as described above
and present to radiologist
for review as described above.

L. If radiologist indicates that
the scout film is not technically
adequate, performer notes radi-
ologist's orders for change in
technical factors, patient posi-
tion, tube position, and/or cen-
tering of film.

i) Notes whether need to repeat
is due to performer's own
negligence or lack of atten-
tion so that performer can
avoid future "retakes." If
request for retake reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member. If
request for retake reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of the radiologist,
performer notes for future
use to.avoid future "retakes."

ii) May make additional scouts
as described in later steps
or repeats as described above,
and presents for review until
radiologist indicates that
area is ro erl visualized

1 4
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d. When scout film is judged adequate,
and if radiologist decides to pro-

IV infusion apparatus. Attaches
bottle of prepared contrast solu-

ceed, performer notes radiologist's tion to sterile IV tubing. Hangs
orders on the conduct of the ex- at appropriate height on pole
amination: near patient with clamp in closed

position.
i) Notes whether a test dose will d. Arranges to provide or change

be administered,
ii) Notes whether contrast will be

any equipment or supplies as
ordered by radiologist.

administerel by intravenous in- e. Performer may position patient
jection or infusion,

iii) Notes radiologist's orders for
on examinat-Lca table as /ppro-
priate for i-atroduction of con-

- postinjection time sequence,
use of compression, areas of

trast and first overhead film.
May have injection site prepared

interest, patient positions,
centering,

iv) May note orders on amount of

or decides to do personally. May
place compression device for
immediate use as appropriate.

contrast or change of equipment May apply gonadal shielding if
or supplies and injection site. not already done.

v) Performer may check to be sure f. Performer may provide emesis
what areas are to be included basin and clean towels.

in the radiographs and what g. Informs radiologist when patient
gonadal protection can be pro- and materials are ready for in-
vided without interfering with
diagnostic purpose of study.

troduction of contrast solution.

10. If performer is to assist with test

. Performer prepares for procedure be- injection and/or administration of
fore the injection of the contrast: contrast medium, washes hands, ob-

serving sterile technique as appro-

a. Performer sets technical factors
for first post-injection overhead
as described, adjusting for pa-

priate.

a. If appropriate, performer opens
tient's position, radiologist's packet of sterile gloves for ra-

orders after viewing scout, and diologist, observing sterile

use of contrast material. Identi- technique so that wrapper, own
fies first cassette as appropriate hands, or other objects will not

and places in bucky, adjusting contaminate gloves.
centering as ordei.ed. b. May assist as appropriate by

b. May have syringes or IV bottle handing materials and supplies

prepared with contrast medium (io- asked for. May provide support
dine based solution) or decides to for the arm used for injection.
Jo personally. May check to see c. Performer assists radiologist

that temperature is appropriate, to care for patient if there is

If combined urography and chole- nausea or vomiting. Reassures

graphy is ordered,makes sure that patient. Cleans patient. May

appropriate contrast is used provide damp cold towel to al-

c. If intravenous infuslun method is
to be used, performer may set up

leviate flushing symptoms.

15
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11.

d. With infusion technique,performer.
may periodically check that needle
has not become dislodged and that
the fluid is dripping at an ems,-
rate. If there are any problems,
performer clamps tube and notifies
an MD or RN at once.

e. If so ordered, lowers head end of
table and makes sure that patient
is securely held.

f. When ordered,performer applies com-
pression device over the lower ends
of the ureters. Uses ureteric belt
or compression block and band as
appropriate. May provide pad under
the pelvis.

g. Performer checks order for correct
sequence of films, time intervals
involved, and side of interest as
appropriate.

h. Keeps track of the time elapsed.
If appropriate, makes sure.that pa-
tient is in the cart- of a staff
person,who will observe patient's
reactions or decides to do per-
sonally.

i. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any,symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction
to the contrast. As soon as per-
former judges that reaction may
be severe, ceases procedure and
notifies radiologist or attending
physician at once.

Performer plans the overhead series
as ordered.

a. Plans to process each set of ra-
diographs in series as soon as
exposed and present to radiologist
for review to avoid unnecessary
radiography and to permit radiolo-
gist to revise orders to accommo-
date to patient's condition and
the evidence on the radiographs.

b. Performer makes sure to include
time-interval marker on each cas-
sette.

12.

....v...,-....m.

c. If centering has not been indi-
cated by radiologist,performer
;fudges the location of the kid-
neys based on the patient's type
of body Olabitus) and the evi-
dence of any prior films. Plans
to adjust for higher centering
for supine positions and obese,
hypersthenic patients, and lower
centering for erect positioning
and thin, asthenic patients.

Performer positions as follows or
as described earlier depending on
radiologist's orders:

a. For variations of supine AP pro-
jections (posterior views) of
the kidneys and ureters, perform-
er positions patient and centers
as described earlier except as
follows:

i) Performer may direct central
ray at 50 cephalad to the mid-
point of film.

ii) Performer may lower head end
of table 15° to 200 and di-
rect central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

.

b. For oblique projections of the
kidneys performer notes whether
anterior oblique projections are
ordered or posterior oblique pro-
jections, and the side of inter-
est; notes whether bilateral
views are ordered. Performer may
substitute right PA oblique pro-
jection for left AP oblique pro-
jection and/or left PA oblique
projection for right AP oblique
projection as appropriate to the
patient's condition.

i) For anterior (AP) oblique pro-
jections (posterior oblique
views) performer starts with

.1...._.
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patient in supine position.
For posterior (PA) oblique
projections (anterior oblique
views) performer starts with
patient in prone position.

ii) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion (left posterior oblique
view) performer rotates supine
patient 400 to 450 and supports
the elevated (right) side.
Places arms in comfortable po-
sition with shoulders in a
single transverse plane. Cen-
ters cassette to the upper lum-
bar vertebrae adjusted for pa-
tient's body type and somewhat
higher than for right view, at
about the level of the xiphoid
process. Directs central ray at
right angles to midpoint of
film.

iii) For a right AP oblique projec-
tion performer positions patient
similarly to (ii), above but
on opposite side. Centers cas-
sette somewhat lower than for
left view.

iv) For PA oblique projections (an-
terior oblique views) performer
positions prone patient with
coronal plane of the upper
lumbar vertebrae on side of
interest centered to midline.
Has patient rest head on cheek
on side of interest with arm
alongside body. Rotates body
so that opposite side is ele-
vated 450 . Has patient support
himself or herself on opposite
side forearm and flexed knee.
Centers film as described in
(ii) and (iii) above. Directs
central ray at right angles to
midpoint of film.

c. Performer again checks for ability
of patient to relax,and repeats
appropriate breathLng instructions.

Repeats appropriate collimation.
Provides shielding and makes ex-
posure as described above.

i) For small fields performer
attaches an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary
beam.

ii) Repeats orders for breath
control and relaxation for the
same phase of respiration.
If different phase is ordered
from that planned for series,
marks cassette accordingly.

iii) Performer makes serial expo-
sure as described above. Ar-
ranges to have each pyelogram
processed as soon as exposed.

iv) While films are being pro-
cessed, performer makes sure
that patient is comfortable
and, if necessary, attended
by radiologist or staff member
Refrains from commenting on
the films or providing any
interpretation to patient.

v) Places the films on view
boxes as processed, in order,
as they are taken. May hang
scout and prior films. In-
forms radiologist as each
processed film is ready for
viewing.

d. Performer notes radiologist's
instructions after each film is
reviewed. As appropriate, makes
changes in timing, technical
factors, patient positioning,
projections,central ray and
table angulation.

e. When ordered, performer removes
compression device. Releases
pressure slowly to prevent
visceral rupture.

f. Notes orders for timing for over-
heads of ureter(s), bladder,

17
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proximal urethra, (and biliary
tract if cholegraphy is combined
.with urography).

13. If serial films of the biliary tract
are to be made, performer notes timing
and marks cassettes as described above.

a. For a right AP oblique projection
(right posterior oblique view) of
the extrahepatic bile ducts, per-
former has patient assume a supine
position with the estimated area
of the biliary tract centered to
the midline of the table.

i) Elevates the left side of the
body about 15° to 200. Supports
the elevated shoulder, hip and
knee. Has patient extend hips
and knees so that back is arched.
May place arms in comfortable
position with hands under or
above head.

ii) Centers film to estimated bil-
iary Lract area adjusted for pa-
tient's position and body type
or as indicated.

iii) Places inflated bag or radio-
lucent wedge under abdomen.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film or at
20° cephalad to the center of
the film.

b. Performer notes any orders for film
of gallbladder (if not already
visualized on serial films) and
projection required. Judges the
location of the gallbladder based
on evidence of prior films, pa-
tient's bcp.iy type or any centering
mark made by radiologist.

c. Adjusts technical factors, tube,
and position of patient or film
holder as appropriate. Repeats
identification, collimation, shield-

ing, orders for breath control,
exposure and viewing by radiolo-
gist as appropriate.

14. If overheads of the ureter(s) and
bladder are ordered, performer po-
sitions as described earlier or
below,depending on"radiologist's
orders and standard procedures:

a. If radiologist orders AP supine
projection of bladder and prox-
imal part of urethra, perform-
er positions patient in supine
position as described, but may
have patient extend legs so that
anterior pelvic bones are tilted
downward.

i).Centers film a little above
the upper border of the symph-
ysis pubis.

ii) Directs central ray at 5° cau-
dad to midpoint of film, or
15° to 20° caudad with pa-
tient who has loss of normal
lumbar curve.

b. If radiologist orders PA prone
projection of bladder and upper'
part of urethra, performer po-
sitions patient in prone posi-
tion as described, but may di-
rect central ray at 100 to 15°
cephalad to enter about 1 inch
distal to the tip of coccyx and
exit a little above the upper
border of the liubic symphysis. .

c. If radiologist orders oblique
views of bladder, performer po-
sitions patient as described
earlier,depending on view ordered
and side of interest, but rotates
body 40° to 60° as ordered. Cen-
ters the pubic arch on the side
of interest to midline of table.
Has patient extend and abduct
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upper thigh. Directs central ray
at right angles to midpoint of
film or at 100 caudad as ordered.

d. If radiologist orders lateral
view(s) of bladder, performer notes
whether posterior or anterior blad-
der wall is the area of interest.

1.) Places patient in supine posi-
tion for view of posterior wall
and in prone position for view
of anterior wall.

ii) Uses vertical bucky or cassette
holder with film centered to the
level of the bladder a little
above the upper border of the
symphysis pubis.

iii) Directs central ray horizontally
across table at right angles to
midpoint of film.

iv) Reverses position of central re.y
and cassette for opposite side
lateral view.

e. If radiologist orders an axial view
of posterior surface of bladder and
lower end of ureters, performer has
patient sit on side or end cf table
so that posterior surface of each
knee is in contact with edge of
table.

i) Centers median sagittal plane
of body to midline of table so
that transverse axis of film
coincides as nearly as possible
to midaxillary plane of the
body.

ii) Centers film to median sagittal
plane of pelvis.

ili) May support feet with bench or
stool. Has patient abduct thighs
and lean directly forward until
symphysis pubis is in close con-
tact with table. May assist
obese patient to achieve as
close to a 450 angle of vertical
axis of pelvis as possible. Has

1 9

patient grasp ankles to main-
tain position.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to film, centered to
the lumbosacral region at the
level of the greater trochan-
ters. If flexion is restricted,
directs central ray anteriorly
at right angles to the coronal
plane of the symphysis pubis.

f. For an erect AP projection (pos-
terior view) of the urinary tract
performer notes whether patient
can be positioned in erect posi-
tion or requires semierect posi-
tioning. Notes whether kidneys
are to be included in view and/or
bladder.

i) For erect position, has pa-
tient stand facing away from
vertical cassette holder or
table, with median sagittal
plane centered to the midline,
and with weight equally dis-
tributed. Adjusts head and
spine to a single plane, with
shoulders in a single trans-
verse line. Has patient flex
elbows and place hands on up-
per chest. If limbs are of un-
equal length,supports shorter
extremity.

ii) Centers cassette to the level,r,
of the iliac crests, and in---
dudes the upper border of
the twelfth thoracic verte-
bra and the pelvis.
If kidney excursion is being
studied, centers as for su-
pine AP pyelography and al-
lows for a drop of about two
inches from supine position.
If bladder and upper urethra
is being studied, centers as
described earlier.

iii) Maintains patient in erect
position long enough for fluid
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g.

levels to be accurately demon-
strated. Directs central ray
horizontally at right angles to
midpoint of film.

iv) For patients who cannot assume
erect position, performer ad-
justs patient in semierect po-
sition. Attaches footrest to
end of table and secures pa-
tient. With patient on table,
performer moves it to almost
vertical position. Centers as
above with cassette in vertical
bucky. Directs central ray hori-
zontally to the midpoint of the
film, regardless of the angula-
tion of the table.

Performer repeats appropriate steps
including identification af cas-
sette, use of R-L and time elapse
markers, selection and setting of
technique, positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment, collimation, shielding,
breathing instructions, making ex-
posure, and processing, as describ-
ed above.

h. Performer shows each radiograph to
radiologist as processed, and pro-
ceeds as ordered until radiologist
indicates that this stage of ex-
amination is completed.

i. Performer notes any orders from
radiologist for films of b-adder
after voiding and/or any delayed
films. May provide requisition
sheet and have radiologist fill
out and sign.

15. When pre-voiding radiography is com-
pleted,performer explains to patient
whether procedure will be terminated
or whether patient is to void and re-
turn for post-micturition film(s).

a. If not already done,assists with
removal of IV apparatus or has
this done.-7,

b. Assists patient to descend from
table and walk to toilet, or
provides bedpan.

If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises. May decide to assist pa-
tient from table. Makes sure
patient is reminded of any foot-
rest in stepping off table.

c. For post-micturition study,per-
former takes overheads in posi-
tion(s) ordered, processes,and
presents for review as described
above.

d. For delayed films,performer may
arrange to have patient taken
to appropriate holding area.
Keeps track of the time elapsed.
If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a
staff person who will transport
to appropriate location and re-
turn patient at appropriate time.
Takes delayed films as appropri-
ate as described above.

16. When performer is told by radiolo-
gist that the examination has been
completed, performer carries out
termination steps for the examina-
tion:

a. May have patient transported back
to holding area or next location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. Makes sure that
none of the equipment is project-
tag over the patient-before al-
lowing patient to rise.

b. If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to ap-
propriate next location or, if
out-patient, will arrange to dis-
charge or send patient hone (with
escort if appropriate).

2 0
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c. May have room and equipment cleaned;
has any other appropriate clean up
procedures followed co avoid in-
fection or contamination, or de-
cides to do personally, depending
on institutional procedures.

d. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
overhead view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose
to which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

e. May presen.: requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature.

f. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets.,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

g. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

.=1=MIMMI
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This is page 1 of 18 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition rev ewe ,equ pment set up,pt. measured
and reassured;scout of abdomen and scout tomograms
taken as ordered;radiologist assisted with infusi3n;
compression applied;films identified;technical fac-
tors,amplitude and layer height selected and set;pt.
shielded,positioned;nephrotomograms taken,sent for
processing,taken to radiologist;tomography,pyelog-
raphy continued as ordered;patient returned;examina-
tion recorded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for infusion nephrotomog-
raphy (body section radiography
of the kidney after intravenous
infusion of contrast medium) as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requiaitions

in order of priority.
d. From co-worker.

Request may include orders
for pyelography (conven-
tional radiography of kid-
ney(s) and ureter(s).

,

Performer may also receive
scout films and/or prior
pyelograms with record of
technical factors used and/
or any changes necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
type of tomographic exami-
nation called for, the pa-
tient involved, area of in-
terest, special considera-
tions, and to check the com-
pleteness of the informa-
tion provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes whethe
a routine scout film and
scout tomograms are or-
dered or any special re-
quests.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,
bucky,table,collimator;clock;tomographic attachment;
ID,R-L,series,breath control,level,amplitude markers
compression devices;procedure tray with IV equipment
iodine based contrast solution;emergency cart;heat-
ing device;extension cones;stool;calipers;cassettes;
lead apron,shielding;immobilization devices;techni-
que,standard view,tube rating,cooling,and rad expo-
sure charts;forms;intercom;stretcher;wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,( ) No...( )

es los...L Name t e kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
inClude the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledEe
requirements or legal restrictions,

Pt. to have aephrotomography;accompanying adult;
radiologist;anesthesiolo:istco-worker;nurse

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking infusion nephrotomograms of any pt.,by review-
ing request;preparing pt. and equipment;measuring;
taking scout overhead, tomograms as ordered;assist-
ing with infusion of contrast;setting technical fac-
tors,amplitude,layer height as ordered;prrwiding
shielding;positioning pt.;collimating;idk .tifying,
exposing nephrotomograms;arranging for processing;
taking to radiologist;continuing,taking pyelograms
as ordered;having pt. returned;placing radiographs
for use;recording.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..

2 2
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b. Performer checks which kidney is
involved, whether pyelography is
ordered. Notes the name of the
radiologist in charge; may note
name of the referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special information or note on
known pa aology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling. Notes any prior history
of allergic reaction to contrast
or allergies.

d. Notes whether tube-film travel pat-
tern is specified(if more than one
type of equipment is available),
such as linear, circular, ellipti-
cal, or hypocycloidal tomography.
Notes whether zonography is called
for (expoenre angle of 100 or less),
whether plesiotomography is called
for (simultaneous multi-level tomog-
raphy using "book" cassettes).
Notes whether asymmetrical tomog-
raphy (incomplete linear sweep) is
ordered.

e. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring spec,a.l. handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence. Notes whether patient
will be on a stretcher or in a
wheelchair. Notes orders for use
or nonuse of ureteric compression.
lotes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurse or other staff
person.

f. Notes which phase of suspended
respiration is to be used. Notes
the shielding appropriate for pa-
tient based on sex and positions
ordered.

g. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that

23

List Elements Fullz_

information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether ex-
amination has been done else-
where in recent past, whether
number of radiographs and
tomographic exposures ordered
or done in past should be
brought to radiologist's atten-
tion.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg-,_;
nant, reviews date of female
ratient's last menstruai peri-
od, or notes any other Indi-
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pos-
sible fetus

h. Performer notes any orders for
prior preparation of patient such
as preliminary diet, abstinence
from food and/or drink, use of
cleansing enemas. May note whether
these have been recorded as car-
ried out. If patient's record ii.-
dicates orders for sedation or
any other prior medication, or
if anestheoia may be ordered for
pediatric patient, performer may
check timing to be sure a proper
elapse of time has occurred for
medication to take effect.
If appropriate, arranges to have
any omitted steps carried out
and/or delays examination.
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Task Code No. 388

This is page 3 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full
Of1=144

i. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient; or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.

j. If prior radiographs already on
file are to be presented to radio-
logist and if not already with pa-
tient's jacketed material, perform-
er arranges to have prior films
delivered.

. Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination 4_7olved and
the equipment required, Or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than nec-
essary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides.to do personally. Checks
that materials are present for in-
fusion of contrast solution. Makes
sure emergency cart is present.
Checks for emesis basin,towels,
availability* of cold water.

c. Performer makes sure that equip-
ment has a tomography capability
or that tomographic attachment is
in room. Checks that x-ray tube
has appropriately small fractional
focal spot and that, if appropri-
ate, additional filtration is
available for tomography.

List Elements Lally

d. Checks that proper accessories
are available for procedure in-
cluding leaded rubber aprons,
shielding to be used by the per-
former, the patient, and anyone
who will remain in the room dur-
ing exposure.

e. Checks that appropriate immobili-
zation devices are present, such
as ureteric compression belt,
blocks; checks that a mattress,
pads, pillows And/or blankets are
present for comfort of patient.

f. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markerc are available
for use, identification cards,
or leaded numerals or markers,
markers to indicate postinfusion
time intervals, special positions
or breath control, and markers
to record level and amplitude
of tomograms.

g. If appropriate, pc.:former makes
sure that contrast solution is
at body temperature. May arrange
to have it warmed or cooled.

h. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and
sizes are available in the exami-
nation room, including book cas-
settes if appropriate. Selects
appropriate speed aad type of
film, grid,and cassette combina-
tion depending on the techniques
to be used and standard insti-
tutional practices. Selects size
based on patient's size and area
of interest. If adequate supply
is not in room, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

i. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of radiographs using equip
ment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
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Task Code No. 388

This is page 4 of 18 for this task.
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tion strip for placement on vii) Moves the tomographic mecha-
film holder(s) giving appropri- nism manually through the max-
ate patient identification in- imum travel and checks that
formation,

ii) Performer may prepare for use
there are no restrictions such
as from cables or other attach

of flashcard by checking that ments. Adjusts as appropriate.
there is piece of lead on film viii) Engages the drive mechanism
holder surface; may type or for horizontal travel as ap-
write out'ID information on propriate and removes engaging .

card if not received with req- rod. Sets lock switch if appro-
.

uisition. priate to prevent alternative
iii) Checks identification against

requisition sheet.
travel motion.

1. Makes sure that tomography power
j. If appropriate, such as with wide switch is off (if appropriate).

angle hypocycloidal tomography,
p4..r:former may insert additional

m. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used

fiTs:er (as designated) into beam and takes note of any newly post-
column. ed changes in technical factors

k. If a tomography attachment is to (to reflect accomnodation to a
be put in place (to be used with change in machine output or a
conventional tubemount, generator,
and horizontal bucky x-ray table),
performer obtains the necessary

policy decision).
n. Performer checks that x-ray equip-

ment is ready for use. Goes to
equipment and assembles: control panel and checks that in-

dicator light shows that machine
i) Checks that table is in hori- is "warmed up," or turns on main

zontal position,
ii) Attaches fulcrum assembly along

switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma7

the table top rail at head end chine to "warm up." If appropri-
of table and secures. ate, performer nay set radiog-

iii) Attaches fulcrum assembly plug raphy and/or tomography mode se-
to appropriate electrical re- lector and set collinator control
ceptacle. for manual operation. Makes sure

iv) Attaches the fulcrum bar and that all circuits have been sta-
bucky link bar as appropriate bilized.
to equipment and moves the tube-- o. Performer may note whether a pre-
mount over the fulcrum assembly. liminary scout film has already
Adjusts so that angulation and been made of the patient (done
fulcrum level indicators are . earlier and/or by another radio-
facing appropriately.

v) Slides fulcrum bar into fulcrum
assembly as appropriate and

logic technologist).

i) If a scout film has already
Ilocks,

vi) Adjusts tubemount to prescribed
been made and viewed by ra-
diologiA, performer notes

focal-film distance. (May check the tecirtique used or ordered
technique chart for tomography.) and plans technical factors

adjusting as appropriate.

...a
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This is page 5 of 18 for this task.
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ii) If a scout film has been made
but not approved; performer
places processed scout film and
any prior films with patient's
chart or places on view box
for review by radiologist.

iii) If a scout film has not been
made and is required before pa-
tient is seen by radiologist,
performer plans to proceed
after readying patient as de-
scribed below.

Performer readies patient for the ex-
amination:

a. Performer washes hands again as ap-
propriate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or de-
contamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and prepared
for the examination (if not al-
ready done), or decides to do per-
conally.

c. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dress-
ing room. May decide to assist in
transporting patient from holding
area or have this done. If patient
is already under general anesthe-
sia has patient wheeled in under
supervision of anesthesiologist.

d. Performer greets patient (if con-
scious) and any accompanying staff
person, and introduces self. CheckT.
patient's identity against the req-
uisition sheet. With in-patient,
checks hospital identification
bracelet or other identifier. If
patient is accompanied because of
seriousness of condition, performer
checks with accompanying staff mem-
bqr on any special precautions nec-
essary during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable seated or recumbent
supine position (unless prone
position is called for and repo-
sitioning will be painful).

i) If appropriate, places mat-
tress, pillow or clean linen
on x-ray table. May place pad,
blanket or pillow under bony
prominences to provide comfort
for recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair
may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
wich by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get
on.table, helps patient turn
on stool, and then sit and/or
lie on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position se that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheel-
ed base to x-ray table. May
arrange to move or have patien
moved to table.

f. If not already done, has patient
clothing removed and provides
gown or drape. May assist patient
or request assistance from. nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until exposure. Treats
young patient with as much cour-
tesy as adult.
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g, If not already done, performer
questions patient or accompanying
adult about any preparatory pro-
ceduIes ordered.

i) Checks that any preliminary
diet ordered was followed.
Checks that any order for prior
abstinence from food and/or
drink was adhered to. Checks
that any orders for cleansing
enema(s) were carried out.

ii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about any allergies, especially
to shellffsh or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (espe-
cially iodine based).

iii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

iv) If there is any possibility
that patient is pregnant and
this has not already been re-
corded, or that patient has
sensitivity to contrast, or
that patient has not abstained
from food or drink as ordered,
performer informs radiologist
at once and .Droceeds only with
approval.

h. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be in-
volved in the procedure:

i) Describes what will happen in in
fusion of the contrast solution
and the tomography.
Gives patient an idea of how
long the entire procedure may
take, the possibility Gf regular
overhead filming, that patient
may wait in holding area during
serial filming.

ii) Performer may explain to pa-
tient that side effects may
be felt from contrast medium
such as feeling of nausea,
flushing, choking sensation.
Reassures patient that vomit-
ing is normal and that emesis
basin will be provided.

iii) Performer may manually demon-
strate the action of the x-ray
tube during tomography.

i. Performer explains what coopera-
tion will be asked of patient:

i) Performer may ask patient to
refrain as much as possible
from swallowing before and
during the examination to re-
duce presence of gas.

ii) Performer describes the need
for compression of the ure-
ters,explaining that there
may be some discomfort.

iii) Explains the importance of
patient's being able to re-
lax. Indicates what types of
positions the patient will
be asked to assume. Describes
the probable breathing control,
use of compression devices, as
appropriate. May demonstrate
how tilt table will be used
and reassure patient that he
or she will be held safely.

iv) Performer answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly;
attempts to reassure patient
and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that
,patient may be frightened and/
or in_pain. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,
that it is not appropriate for
technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak
to physician.
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j. Encourages patient (conscious) to take scout of abdomen. Otherwise
relax. Rehearses patient in suspend- waits until radiologist orders
ing respiration on exhalation and
relaxing (or in suspended inhala-
tion if ordered). May check pa-

scouts.

4. Unless already done, performer in-
tient's relaxation by keeping hand forms attending radiologist when
on patient's back to detect tense- patient is ready to be examined.
ness. Performer may judge time Brings requisition sheet, patient's
interval needed after cessation medical history, chart, any proces-
of respiration for patient to re- sed scout film and any prior films
lax. Plans to adjust exposure timing to radiologist. Displays radio-
accordingly.

k. Unless measurements have already
been made, perfqrmer uses centi-

graphs on view boxes.

a. If not already done, performer
meter calipers to measure the tells radiologist about any dif-
thickness of the abdomen in the ficulties encountered with re-
directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass

gard to information, possible ,

contraindications, or anything
through the centered part from else that should be brought to
tube to film. radiologist's attention. Notes

any special orders or change in
i) Performer evaluates the pa- procedure decided by radiologist.

tient's bodily habitus to esti- b. Performer may accompany radiolo-
mate the position of the kid- gist to examination room and in-
neys. troduce patient to radiologist.

ii) Notes whether the area of in- c. During radiologist's review of
terest is heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the

requisition, any prior scout,
prior pyelograms and examination

palpation points are easy to of patient, performer notes ra-
find. diologist's orders:

iii) Records measurements for use
in determining exposure factors. i) If radiologist decides to ter-

1. If not already done, performer has minate procedure, performer

patient empty bladder completely. proceeds to termination steps

Has patient void in bathroom or described below. If appropri-

provides bedpan. May decide to ate arranges to have proper

assist patient. Has patient relax forms filled out.

in supine or nrone position on ex- ii) Notes radiologist's final or-

amination table depending on views ders on sequence of examine-

ordered for scout filming or tion. May discuss. Arranges

whether examination by radiologist
will follow. May have patient re-

to provide or changes any
equipment or supplies s or-a

main in prone position to dissipate
gas.

dered by radiologist.
iii) If a sco-t film has already

m. If appropriate before radiolo- been processed, performer

gist's examination and if not al- notes radiologist's orders

ready done, performer arranges to for changes in technical fac-
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tors, patient position and/or essary to account for extreme
centering,

iv) If patient is to be placed under
fat or muscularity, age, the
preference of the radiologist

general anesthesia performer involved, and any other conver-
coordinates timing of procedure sion needed such as posted
and scout filming with anesthe- changes. Performer looks at
siologist. numerical conversion factors

v) If not already done, performer and calculates or uses conver-
awaits radiologist's orders for sion charts to ascertain the
scout films as described below,

vi) Performer then notes radiolo-
appropriate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA and/or time). Multi-

gist's orders for scout tomo- plies, divides, adds, or sub-
grams. Notes the patient posi- tracts as appropriate.
tions and views called for, the d. Performer checks any new or un-
area to be included in the cen- familiar exposure factors against
tral beam; notes the exposure the posted limits of the x-ray
angle (amplitude), speed, the tube on a tube rating chart to
number of "cuts," for the first be sure that technique does nut
preliminary scout tomograms exceed the heat capacities of
(such as one "cut" at expected the tube for the focal spot size
plane of interest, one or more to be used. If appropriate, per-
at given cm's above afid/or be- former reconverts the technique
low), to an equivalent output using

higher kVp and lower mAs.
5. If not already done, performer pro- e. Performer sets the exposure fac-

ceeds as ordered to make a scout film tors as sel.-cted:
of the abdomen:

i) Sets control for radiography
a. Performer consults the technique mode.

chart posted for the machine. ii) If appropriate, checks line
Locates the information needed
for the body part and projection

voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until

involved according to the centi- needle is aligned properly on
meter thickness of the part and line meter.
position as measured and the colli- iii) For conventional exposure con-
mated field size to be used. Makes trol, performer sets the mil-
sure that technique relates to liamperage selected for the
the combination of film type and correct focal spot size. Sets -

speed and use of other accessor- the selected exposure time
ies (such as screens, grids, bucky,
etc.).

that will produce the mks de-
sired. Sets the kVp selected

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec- by choosing the combination
onds of exposure time), focal of kilovoltage settings to
spot size, and the focal film produce the desired kVp.
distance (TFD or FFD) called for. iv) For automatic phototimed expo-

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and sure control, performer sets
time has been determined, per- the category corresponding to
former makes any conversions nec- the type of study and use of

2 9
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screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Sets a control corresponding to
the selected field size (as
listed on technique chart for
phototiming).
May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipnent, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-
sure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
juatments of table and tube
height, position, and of colli-
mation.

f. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for.the scout
projection. Attaches identifica-
tion information to the cassette
or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate or depresses appro-
priate R or L button for auto-
matic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals or marker, per-
former places on appropriate
corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rubbe
on appropriate edge of cassette

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-

List Elements Fully 0

ment using automatic film
marking device.

v) Performer places cassette in
bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position or in-
serts cassette tray into bucky
slot and centers.

g. Performer positions as follows
(or as described.below for later
steps) depending on the posi-
tion ordered for scout film.
May explain or demonstrate to
patient what is required. May
obtain help in positioning.

h. For supine AP projection (poster-
ior view) of the abdomen, per-
former has patient lie in a su-
pine position on table.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body to the mid-
line of table.

ii) Elevates patient's shoulders
and knees so that patient's
back is in contact with table
and supports. Arranges
shoulders and hips to lie on
single transverse planes.
May immobilize ankles. Has
patient flex elbows and ab-
duct arms.

iii) Performer centers the cassette
at the level of the iliac
crests unless otherwise
specified. Makes sure not to
use visual points of muscle
or fatty tissue and palpates
for the crest of the bone.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.
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i. For a prone PA projection (enter- the film so as to project the
view desired. Adjusts the colli-
mator so that a small unexposed
bo.xler will appear around the
edge of the film or collimates
further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus
provide maximum protection and
detail).
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area(s)
of interest.

n. Performer adds lead shielding
to areas that will be in the
primary path of the beam but
are not included in the areas
of interest, especially gonads.
Provides patient and anyone who
will remain in room during ex-
posure with appropriate pro-
tective shielding. Explains if
necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unneces-
sary radiation exposure.

o. When everything is ready for the
exposure,reminds conscious pa-
tient of the cooperation and
breath control to be used for
exposure. Encourages patient to
relax. Observes the patient's
movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted.

p. Performer returns to control
room for exposure.

i) Makes sure controls are prop-
erly set, and that patient
is still in position.

ii) Calls or uses intercom to tell
conscious patient to carry out
breathing instructions as
rehearsed. Has patient breathe
out and hold for suspended
exhalation, or breathe in and
hold for suspended inhalation.

..............

ior view) of the abdomen, perform-
er has patient
position on table
line,

i) Has patient
arms in a comfortable
Supports ankles.
head on cheek
patient rest
chest. May support
upper chest.

ii) Centers cassette
of the iliac
lumbar body

iii) Directs central
angles to midpoint

j. Performer rehearses
laxing and breathing
ing or breathing
depending on orders.
the same phase
all films unless

k. Performer avoids
pressure on abdomen
any danger of intra-abdominal
neoplasm.

1. Performer sets
tance if not already
priate. Checks
tance by reading
in the tube housing;
or down until the
(TFD) is obtained,

m. Performer checks
by using light
vates the collimator
pnints the light
part. Adjusts the
ing to correspond
size. Uses cross-hair
,reference for center
Checks that prilmery
ter the center
interest at the

lie in prone PA
centered to mid-

flex elbows, place
position.

Rests patient's
or chin. May have

hands beneath
head and

to the level
crests, third
or as ordered.

ray at right
of film.

patient in re-
in and hold-

out and holding
Plans to use

of respiration for
otherwise ordered.
applying direct

if there is

the focal-film dis-
done as appro-

the focal-film dis-
indicator scale

adjusts up
required FFD

final positioning
in collimator. Acti-

light and
beam towards the
collimator open-
to the film

shadows as
of field.

beam will en-
of the area of
selected angle to
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iii) When respiration has been sus-
pended, performer waits one or
two seconds to allow involun-
tary movement of viscera to
subside and then makes expo-
sure or waits number of seconds
.judged necessary for patient
to relax.

iv) If patient is under anesthesia
performer arranges to make ex-
posure on signal from anesthe-
siologist that respiratory ar-
rest has been induced. Acts on
anesthesiologist's signal.

v) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

vi) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

vii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

viii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

ix) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can breathe or indicates to
anesthesiologist that respira-
tion can be resumed.

x) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

List Elements Full

xi) After exposure removes cas-
sette and removes markers for
further use.

q. The performer arranges to have
the scout film processed at once
or decides to do personally.

i) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

ii) While the film is being pro-
cessed and/or evaluated,per-
former has patient relax in
examination room or holding
area. Explains what will hap-
pen next. If appropriate,
makes sure that patient will
be attended while waiting.

r. Performer places the processed
scout film for review and in-
forms radiologist that it is
ready. Notes radiologist's orders
for changes in technical factors,
as described above, and any
changes in orders for scout
tomograms.

6. When performer has radiologist's
final decisions on the number of
scouts, level(s) for the scout
tomogram(s), the size of the "slice"
(exposure angle or amplitude) and
technical factors, performer pre-
pares the equipment to make the
preliminary exposure(s):

a. Performer selects the appropri-
ate cassette size, with film and
screen speeds appropriate to the
equipment and the area of inter-
est. Performer attaches'identi-
fication information to the cas-
sette or table top as described
earlier. Prepares marker giving
the level at which the fulcrum
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This.is page 12 of 18 for this task.

will be set for the given expo-
sure and attaches to cassette or
table-top as appropriate.

b. Performer places cassette into
. bucky tray as described earlier.

c. Performer sets the fulcrum (layer
height) level for the first (or
next) exposure:

i) If a "book" cassette is to be
used, performer sets the ful-
crum level to coincide with
the uppermost body layer to
be projected..

ii) If an automatic layer height
selector is available, perform-
er sets the controls to the
interval distances selected,
and sets the fulcrum for the
uppermost or lowermost body
layer desired depending on the
direction of the automatic
change.

iii) Sets the fulcrum level using
hand crank or power switch and
checks the setting on the ful-
crum (layer height) indicator.

d. Performer sets the amplitude
(sweep):

i) Makes sure that x-ray tube is
centered at zero angle. Checks
focal-film distance.

ii) Sets the prescribed exposure
angle or amplitude as appro-
priate for equipment and checks
angle on indicator.

e. Performer sets the sweep speed as
prescribed, according to the speeds
available for the equipment, the
exposure angle selected, and
established procedure for the area
of interest (or patient's age).
Notes the duration or actual expo-
sure time as the product of the
angle and the sweep speed selected.
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f. For linear tomography, performer
sets the directional control
switch to right or left for hori-
zontal travel to reflect the di-
rection in which Ole tute will
travel during the actual exposure.

i) For other types of motion per-
former sets comparable selec-
tor(s) so that tubemount is in
start position.

ii) For asymmetrical exposure, de-
termines whether the arc to be
used will be at the beginning
of tube travel or near the end,
and adjusts equipment as ap-
propriate.

g. Performer_selects and sets the ex-
posure factors for the first to-
mographic projection.

i) Consults technique chart for to-
mography for the unit being used
as described. Takes account of
radiologist's orders, for changes
based on scout film.

ii) Takes account of total heat
units and checks with cooling
chart. May plan pacing of ex-
posures to allow cooling.

iii) If appropriate, performer re-
converts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp,lower mA,or faster sweep
speed.

iv) Performer may plan to vary the
exposure technique for the
scout nephrotomograms so as
to provide radiologist with
visual choice for the partic-
ular patient. If so,records the
planned techniques for each
scout film in relation to-the
level of the "cut" for each.

v) Performer sets the exposure
factors selected as described
earlier.
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7. Performer positions patient for scout
nephrotomograms as described above,
as follows, or as described in later
steps, depending on the positions
ordered:

a. For oblique projections of the kid-
neys, performer notes whether an-
terior oblique projections are or-
dered or posterior oblique projec-
tions, and the side of interest;
notes whether bilateral views are
ordered. Performer may substitute
right PA oblique projection for
left AP oblique projection and/or
left PA oblique projection for
right AP oblique projection as ap-
propriate to the patient's condi-
tion.

i) For anterior (AP) oblique pro-
jections (posterior oblique
views) performer starts with
patient in supine position.
For posterior (PA) oblique
projections (anterior oblique
views) performer starts with
patient in prone position.

ii) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion (left posterior oblique
view) performer rotates supine
patient 40° to 45° and supports
the elevated (right) side.
Places arms 3- comfortable po-
sition with snoulders in a sin-
gle transverse plane. Centers
cassette to the upper lumbar
vertebrae adjusted for patient's
body type and somewhat higher
than for right view, at about
the level of the xiphoid pro-
cess. Directs central ray at
right.angles to midpoint of film.

iii) For a right AP oblique projec-
tion performer positions patient
similarly to (ii), above,but on
opposite side. Centers cassette
somewhat lower than for left
view.

iv) For PA oblique projections
(anterior oblique views) per-
former positions prone patient
with coronal plane of the up-
per lumbar vertebrae on the
side of interest centered to
midline. Has patient rest head
on cheek on side of interest
with arm alongside body. Ro-
tates body so that opposite
side is elevated 45°. Has pa-
tient support himself or her-
self on opposite side fore-
arm and flexed knee. Centers
film as described in (ii) and
(iii) above.

v) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

b. For a lateral view of kidney per-
former notes the side of inter-
est and has patient assume lat-
eral recumbent position on that
side.

i) Has patient flex knees com-
fortably, and'centers midaxil-
lary line to midline. Places
supports under and between
knees and ankles. Has patient
flex elbows, place lower hand
under head, and'has patient
grasp side of table with oppo-
site hand. Supports thorax.

ii) Centers cassette at the level
of the upper lumbar vertebrae
adjusted for patieneR body
type and somewhat higher for
view of right kidney,at about
the level of the xiphoid pro-
cess.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint.

c. Performer cautions patient to
keep fingers away from table
edges. Advises patient to keep
eyes closed to avoid following

3,1
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List Elements Fill List Elements Full

/

the movemflt of the x-ray tube.
Explains ,..!at patient must hold
position for successive "cuts."

d. Performer checks that no obstruc-
tions are present wuich might re-
strict tubemount travel such as
palpator or cables.

e. Performer again checks for abil-
ity of patient to relax and re-
pests appropriate breathing in-
structions. Repeats appropriate
collimation. For small fields per-
former attaches an auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator to fur-
ther reduce the primary beam. Pro-
vides shielding as appropriate,

f. Performer tests tomographic set-up
by proceeding with tubemount sweep
but not activating exposure. Has
patient practice breathing out and
holding still as ordered and per-
mits patient to sense the duration
time for each sweep:

i) Turns on power for tomographic
attachment or mode. Using ap-
propriate switch, activates
tomographic sweep action with-
out activating exposure, and
holds until tubemount reaches
the extreme limit o:7 travel,

ii) Returns tubemount to other
extreme position, holding until
tubemount travel is zomplete.
Interrupts travel at any point
and makes any adjustments neces-
sary. Returns equipment to
"start" position.

. When everything is ready for the tomo-
graphic exposure, performer reviews
with patient the breath control to be
used for exposure. Reche:ks position.

a. Reminds patient if position is to
be maintained for furthel: cuts.
Performer observes the patient's

movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted.

b. The performer returns to control
room. Makes sure controls are
properly set and patient is still
in position or checks with anes-
thesiologist. Tells patient when
to breathe as instructed by call-
ing or using intercom. Performer
initiates tubemount action and
exposure by pressing hand trigger
or exposure control button (twice
if two stage control is appropri-
ate). Holds down or continues to
press exposure control until tube
travel is completed. Then re-
leases exposure switch at once.

%

i) For asymmetrical exposure,
initiates exposure or termi-
nates at appropriate stage
of tube travel.

ii) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can breathe or tells anes-
thesiologist. .

iii) If there is any problem during
the exposure, performer re-
leases switch at once and sets
back to "start" position be-
fore attempting another sweep.

c. After exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes cassette from
bucky.

i) Removes any markers.
ii) Performer places ID, R-L and

appropriate next layer height
marker on cassette for next
scout (unless book cassette
was used).

iii) Inserts new cassette as de-
scribed.

iv) Changes fulcrum to new layer
height (level) as appropriate,
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List Elements Full List Elements Full

unless this will be de..;,ne auto-
matically.

v) If more than one patient posi-
tion is to be used for scouts,
repositions patient if appro-
priate.

vi) If new patient position is re-
quired that calls for change in
exposure factors, or if a variety
of factors are to be used, per-
former changes technical factors
as appropriate.

vii) Performer adjusts collimation
and shielding and repeats expo-
sure for next scout tomogram.

viii) Performer continues until all
scout tomogram exposures have
been made.

d. Performer arranges to have the
scout tomograms processed at once
or decides to do personally. At-
taches ID card for use with flash-
er if appropriate. May sign requi-
sition. While films are being pro-
cessed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by,staff person or self.

Performeebrings the processed scout
tomograms directly to the radiologist
in charge or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist that they are
ready. May also hang prior films.

a. Performer notes instructions from
radiologist regarding the posi-
tion, layer levels, amplitude, and
number of cuts for each position

4".. for the nephrotomograms. Notes

radiologist's preference for tech-
nical factors.

b. If radiologist indicates that any
radiographs are not technically
adequate, performer notes reasons.
If reason is due to perforuer's own
negligence or lack of attention,
notes so that performer can avoid

future "retakes." If reason re-
flects malfunctioning equipment,
performer reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member. If -ea-
son reflects the preference fJr
density or contrast of the radio-
logist, performer notes for fu-
ture use.

c. When the radiologist decides to
proceed, performer notes Tadio-
logist's orders for postinfusion
time sequence, use of compression,
areas of interest, patient posi-
tions, pyelography. May note
orders on amount of contrast or
change of equipuent or supplies
and injection site. Makes any
needed changeS as appropriate.
Performer may check to be sure
what gonadal protection can be
provided without interfering
with diagnostic purpose of study.

10. If performer is to assist with the
infusion, proceeds as follows:

a. Resets technical factors and
equipment for first nephrotouo-
gram as described, adjusting for
patient's position, radiologist'
orders after seeing scouts, se-
lected amplitude and level, and
use of contrast. Identifies cas-
sette as appropriate and places
in bucky as described.

b. Washes hands observing sterile
technique.

c. May have IJ bottle prepared with
iodine-based contrast solution
or decides to Lo personally. May
check and see that contrast is
at body temperature. May help
set up IV infusion apparatus.
Attaches bottle of prepared con-
trast solution to sterile IV
tubing. Hangs at appropriate
height on pole near patient with
clamp in closed position.
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List Elements Full

d. Performer may position patient on
examination table as appropriate
for introduction of contrast and
first nephrotomogram. May have
injection site prepared or decides
to do personally. May place cm-
pzession device for immediate use
aa appropriate. May reapply gona-
dal shielding if not alree,dy done.

e. Performer may provide emesis basin
and clean towels.

f. Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready for intro-
duction of contrast solution. May
support the arm used for injection
site.

g. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra- -
diologist, observing sterile tech-
nique,so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not contami-
nate gloves.
May assist as appropriate by hand-
ing materials and supplies asked
for.

h. Performer assists radiologist to
care for patient if there is nau-
sea or vomiting. Reassures patient.
Cleans patient. May provide 'damp
cold towel to alleviate flushing
symptoms.

i. Notes time of start of infusion
for later timing of pyelography.

j. Performer may periodically check
that needle has not become dis-
lodged and that the fluid is drip-
ping at an even rate. If there are
any problems, performer clamps
tube and notifies an MD or RN at
once.

k. When ordered,performer applies
compression device over the lower
ends of the ureters. Uses ureteric
belt or compression block and band
as appropriate. May provide pad
under the pelvis.

1. If radiologist orders nephrotomo-
grams during infusion procass,per-

11.

List Elements Fully

former proceeds as described
earlier depending on the posi-
tions ordered. Is careful not
to dislodge IV apparatus.

m. Keeps track of the time elapsed.
If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a
staff person who will observe pa-
tient's reactions or decides to
do personally.

n. Performer stands by to assist
radiologist or patient while
infusion proceeds over the ap-
propriate period of time and
while IV apparatus is removed.
Notes orders for timing of
nephrotomography to follow.

Depending on radiologist's orders,
performer makes tomographic expo-
sures at the selected interval cuts
(amplitude) and levels required for
each position ordered, as described
above:

a. Readjusts fulcrum level, techni-
cal factors, patient positioning,
collimation,and shielding as ap-
propriate. Makes sure ID, R-L,
time elapse, Amplitude and layer
heights are marked. Makes expo-
sures using the same breath con-
trol,and has tomograms processed
at once as above.

b. Brings tomograms to radiologist
and displays on view boxes as
before.

c. Performer notes whether a given
level will be further defined by
smaller "slices" (expanded ampli-
tude) within a more restricted
area. If so, repeats procedures
after adjusting amplitude and
redetermining exposure techniques

d. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction
to the contrast. As soon as per-

400,
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List Elements Fully

former judges that reaction may be
severe, ceases procedure and noti-
fies radiologist or attending pny-
sician at once.

e. Performer shows subsequent sets
of tomograms to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist
indicates that tomographic exami-
nation is completed.

f. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films to patient or provid-
ing any interpretation.

g. When radiologist indicates that
tomography is completed, performer
turns off energy for tomographic
attachment and/or unplugs.

12. If performer is to continue with over-
head pyelography, performer plans the
overhead series as ordered.

1

a. Plans to process each set of ra-
diographs in series as soon as ex-
posed and present to radiologist
for review (to avoid unnecessary
radiography and to permit ..".adiolo-
gist to revise orders).
Performer positions as follows or
as described earlier, depending on
radiologist's orders.

b. For variations of supine AP pro-
jections (posterior views) of the
kidneys and ureters, performer
positions patient and centers as
described earlier except as fol-
lows:

i) Performer may direct central
ray at 50 cephalad to the mid-
point of film.

ii) Performer may lower head end
of table 15° to 200 and direct
central ray at right angles to
midpoint of film.

c. Performer again checks for abil-
ity of patient to relax, and re-

,4:75144v1V

List Elementalallx

peats appropriate breathing in-
structions or coordinates with
anesthesiologist.

i) Repeats orders for breath con-
trol and relaxation for same
phase of respiration. If dif-
ferent phase is ordered from
that planned for series, marks
cassette accordingly.

ii) Repeats appropriate collima-
tion. Provides shielding and
makes exposure as described
above. Arranges processing.

d. While films are being processed,
performer makes sure that patient
is comfortable and, if necessary,
attended by radiologist, staff
member or self.

e. Places the films on view boxes as-
processed, in order, as they are
taken. May hang tomograms and
prior films. Informs radiologist
as each processed film is ready
for viewing.

f. Performer notes radiologist's in-
structions after each film is re-
viewed. As appropriate, makes
changes in timing, technical fac-
tors, patient positioning, pro-
jections, central ray and table
angulation.

g. When ordered, perfo:mer removes
compression device. Releases
pressure slowly to prevent vis-
ceral rupture.

h. Notes any orders for delayed
films and termination-of proce-
dure. May have radiologist fill
out and/or sign requisition
sheet.

13. When performer ls told by radiolo-
gist that the examination has been
completed, performer carries out
termination steps for the examina-
tion:
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a. If not already done assists with
removal of IV apparatus or has
this done.

b. Assists conscious patient to de-
scend from table and walk to toilet,
or provides bedpan for patit to
void.
If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises. May decide to assist patient
from table. Makes sure patient is
reminded of any footrest in step-

_ ping off table.
c. For dela-ied films,performer may

arrange to have patient taken to
appropriate holding area. Keeps
track of the time elapsed. If ap-
propriate, makes sure that patient
is in the care of a staff person
who will transport tc appropiriate
location and return patient at ap-
propriate time. Takes delayed films
as appropriate as described above.
Brings to radiologist if appropri-
ate.

d. If patient has been anesthetized,
checks with anesthesiologist on
removal of patient. Otherwise, nay
have patient transported back to
holding area or next location, or
decides to do personally, as ap-
propriate.
If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to ap-
propriate next location or, if
out-patient, will arrange to dis-
charge or send patient home (with
escort if appropriate).

e. Performer has equipment and ex-
amination table cleaned after use
or decides to do personally, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

f. With tomographic attachment, dis-
assembles by reversing the at-
tachment procedures.

List Elemelts Fully

g. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room,
examination type, the views taken,
the amplitude, speed, layer
heights and technical factors
used for tomograms, the film
sizes; may record the number of
exposures made including retakes;
may enter the estimated radia-
tion dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any prob-
lem with equipment, any special
care provided patient. Sighs req-
uisition sheet.

h. May present requisition sheet to
radiologist for comments, orders,
and signature.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and
related materials and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally,or have this done,
depending on institutional pro-
cedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is
ready to proceed with next ex-
amination.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 389

This is page 1 of 19 for this task.

I

1. What is.the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to.be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films

identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy,spot filming,overheads;scout taken as
ordered;radiologist assisted with injection,punc-
ture,positioning,fluoroscopy;overhead pyelograms
taken as ordered,processed,presented,repeated as
ordered;pt. returned;examination recorded;radio-
lzah2jleced for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if onl- certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
Iaedical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
procedure tray for pe<tutaneous renal puncture and
injections,iodine-based contrast solut2.on;heater;
emergency cart;view boxes;pen;x-ray generator,con-

I trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;fluOró466Py

unit,image intensifier,spot film device,TV monitor;
cassettes;roll film;ID,R-L,breath control markers;
labels,test tubes,lab jars with media,preservative;
vertical cassette holder;sterile garments;emesis

basin;towels;shielding;immobilization,compression
devices;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad ex-
posure charts;calipers;phantom or test object;
stretcher-wheelchair:intercom:forms

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

es to q. Name tne Kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant pt. to have renal puncture procedure;ra-

jolozist:co-workergiumaa t.

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking percutaneous antegrade or renal cyst pyelo-
grams of non-infant pt. by reviewing request;prepar-
ing equipment and pt.;measuring;setting up for flu-
oroscopy,spot filming;taking scout films;assisting
with infusion,pundture,injection procedures, flu-
oroscopy and spot filming;setting technical factors;
identifying films;providing shielding;collimating+.
:eking overheads as ordered:arranging for process-
ing;taking to radiologist;continuing,repeating as_
ordered;having pt. returned;placing pyelograms for

recordin_exame

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtairs
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for percutaneous
antegrade pyelography or renal
cyst puncture (introduction of
contrast directly into peivo-
calyceal system of kidney(s) or
into a cyst or tumor mass of
the kidney by means of direct
needle punctul:e) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule-sheet, -
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from do-worker.

Performer may also receive
prior pyelograms, urograms,
tomograms and/or ultrasound
films.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination .:alled for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes whether
a scout film is ordered
and any special requests.
Notes which kidney is in-
volved and/or whether bi-
lateral views will be re-
quired.

b. Notes the name of the ra-
diologist in charge; may

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Chec17:;777.1 this

is a master sheet..
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Task Code No. 389

This is page 2 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full

note the name of the referring
clinician and/or surgeon.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes any
special information or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling. Notes whether patient has
prior history of allergies, results
of any prior allergy test, adverse
reaction to contrast.

d. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring special handling

. such as heart disease, communica7
ble or infectious condition, in-
firmity, incoherence. Notes whether
patient will be on a stretcher or
in a wheelchair. Notes whether pa-
tient will be accompanied by nurse
or other staff person.

e. Notes orders for use or nonuse of
ureteric compression. Notes which
phase of suspended respiration will
be required for overhead films.
Notes the shielding appropriate
for patient based on sex and po-
sitions ordered.

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether there
is history of extensive radiog-
raphy which should be reported
to radiologist.
ii) Checks whether any orders on

exposure factors are in keeping
with the usual rad exposure in-
volved for the examination.

iii) Depending on'institutional pro
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is preg
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indi-
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a.known or pos-
sible fetus.

iv) Performer notes any orders
for prior preparation of pa-
tient such as diet, medica-
tion, and/or sedation. May
check whether these have been
recorded as carried out; per-
former may check timing to
be sure a proper elapse of
time has occurred such as for
sedation to take effect. If
appropriate, arranges to have
any omitted steps carried out
with delay in examination or
plans to notify radiologist.

g. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contra-
indications to going ahead with
the procedure, performer brings
this to attention of radiologist
in charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature, or orders.

h. If prior radiographs and/or ultra
sonograms already on file are to
be presented to radiologist,and
if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films de-
livered.
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Task Code No. 389
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List Elements Full

. Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than nec-
essary:

List Elements Fully_

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has been

prepared for the study involved or
decides to do personally. Checks
that materials are present for IV
and percutaneous injections of con-
trast solution. May check for
emesis basin and towels and supply
of cold water. For antegrade pye-
lography checks for suture mater-
ials. For cyst puncture checks for
sclerosing agent. Makes sure that
emergency cart is present, that con
tainers, preservative and labels
for specimens (to be sent for bac-
teriologic culture and cytology
examinations) are present.

c. May check that contrast solution
is at appropriate temperature or
arranges to heat or cool.

d. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding for patient)
and aprons and gloves to be used
by radiologist, performer, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room
during eYposure. Checks that ap-
propriate immobilization devices
are present, and that there is a
mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.
May set up footboard at end of
tilt-table, and attach hand holds.

e. Makes sure that right (II) and
left (L) markers are available for
use, identification cards, or lead-

ed numerals or markers, and mark-
ers to indicate time, position, or
unusual breath control if appropri-
ate.

f. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an upright cas-
sette holder and an adequate
supply of loaded cassettes and
appropriate cassette holders are
available in the examination
room. Selects appropriate sizes,
speed and type of film, grid and
cassette combination based on
standard institutional practices.
If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally.

g. Performer prepares for identifi
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-
tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may type or
write out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

h. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the
roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to
do personally.
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List Elments Full List Elements Full

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged on sprock-
ets. Locks into operating posi-
tion. If appropriate, cuts off
excess film at exit port and
removes. Attaches film cassette
to camera and locks into place.
Replaces camera cover,

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded,

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of film
due to installation or check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.,

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with'
patient's identification infor-
mation for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

i. If examination will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky
spot film device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room.

i) If there is insufficient sup-
ply of cassettes, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spot film cat-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film

bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. In,erts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

j. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer
positions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

. Performer reviews technical exposure
factors for overheads, fluoroscopy
and spot filming, based on standards
set by the institution for the ex-
amination:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
projections anticipated. Takes
note of the exposure factors
to be used for overheads, ilu-
oroscopy, and spot filming.
Considers preferences of the
radiologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
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flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that techni-
que does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If
appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an equiv-
alent output using higher kVp
and lower mAs.

d. Performer makes sure that indi-
cator light shows that x-ray gen-
erator is "warmed up" and ready
for use. Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. If
appropriate, checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

e. As appropr.Late, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
for overhead scout film, for later
use of fluoroscopic mode, and use
of spot film camera or cassette
device.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
cr cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming, per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single cas-
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appro-

priate for examination or awaits
.

orders from radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
II ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically controll-
ed according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

,i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the appr-vriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed ex-
posure control, performer se-
lects a density exposure con-

a
trol appropriate for the ex-
amination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one

. _
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major and one
lector as appropriate
examination.

. If not already done,
turns to examination
x-ray and fluoroscope
intensifier, collimator
sories, as appropriate,
of equipment prior

a. Makes sure that
b. Places phantom

object on radiography
patient's area
be centered for

c. Adjusts fluoroacopic
(above or below
tube ia.at zero
tered to the area

d. If not already
intensifier and
vice into position;
or under) the area

, e. Performer adjusts
to appropriate
distance (target
(TOD). For fluoroscopy
distance between
image intensifier
film distance,
that TOD is 15
Operates controls
moves the x-ray
Checks the focal-film
reading indicator
tube housing; adjusts
until the required

F. Performer collimates
tube (and x-ray
filming if different),
on nature of the
controls:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy
ters to the

,

minor kVp se-
for the

performer re-
room to set up
tube(s), image

and acces-
for check

to examination:

no one is in room.
or appropriate test

table where
of interest will
examination,

tube stand
table) so that
degrees and cen-

of interest,
done, moves image
any spot film de-

centers (over
of interest.

the x-ray tube
focal spot-object

to object distance,
adjusts

focal spot and
(focal spot to

FFD). Hakes sure
inches or more.

or manually
tube(s) into place.

distance by
scale in the ,

up or down
FFD is obtained,

fluoroscopy
tube used for spot

depending
equipment and

beam shut-
field size antici-

5.

_

pated for fluoroscopic exami-
nation or sets shutter mode
selector to automatic colli-
mation.

ii) Manually sets collimator for
the spot film field size to
be used, or selects and sets
field size control to be used
for automatic collimation with
programmed spot film cassette
exposure sequence.

If not already done, performer check
functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
by entering remote control room or
operating controls in examivation
room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former turns on TV power switch
controls as appropriate. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as appro-
priate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropri-
ate) and observes effects on
TV monitor to be sure that
equipment is operating prop-
erly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

.

iii) Performer checks that TV
brightness controls are oper-
ating and adjusts for prelimi-
nary viewing.

iv) Checks'examination timer by
noting whether time elap le in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing tine left
for examination. May check
that exposure is terminated

,

when maximum examination expo-
sure time is reached.

,

45
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b. To check spot film functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls
for spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film contrul after
exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating ap-
propriately, performer unloads
cassette and reloads or ad-
vances roll film as appropri-
ate. Moves bucky out of way
until fluoroscopy is completed.

c. After equipment has been checked
performer resets the standard pre-
liminary exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropri-
ate staff member. Arranges for al-
ternate unit to be used.

6. Performer readies patient for exami-
nation by radiologist:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to
escort patient; may decide to as-

List Elements Fully

sist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this
done.

d. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. Refers to hospital iden-
tification bracelet or other
identifier. If patient is ac-
companied because of seriousness
of condition, performer checks
with accompanying staff member
on any special precautions nec-
essary during procedure.

e. If not already done, has patient
clothing removed and provides
gown or drape. May assist patient
or request assistance from nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until exposure. Treats
young patient with as much cour-
tesy as adult.

f. If patient is to be examined in
erect position, performer ad-
justs vertical film holder to
appropriate height for patient.

g. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable recumbent prone or
seated position, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mat-
tress, pillow or.clean linen
on x-ray table. May place pad,
blanket or pillow under bony
prominences to provide comfort
for recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair
may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to as-
sist patient from wheelchair
or stretcher to table or has
this done. May obtain help.

4 6
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Makes sure that no equipment is
in the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

v) If patient is on special stretch-
er, places stretcher into posi-
tion so that radiolucent stretch-
er can be lifted with patient
on it from wheeled base to x-ray
table. May arrange to move or
have patient moved to table.

h. If not already done, performer
questions patient or accompanying
adult about any preparatory proce-
dures ordered.

i) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium
(especially iodine based).

ii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

iii) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-
tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-
ready been recorded, performer
informs radiologist at once and
proceeds only with approval.

i. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be in-
volved in the procedure:

i) Performer explains what co-
operation will be asked of
patient. Describes injection
procedures for contrast and
what radiologist will be doing.
Indicates what types of posi-
tions the patient will be
asked to assume. Describes
any probable breathing con-
trol, any use of compression
devices, as appropriate. May
demonstrate how tilt table
will be used and reassure pa-
tient that he or she will be
held safely.

ii) Performer may explain to pa-
tient that side effects may
be felt from IV injection of
contrast medium such as feel-
ing of nausea, flushing, chok-
ing sensation. Reassures pa-
tient that vomiting is normal
and that emesis basin will be
provided.

iii) Performer encourages patient
to relax. Rehearses patient
in suspending respiration (in-
halation and/or exhalation)
and relaxing. Performer may
check patient's relaxation by
keeping hand on patient's back
to detect tenseness. Performer
may judge time interval needed
after cessation of respiration
for patient to relax and plan
to adjust exposure timing ac-
cordingly.

iv) Performer answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly
attempts to reassure patient
and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that
patient may be frightened and/
or in pain. Performer ex-
plains, when asked medical
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questions, that it is not ap- steps,and have processed at once.
propriate for technologist to Otherwise awaits radiologist's or-
answer these; encourages patient
to speak to physician.

ders.

8. Performer informs attending radiolo-
j. Unless measurements have already gist when patient is ready to be ex-

been made, performer uses centimeter amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa
calipers to measure the thickness tient's medical history, chart,scout
of the abcbmen at the level of the film (if already done) and nny prior
kidneys in the directions in which radiographs anu ultrasonograms to
the central ray of the x-ray beam radiologist. Displays radiographs
will pass through the centered part on view boxes.
from tube to film.

.

a. If not already done, performer
i) Performer evaluates the patLent's tells radiologist about any dif-

bodily habitus to estimate the ficulties encountered with regard
position of the kidneys and to inforwation, possible contra-
variations in location between indications, or anything else
recumbent and erect positioning. that should be brought to radio-

ii) Notes whether the area of in- logist's attention. Notes any
terest is heavily covered by special orders or change in pro-
muscle or soft fat, whether the cedure decided by radiologist.
palpation points are easy to

_

b. Performer may accompany radiolo-
find, whether extremities are

uaof uneql length.
gist to examination room (11,1P

introduce patient to radi ogist.
iii) Records measurements for deter- c. During radiologist's review of

mining exposure factors for over requistion, prior radiographic
heads. materials and examination of pa-

tient, performer notes radiolo-
k. Performer may tape R or L marker gist's orders:

to patient if appropriate for use
in spot filming. i) If radiologist decides to ter-

1. If not already done, perfo-.ier may minate procedure, performer
have patient empty bladde:. Has pa- proceeds to termination steps
tient void in bathroom or provides
bedpan. May decide to assist pa-

described below. If appropri-
ate, arranges to have proper 1*

tient. forms filled out.
m. Has patient relax on table in ap- ii) If radiologist decides that

propriate position for examination additional preparatory steps
or for scout film depending on are needed, performer may
whether orders require that a arrange to have these carried
scout film be made before the ra- out and/or performer arranges
diologist's examination, to reschedule patient.

iii) If appropriate, performer may
7. If a scout film is ordered prior to receive orders from radiolo-

radiolo&ist's examination, performer gist for scout film. Notes
arranges to make scout film at this
point,as described below in later

patient position, projection

48
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and centering ordered or plans
to carry out standard procedure.

. When a scout film of abdowen or kid-
neys is ordered, performer proceeds
as follows:

a. Performer selects and set. the
technical factors for the scout
film:

i) Consults the technique chart
posted for the machine. Locates
the information needed for the
body part and projection in-
volved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part and
position as measured and the
collimated field size to be used.
Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of film
type and speed and use of other
ac,:essories (such as screens,
grids, bucky, etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec
onds of exposure-time), focal
spot size, and the focal film
distance (TFD or FFD) called for

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former makes any conversions
necessary to account for ex-
treme fat or muscularity, age,
the preference of the radiolo-
gist involved, and any other
conversion needed such as posted
changes. Performer looks up nu-
merical conversion factors and
calculates or uses conversion
charts to ascertain the appro-
priate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA and/yr time). Multi-
plies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

iv) Sets control for radiography
mode.

v) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer sets the mil-

List Elements Fully
7

liamperage selected for the cor-I
rect focal spot size. Sets the
selected exposure time that will
produce the mAs desired. Sets
the kVp selected by choosing'
the combination of major and
minor kilovoltage settings to
produce the desired kVp.

vi, For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets
the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Sets a control corresponding
to the selected field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spec-
ial) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-
sure is made,

b. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the
scout projection. Attaches iden-
tification information to the
cassette or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate or depresses.ap-
propriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification
Information is in the form
of lead numerals, performer
places on appropriate corner
of cassette.
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iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use of
flasher, sets flash card aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leadea rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

v) Performer places cassette in
bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot
and centers.

c. Performer positions patient as fol-
lows (or as described below for
later steps) depending on the posi-
tion ordered. May explain or demcn-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain help in positioning.

d. For a prone PA projection (anter-
ior view) of the kidneys or abdo-
men, performer notes whether scout
is to be centered to the estimated
level of the kidneys or to the
iliac crests.

i) Has patient lle in prone posi-
tion on table with median sag-
ittal plane of body centered to
the midline. Has patient flex
elbows, place arms in a comfort-
able position. Supports ankles.
Rests patient's head on cheek or
chin. May have patient rest hands
beneath chest. May support head
and upper chest. Arranges should-
ers and hips to lie on single
transverse planes.

ii) Depending on orders, centers cas-
sette to the level of the iliac

List Elements Full

crests (for abdominal film) or
at estimated level of kidneys
at about the third lumbar body,
or as estimated from prior
films.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

e. For a supine AP projection (pos-
terior view) of abdomen or kid-
neys, performer aligns patient
in supine position, with the me-
dian eagittal ?lane of the body
centered to the midline of the
table.

i) Elevates patient's shoulders
and knees so that patient's
back is in contact with table.
Supports. Adjusts shoulders
and hips so that they lie on
single transverse planes. May
immobilize ankles. Has pa-
tient flex elbows and abduct

ii) Performer centers the cassette
to the estimated level of the
kidneys or to the iliac crests
unless otherwise specified.
Makes sure not to use visual
points of muscle or fatty tis-
sue and palpates for the crest
of the bone.

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.

f. For variations of supine AP pro-
jections (posterior views) of the
kidneys and ureters, performer
positic5ns patient and centers as
described earlier except as fol-
lows:

i) Performer may direct central
ray at 50 cephalad to the mid-
point of film.

50
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ii) Performer may lower head end of
table 15° to 20° and direct cen-
tral ray at right angles to mid-
point of film.

g. Performer avoids applying direct
pressure to abdomen unless ordered.

h. Checks whether patient is able to
relax as positioned and fmmobilized.
If nct, performer readjusts and re-
centcrs until patient is comfort-
able.

i. Performer rehearses patient in
breathing in, breathIng out fully,
and holding breath while remaining
relaxed until told to breathe again
(or in suspended inhalation if so
ordered).

j. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance if not already done as ap-
propriate. Checks the focal-film
distance by reading indicator scale
in the tube housing; adjusts up or
down until the required FFD (TFD)
is obtained.

k. Performer checks final positioning
by uslog light in collimator. Acti-
vates tat collimator light and
points th,i light beam towards the
part. Wusts the collimator open-
ing to cf.-respond to the film size.
Useo cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired. Ad-
justs the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film or col-
limates further so as to expose
only the area of interest (and thus
provide maximum protection and de-
tail). For small field may attach
auxiliary extension cone to colli-
mator to further reduce primAry
beam. Adjusts primary beam to mini-
mum size needed to cover the area(s
of interest.

41111MMMENSINANUMIXONSIMMIS.

Si

1. Performer adds lead shielding to
arens that will be in the pri-
mary path of the beam but are not
included in the areas of inter-
est, especially gonads. Provides
patient and anyone who will re-
main in room during exposure with
appropriate protective shielding.
Explains if necessary that this
is not cause for alarm but a gen-
eral precaution to minimize un-
necessary radiation exposure.

m. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the breath control to
be used for exposure. Encourages
patient to relax. Observes the
patient's movement until the mom-
ent that the exposure is made.
Readjusts position if warranted.

n. Performer returns to control room
for exposure.

i) Makes sure controls are prop-
erly set for radiography mode
and that patient i still in
position.

ii) Tells patient when to take a
deep breath and exhale and
hold still while relaxing or
as rehearsed, by calling or
using intercom.

iii) When respiration has been sus-
pended, performer waits one
or two seconds to allow in-
voluntary movement of viscera
to subside and then makes ex-
posure or waits number of
seconds judged necessary for
patient to relax.

iv) Performer initiates exposure
by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.

v) While exposure is underway per
former checks that mA. meter
records appropriate current
as set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.
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vi) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

vii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

viii) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can breathe.

ix) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

x) After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

o. Performer arranges to have the
scout film processed at once or de-
cides to do personally.

i) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

ii) While film is being processed
and/or evaluated performer has
patient relax in examination
room or holding area. Explains
what will happen next. If ap-
propriate, makes sure that pa-
tient will be attended while
waiting.

iii) If appropriate, moves x-ray
tube and any protruding film
holder away from patient before
patient rises. May decide to
assist patient from table. Mhkes

List Elements Full

sure patient is reminded of
any footrest in stepping off
table.

p. Performer places processed scout
film on view box. May display
prior films as well. Informs ra-
diologist that scout is ready.

i) Performer notes whether radi-
ologist requires a change in
technical factors and/or pa-
tient positioning or centering
for later overhead filming.

ii) If radiologist indicates that
the scout film is not techni-
cally adequate, notes whether
this is due to performer's own
negligence or lack of atten-
tion so that performer can
avoid future "retakes." If re-
quest for change reflects mal-
functioning equipment, perform
er reports malfunction to ap-
propriate staff member. If re-
quest for change reflects the
preference for density or con-
trast of the radiologist, per-
former notes for future use.

10. If radiologist decides to proceed
with examination performer notes
orders for sequence and timing of
steps and orders for equipment or
materials:

a. May discuss sequence and timing
for procedure.

b. For antegrade pyelography, notes
whether there will be an IV in-
jection of contrast.

c. May note orders on amount of con-
trast to prepare in syringes,
orders for changes in materials.
Arranges to provide or change any
equipment or supplies as ordered
by radiologist.

5 2
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d. Notes radiologist's orders for pro-
gram and settings for spot filming,
and sets or resets as appropriate.
May arrange signals for exposure,
changing of spot film cassettes, op-
eration of exposure controls.

e. Changes or adjusts technical fac-
tors and settings as appropriate
for fluoroscopy and spot filming.
Performer may check to be sure what
gonadal protection can be provided
without interfering with diagnostic
purpose of study.

11. If perfAmer is to assist with injec-
tion of contrast medium, washes hands,
observing sterile technique as appro-
priate. May proceed as follows:

a. If not already done, may have sy-
ringes prepared with contrast med-
ium (iodine based solution) or de-
cides to do personal/y.

b. Performer may position patient on
examination table as appropriate
for introduction of contrast. May
have injection site prepared or
decides to do personally.

c. May provide emesis basin and clean
towels.

d. Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready for injec-
tion of contrast solution.

e. Performer gives radiologist leaded
apron and appropriate sterile gar-
ments. If appropriate, opens pac-
ket of sterile gloves for radiolo-
gist, observing sterile technique,
so that wrapper, own hands, or
other objects will not contaminate
gloves.

f. May assist as appropriate by hand-
ing materials and supplies asked
for.

g. After IV injection, performer as-
sists radiologist to care for pa-
tient if there is nausea or vomit-

ing. Reassures patient. Cleans
patient. May provide damp cold
towel to alleviate flushing symp-
toms.

h. Tf so ordered, performer may apply
ureteric compression and/or lower
head end of table.

i. If appropria'-e, notes time of in-
jection and interval judged by
radiologist for contrast to reach
kidney. If so ordered, performer
notes when appropriate interval
has elapsed, and makes scout film
as described, or indicates to ra-
diologist when interval has passed
and assists radiologist with flu-
oroscopic viewing, as described
below in later step.

j. If performer is to take scout
film after injection of contrast,
sets technical factors as de-
scribed, adjusting for use of
contrast material and any changes
ordered if a preinjection scout
film has already been made. Re-
peats appropriate steps and pre-
sents to radiologist for review
as described above.

k. Performer notes radiologist's
final orders on technical fac-
tors, patient position, mater-
ials, puncture site and amount
of contrast for percutaneous in-
jection.

1. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any symptom
of severe pain or adverse reac-
tion to the contrast. As soon
as performer judges that reac-
tion may be severe, ceases pro-
cedure and notifies radiologist
or attending physician at once.

12. Performer assists with percutaneous
renal puncture as follows:
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a. Arranges to have patient prepared
for puncture by having patient lie
in prone position on table.

b. Performer gives leaded gloves and
apron to radiologist if not already
done. If appropriate, places leaded
curtain in place. If not already
done, provides patient and every-
one remaining in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to minimize
unnecessary radiation exposure.

c. Washes hands, observing sterile
technique as appropriate.

d. May assist as appropriate by handing
materials asked for such as in
local anesthetization of patient.

e. On si7;na1 from radiologist, perfor-,
mer may dim room lights. Turns on
TV power switch. May go to control
room and operate fluoroscope con-
trols on orders from radiologist.
Adjusts kVp and/or mA controls ac-
cording to radiologist's orders
until visualization is adequate.

f. Performer may operate tilt table on
orders from radiologist, or assist
in poAitioning patient as ordered.

g. Performer repeats as appropriate
while radiologist places needle,
tests for proper placement of needle
under fluoroscopic zontrol.

h. Performer may assist as radiologist
aspirates urine from kidney or
cyst fluid from renal cyst. May de-
cide to assist radiologist in trans-
ferring fluid from syringe to
sterile, labeled containers; per-
former may cap and arrange to send
for laboratory testing,or has this
done.

i. Performer may assist while radiolo-
gist tapes or sutures tube to tef-
lon sheath for introduction of con-
trast (antegrade pyelography) or

11
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while radiologist closes puncture
needle and prepares for introduc-
tion of air and positive contrast
(cyst puncture).

13. Performer may assist with spot filmin
as radiologist injects contrast:

a. Operates exposure controls as or-
dered or positions table, tube,
or patient as ordered.

b. If spot film attachment uses cas-
settes, performer may unload as
used, identify, and insert addi-
tional cassettes, as described
above, throughout procedure.

c. Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may keep radio-
logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as-shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.

d. Performer may arrange to have spot
films processed as they are taken
or as ordered.

i) With cassette spot films,re-
moves any markers for further
use. Attaches ID card for use
with flasher if appropriate.

ii) With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roil
film cassette. 'Uses device to
cut film and create a light
shield. Resets counter and re-
moves film cassette.

iii) Performer brings the processed
spot films directly to the ra-
diologist or places on view
boxes and informs radiologist
that they are ready. May hang
prior films and scouts.

iv) Changes technical factors as or-
dered and assists with any con-
tinued fluoroscopy and spot
filming as described until

5 1
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This is page 16 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

radiologist indicates fluoro-
_:opic examination is completed.

14. If so (L.-ided for renal cyst puncture,
performer may assist radiologist with
injection of sclerosing agent; removal
of pncture needle,and dressing of
pu: Are site.

15. If radiologist decides to order post-
injection radiographs, performer notes
the centering, patient positions, views
and breath control ordered, whether
bilateral views are required. For
antegrade pyAography waits or assists
while radiologist removes syringe and
closes off tube.

a. Performer may discuss what movement
is possible to determine the posi-
tions available for use, or per-
former may assist while radiolo-

: gist positions patient for over-
heads.

b. Performer resets technical factors
as appropriate for each projection
to account for use of contrast and
patient position.

c. If centering has not been indicated
by radiologist, performer judges
the location of the kidneys based
on puncture site and prior films.
Plans to adjust for higher centerin
for supine positions and obese,
hypersthenic patients, and lower
centering for erect positioning and
thin, asthenic patients. Centers
higher for left kidney than for
right.

d. Performer continues to remain alert
for any symptom of emergency or ad-
verse reaction. As soon as perfor-
mer judges that reaction May be
severe, ceases exposure and noti-
fies radiologist at once.

16 Performer positions patient for over-
head views of kidney(s) as follows,or

0 0
r

as described earlier, depending on
the position(s) ordered:

a. For PA oblique projections (an-
terior oblique viewsi of the
kidneys, performer positions prone
patient with coronal plane of the
upper lumbar vertebrae on the
side of interest centered to the
midline.

i) Has patient rest head on cheek
on side of interest with arm
alongside body.

ii) Rotates body so that opposite
side is elevated 45°. Has pa-
tient support himself or her-
self on opposite side forearm
and flexed knee.

iii) Centers film to puncture site
or as ordered.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

v) For bilateral study reverses
position for view of opposite
side.

b. For a lateral decubitus projection
of the kidneys, performer uses a
vertical bucky or cassette holder
with patient lying on table. Notes
whether PA or AP projection is re-
quired.

i) Has patient lie on side of in-
terest with opposite side sup-
ported and film placed verti-
cally in front of patient with
tube positioned horizontally
behind (for PA projectfon) or
the reverse (for AP projection).

if) Centers cassette to the area of
the kidneys.

iii) Has patient flex knees comfort-
ably. Places supports under and
between knees and ankles. Has
patient flex elbows, place lowe
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hand under head, and has patient
grasp side of table with opposit
hand. Elevates the torso.

iv) Maintains patient in position
long enough for fluid levels to
be accurately demonstrated.

v) Directs central ray horizontally
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

c. For an erect frontal projection of
the kidneys and ureters, performer
notes whether an AP projection (po-
sterior view) or PA projection (an-
terior view) is ordered.

i) Has patient stand facing verti-
cal cassette holder for PA pro-
jection and with back to holder
for AP projection. Centers media
sagittal plane of body to mid-
line. Has patient distribute
weight evenly. Supports shorter
limb if limbs are of unequal
length.

ii) Adjusts head and spine to a
single median sa2ittal plane,
with shoulders in a single trans
verse line. Has patient flex
elbows and place hands on upper
chest.

iii) Centers cassette to level of the
kidneys, adjust for change to
erect positioning.

iv) Maintains patient in erect posi-
tion long enough for fluid lev-
els to be accurately demonstra-
ted.

v) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to midpoint
of film.

vi) For patients who cannot assume
erect position, performer adjust
patient in semierect position by
starting with supine or prone
position. Attaches footrest tti
end of table and secures patient.
With patient on table, performer

56
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moves it to almost vertical po-
sition. Centers as above with
cassette in vertical bucky.
Directs central ray horizontal-
ly to the midpoint of the film,
regardless of the angulation of
the table.

d. Performer repeats shielding and
collimation steps as appropriate
as described above. Attaches an
auxiliary extension cone to col-
limator to further reduce the Pri-
mary beam.

e. Performer again rehearses patient
in relaxing and suspended exhala-
tion (and/or suspended inhalation
if so ordered) while remaining
relaxed.

f. Performer makes exposure as de-
scribed earlier, waiting a few
seconds after suspension of res-
piration.

17. Performer arranges for processing and
review of each overhead view as taken

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. Removes any markers for further
use. Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate.

d..Performer has overheads processed
at once or decides to process per-
sonally.

e. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, attend
ed by radiologist, staff member,
or self.

f. Performer shows each pyelogram to
radiologist as processed.

i) Notea orders for chane in tech
nical factors, change in patient
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positioning, centering and/or c. Performer may have patient trans-
tube angulation. ported to room, recovery area, or

ii) Notes any decision by radiologist to appropriate next location (such
to inject more contrast,and re- as surgery), or decides to do per-

'peats any portion of the proced- sonally, as appropriate. If appro-
ure as appropriate. priate, makes sure that patient is

iii) If radiologist requires addi- in the care of a staff person who
tional centering and/or posi- will transport to appropriate next
tions, vrformer repeats over- location.
head filming as appropriate to d. Performer may have room and equip-
new projections, as described ment cleaned; has any other ap-
above. propriate clean up procedures fol-

iv) Performer shows subsequent radio- lowed to avoid infection or con-
graphs to radiologist as proces- tamination, or decidas to do per-
sed and proceeds as described sonally, depending on institutional
above until radiologist indicates procedures.
that radiography Is completed. e. May present requisition form to

radiologist for comments and sig-
g. When ordered, performer removes any nature. May have radiologist fill

compression device in place. Re- out requisition sheet for medica-
leases pressure slowly to prevent tion.
visceral rupture. f. May check that all samples have

been prepared for laboratory, are
18. When performer is told by radiologist properly identified, or decides

that the examination has been com- to do personally. May present lab
pleted, performer carries out termina- order forms to radiologist for
tion steps fon the examination: signature.

. g. Performer records the examination
a. With antegrade pyelography perfor- according to institutional pro-

mer may assist radiologist with re-
moval of contrast by operating tilt

cedures. May include date, room,

examination type, any overhead
table as ordered and assisting with views taken, the technical factors
fluoroscopic check as desnribed used, and film sizes.. Perform2r ma
above, record the number of exposures

made of each spot film and over-
i) May assist with removal of tef- head view including retakes; may

Ion sheath,and dressing or se- enter the estimated radiation dose
curing of sheath and collection to which patient was exposed (using
bag by supplying or handing posted information on dosage); may
materials needed, using sterile
technique.

record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient..

ii) If appropriate, may assist with Signs requisition sheet.
arrangements to have patient h. Performer may record the fluoro-
taken to surgery. scopy examination including expo-

sure time and rad dosage.
b. Performer may have patient cleansed i. Performer.may decide to jacket

Removes any markers from patient's
body.

radiographs, requisition sheets,

-.
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Task Code No. 389

This is page 19 of 19 for this task.

and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de
pending on institutional procedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

5 8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 390

This is page 1 of 18 for this task.

. What is the outsut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewel;pt. reassured;scout taken;
technical factors selected and set;physician assist-
ed with catheterization,infusion or injection of con
trast through catheter;pre-voiding,voiding,post-
voiding cystograms taken as ordered,processed,pre-
sented;pt. returned;examination recorded;cystograms
placed for use.

1.---jr-tusramt=mTise.W

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for retrograde cystography
(radiographic contrast study of
lower urinary tract after pas-
sage of a urethral catheter)
such as cystography (study of
bladder), cystoureterography
(ureters and bladder), voiding
cystourethrography (bladder and
urethra during micturition),
prostatography (prostate gland)
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Performer may also receive
prior scouts, urograms, and/
or record of exposure tech-
nique(s) used and/or any
changes necessary.

Depending on institutional
procedures, performer may
carry out cystography after
preliminary cystoscopy under
directions of gynecologist or
urologist, and/or patient may
be brought to radiology de-
partment already catheteriz-
ed, or patient may be cathe-
terized as part of procedure.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine 110

examination called for, the
patient involved, special

OK-RP;RR;RR

in performing this task? 1(NMT7"
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;sterile garments;x-ray generator,con-
trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L,cc
markers;rapid cassette changer;specimen container,
labels;urine receptacles;procedure tray with mater-
ials for catheterization,IV drip or syringe instil-
lation;iodine based contrast solution;pediatric plat
form,voiding stool,automatic exposure device;emer-
gency cart;clock;extension cones;stool;calipers;
vertical cassette holder;shielding;heating device;
immobilization devices;waterproof table covering;
technique,standard view,tube rating and rad exposure
charts;cassettes;forms;intercam;stretcher;wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,( ) No...(

les to q. : gime t e Kina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Pt. to have cystography;accompanying adult;radiolo-
gist,urologist,or gynecologist;co-workers;nurse

S. Name ehe task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking cystograms and voiding cFstourethrograms of
any patient,by reviewing request;preparing pt. and
equipment;taking scout;assisting with catheteriza-
tion and injection or infusion of contrast through
catheter;setting technical factors;identifying film;
positioning pt.;providing shielding;collimating;
taking pre-voiding,voiding and post-voiding cysto-
grams as ordered;arranging processing;presenting for
review as taken and continuing as ordered;having pt.
returned;placing cystograms for use;recording.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet. .(20

5 9
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This is page 2

Task Code No, 390

of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full

1

considerations, and to check the com-
pleteness of the information provided:

a. Performer checks the examination
called for and the purpose. Notes .

whether a routine scout film is
ordered and any special requests.
Notes whether ureters, bladder,
urethra and/or prostate gland is
to be studied, whether voiding
cystourethrography is called for.

b. Notes if performer is to join a
urologist, gynecologist or radiolo-
gist: physician's name; location of
examination room. If the examina-
tion is to be carried out in radi-
ology department, notes whether pa-
tient will already have been cathe-
terized. Notes whether contrast
will be infused, or injected by
syringe into bladder.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient. Notes any
special iniormation or note on
known pathology that could affect
patient positioning, technique, or
handling. Notes whether patient
has prior history of allergies,
results of any prior allergy test,
any adverse reaction to contrast.

d. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral
condition requiring special han-
dling such as heart disease, com-
municable or infectious condition,
infirmity, incoherence. Notes
whether patient will be on a
stretcher or in a wheelchair. Notes
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse or other staff person.

e. If patient is infart, may note
feeding schedule and any special
orders for preparation of bottle
with formula for use during pro-

List Elments Fully

cedure. Notes whether an auto-
matic device for infant voiding
cystourethrography will be used
and/or special radiolucent plat-
form for positioning patient.

f. Notes orders for use or nonuse
of ureteric compression device.
Notes which phase of suspended
respiration is to be used. Notes
shielding appropriate for ex-
amination based on sex, age and
positions ordered.

g. Performer makes sure that the
request is properly authorized,
that_information on requisition
sheet is complete:

i) Depending on institutional
procedures, performer may
review patient's radiation
exposure history, prior rec-
ord of techniques used, and
cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been
done elsewhere in recent past,
whether history of extensive
radiography should be reported.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure fac;:ors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro
cedures, performer notes
whether female patient is pv.eg
nant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual peri-
od, or notes any other indi-
cation that there is no danger
of exposure of a known or pos-
sible fetus.

iv) Performer notes any orders
for prior preparation of pa-
tient such as diet, use of
cleansing enemas, and/or se-
dation. Hay check whether
these have been recorded as

6 0
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This is page 3 of 18 for this task.

AMW
List Elements Full List Elements Full

carried out; performer may check i) If patient is to be catheter-
timing to be sure a proper elapse,
of time has occurred such as

ized in room, checks that ap-

propriate materials are pre-
for sedation to take effect. If sent for patient's sex and
appropriate, arranges to have age.
any omitted steps carried out ii) Checks that appropriate con-
with delay in examination, or trust solution is present and
plans to notify physicia in proper equipment for instilla-
charge. tion (injection or infusion

via urethra). May check that
h. If the performer determines that contrast solution is at ap-

the request is not properly auth- propriate temperatuie; may ar-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lack-
ing for performer to select tech-

range to heat or cool.

c. Makes sure that emergency cart
nique or to properly position or
care for patient, or if performer

is present,
d. Performer makes sure that exami-

considers that there may be con- nation table is provided with
traindications to going ahead dispcsable and/or waterproof
with the procedure, performer underpadding or decides to pro-

0brings this to attention of the vide personally. With voiding
physician in charge. Explains study checks for proper collec-
the problem if appropriate, and tion equipment for urine depend-
proceeds after obtaining needed ing on patient's age.
information, signature, or orders. e. Checks that proper accessories

i. If prior radiographs already on are available for procedure in-
file are to be presented to the cluding leaded rubber shielding
physician, and if not already to be used by the performer, the
with patient's jacketed material,
performer arranges to have prior

patient, and anyone whu will re-
main in the room during exposure.

films delivered. If appropriate, arranges to have
a bottle prepared for infant pa-

2. Performer goes to appropriate room in tient. Checks that appropriate
the department for the type of ex- equipment is present for film-
amination involved and the equipment ing during voiding, and the prop-
required, or goes to room assigned er immobilization devices appro-
on requisition sheet where performer
is to join urologist or gynecologist,

priate for the patient's age,
sex and institutional practices.

May prepare ahead so as not to keep
patient in examination room longer

Checks that there is a mattress,
pads, pillows and/or blankets

than necessary. for comfort of patient on ex-
amination table.

a. Washes hands as appropriate. f. May set up'footboard at end of
b. Checks that procedure tray has tilt-table, and attach hand holds.

been prepared for the study in-
volved or decides to do person-
ally:

Pulls out extension leg rest if

I

61
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,

appropriate. May set up examine-
tion platform for infant patient
and make sure that it is warm.

g. Makes sure that right (R) and
left(L) markers are available
for use, identification cards, or
leaded numerals or markers, mark-
ers to indicate post-infusion time
intervals, special positions or
cc quantities injected.

h. Performer makes sure that upright
cassette holder and an adequate
supply of loaded cassettes of the
appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination room.
Selects appropriate speed and type
of film, grid and cassette combi-
nation depending on the techniques
to be -..sed and standard institu-
tional practices. Selects size
based ol, patient's size and area
of interest. If adequate supply
is not in room, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

i. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-
tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification
infGrmation.

ii) Perfcrmer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may type cr
write out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

j. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used

and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

,

k. Performer checks that x-ray equip
ment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel and checks that In-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropri-
ate, performer may set radiog-
raphy mode selector and set col-
limator control for manual opera-
tion. Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized.

1 Performer may note whether a pre-
liminary scout film has already
been made of the patient (done
earlier and/or by another radio-
logic technologist).

i) If a scout film has already
been made and viewed by ra-
diologist, performer notes
the technique used or ordered
and plans technical factors
adjusting as appropriate.

ii) If a scout film has been made
but not approved, performer
places processed scout film
and any prior films with pe-
cient's chart or places on
view box for review by the
physician in charge.

iii) If a scout film has not been
made and is required before pa
tient is seen by the physician
in charge, performer plans
to proceed after readying pe-
tient as described later, be-
low. Otherwise awaits orders
by physician.

3. Unless performer is to join urologist
or gynecologist after cystoscopy is
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underway, performer readies patient
for examination by radiologist or other
physician:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or
decontamination techniques. Dons
lead protective garments, and ster-
ile gown, mask, and gloves if ap-
,-,ropriate.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to
escort patient; may decide to as-
sist in transporting patient from
holding area or have this done.
If carrying infant makes sure to
follow proper sanitary procedures
and to carry infant supporting head
as appropriate. If patient has al-
ready been catheterized is careful
not to dislodge catheter.

d. Performer greets non-infant pa-
tient and any accompanying staff
person and introduces self. Checks
patient's identity against the
requisition sheet. Refers to hos-
pital identification bracelet or
other identifier. If patient is
accompanied because of seriousness
of condition or age, performer
checks with accompanying staff
member on any special precautions
necessary during procelure.

e. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken and until exposure. Treats
young patient with as much cour-
tesy as aoult.

List Elements Full

f. Performer has patient assume a
comfortable recumbent supine or
seated position, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places water-
proof or disposable mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony promi-
nences to provide comfort for
recumbent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair
may move patient in chair into
position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get
on table, helps patient turn
into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or
lie on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range .to move or have patient
moved to table.

vi) If patient is an infant.way
place an special warmed plat-
form. May have patient immobi-
lized'or decides to do per-
sonally. If appropriate, soothe
patient, supplies bottle or
p=ifier.

g. If patient is to Le examined in
erect position, performer adjusts
vertical film holder to appropri-
ate height for patient.

6 3
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h. If not already done, performer
questions patient or accompanying
adult about any preparatory proce-
dures ordered.

i) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium
(especially iodine based).

ii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

iii) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-
tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-
ready been recorded, performer
informs physician in charge at
once;proceeds only with approval.

i. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to non-infant patient what
will happen during-the procedure:

i) Describes catheterization (if
not yet done), instillation of
contrast and what physician
will be doing. If voiding study
is ordered, tries to relieve
patient's embarrassment. As-
sures patient that privacy will
be provided by closed door, ex-
clusion of unauthorized staff,
and use of gown or drape. With
'Child may rehearse the process.

ii) Performer explains what co-
operation will be asked of pa-
tient. Indicates that patient
will empty bladder prior to
examlnation. Indicates what
types of positions the patient
will be asked to assume. De-

6,4
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scribes any probable breathing
control, any use of compression
devices, as appropriate. Hay
demonstrate-how tilt table and
positioning will be used and
reassure patient that he or
she will be held safely.

iii) Performer encourages non-infant
patient to relax. Rehearses pa-
tient in suspending respiration
(inhalation and/or exhalation)
and relaxing. Performer may
check patient's relaxation by
keeping hand on patient's back
to. detect tenseness. Performer
may judge time interval needed
after cessation of respiration
for patient to relax and plan
to adjust exposure timing ac-
cordingly.

iv) Performer answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly;
attempts to reassure patient
and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless of patient's
behavior. Remains aware that
patient may be frightened and/
'or in pain. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,
that it is not appropriate for
technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak
to physician.

j. Unless measurements have already
been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure.the
thickness of the abdomen and
pelvis at appropriate levels in
the directions in which the cen-
tral ray of the x-ray beam will
pass through the centered part
from tube to film.

i) Notes whether the area of in-
terest is heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether
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List Elements

the palpation points are easy to
find, whether extremities are
of unequal length.

ii) If performer believes that pa-
tient will be embarrassed by
palpation of the symphysis
pubis, uses the most prominent
point of the greater trochanter
to locate the same transverse
plane.

iii) Records measurements for deter-
mining exposure factors for
overheads.

k. If not already done, performer may
have non-infant patient empty
bladder..,Has patient void in bath-
room or provides bedpan. May de-
cide to assist patient.

1. Has patient relax on table in ap-
propriate supine position for ex-
amination, catheterization, or for
scout film,depending on whether
orders require that a scout film
be made before the physician's ex-
amination.

m. If a scout film is ordered prior to
physician's examination, performer
arranges to make scout film at this
point, as described below in later
steps; plans to have processed at
once. Otherwise awaits orders.

Unless already done, performer in-
forms attending physician in charge
when patient is ready to be ex-
amined.

a. Brings requisition sheet, patient's
medical history, chart, any proces-
sed scout film and any prior films.
Displays radiographs on view boxes.

b. If not already done, performer
tells physician about any diffi-
culties encountered with regard to
information, possible contraindi-
cations, or anything else that
should be brought to physician's

List Elements Fully

attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-
ca.ded.

c. Performer may accompany the physi-
cian examination room and in-
troduce patient to physician.

. If nzt already done, performer awaits
and carries out orders for scout film
Plans AP supine projection of pelvis
or abdomen or as ordered. Notes or-
ders for centering ot follows stan-
dard procedure:

a. Performer selects the technical
factors for the scout film:

i) Consults the technique chart
posted for the machine. Locates
the information needed for the
body part and projection in-
volved according bo the centi-
meter thickness of the part and
position as measured and the
collimated field size to be
used. /10kes sure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed and use of
other accessories (such as
screens, grids, bucky, etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (TFD or FFD)
called for.

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former makes any conversions
necessary to account for ex-
treme fat or muscularity, age,
the preference of the physi-
cian involved, and any other
conversion needed such as post-
ed changes. Performer looks up
numerical conversion factors
and calculates or uses conver-
sion charts to ascertain the
appropriate new exposure fac-
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tor (kVp, mA and/or time). Multi- kV range for the examination.
plies, divides, adds, or sub- Sets a density selector cor-
tracts as appropriate,

iv) Performer checks any new cr un-
responding to the usual (or
special) requirements for the

familiar exposure factors against study. Makes sure backup timer
the posted limits of the x-ray is not likely to terminate
tube on a tube rating chart to exposure before phototimed
be sure that technique does not exposure is made.
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot

v) Depending on th ! equipment,
may set controls to provide

size to be used. If appropriate,
performer reconverts the tech-

for use of bucky, manual table-
side adjustments of table, tube

nique to an equivalent output height or position, and col-
usirg higher kVp and lower mAs. limator.

as selected:

/

b. Performer sets the exposure factors c. Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for the
first (or next) scout projection.

i) Sets cOntrols for radiography Attaches identification informa-
mode. tion to the cassette or table

ii) If appropriate, checks line top:
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until i) Places right or left marker
needle is aligned properly on on film holder or table-top
line meter. as appropriate or depresses

iii) For conventional exposure con- appropriate R or L button for
trol, performer sets the mil- automatic marking.
liamperage selected for the ii) If patient's identification
correct focal spot size. Sets information is in the form
the selected exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.

of lead numerals or marker,
performer places on appropri-

Sets the kVp selected by choos- ate corner of cassette.
ing the combination of major iii) If patient identification in-
and minor kilovoltage settings formation is to be entered by
to produce the desired kVp. use of flasher, sets flash

iv) For automatic phototimed expo- card aside for later use with
sure control, performer sets space created by piece of lead-
the category corresponding to ed rubber on nppropriate edge
the type of study and use of of cassette.
screens, bucky, etc., and, if iv) Performer may place patient's
appropriate, focal spot size. card into card tray for equip-
Sets a control corresponding to ment using automatic film
the selected field size (as marking device.
listed on technique chart for v) Performer places cassette in

May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-

1

phototiming).

responding to the appropriate

bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into

b6
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bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed,
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot
and centers.

,

d. Performer positions pr.tient as fol-
lows (or as deccribed below for
later steps) depending on the po-
sition ordered. May explain or
demonstrate to patient what is
required. May obtain help in po-
sitioning. May have infant immobi-
lized on special platform;if so, po-
sitions cassette underneath.

e. For a supine AP projection (poster-

f. Performer rehearses non-infant
patient in relaxing and breath-
ing in and holding or breathing
out and holding, depending on
orders. Plans to use the same
phase of respiration for all
films unless otherwise ordered.
With infant plans to expose at a
given phase of quiet respiration.

g. Performer avoids applying direct
pressure to abdomen if there is
any danger of intra-abdominal
neoplasm.

h. Performer sets the focal-film
distance if not already done as
appropriate. Checks the focal-
film distance by reading indi-
cator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the
required FFD (TFD) is obtained.

i. Performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimeLor light
and points the light beam towards
the part. Adju5ts the collimator
opening to correspond to the
film size. Uses cross-hair
shadows as reference for center
of field. Checks that primary
beam will enter the center of
the area of interest at the se-
lected angle to the film so as
to project the view desired.
Adjusts the collimator so that
a small unexposed border will
appear around the ed:e of the
film or collimates further so as
to expose only the area of inter-
est (and thus provide maximum
protection and detail).
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area(s)
of interest.

j. Performer adds lead shtelding to
areas that will be in the primary
path uf the beam but are not in-
eluded in the areas of interest,
especially gonads. Provides pa-

ior view) of abdomen or pelvic
area, performer aligns patient in
supine position, with the median
sagittal plane of the body centered
to the midline of the table.

i) Has patient extend legs so that
anterior pelvic bones are tilted
downward.

ii) Adjusts shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans-
verse planes. May immobilize
and support ankles. Has patient
flex elbows and abduct arms. Ad-
justs extremities of unequal
length at the joint above the
unequal part.

iii) Performer centers the cassette
to a level a little above the
upper border of the symphysis
pubis, at the level of the soft
tissue depression above the
greater trochanter, or at the
level of the iliac crests unless
otherwise specified. Makes sure
not to use visual points of
muscle or fatty tissue and pal-
pate for the crest of the bone.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of ::1e.
film or at a caudal angle if
specified.

.1
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tient and everyone who will remain
in room during exposure with appro-
priate protective shielding. Ex-
plains if necessary that this is
not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

k. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds non-
infant patient of the cooperation
and breath control to be used for
exposure. Encourages patient to
relax. Observes the patient's
movement until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

1. Performer returns to control room:

i) Makes sure controls are properly
set, and that patient is still
in position.

ii) Calls or uses intercom to tell
patient to carry out breathing
instructions as rehearsed. Has
patient breathe cut and hold
for suspended exhalation, or
breathe in and hold for sus-
pended inhalation or awaits ap-
propriate quiet.phase for in-
f4"t.

iii) When respiration has been sus-
pended, performer waits one or
two seconds to allow involuntary
movement of viscera to subside
and then makes exposure, or
waits number of seconds judged
necessary for patient to relax.

iv) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

v) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

vi) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop;'may"listen for

sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is
malfunction may decide to
report; anticipates need to
repeat exposure.

vii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure be-
fore phototimed exposure was
completed. If so, anticipates
possible need to repeat expo-
sure.

viii) After exposure is completed
tells patient that he or she
can breathe.

ix) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for over-
load elsewhere on circuit.
Anticipates need to repeat
exposure.

x) After exposure removes cas-
sette.and removes markers for
further use.

m. The performer arranges to have
the scout film processed at once
or decides to do personally.

i) Attaches ID card for use with
'flasher if appropriate. May
sign requie:Ition.

ii) If appv-.Triate while the film
is being processed and/or
evaluated, performer has pa-
tient relax in examination
room or holding area. Explains
what will happen next. If ap-
propriate, nakes sure that pa-
tient will be attended while
waiting.

iii) Perforner presents processed
scout for review as described
above.

6 8
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6. During physician's review of requisi-
tion, scout, prior films and examina-
tion of patient, performer notes phy-
sician's decisions and orders:

a. If the physician indicates that pro-
cedure is to be terminated because
thare are contraindications, per-
former proceeds to termination
steps as described below. If ap-
propriate, arranges to have proper
forms filled out and/or new req-
uisition for other procedure made
out and signed.

b. If the physician decides that ad-
ditional preparatory steps are
needed, performer may arrange to
have these carried out and/or per-
former arranges to reschedule pa-
tient.

c. If the physician indicates that the
scout film is not technically ade-
quate, performer notes the physi-
cian's orders for change in tech-
nical factors, patient position,
tube position, and/or centering
of film.

i) Notes whether the problem is
due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If the problem refl,tcts mal-
functioning equipment, perform-
er reports malfunction to ap-
propriate staff member.

iii) If the problem reflects the
preference for density or con-
trast of the physician, perform-
er notes for future use to avoid
future "retakes."

d. Notes physi-dan's orders on se-
quence of examination. Hay discuss.

i) Not.es who will catheterize pa-
tieLt if not already done and

List Elements Fully

whether own assistance is
required.

ii) Notes final orders on type and
amount of contrast, use of
ascending Lipiodal.

iii) Notes whether contrast will be
instilled with infusion equip-
ment or by syringe. Notes
whethei filming will be re-
quired during instillation of
contrast.

iv) May check to be sure what
gonadal protection can be
provided without interfering
with diagnostic purpose of
study.

v) Arranges to provide or change
any equipment or supplies as
ordered.

7. Performer carries out any additional
preparation needed if not already
done.

a. If not already done, has patient
void and assists as described
earlier. Nay immobilize infant
on radiolucent platform, comfort,
provide bottle,or has this done.

b. If appropriate has IV bottle or
syringe prepared with sterile
contrast solution, shaken and
warmed as ordered. Hangs IV bot-
tle on stand at appropriate
height and places near examina-
tion table with tubing clamped.

c. If performet is to assist with
catheterization and/or adminis-
tration of contrast medium,
washes hands, observing sterile
technique when appropriate.

d. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for phy-
sician, observing sterile tech-
nique,so that wrapper, own hands,
or other objects will not contami
nate gloves.

6 9
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e. May assist as appropriate by hand-
ing qaterials an..1 supplies asked
for.

f. If performer is to assist with
cateterization of patient, per-
former washes hands and follows
sterile technique:

i) May help assemble and hand ma-
terials, position patient, check
balloon catheter.

ii) Illy place collection basin and
specimen bottle as ordered. May
label, cover container.

iii) If residual urine is measured,
performer may record as ordered
and write description as dic-
tated.

g. If appropriate, performer may at-
tach a container or bag to collect
urine ro a child patient's per-
ineum and thighs in preparation
for voiding.

h. Provides physician and anyone uho
will remain in room during voiding
exposure with appropriate protec-
tive shielding. Explains purpose
of shielding.

i. Performer may set up a rapid film
changer and automatic equipment
which triggers exposure on urine
contact. May check that desired
exposure time for voiding films
is not longer than maximum time
available with rapid changer unit.

j. Performer sets technical factors
for first postinstillation over-
head as described, adjusting for
patient's position, physician's
orders after viewing scout, and
use of contrast material. Identi-
fies first cassette as appropriate
and places in bucky or under plat-
form, adjusting centering as or-
dered or appropriate.

k. If appropriate,performer informs
physician when patient and meter-

ials are ready for introduction
of contrast solution. Makes any
changes as ordered.

8. Performer stands by while physician
infuses patient's bladder with the
contrast solution using IV apparatus
and urethral catheter or injects
through catheter using syringe.

a. With infusion technique performer
may clamp and tape catheter to
patient's thigh when ordered.

b. May record amount of solution
instilled if so ordered.

9. If performer is to make overhead
films during instillation of con-.
trast material, performer notes po-
sitions and"centering ordered. Per-
former proceeds as described above
or below in step 13 depending on the
positions ordered.

a. Performer may apply marker to cas-1
sette(s) indicating the amount
of contrast instilled at that
point in time.

b. With infusion technique, perfor-
mer may check that catheter has
not become dislodged and that
the fluid is dripping at an even
rate. If there are any problems,
performer clamps tube and noti-
fies physician at once.

c. If so ordered, lowers head end
of table and makes sure that
patient is securely held.

d.-When positioning patient per-
former makes sure that clamp of
catheter is not lying over a part
to be exposed or that patient
is not lying on the clamp.

e. While performer has.radiograph(s)
processed,makes sure that patient
is attended.

f. Submits processed radiographs
to physician and carri,As out
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additional orders as appropriate. sary radiography and to permit
g. If a later film for detection of physician to revise orders).

delayed reflux is ordered, per- f. Performer continues to remain
former notes appropriate time alert for any symptom of emer-
elapse and keeps track of time. gency or adverse zeaction. As
Carries out delayed filming as ap- soon as performer judges that
propriate as described earlier or reaction may-be severe, ceases
below in step 13, depending on po- exposure and notifies physi-
sition ordered. cian at once.

g. Performer explains to patient
10. Performer stands by to assist physi- what overhead radiography will

cian or patient while infusion or in- be done and quickly prepares
jection of contrast proceeds. Per-
former remains alert for any symptom

for filming.

of severe pain or adverse reaction. 12. Performer prepares patient for the
As soon as performer judges that reac- final position ordered for the

tion may be severe, notifies radiolo- first (or next) exposure. Makes
gist or attending physician at once. sure that correct side is being

positioned when appropriate.

11. When the physician informs performer
that the instillation is completed,
performer notes orders for Immediate

a. May explain or demonstrate to
.

patient what is required. May
overhead pre-voiding radiographs. obtain help in positioning.

Notes whether standard views and po- b. Performer is careful to turn

sitions are ordered and/or special patient towards the catheter

views and positions, tubing so as not to dislodge it.
Makes sure that the clamp is

a. Notes orders for recumbent or sit- not lying over a part to be ex-

ting positions. Notes side of in- posed or that patient is not

terest and areas to be included,
any orders for rotation of body,
angulation of table or central ray.

lying on the clamp.
d. Performer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part par-

b. May discuss any special precautibns allel to the film holder. When

needed in patient positioning to using a bucky, centers patient

avoid injuring patient. May plan to midline. With cassette on

lateral decubitus :iosition for table top, centers film to part.

patients unable to sit for lateral With upright holder,adjusts

positioning. height of holder to part and

c. Performer resets technical factors centers part to film.

as appropriate for each projection e. Performer repeats appropriate
to account for use of contrast and steps including identification

patient position.
d. May have physician fill out and/or

-.'''' of cassette, use of R-L markers,
selection and setting of tech-

sign requisition sheet.
e. Plans to process each radiograph

nique.

in series as soon as exposed and 13. Performer positions as follows or

present to radiologist or physi- as described earlier, depending on

cian for review (to avoid unneces- orders:
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a. For an AP supine projection of
bladder and proximal part of
urethra, performer positions pa-
tient in supine position as de-
scribed, with legs extended so
that anterior pelvic bones are
tilted downward.

i) Centers film a little above
the upper border of the symph-
ysis pubis.

ii) Directs central ray at 50 cau-
dad to midpoint of film, or
15° to 200 caudad with pa-
tient who has loss of normal
lumbar curve.

b. For an AP projection (posterior
vievi) of ureters, performer po-
sitions as in a, above, but lowers
head end of table 15° to 20°. Di-
rects central ray vertically to
center of film.

c. For an axial view of posterior
surface of bladder and lower end
of ureters, performer has patient
sit on side or end of table so
that posterior surface of each
knee is in contact.with edge of
table.

i) Centers Median sagittal plane
of body to mldline of table so
that transverse axis of film
coincides as nearly as pos-
sible to midaxillary plane of
the body.

ii) Centers film to median sagit-
tal plane of pelvis.

iii) May support feet with bench or
stool. Has patient abduct thighs
and lean directly forward until
symphysis pubis is in close con-
tact with table. May assist
obese patient to achieve as
close to a 45° angle of verti-
cal axis of pelvis as possible.
Has patient grasp ankles to
maintain position.

List Elements Full
VIMIA .110=0111&111714.

iv) central ray at right
angles to film, centered to the
lumbosacral region at the level
of the greater trochanters. If
flexion is restricted, directs
central ray.anteriorly at right
angles to the coronal plane of
the symphysis pubis.

d. For AP oblique projections (pos-
terior oblique views) of the blad-
der and adjacent organs, perfor-
mer notes the side of interest
and whether bilateral views are
ordered.

i) Performer starts with patient
in supine position.

ii) Rotates supine patient 350 to
60° and supports the elevated
(opposite) side. Places arns
in comfortable position with
shoulders in a single trans-
verse plane.

iii) Centers the pubic arch on the
side of interest to midline
and cassette to the level of
the upper border of the symph-
ysis.pubis.

iv) Has patient extend and abduct
upper thigh. Directs central
ray at right angles to midpoint
of film or at 10° caudad or as
ordered.

v) With male patient extends the
penis along the soft tissues
of the medial side of the
thigh on the side of interest.

e. For lateral view(s) of bladder,
performer notes whether posterior
or anterior bladder wall is the
area of interest.

i) Places recumbent patient in
supine position for view of
posterior wall and in prone
position for view of anterior
woll.
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ii) For seated lateral view has pa-
tient assume a seated erect
position on table as for void-
ing. Supports child. Adjusts
body in true lateral position.

iii) Uses vertical bucky or cassette
holder centered to the coronal
plane at the pubic arch,centered
to the level of the bladder a
little above the upper border
of the symphysis pubis.

iv) Directs central ray horizontally
across table at right angles to
midpoint of film.

v) Maintains erect patient in po-
sition long enough for fluid
levels to be accurately demon-
strated.

vi) Reverses position of central ray
and cassette for opposite side
lateral view.

f. For a lateral decubitus projection
of the bladder, performer uses a
horizontal bucky or cassette hold-
er with patient lying on table.

i) Has patient lie on side of in-
terest with opposite side sup-
ported.

ii) Centers cassette to the level
of the symphysis pubis.

iii) Has patient flex knees comfort-
ably. Places supports under and
between knees and ankles. Has
patient flex elbows, place lower
hand under head, and has patient
grasp side of table with oppo-
site hand. Elevates the torso.
Supports and immobilizes infant.

iv) Maintains patient in position
long enough for fluid levels to
be accurately demonstrated.

v) Directs central ray vertically
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

g. For a pilprone_pr2lection_ol. blad-
der and upper part of urethra,
performer has patient lie in
prone'PA position on table, with
median sagittal plane centered
to midline.

i) Has patient flex elbows, place
arms in a comfortable position.
Supports ankles. Rests pa-
tient's head on cheek or chin.
May have patient rest hands
benearls chest. May support
head and upper chest.

ii) Centers cassette to a little
above the level of the upper
bordar of the symphysis pubis.

iii) Directs central ray at 10° to
15° cephalad to enter about
1 inch diatal to the tip of the
coccyx al.d exit a little above
the upper bordr.r of the symphy-
sis pubis.

iv) To project the shadow of the
prostate above that of the
pubis, performer directs cen-
tral ray at 20° to 25° cephalad
directed as in (iii), above.

14. Perform:tr carries out post-instilla-
tion, pre-voiding cystography as or-
dered.

a. After positioning, performer again
checks for ability of patient to
relax, and repeats appropriate
breathing instructions. With in-
fant, calms and awaits appropri-
ate phase. Repeats appropriate
collimation. Provides shielding
and makes exposure as described
above.

i) For small fields performer
attaches an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary
beam.
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ii) Repeats orders for breath con-
trol and relaxation for the same
phase of respiration. If differ-
ent phase is r,rdered from that
planned for series, marks cas-
sette accordingly.

iii) Performer makes exposure as de-
scribed above. Arranges to have
each cystogram processed as soon
as exposed.

iv) While films are being processed,
performer makes sure that patient
is comfortable and, if necessary,
attended by physician or staff
member. Refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any
interpretation to patient.

v) Places the films on view boxes
as processed, in order, as they
are taken. May hang scout and
prior films. Informs physician
as each processed film is ready
for viewing.

b. Performer notes instructions after
each film is reviewed. As appropri-
ate, makes changes in timing, tech-
nical factors, patient positioning,
projections", central ray and table
angulation.

c. When *,:old that pre-voiding cystog-
taphy is completed, performer dis-
cusses sequence of procedure for
voiding cystourethrography with
physician (if ordered) or termi-
nation steps. Notes orders on pro-
tection, areas of interest, and

intervals for filming.

15. If not already done, performer sets
117, equipment for voiding cystourethrog

kaphy:

a. I! automatir equipment is to be
used with infant (triggered on
contact with urine), performer
sets up for radiography, alla tilts
table towards f;)ot end so cilat

,:a2k1M1!
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urine will flow towards perineal
electrode.

b. If rapid changer will be used,
performer makes sure that plan-
ned exposure time does not exceed
available capacity of unit. Sets
equipment for non-automatic, in-
termittent exposure so that de-
lays in filming can be adjusted
to patient's voiding pattern. May
set up for quarter tormat spot
films if rapid changer will not
be used.

c. Makes sure that physician and
self have protective shielding.

d. When so ordered, if not already
done, places patient on appropri-
ate sitting apparatus for voiding
and arranges receptacle. If male
patient will void while standing,
provides urinal.

e. Identifies, and places aassette(s)
as appropriate;and places in
rapid or bucky a% appro-
priate,

f. May dirvvq/o Agnals with physi-
cian for 1.xp, .ing individual
filt, enrLng voiding.

16. When prparatiwt8 are completed, per-
former FJY:onds by assist physician
with reAwei *I catheter (if appro-
priate) .v,nd ouragement of pa-
tient tt,

a. Performer positions patieAt as
ordered.

. Performer may assist with en-
aouragement of voiding oi pedi-
atric patients as indicated by
physician.

17. On orders from physicia:.1 or as pre-
determined, performer takes voiding
cystourethrograms in positions de-
scribed earlier as ordered, when
indicated. May reposition patient,
operate film changer as appropriate.
Arranges for prock-ssing of films.

7 4
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Records amount of urine obtained if
so ordered.

18. As soon as voiding is completed, per-
former takes post-voiding radiograph(s)
in position(s) ordered as described
above, has processed, presents for re-
view,and awaits further orders as de-
scribed above.

a. Performer may repeat any procedures
as appropriate such as for multiple
fillings and voidings of bladder.

b. May assist patient to complete
voiding. Assists patient to de-
scend from table and walk to toilet
or provides bedpan.
If appropriate, moves x-ray tube
and any protruding film holder
away from patient before patient
rises. 1.1.:y decide to assist pa-
tient from table. Makes sure pa-
tient is reminded of any footrest
in stepping off table.

c. For delayed films, performer may
arrange to have patient taken to
appropriate holding area. Keeps
track of the time elapsed. If ap-
propriate, mr%ss stre that patient
is in the care of a staff person
who will transport to appropriate
location and return patient at ap-
propriate time. Takes delayed
films os appropriate as desclihe1
above.

d. Notes any orders for delayed films
of more than several hours and for
termination of procedure. May havc
physician fill out and/or sign
requisition sheet.

19. When performer is told by physi,Aan
that the examination has been com-
pleted, performer carries out termi-
nation steps for the examination:

a. Perf,Jrmer may have patient cleans-
ed. May decide to assist patient

List Elements Fullx

L'.om table. Makes sure patient is
reminded of any footrest in step-
ping off table. Makes sure that
none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from
stool or table, and assists pa-
tient.

Performer may have patient trans-
ported to next assigned location,
or decidc..; L. do personally, as
appropriate. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care
of a person who will trans-
port 'A) appropriate next location
or, :q ,..ut-patient, will arrange
o d17,!harge or send patient home

,scort as appropriate.
c. P'ertoimer may have room and equip-

law!. Aeaned; has urine removed
with disinfectant; may decide to
do personally.
Disposes of urine left in basins
or receptacles and discards dis-
posable equipment following sani-
tary procedures. May have room
aired or deodorized. Has any other
appropriate clean up procedures
followed to avoid infection or
contamination, or decides to do
personally, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

d. May check that any specimen has
been prepared for laboratory, is
properly identified, or decides
to do personally. May present lab
order forms to physician for
signature.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room,
examination type, the overhead
views taken, the technical factors
used, and film sizes. May record
the number of exposures made of
each overhead view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient

7 5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 390

This is page 18 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

was exposed (using posted informa-
tion on dosage); may record &iv
problem with equipment, any spacial
care provided patient. Signs% .c.:41-
uisition sheet.

f. May present requisition form to
physician for comments and signa-
ture.

g. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional procedures.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

4
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 463

This is page 1 of 13 for this task,

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;x-ray equipment checked,clean-
[ ed,set up;accessories assembled for use:pt.,cassette
tunnels or holders,x-ray tubes positioned;pt. mea-
sured;cassettes identified and placed;technique se-
lected and set;scout film,post-instillation uro-
graphic exposures made under sterile technique;pro-
cessing and viewing arranged;urography continued as
ordered;examination recorded;urograms placed for
use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
patient scheduled for retrograde
13Yelo graphy or urography (radio-
graphic contrast study of pelvo-
calyceal system of kidneys and
ureters after ureteral cathe-
terization) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Performer may also receive prior
scouts, urograms, andicr record
of exposure technique(s) used
and/or any changes necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes the
urologic procedure room
assigned and its location;
checks the time for the
scheduled procedure, and,
if (or as) appropriate,
the time to report for
preliminary preparations
and/or any request for a

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everyaling or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID brace-
let,medical-technical history,prior radiographs;
phone;view boxes;pen;portable or permanent operating
room x-ray unit(s);control panels;electrical outlets;
rapid cassette changer;x-ray tube(s) ;bucky or cas-
sette tunnel;vertical cassette holder;collimator;ID,
R-L markers;procedure tray with iodine based con-
trast solution,materials for catbeterization,renal
function study;emergency cart;extension cones;cali-
pers;shielding;soap;disinfectant solutions;cleaning
cloths;immobilization devices;technique,standard
view,tube rating and rad exposure charts;intercom

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...(

xes to q. : Name t e kind of recipient,
respondent or co-warker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric pt.;nurse;supervisor;anesthesiologist;
urolo ist;co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 re reflected. Underline essen-
tial words,

Taking retrograde pyelograms and ureterograms of
non-pediatric pt. by reviewing request;arranging for
transport,cleaning equipment;preparing for serial or
stereoscopic radiography,if ordered;measuring part;
positioning equipment and cassette holders and;or pa-
tient;selecting and setting exposure factors for
scout and contrast films;collimating;providing
shielding;observing sterile procedures;instructing
patient in breath controlmaking exposures;arranging
for processing and viewing by urologist;continuing
as ordered;recording examination, 6. Check here if this

is a master sheetCU_
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 463

This is page 2 of 13 for this task.

scout film prior to catheteriza-
tion.

b. Notes name of attending urologist
ond/or charge nurse or supervisor.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes any spe-
cial informLion or note on known
pathology that could affect patient.
positioning, technique, or handling.
Notes any prior history of allergic
reaction to contrast or allergies.

d. Notes whether both ureters are to
be catheterized and/or side of in-
terest; notes whether a kidney func-
tion study is ordered. Notes whether
patient is to be anesthetized, and
whether before or after performer
arrives for procedure.

e. Notes requirements for special
equipment or techniques such as
need for a second portable x-ray
machine, use of serial films using
rapid changer(s), use of stereo-
scopic technique.

f. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral
condition requiring special handl-
ing such as heart disease, com-
municable or infectious condi-
tion, infirmity, incoherence. Notes
shielding appropriate for examina-
tion based on sex, age and posi-
tions ordered.
Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

g.

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques'used, and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether ex-
amination has been done else-
where in recent past, whether
history of extensive radiography
should be reported.

List Elements Full

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

iii) Depending on institutional pro
cedures,performer notes whethe
female patient is pregnant,re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period,or notes
any other indication that ther
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

h. If the performer determines, that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that there
may be contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to carry out radio-
graphy, notifies supervisor, uro-
logist in charge, or other desig-
nated staff person, depending on
institutional procedures. Explains
the problem if appropriate and
proceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or orders:

i. Performer may have request that
prior radiographs be made avail-
able. If so, Performer may arrang
to have prior films delivered to
procedure room or may arrange to
transport per'onally.

.2. Performer determines what prior prep
arations will be needed, sLch as.pro
vision of mobile x-ray equipment and
accessories, proper dress, consulta-
tion with urology procedure room
staff:

a. Performer determines whether as-
signed procedure room has one or
more x-ray units already avail-
able,or whether one or two units
must be transported to the room.
Plans to check and clean x-ray
equipment in appropriate storage
area(s).

8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 463

This is page 3 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full

Checks whether a Potter-Bucky dia-
phragm or grid-front cassettes and
a cassette tunnel will be 'used.

b. Performer notes whether film pro-
cessing equipment is available ad-
jacent to procedure room. If films
must be processed in radiology
department, performer makes sure
that someone is assigned to pick
up, process, and return radiographs
to procedure room as they are ready.

c. Performer checks own clothing to
make sure that performer is in com-
pliance with institutional rules
for safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.

d. Performer may contact urology staff
to receive more detailed orders,
information, or to check on safety,
timing or availability of equipment.

e. If appropriate, performer decides to
prepare, transport and set up
any portable radiography equipment
in the assigned procedure room, or
has this done.

Performer goes to appropriate proce-
dure room to prepare equipment and ma-
terials for the procedure:

a. Performer may report to the charge
nurse or supervisor (with portable
equipment if transported), Indi-
cates name of patient and determines
exact location for setting up equip-
ment. Performer asks about specific
precautions in dealing with patient.
May record. Asks about any special
equipment which must remain in
place and be taken account of in
setting up radiography Unit. Washes
handa before and after assembling
materials following sanitary pro-
cedures.

b. Performer Tuakes sure that unit(s)
to be u. has an adequate output
for the req4ired radiography and is
hazard-proof mid, if appropriate,

List Elements Nay

certified for use near general
anesthesia equipment. If procedure
room is not insulated for use with
non-grounded equipment, checks tha
any mobile unit is equipped with
rubber casters. Checks for proper
filter in x-ray beam, fractional
focal spot size,whether light beam
in collimator is hazard-proof or
not to be used. Checks whether use
of bucky is compatible with safety
requirements. If unit is battery
operated checks that batteries are
charged.

c. If not already done, performer pre
pares damp cloths with appropriate
antiseptic and/or disinfectant so-
lutions. Makes sure unit(s) is dis
connected, and wipes equipment
thoroughly to remove dirt,dust and
lint..If not already done, perform
er assembles tube stand of unit an
FFD measuring device as appropri-
ate to equipment.

d. Makes sure that line cord with
grounding terminal, and remote con
trol exposure cord are present fs.71
properly attached to unit.

e. Performer positions portable ap-
paratus being careful not to dis-
turb any equipment or electrical

..cords plugged in. Does not run
over cords; lifts cords when pos-
sible or asks for assistance.

f. Performer may check out equipment
for use in procedure room before
setting up for use at procedure
table. Uses anticipated exposure
technique.

i) May make sure that line power
switch(es) are off. Checks for
proper grounding as (or if) ap-
propriate.

ii) May connec.t all low voltage
cables to control panels-if
not already done.

iii) May connect power cables to
line power outlets after check-

7 9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 463

This is page 4 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full

ing that voltage is appropriate.
Tests equipment by selecting
(for each unit) mA, kVp and time
as apprupriate and turning on
main switch. After machines are
warmed up, checks for kV readings.
If appropriate, adjusts line volt
age compensators.

iv) When performer determines that
(each) machine is operating,turns
off line power switches (if ap-
propriate).

g. Once the machine(s) has been checked
performer sets up the x-ray unit(s):

i) Places machine(s) so that x-ray
tube can be directed vertically
from above and/or if appropriate,
another tube can be directed
across the table. Checks that
tube(s) can be adjusted to re-
quired distances (focal-object
distance, FOD, and focal-I-film
distance, FFD).

ii) Makes sure that performer will be
able to stand minimal required
distance away from ,x-ray beam(s)
during exposure behind shielding.

iii) Locks and/or use-brakes to im-
mobilize portable equipment in
place and moves overhead tube out
of way until needed.

h. Performer may receive a clean hospi-
tal gown, cotton "boots," cap and
mask from the charge nurse or oper-
ating room supervisor. Performer
dons these before entering sterile
area. Washes hands as appropriate.
Carries out appropriate steps to
maintain the integrity of the ster-
ile area of the procedure room and
does not touch patient, drapes,
urologist, nurses, instrument tables
or "back table" with nonsterile ob-
ject.

i. Performer may repo/t to anesthesia
area of room to discuss appropriate
timing of scout film and/or presence

of any explosive gases.
j. Performer may discuss placement of

cassette tunnels or grids with
appropriate staff member (if not
part of procedure table) so that
they can be placed on table while
prior preparations are being made.
May give cassette tunnels to appro-
priate staff member and check that
they are placed so that openings
face the free end of the table
while being part of sterile field,
and that any vertical holder to be
used is positioned properly.

k. Checks that proper accessories are
available for radiography includin
leaded rubber shielding and aprons
to be used by performer, the pa-
tient, urologist, and/or anyone wh
will remain in the room during ex-
posure. Checks that appropriate
immobilization devices are present,
that there is a mattress,pads, pil
lows and/or blankets for comfort
of patient. May attach leg exten-
sions,foot-board to table. Makes
sure that right (R) and left (L)
markers are available for use,iden-
tification cards, or leaded num-
erals or markers.

1. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and sizes I
are available in the examination
room including cassettes for rapid
film changer if appropriate.
Selects appropriate speed and type
of film, grid, and cassette com-
bination depending on the tech-
niques to be used and standard in-
stitutional practices. Selects
size based on patient's sizi, and
area of interest. If adequate
supply is not in room, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Tak. Cnde No. 463

This is page 5 of 13 fcr: this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

m. Performer identifies cassettes

.

machine(s) is "warmed up," or
using equipment provided by in- turns on main switch as appropri-
stitution: ate to equipment and allows time

for the machine to "warm up." If
i) May obtain lead numerals and appropriate, performer may set

tape and prepare identifica- radiography mode selector and set

.
tion strip for placement on collimator control for manual op-
film holder(s) giving appro- eration. Makes sure that all cir-
priate patient identification cuits have been stabilized.
information. q. Performer may note whether a pre-

ii) Performer may prepare for use liminary scout film has already
of flashcard by checking that been made of the patient (done
there is piece of lead on film earlier and/or by another radio-
holder surface; may type or
write out ID information on

logic technologist).

card if not received with req- i) If a scout film has already
uisition. been made and viewed by urol-

iii) Checks identification against ogist,performer notes the tech--
requisition sheet. nique used or ordered and plans

technical factors,adjusting as
n. If a rapid cassette changer will appropriate.

be used, performer sets rate that ii) If a scout film has been made
is standard for procedure or but not approved, performer
awaits urologist's orders: places processed scout film and

any prior films with patient's
.i) May cycle unit to check oper- chart or places on view box for

ation before loedini;. Tf so,

makes sure that anr,de is not
review.

MY If a scout film has not been
rotating. . made and is required before pa-

ii) Performer loads rapid changer tient is catheterized, perfor-
with cassettes as appropriate. mer proceeds as described
Plugs synchronization cable below. Otherwise awaits orders
from unit into appropriate from urologist. .

. receptacle on the x-ray con-
trol panel. 4. If performer will be able to measure

patient before he or she is anesthe-
o. Performer reviews the technique tized and/or catheterized, performer

chart for the machine(s) to be
.

greets patient in appropriate thee-
used and takes note of any newly tion. Checks patient's identity.
posted changes in technical fac- Introduces self and explains own role
tors (to reflect accolunodation in the procedure. Performer attempts
to a change in machine output or to reassure patient and develop con-
a policy decision). fidence. Performer explains the need

p. Performer checks that x-ray to measure the patient for radiog-
equipment is ready for use. raphy and to instruct the patient in

Goes to control panel and checks
that indicator light shows that

breathing.

..................
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 463

This is page 6 of 13 for this task.

a. If patient will not be under gen-
eral anesthesia, and if not al-
ready done, performer explains to
patient what will be involved in
the procedure:

i) Describes catheterization (if
not yet done), instillation of
contrast,and what performer
will be doing.

ii) May encourage patient to in-
form or report to urologist any
discomfort or pain in the back
or loins when the filling is
underway as a guide for urolo-
gist to judge proper amount of
contrast to use.

iii) Explains the importance of pa-
tient's being able to relax.
Indicates what types of posi-
tions the patient will be asked
to assume. Describes the prob-
able breathing control.

iv) Performer answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly;
attempts to reassure patient
and develop confidence. Treats
patient with dignity and con-
cern regardless'of paticnt's
behavior. Remains aware that
patient may be frightened and/or
in pain. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,
that it is not appropriate for
technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak to
physician.

b. Performer encourages patient to
relax.' Rehearses patient in sus-
pending respiration after exha-
lation and relaxing. Performer
may check patient's relaxation by
keeping hand on patient's back to
detect tenseness. Performer may
judge time interval needed after
cesn.,,,:ion of respiration for pa-
tient co relax,and plans to adjust

8 2

List Elements Full'

exposure timing accordingly.
c. Unless measurements have already

been made, performer uses centi-
meter calipers to measure the
thickness of the abdomen in the
directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film.

i) Performer evaluates the pa-
tient's bodily haldtus to esti-
mate the position of the kid-
neys.

ii) Notes whether the area of in-
terest is heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points are easy to
find.

iii) Records measurements for use in
determining exposure factors.

d. If procedure has begun, performer
estimates patient's measurements
based on charted information on
weight, height, body type, age and
sex. ,May consult urologist or
'other staff member.

e. Performer informs attending urolo-
gist when ready. If not already
done, brings any processed scout
film and any prior films to urolo-
gist. Displays radiographs on
view boxes.

f. If appropriate, performer arranges
to take scout of abdomen as descri-
bed below. Or.:herwi;:e awaits urolo-
gist's orders for scout. Checks the
first position ordered.

i) If a scout filw has already been
processed, performer notes urol-
ogist's orders for changes
in technical factors, patient
position and/or centering.

J-') If patient is to be placed under
general anesthesia,performer
coordinates timing of procedure

-11M



TASK DEFCR1PTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 463

This is page 7 of 13 for this task.
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List Elements Fully

and filming with anesthesiolo-
gist and urologist.

After patient is positioned on table,
performer checks positioning to be sure
patient is properly centered for first
(or next) radiograph.

. As sterile area is prepared, patient i
catheterized, and any injection for
renal function test is made, performer
sets technical factors for the first
(or next) overhead (usually supine AP
of abdomen to demonstrate ureteral
catheter placement):

a. Consults the technique chart posted
for the machine. Locates the in-
formation needed for the body part
and projection involved according
to the centimeter thickness of the
part and position as measured, and
the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of film
type and speed and use of other
accessories (such as screens, grids,
bucky, etc.).

b. Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec-
onds of exposure time), focal spot
size, and the focal film distance
(rFD or FFD) called for.

c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time
have been determined, makes-
any conversions necessary to.accoun
for extreme fat or muscularity, the
preference of the urologist involve
and any other conversion needed suc
as posted changes. Performer looks
up numerical conversion factors and
calculates or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate new ex
posure factor (kVp, mA and/or time).
Multiplies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

d. Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x7ray tube

List Elements Fully

on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot size
toe be used:- If appropriate,
performer recouverts the tech-
nique to an equivalent output
using higher kVp and lower mAs.

e. Performer sets the exposure fac-
tors as selected:

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con
trol, performer sets the mil-
liamperage selected for the
correct focal spot size.
Sets the selected exposure
time that will produce the
mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major and minor
kilovoltage settings to pro-
duce tne desired kVp.

iv) For aLtomatic phototimed ex-
posure control, performer
sets the category correspond-
ing to the type of study and
use of screens, bucky, etc.,
and,if appropriate, focal
spot size. Sets a control
corresponding to the selected
field size (as listed on tech
nique chart for phototiming).
May set a kVp range button,
if called for with equipment,
corresponding to the appro-
priate kV range for the ex-
amination. Sets a density
selector corresponding to the
usual (or special)requirement
for the study. Makes sure
backup timer is not likely to



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No, 463

This is page 8 of 13 for this task.

List Elements Full

terminate exposure before photo-
timed exposure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table, tube height,
position, and collimator.

f. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) projection. Attaches
identification information to the
cassette or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate,or depresses appro-
priate R or L button for auto-
matic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals or marker, per-
former places on appropriate
corner or cassette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash card
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into cr .z. tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

v) If patient has already been
draped, performer has nurse or
someone who is part of sterile
team lift the drape to expose
opening of bucky or cassette
tunnel and replace drape atter
cassette is placed.

vi) Ir cassette is to be used with
bucky,performer may manually
pull out bucky tray and open
retaining clamps. Inserts
cassette into bucky tray and
pushes back. Makes sure clamps

List Elements Fullx_____...

are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" po-
sition or inserts cassette
tray into bucky slot and cen-
ters.

vii) If a cassette tunnel is being
used, performer places cas-
sette in tunnel.

g. If not already done, performer
provides self, urologist and
everyone who will be in room dur-
ing radiography with protective
shielding. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-
sure.

. For a supine AP projection (poster-
ior view) of abdomen, performer has
patient placed in supine position,
with the median sagittal plane of
the body centered to the midline of
the table or film holder.

a. Has patient's shoulders and knees
elevated so that patient's back
is in contact with table,or ele-
vates thighs. Supports. Has
shoulders and hips adjusted so
that they lie on single trans-
verse planes. May immobilize
ankles. Has patient flex el-
bows and abduct arms.

b. Smooths out any folds in sheets
or covering under patient or has

this done.
c. Has patient centered to the bucky

or film at the level of the iliac
crests unless otherwise specifi-
ed. Makes sure not to use visual

points of muscle or fatty tissue
and palpates for the crest of
the bone.

d. Directs central ray at right ang-
les to the midpoint of the film.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 463__

This ia.page 9_ of 13 for this task..
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e. Checks and adjusts the focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; adjusts
up or down until the required FFD
is obtained.

f. Performer collimates so that a
small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film, or
collimates further so as to ex-
pose only the area of interest
(and thus provide maximum protect-
ion and detail). Performer may
attach an auxilliary extension
cone to collimator to further re-
duce the primary beam. Adjusts
primary beam to minimum size need-
ed to cover the part(s) of inter-
est. (Does not use light beam
in procedure room unless it has
been certified as safe for use in
presence of explosive gases.)

g. If not already done, performer
adds lead shielding to areas .that
will be in the primary path of
the beam but are not included in
the areas of interest, or has this
done.

8. When everything is ready for the
exposure performer checks with urolo
gist and/or anesthesiologist on tim-
ing. Has all persons not needed at
table during exposure leave room.

a. If patient is to be radiographed
without or before being anesthe-
tized, performer rehearses pa-
tient in relaxing and breathing
in and holding,or breathing out
and holding,depending on orders.
Plans to use the same 'phase of
respiration for all films unless
otherwise ordered. Encourages
patient to relax. Observes the
patient's movement until the
moment that the exposure is made.
Readjusts position if warranted.

List Elements Full

b. If patient is under anesthesia
performer arranges to make ex-
posure on signal from anesthe-
siologist that respiratory ar-
rest has been induced. Plans to
act on anesthesiologist's signal.

c. Performer returns to control
room for exposure or walks to
safe distance from tube with ex-
posure control cord:

i) Makes sure controls are prop-
erly set, and that patient is
still in position.

ii) Calls or uses intercom to tel
conscious patient to carry ou
breathing instructions as re-
hearsed. Has patient breathe
out and hold for suspended
exhalation; or awaits anes-
thesiologist's signal.

iii) When respiration has been sus
pended, performer waits one
or two seconds to allow invol
untary movement of viscera to
subside and then makes expo-
sure,oi waits number of sec-
onds 4,udged necessary for pa-
tienc to relax.

v) Performer initiates exposure
by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.

vi) While exposure is underway
performer checka that mA mete
records appropriate current
as set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

vii) May watch for evidence of mal
function such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal function-
ing of equipment. If there
is malfunction may decide to
report; anticipates need to
repeat ekp)sure.

viii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involve
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Task Code No. 463
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in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticiPates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

d. After exposure is completed tells
patient that he or she can breathe
or indicates to anesthesiologist
that respiration can be resumed.

e. If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates need
to repeat exposure.

f. After exposure performer returns
to patient. If patient has been
draped, has surgical drape raised
to expose cassette holder. Removes
cassette.

g. Removes any markers for further
use.

h. Performer arranges to have the
scout film processed at once:

i) If there is no processing equip-
ment adjacent to procedure room,
performer gives cassette to
co-worker for processing.

ii) If there is a darkroom with
processing equipment next to
operating room, performer ar-
ranges to have the film pro-
cessed at once or decides to
do personally.

iii) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

9. When the scout film has been proces-
sed and returned, performer places
on view box in appropriate nonsterile
area of room. May also hang prior
films. Informs urologist.that ra-
diograph is ready for viewing.

a. If urologist indicates that the
scout film is not technically

adequate, performer notes urolo-
gist's orders for change in tech-
nical factors, patient position,
tube position, and/or centering
of film.

i) Notes whether there is prob-
lem due to performer's own
negligence or lack of atten-
tion so that performer can
avoid future "retakes."

ii) If Problem reflects malfunc-
tioning equipment., performer
reports malfunction to appro-
priate staff member.

iii) If problem reflects the pref-
erence for density or contrast
of the urologist, performer
notes for future use to avoid
future "retakes."

b. If appropriate, performer repeats
scout film when or if catheter(s)
are repositioned.

c. Performer notes urologist's or-
ders for sequence and timing of
procedures:

i) Notes sequence of patient po-
sitions ordered.

ii) Notes any orders for use of
... 'rapid cassette changer such

as rate of speed. Sets rate
and checks that planned ex-
posure time does not exceed
available capacity of unit.

iii) Notes any orders for stereo-
scopic views.

iv) Checks whether bilateral views
are ordered, side and area of
interest, centering.

v) Checks what gonadal protection
can be provided without inter-
fering with diagnostic purpose
of study.

vi) May arrange signals with urol-
ogist for making exposures..
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10. During filling of renal pelves and
calyces, performer positicns cassette
for next exposure unless rapid changer
will be used and has already been load-
ed:

a. Performer sets technical factors
for first post-instillation over-
head as described, adjusting for
patient's position, urologist's
orders after viewing scout, anC
use of contrast material.

properly.identified cas-
sette into bucky or cassette tunnel
under lifted drape, as described
above.

11. Performer positions as follows (or as
dPscribed below for later steps) de-
pending on the position(s) ordered:

a. For a supine AP projection (pos-
terior view) of kidneys, performer
positions patient as for scout
film, centering to the level of
the iliac crests or estfmated'lo-
cation of kidney on side of in-
terest.

i) Performer may direct central-
ray at 50 cephalad to the mid-
point of film.

ii) Performer lower head end
of table to 20° and direct
central ray at right angles to
midpoint or film.

b. For anterior oblique projections
(posterior oblique views) of kid-
neys, performer starts with patient
in supine position.

i) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion (left posterior oblique
view) performer rotates supine
patient 40° to 450 and supports
the elevated (right) side.

Places arms in comfortable
position with shoulders in u
single transverse plane. Cen-
ters cassette to the upper
luml:ar vertebrae adjusted for
pat!nt's body type, and some-
what 31zher than for right
view, 4.nut the level of
the xipii orocess. Directs
central r, .t right angles
to midpeinf film.

ii) For a rie .7!lique projec-
tion perfonc,.er v.o.siions pa-

tient ::u.ile',..1y '.f.) (I), above,
but on o.,-pus.te side. Centers
cassetcc somewhat-lower than
for left view. Directs central
ray at right angles to midpoint
of film.

c. For a lateral view of kidney, per-
former notes the side of inter-
est and has patient assume lat-
eral recumbent position on that
side.

i) Has patient flex knees com-
fortably, and centers midaxil-
lary line to midline. Places
supports under and between
knees and ankles. Has patient
flex elbows, pla,:e lower hand
under head, and has patient
graep side of table mith op-
poslte hand. Supplrts thorax.

ii) Centers cassette at the level
of the upper lumbar vertebrae
a,ljusted for patient's body
type ani somewtm.t higher for
view of right ndney, at about
the leyel of t xiplioid pro-
cess,.

iii) Directscentral ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

iv) If ;) ordered, may have pa-
tient lie in supine position
with vertical bv^ky or cas-
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sette holder centered to the lev-
el of the kidney on the side of
interest. Directs central ray
horizontally across table at
right angles to midpoint of film.

v) Reverses position of central ray
and cassette for opposite side
lateral view.

d. May ,Jositicn two x-ray tubes for bi-
plane, simultaneous exposures of AP
and lateral projections.

e. For scereography,unless equipment is
automatic, centers and adjusts the
central ray at the angle appropriate
for a single plane study. For first
exposure moves centering point the
correct distance in the appropriate
direction (such as laterally or
posteriorly);then increases or de-
creases the angle as appropriate.
for the second exposure, removes the
first cassette and replaces with a
second cassette and, starting from
single plane angulation, shifts cen-
tering in the opposite direction
and for the sathe distance; changes
the angulation in the opposite di-
rection (increases or decreases).
Reminds patient or urologist that
position is to be maintaine': for
second e.;Tosure.

f. For automatic stereo filming, puts
the two x-ray tubes into position
for frontal-or lateral shift at de-
sired angle;places cassettes into
position; sets controls for auto-
matic sequential exposure.

g. Repeats shielding and collimation
steps as appropriate as described
above. Attaches an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to further
reduce the primary beam. Makes sure
no one is in line with central beam
during horizontal beam exposure.

h. Performer again rehearses'patient
(if conscious) in relaxing and sus-
pending exhalation (and/or suspend-

Elements Full

ing inhalation if so ordered)
while remaining relaxed.

i. Performer makes exppsure on sig-
nal from urologist Or anesthesio-
logist as described earlier, wait
ing a few Seconds after suspen-
sion of respiration. Operates
rapid changer as appropriate.

12. Performer has pyelograms processed
at once for viewing, as described
above. Continues with radiography
at intervals determined by urologist
following steps as described above
or below until told by urologist
that radiography has been completed.

13. Por uretarograms performer may, if
ordered, elevate the head end of
table 350 to 400. Increases kilo-
voltage as appopriate to allow .for
increased thickness of abdomen in
this position.

a. "shit technique," performer
makes a second exposure on a
cassette already exposed, but
shifts tube laterally about -r

3 incheF away from the side
interes. Reduces exposure time
as epprop7iate.

b. Pei:ormer positions as described
above and centers as .ca.dered.
RepeatG steps "tor set-up.

c. Makes ,xp..7.surs) on signal from .

urologist and arranges for pro-
cessing and review as described.

14. When told that the radiography has
been completed, perforl.er carries
out termination steps:

a. Makes sure that main switch is
off for each mobile unit.

b. Disconnects power Cables and
grounding cords if appropriate .

for mobile units.
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c. Performer may clean the equipment
after use. Washes hands as appro-
priate. Removes sterile garments
and shielding.

d. Performer records the radiography
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, procedure
room, name of procedure, the views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes; may record the num-
ber of exposures made of each view
including retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment. Signs
requisition sheet.

e. May present requisition sheet to
urologist for comments, orders, and
signature.

f. Performer riv,y arrange to jacket

films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. May report to supervisor or nurse
in charge of room that radiography
is completed.

h. May decide to reassemble equipment
and transport back to radiology
department or has this done.

i. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next radiographic
procedure.

AN'

List Elements Full
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. What is the output of this task? (Be 1u7e
.,.....,,,,,,a.........

List Elt.ents Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed; films identified; te-1:-t!.cal
factors selected and set for fluoroscopy, spot
filming; radiologist assisted with patient position-
ing, fluoroscopy, spot filming; spot films sent for

taken to radiologist; examination re-
corded; spot films placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate
ca3 history for a patient sched-
uled for an examination requir-
ing an instrument placement
check under fluoroscopic control
and not requiring overhead ra-
diography (such as renal biopsy)
as a result of:

_

a. Regular assignment.
. Checking assignment on sched-
ule sheet.

. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

. Receiving from co-worker.

. Performer reads the requisiL-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
part of the body involved,
ant': whether contrast med-
ium will be introduced.

b. Notes the time, the pro-
cedure room, and the ra-
diologist in charge; notes
the name of the attending
clinician in charge if

_
appropriate.

c. Performer reads patient's
name, identification num-
ber, sex and age. Notes
any special information
or note on known pathol-
ogy that could affect

OK-RP:RR:RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition sheet, ID card, medical
technical history, prior radiographs; view boxes;
pen; x-ray generator, co.trol panels, tilt-table;
fluoroscopy unit, tube, image intensifier; grid;
bucky, spot film device; roll film or cassettes; TV
monitor; collimator; R-L, ID markers; procedure
tray; emergency cart; leaded shielding, aprons,
gloves; immobilization devices; technique, standard
view, tube rating and rad exposure charts; phantom
or test object

3..Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ( 4 No...( )

ies to q. - Name t e Kim' o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allmded to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; radiologist; attending clinician;
nurse; co-worker

-

5. Name the task so that the answers to plea-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline esser-
tial words.

Providing technical assistance for an examination
of any patient requiring fluoroscopic control and
spot filming,by reviewing request; preparing equip-
ment; setting factors for fluoroscopy, spot filming;
identifying films; providing shielding; assisting
with positioning of patient, tube, table; arranging

_

for processing; recording examination.
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patient positioning, technique, or
handling of the patient. Notes
whether the use of a grid or bucky
will be involved, the type of
shielding needed. Notes any special
requests such as for spot films.

d. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con-
dition requiring special handling
such as heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, infirmity,
incoherence; whether patient has
IV drip, oxygen supply, urinary
cathether or similar device in
place.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorizcd, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutionAl pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation expost,re
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done elsewhere in
recent past, whether there is
history of extensive radiography.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examina-
tion.

iii) Depending on ins,itutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes'
any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

f. If the performer determines that th
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient
information is lacking for performer

List Elements Fully

assist, or if performer cunsiders
that there may be contraindica-
tions to going ahead with the pro-
cedure, performer brings this to
attention of physician in charge.
Explains the problem if appropri-
ate, and proceeds after obtaining
needed information, signature, or
orders.

g. If referring physician has request-
ed that prior radiographs already
on file be presented, and if not
already with patient's jacketed
material, performer arranges to
have prior films delivered.

. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead for examination:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray has

been prepared for the study in-
volved or decides to do personally.
May check that emergency cart is
present. May check that appropri-
ate slides, labels and containers
for any specimens ordered are pre-
pared or decides to do personally.

c. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
clinician, radiologist, the
patient, and/or anyone who will
remain in the room during exposure.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices are present.
Checks that mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets are pre-
sent for comfort of patient. Makes
sure that right (R) and left (L)
markers are available for use, and
identification cards, or leaded
numerals or markers. a
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e. If examination may include spot
filming using a camera (attached to
image intensifier) and roll film,
performer checks film supply indi-
cator to make sure.that there is
sufficient film in the roll film
cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cassette
loaded, or decides to do person-
ally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is ohtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light. Checks
that ead of film is cut col-rect-
ly and is properly threaded and
attached to take-up spool so that
film unwinds appropriately.
Checks that film is properly en-
gaged in sprockets. Locks into
operating position. If appro-
priate, cuts off excess film at
exit port and removes. Attaches
film cassette to camera and locks
into place. Replaces camera
cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is pro-
perly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of film
due to installation or check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with pa-
tient's identification informa-
tion for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

f. If examination may include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky spot
film device, performer checks that
there is an adequate supply of ap-

List Elements Full

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer prepares for identi-
fication of the spot film cas-
settes. Depending oa institu-
tional procedures, performer
may prepare for use of flash
card by checking that there is
piece of lead on cassette sur-
face; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition. Sets
flash card aside for later use
with space created by piece of
leaded rubber on appropriate
edge of cassette(s). May place
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

g. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer
positions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-

-ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.
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h. Performer reviews technical exposure
factors for fluoroscopy and spot
filming based on standards set by
the institution aa appropriate for
the examination involved:

i) Locates information for the part
of the body and positions invol-'
ved. Takes note of the exposure
factors to be used ftr fluoro-
scopy, spot f.lming. Considers
preferences of the radiologist
involved and the use or nonuse o
contrast vedium as appropriate.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes in
technical factors (to reflect
accommodation to a change in
machine output or a policy de-
cision).

iii) Performer checks any neY or un- i

familiar exposure factors against!
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs.

i. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is in exam-
ination room or control room.

j. In the control room performer makes
sure that indicator light shows
that x-ray genetator is "warmed up"
and ready for use. Makes sure,that
all circuits have been stabilized.
If appropriate, checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

k. As appropriate, performer sets
::.-ray generator mode selector(s)

e

1. Performer sets control on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

i!) For cassette.spot filming,per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single cas
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appro-
priate for examination or
awaits orders.

m. If mot already done, performer conil

nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns ,n monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

n. If appropriate, performer Selects
the proper field size sele(
(if there is dull image lt A-
fter).

o. Performer selecs and sef... .;xpo-
sure fa- r fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exam-
ination. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examitrtion.

ii) If mA is automatically Co.).-
trolled according to patient
thickness, performer turns
fluoroscope mA selector to
maximum standard position. If
not automatically controlled,
sets as appropriate for focal
spot size and examination in-
volved.
_
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p. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

i) For conventional manual exposure
control, performer selects and
sets the appropriate spot film
time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
a density exposure concrol ap-
propriate for the examination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp selector
as appropriate for the examina-
tion.

3. Performer sets up x-ray and fluoro-
scope tube(s), image intensifier, col-
limator and accessories, as appropri-
ate, for check of equipment prior to
examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
b. Places phantom or appropriote test

object on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will'be
centered for examination.

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube :tand
(above or be1oW t,.ible) so that tube
is at zero degrees and centered to
the area of interest.'

d. If not already done, moves image
intensifier and ar- spot film .de-
vice into position; centers (over
or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts distance between
focal spot and image intensifier
(focal spot to film distance, FFD).
Makes sure that TOD is 15 inches

or more for fluoroscopy. Operates
controls or manually moves the
x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks
the focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts up or down until the
required FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot
filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and
contlols:

0 Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size anti-
cipated for fluoroscopic exami-
nation or sets shutter mode
selector to automatic collima-
tion.
Manually sets collimator for
the spot film field size to be
used, c):: selects and sets field
size control to be used for
automatic collimation with pro-
grammed spot film cassette
exposu-e sequence.

g. If appr xiate, performer attathes
or sets ip footboard at end of
tilt-t: le; may adjust or attach
shoule r rest, hand geps.

. If not already done, performer checks
functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
by entering remote control room or
operating controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, perform
er turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.
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i) Performer adjusts kVp :ontrol
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment is
operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes whether
appropriate reading is obtained.

iii) Performer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

iv) Checks examination timer by not-
ing whether time elapse indica-
tor moves during expc)sure show-
ing decreasing time left for
examination. May check that ex-
posure is terminated when maxi-
mum examination exposure time is
reached.

b. To check spot film functioning, per-
former may move cassette or roll
film into x-ray exposure field using
appropriate controls:

i) Performer activates controls for
spot film e--)osure. Notes whether
cassette or roll film transport
is operating appropriately. Notes
whether exposure is terminated
by phototimer or, if manual
timer, in time set. If appropri-
ate, releases spot film control
after exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, performer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky.out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

c. After equipment has been checked
performer shuts and resets for aer,.
.lected exposure factors. If perfor-
mer decides that any of the fluoro-
scopic equipment is not functioning
nrnnorly_ norfnrmcbr 4nfnmc nr,111-n

List Elements Full

5. When fluoroscopy equipment has been
set up, performer may bring requisi-
tion sheet, patient's medical history
chart, and any prior films to radio-
logist or clinician in charge. Dis-
plays radiographs on view boxes.

a. If not already done, perfcmer
tells physician about any diffi-
culties encountered with regard
to information, possible contra-
indications, or anything else that
should be brought to physician's
attention. Notes any special order
or change in procedure decided.
Proceeds as ordered.

b. Performer may greet staff and pa-
tient in procedure room. Washes
hands as appropriate. May tape R
or L marker to patient if appro-
priate for use in spot filming.

c. Performer discusses sequence and
timing for procedure with radio-
logist or clinician. May arrange
signals for exposure, changing of
spot film cassettes, operation of
exposure controls. Discusses how
patient will be assisted or held.

d. ?erformer arranges to provide any
equipment or materials not already
present or decides to do person-
ally. Adjusts +.echnical factors
and program for fluoroscopy and
spot filming as ordered.

e. Performer give^ leaded g]oves and
apron to radiologist or clinician.
If appropriate, places leaded cur-
tain in place. Provides patient and
anyone to remain in room during
exposure with appropriate protec-
tive shielding. Explains if neces-
sary that this is not cause for
alarm but . general precaution to
minimize annecessary radiation ex-
posure.
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Performer assists with preliminary ad-
justment of fluoroscopic factors:

a. Performer may assist in positioning
of patient; may operate tilt-table
as ordered.

b. Ou signal from radiologist, perfor-
mer may dim room lights. Turns on
TV power switch. May go to control
room and operate fluoroscope and
spot film controls on orders from
radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA
controls according to radiologist's
orders.

c. If preliminary spot films are to be
made and if spot film attachment
uses cassettes, performer may un-
load as used, identify, and insert
additional cassettes, as described
above. Performer prepares to pro-
cess spot films at once:

i) With cassette spot films, removes
any markers for further use.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate.

ii) With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that ail
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Uses device to
cut film and create a light
shield. Resets counter and re-
moves film cassette.

fii) Arranges to have"spot films pro-
cessed at once or decides to
process personally.

iv) When the spot films have been
processed and returned, per-
former places on view boxes.
May also hang prior films. In-
forms radiologist that radio-
graph(s) are ready.

d. Performer notes any orders for

List Elements Full

7. Performer assists during fluoroscopic
examination as described above.

a. Operates exposure controls as or-.
dered or positions table, tube,
or patient as ordered.

b. If spot film attachment uses cas-
settes, performer may unload as
used, identify, and insert addi-
tional cassettes, as described
above, throughout procedure.

c. Depending on institutional proced-
ures, performer may keep radiolo-
gist or physician informed of cu-
mulative exposure as shown on
fluoroscope timer indicator.

d. Performer may record location of
lesion, assist with labeling of
samples and/or record and identify
any specimens taken as ordered
when appropriate.

e. Performer arranges to have spot
films processed as they are taken
or as ordered as described above.

f. Performer brings the processed
spot films directly to the radio-
logist or places on view boxes and
informs radiologist or clinician
that they are ready. May hang
prior films.

g. Changes technical factors as order-
ed and assists with any continued
fluoroscopy and spot filming as
described until radiologist or
clinician indicates fluoroscopic
examination is completed.

. After the fluoroscopy is completed,
performer carries out termination
steps:

a. Coordinates with staff who will
care for patient. Removes any mar-
kers from patient's body.

b. May have equipment cleaned; has
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or contamination, or decides to do
.personally, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the technical fac-
'tors used. Performer may record the
number of spot films made including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
expOsed (Using'posted information
on dosasc)y-tecord-fluoroscopic
exposure time and rad dosage; may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
May sign requisition sheet.

d. May present requisition form to ra-
diologist or clinician for_comments
and signature.

e. Performer may decide to jacket spot
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials, and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book person-
ally, or have this done, depending
on institutional procedures.

f. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

%

_

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 465

This is page 1. of 18 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy,spot filming,overheads;Q,cout taken;
radiologist assisted with pneumoperioneum,instil-
lation,positioning,fluoroscopy,spot films,video;pel ....
vic pneumograms,hysterosalpingograms taken as order-
ed,processed,presented;overheads repeated as order-
ed;pt. sent to recovery area or returned;examination
recorded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer'receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tieat identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-pediatric
female patient scheduled for pel
vic pneumography (radiography of
the uterus, oviducts and ovaries
after instillation of gas into
the peritoneal cavity), pangyne-
cography (pelvic pneumography
followed by positive contrast
study of pelvic female organs),
or hysterosalpingography (posi-

tive contrast study of uterus
(hysterography) and fallopian
tubes) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
C.- HaVing arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Request may be for initial ex-
amination or may follow a prior
radiographic study.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for ana
the purpose:

"

i) Notes whether request
is for pelvic pneumo-
graphy. If so, notes

the recommended route

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior rsadiographs,ultra-
sonograms;phone;view boxes;pen;v-ray generator,con-
trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L,se-
ries markers;fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier,spot
film device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll film;videotape
deviee;procedure tray,materials for pneumoperitoneum
pelvic_exam,Instillation_of iodine based_contrast so
lution;phantom or test object;emergency cart;exten-
sion cones;stool;calipers;vertical cassette holder;
shielding;heating device;hospital gown,gloves;immo-
bilization devices;technique,standard view,tube rat-
ing and rad exposure charts;forms;intercom;wheelchai.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. 'es to q. : ame tne in. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Non-pediatric female pt.;radiologist;co-worker;nurse
-

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
..

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. .

Taking pelvic pneumograms and/or hysterosalpingo-

grams of non-pediatric female pt. by reviewing re-

quest;preparing equipment;measuring pt.;taking scout

film;assisting with induced pneumoperitoneum,instil-
lation of contrast,fluoroscopy,spot films,video as

ordered;setting technical factors;identifying film;

positioning pt.;providing shielding;collimating;tak-
ing pelvic pneumograms,hysterosalpingograms as or-

dered;arranging for processing;presenting for review.

continuing as ordered;having pt. returned or sent

for recovery;placing radiographs for use;recording

examination.

6. Check '-vere i this

is a master sheet.. X
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 2 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

to induce the pneumoperitoneum history, prior record of tech-

(transvaginally, transuterinely,
or transabdominally).

niques used, and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether exam-

ii) Notes whether pelvic pneumography ination has been done elsewhere
is to be followed by a positive in recent past, whether there i-
contrast study (pangynecography history of extensive radiog-
or complete gynecography). raphy to bring to radiologist'

iii) Notes whether request is for a attention.
positive contrast study only. If ii) Checks whether any special or-
so, notes whether for study of ders on exposure factors are in
uterus and/or fallopian tubes. keeping with the usual rad ex-

posure involved for the exami-

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of the

referring clinician.

nation.

g. Performer notes orders for prior

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, age, weight,
and height. Notes whether patient

preparation of patient such as
cleansing enemas, douche, restric-
ted miming food intake, prior

is in-patient or out-patient. Notes administration of tranquilizer,
any _special information, _or note analgesic and/or smooth muscle re-

_ _

on known pathology that could'affect laxant. May check whether these
patient positioning, technique, or have been carried out; may check

handling. Notes whether patient has timing to be sure a proper elapse
history of allergies, results of of time has occurred for medicatin.
any prior allergy test. Notes
whether patient may be in wheel-

to take effect. If appropriate,
arranges to have any omitted steps

chair. carried out with delay in examina-

d. Performer checks whether patient is tion or plans to notify radiolo-
suffering from a collateral condi- gist.

tion requiring special handling h. Notes whether procedure may, in-

such as communicable or infectious clude use of spot filming, video-

condition, infirmity, incoherence,
e. Performer may check record of pa-

tape and/or overhead films.
i. If the performer determines that

tient's menstrual cycle and makes the request is not properly author

sure that patient is in appropriate ized, is incomplete, or that insuf
stage of cycle, such as 8th or 9th ficient information is lacking for

day. May check that referring clin- performer to select technique or

ician has recorded that there is no to properly position or care for
current pregnancy, no indication of patient, or if performer considers

heart disease. that there may be contraindicationsz

f. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,.that

to going ahead with the procedure,
performer brings this to attention

information Oh requisition sheet is of radiologist in charge. Explains

complete: the problem if appropriate, and
proceeds after obtaining needed

i) Depending on institutional pro- information, signature, or orders.

cedures, performer may review j. If prior radiographs and/or ultra-

patient's radiation exposure sonograms are to be presented to
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

List Elements Full

continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 3 of 18 for this task.

radiologist, and if not already with
patient's jacketed material, per-
former arranges to have prior films
delivered.

Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes roma
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than neces-
sary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Checks that procedure tray appro-

priate for the examination ordered
has been prepared and equipment to
induce pneumoperitoneum is in room
if appropriate; may decide to pre-
pare personally. May check that
correct contrast material has been
provided. If appropriate,. may heat
contrast to room or body tempera-
ture. Makes sure that emergency cart
is present.

c. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, gloves,and
aprons, to be used by performer,
the radiologist and/or anyone who
will remain in the room during ex-
posure. May check that x-ray tube
has appropriate filtration.
Checks that appropriate immobiliza-
tion devices are present, that there
is a mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient. May
attach footboard or stirrups,should-
er supports and/or hand holds to
table.

e. Makes sure that right (R) and left
(L) marksrs are available for use,
identification cards, leaded num-
erals or markers and markers to in-
dicate postinjection time intervals
and positions.

List Elements Full

f. Performer makes sure that upright
cassette holder and an adequate
supply of loaded cassettes of the
appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination room.
Selects appropriate speed and type
of film, grid, and cassette codai-
nation depending on the techniques
to be used and standard institu-
tional practices. Selects size
based on patient's size and area
of interest. If adequate supply is
not in room, arranges to obtain or
decides to obtain personally.

g. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of overhead films using
equipment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
hoiaer-(s)

patient identification informs-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may type or
write out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

h. If any spot filming will utilize a
. samera attached to image_intensi-
fier and roll film, performer
checks film supply indicator to
make sure that there is sufficient
film in the roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to do
personally.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 4 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light. Checks
that end of film is cut correct-
ly and is properly threaded and
attached to takeup spool so that
film unwinds appropriately.
Checks that film is properly en-
gaged in sprockets. Locks into
operating position. If appropri-
ate, cuts off excess film at
exit port and removes. Attaches
film cassette to camera and locks
into place. Replaces camera cov-
er.

iii) If there is an adequate film sup-
ply, checks that film is proper-
ly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of film
due to installation or check.

v) Removes dark slide-from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with pa-
tient's identification informa-
tion for use with spot film de-
vice. Inserts in.slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

i. If any spot filming during examina-
tion will involve use of a cassette/
bucky spot film device,performer
checks that there is an adequate
supply of appropriate size cassettes
in room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain person-
ally.

ii) Performer carries out identifi-
cation of the spot film casset-
tes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film

bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spot filming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

j. If examination will include use
of videotape, performer sets up
magnetic tape cassette or video
disc scanner for recording of
image directly from the television,
monitor. Makes sure that there is
sufficient tape. Prepares and
checks replay mechanism. Sets con-
trols at record position.

k. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or-spot filming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

3. Performer reviews and sets technical
exposure factors for overheads, flu-

oroscopy,and spot filming based on
standards set by the institution for
the examination involved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in exam-
ination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 465

5 of 18 for this task.

List Elements4nlly

i) Locates information for the pro-
jections involved. Takes note of
the exposure factors to be used
for overheads and fluoroscopy.
Considers preferences of the ra-
diologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes in
technical factors (to reflect
accommodation to a change in ma-
chine output or a policy deci-
sion).

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a t.,be rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of the
tube for the focal spot size to
be used. If appropriate, perfor-
mer reconverts the technique to
an equivalent output using high-

er kVp and lower mAs.

d. Performer makes sure that indicator
light shows that x-ray generator is.
"warmed up" and ready for use. Makes
sure that all circuits have been

stabilized. If appropriate,checks
line voltage meter, and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line meter.

e. As appropriate,performer sets x-ray
generator mode selector(s) for over-
head scout film, for later use of
fluoroscopic mode, and use of spot
film camera or cassette device.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets .the rate (frames
per second) for the camera ac-
cording to standards.set for
examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming, per-
former may select and set a stan,-
dard spot film program providing

List Elements Full

for format combinations such as
single, half, or quarter combi-
nations on a single cassette
anJ related spot film sizes.
Selects program appropriate for
examination or awaits orders
from radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer con-
necta TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expec-
ted exposure factors for fluoro-
scopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at the
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density Selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic.examination
timer to maximum position.

j. i appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot

filming:

i) For conventional manual expos-
ure control, performer selects
and sets the dppropriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed,expo-
sure contrel, performer selects
a density exposure control ap-
propriate for the examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 6 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

iii) Performer selects the appropriate
mA for the examination and the
focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one ma-
jor and one minor kVp selector
as appropriate for the examina-
tion.

If not already done, performer returns
to examination room to set up x-ray
and fluoroscope tube(s), image inten-
sifier, collimator, and accessories, as
appropriate, for check of equipment
prior to examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.
.:h. Places phantom or appropriate test

object on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will be
centered for examination..

c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that tube
is at Zero degrees and centered to
the area Of interest.

d. If_not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film de-
vice into position:. centers (over
or under) the area of interest.

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube to
appropriate focal spot-object dis-
tance (target to object distance,
TOD). For fluoroscopy, adjusts dis-
tance between focal spot and image
intensifier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). Makes sure that TOD is
15 inches or more. Operates con-
trols or manually moves the x-ray
tube(s) into place. Checks the
focal-film distance by reading in-
dicator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for spot

filming if different) ,depending on
nature of the equipment and con-
trols:

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

ii) Manually sets collimator for the
spot film field size to be used
or selects and sets field size
control to be used for automat-
ic collimation with programmed
spot film cassette exposure se-
quence.,

5. If not already done, performer checks
functioning of fluoroscopy equipment
by entering remote control room or
operating controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

a. To check fluoroscopy mode, perfor-
mer turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effeCts on TV moni
tor to be sure that equipment i
operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading 1.s.
obtained.

iii) Performer checks that TV bright
ness controls are operating and

adjusts for preliminary viewing.
iv) Checks examination timer by not-i

ing whether time elapse indica- N
tor moves during exposure show-
ing decreasing time left for
ekamination. May check that ex-
posure is terminated when
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 7 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full

maximum examination exp-Jsure time
is reached.

b. To check spot film functioning, per-
former may move cassette or roll
film into x-ray exposure field using
appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls for
spot film exposure. Notes whether
cassette or roll film transport
is operating appropriately. Notes
whether exposure is terminated
by phototimer or, if manual
timer, in time set. If appropri-
ate, releases spot film control
after exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, performer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky into stgred position.

c. After equipment has been checked
performer shuts and resets for ap-
propriate standard exposure factors.
If performer decides that any of
the equipment is not functioning
properly, performer.informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for
alternate unit to be used.

Performer readies patient for the exam-
ination:

a'. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate.

b. Performer has the patient called
from the holding area and prepared
for the examination (if not already
done), or decides to do personally.

c. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or-from' dress-
ing room. May decide co assist in
transporting patient from holding
area or have this done.

List Elements Full

d. Perfcrmer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and in-
troduces.self. 'necks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or-Other identifier. If patient
is accompanied, performer checks
with accompanying staff member on
any special precautions necessary
during procedure.

e. Performer has patient assume a com
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places mattres
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad,blanket or
pillow under bony prominences
to provide comfort for recum-
bent patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in lock
ed position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair to ta-
ble or has this done. May ob-
tain help. Makes sure that, no
equipment is in the way that
may be collided with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in ordef to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

f. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse. Per
mits patient to keep covered until
measurements are taken and until
examination by radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer
questions patient about preparator
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 8 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full

procedures ordered. May question pa-
tient about any allergies, especial-
ly shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (especial-
ly iodine based).

h. Performer may make sure that an out-
patient has made arrangements to be
escorted home and to postpone normal
activities for the day.

i. If appropriate and not already done,
performer questions patient regard-
ing possible pregnancy.

j. If any preparatory procedures were
not carried out, if patient has
sensitivity to contrast, or if there
is any possibility that patient is
pregnant, and these have not'aiready
been recorded,.performer plans to
inform radiologist at once and pro-
ceeds only with approval.

k. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient what will be
volved in the procedure:

i) Performer explains what coopera-
tion will be asked of patient.
May describe procedure.and what
radiologist will be doing. Indi-
cates what types of positions the
patient will be asked to assume.
May demonstrate how tilt table
will be used and reassure patient
that she will be held safely.
Indicates that patient will be
asked to empty bladder prior to

examination.
ii) Performer encourages patient to

relax; may explain that tension
can contribute to pain in ex-

amination.
iii) Performer answers patient's ncn-

medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity aLd concern
regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and apprehen-
sive. Performer explains, when

=11111.

List Elements Fully P

asked medical questions, that
it is not appropriate for tech-
nologist to answer these; en-
courage's patient to speak to

physician.

1. Unless measurements have already
been recorded, performer uses cen-
timeter calipers to measure the
thickness of the pelvis in the
directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass

through the centered part from
tube to film in the likely posi-
tions to be ordered fir overhe,d
filming.

i) Notes whether the a...ea of in-
terest is heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points al 'easy to

find.
ii) Records moasurements fo.: deter-

mining exposure factors for
overheads.

iii) Performer may tape R or L mar-
ker to patient if appropriate
for use in spot filming.

m. Depending on institutional proced-
ures, performer may have patient
empty bladder at'this point.'Has
patient void in ba'throom or pro-
vides bedpan. May decide to assist
patient.

n. Has patient relax in supine or dor

sal lithotomy position on examina-
tion table depending on whether
examination by radiologist will
follow. Makes sure patient is
drap=d and comfortable.

7. Performer informs attending radiolo-
gist when patient is ready to be ex-
amined. Brings requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, lab
reports, any ultrasonograms, and any
prior films to radiologist. Displays
radio ra hs on view bo es.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 465

This is page 9 of 19_ for this task.

a. If not already done, performer tells
radiologist about any difficulties
encountered with regard to informa-
tion, possible contraindications, or
anything else that should he brought
to radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in pro-
cedure decided by radiologist.

b. Performer may accompany radiologist
to examination room and introduce
patient to radio:logist.

c. Dons protective lead shielding, hos-
pital gown and gloves when appropri-
ate. Provides radiologist with lead
apron and gloves.

d. During radiologist's review of re-
quisition, prior films,and examina-
tion of patient, performer notes
radiologist's orders:

i) Performer may be asked to assist
with catheterization of pativnt
to empty bladder, or to assist
with pelvic examination. Carries
ou;: appropriate sterile proced-
ures; hands instruments and ma-
terials as appropriate.

ii) When radiologist orders scout
film (before or.after pelvic
examination) performer notes the
patient position, projection,and
central ray angulation ordered
or plans to carry out standard
procedure appropriate for pelvic
pneumography or hysterosalpingo-
graphy.

8. Unless already done, performer selects
and sets the technical factors for the
scout film:

a. Performer consults the technique
chart posted for the machine. Lo-
cates the information needed fur
the body part and projection invol-
ved according to the centimeter
thickness of the part as measured
for the posiC.on and the collimated

List Elements Fully

field size to be used. Makes sure
that.technique relates to.the com-
bination of film type and speed
and use or nonuse of other acces-
sories (such as screens, (*rids,
bucky,

b. Makes 1.,ote of the kVp, mk, T(sec-

onds of exposure time), focal spot
and the focal film distance

(TM or ETD) called for.
c. Once the standard kVp, mA and time

have been determined, performer
makes any conversions necessary to
account for extreme fat or muscu-
larity, the preference of the ra-
diologist involved, and .any other
conversion needed such as posted
changes. Performer looks up numer-
ical conversion factors and cal-
culaces or uses conrsion charts
to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor (kVp, mA and/or
time). Multiplies, divides, adds,
or subtracts as appropriate.

d. Performer sets the exposure fac-
tors as selected:

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line vol-1
tage meter and, if needéd,turns
coMpensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line
meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-.
trol, performer sets the milli-
amperage selected for the cor-
rect focal spot size. Sets the
selected exposure time that will
produce the mAs desired. Sets
the kVp selected by choosing the
combination of major and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer seta
the category corresponding to

. the type of study and use of

4.111wom,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 465

This is page 10 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

screens, bucky, ett.,and, if ap-
propriate, focal spot siie. Sets
a control corresponding 'to the
selected field 3ize (as listed
on technique chart for photo-
timing). May set a kVp range but-
ton, if called-for with equip-
ment, corresponding to the appro-
priate kV rangc for the examina-
tion. Sets a density selector
corresponding to the usual (or
special) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer is
not likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table, tube height,
position, and collimator.

e. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette far the scout
projection. Attachec identification
information to the LuL4sete or ta-
ble top:

i) Places right orlef: marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's idencification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals or marker, performer
places on appropriate corner of
cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation !a to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flash card asid
for late:: use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.
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v) Performer plates cassette in
bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot
and centers.

f. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance (if not already dune). Op-
erates controls cr manually moves
the x-ray tube into place over the
film holder (or at right angles
to upr15zht holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicatur scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts up or down until the
required FFD (TFD) is obtained.

9. Performer positions as follows (or
as described below for later steps)
depending ou the position ordered or
the examination procedure to he car-
ried out:

a. Performer may explain or demon-
strate to patient what is required.
May obtain help in positioning.

b. Unless otherwise ordered, perfor-
mer plans for a PA Trendelenburg
projection (anterior view) of the
pelvis when pelvic pneumography is
ordered.

i) Has patient lie in a prone pos-
ition on table with median sag-
ittal plane centered to midline.
Has patient arrange arms in
comfortable position with shoul-
ders and hips lying on single
transverse planes. Has patient
rest head cm cheek or chin.

ii) Performer adjusts shoulder sup-
ports and footboard to patient's
height. Secures patient's feet.
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Task Code No. 465

This is page 11 of 18 for this task.
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iii) Centers film to the level of
the coccyx by palpating for
coccyx.

iv) Unless otherwise ordered, ;er-
former lowers head end of ta-
ble 45°.

v) Directs central ray to the re-
gion of the coccyx at 15° cau-
dad or a specified caudal angle.

c. Unless cAlerwise ordered, perfor-
mer plans for an AP dorsal litho-
tomy projection (posterior view)
of the pelvie when hysterosalping-
ography is ordered.

i)Has patient lie in a supine po-
sition on the table with median
sagittal plane centered to mid-
line. Has patient flex knees
over padded leg rests in dorsal
lithotomy position.

ii) Adjusts shoulder: and hips so
that they lie on s_agle trans-
verse planes. May have patient
flex elbows and abduct arms. d

Abducts thighs to permit centralV
ray to clear; may support each
foot.

iii) Centers film to a poillt about
two inches above the level of
the symphysis pubis.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to center of film or as di-
rected.

d. Performer rehearses patient in
breathing in, breathing out fully,
and holding breath while rememing
relaxed until told to breathe
again.

e.P erformer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator
Activates the collimator opening
to correspond to the film size.
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field.
Checks that primary beam will

List Elements Fully

enter the center of the area of
interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project
the view desired. Performer
adjusts the collimator so that
a small unexposed border will
appear around the edge of the
film or collimates further so
as to expose only the area of
interest (and thus provide max-
imum protection and detail).
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area(s)
of intereet.

f. Performer provides anyone who
will remain in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protec-
tive shielding. Explains if
necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precau-
tion to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

g.,Wben everything is ready for
the exposure, performer reminds
patient of the cooperation and
breath control to be used for
exposure. Encourages patient
to relax. Observes the pa-
tient's movement until the mo-
ment that the exposure is made.
Readjusts position if warranted.

10. Performer returns to control room.

a. Makes sure controls are properl
set for radiography mode and
that patient is still in posi-
tion.

b. Tells patient when to take a
deep breath, exhale and hold
still while relaxing, as rehear-
sed, by calling or using inter-
com.

c. When respiration has been sus-
pended, performer may wait one
or two seconds and then makes
exposure.
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d. Performer initiates exposure by examination room or holding

pressing hand trigger or exposure area. Explains what will

control button. happen next. If appropri-
ate, makes sure that patient

i) While exposure is underway will be attended while wait-

performer checks that mA meter ing.

records appropriate current as iii) Performer places processed

set, that kVp meter dips scout film on view box.

slightly. May display prior films as

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-,
function such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal function-

.

11:

well. Informs radiologist
that scout is ready.

During radiologist's review of

ing of equipment. If there is the scout film and examination of

malfunction,may decide to re- patient, performer notes radiolo-

port; anticipates need to re- gist's decisions and orders:

peat exposure.
iii) With phototimer noLec whether

.

a. If radiologist decides to ter-

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before

minate or delay procedure,
performer proceeds to termin-

phototimed exposure was com- ation steps described below.

pleted. If so, anticipates If appropriate arranges to hav

possible need to repeat expo- proper forms filled out.

sure. b. If radiologist decides that

iv) After exposure is completed additional .cleansing or dila-

tells patient that she can tion of patient is needed, per

breathe normally, former may arrange to have thi:

v) If the exposure is terminated carried out and/or performer

by a circuit hreaker, rechecks arranges to reschedule patient.

technical factors for possible c. If radiologist indicates that

overload or checks for over- the scout film is not techni-

load elsewhere on circuit. cally adequate, performer note

Anticipates need to repeat radiologist's orders for chang .

exposure. in technical factors, patient
position, tube position, and/o

e. After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for further
use.

centering of film. ,

,

i) Notes whether problem is

f. The performer arranges to have due to performer's own neg-

the scout film processed at once ligence or lack of atten-

or decides to do personally tion so that perforwer can
avoid "retakes."

i) Attaches ID card for use with ii) If problem reflects malfunc

; flasher if appropriate. May tioning equipment, performe

sign requisition. reports malfunction to ap-

ii) While the film is being pro- propriate staff member.

cessed and/or evaluated per- iii) If problem reflects the pre

former has patient relax in ference for density or
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contrast of the radiologist,
performer notes for future
use to avoid "retakes."

d. Performer notes radiologist's
final orders on the procedures
and sequence of the examination,

i) Notes whether procedure will
start with an induced pneumo-
peritoneum. If so,notes wheth-
er transvaginal, transuterine
or transabdominal route will
be used.

ii) If positive contrast study is
to follow pelvic pneumography
or if.examination is to be

. limited to positive contrast
examination, performer notes
orders on type of contrast
and amount, whether fallopian
tubes will be studied as well
as uterus, and whether frac-
tional filling will be employ
ed.

If not already done, has sy-
ringes prepared with contrast
medium (iodine based solution)
or decides to do personally.
May check to see that temper-
ature is appropriate. Warms
if needed.

iii) Discusses sequence and timing
for procedure such as frac-
tional filling with spot film:
and/or overheads with radiol-
ogist.

iv) Notes radiologist's orders
for program and settings for
spot filming and sets or re-
sets as appropriate. May ar-
range signals for exposure,
changing of spot film cas-
settes, operation of exposure
controls or table.

v) Arranges to provide or change
any equipment or supplies as
ordered by radiologist,

12.

_

e. Performer sets technical
factors for first postinjec-
tion overhead as described,
adjusting for patient's posi-
tion, radiologist's orders af-
ter viewing scout, and use of
contrast material. Identifies
first cassette as appropriate
and places in bucky, adjusting
centering as ordered.

f. Performer may position patient
on examination table in supine
or modified lithotomy position.
May assist as patient is clean-
sed, using appropriate anti-
septic technique.

If pneumoperitoneum is to be in-
duced, performer stands by or as-
sists while radiologist inserts
appropriate instruments or places
needle.

a. When ordered, may assist in
positioning patient in prone,
partial knee-chest position
(for transuterine route).

b. When ordered, performer may
4

repeat scout film (to deter-
mine nature of blockage in
transuterine route). May as-
sist with use of fluoroscopic
controls (as described below
for positive contrast).

c. On orders performer may help

position patient in prone po-
sition on table, supported by
shoulder rests. Positions ta-
ble to head down, Trendelenburg
position at 15° or as ordered

. for completion of instillation
of gas and to 45° when ordered
after instillation is complet-
ed.

d. May comfort patient during
procedure.

e. Performer notes orders for
overhead films when pneumo-
peritoneum is accomplished. .
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13. If overhead pelvic pneumograms are
ordered, performer explains to pa-
tient what will be done. Repeats ap-
propriate steps as for preliminary
film if same position is ordered, ad-
justing technical factors as describ-
ed above to account for use of gas
contrast medium.

a. When positioning a patient with a
balloon catheter or opaque instru-
ments in place, performer makes

sure that clamp or opaque parts
are not lying over or under the

area of interest,
b. For PA oblique projections (ante-

i) Has patient lie in prone posi-

tion with table in Trendelenburg

position.
ii) Uses vertical bucky or cassette

holder centered to the coronal
plane at the pubic arch at the
level of the coccyx.

iii) Directs central ray horizontally

across table at right angles to

midpoint of film.
iv) Reverses position of ceatral ray

and cassette for opposite side

lateral view.
) Makes sure no one is in linev
with hbrizontal beam during
exposure.

d. Repeats appropriate steps includ-

ing identification of cassette,
use of R-L markers, collimation,
breathing instructions, making ex-
posure, and processing, as de-

scribed above.
e. Shows each pneumogram to radiolo-

gist as processed; proceeds as
ordered until radiologist indi-
cates that this stage of examina-

tion is completed.
f. If appropriate, adjusts technical

factors for continued overheads:
repeats overheads as ordered if

additional gas is injected.

g. When pneumography is completed,

performer notes radiologist's
ti tiders on con nua on.or

.

i) If no further procedure will
follow, performer may assist
with removal of gas and termi-

nation as described below.
ii) If delayed hysterosalpingograph

is ordered, performer may sup-
ply requisition sheet and termi

nate as described below.

.

rior views) of pelvic contents,
performer notes side of interest
and whether bilateral views are
ordered.

.

i) Starting with patient in prone
position, performer elevates
the side of interest about 300

and supports. s patient restHa
head on cheek on opposite side
with arm in comfortable posi-
tion. Has patient support self
on forearm and flexed knee.

ii) Maintains table in Trendelen-
burg position and makes sure
patient is held securely.

iii) Centers film to the level of

. the coccyx.

iv) Directs central ray vertically
to enter the tip of the coccyx
at the midpoint of the film

or at caudal angle ordered.
v) Reverses patient to elevate

opposite side for second ex-
posure if bilateral views are
ordered.

c. For lateral projections of pelvic

contents, performer notes side of

interest and whether bil&teral
views are ordered.
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iii) If hysterosalpingography is to mA controls according to ra-

follow at once, 1-erformer notes diologist's orders until visu-

orders and decisions .-11 proced- alization is adequate.

ure as described in step 11,d iii, Performer nay assist radiolo-

(ii). Supplies any materials gist with spot filming. Oper-

needed. Checks temperature of ates exposure controls as or-

contrast medium. dered, or positions table,tube,
or patient as ordered. If spot

14. If hysterography and/or hysterosalping-
ography is to be carried out as the
main procedure or following pelvic

film attachment uses cassettes,
performer nay unload as used,
identify, and insert additional

pneumography, performer stands by or cassettes, as described above, .

assists while radiologist inserts ap- throughout procedure.
propriate instruments or attaches a iv) Depending on institutional pro-

syringe with contrast medium to cathe- cedures, performer may keep ra-

ter already inserted during induced diologist informed of cumula-

pneumoperitoneum. tive exposure as shown on flu-
oroscope timer indicator.

a. When ordered, nay assist in posi- v) For fractional filling Perform-

tioning examination table and/or er repeats appropriate steps

patient in prone position (after as ordered.

pelvic pneuwgraphy), or dorsal vi).Notes any orders for overhead

lithotomy position (for initial films at end of each fractional

cleansing and insertion of insLru- injection and/or when instil-

ments). lation is completed. Notes pro-

b. If fluoroscopic monitoring of in-
stillation (with or without frac-

jections, areas of interest,
patient positions and tube an-

tional filling) is to be involved,
performer may proceed as follows:

gulation required.

15. For overhead hysterograms and/or
i) Performer gives lead gloves and hysterosalpingograms, performer po-

apron to radiologist. If appro- sitions as follows or as described

priate, places leaded curtain .earlier, depending on radiologist's

in place. Makes sure that every- orders. For patient With induced

one remaining in room during ex- pneumoperitoneum, may position start-

posure has appropriate protective ing from the prone position, with

shielding. Explains if necessary table at Trendelenburg angulation

that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation expo-

as ordered.

a. Performer is careful not to dis-

sure. lodge instruments left in place.

ii) On signal from radiologist, per- b. For fractional filling performer

former may dim room lights. Turns marks each cassette to indicate

on TV power switch. May go to the time elapse or amount of con-

control room and operate flu- trast instilled.

oroscope controls on orders from c. Performer resets technical fac-

radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or tors as appropriate for each pro-
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jection tO account for use of con-
trast and any orders from radiolo-
gist after having reviewed scout
and any later pneumograms.

d. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction
to the coptrast. As soon as per-
former judges that reaction may
be severe, ceases exposure and
notifies radiologist at once.

16. Performer positions as described above
for scout films or for pneumography,
or as follows, depending on orders:

a. For variations on AP lithotamy pro-
jection of pelvic contents, per-
former may adjust shoulder supports
and footboard if not already done,
position as for dorsal lithotomy
position, but with table in 15°
head-dOwn position or as ordered.
May direct ctntral ray at right
angles to midpoint of film or at
cephalad angle ordered.

b. For AP oblique projections of el-

vic contents, performer starts with
patient in supine position. Notes
whether bilateral views are ordered
or side of interest.

i) Depending on side of interest,
rotates patient about 300 and
supports elevated side.

ii) Centers the pubic arch on the
side of interest to midline of
table. Has patient extend and
abduct upper thigh. Places arms
in comfortable position with
shoulders in a single transverse
.plane.

iii) Centers film to a point about
two inches above the symphysis
pubis.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film or at
angle specified.

List Elements Full

v) Repeats for opposite side if
bilateral study is ordered.

c. For lateral projections of pelvic
contents performer nay have pa-
tient lie in supine position.

i) Uses vertical bucky or cassette
holder centered to coronal
plane at the pubic arch at a
level about two inches above
the symphysis pubis.

ii) Directs central ray horizontal
ly across table at right angles
to nidpoint of film.

iii) Reverses position of central
ray and cassette for opposite

side lateral view.

d. Performer repeats collimation
steps as appropriate as described
above. For small fields performer
attaches an auxiliary extension
cone to collimator to further re-

duce the primary beam.
e. Performer rehearses patient in

suspended exhalation. Makes expo-
sure(s) as described above.

17. Performer arranges for processing and
review of spot films and each over-
head view as taken:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign

requisition sheet.
b. Checks that equipment is turned

off.
c. With cassette spot films and over-

head exposures, removes any mark-
ers for further use. Attaches ID

card for use with flasher if ap-

propriate.
d. With spot film camera, performer

advances the film so that all ex-
pasures made will be wound on the
take-up spool in the roll film
cassette. Replaces dark slide on
camera lens. Uses device to cut
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film and create a light shield. Re- until radiologist indicates that

sets counter and removes film cas- examination is completed or is

sette. to be terminated.

e. Performer has overheads and spot vii) Notes any orders for delayed

films processed at once or decides
to process personally.

post-evacuation film(s). If so,
performer may provide requisi-

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is 'comfort-
able and, if necessary, attended by
radiologist, staff member, or self.

tion sheet and have radiologist
fill out and sign.

18. When radiologist indicates that pro-

g. When the overheads and spot films cedure is to be terminated, if pneumo
have been processed and returned,
performer places on view boxes. May

peritoneum has been induced, performe
may assist with removal of gas and

also hang scout and prior films. deflation of peritoneal cavity:

Informs radiologist that radio-
graph(s) are ready for viewing and a. May help position patient in su-

makes note of radiologist's deci- pine position if ordered.

sions: b. May return table to Trendelenburg
position if ordered.

i) Notes orders for change in tech- c. May assist with dressing of punc- .

nical factors, change in patient
positioning, centering and/or
tube or table angulation.

ture site.

19. When performer is told by radiologist

ii) Notes any decision by radiolo- that the examination has been com-

gist to inject more contrast and pleted, performer carries out termi-

cepeat any portion of the pro- nation steps for the examination:

cedure.
iii) Assists with any further use of a. If appropriate, reinforces physi-

fluoroscopy and/or videotape. cian's explanation of side effects

iv) For further overhead exposures to expect and need to consult gyne-

performer repeats appropriate cologist in case of severe pelvic

steps including identification pain or bleeding.

of cassette, use of R-L and b. If delayed post-evacuation films

series markers, selection and have been ordered, explains appro-

setting of technique, position- priate timing and any prior prep-

ing patient and equipment for arstions. With in-patient muy ar-

focus-object-film alignment,
collimation, breathing instruc-

range to have nursing staff in
charge of patient's care informed.

tions, making exposure, and pro- c. Removes any markers from patient's

cessing, as described above,
v) Performer refrains from comment-

body.
d. May have patient transported to

iAg on the films or providing recovery area to recline until im-

any interpretation to patient. mediate effects of procedure and

Assists with patient who may be medication have abated. Makes sure

experiencing severe pain,
vi) Performer shows subsequent ra-

diographs to radiologist as pro-
cessed. Continues as ordered

that none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before ,

allowing patient to rise.

1
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e. If appropriate, makes sure that

patient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to hold-
ing area, appropriate next loca-
tion or, if out-patient, will ar-
range to discharge or send patient

home (with escort if appropriate).
f. May have room and equipment clean-

ed; has any other appropriate
clean up procedures followed to
avoid infectioh or contamination,
or decides to do personally, de-

pending on institutional procedures.
g. Performer records the examination

according to institutional proced-
ures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of spot films and overhead
views taken including retakes; may
enter the estinated radiation dose

to which patient was exposed (using

posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.

Signs requisition sheet.
h. Performer may record the fluoro-

scopy examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.

i. May present requisition form to
physician for comments and sig-
nature. May present forms or req-
uisitions for later delayed films
and/or additional examination(s).

j. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proced-
ures.

k. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.

.

_

.

...........
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;instruct
ed in breath control;film identified;technical fac-
tors selected and set;patient positioned;exposure
made;radiographs sent for processing and evaluation;
radiography repeated or continued as ordered;patient
returned;examination recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a pregnant fe-
male patient scheduled for fetog
raphy (radiography of the fetus
in utero), amniography (radiog-
raphy of the gravid uterus after
injection of an opaque medium
into the amniotic fluid), or
placentography (radiography of
gravid uterus to locate pla-
centa) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
u. Checking assignment on sched-

.

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-
ination called for and
the purpose. Notes the
name of the radiologist

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID b7acelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs:phone;
view boxes;pen;sterile garments;x-ray generator,con-
trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L mark-
ers;clean linens,towels;stethoscope;filter for pri-
mary beam;cassettes;emergency cart;extension cones;
stool;calipers;shielding;immobilization devices;
waterproof table coveringo.:-!chnique,standard view,
tube rating and rad exposure charts;intercom;
stretcher;wheelchair

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(K) No... )

es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pregnant female;radiologist or clinician;nurse(s);
co-workers

. Name the task so the', the answers to ques- in charge and/or the re-
ferring obstetrician.
Notes the area of inter-
est, the patient posi-
tion(s) and projection(s)
called for. Notes which
projection is to be made
first.

b. Performer reads patient's
name, identification num-
ber, age, co.ight. Nutes

OK-RP;RRIRR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's abdomen
for fetography,amniography,placentography,by review-
ing request;reporting observed contraindications;re-
assuring,m2asuring pt.;instpucting in breath control;
selecting and setting technical factors';identifying
film;positioning pt. and equipment;collimating;makin:.
exposure;having radiograph processed and reviewed;re
peating or continuing as ordered;having pt. returned;
placing radiographa for use;recording examination.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. .
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whether patient is in-patient, out-
patient, and/or to be treated as
emergency patient (such as with
bleeding from vagina or imminent
labor). Notes the patient's stage
of pregnancy. Notes any special in-
formation such as collateral condi-
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, technique, or handling of
the patient. Notes whether patient
will be on a stretcher or in a wheel
chair. Notes whether patient will
be accompanied by nurse(s) or other
staff person(s).

c. If an opaque medium has been or-
dered for injection into amniotic
fluid prior to radiography, per-
former checks whether injection has
taken place and notes the proper
time elapse (24 to 48 hours) between
injection and radiography,and checks
whether proper time elapse has oc-
curred. If there is no record of in-
jection or insufficient time elapse,
performer plans to report this to
radiologist or appropriate staff
member before proceeding.

d. Performer notes any orders for prior
preparation of patient such as diet,
use of cleansing enemas, and/or
medication. May check whether these
have been recorded as carried out.
Plans to report omission of prior
preparation to radiologist or ap-
propriate staff member before pro-
ceeding.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of te,:h-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether radiog-

raphy has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether number
of radiographic exposures or-
dered or done in past should
be reported to radiologist.

ii) Checks whether any special or-
ders onexposure factors are
in keeping with the usual rad
exposure involved for the ex-
amination.

f. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique
or to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be contrain-
dications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies,
supervisor, radiologist, or.other
designated staff person, depending
on institutional procedures. Ex-

plains any difficulties encouater-
ed with regard to information, pos-
sible contraindications, or any-
thing els2 that should be brought
to radiolcgist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in

procedure decided, and proceeds
after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature, or orders.

g. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and

if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he
or she prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room or
on x-ray table longer than necessary:

a. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involv-
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ed and the equipment required, or
goes to room assigned on requisi-
tion sheet.

b. May check that equipment is appro-
priate to minimize radiation dosage
and provide diagnostic quality ra-
diographs. Checks that machine out-
put is adequate, that filtration
is available (for lateral uterine
view), that extension cones and a
Potter-Bucky diaphragm or a station-
ary grid is available.

c. Makes sure emergency c:at and equip-
ment is available for use in the
case of onset of labor, bleeding,
breaking of "bag of waters." Checks
for stethescope. May place clean
disposable and/or waterproof under-
padding on table.

d. Washes hands as appropriate and
plans to use sanitary technique.

e. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded shielding to be used by any-
one who will reMain in the room
during exposure, immobilization de-
vices such as sandbags, wedge
sponges,and a mattress, pads, pil-
lows, and/or blankets for comfort
of patient.

f. Performer preparesjor identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) Mali obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may type or wTite out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that right
(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use.

g. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and sizes
are available in the examination
room.

i) Selects approptiate speed and
type of film, grid and cas-
sette combination depending on
the technique to be used and
standard institutional prac-
tices for the examination. May
obtain cassettes containing
three unexposed films. .

ii) Selects size based on patient'
size and the area of interest.

iii) If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or
decides to obtain personally.

h. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

i. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel and checks that in-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for the ma-
chine to "warm up." If appropri-
ate, performer may set radiog-
raphy mode selector and set col-
limator control for manual opera-
tion. Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized.
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. Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's con-
dition, may don sterile garments.

b. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dress-
ing room. May decide to assist in
transporting patient from holding
area or have this done.

c. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying staff person(s) and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient is
accompanied because of seriousness
of condition or imminence of labor,
performer checks with accompanying
staff member(s) on any special pre-
cautions necessary during procedure.

d. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse. Per-

mits patient to keep covered with
gown until measurements are taken

and until exposure.
e. Performer has patient assume a com-

fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places water-
proof or disposable mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-raY
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony prominences

to provide comfort for recumbent

patient.
ii) If patient is in wheelchair may

move patient in chair into po-

sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked po-

sition.

List Elements Fully

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get
on table, helps Ilatient turn
into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or

lie on table.
v) If patient is on special

stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient

I

moved to table.

f. If not already done, performer
questions patient or accompanying
staff member about any preparatory
procedures ordered; if any have
beeu omitted and not recorded as A

appruved, performer informs ap-
prrpriate physician at once; pro-
ceeds only with approval.

g. Performer explains to patient what

will be involved in the procedure:

i) Performer explains what coopera
tion will be asked.of patient.
Indicates that patient will
empty bladder prior to examina-
tion if not already done. Indi-
cates what tyilms of positions
the patient will be asked to

assume.
ii) Performer explains the breath-

ing procedure to patient so
that sne can rehearse prior to
final positioning (to avoid
strain while in position). May
have patient practice inhaling
deeply several times when asked
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and then breathing in and holding
until asked to relax. Has patient
practice noticing when the fetus
is quiet and informing perforLer.

h. If patient is not accompanied by a
nurse, performer may check with pa-
tient who may be starting labor on
regularity of contractions. May
place hand on patient's abdomen
just above umbilicus to feel con-
tractions. Encourages patient to
inform performer if the contrac-
tions become regular or increase
in duration.

i) If there is any sign that onset
of labor has begun, performer
immediately informs appropriate
staff and works as rapidly as
possible until told to stop.
Avoids any contact of nonsterile
objects with patient's vaginal
area. Reassures patient and helps
make her as comfortable as pos-
sible.

ii) If patient is accompanied by
nurse(s) continues procedure un-
less told to stop,and assists
with care of patient as directed.

i. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats patient
with dignity and concern regard-
less of patient's behavior. Re-
mains aware that patient may be
frightened, uncomfortable and/or
in pain. Performer explains, when
asked medical questions, that it
is not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages patient
to speak to physician.
If a frontal projection is ordered,
performer may ascertain from RN or
MD whether prone positioning is
possible.

j

k. Pelformer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of -tie
abdomen and/or hips at appropri-
ate levelb in the directions in
which the central ray of the x-ra
beam will pass through the cen-
tered part from tube to film.
Records measurements for deter-
mining exposure factors.

1. If not already done, performer
may have patient empty bladder.
Has patient void in bathroom or
provides bedpan. May decide to
assist patient or have this done.

m. Has patient relax until performer
is ready for fi-al positioning
(just before actual exposure).

4. Performer sets up for the first (or
next) exposure:

a. Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for the
first (or next) projection. At-
taches identification informa-
tion to the cassette or table
top:

i) Places right or left marker
on film holder or table-top
as appropriate or depresses
appropriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification
information is in the form
of lead numerals or marker,
performer places on appropri-
ate corner of cassF.tte.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash
card aside for later use with
space created.by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.

I

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
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ment using automatic film mark- divides, adds, or subtracts as

ing device,
v) Performer places cassette in

appropriate.
iv) Performer checks any new or un-

bucky. May manually pull out familiar exposure factors

bucky tray and open retaining against the posted limits of

clamps. Inserts cassette into the x-ray tube on a tube rating

bucky tray and pushes back. Makes chart to be sure that :echnique

sure clamps are closed. Moves does not exceed the heat capac-

cassette into appropriate "stor- ities of the tube for the focal

ed" position or inserts cassette spot size to be used. If appro-

tray into bucky slot and centers. priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent

b. Performer selects the technical output minimizing exposure

factors: time.

i) Consults the technique chart c. Performer sets the exposure fac-

posted for the machine. Locates tors as selected:

the information needed fur the
body part and projection in-
volved according to the cent.1-

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

,leter thickness of the part an..i ii) If appropriate, checks line
position as measured and the
collimated field size to be

voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until

used. Makes sure that technique needle is aligned properly on

relates to the combination,of line meter.

film type and speed and use of iii) For conventional exposure con-

other accessories (such as trol, performer sets the mil-

screens, grids, bucky, etc.). liamperage selected for the

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal

correct focal spot size. Sets
the selected exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.

film distance (TFD or FFD) called Sets the kVp selected by choos-

for. ing the combination of major

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and and minor kilovoltage settings

time have been determined, per- to produce the desired kVp.

former makes any conversions iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
necessary to account for use of sure control, performer sets

soft tissue technique, presence the category corresponding to

of contrast if appropriate, the the type of study and use of

preference of the physician screens, bucky, etc., and, if

involved, and any other conver- appropriate, focal spot size.

sion needed such as posted Sets a control corresponding to

changes. Performer looks up nu- the selected field size (as

merical conversion factors and listeu on technique chart for

calculates or uses conversion phototiming).

charts to ascertain the appro- May set a kVp range button, if

priate new exusure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies,

called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
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.

.

,

kV range for the examination,
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding-to the usual (or special)
requirements for the study. Nakes
sure backup timer is not likely
to terminate exposure before
phototimed exposure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use ,

of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table, tube height
or position, and collimator.

d. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance. Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at right
angles to upright holder). Checks
the focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the re-
quired FFD (TFD) is obtained,

e. Performer provides everyone who
will remain in room during expo-
sure with protective shielding. Ex-
plains if necessary that this is
not cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure..

Performer prepares patient for the
final position ordered for the first
(or next) exposure.

a. Unless otherwise specified, per-
former first plans for frontal
projection of the abdomen for
amniography and fetography (in the
PA prone position unless contrain-
dicated);plans to take lateral view
first for locating placenta. *

b. Performer makes every effort to
relieve any strain on patient. Nay
explain or demonstrate to patient
what is required. May obtdin help
in positioning.

c. Performer positions patient as fol-
lows (or as described below for

1

..

later steps) depending on the po-
sition ordered.

d. For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the gravid abdomen, per-
former helps the patient to lie
in the prone position.

.

i) Adjusts pillows or foam rubber
supports to elevate thorax and
pelvis and avoid pressure on
the abdomen.

ii) Centers the median sagittal
plane of patient's body to the
midline of table.

iii) Has patient rest head on chin.
Supports ankles. Has patient
flex elbows and adjust arms in
a comfortable position.

iv) Centers film to the center of
the uterus with lower border
uf film at the level of the
tip of the coccyx unless other-
wise ordered.

v) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

e. For an AP projection (posterior
view) of the gravid abdomen, per-
former helps the patient to lie
in the supine position.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body to the mid-
line of table.

ii) Supports the knees and ankles
to relieve strain; has patient
abduct arms and place in com-
fortable position.

iii) Centers film to the level of
the apex of tile abdominal
curve.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film.

f. For a lateral projection of the
gravid abdomen, performer notes
whether right,or left lateral is
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777ted. May adjust filter to
correct position tor side of in-
terest.

i) Assists patient to lie on the
side of interest so that a coro-
nal.plane passing halfway between
the anterior axillary line snd
the anterior surface of the ab-
domen is centered to midline of
table.

ii) Adjusts patient in true lateral
position.- Supports knee next to
table to prevent forward rota-
tion of pelvis.
May:have patient flex elbows,
plade lower hand under.head, and
grasp side of table with oppo- 1

site hand.
iii) Centers film to the level of the

apex of the abdominal curve.
iv) Directs central ray at. right

angles to the midpoint of the
film.

e. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size.
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.
Adjusts the collimator so as to
expose only the area of interest
(and thus provide maximum protec-
tion and detail). If possible,at-
taches an auxiliary extension cone
to collimate primary beam to the
smallest size neeeed to cover the
area of interest.

h. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the cooperation and breath

List Elements Fully

control to be used for exposure.
Encourages patient to relax. Ob-
serves the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts position
if warranted.

6. Performer returns to control room:

a. Makes sure controls are properly
set,that patient is still in posi
tion,and not having contraction.

b. Asks patient to indicate when
fetus is quiet. When this is
done, asks patient to breathe
deeply several times as rehearsed,
and then to breathe in and hold
breath without moving.

c. Performer initiates exposure by
Pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

d. While exposure is underway,per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as set,
that kVp meter dips slightly.

i) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal function-
ing of equipment. If there is
malfunction may decide to re-
port; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

ii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos
sible need to repeat exposure.

tii) After exposure is completed
tells patient that she can
breathe and relax.

iv) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for over-
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load elsewhere on circuit. Anti-
cipates need to repeat exposure.

I

a. If the amniotic membranes rupture
and there is a watery gush of

v) After exposure removes cassette fluid from the vagina, performer
and removes markers for further does not attempt to wipe away
use. secretions from vagina unless

sterile procedure can be followed.
''7. Unless a second view is required be- If patient is not in care of nurse

fore evaluation by the radiologist or performer may proceed as follows:
clinician involved, the performer ar-
ranges to have the first film proces- i) Reports at once to proper staff
sed at once or decides to do personal- member.
ly. ii) Keeps patient lying down.

iii) Places clean towel under but-
a. Attaches ID card for use with tocks to absorb moisture.

flasher if appropriate. May sign iv) May check that fetal heart can
requisition.

b. If appropriate while the film is
be heard using stethoscope.

I being processed and/or evaluated,
performer has patient relax in ex-

b. If patient is not attended by
nurse and contractions appear to

amination room or holding area. Ex- be regular, performer may time
plains what will happen next. If ap contractions and proceed quickly
propriate, makes sure thal patient with examination unless the onset
will be attended while waiting. of the second stage of labor ap-

c. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer brings the pro-
cessed radiograph directly to the

pears to be occurring.

i) Performer may time contractions
physician in charge, places it on by placing hand on abdomen

a vieW box, and informs physician above umbilicus. Times seconds
that the radiograph is ready, or of duration of contraction
awaits results of quality review from first tightening to com- .

and further orders. plete relaxation. Times minutes

d. If the physician or a staff mem- of intervals from start of one
ber indicates that there is any contraction to another.

problem with the technical factors ii) Performer judges patient to be

or the patient positioning, per- at end of first stage when the

former records or notes for later contractions last about a min-

use in the examination and/or re- ute or longer and come at 3 to

peats preliminary radiography as 4 minute intervals.

ordered. iii) During first stage of labor,
performer encourages mother to

8. Throughout procedure performer ob- relax with each contraction
serves patient for any signs of emer- using abdominal or quiet

gency and/or to prevent or respond to breathing with mouth closed.

an accident. Is alert to signs of on-
.

Encourages patient not to bear

set of labor such as irregular con-
tractions becoming regular, or rupture
o, "bag of waters."

down or attempt to push.
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iv) If performer judges that patient
is at end of first stage of
labor, arranges at once to have
patient taken to obstetrics.
Mekes sure patient does not at-
tempt to walk and makes sure
that patient is attended.

c. If patient is accompanied by nursing

staff,assists as appropriate with
emergency care.

d. If patient shows any other emergency
signs, loses consciousness, or has
an accident, performer calls appro-
priate physician or staff member at
once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well.

. When (or if) performer learns that
further views and/or positions are to
be undertaken, eliminated or altered,
performer proceeds as appropriate ac-
cording to instructions.

a. For further exposures performer re-
peats appropriate steps for next
view(s) including identification of
film holder or cassette and use of
R-L marker, selection and setting
of technique for next view (if dif-
ferent), and positioning equipment
for focus-object-film alignment.

b. Performer refrains from commenting
on the films or providing any in-

terpretation.
c. If performer is asked to repeat any

exposures, makes sure that the ad-

ditional exposure is warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future

"retakes."
ii) If request for retake reflects

malfunctioning equipment, per-

List Elements Fullz.,

former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retake reflects
the preference for density or
contrast-of the physician, per
former notes for future work
done for the given physician
so that retakes can be avoided.

d. Performer positions for further

exposures as ordered as described

above or as follows'.

e. If an obliqne projection of the
gravid abdomen is ordered, per-
former notes whether patient is
tc be rotated with right or left

side elevated, based on physi-
cian's evaluation of frontal view.

i) Performer rotates patient with

the appropriate side elevated
the number of degrees request-
ed.

ii) Supports elevated shoulder and
hip, w-Ith arms comfortably
placed and shoulders lying in

a single transverse plane. Cen

ters film at the level of the
. . . .

apex of the abdominal curve.
iii) Directs central ray at right

angles to midpoint of film or

as ordered.

f. Performer repeats breathing in-

structions, collimation, and
makes further exposure(s) as de-
scribed above. Has these proces-
sed and presented for review or
takes to radiologist as they are
processed. Continues as ordered
until told that the radiography

is completed.

10. When performer is told that the ex-

amination has been completed, per-
former carries out termination steps
for the examination:
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information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

g. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is read
to proceed.with next examination.

-

..

4+

,*

a. Performer may assist patient from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in stepping
off table. Makes sure that none of
the equipment is projecting over
the patient before allowing patient
to rise from table, and assists pa-
tient.

b. Performer may have patient trans-
ported to next assigned location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care
of staff person(s) who will trans-
port to appropriate next location
or, if out-patient, will arrange
to discharge or send patient home,
with escort if appropriate.

c. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has secretions re-
moved with disinfectant; may de-
cide to do personally. Has any
other appropriate clean up proce-
dures followed to avoid infection
or contamination, or decides to do
personally, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

d. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of exposures made of each over-
head view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose
to which patient and fetus were ex-
posed (using posted information on
dosage); may record any problem,
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. Signs requisi-
tion sheet.

e. May present requisition form to
physician for comments and signa-
ture.

f. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets,
and related materials, and/or have
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured,instruct
ed in breath control;film identified;technical fac-
tors selected and set;patient positionedmetai srid
positioned;exposure made;radiograph sent fcr pro-
cessing and evaluation;radiography repeated or con--
Untied as ordered under sterile conditions:radio-
graphic examination recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a pregnant fe-._
male patient scheduled for in-
trauterine fetal radiography
such as in connection with in-
trauterine transfusion (IUT) as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Performer may also receive prior
radiographs if the procedure is
one of a series, and/or ultra-
sonograms, scintillation scans,
or radiographs showing the loca-
tion of the placenta.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to check the ex-
amination called for, the pa-
tient involved, special con-
siderations, to plan for the
procedure, and to check the
completeness of the informa-
tion provided:

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;sterile garments;x-ray generator,con-
trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L mark-
ers;cassettes;emergency cart;metal grid;extension
cones;stool;calipers;shielding;immobilization de-
vices;technique,standard view,tube rating and rad ex ...,

posure charts;intercom;stretcher;wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

"mimm"%. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Pregnant female;radiologist;obstetrician;nurse(s);
co-workers

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques- a. Performer checks the ex-

amination called for and
the purpose. Notes the
sterile procedure room as-
signed and its location;
checks the time for the

-scheduled procedure, and,
if (or as) appropriate,
the time to report for
preliminary preparations.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's uterus
for intrauterine transfusion,by reviewing request;
cleaning equipment;reassuring,measuring pt.;instruc-
ting in breath control;selecting and setting techni-
cal factors;placing metal grid as ordered;identify-
ing film;positioning pt. and equipment;collimating;
making exposure;having radiograph processed and re-
viewed;repeating or continuing for needle check using
sterile procedures as ordered;recording examination;
placing radiographs for use.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. X)
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Notes the names of the radiologist

.

performer to select technique or

and/or obstetrician in charge. to properly position or care for

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, age, weight,

patient, or if performer considers
that there may be contraindica-

Notes whether patient is in-patient
. or-out-patient. Notes the patient's-

tions to going ahead with the pro-
cedure, performer notifies super-

stage of pregnancy. Notes any spe- visor, radiologist, or other

cial information or collateral con- designated staff person, depend-

dition that could affect patient po- ing on institutional procedures.

sitioning, technique, or handling Explains any difficulties encoun-

of patient. Notes whether patient
will be on a stretcher or in a

tered with regard to information,
possible contraindications, or

wheelchair. Notes whether patient anything else that should be

will be accompanied by nurse(s) or brought to radiologist's atten-

other staff person(s). tion. Notes any special orders or

c. Performer checks whether tae prior change in procedure decided, and

injection of an opaque medium into proceeds after obtaining needed

patient's amniotic fluid has taken information, signature, or orders.

place and whether the proper amount g. Performer checks own clothing to

of time has elapsed since injection, make sure that performer is in

If there is no record of injection compliance with institutional

or insufficient time elapse, per- rules for safe, sanitary dress

former plans to report this to ra- for the equipment and room to be

diologist or to appropriate-staff used.

member before proceeding. May ar- h. If referring physician has re-

range to reschedule patient if so quested that films already on

ordered. file be sent with current radio-

d. Performer notes any orders for prior graphs, and if not already with

preparation of patient such as diet,

use of cleansing enemas, and/or se-

patient's jacketed material, per-
former arranges to have prior

dation. May check whether these
have been recorded as carried out.

films delivered.

Plans to report omission of prior 2. Performer may go to appropriate pro-

preparation to radiologist or ap- cedure room to prepare equipment and

propriate staff member before pro- materials for the procedure:

ceeding.
e. Performer makes sure that the re- a. Performer may check that equip-

quest is properly authorized, that ment is appropriate to minimize

information on requisition sheet radiatioa dosage and provide maxi-

is complete. mum information. Checks that ma-

Checks whether any special orders chine output is adequate, that

on exposure factors are in keeping filter is available for lateral

with the usual rad exposure involv- view, that extension cones and a

ed for the examination. Potter-Bucky diaphragm or a

f. If the performer determines that stationary grid is available.

the request is not properly auth- Checks that metal grid frame

orized, is incomplete, or that suf- and tape is available to place

ficient information is lacking for over patient's abdomen.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 467

This is page 3 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

b. Performer prepares damp cloths with combination depending on the

appropriate antiseptic and/or dis- technique to be used and stan-

infectant solutions. Makes sure dard institutional practices.

unit is disconnected, and wipes ii) Selects size based on patient's

equipment thoroughly to remove size and the area of interest.

dirt, dust and lint. Washes hands iii) If adequate supply is not in

afterwards as appropriate,
c. Checks that proper accessories are

available for procedure including
leaded shielding to be used by

room, arranges to obtain or
decides to obtain personally.

f. Performer reviews 1...he technique

anyone who will remain in the room chart for the machine to be used

during exposure, immobililation de- and takes note of any newly post-

vices such as ganab.ags, wedge ed changes in technical factors

sponges and a mattress, pads, pil- (to reflect accommodation to a

lows, and/or blankets for comfort change in machine output or a

of patient. policy decision).

d. Performer prepares for identifica- g. Performer checks that x-ray equip-

tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

ment is ready for-use. Goes-to,
control panel and checks that in-
dicator light shows that machine

i) May obtain lead numerals and is ''Iwarmed up," or turns on main

tape and prepare identification switch as appropriate to equip-

strip for placement on film ment and allows time for the ma-

holder(s) giving appropriate chine to "warm up." If appropri-

patient identification informa- ate, performer may set radiog-

tion.
.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of

raphy mode selector and set col-
ltmator control for manual opera-

flashcard by checking that there tion. Makes sure that all cir-

is piece of lead.on film holder
surface; may type or write out

cuits have been stabilized.

ID information on card if not 3. Unless physician will see patient

received with requisition. first, has patient called from the

iii) Checks identification against holding area and prepared for the ex-

requisition sheet. amination (if not already done), or

iv) Performer makes sure that right decides to do personally.

(R) and left (L) markers are
available for use. a. Performer washes hands as appro-

priate.

e. Performer makes sure that an ade- b. Depending on institutional proced-

quate supply of loaded cassettes ures, performer may e.,ecide to

of the appropriate types and sizes escort out-patient to or from

are available in the examination dressing room. May decide to

room. assist in transporting patient
from holding area or have this

i) Selects appropriate speed and done.

type of film, grid and cassette c. Performer greets patient and any

accompanying staff person(s) and
introduces self. Checks patient's
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 467

This is page 4 of 10 for this task.

, List Elements Fully

identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. If patient
is accompanied by staff personnel,
performer checks on any special
precautions necessary during pro-
cedure.

d. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse.
Permits patient to keep covered
with gown until measurements are
taken or until examination.

e. Performer has patient assume a com-
fortable recumbent or seated posi-
tion, aF. appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places water-
proof or disposable mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony ptominences
to provide comfort for recumbent
patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to tble. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked
position.

iii) Performer may decide to assist
patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equilaent is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

v) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted

List Elements Full

with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient
moved to table.

f. If not already done, performer
questions patient or accompanying
staff member about any preparatory
procedures ordered; if any have
been omitted and not recorded as
approved, performer informs ap-
propriate physician at once; pro-
ceeds only with approval.

g. Performer explains to patient what
will be involved in the procedure:

i) Performer explains what cooper-
ation Will be asked of patient.
Indicates that patient wili
empty bladder prior to examina-
tion if not already done. Indi-
cates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to
assume.

ii) Performer explains the breath-
ing procedure to patient so
that she can rehearse prior to
final positioning (to avoid
strain while in position). May
have patient practice inhaling
deeply several times when asked
and then breathing in and hold-
ing until asked to relax. Has
patient practice informing per-
former when the fetus is quiet.

h. Performer-answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats patient
with dignity and concern regard-
less of patient's behavior. Re-
mains aware that patient may be
frightened, uncomfortable and/or
in pain. Performer explains, when
asked medical questions, that it
is not appropriate for technolo-
gist to answer these; encourages
patient to s eak to physician.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 467

This is page 5 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

I

_

i. Performer uses centimeter calipers
to measure the thickness of the ab-
dmen and hips at appropriate
,..-4els In the directions in which
the central ray of the :::-ray beam
will pass through the centered part
from tube to film.
Records measurements for determin-
ing exposure factors.

j. If not already done, performer may
have patient empty bladder. Has pa-
tient qoid in bathroom or provides
bedpan. May decide to assist pa-
tient or have this done.

k. Has patient relax until radiologist
and obstetrician examine patient.

. Unless performer is to join radiolo-
gist and obstetrician in-exiimination
room, performer notifies radiologist
and obstetrician as appropriate when
patient is ready to be examined,

a. Brings requisition sheet, patient's
medical history, chart, any pla-
centa localization-films or scans
and any prior films to radiologist.
Displays radiographs on view boxes.

b. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any diffi-
culties encountered with regard to
information, possible contraindi-
cations, or anything else that
should be brought to radiologist's
attention. Notes any special or-
ders or change in procedure de-
cided.

c. Performer may accompany radiolo-
gist to examination room and in-
troduce patient to radiologist,
Greets obstetrician as appropriate,

5. During patient's examination performer
sets up for the first radiograph:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the pro-

jection. Attaches to the cassette
or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals or marker, per-
former places on appropriate
corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

v) Performer places cassette in
bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot
and centers.

b. Performer selects the technical
factors:

i) Consults the technique chart
posted for the machine. Locates
the information needed for the
body part and projection in-
volved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part and
position as measured and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique

ANL
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 467

This is page 6 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

relates to the combination of iii) For conventional exposure con-

, film type and speed and use of trol, performer sets the mil-

other accessories (such as liamperage selected for the

screens, grids, bucky, etc.). correct focal spot size. Sets
1ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,

T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal

the selected exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.
Sets the kVp selected by ct'oos-

film distance (TFD or FFD) call- ing the combination of major

ed for. and minor kilovoltage settings

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and to produce the debired kVp.

time have been determined, per- iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
former makes any conversions sure control, performer sets

necessary to account for use of the category corresponding to

soft tissue technique, presence thc; type of study and use of

of contrast, the preference of screens, bucky, etc., and, if

the radiologist involved, and appropriate, focal spot size.

any other conversion needed such Sets a control corresponding

as posted changes. Performer to the type of study and use

looks up numerical conversion
factors and calculates or uses

of screens, bucky, etc., and,
if appropriate, focal spot size.

conversion charts to ascertain Sets a control corresponding to

the appropriate new exposure the selected field size (as

factor (kVp, mA and/or time). listed on technique chart for

Multiplies, divides, adds, or phototiming).

subtracts as appropriate. May set a kVp range button, if

iv) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors against

called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate

the posted limits of the x-ray kV range for the examination.

tube on a tube rating chart to Sets a density selector cor-

be sure that technique does not responding to the usual (or

exceed the heat capacities of special) requirements for the

the tube for the focal spot study. Hakes sure backup timer

size to be used. If appropriate,
performer reconverts the tech-

is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-

nique to an equivalent output,
minimizing exposure time.

sure is made.
v) Depending on the equipment, may

.
set controls to provide for use

c. Performer sets.,the exposure factors . of bucky, manual tableside ad-

as selected:

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

justments of table, tube height
or position, am! collimator.

d. Performer sets the focal-film dis-

ii) If appropriate, checks line volt- tance. Operates controls or man--

age meter and, if needed, turns ually moves the x-ray tube into

compensator dial until needle place over the film holder. Checks

is aligned properly on line
meter.

the focal-film distance by reading

I
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Task Code No. 467

This is 'Sage 7 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fully

indicator scale in the tube housing;
adjusts up or down until the requir-
ed FFD (TED) is obtained.

e. Performer provides everyone who will
remain in room during exposure with
protective shielding. Explains if
necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure.

On orders from radiologist performer
proceeds with localization radiograph
of the fetus:

a. Determines from obstetrician the

placement required for the grid.
Places stainless steel grid over
the patient's abdomen and uterus
as ordered. Tapes into position
from behind with radiolucent tape.

b. Performer makes every effort to re-
lieve any strain on patient. May
explain or demonstrate to patient
what is required. May obtain help
in positioning.

c. For an AP projection (posterior
view) of the gravid uterus, per-
former adjusts the patient in the
supine position on the x-ray table.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body to the mid-
line of table.

ii) Supports the knees and ankles
to relieve strain. Has patient
abduct arms and place in com-
fortable position.

iii) Centers film to the level of the
apex of the abdominal curve.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the midpoint of the film.

d. Performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-

List Elements Full

ing to correspond to the film size.
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.
Adjusts the collimator so as to
expose only the area of interest
(and thus provide maximum protec-
tion and detail). If possible,
attaches an auxiliary extension
cone to collimate further to re-
duce the primary beam to the small
est size needed to cover the area
of interest.

e. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds pa-
tient of the cooperation and
breath 2ontrol to be used for
exposure. Encourages patient to
relax. Observes the patient's
movement until the moment that
the exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted.

f. Performer returns to control room:

i) Makes sure controls are proper-
ly set, and that patient is
still in position.

ii) Asks patient to indicate when
fetus is quiet. When this is
done, asks ;atient to breathe
deeply several times as re-
hearsed, and then to breathe
in and hold breath without
moving.

g. Performer initiates exposure by

pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight,

ly.
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Task Code No. 467

This is page 8 of 10 for this task.

Elements Full List Elements Full

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; antic-
ipates need to repeat exposure.

iii) With phototimer notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

h. After exposure is completed tells
patient that she can breathe and
relax.

i) If the exposure is terminated by
a circuit breaker, rechecks tech-
nical factors for possible over-
load or checks for overload else-
where on circuit. Anticipates
need to repeat exposure.

ii) Removes cassette and removes
markers for further use.

. The performer arranges to have the ra-
diograph processed at 'once or decides

to do personally.

a. Attaches ID card for use with
f'tasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

b. While the film is being processed
and/or evaluated, performer has pa-
tient relax. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient will be attended
while waiting.

c. When radiograph has been processed,
performer displays on view box and
informs radiologist that it is

ready. May also display existing
views of the placenta. Awaits ra-
diologist's further orders.

d. If the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the tech-
nical factors or the patient posi-

131

tioning, performer records or notes
for later use in the examination
and/or repeats radiography ae or-
dered.

Ii) Notes whether order to repeat
is due to performer's oWn negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If order for retake reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If order for retake reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of the radiologist,per-
former notes for future work
to avoid future "retakes."

iv) If radiologist orders "retakes,
performer adjusts settings or
patient position as appropriate
and repeats as described above.

If radiologist orders a lateral pro-
jection of the gravid uterus, perform-
er notes whether right or left lat-

eral is requested. May adjust filter
in beam column to correct position
for side of interest.

a. Resets technical factors as ap-
propriate; identifies film and
uses R-L marker as described above.

b. Assists paLient to lie on the side

of interest so that a coronel plane
passing ilalfway betuxien the anter-
ior axillary line and ths anterior
surface of the abdomen is centered
to midline of table.

c. Adjusts patient in true lateral
position. Supports knee next to
table to prevent forward rotation
of pelvis. May have patient flex
elbows, place-lower hand under
head, and grasp side of table with.

I

opposite hand.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 467

This is page 9 of 10 for this task.

Elements
ft:mmairowsu

d. Centers film to the level of the
apex of the abdominal curve.

e. Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the midpoint of the film.

f. Performer repeats breathing instruc-
tions, collimation, and makes any
further exposure(s) as described
above. Has each film procL,ssed and
takes to radiologist as soon as
processed. Continues as ordered
until told that 4-1i,t localization

radiography is coo,2leted.

. Performer prepares for further radiog-
raphy while patient is prepared for
the sterile puncture procedure.

a. Performer may obtain or receive a
clean hospital gown, cotton "boots,"
cap, and mask from a staff member.
Dons these before entering sterile
area.

b. Washes hands as appropriate.
c. Carries out appropriate steps to

maintain the integrity of the ster-
ile area of the prcKedure room and
does not touch patient, drapes,
obstetrician, radiologist, nurses
or instrument tables.

10. During preparation of patient perform-
er positions cassette for exposure.
Checks needle placement when ordered.

a. Performer sets or checks technical
factors for overhead as described,
adjusting for patient's position
and radiologist's orders after
viewing first radiograph.

b. Inserts properly identified cas-
sette into bucky and centers as
appropriate under sterile drape.

c. After radiologist inserts puncture
needle, performer may stand by as
radiologist positions x-ray tube,
or performer positions as ordered.

Repeats collimation as appropriate
as described above. Repeats breath-
ing instructions, and makes expo-
sure as described above.

1=MNIII

11.

List Elements Full

d. After exposure performer returns
to patient. If patient has been
draped, has sterile drape raised
to expose cassette holder. Re-
moves cassette.
Removes any markers for further
use.

e. Has radiograph processed and dis-

plays on view box in appropriate
nonsterile area of room. May also
hang AP and/or lateral views. In-
forms radiologist and obstetrician
when ready.

f. Repeats if necessary as ordered.

Performer stands by as appropriate
until told that radiography for the
procedure has been completed. May
remain during transfusion depending
on institutional procedures. Termi-

nates when appropriate:

a. Performer may'clean the x-ray
equipment after use. Washes hands
as appropriate. Removes sterile
garments.

b. Performer records the radiography
according to institutional proced-
ures. May include date, procedure
room, name of procedure, the views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes; may record the num
ber of exposures made of each view
including retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient and fetus were exposed
(using posted information on dos-
age); may record any problem with
equipment. Signs requisition sheet.

c. May prPsent requisition sheet to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature.

d. Performer may arrange to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book, de-
pending on institutional proced-
ures.
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Task Code No, 467

This is page 10 of 10 for this task.

List Elements Fullx....., List Elements Fully_

e. May report to supervisor or nurse
in charge of room that radiography
is completed.

f. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next radiographic
procedure.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 468

This is page 1 of 11_ for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured,instruc-
ed in breath control;film identified;technical fac-
tors selected and set;patient and Colcher-Sussman
pelvimeter positioned;exposures made;radiographs
sent for processing and evaluation;radiography re-
peated or continued as ordered;patient returned;ex-
amination recorded;radiographs placed for use.

list Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;phone;
view boxes;pen;sterile garments;x-ray generator,con-
trol panels,tube,bucky,table,collimator;ID,R-L mark-
ers;clean linens,towels;stethoscope;filter for pri-
mary beam;cassettes;emergency cart;extension cones;
calipers;shielding;imoobilization devices;compression
band;Colcher-Sussman pelvimeter;pelvimeter stand;

vertical bucky;waterproof table covering;technique,
standard view,tube rating and rad exposure charts;

intercom;stretcher;wheelchair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., ) No...( )

es to q. 1 . Name t e kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Pregnant female;radiologist or obstetrician;nurse(s);

co-workers

.
Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking radiographs of a pregnant patient's pelvis for
Colcher-Sussman pelvimetry, by reviewing request; re-

porting observed contraindications;reassuring,measur-
ing pt.;instructing in breath control;selecting and
setting technical factors;identifying film;position-
ing pt.,Colcher-Sussman pelvimeter and equipment;col-
limating;making exposures;having radiographs proces-
sed and reviewed;repeating or continuing as ordered;
having pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;re-
cording examination.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a pregnant fe-
male patient scheduled for the
Colcher-Sussman method of radio-
graphic pelvimetry (use of spe-
cial ruler in radiography of
gravid pelvis to compare size
and volume of maternal pelvis
with fetal head) as a result of:

. Regular assignment.

. Checking assignment on sched-
ule sheet.

. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special coasiderations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-
ination called for and the
patient's stage of preg-
nancy. Notes the name of
the radiologist o. the re-
ferring obstetrician to
whom radiographs are to
be delivered for interpre-
tation.

b. Performer reads patient's
name, identification num-
ber, age, weight. Notes
whether patient is in-pa-
tient, out-patient, and/or
to be treated as emergency
patient (such as patient
already in labor or bleed-

OK-RP;RR;RR;

6.,Check here if this
is a master sheet..A.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 468

This is page 2 of 11 for this task.

..,
List Elements Full List Elements Flaly

f. If the performer determins that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking
for performer to select technique

, ing from vagina). Notes presence of
any collateral condition that will
affect positioning, technique, or
handling of the patient. Notes
whether patient will be on a
stretcher or in a wheelchair. Notes or,,to properly position or care

' whether patient will be accompanied for patient, or if performer con-

by nurse(s) or other'staff per-
son(s).

c. Performer notes whether standard AP
and lateral projections are or-
dered; side of interest,and whether
recumbent or standing for lateral
view; no':.es type of suspended res-
piration ordered and use or nonuse
of compression band.

siders that there may be contrain
dications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies
supervisor, radiologist, or other
designated staff person, depend-
ing oninstitutional procedures.
Explains any difficulties en-
countered with regard to infor-
mation, possible contraindica-

4
d. Performer notes any orders for

prior preparation of patient such
as diet, use of cleansing enemas,
and/or medication. May check

tions, or anything else that
should be brought to the physi-
cian's attention. Notes any spe-
cial orders or change in proce-

'
whether these have been recorded
as carried out. Plans to report
omission of prior preparation to
radiologist or appropriate staff
member before proceeding.

e. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete.

0 Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques uRed, and cumulative ex-

dure decided, and proceeds after
obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

g. If referring physician has re-
quested that films already on
file be sent with current radio-
graphs, and if not already with
patient's jacketed material, per-
former arranges to have prior
films delivered.

h. Performer may prepare appropriate
charts and papers (for use in
interpretation) for delivery to

physician in charge.

posure. Notices whether radiog-
raphy has been done elsewhere
in recent past, whether number
of radiographic exposures or-
dered or done in past should be
reported to the physician in

2. When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he
or she prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room or
on x-ray table longer than neces-
sary:

charge.
ii) Checks whether any special or-

ders on exposure factors are in
keeping with the usual rad ex-
posure involved for the examt-
nation.

1

a. Performer goes to appropriate
room for the type of examination
involved and the equipment re-
quired, or goes to room assigned
on requisition sheet.
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Task Code No. 468

This is page 3 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully

b. May check that equipment is appro-
priate to minimize radiation dosage
and provide diagnostic quality ra-
diographs. Checks that machine out-
put is adequate, that filtration
is available (for lateral view),
that extension cones and a Potter-
Bucky diaphragm or a stationary
grid is available.

c. Makes sure that Colcher-Sussman
pelvimeter is present. If erect
lateral view is required, may check
for vertical bucky and non-skid
level stand for placement of pelvi-
meter. May decide to clean pelvi-
meter with antiseptic solution.

d. Makes sure emergency cart and
equipment is available for use in
the case of onset of labor, bleed-
ing, breaking of "bag of waters."
Checks for stethescope. May place
clean disposable and/or waterproof
under-padding on table.

e. Washes hands as appropriate and
plans to use sanitary technique.

f. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure including
leaded shielding to be used by any-
one who will remain in the room
during exposure, immobilization
devices such as sandbags, wedge
sponges, compression band, and a
mattress, pads, pillows, and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.

g. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification infor-
mation.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film

List Elements Fully

holder surface; may type or
write out ID information on
card if not received with req-
uisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) Performer makes sure that
right (R) and left (L) markers
are available for use.

h. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and
sizes are available in the ex-
amination room.

i) Selects appropriate speed and
type of film, grid and cas-
sette combination depending
on the technique to be used
and standard institutional
practices for the examination.

ii) Selects size based on pa-
tient's size and,;the area of
interest.

iii) If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain ,or
decides to obtain personally.

i. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

j. Performer checks that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel and checks that
indicator light shc)is that ma-
chine is "warmed up," or turns
on main switch as appropriate to
equipment and allows time for the
machine to "warm up." If appro-
priate, performer may net radiog-
graphy mode selector and set col-

Iia.mmism--wers.,Ismr.m.krasamov, oustsweancle.dar
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 468

This is page 4 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

limator control for manual opera-
tion. Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized.

Performer has the patient called from
the holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done), or
decides to do personally.

a. Performer washes hands as appropri-
ate. Depending on patient's stage
of pregnancy, may don sterile gar-
ments.

b. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments, performer may decide to es-
cort out-patient to or from dress-
ing room. May decide to assist in
transporting patient from holding
rea or have this done.

c. Performer greets patient and any ac-
companying staff person(s) and in-
troduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identL.ication bracelet
or other identifier. If patient is

accompanied because of seriousness
of condition or onset of labor, per-
former checks with accompanying
staff member(s) on any special pre-
cautions necessary during procedure.

d. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and provides gown
or drape. May assist patient or
request assistance from nurse. Per-
mits patient to keep covered with
gown until measurements are taken

and until exposure.
e. Performer has patient assume a com-

fortable position, as appropriate.

i) If appropriate, places water-
proof or disposable mattress,
pillow or clean linen on x-ray
table. May place pad, blanket
or pillow under bony prominences
to provide comfort for recumbent
patient.

ii) If patient is in wheelchair,may
move patient in chair into po-

sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked po-

sition.
iii) Performer may decide to assist

patient from wheelchair or
stretcher to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.

iv) If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get

on table, helps patient turn
into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or

lie on table.
v) If patient is on special

stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table. May ar-
range to move or have patient
moved to table.

f. If not already done, performer
questions patient or accompanying
staff member about any preparatory
procedures ordered; if any have
been omitted and not recorded as
approved, performer informs ap-
propriate physician at once; pro-
ceeds only with approval.

g. Performer explains to patient what

will be involved in the procedure:

i) Performer explains what coopera
tion will be asked of patient.
Indicates that patient will
empty bladder prior to examina-
tion if not already done. Indi-
cates what types of positions
the patient will be asked to
assume.

ii) Performer explains the breath-
ing procedure to patient so
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 468

This is page 5 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Fully .

that she can rehearse prior to
final positioning (to avoid
strain while in position). May
have patient practice inhaling
deeply several times when asked
and then breathing in and hold-
ing,or breathing out and holding,
until asked to relax. Has patient
practice noticing when the fetus
is quiet and informing performer.

h. If patient is not accompanied by a
nurse, performer may check with pa-
tient who may be starting labor on
regularity of contractions. May
place hand on patient's abdomen
just above umbilicus to feel con-
tractions. Encourages patient to
inform performer if the contrac-
tions become regular or increase
in duration. Plans to suspend pro-
cedural steps during contractions.

i) If there is any sign that onset
of labor has begun and this is
not recorded, performer immedi-
ately informs appropriate staff
and works as rapidly as possible
until told to stop. Avoids any
contact of nonsterile objects
with patient's vaginal area.
Reassures patient and helps make
her as comfortable as possible.

ii) If patient is accompanied by
nurse(s), continues procedure
unless told to stop, and assists
with care of patient as directed.

i. Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats patient
with dignity and concern regard-
less of patient's behavior. Remains
aware that patient may be fright-
ened, uncomfortable and/or in pain.
Performer explains, when asked med-
ical questions, that it is not ap-
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propriate for technologist to an-
swer these; encourages patient to
speak to physician.

j. Performer has patient assume re-
cumbent and erect positions (if
erect lateral is ordered) ,and uses
centimeter calipers to measure the
thickness of the abdomen and/or
hips at appropriate levels in the
directions in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film. Records measurements
for determining exposure factors.

k. If not already done, performer
may have patient empty bladder.
Has patient void in bathroom or
provides bedpan. May decide to
assist patient or have this done.

1. Has patient relax until performer
is ready for final positioning
(just before actual exposure).

4. Performer sets up for the first (or

next) exposure:

a. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) projection. Attaches
identification information to the
cassette or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as
appropriate or depresses appro
priate R or L button for auto-
matic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in
formation is in the form of
lead numerals or marker, per-
former places on appropriate
corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flash-

card aside for later use with
space created by piece of lead-
ed rubber on appropriate edge
of cassette.ler.mmtassammumramsamn



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 468

This is page 6 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full

.
iv) Performer may place patient's

card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-

ing device.
v) Performer places cassette in

bucky. May manually pull out
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot

and centers.

b. Performer selects the technical

factors:

i) Conoults the technique chart
posted for the machine. Locates
the information needed for the
body part and projection in-
volved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part and

position as measured and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed and use of
other accessories (such as
screens, grids, bucky, etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (TFD or FFD) call

ed for.
iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and

time have been determined, per-
former makes any conversions
necessary to account for use of

soft tissue technique, the pref

erence of the physician involv-

ed, and any other conversion
needed such as posted changes.
Performer looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates or uses conversion charts
to ascertain the appropriate

/111140111.1111111111MIIIM.
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List Elements Full

new exposure factor (kVp, mA

and/or time). Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as

appropriate.
iv) Performer checks any new or un-

familiar enposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output minimizing exposure
time.

c. Performer sets the exposure fac-

tors as selected:

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line

voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until

needle is aligned properly on
line meter.
For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer sets the mil-
liamperage selected for the
correct focal spot size. Sets

the selected exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.
Sets the kVp selected by choos-

ing the combination of major
and minor kilovoltage settings

to produce the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets

the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of

screens, bucky, etc., and, if

appropriate, focal spot size.

Sets a control corresponding
to the selected field size (as

listed on technique chart for

phototiming).
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Task Code No. 468

This is page 7 of 11 for this task.
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May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or special)
requirements for the study. Makes
sure backup timer is not likely
to terminate exposure before
phototimed exposure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justments of table, tube height
or position, and collimator.

d. Performer sets the focal-film dis-
tance. Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place over
the film holder (or at right angles
to upright holder). Checks the fo-
cal-film distance by reading indi-
cator scale in the tube housing;

adjusts up or down until the re-
quired FFD (TFD) is obtained.

e. Performer provides everyone who
will remain in room during exposure
with protective shielding. Explains
if necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure.

Performer prepares patient for the
final position ordered for the first

(or next) exposure:

a. Unless otherwise specified plans.to
make AP supine projection first and
then lateral view.

b. Performer makes every effort to re-
lieve any strain on patient. May
explain or demonstrate to patient
what is required. May obtain help
in positioning. If patient is in
labor, waits during contractions
and proceeds when they subside.

7111..rda1.
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c. For an AP projection (posterior

view) of the gravid pelvis, per-
former helps the patient to lie
in the supine position.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body to the mid-
line of table.

ii) Has patient flex knees and place
feet flat on table. Immobilizes
feet. May drape the patient's
vaginal area with sterile towel.
Has patient separate thighs.
Has patient place arms in com-
fortable position such as with
hands on chest. .

iii) Places the Colcher-Sussman pel-
vimeter between patient's thighs
with transverse scale against
the buttocks at the level of the
ischial tuberosities. Palpates I

through median part of buttocks
or places Tuler 10 cm. below
the upper border of the symphy-
sis pubis. Secures pelvimeter
in place.

iv) Centers film about 1.5 inches
above the symphysis pubis with
lower border of cassette about
four inches below the level of
the transverse scale.

v) Directs central ray at right an
gles o.the midpoint of the

film.

d. For a lateral recumbent projection
of the gravid pelvis, performer
notes whether right or left latera
is requested. May adjust filter to
correct position for side of in-

terest.

i) Assists patient to lie on the
side of interest so that the
midaxillary line of the body is
centered to the midline of the
table.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 468

This is page 8 of 11 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

ii) Has patient hold legs togethar
and flex knees about 900 and
hips about 45°. May place sup-
ports between knees and ankles
and immobilize legs. May support
lower thorax so that long axis
of lumbar vertebrae is parallel
with tabletop. May have patient
grasp side of table for support.
Adjusts body in true lateral po-
sition by using calipers to check
that the midgluteal and midlabi-
al folds are same disance from
the table.

iii) Turns pelvimeter scale lengthwise
and adjusts height to the level
of the median sagittal plane of
patient's body. Places pelvimeter
so that scale lies within upper

part of gluteal fold and against

the mddsacrum. Checks that scale

is parallel with long axis of
femoral shaft.

iv) Centers film to the level of the

mos t. prominent point of the

greater trochanter.
v) Directs central ray at right an-

gles to midpoint of film.

e. For an erect lateral projection of

the gravid pelvis, performer has

patient stand in front of vertical
bucky table in bare feet or slippers
without heels. Notes whether right

or left view is requested and hp

patient stand in lateral positi)n
with side of interest next to up-
right holder.,

i) Has patient place hip on side of

interest against vertical hold-
er and distribute weight evenly.

Has patient cross forearms over

chest.
ii) Uses calipers to check that the

midgluteal and midlabial folds
are same distance from the table

iii) Adjusts pelvimeter on non-skid
stand so that the scale is at
the level of the median sagit-

tal plane of the patient's
body and lying within the up-
per part of the gluteal fold

and against the mid-sacrum,
parallel with the long axis o

the femoral shaft.
iv) Centers film to the level of

the nost prominent point of

the greater tr--..hanter.
v) Directs central ray horizontal

ly at right angles to midpoint

of film.

f. Performer applies compression band

acroSs hips if so ordered.

g. Performer checks final positionin

by using light in colliwator. Ac-

tivates the collimator light and

points the light beam towards the

part. Adjusts the collimator open

ing to correspond to the film

size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of

interest at the selected angle

to the film so as to project the

view desired. Adjusts the colli-

mator so as to expose only the

area of interest (and thus pro-

vide maximum protection and de-

tail). If possible, attaches an
auxiliary extension cone to col-

limate primary beam to the small-

est size needed to cover the area

of interast.
h. When everything is ready for the

exposure, performer reminds pa-

tient of the cooperation and

breath control to be used for ex-

posure. Encourages patient to re-

lax. Observes the patient's move-

ment until the moment that the

exposure is made. Readjusts posi-

14,1



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 468

This is page 9 of 11 for this t:sk.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

tion if warranted. Waits for any
contraction to subside.

.
Performer returns to control room:

a. Makes sure .trols are properly

set, and that patient is still in

position.
b. Asks patient to indicate when fetus

is quiet. When this is done, asks

patient to breacae deeply several
times as rehearsed, and then to
breathe in and hold or breathe out
and hold without moving.

c. Performer initiates exposure by

pressing hand trigger or exposure

control button.
d. While exposure is underway, per-

former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as set,

that kVp meter dips slightly.

i) May watch for evidence of mal-

function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound cf normal functioning of

equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion may decide to report; anti-

cipates need to.repeat exposure.
ii) With phototimer notes whether

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was complet-
ed. If so, anticipates possible
need to repeat exposure.

iii) After exposure is completed
tells patient that she can
breathe and relax.

iv) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposyr

v) After exposure removes cassette
and removes markers for furtber

use.

e. Perf6rmer takes second exposure as

described above.

The performer arranges to have the

films processed at once or decides to

do personally.

a. Attaches ID card for use with

flasher if appropriate. May sign

requisition.
b. While the films are being process-

ed and/or evaluated, performer has

patient relax. Explains what will

happen next. If appropriate, makes

sure that patient will be attended

while waiting.

Throughout procedure performer ob-

serves patient for any signs of emer-

gency and/or to prevent or respond to

an accident. Is alert to signs of on-

set of labor such as irregular con-
tractions becoming regular, or rup-
ture of "bag of waters."

a. If the amniotic membranes rupture
and there is a watery gush of

fluid from the vagina, 2erformer
does not attempt to wipe away
secretions from vagina unless
sterile procedure can be followed.

If patient is not in care of nurse

performer may proceed as follows:

i) Reports at once to proper staff

member.
ii) Keeps patient lying down.

iii) Places clean towel under but-

tocks to absorb moisture.
iv) May check that fetal heart can

be heard using stethoscope.

b. If patient IS not attended by

nurse and contractions appear to

be regular, performer proceeds

quickly with examination. Encour-

ages patient to relax with each
contraction using abdominal or
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This is page 10 of 11 for this task.
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9.

quiet breathing with mouth closed.
Encourages patient not to bear down
or ectempt to push.

c. If patient is accompanied by nursing

staff, assists as appropriate unless
told to terminate.

d. If patient shows any other emergency
signs, loses consciousness, or has
an accident, performer calls appro-
priate physician or staff member at
once. May decide to provide emer-
gency first aid as well,

Depending on institutional procedures,
performer brings the processed radio-
graphs directly to the physician in
charge; places them on view boxes, and
informs physician that the radiographs
are ready; or awaits results of quality

review and further orders.

a. Performer may present prior films
and/or materials for use in pelvi-
metry calculations.

b. If the ph-sician or a staff member
indicates that there is any problem
with the technical factors or the
patient positioning, performer re-
cords or notes for ny "retakes"
ordered.

c. If performer is asked to repeat any

exposures, makes sure that the ad-

ditional exposure is warranted
medically, since additional radia-
tion will be incurred,

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future

"retakes."
ii) If request for retake reflects

malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retake reflects
the preference for density or

-contrast of the physiciar, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given physician
so that retakes can be avoided.

d. Performer positions for further
exposures as ordered as described

above.

i) Repeats appropriate steps in-
cluding identification of film
holder or cassette and use of
R-L marker, selection and set-
ting of technique for next view
(if different), and positioning
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment. Rep ats breathing
instructions, collimation, and
makes further exposure(s) as
described above.

ii) Has films processed and pre-
sented for review or takes to
physician as they are pro-
cessed. Continues as ordered
until told that the radiography
is completed.

iii) Performer refrains from com-
mentIng on the films to patient
or providing any interpreta-
tion.

10. Whet. performer is told that the ex-
amination has been completed, per-
former carries out termination steps
for the examination:

a. Performer may assist patient from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in stepping
off table. Makes sure that none
of the equipment is projecting
over the patient before allowing

patient to rise from table, and
assists patient.

b. Performer may have patient trans-
ported to next assigned location,
or decides to do personally, as
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Task Code No. 468

This is page 11 of 11 for this task.

List Elements NUT

appropriate. If appropriate, makes
sure that patient is in the care of

staff person(s) who will transport
to appropriate next location or,
if out-patient, will arrange to
discharge or t-tend patient home, with

escort if appropriate.
c. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has secretions re-
moved with disinfectant; may decide
to do personally. Has any other ap-
propriate clean up procedures fol-
lowed to avoid iufection or contami-
nation, or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional pro.,-
dures.

d. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proced-
ures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of exposures made of each over-
head view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose

to which patient and fetus were ex-
posed (using posted information on
dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. Signs requisition

e. liay present requisition form to
poysician for comments and signa-
ture.

t. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets, and
related materiais, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.

List Elemen q,2111y
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 491

This is page 1 of 19 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set;
technique for magnification,bilateral filming,stere-
ography set up;centering marks,shielding applied;pt.
positioned,immobilized;exposures made;radiographs
sent for processing and evaluation;procedures repeat
ed as appropriate for full set of views;patient re-
turned;examination recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history,prior radiographs;pen;x-ray con-
trol panel,tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension
cones;technique,standard view,tube rating,and rad
exposure charts;cassettes,film holders;vertical cas-
sette holder;shielding;R-L and ID markers;immobiliza
tion devices,head clamp,band,tape,gauze;calipers;
stool;scissors;view boxes;emergency cart;sterile
gloves,gown,mask;procedure tray;padding;diapers;paci
fier;toys;protractor;triangles;wax marking pen;order

forms;phone;stretcher

List Elements Fully

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

fts to q. : Name t e Kinn o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Infant patient to be radiographed;co-worker;radiolo-
gist;nurse;accompanying adult

S. Name the task, so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking_plain film radiographs of the skull of infant .

patient by reviewing request;reporting observed con-
traindications;reassuring pt.,adult;measuring part;
setting up for magnification technique,bilateral ex-
posures,stereography as ordered;selecting and set-
ting technical factors;identifying film;applying lo-
calization marks;positioning pt. and equipment;immo-
bilizing pt.;providing shielding;collimating;making
exposure;having radiographs processed and reviewed;
repeating for full set of views or as ordered;having
pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recording

examination.
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Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the skull (cranium, facial
bones, paranasal sinuses) as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

The plain films of the skull
may serve as preliminary
"scout" films for contrast
studies of the brain and
other organs located in the
skull,for more specialized
procedures,and/or may be part
of a survey series.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-
tors used and/or any changes
necessary.

. Performer reads the requisi-
Lion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-
inations called for, the
areas and side(s) of in-

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 491

2 of 19 for this task.

List Elements LL11.7 List Elements Fully

sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred fur medication to
take effect. May arrange to
delay examination if appropri-
ate.

ii) With patients who are to under-

go subsequent contrast studies,

performer may note whether or-
ders for prior preparation have
been given and carried out; if
not already done, may arrange
to have orders carried out or
informs appropriate staff mem-

ber.
iii) May note patient's feeding

schedule and arrange to have
patient fed while in department
if not contrary to needs of
examination.

f. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization
equipment appropriate for the pa-
tient's age, sex, size, condition
and the examination ordered. Plans
to take special precautions with
neonate or ill patient such as
use of gown, mask, sanitary pro-
cedures tu protect patient from
contamination or to prevent spread
of infection. Notes appropriate
shielding for examination.

g. If performer is not already as-

signed to examination room (and
a particular machine) notes the

room or machine involved. Checks

for grid or high speed bucky, if
required for examination. If mag-
nification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine
to be used has a fractional focal

spot of appropriate size for di-
rect magnification technique (i.e.

_ 0.3 mm or smaller).
h. Performer makes sure that the re-

quest is properly authorized, that

information on requisition sheet

is comilete:

/

terest,and the affected parts.
Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note name of refer-
ring clinician,

b. Notes whether a bilateral study is
indicated or, if unilateral, side
of interest. Notes area(s) to be
included in central ray. Notos po-
sitions and views called for, cen-
tral beam angulation, any special
requests. Notes whether magnifica-
tion is ordered, whether there will
be bilateral views on a single
film.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
and weight. Notes whether patient
is in-patient, out-patient, acci-
dent or emergency patient. Notes
any special information that will
affect patient positioning, tech-
nique, immob.lization or handling
of the patient, such as presence of
accident injuries, unhealed or sus-
pected fracture.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as respiratory, heart disease,
communicable or infectious condi-
tion, retardation; whether patient
will be in incubator, has IV drip,
oxygen supply, respiratory tube or
similar device in place; notes
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse, other staff person,
parent or guardian. With patients
with accident injuries or unhealed
fractures, performer may make sure
that a surgeon or radiologist is
available to position the patient.

e. Performer checks prior preparation

of patient:

i) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-
former may check timing to be
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i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent past,

- whether there is history of ex-
tensive radiography to be brough
to radiologist's attention. May
review prior films and consider
whether any exposures ordered
can be eliminated. Notes any
record of technical factors used
for prior films.

ii) If the performer determines that
the request is not properly
authorized, is incomplete, that
sufficient information is lack-
ing for performer to select tech
nique or to properly position or
care fcr patient, or if perform-
er considers that there may be
contraindications to going ahead
with the procedure, performer
notifies supervisor, radiologist
or other designated staff per-
son, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature, or orders.

i. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he
or she prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination rogm long-
er than necessary:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate; depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or de-
contamination techniques.

b. If appropriate,checks that proce-
dure tray and emergency cart have
been prepared or decides to do
personally. Checks that clean
pacifiers and toys are present.

c. Checks that proper accessories
for infant patient are available
for procedure including leaded
rubber shielding for patient,
aprons and gloves to be used by
anyone who will remain in the
room during exposure, gown, mask
Zor performer.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices for infant
are present, and that there is a
mattress, pads, pillows and/or .

blankets for comfort of patient.
e. Makes sure that right (R) and

left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,
leaded numerals or markers.

f. Performer prepares for identifica-
ticn of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) giving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare fur us=
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.
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g. P rformer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and sizes
for infants are available in the
examination room. If not, arranges
Lo obtain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

h. PerEormer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect. accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

i. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel and checks that in-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up." if-appropriate,
performer may set radiography mode
selector and set collimator con-
trol for manual operation.

j. Performer may set up equipment as
appropriate for stereographic pro-
jections if ordered.

3. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the.equipment for
the.tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of

magnification requested on the req-
uisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root.

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film
(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD):

i) If the distance from the table
top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be

List Elements Fully

a relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height.) Per
former may adjust table height .01

to provide for a round number
for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD)
will be the relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer de-
termines what this is by mea-
suring or reading appropriate
indicator scale on tube hous-
ing. Performer may adjust tube
height to provide a round num-
ber for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer
calculates the required com-
plementary distance by refer-
ring to a magnification chart
for the degree of linear magni-
fication required, or uses the
formula: degree of linear mag-
nification equals TY.D divided
by TOD. For a two-times linear
magnification performer simply
sets the TOD equal to the OFD. !

iv) Performer adjusts and locks
the table height and/or the
tube height to the calculated
OFD and TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so thac there is no
obstruction between the tube
and the floor. (Does not change
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height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD

involved).
iv) Performer activates the light

in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
Lae light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs pro-
jected by the beam to center the
tube to the area on the floor
or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 900

angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fis and retains col-

limator setting.
vi) Performer marks the outline of

the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of
area as shown by cross-hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where the center cross-hairs
and light outline are projected
(to be used to center the part
to be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using
a vertical film holder, adjusts

upright holder to appropriate
height; adjusts x-ray tube to
right-angle horizontal projection
of beam to film holder; centers
to the film; measures and ad-
justs TOD to expected patient's
position and marks location of
position; measures and adjusts
OFD from position as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and

OFD (TFD) is now different from
the TFD used for non-magnifica-
tion technique, performer may
consult technique chart to note
the factor to use for a compen-
satory change in mAs. May record
for later use in setting exposure
factors.

f. Performer may also note the
change in kVp and mAs necessary
to compensate for any change in
collimation from non-magnifica-
tion technique. Consults appro-
priate chart for conversion fac-

tors. May. reord.

4. Performer readies patient for the
examination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to carry
out isolation or decontamination
techniques. Dons gown and mask.

b. Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements, performer
may 4ecide to assist in bringing
patient to examimItion room.

c. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian and introduces
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/

1

m....

or may provide bottle and have
patient fed.

ii) Answers parent's or guardian's
questions honestly; attempts
to reassure and develop confi-
dence. Remains aware that pa-
tient and/or adult may be
frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for techm.logist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

f. Performer attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient so
that- infant remains calm during
examination. May hold patient;
may speak to patient in calm,
gentle voice; may provide clean
pacifier or toy.

i) If patient is difficult to
calm, performer may have par-
ent who is present leave, or
if parent has left, may try
having parent help calm pa-
tient.

ii) If patient continues to be un-
manageable, performer may con-
sider requesting that proce-
dure be delayed until child
is more quiet. May discuss
possibility of sedation with
radiologist. If ordered, ar-
ranges to have administered.

g. Performer questions parent, RN or
MD present on what movement is
possible to determine what posi-
tions are available for use.

i) Performer notes whether patient
can be examined in the stand-
ard positions called for with

self. Checks patient s identfty
against the requisition sheet. With
in-patient, checks hospital identi-
fication bracelet or other identi-
fier. Checks with accompanying
staff 7..cmber on any special pre-
caution-1 necessary during proce-
dure.

d. If not already done, performer
places padding on x-ray table,

mMay have patient oved to table.

i) If patient is on special stretch-
er, places stretcher into posi-
tion so that radiolucent stretch-
er can be lifted with patient on
it from wheeled base to x-ray
table.

ii) With suspected fractures or acci-
dent patient, ..'ay have surgeon
or radiologist position the pa-
tient.

iii) May have nurse carefully place
patient in supine position on
table,or lifts patient carefully,
supporting infant's head, and
places on table.

iv) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patieht is never un-
attended.

v) If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and
has patient put in gown and kept
warm as appropriate.

e. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments and condition of patient, per-
former may indicate to parent or
guardian that he or she must wait
outside of examination room or that
he or she may remain in room to
help reassure patient.

i) Performer may provide privacy
while mother breast feeds infant
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the skull projections ordered; a. Depending on whether a buck), or
if not, plans to substitute al- table top technique will be used
ternative positions to achieve and standard institutional prac-
the same skull projections. tices, performer selects speed

ii) If patient is an accident victim and type of film, grid, and cas-
and arrives on stretcher or bed, sette combination:
performer plans to accommodate
by positioning of film and x-ray i) Selects size based on the size
tube with patient on stretcher of the patient's skull and
and without rotating head or whether bilateral views are
torso. If any manipulation of to be exposed on a single
patient's head is required, per- film.
former has physician carry this
out,

iii) If patient has a life support

ii) For magnification technique,
performer selects the size
film designated for the degree

system in place, such as incu- of magnification and the pa-
bator, respiration, cardiac or tient's size.
infusion equipment, makes 'sure iii) If requisition calls for a
that this is being monitored. facial profile study of bony

iv) If there is a wet dressing, per-
former has it reinforced or de-

and soft tissue contours, per-
former prepares cassette for

cides to do personally. lateral view. Then prepares a
second film of the same size

h. Performer may measure the patient encased in a seamless black-
for the dimensions relevant for paper envelope or has this
views ordered. May use centimeter done. Places loaded envelope
calipers to measure the thickness on top of cassette and secures
of the part(s) to be.radiographed Plans to expose both films
in the directions in which the cen- simultaneously using exposure
tral ray of the x-ray beam will factors for lateral facial
pass through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors.

bone technique.

b. Performer obtains the appropriate
i. Performer provides patient and size loaded cassette for the

everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. Explains if

first (or next) projection.

i) May mark midpoint of (each)
necessary that this is not cause cassette (or each half of a
for alarm but a general precaution

.

cassette to be used for sep-
to minimize unnecessary radiation arate bilateral views). Uses
exposure. radiolucent marker.

ii) If bilateral exposures will be
. After making sttre that patient is
being attended, performer sets up

made separately on one film,
performer mentally decides how

equipment for the examination before these will be positioned so
positioning and immobilizing patient. that the film need not be turn

ed for viewing each image. Per
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former uses leaded rubber sheets
and masks the cassette completely
except for the half to be expos-
ed. Treats the half to be expos-
ed from this point as though it
were the actual film size.

iii) If bilateral views are to be pro-
jected on a single film for a
stereoscopic examination, per-
former numbers or marks cas-
settes so that the order of
their placement and exposure
will be correct.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or table
top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table-top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

d. If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under table top or in upright
holder) performer may.manually pull
out bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into bucky
tray and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cassette
into appropriate."stored" position

or inserts cassette tray into buck
slot and centers.

e. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places film holder in a po-
sition approximating final posi-
tioning.

i) If magnification technique is
to be used, performer places
cassette in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate, performer may
place cassette, in upright hold-
er at right angles,to table top
or in other position selected.

iii) With accident patient, after lo
calization has been established,
performer may obtain assistance
in-lifting skull so that cas-
sette can be placed under pa-
tient.

f. Performer selects the exposure fac
tors for the first projection. May
consult the technique chart posted
for the machine:

i) Locates the information needed
for the body part and projec-
tion involved according to the
thickness of the part and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed, focal spot
size, FFD and use or nonuse of
other accessories (such as
screens, grids, bucky, etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (TFD or FFD) call-
ed for. Makes.note of-any dif-
ference between FFD for preop-
erative measurements and other
purposes and uses relevant dis-
tance as appropriate.
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iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former notes whether any con-
versions are necessary to ac-
count for patient's age, condi-
tion, change in FFD, unavoidable
movement by patient, preference
of the radiologist involved, and
any other conversion needed such
as posted change. Performer
looks up numerical conversion
factors and calculates, or uses
conversion charts to ascertain
the appropriate new exposure
factor (kVp, mA and/or time).
Multiplies, divides, adds, or
subtracts as appropriate.

iv) Performer checks any new or.un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent out-
put using higher 4(Vp and lower
mAs, minimizing exposure time.

g. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

i) Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for
use. Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized.
Checks that controls are set for
radiography mode.

ii) As appropriate, checks line volti

age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line
meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol,_performer selects milli-

List Elemen?... Fully

amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Secs the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major kilovoltage
and minor kilovoltage settings
to produce the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely toterminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is-
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls tc plovide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, position, and colli-
mator (unless these have al-
ready been set as with magni-
fication technique or stereo
filming).

vi) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
film distance (if not already
done, as with magnification
technique). Operates controls
or manually mlves the x-ray
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tube into place over the film
holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or, down
until the required FFD is ob-
tained.

Performer prepares the patient in the
position selected'for the first (or
next) exposure (unless this is done
by physician):

a. Performer may have patient's body
immobilized with extremities at
sides by mummying (wrapping), or
decides to do personally. If per-
former asks co-worker or nurse to
do, indicates at what level sheet
should be wrapped.

b. May explain or demonstrate to staff
member what is required for immo-
bilizing the patient.

c. Performer may mark centering points
on patient's head (as described
below) and then tape the auricles
of each ear forward with a narrow
strip of adhesive tape. Makes sure
that tape does not extend beyond
the posterior junction of the
auricle and the head.

d. In positioning head, performer re-
fers to standard reference lines.
hey use wax marker to draw in ref-
erence lines or points on skull,
or visualizes mentally.

i) Performer defines the median
sagittal plane of the skull by
referring to the sagittal line
connecting nasicn, acanthion
and symphysis menti (mental
point).
Performer marks or defines the
orbitomeatal line for reference

List Elements Full

as that connecting the externall

auditory meatus and the outer
canthus of the patient's eye.

iii) Performer marks or defines the
infraorbitomeatal line as that
connecting the external audi-
tory meatus and the infraorbit-
al margin. May palpate to find
infraorbital margin.

iv) Performer marks or defines the
acanthiomeatal line as that
connecting the external.audi-
tory meatus and the acanthion.

v) Performer defines the inter-
pupillary line as the trans-
verse line which connects the
pupils of tile eyes when the
patient is looking straight
ahead, .iith the nasion at its

midpoint.
vi) Performer defines the glabel-

loalveolar line as that con-
necting the most prominent
point in the midsagittal plane
between the eyebrows and the
most prominent point in the
midsagittal plane of the upper
alveolus.

vii) Performer immobilizes skyll
with a head clamp or a weight-
ed band and rechecks angula-
tion and position. Uses exten-
sion cone in direct contact
with head when appropriate for
immobilization (as well as for
proper collimation). Rechecks
positioning after immobilizing.

e. Pevformer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. Wben using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part. With upright
holder, adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film.
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In setting the,tube angulation, the
performer measures the angles be-
tween the central ray and the ref-
erence lines on the patient's skull,
such as the orbitomeatal or inter-
pupillary tines. Checks skull rota-
tion by measuring the angle between
the horizontal plane or the vertical
central ray and the median sagittal
plane.

f. Unless stereo-filming is automatic,
performer proceeds by centering and
directing the central ray for ste-
reographic examination. Performer

. centers and adjusts the central ray
at the angle for a single plane
study:

i) For first exposure moves cente.'-
ing point the correct distance
in the appropriate direction
(such as lateralward or poster-
ior); then increases or decreases
the angle as appropriate.

ii) For the second exposure, removes
the first cassette and replaces
with a second cassette and,
starting from single plane an-
gulation, shifts centering in
the opposite direction and for
the same distance; changes the
angulation in the opposite di-
rection (increases or decreases).

iii) For bilateral studies on a singl=
cassette, has the first cassette
include both sides shifted in
the same direction, and the sec-
ond cassette include both sides
shifted in the cpposite direc-
tion, so that each cassette has
bilateral views with a common
shift direction. Performer makes
a total of four exposures for
each study.

g. If pre-operative measurements are
to be taken from the radiographs,

7.

performer takes special precau-
tions in measuring angulation.
Uses triangles and protractors
to check every angle or line place
ment.

h. In positioning and immobilizing .

patient performer places patient
in supine or prone position as
appropriate. Uses horizontal beam
for lateral projections if skull
cannot be rotated. Uses supine,
brow-up position rather than PA
projections in trauma cases.

Performer positions and immobilizes
patient (or has this done) as fol-
lows:

a. For studies of the cranium, per-
former notes whether stereoscopic
views are requested. For trauma
victims performer makes left and
right laterals of the skull and
an AP projection of the base of

skull with patient on stretcher,
with minimum movement of patient.

i) For lateral projections of the
cranium, performer places or
maintains patient in supine or
prone position. Uses supine po-
sition, vertical cassette hold-
er 'and horizontal beam for
skull that cannot be rotated.
Uses bucky and vertical beam
for skull that can be turned to
each side.
For vertical beam projection
turns the side of the skull to
be examined to the film holder
and adjusts.body as appropri-
ate. Supports head and opposite
side of body. For horizontal
beam projection supports head
so that the median sagittal
plane is vertical. Adjusts cas-
sette placed vertically so that
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.

it is in contact with head on
side of interest. Supports.
Positions head'so that a coronal
plane just anterior to the ex-
ternal auditory meatus is cen-
tered to the midline of film.
Has the median sagittal plane
of the head parallel with the
plane of the film. Checks that
the interpupillary line is at
right angles to the plane of the
film,using a right angled ob-
lect or protractor.
Centers cassette at the level of
the sella turcica (just above
and just anterior to the ex-
ternal auditory meatuses).
Directs central ray to the sella
turcica at right angles to film
and/or parallel to the inter-
pupillary line,
For stereographic views takes
first exposure with tube shift-
ed somewhat below centering
point and second exposure with
tube shifted above centering
point. Retain same position for
both stereo exposures.
Performer reverses positioning
after first exposure, and sets
up equipment for opposite-side
lateral view,

ii) For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the cranium, performer
places patient in a prone PA
position with thorax supported
and elevated, feet supported,
and head resting on forehead.
If patient canaot be moved to a
prone position, elevates supine
patient on one side so that hea

is in lateral positik..n, with
shoulder and hip supported, and
uses an upright cassette hold-
er, or decides on use of AP
projection instead.

Adjusts head so that the median
sagittal plane is centered to
the midline and is at right an-

1 gles to the plane of the film.
i Adjusts urbitomeatal line so

that it is at right angles to
the plane of the film. Supports
chin.
Centers film to the midpoint
of the interpupillary line
(nasion).
Performer directs the central
ray to the center of the area
of interest. Checks the angu-
lation between the central ray
and the orbitomeatal line rath-

.

er than any external perpen-
dicular line. For a general
study, directs the central ray
to the midpoint of the film or
so as to exit at the nasion at
15° caudad.

iii) For an AP half-axial projec-
tion (posterior semiaxial view)
of the cranium, performer
places patient in a supine po-
sition. Adjusts patient's head
with chin depressed so that
its median sagittal plane is
at right angles to midline of
film and the orbitomeatal line
is at right angles to the plane
of the film.
Centers film near the level of
the foramen magnum and includes
the highest point of the cran-
ial vertex. Directs the central
ray as ordered, depending on ,

the area of interest. Refers to
angulation between central ray
snd the orbitomeatal line. For
a general study directs the cenJ

tral ray through the foramen
magnum at 30° caudad or at 37°
caudad co the infraorbitomeatal
line,
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This is page 13 of 19 for this task.

b. For studies of the mastoid proces-
ses of the temporal bones, perform-
er notes whether bilateral and/or
stereographic views are requested.
Reviews areas of interest. Marks pa-
tient and cassettes for centering
as appropriate.
If request is for bilateral stereo
exposures, performer makes poster-
ior shift for exposures one and
three on the same cassette, showing
the two sides; makes the anterior
shift for exposures two and four,
on the second cassette, also rep-
resenting the two sides. Increases
central ray angulation by 3° for
posterior shifts and decreases by
3° for the anterior shifts.

i) For centering mastoid processes,
performer marks a point on
either side of head. For lateral
oblique projections,marks a
point at the junction of the
auricle and the head immediately
behind each external auditory
meatus. Uses marking pen or wax
pencil. If not already done,
tapes each auricle forward as
described.

ii) For an AP Ilalf-axial projection
(posterior semiaxial view) of
the mastoids, performer posi-
tions patient as for cranium
view,with central ray 30° caudad.
Uses very narrow collimation to
include the mastoid and external
auditory meatuses area bilater-
ally.

iii) For a lateral oblique projection
of the mastoids, positions
tient in prone position as de-
scribed earlier. Places cassette
ca a 15° block (or other angle
specified) angled caudally, and
adjusts and immobilizes under
patient's cheek.

List Elements Full

Adjusts patient's head in lat-
eral position on side of in-
teresi',-centered to localiza-
tion point, at center of un-
masked half of film. Adjusts
head so that median sagittal
plane is parallel with the
plane of the film,and the in-
terpupillary line is at right
angles with the plane of the
film. Adjusts flexion so that
the infraorbitomeatal line is
parallel with the transverse
axis of the film.
Directs central ray to the
marked centering point. Sup-
ports patient's head with a
webbing strap.
For opposite side view, per-
former reverses positioning
after first exposure and sets
up equipment.

c. For studies of the orbits and
optic foramina, performer reviews
the purpose of the examination,
whether bilateral views are or-
dered, and marks cassette for cen-
tering if appropriate.

i) For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the orbits, places pa-
tient in prone position with
head on film holder, resting
on chin and nose. Supports
thorax. Centers film at the
level of the center of the
orbits. Adjusts head so that
the median sagittal plane is
at right angles with the plane
of the film. Directs central
ray at right angles to film
through the mid-orbits. Immo-
bilizes head.

ii) For a parieto-orbital projec-
tion (cross section view) of
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'

the optic foramen, perforper
plans for bilateral views on a
single film. Places patient in
a prone position, as described,
Rests patient's head on the
zygoma, nose and chin of the
side of interest. Adjusts flex-
ion so that the acanthiomeatal
line is at right angles to the
plane of the film,and the rota-
tion so that the median sagittal
plane of the head is at a 53°
angle with the plane of the film,
For oblique view turns head 30°
from side of interest.
Centers the orbit on the side of
interest to the midpoint of the
unmasked half of the film. Di-
rects the central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the
film. After first exposure, per-
former reverses position of head
and sets up similarly for expo-
sure of opposite side.

d. For studies of the facial bones,

are ordered, bilateral views,
and whether a facial profile
showing the relationship of
the bony and soft tissue con-
to..irs is requested. Performer
places patient in supine posi-
tion a ' adjusts cassette in
vertical holder, with x-ray
tube set for horizontal film-
inz across table.
Adjusts patient's head so that
the median sagittal plane is
parallel with plane of film.
For facial profile has pa-
tient's head rest against film
holder in lateral position
after the two-film set-up'has
been put into place, with film
in envelope holder on top of
film in cassette. Centers zy-
goma tc the midline at center
of film. For facial profile
centers canine fossa to mid-
point. Adjusts flexion so that
the infraorbitomeatal line is
parallel with transverse axis
of film, and rotation so that
interpupillary line is at
right angles to the plane of
the film. Supports jaw. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to the midpoint of the
film. For stereography makes
the appropriate longitudinal
tube shift. If bilateral views
have been ordered, performer
sets up similarly for opposite
side after first exposure on
the side of interest.

ii) For parietoacanthial projec-
tion (oblique frontal view in
"Waters" position) of the fa-
cial bones, performer places
patient in a prone PA position
or adjusts patient in supine
position with x-ray tube under
the stretcher, and adjusts the
cassette holder so that film

\ notes whether stereographic views
are ordered. If so, plans to employ

longitudinal tube shifts.
For radiographic demonstration of
blowout fractures performer makes
views with patient in "Waters" PA
(parietoacanthial) position. For
trauma patients makes view with
patient in parietoacanthial posi-
tion and makes lateral views, adapt
ing positioning so as to require no
movement of the patient from the
supine position.
If a profile study of bony and soft
tissue contours has been ordered,
uses double film set-up (film in
envelope placed over loaded cas-
sette).

i) For lateral projection of the
facial bones, performer notes
whether stereoscopic projections

i
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can be placed over the patient's ordered to the center of the

face in a horizontal plane. Rests area of interest (each mandible

prone patient in PA position with,
tip of exteaded chin against

or the temperomandibular
joint). With patient in supine

film. For supine patient, sup- position where rotation is con-

ports shoulders pad neck so that traindicated, performer,p,1aces

head drops naturialy back, and cassette in vertical position-,
lowers cassette so that it on the side of interest-4 paral-

touches patient's chin. Centers lel with the median sagittal

median sagittal plane of head plane. Centers to the area of

to midline of film. Adjusts interest. Directs central ray

flexion so that orbitomeatal horizintally at cephalad degree

line is at 400 angle with the ordered.

plane of the film, and rotation ii) Makes PA or AP projections as

so that median sagittal plane for cranium with central ray

is at right angles with plane directed at jaws.

of lilm. Directs central ray at iii) Makes projections of the tem-

right angles to midpoint of peromandibular joints in AP

film. or PA position with central ray

iii) For nasal bones uses stereo directed at the jaws, and lat-

"Waters" position as described eral oblique projections as for

above,with facial tilt more ex-
aggerated, and makes lateral
projections as described above.

lateral mastoids.

f. If performer is to make projec-

May use nonscreen technique. tions of the paranasal sinuses,
uses PA and/or AP "Waters" pro-

e. For studies of the mandible per- jections and makes lateral projec-

former reviews purpose and areas tions with patient in supine cran-

of interest. Notes whether exami-
nation is to demonstrate mandibu-

ial position,as described earlier,
using a horizontal beam. Includes

lar fractures. Places patient in the frontal, antral and ethmoid

supine or prone position as appro- sinuses in the central beam.

priate. If bilateral views are call-,
ed for, employs similar positioning

For PA projection,rests patient's
head on the forehead and nose, ad-

for opposite side after first expo- justed so that median sagittal

sure. plane is at right angles to the

When head is resting on affected plane of the film. Centers to the

part, does not apply pressure when nasion. Adjusts flexion so that

immobilizing. the orbitomeatal line is at right
angles to plane of film. Directs

i) For lateral oblique views places central ray to center of area of

prone patient on a cassette interest at caudal angle ordered.

raised 15° to 200 at its lower g. Performer immobilizes patient by

end with pillows under the pa- use of head clamp. Pla.:es restrain

tient's chest. Centers film to ing bands as appropriate using ad-

area of interest. Directs cen- ditional strips of gauze and ad-

tral ray in the cephalad angle hesive tape as appropriate. May

........
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Task Code No% 491

This is page 16 of 19 for this task.--

use a clean diaper stretched diag-
onally across the table and over
the patient's head for lateral pro-
jectiona. May position head between
two large sponges. After patient
has been immobilized, performer
makes sure that patient is still
able to make small movements neces-
sary for normal circulation, res-
piration,and other vital functions.

h. Performer checks final po.sltioning
using triangles, protractor and
light in collimator. Activates the
collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Ad-
justs the collimator opening to
correspond to the film size (or the
size of the unshielded area of the
film to be exposed). Uses cross-
hair shadows as reference for cen-
ter of field. Uses the collimator
light to center the patient to the
x-ray field, or centers the part to
the film holder and uses the colli-
mator light to center the tube to
the part. Rechecks angulation of
head and central ray. Checks that
the primary beam wil enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.
May readjust tube position length-
wise or crosswise to provide better
centering.

8. Performer provides for appropriate
collimation and shielding:

a. Once the patient has been position-
ed and immobilized, performer ad-
justs the collimator. Collimates
so that a small unexposed border
will appear around the edge of the
film, and collimates further so as
to expose only the area of inter-
est (and thus provide maximum pro-
tection and detail). May use ex-

1 6 3

List Elements Fully

tension cone (in direct contact
with head when appropriate for im-
mobilization) for proper collima-
tion. Adjusts primary beam to min-
imum size needed to cover the
part(s) of interest.

b. If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield-
ing to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination.

c. Makes sure that anyone holding the
patient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam as much
as possible.

d. Performer may mark patient's skin
to show original collimation and
centering points; may record expo-
sure factors to facilitate any
further filming required.

9. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs sug-
gesting faintness, or any impairment
in respiration.

a. Notifies nurse or physician at
once if patient shows emergency
signs.

b. Makes sure that life support func-
tions .1-4.re being monitored and pa-

tient is never left unattended.
especially careful to prevent

pi4tient falling.
c. t, during positioning, patient

shows signs of severe pain, per-
formei may notify appropriate,
nur or physician at once and
await orders; may decide on al-
ternative positioning to avoid
movement of the affected part.

.11113M.,IMMMENZM
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Task Code No. 491

This is page 17 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full

10. Performer makes first (or next) expo-
sure:

a. Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the exposure
is made. Readjusts position if war-
ranted.

b. The performer returns to control
room. Makes.sure controls are prop-
erly set and patient is still in
position.

c. Performer observes patient's breath
ing and times exposure to the ap-
propriate instant for the phase
required. Starts exposure for deep
inspiration at the peak elevation
of inspiration. Starts exposure for
expiration after phase has begun.

d. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

ii) May watch for evidence'of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

iii) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).

iv) After exposure is completed
tells any adult with infant that
he or she can relax.

16,1

11.

List Elements Fullri'ma

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for over-
load elsewhere on circuit.
i'mticipates need to repeat ex-
posure.

vi) After exposure performer re-
turns to patient. Removes cas-
sette or film holder from
table, floor or bucky. Re-
moves any markers for further
use.

vii) Performer may plan to have
each radiograph processed and
examined after exposure so
that radiologist can termi-
nate when appropriate and
avoid unnecessary exposures.

viii) Performer may arrange to have
the full set of processed ra7._
diographs reviewed by a ra-
diologist so that any addi-
tional views required can be
made at once.

ix) Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures or-
dered before review by radio-
logist, adjusting technical
factors, tube, and position
of table or film holder as
appropriate to each view or-
dered.

x) Performer arranges to have the
first exposure(s) processed at
once or decides to do per-
sonally. Attaches ID card for
use with flasher if appropri-
ate. May sign requisition.

xi) While films are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient
is comfortable and attended by
staff person, parent or self.

Performer has processed films re-
viewed as appropriate:
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Task Code No. 491
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List Elements Full

12.

List Elementellly

d. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes sure that the
additional exposures are warranted
medically, since additional radi-
ation will be incurred.

i) Note !. whether need to repeat
is due to performer's own neg-
ligence or lack of attention
so that performer can avoid
future "retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes re-
fleets the preference for den-
sity or contrast of a radiolo-
gist, performer notes for fu-
tura work done for the given
radiologist so that retakes
can be avoided.

e. If appropriate, performer notes
radiologist's orders for addi-
tional studies such as contrast
study, conventional or computeriz-
ed transverse axial tomography.

When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, car-
ries out termination steps for the
examination:

a. Performer may have patient fed,
transported back to room, to par-
ent or guardian,or next location,
or decides to do personally,as
appropriate.

b. Performer has equipment and ex-
amivation table cleaned after use
or decides to dc personally, de-
pending on institutional arrange-
ments.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-

a. If the first radiograph(s) are4pre-
liminary (scout) films, and/or are
to be reviewed wet,or viewed as
processed, performer brings the
processed radiograph(s) directly
to the radiclogist in charge,places
on view boxes,and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom; informs
radiologist that the radiographs
are ready.

b. If the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the tech-
nical factors, processing, or pa-
tient positioning, performer re-
ccrds or notes for later use in
the examination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

c. When (or if) performer learns from
the radiologist the extent of the
injury and/or whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions
can be undertaken, eliminated or
altered, performer proceeds as ap-
propriate according to instruc-
tions:

i) For further exposuree performer
repeats appropriate steps for
next view(s) including identi-
fication of film holder or cas-
sette and use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of tech-
nique for next view (if dif-
ferent), positioning patient and
equipment for focus-object-film
alignment, proper collimation,
shielding,immobilization,and ex-
posure,as described. For bilat-
eral exposures on one film,
keeps R-L reference constant;
centers using the point marked
earlier on the cassette.

ii) Peric)rmer refrainli, from comment-
ing to parent or guardian on
the films or providing any in-
terpretation.
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Task Code No. 491

This is page 19 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full

dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and film
sizes.; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. If any views call
ed for in the initial request could
not be obtained, performer may re-
cord reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

d. If appropriate has radiologist fill
out and/or sign requisition sheet
for current study and/or new orders.

e. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming,and
another technologist will.continue
with examination, performer records
the approved technical factors used
for the scouts, and the accessories
employed, or informs technologist
who will continue. Performer gives
the requisition sheet, name card,
and any notes to technologist who
will continue with procedure.

f. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. For prcfile study of relationship
of bony and soft tissue contours of
facial bones, performer obtains
films after processing. Marks bone
projection (film from cassette) to
be used in preparing contact print
for mask (as in subtraction tech-
nique),to be superimposed on soft
tissue projection (film from enve-
lope) for a composite print; marks
soft tissue projection appropri-
ately. May fill out order for prep-
aratizon of composite print (same

process as subtraction technique),
and place with radiographs for
processing by darkroom aide, or
decides to do personally.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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This is page 1 of 15 for this task.'

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set;
technique for magnification set up;pt. positioned,
immobilized;shielding applied;exposures made;radio-
graphs sent for processing and evaluation;procedures
repeated as appropriate for full set of views;pa-
tient returned;examination recorded;radiographs
placed for use. .

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the vertebral column (cervi-
cal, thoracic and/or lumbar
spine, sacrum, coccyx) as a re-
sult of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

The plain films of the spine
may serve as preliminary
"scout" films for contrast
studies such as myelography,
or may be part of survey
series.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-
tors used and/or any changes
necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for,
the parts involved,and the
affected areas. Notes
whether a scoliosis series

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history;prior radiographs;pen;x-ray con-
trol panel,tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension
cones;technique,standard view,tube rating,and rad ex-
posure charts;cassettes,film holders,vertical cas-
sette holder;shielding;R-L and ID markers;immobili-
zation devices,head clamp,band,tape,gauze;calipers;
stool;scissors;view boxes;emergency cart;sterile
gloves,gown,mask;procedure tray;padding;diapers;
pacifier;toys;wax marking pen;order forms;phone;
stretcher

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or cc worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

'es to q. Name t e ina o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Infant patient to be radiographed;co-worker;radiolo-
gist;nurse;accompanyiag adult

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of vertebral column of

infant patient by reviewing request;reporting observ-

ed contraindiations;reassurIng pt.,adult;measuring
part;setting up for magnification technique;select-
ing and setting technical factors;identifying film;

positioning pt. and equipment;immobilizing pt.;pro-
viding shielding;collimating;making exposure;having
radiographs processed and reviewed;repeating for full

set of views or as ordered;having pt. returned;plac-

ing radiographs for use;recording examination.
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..a)
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is ordered. Notes the name of the
radiologist in charge; may note the
name of referring clinician.

b. Notes whether a bilateral study is
indicated or, if unilateral, side
of interest. Notes area(s) to be
included in central ray. Notes po-
sitions and views called for, cen-
tral beam angulation, any special
requests. Notes whether magnifica-
tion is ordered, whether there will
be bilateral views on a single
film.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
and weight. Notes whether patient
is in-patient, out-patient, acci-
dent or emergency patient. Notes
any special information that will
affect patient positioning, tech-
nique, immobilization,or handling
of the patient, such as presence of
accident injuries, unhealed or sus-
pected fracture, bone infection.
Notes purpose of study.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as respiratory, heart dis-
ease, communicable or infectious
condition, retardation; whether pa-
tient will be in incubator, has IV
drip, oxygen supply, respiratory
tube or similar device in place;
notes whether patient will be ac-
companied by nurse, other staff
person, parent or guardian. With
patients with accident injuries
or unhealed fractures, performer
may make sure that a surgeon or
radiologist is ;%vailable to posi-
tion the patient.

e. Performer checks prior prepw.ation
of patient:

i) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-

former may check timing to be
sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred for medication to
take effect. May arrange to
delay examination if appropri-
ate.

ii) Performer may note whether or-
ders for prior Preparation
have been given and carried
out; if not already done, may
arrang to have orders car-
ried out or informs appropri-
ate staff member.

iii) May note patient's feeding
schedule and arrange to have
patient fed while in depart-
ment if not contrary to needs
of examination.

f. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization
equipment appropriate for the pa-
tient's age, sex, size, condition,
and the examination ordered.
Plans to take special precautions
with neonate or ill patient such
as use of gown, mask, sanitary
procedures to protect patient'
from contamination or to prevent
spread of infection. Notes ap-
propriate shielding for examina-
tion.

g. lf performer is not already as-
signed to examination room (and
a particular machine) notes the

room or machine involved. Checks

for grid or high speed bucky, if
required for examination. If mag-
nification has been requested,
performer checks that the machine
to be used has a fractional focal
spot of appropriate size for di-
rect magnification tr,-hnique (i.e.
0.3 mm or smaller).

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,
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'

that information on requisition
sheet is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent
past, whether there is history
of extensive radiography to be
brought to radiologist's atten-
tion. May review prior films
and consider whether any expo-
sures ordered can be eliminated,
Notes any record of technical
factors used for prior films,

ii) If the performer determines
that the request is not prop-
erly authorized, is incomplete,
that sufficient information is
lacking for performer to select
technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if
performer considers that there
may be contraindications to
going ahead with.the procedure,
performer notifies supervisor,
radiologist,or other designated
staff person, depending on in-
stitutional procedures. Explains
the problem if appropriate, and
proceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or or-
ders.

i. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges

. to have prior films delivered.

2. When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he

or she prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room
longer than necessary:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate; depending on patient's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or de-
contamination techniques.

b. If appropriate, checks that pro-
cedure tray and emergency cart
have been prepared or decides
to do personally. Checks that
ciean pacifiers and toys are pre-
sent.

c. Checks that proper accessories
for infant patient are available
for procedure including leaded
rubber shielding for patient,
aprons and gloves to be used by
anyone who will remain in the
room during exposure, gown, mask
for performer.

d. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices for in-
fant are present, and that there
is a mattress, pads, pillows and/
or blankets for comfort of pa-
tient.

e. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,
leaded numerals or markers.

f. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of the films using equip-
ment provided by inst:tution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
pr*.ate patient identification
information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; may write or
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type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

g. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and sizes
for infants are available in the
examination room. If not, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain'per-
sonally.

h. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

i. Performer checks that the x-ray
equipment is ready for use; Goes
to the control panel and checks
that the indicator light shows that
the machine is "warmed up." If ap-
propriate, performer may set the
radiography mode selector, and may
set the collimator control for man-
ual operation.

If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment.for
the tube-over-table method of magni-
fication (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the req-
uisition sheet: tf the request is
expressed as an area magnification,
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root.

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to '.6ject (patient) (TOD), and from

41.40111,5W

object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film
(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD):

i) If the distance from the table
top to a cassette placed on
the floor or q stool (OFD)
will be relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer mea-

- sures this astance or reads
indicator scale. (If stool is
to be used, may note the table
height.) Performer may adjust .

table height to provide for a
round number for the OFD.

ii) If the distance from the focal'
spot to the table top (TOD)
will be the relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer de-
termines what this is by mea-
suring or readIng appropriate
indicator scale on tube hous-
;-:g. Performer may adjust tube

o prc-ide a round num-
'(:)r. the TOD.

iii' Depe:,;ling on whether the OFD

or TOD is fixed, performer
coicLates the required com-
platary distance by refer-
ring a magnification chart
5.cr 1 degree of linear mag-

cation required, or uses
formula: degree of linear

magnification equals TFD di-
vided by TOD. For a two-times
linear magnificacim performer
simply sets the TOD F.qael to

the OFD.
iv) Performer adjusts ynd locks

the table height and/or the
tube height co the calculated
OFD and TOW

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:

1 0
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i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube
and the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or stoolji

Performer selects the size f:C11.,

designated for the degree of
.,magnification and the selected
part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD

involved).
iv) Performer activates the light

in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centerao
to the cassette on the s-ool oc
floor. Uses the cross-haalti pro-
jected by the beam to cen6c:r the
tube to the area on the fl for or

stool.
v) Performer locks the tube into.

position so that ther i. is a 900

angle of the beam teth the floor

6r stool. Fixes and ret,lins col-

limator setting.
vi) Performer marks the outline of

the collimated light area Qr
cassette on the floor or !F,Lool

using tape or othe': removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of

area as shown by cross-hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back

into place. Activates light
beam in collimator and marks
the table top where the center

cross-hairs and light outline
are projected (to be used to

center the part to be radio-
graphed). Uses tape or other
radiolucent removable marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using

a vev*L.1,:.al film holder, adjusts

upright holder to appropriate
hc.ight; adjusts x-ray tube to
rl.ht-angle horizontal projection
,f beam to film holder; centers
tu the film; measures and ad-

justs TOD to expected patient's
position and marks location of
1:,osition; measures and adjusts

OFD from position as marked.
e. If the sum of the new TOD and

OFD (TFD) is now different from
the TFD used for non-magnifica-
tion technique, performer may
consult technique chart to note
the factor to use for a compen-
satory change-in mAs. May record

for later use in setting exposure
factors.

f. Performer may also note the
chamge in kVp and mAs necessary
to compensate for any change in

collimation from non-magnifica-
tion technique. Consults appro-
priate chart for conversion fac-

tors. May record.

4. Performer readies patient for the

examination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-

priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to carry
out isolation or decontamination
techniques. Dons gown and mask.

b. Performer has the patient brought

from the holding area and pre-
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pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides ro
personally. Depending or :ustitu-
tional arrangements, pe-C:Jrner may
decide to assist in bri.14,1r.:; pa-

tient to examination room.
c. Performer greets patient and any

accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian,and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet. With
in-patient, checks hospital iden-
tification bracelet or other iden-

tifier. Checks with accompanying
staff member on any special pre-
cautions necessary during proce-

dure.
d. If not already done, performer

places padding on x-ray table. May
have patient moved to tqble.

i) If patient is on special stretch
er, places stretcher into posi-

tion so that radiolucent stretch
er can be lifted with patient on
it from wheeled ba se. to x-ray

table.
ii) With suspected fractures or ac-

cident patient, may have sur-
geon or radiologist position
the patient. May have patient
remain on stretcher until injury
has been localized.

iii) May have nurse carefully place
patient in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.

iv) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patient is never un-

attended.
v) If not already done, has pa-

tient's clothing removed and
has patient put in gown and
kept warm as appropriate.

e. Depending on institutional ar-
rangements and condition of pa-
tient, performer may indicate
to parent or guardian that he
or she must wait outside of ex-
amination room or that he or she
may remain in room to help reas-

sure patient.

i) Performer may provide privacy
while mother breast feeds in-
fant or may provide bottle and
have patient fed.

ii) Answers parent's or guardian's
questions honestly; attempts to
reassure and develop confi-
dence. Remains aware that pa-
tient and/or adult may be
frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

f. Performer attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient so

that infant remains calm during
examination. May hold patient;
may speak to patient in calm,

gentle voice; may provide clean
pacifier or toy.

i) If patient is difficult to
calm, performer may have par-
ent who is present leave, or
if parent has left, may try
having parent help calm pa-

tient.
ii) If patient continues to be un-

manageable, performer may con-
sider requesting that proce-
dure be delayed until child
is more quiet. May discuss
possibility of sedation with
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radiologist. If ordered, arranges
to have administered.

g. Performer questions parent, RN or
MD present on what movement is pos-
sible to determine what positions
are available for use.

0 Performer notes whether patient
can be examined in the standard
positions called for with the
projections ordered; if not,
plans to substitute alternative
positions.

ii) If patient has had a severe in-
jury to the spine, performer
plans for radiographic position-
ing of film and x-ray tube with
patient on stretcher and without
axial views or rotation. If any
manipulation of vtient's head
or spine is required, performer
may have physician carry this
out.

iii) Notes whether patient has ob-
vious curvature of the spinc!
(scoliosis).

iv) If patient has a.life support
system in place, such as incu-
bator, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
that this is being monitored.

v) If there is a wet dressing, per-
former has it reinforced or de-
cides to do personally.

h. Performer may measure the patient
for the dimensions relevant for
views ordered. May use centimeter
calipers to measure the thickness
of the part(s) to be radiographed
in the directions in which the cen-
tral ray of the x-ray beam will
pass through the centered part from

tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors.

i. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room

List Elements Fully

during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. Explains
if necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unneces-
sary radiation exposure.

5. After making sure that patient is
being attended, performer sets up
equipment for the examination before
positioning and immobilizing pa-
tient:

a. Depending on whether a bucky or
table top technique will be used
and standard institutional prac-
tices, performer selects speed
and type of film, grid, and cas-
sette combination:

i) Selects size of film based on
patient's size and whether
bilateral views are to be ex-
posed on a single film.

ii) For magnification technique,
performer selects the size
film designated for the degree
of magnification and the pa-
tient's size.

b. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the
first (or next) projection.

i) May mark midpoint of (each)
cassette (or each half of a
cassette to be used for sep-
arate bilateral views). Uses
radiolucent marker.

ii) If bilateral exposures will be
made separately on one film,
performer mentally decides how
these will be positioned so
that the film need not be turn-
ed for viewing each image.
Performer uses leaded rubber
sheets and masks the cassette
completely except for the half
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to be exposed. Treats the half cassette in marked position on
to be exposed from this point floor or stool.
'as though it were the actual
film size.

ii) As appropriate, performer may
place cassette in upright hold-
er at right angles to table

c. Performer attaches identification top or in other position se-
information to the cassette or
table top:

lected.
iii) With accident pattent, after

localization has been estab-
i) Places right or left marker on lished, performer may obtain

film holder or table top as ap- assistance in lifting any part
propriate to the study and pro- under which a cassette must be
jection,or depresses appropri- placed while the injured part
ate R or L button for automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-

-is supported.

f. Performer selects the exposure
formation is in the form of lead factors for the first (or next)
numerals, performer places on projection. Performer may consult
appropriate corner of cassette. the technique chart posted for

iii) If patient identification infor- the machine:
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside i) Performer locates the informa-
for later use with space created tion needed for the body part
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

and the projection involved,
according to the thickness of

iv) Performer may place patient's the part and the collimated
card into card tray for equip- field size to be used. Makes
ment using automatic film mark- sure that technique relates to
ing device,

d. If cassette is to be used with

the combination of film type
and speed, focal spot size,
focal-film distance and use or

bucky (under table top in up- nonuse of other accessories
right holder) performer may man-
ually pull out bucky tray and open

(such as screens, grids, bucky,
etc.).

retaining clamps. Inserts cassette
into bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed. Moves

ii) Makes .note of the kVp; mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal p

cassette into appropriate "stored" film distance (TFD or FFD)
position or inserts cassette tray called for.
into bucky slot and centers. iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and

e. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places film holder in a po-

time have been determined, per-,
former notes whether any con-

sition approximating final posi- versions are necessary to ac-
tioning. count for patient's age, condi-

tion, change in FFD, unavoid-
i) If magnification technique is

to be used, performer places
able movement by patient, ptef-
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erence of the radiologist in-
volved, and any other conver-
sion needed such as posted
change. Performer looks up numer
ical conversion factors and cal-
culates, or uses conversion
charts to ascertain the appro-
priate new exposure factor (kVp,
mA and/or time). Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

iv) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and
lower mAs, minimizing exposure
time.

g. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

i) Enters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for
use. Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized.
Checks that controls are set
for radiography mode.

ii) As appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot size
Selects and sets the exposure
Lime that will produce the mAs
de3ired. Sets the kVp selected

choosing the combination of

List Elements Fully

major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a controlcor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls tO provide for use
of bucky, manual tablesidr rd-
justment of table and
height, position, and colli-
mator (unless these have al-
ready been set as with magni-
fication technique).

vi) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
film distance (if not already
done, as with magnification
technique). Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray
tube into place over the film
holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD is ob-
tained.
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6. Performer prepares the patient in the
position selected for the first (or
next) exposure (unless this is done
by physician):

'a. May explain or demonstrate to staff
member what is required for immo-

. bilizing. May obtain help or has
MD position and immobilize in ac-
cident and fracture cases.

b. In positioning and immobilizing pa-
tient,performer places patient in
supine position unless otherwise
requested (such as for bending
views). Uses horizontal beam for
lateral projections when patient
is supine. In positioning head,
performer refers to standard ref-
erence lines.

c. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part. With upright
holder, adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film,

7. Performer positions and immobilizes
patient (or has this done) as follows:

a. For studies of the neck and cer-

vertebrae, performer places
patient in supine position
with mid-sagittal plane of
body centered to midline of
table. Places arms down along-
side body,with shoulders in a
single transverse plane. May
tape arms to the body at the
elbows after pulling them
down. Elevates chin so that
edges of upper incisors and
mastoid tips lie in same trans
verse plane. Performer may im-
mobilize head with head clamp
or webbing strap under chin.
Centers cassette to level of
fourth cervical vertebra and
directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

ii) If there is a non-localized
injury or unhealed fracture,
performer may make AP projec-
tion of cervical vertebrae by
having patient's head held to
prevent it from turning,and,
with head lifted,slipping the
cassette into position. Per-
former positions x-ray tube
to any angle specified.

iii) For AP open-mouth projection
(posterior open-mouth view)
of the atlas and axis, per-
former places patient En su-
pine position. Aligns mid-sag-
ittal plane of skull to mid-
line of table; pulls down arms
and tapes to sides of body.
Performer places the cassette
under the patient's neck, cen-
tered to the median sagittal
plane at the level of the sec-
ond cervical segment. Places
towel or pad to prevent cas-
sette from slippiag. Directs
central ray so that it paral-
lels a line from til edge of
the upper gums to the mastoid
tip,centered to the open mouth

vical spine, performer notes
whether flexion and extension views
are required in the lateral view,
whether an AP open mouth view is
ordered of atlas and axis, and
side of interest for lateral films.
Performer determines whether a
severe injury of the cervical spine

may be involved requiring non-ma-
nipulative positioning, and notes
whether the patient is to be po-
sitioned by a physician. Arranges
for the latter as appropriate,

i) For conventional AP projection
(posterior view) of cervical
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May mark line using marking pen
or wax pencil. Immobilizes head
with head clamp. Plans to mak
exposure while the infant cries,
with beam directed through the
open mouth.

iv) For lateral projection of cer-
vical vertebrae, performer ad-
justs cassette in vertical posi-
tion, at right angles to table
on side of interest, so that the
lower portion is in contact with
patient's shoulder. Centers to
the fourth cervical vertebra and
immobilizes patient.
May place wedge shaped pads or
radiolucent sponges beneath neck
and between head and cassette.
Pulls down patient's arms and
tapes to body. Directs central
beam at right angles to film
across table to midpoint of film
holder.

v) For lateral flexion view of cer-
vical spine, performer positions
as iv, abovelfor side of inter-
est, with median sagittal plane
of head and neck parallel with
the plane of film. Places pad
under head, and lowers chin so
that it touches anterior aspect
of neck or as far as possible in
flexion without forcing. Directs
central beam at- rIght angles as
above.

vi) For lateral extension view of
cervical spine, performer posi-
tions as iv,above,for side of in
terest, but places patient's
neck in extended position over a
450 angle pad, or as ordered.
Performer may secure head by
looping tape under chin and
securing to edge of table. Per-
former makes sure not to force
the extension of the neck. Cen-
ters beam as above.

b. For studies of the thoracic and/or
lumbar spine, performer may plan

List Elements Full

to take cdVantage of "heel ef-
fect." If so, places anode end of
x-ray tube over the thorax and the
cathode end over the abdomen when
positioning celltral beam. For
frontal films where there is known
spinal curvature, places convex
aspect of the curve towards the
film and concave aspect of the
curve towards the tube. If there
is a tumor or tenderness on dorsal
side of patient, elevates pa-
tient's body on soft cotton.
Performer determines whether pa-
tient requires preliminary film-
ing without being moved.

i) For AP projection (posterior
view) of the thoraco-lumbar
spine, performer positions pa-
tient so that median sagittal
plane of body is centered at
midline of table, and long
axis of x-ray-tube is parallel
to this line, with the anode
at the head (thoracic) end ol
the patient,and the cathode on
the feet (abdominal) end. Cen-
ters film to the midpoint of
the area of interest. Pulls
arms down and places alongside
body. May tape arms into posi-
tion. Adjusts head and spine
to single median sagittal
plane, centered to midline,
with shoulders in a single
transverse line. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to
midpoint of film. If the spine
is not on a horizontal plane,
directs central ray at right
angles to its long axis,through
the midpoint.

ii) For lateral projection of
thoraco-lumbar spine, perform-
er matntains patient in supine
position. Positions grid cas-
satte or cassette holder verti-
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tally next to stretcher or on
table on side of interest; sup-
ports so that x-ray beam may be
directed horizontally at right
angles to film. Centers cassette
to the mid-axillary line of the
body at the level of the center
of area of interest. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles- to mid-
point of film.

iii) For "bending films" for scoiio-
sis series,performer works with
co-worker or accompanying adult.
Performer instructs the "assist-
ant" or personally grasps the pa-
tient's hips and upper thighs
while the other person places pa-
tient's elbows against side of
head,turning patient to lateral
position on the side of interest.
At signal from performer, has the
two bend the patient's trunk for-
ward, Immobilizes patient using
tape in this lateral, forward-
bending position. Centers film
in bucky to midpoint of thoraco-
lumbar area. Directs central beam
vertically at right angles to
film directed to midpoint of
film.

If appropriate, performer re-
peats positioning, -his time
moving patient'ships and thighs
away from the arms and head, so
that patient is in lateral back-
ward bending position. Immobil-
izes with tape or bands. Centers
beam and cassette as above to
midpoint of area of interest,
with central ray vertical at
right angles to film.

c. Performer immobilizes patient as
appropriate. Places restraining
bands, strips of gauze,and adhesive
tape as needed. May use head clamp;

List Elements Full

may use clean diaper stretched
diagonally across the table and
over the patient's head. After pa-
tient has been immobilized, per-
former makes sure that patient is
still able to make small movements
necessary for normal circulation,
respiration and other vital func-
tions.

d. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician or
nurse at once and await orders;
may decide on alternative position
ing to avoid movement of the af-
fected part.

e. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size
(or the size of the unshielded
area of the film to be exposed).
Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field. Uses
the collimator light to center the
patient to the x-ray field, or
centers the part to the film hold-
er and uses the collimator light
to center the tube to the part.
Checks that primary beam will en-
ter the center of the area of in-
terest at the selected angle to
the film so as to project the view
desired. May readjust tube posi-
tion lengthwise or cross-wise to
provide better centering.

8. Performer pl'ovides appropriate colli-
mation and shielding:

a_ Once tLe patient has bn posit-
ioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the ..ollimator so that a
small unexposed ')order will appear
Iaround the edge of the film; colli
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mates further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and detail).
For small fields performer attaches
an auxiliary extension cone to
collimator to further reduce the
primary beam. Adjusts primary beam
to minimum size needed to cover the
part(s) of interest.

b. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam but
are not of interest for the exami-
nation.

c. Makes sure that anyone holding the
patient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room is supplied
-41.th lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam as much
as possible.

d. Performer may mark patient's skin
to show original collimation and
centering points; may record expo-
sure factors to facilitate any
further filming required.

Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-
gency and/or to.prevent or respond to
an accident. Is alert to signs sug-
gesting faintness or any impairment
in respiration.

a..Notifies nurse or physician at
once if patient shows emergency
signs.

b. Makes sure that life support func-
tions are being monitored and pa-
tient is never left unattended. Is
especially careful to prevent pa-
tient falling.

10. Performer makes first (or next) expo-
sure:

is made. Readjusts position if
warranted.

b. The performer returns to control
room. Makes sure controls are
properly set and patient is still
in position.

c. Performer observes patient's
breathing,and times exposure to
the appropriate instant for the
phase required. For open mouth
projection,waits until patient is
crying and an instant when the
mouth is wide open. Starts expo-
sure for deep inspiration at the
peak elevation of inspiration.
Starts exposure for expiration
after phase has begun.

d. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is underway
performer checks that mA meter
rvcords appropriaie current
a t, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function,such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is mal-
function, may decide to re-
port; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.

iii) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposur
due to faulty timer).

iv) After exposure is completed,
tells any adult with infant
- . .
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technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

vi) After exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes cassette or
film holder from table, floor
or bucky. Removes any markers
for further use. -

vii) Performer may plan to have each
radiograph processed and ex-
amined after exposure so that
radiologist can terminate when
appropriate and avoid- unneces-
sary exposures.

viii) Performer may arrange to have
the full set of processed ra-
diographs reviewed by a radio-
logist so that any additional
views required can be made at
once.

ix) Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures order-
ed before review by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors,
tube, and position of table or
film holder as appropriate to
each view ordered.

x) Performer arranges to have the
first 1.esure(s) processed at
once or decides to do personal-
ly. Attaches ID card for use
with flasher if appropriate.
May sign requisition.

xi) While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
person, parent or self.

11. Pe:former has processed films review-
ed as appropriate:

a. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, and/or are
to be reviewed wet, or viewed as

List Elements Full

to the radiologist in charge,
places on view boxes, and/or ar-
ranges to have viewed in darkroom;
informs radiologist that the ra-
diographs are ready,

b. If the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the
technical factors, processing, or
patient positioning, performer
records or notes for later use in
the examination,and/or repeats
preliminary radiography as order-

ed.

c. When (or if) performer learns from

the radiologist the extent of the
injury and/or whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions
can be undertaken, eliminated, or
altered, performer proceeds as
appropriate according to instruc-
tions:

i) For further exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for
next view(s) including identi-
fication of film holder or cas-
sette and use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of tech-
nique for next view (if dif-
ferent), posi*toning patient
and equipment for focus-object-
film alignment, proper colli-
mation, shielding, immobiliza-
tion, and exposure, as describ-
ed. For bilateral exposures on
one film, keeps R-L reference
constant; centers using the
point marked'earlier on the
cassette.

. ii) Performer refrains from comment
ing to parent or guardian on
the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

d. If performer is asked to repeat
mr,, cvvnnclivoc_ makpq gime that the
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medically, since additional radi-
ation will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own negli-
gence or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference-for-densIty bi
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for futuie work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

e. If appropriate, performer notes
radiologist's orders for additional
studies such as contrast study,
conventional or computerized trans-
verse axial tomography.

12. When performer is sure that the exam-
ination has been completed, carries
out termination steps for the exami-

nation:

a. Performer may have patient fed,
transported back to room, to par-
ent or guardian, or next location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate.

b. Performer has equipment and exami-
nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depending
on institutional arrangements.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. 1,Lly include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical facrors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-

_

radiation dose to which patient
was exposed (using posted infor-
mation on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any spe-
cial care provided patient. If
any views called for in the ini-
tial request could not be obtained
performer may record reasons.
Signs requisition sheet.

d. If appropriate,has radiologist
fill out and/or sign requisition
sheet for current study and/or
new orders.

................................. ... .

e. If performer will oniy Carry 6111

preliminary "scout" filming, and
another technologist will continue
with examination, performer re-
cords the approved technical fac-
tors used for the scouts, and the
accessories employed, or informs
technologist who will continue.
Performer gives the requisition
sheet, name card, and any notes
to terhnologist who will continue
with procedure.

f. Perrormer may decide,to jacket
films, reqUisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally,or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready
to proceed with the next examina-
tion.
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this is broad enough to be repeatable.)'

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set;
technique for magnification set up;shielding applied;
pt. positioned,immobilized;exposures made;radio-
graphs sent for processing and evaluation;procedures
repeated as appropriate for full set of views;patient
returned;examination recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-tachni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the upper extremities (hand
(s), wrist(s), forearm(s), el-
bow joint(s), upper arm(s), and/
or shoulder joint, clavicle ahd
scapula) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-
tors used and/or any changes
necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

. What is used in _performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history,prior radiographs;pen;x-ray con-
trol panel,tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension
cones;technique,standard view,tube rating,and rad
exposure charts;cassettes,nonscreen film holders;
vertical cassette holder;shielding;R-L and ID mark-
ers;immobilization devices,translucent panels,bands,
tape,gauze;calipers;stool;scissors;view boxes;emer-

gency cart;sterile gloves,gown,maak;padding;diapers;
pacifier;toys;wax marking pen;order fbrms;phone;
stretcher

,

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...U.

. es to q. : Name tne kino of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Infant patient to be radiographed;co-worker;radiolo -
gist;nurse;accompanying adult
.......

Name the task so that the answers to ques- a. Performer checks the exam-
ination(s) called for,
the part(s) involved, the
extent of the area of in-
terest, whether distal
and/or proximal joint is
to be included, the af-
fected side, whether bi-
lateral or unilateral
studies are ordered. Notes
the name of the radiolo-

nV_DD.DD.DD

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,
Taking plain film radiographs of the upper extremi-
ities of infant patient by reviewing request;report-
ing observed contraindications;reassuring pt.,adult;.
measuring parts;setting up for magnification tech-
nique;selecting and setting technical factors;iden-
tifying film;positioning pt. and equipment;immobil-
izing pt.;providing shielding;collimating;making ex-
posures;havin radiographs processed and reviewed;
repeating for full set of views or as ordered;having
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gist in charge; may note name of
referring clinician.

b. Performer notes che positions and
views called for, the number of ex-
posures, whether standard and/or
special series, whether magnifica-
tion is ordered, whether there will
be multiple views on a.single film.
Notes orders on technique such 2.3
use of bucky, nonscreen holders.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight. Notes whether patient is in-i
patient, out-patient, or emergency
patient. Notes any special informa-
tion that will affect patient posi-
tioning, technique, immobilization,
or handling of the patient, such
as presence of suspected or unheal-
ed fracture, presence of plaster
cast, splints (to be left in place
or removed by a physician), whether
patient will be on a stretcher or

in incubator.
d. Performer checks whether patient

is suffering from d collateral con-
dition requiring special handling
such as respiratory or heart dis-
ease, communicable or infect)..ous
condition, retardation; notes
whether patient has IV drip, oxygen
supply, respirar.c:y or similar de-
vices in placL. whether patient
will be accom?unied by nurse, other
staff person, .0:0(.1:It or g.ardian.

e. Performer checks prior preparation
of patient:

i) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-
former may check timing to be
sure a proper elapse t)f time
has occurred for medication to
take effect. May arrange to de-
lay examination if appropriate.

AS.

List Elements Fullx___.

ii) May note patient's feeding
schedule and arrange to have
patient fed while in depart-
ment if not contrary to needs
of exnmination.

f. Performer ...iders the acces-
sory equipe2n technical fac-
tors, shieldiIr! ,nd immobiliza-
tion equipm-nt ropriate for
the patienL's -,e _rx, size,
condition,and Tj%e ,,,xamination or-

dered. Plans to :akt: s'ilecial pre-
cautions ne nate or ill pa-
tient such use of gown, mask,
sanitary procedures to protect
patient from contamination or to
prevent spread of infection.
Notes appropriate shielding for
examination.

g. If performer is not already as-
signed to examination room (and
.a particular machine) notes the
room or machine involved. Goes
to examination room or control
room fcr machine. Checks for grid
or high speed bucky if required.
if magnifitation has been request
ed, performer checks that the ma-
chine to be used has a fractfonal
focal spot of approp::iate size
for direct magnification tech-
nique (.e. 0.3 mm or smaller).

h. Performr makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, .
that information on requisition
sheet Is complete:

i) Dependiug on i::titutional pro
cedur.:s perform::Y may review
patient's radiation 4. ,:osure
histo7y, prior recoId of tech-
niqw!s used, and cumulative
expo:re. Notices wheth-c ex-
amina,ion has been done at in-
stitutico or elsewhere in re-
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cent past, whether number of available,or decides to do per-

radiographic exposures ordered
or done in past is extensive
and should be brought to radio-
logist's attention.

ii) May review prior films and con-
sider whether any exposures or- .

dered can be eliminated. Notes
any record of technical factors
used.

iii) If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking
for performer to select techni-
que or to properly position or
care for patient, or if perform-
er considers that there may be
contraindications'to going ahZit14.

with the procedure, performer'
notifies supervisor, radiolo-
gist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institu-
tional procedures. Explains f,'Ie
problem if appropriate and p o-
ceeds after obtaining needed in-
formation, signature, or orders.

1. If referring physician has request-
.. ed that films already on file be

seat with current radiographs, aT:c
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he
or she prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room long-
er than necessary:

a. Performer washer.' hnnAs as appro-
priate; depending on pati:3.nt's
condition, may decide to arrange
for or carry out isolation or de-
contamination techniques.

h_ Tf annronriat e. checks hat emer-

sonally. Checks that clean paci-
fiers and toys are present.

c. Checks that proper accessories
for infant patient are available
for procedure including leaded
rubber shielding for patient,
aprons and gloves to be used by
anyone who will remain in the
room during exposure, gown, mask
for performer.

d. Performer checks tbnt appropriate
immobilization devices for infant
are present, and that there is a
mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.

e. Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,
leaded numerals or markers.
Performer prepares for identiaca-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film
holder(s) grving appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on film
holder surface; ma7 wrie or
type out ID infor,T.4tion on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
recedsition sheet.

g. .,?.rformer-make, sure that an ade-

quate supply f loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and sizes
for infantf. are available in the
examination room. If not, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain Per
sonally.
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h. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes uote of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

i. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel and checks that in-
dicator light shows that machine

. is "warmed up." If appropriate,
performer may set radiography mode
selector and set collimator con-
trol for manual operation.

3. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magnifi-
cation (used without bucky):

a. Performe7.. determines the degree of
magnification requested on the req-
uisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square
root.

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from target (focal spot)
to object (patient) (TOD), and from
object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film
(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD):

i) If the distance from the table
top to a casgette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will.be
a relatively inflexible dis-
tance, performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,
may note the table height.) Per-
former may adjust table height
to provide for a round number
for the OFD.

List Elements Full

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD)
will be the relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer de-
termines what this is by mea-
suring or reading appropriate
indicator scale on tube 'hous-
ing. Performer may adjust tube
height to provide a round num-
ber for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer
calculates the required com-
plementary distance by refer-
ring to a magnification chazt
for the degree of linear magni-
fication required, or uses the
formula: degree of linear mag-
nification equals TFD divided
by TOD. For a two-times linear
magnification performer simply
sets the TOD equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks
the table height and/or the
tube height to the calculated
OFD and TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-
proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube
and the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer selects the
size film designated for the
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degree of magnification and tH
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD
involved).

iv) Performer activates the light
in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs pro-
jected by the beam to center ;the
tube to the area on the floor
or stool.

v) Performe- locks the tube into
position so that there is a 900
angle of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col-
limator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks brplacing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of
area as shown by.cross-hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where the center cross-haIrs
and light outline are plojected
(to be used to center the part.
to be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using
a vertical film holder, adjusts
upright holder to appropriate
height; adjusts x-ray tube to
right-angle horizontal projection

List Elements Full

of beam to film holder; centers
to the film; measures and adjusts
TOD to expected patient's posi-
tion and marks location of posi-
tion; measures and adjusts OFD
from position as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and
OFD (TFD) is now different from
the TFD used for non-magnifica-
tion technique, performer may
consult technique chart to note
the factor to use for a compen-
satory change in mAs. May record
for later use in setting exposure
factors.

f. Performer may also note the
change in kVp and mAs necessary
to compensate for any change in
collimation from non-magnifica-
tion technique. Consults appro-
priate chart for conversion fac-
tors. May record.

4. Performer readies patient for the
examination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to carry
out isolation or decontamination
techniques. Dons gown and mask.

b. Performer has *he patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
oared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements, performer
may decide to assist in bringing
patient to examination room.

c. Performer greets patient and any
accompanying.staff person and/or
parent or guardian and'introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet.
With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. Checks with accompany-
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ing staff member on any special pre-
cautions recessary during proce-.

dure.
d. If not already done, performer

places padding on x-ray table. May
have patient moved to table.

i) If patient is on special stretch-
er, places stretcher into posi-
tion so that radioiucent stretch-
er can be lifted with patient on
it from wheeled base to x-ray
table.

ii) May have nurse carefully place
patient in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.

iii) Makes sure patient_ is being at-
tended and ther,1 is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patienv is never un-
attended.

iv) If not already donE, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and has
patient put in gown and kept
warm as appropriate.

e. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments and condition of patient,
performer may indicate to parent
or guardian that he or she must
wait outside of examination room
or that he or she may remain in
room to help reassure patient.

i) Performer may provide privacy
while mother breast feeds in-
fant or may provide bottle and
have patient fed.

ii) Answers parent's or guardian's
questions honestly; attempts
to reassure and develop confi-
dence. Remains aware that pa-
tient and/or adult may he
frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to

adult when asked medical ques
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

f. Performer attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient so
that infant remains calm during
examination. May hold patient;
may speak to patient in calm,
gentle voice; may provide clean
pacifier or toy.

i) If patient is difficult to
calm, performer may have par-
ent who is present leave, or
if parent has left, may try
having parent help calm pa-
tient.

ii) If patient continues to be un-
manageable, performer may con-
sider requesting that proce-
dure be delayed until child
is more quiet. May discuss pos-
sibility of sedation with ra-
diologist. If ordered, arranges
to have sedation administered.

g. Performer questions parent. RN or
MD present on what movement is
possible in the affected limbs or
shoulder to determine what posi-
tions are available for use.

i) Performer notes whether patient
can be examined in the stand-
ard positions called for with
the projections ordered; if not,
plans to substitute alternative
positions.

ii) If movement is limited or frac-
ture is suspected, performer
decides on x-ray tube and pa-
tient positions to accomplish
the radiography with a minimum
of movement of the patient. May
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decide to use upright film hold-
er in appropriate poSitions with
patient stationary to accomplish
this.

iii) If there is an injured arm to be
radiographed performer removes
sleeve from unaffected side be-
fore slipping sleeve off affect-
ed side. If patient is suffering
from a fracture, performer has
staff member in attendance re-
move the necessary clothing from
the area. :f there is a splint
or cast on injured area to be
removed,performer has removed
by appropriate staff member;
does not remove personally.

iv) If there is a wet dTessing in-
volved, performer has it rein-
forced or decides to do per-
sonally.

v) If patient has a life support
system in place, such as incu-
bator, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
that this is being monitored.

h. Performer measures the patient for
the dimensions relevant for the
views ordered. May use centimeter
calipers to measure the thickness
of the part(s) to be radiographed
in the directions in which the cen-
tral ray,of the x-ray beam will
pass through the centered part frow
tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors.

i. Performer considers the number and
types of projections ordered for
the examination and the patient's
condition. Performer may consider
a change from standard projections
to better accomplish the purpose
of the examination, or deletion of
a position. Depending on institu-
tional arrangements, performer may
obtain permission from appropriate

List Elements Full

radiologist or decides personally
to alter the standard procedure
within institutional guidelines.

j. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. Explains if
necessary that this is not cause
for alarm bat a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure. If a staff member or .

parent or guardian will be asked
to assist in positioning, perform-
er provides leaded gloves and
apAp.

5. After making sure that patient is
being attended, performer sets up
equipment for the examination before
positioning and immobilizing patient:

a. Depending on whether a bucky or
table top technique will be used,
whether nonscreen holders or cas-
settes, and standard institution-
al practices, performer selects
speed and type of film, grid,
and film holder combination:

1i) Selects size of film based on
patient's size, the area of
interestjand whether multiple
views are to be exposed on a
single film.

ii) For magnification technique,
performer selects the size of
film designated for the degree
of magnification, the pa-
tient's size'and the area of

interest.

b. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the
first (or next) projection.

i) May mark midpoint of (each)
cassette (or each section of a
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cassette to be ,,ed for separate
multiple views). Uses radio-
lucent marker.

ii) If several views will be taken
on one film, performer mentally
decides how these will be posi-
tioned so that the film need not
be turned for viewing each image.
Performer uses leaded rubber
sheets and masks the film holder
completely except for the area
to be exposed. Performer treats
the area co be exposed from this
point as though it were the
actual film size.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection,or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for.automatic
marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

d. If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under table top or in up-
right holder) performer may man-
ually pull out bucky tray and open
retaining clamps. Inserts cassette
into bucky tray and pushes baCk.
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Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts cas-
sette tray into bucky slot and
centers.

e. If a bucky is not being used, per-
former places film holder in a po-
sition approximating final posi-
tioning.

i) If magnification technique is
to be used, performer places
cassette in marked position on
floor or stool.

ii) If appropriate, performer may
place cassette in upright hold-
er at right angles to table top
or in other position selected.

iii) May place leaded rubber sh,,et
under ncnscreen film holder.

f. Performer selects the exposure
factors for the first projection.
May consult the technique char'-.
posted for the machine:

I) Locates the information needed
for the body part and projec-
tion involved according to the
thickness of the part and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes suiethat technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed, focal spot
size, FFD and use or monuse of
other accessories (such as
screens, grids, bucky,

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (TFD ur FFD) call
ed for.

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and

time have been determined, per-
former notes whether any con-
versions are necessary to ac-
count for patient's age, a path
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ological condltion,plaster cast,
a change in FFD, the preference
of the radiologist involved, and
any other conversion needed such
as with magnification technique
or posted change. Performer looks
up numerical conversion factors
and calculates or uses conver-
sion chart to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA and/or time). Multi-
plies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

iv) Performer checks my new or un-
familiar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs, mini-
mizing exposure time.

g. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

i) Eaters control room. Makes sure
that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is ready for
use. Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized.
Checks that controls are set for
radiography mode.

ii) As appropriate, &ricks line volt
age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line
meter.

iii) For conve-,.donal exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot size.
Selects and sets the exposure
time that will produce the mAs
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desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major kilovoltage and minor
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

iv) For autothatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study.and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with the
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exrosure
before phototimed ex,caure is
made.

v) Deprading on 1-
se_ controls .uvide for use

o bucky, nu trIbleside ad-

justment of and tube
height, pos.on, and collima-
tor (unless hese have already
been set as ALIA magnification
techniqUe).

vi) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
filn distance (if not already
done', as with magnification
technique). Operates controls
or ,lanually moves the x-ray
tubs into place over the film
holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
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housing; adjusts up or down un- 0 If there is a suspected foreign

til the required FFD is obtained., body in the hand, performer

I

6. Performer prepares the patient in the

determines the point of entry
and tapes a small lead marker

position selected for the first (or over the point. May take ante-

next) exposure: rior and lateral views.
ii) If the wrist is in a cast or

a. May obtain help in positioning splint performer centers by

and immobilizing patient. May ex- comparing with opposite wrist

plain to staff member or accompany- in identical position.

ing adult what is required. iii) For anterior view (PA projec-

b. Makes sure that correct side and
part are being positioned. If so

tion) of hand and/or wrist,
centers to film holder or un-

ordered, plans to film unaffected 'masked portion of holder with

side for comparison. Makes com- hand in prone position. Relaxes

parison radiographs in same posi- hand and separates patient's

tion as side of interest. fingers. Immobilizes by placing

c. In positioning and immobilizing
injured patient, performer places

translucent plastic panel,
balsa board,or lucite paddle

patient in supine posi,.ion. Uses gently across hand and weight-

horizontal beam when necessary tc ing each end to hold in place.

avoid rotating patient. iv) For AP oblique view (PA oblique

d. Performer centers the part keeping projection) of hand and/or

the long axis of the part parallel wrist,rotates patient's hand

to the film holder. When using a externally to about 400 from

bucky centers patient to midline, prone position. May flex and

With film holder or cassette on
_ .

separate fingers and extend

1table top,centers film to part. thumb. Uses sponge or cotto.

With upright holder adjusts height for support and sandbags tr

of holde- to part and centers part hold in position.

to film. v) For lateral view of hand id

wrist,rotates wrist exterAally

7. Performer positions and immobilizes 900 from prone position. Ex-

patient as follows: tends patient's fingers and
thumbs so that ulnar side of

a. For studies of the hand and wrist, wrist is fazing film holder.
Cheel...s that metacarpals andperformer centers with reference

to the distal ends and shafts of phalanges are supericaposed.

the metacarpal bones and/or with Uses sponges or blocks to sup-

reference to the radial and ulnar port on either sid,?

styloid processes. Notes side of vi) Directs central r.u.y at right

interest and whether comparison I
angles to film, entering at

views are required. Places patient I
so that hand and wrist can be cen-
tered on the film holder on table

center of area of interest.

b. For studies of the forearm and el-

top in comfortable position. bow, performer centers arm on film
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holder with reference to the radial
and ulnar styloid processes and
the lateral and medial epicondyles
of the humerus. Notes side of in-
terest and whether comparison views
are required.

i) Places patient in supine posi-
tion on table with the arm ab-
ducted lateral to the body.

ii) For a posterior view (AP pro-
jection) of forearm and elbow,
extends patient's arm as much
as possible uith hand palm up
(supinated). Checks that the
anterior surface of the elbow
is parallel to the plane of the
film,and that the medial and
lateral epicondyles of the hum-
erus are parallel to the film
holder. Immobilizes by placing
translucent panel across arm;
includes humerus and hand. Se-
cures with sandbags.

iii) For a lateral projection of
forearm and elbow, maintains
position and bends elbow to 90

0
,

'.n.r. as ordered,so.that the fore-
d'm and hand are in true lateral
position directed towards the
head. Makes sure that the long
axis of the forearm is parallel
to the film, and that the radi-
us, ulna and carpal bones are
in lateral superimposition. Uses'
sponges to support in position,
with plastic panel and sandbags
to hold in place.

iv) Directs central ray at right
angles to film, entering at cen-
ter of area of interest,

c. For the humerus, performer centers

terest and whether a comparison
view is required. ,

i) For a lateral projection of
humerus, places patient in su-
pine position on table with
arm abducted. Flexes elbow 45
in direction of head so that
thumb is against table. Checks
that .11picondyles are at right
angles to the plane of the
film. Centers film to area of
interest. Uses sponges to sup-
port in position,with plastic
panel and sandbags to hold in
place.

ii) Directs central ray at right
angles to film, entering at
center of area of interest; in-

eludes either joint as speci-
fied.

d. For the shoulder performer notes
the positions involved and whether
bilateral PA views are required
on one film. If so, plates both
arms in the same position.

i) For the AP projection (poster-
ior view) of the shoulders,
performer places patient in su-
pine position. .

If rotation is ordered, per-
former locates the epicondyles
and holds between thumb and
index finger of one hand while
adjusting each arm. For exter-
nal rotation turns palm(s) for-
ward. Abducts arm(s) slightly
so that the corona] plane of
the epicondyles is parallel
with plane of M.A. Supports
as needed. For neutral rota-
tion rests pat:Lent's palm(s)
against thips). May tape into
position. Lijusts arm(s) so
that the coronal plane of the

on table with reference to the lat
eral and medial epicondyles of the
humerus and the acromion process
of the scapula. Notes side of in-

.......
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epicondyles is perpendicular to
the plane of the film. Centers
film to midpoint of area of in-
terest. Immobilizes as appropri-
ate. May use web band.
Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint between
shoulders or at right angles
to the coracoid process on the
side of interest.

ii) For an axiolateral projection
of the shoulder joint, performer'
maintains patient in supine po-
sition. Abducts arm on affected
side at right angles to the body.
Flexes elbow. Elevates patient's
head lnd shoulders 2 to 3 inches
and supports. Immobilizes hand
and wrist in lateral position.
Supports patient's hand. Turns
patient's hea4 away from affect-
ed side and immobilizes with
band. Performer places cassette
on edge above shoulder as close
as possible to neck. Supports
cassette or tapes into place at
right angles to table top. Di-
rects central ray horizontally
through the axilla to the acro-
mioclavicular articulation and
towards the film.

e. Performer immobilizes patient as

appropriate. May use plastic panel
held in place by sandbags. May use
restraining bands, tape, a clean
diaper stretched diagonally across
the table and over the patient's
head. After patient has been im-
mobilized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for nor-
mal circulation, respiration, and
other vital functions.

f. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician or

7
List Elements Fully

nurse at once and await orders, or
may decide on alternative posi-
tioning to avoid movement of the
affected part.

g. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size
(or the size of the unshielded
area of the film to be exposed).

Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field. Uses
the collimator light to center the
patient to the x-ray field, or
centers the part to the film hold-
er,and uses the collimator light
to center the tube to the part.
Checks that primary beam will en-
ter the center of the area of in-

terest at the selected angle to
the film so as to project the Iiiew

desired. May readjust tube posi-
tion lengthwise or crosswise to
provide better centering.

Performer pr.)vides appropriate colli-

mation and shielding:

a. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will ap-
pear around the edge of the film;
collimates further so as to ex-

pose only the area of interest

(and thus provide maximum protec-
tion and detail). May attach an
auxiliary extension cone to col-
limator to further reduce the pri-
mary beam. Adjusts primary beam

to minimum size needed to cover
the part(s) of interest.

b. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive
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areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination.

c. Makes sure that anyone holding the
patient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam as much
as possible.

d. Performer may mark patient's skin
to show original collimation and
centering points; may record expo-
sure factors to facilitate any
further filming required.

Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any algns of emer-

gency and/or to prevent kvt respond zo
an accident. Is alert to signs sug-
gesting faintness, or any impairment

in respiration.

a. Notifies nurse or physician at

once if patient shows emergency
signs.

b. Makes sure that life support func-
tions are being monitored and pa-
tient is never left.unattended.
Is especially careful to prevent
patient falling.

10. Performer makes first (or next) expo-
sure:

a. Observes the patient's movement
until the moment thit the exposure
is made. Readjusts position if war-
ranted.

b. Performer returns to control room.
Makes sure controls are properly
set and patient is still in posi-
tion.

c. Performer observes patient's breath
ing and times exposure to the ap-
propriate instant for the phase
required. Starts exposure for deep
inspiration at the peak elevation

19,1

of inspira;t1on. Starts exposure
for expiration after phase has
begun.

d. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-1

ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

iii) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).

iv) After exposure is completed
tells any adult with infant
that he or she can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit.
Anticipates need to repeat ex-
posure.

vi) Afer exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes cassette
or film holder from table,
floor or bucky. Removes any
markers for further use. If
multiple views are to be made
on the film, removes leaded

rubber mask and remasks all but
next area to be exposed.
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11.

vii) If the patient is being examined
for a possible fracture or if
so requested, performer arranges
to have the first exposure pro-
cessed at once and brought to
the appropriate radiologist.

viii) Performer may plan to have each
radiograph processed and ex-
amined after exposure so that
radiologist can terminate when
appropriate and avoid unneces-
sary exposures.

ix) Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures ordered
before review by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors,
tube, and position of table or
film holder as appropriate to
each view ordered.

x) Performer may arrange to have
the full set of processed ra-
diographs reviewed by a radio-
logist so that any additional
views required can be made at
once.

xi) Performer arranges to have the
exposure(s) processed at once
or decides to do.personally.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

xii) While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
person, parent or self.

Performer has processed films review-
ed as appropriate:

a. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-
liminary (scout) films, and/or are
to be reviewed wet, or viewed as
processed, performer brings the
processed radiograph(s) directly
to the radiologist in charge,places
on view boxes, and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom; informs

radiologist that the radiographs
are ready.

b. If the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the tech-
nical factors, processing, or pa-
tient positioning, performer re-
cords or notes for later use in
the examination and/or repeats
preliminary radiography as or-
dered.

c. When (or if) performer learns from
the radiologist the extent of the
injury and/or whether further con-
ventional views and/or positions
can be undertaken, eliminated, or
altered, performer proceeds as ap-

_ .

propriate according to instruc-
tions:

i) For further exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for
next view(s) including identi-
fication of film holder or cas-
sette and use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of tech-
nique for next view (if dif-
ferent), positioning patient
and equipment for focus-object-
film alignment, proper collima-
tion, shielding, immobilize-
tion, and making exposure, as
described. For multiple expo-

.
sures on one film, keeps-R-L
reference constant; centers
using the point marked earlier.

ii) Performer refrains from com-
menting to parent or guardian
on the films or providing any
interpretation.

d. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes sure that
the additional exposures are war-
ranted medically, since additional
radiation will be incurred.

.

'
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i) Notes whether need to repeat is d. If appropriate has radiologist

due to performer's own negli- fill out and/or sign requisition

gence 'or lack of attention so sheet.

that performer can avoid future e. Performer may decide to jacket

"retakes." films, requisition sheets, and re-

ii) If request for retakes reflects lated materials and/or have infor-

malfunctioning equipment, per- mation recorded in log book per-

former reports malfunction to sonally or have this done; depend-

appropriate staff member. ing on institutional procedures.

iii) If request for retakes reflects f. May indicate to appropriate staff

the preference for density or person when the performer is ready

contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

.

to proceed with next examination.

12. When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, carries
out termination steps for the examina-

tion:

.

a. Performer may have patient fed,

transported back to room, to par-
ent or guardian, or next location,

or decides to do personally, as' ap-

propriate.
b. Performer has equipment and exami-

nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and film
sizes; may record the number of ex-
posures made of each view including

retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient
was exposed (using posted infor-

mation on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any special
care provided patient. If any views

called for in the initial request
could not be obtained, performer
may record reasona..Signs requisi-

tion sheet.

-

.-

...........
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;portable or stationary x-ray
equipment checked,cleaned,set up;pt% reassured;parts
measured;films identified;technical factors selected
and set;technique for magnification set up;barium
fed and/or applied;isolation technique used;shield-
ing applied;pt. positioned,immobilized;exposures
made;radiographs sent for processing and evaluation;
procedures repeated as appropriate for full set of
views;patient returued;examination recorded;radio-
graphs,portable equipment returned,placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the anterior portion of the
neck (pharynx, larynx, upper end
of esophagus) and/or the chest
(ribs, thoracic viscera such as
trachea, esophagus, heart,lungs,
thymus, mediastinum) as a result

ot:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

The plain films may be part
of a survey and/or may serve
as preliminary "scout" films

for contrast studies or more
specialized procedures. Req-
uisition may require use of
barium sulfate contrast med-
ium .

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-
tors used and/ur any changes
necessary.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

OK-RPRRRR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history,prior radiographs;pen;portable or
stationary x-ray unit,control panel,tube,bucky,table
collimator,extension cones;footboard;technique,stan-
dard view,tube rating,rad exposure charts;cassettes;
stool;scissors;view boxes;vertical cassette holder;
shielding;R-L,ID markers;immobilization devices,head
clamp,band,tape,gauze,pillowcase,stockinet;calipers;
sterile gloves,gown,mask;procedure tray;padding;dia-
pers;pacifier;toys;plastic wrap;barium paste,feeding
bottle;marking pen;order forms;phone;incubator;soap;
disinfectant solution.cleanin cloths.emer:enc cart

. s t ere a rec pient, respon.ent pr co-wor er
involved in the task? Yes...(4) No...( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Infant pt.;co-worker;radiologist;nurse;accompanying
adult;neonate ward supervisor

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking radiographs of neck,chest of infant pt. by re

viewing request;arranging transport,cleaning mobile

unit;reporting observed contraindications;reassuring
pt.,adult;measuring parts;setting for magnification;

using isolation technique;selecting,setting technica

factors;identifying film;positioning pt.;applying,

feeding barium;immobilizing pt.;providing shielding;

collimating;making exposures;having radiographs pro-

cessed,reviewed;repeating,continuing as ordered;hav-

ing pt.,equipment returned;recording exam;placing ta

diographs for use.

6. Check here if this
.

is a master sheet..fc) i_
Ilmw
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a. Performer checks the examination
called for and the purpose, such
as evaluation of heart size and/or
functioning, heart or lung disease,
respiratory obstruction or distress,
pectus excavatum, pneumothorax, a
check on positioning of endotra-
cheal tube, etc. Notes the name of
the radiologist in charge; may note
name of referring clinician.

b. Performer, reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
height, weight. Notes whether pa-
tient is in-patient, out-patient,
emergency patient.

c. If patient is neonate, notes wheth-
er patient is to be examined in
neonate ward, and notes location
if appropriate; checks the time
for the scheduled procedure. If
appropriate, notes whether bedside
(portable) x-ray equipment must be
provided, the name of staff person
in charge in neonate ward.

d. Performer notes whether special
and/or standard patient positions
and projections are ordered, the
side of interest, areas to be in-
cluded in central beam, breathing
instructions, whether inspiration-
nxpiration films are ordered, cen-
tral beam angulation, the nature of
any foreign object to be localized,

whether barium is to be administer-
ed by mouth (in bottle). Notes
whether the use of a grid or bucky
will be involved. Notes any request
for magnification.

e. Notes any special information that

will affect patient positioning,
technique, immobilization or han-
dling of the patient, such as pre-
sence of injuries, unhealed or, sus-
pected fracture, presence of endo-
tracheal tube, IV drip, oxygen sup-
ply, incubator,or similar life sup-
port devices. Checks whether isola-

List Elements Full

tion technique is required for pa-
tient with communicable or infec-
tious condition or if performer
is to go to neonate ward. Notes
whether patient will be accompan-
ied by nurse, other staff person,
parent or guardian.

f. Performer checks any orders for
prior preparation of patient:

i) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-,
former may check timing to be
sure a proper elapse of time
hat-.: occurred for medication to
take effect. May arrange to
delay examination if appropri-
ate.

ii) With patient who is to under-
go subsequent contrast study,
performer may note whether or-
ders for prior preparation have
been given and carried out; if
not already done, may arrange
to have orders carried out or
informs appropriate staff mem-
ber.

iii) May note patient's feeding
schedule and arrange.to have
patient fed while in department
if not contrary to needs of
examination.

g. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
and immobilization equipment ap-
propriate for the patient's age,
sex, size, condition, and the ex-
amination ordered. Plans to take
special precautions with neonate
or ill patient such as use of gown,

mask, isolation procedures to pro-
tect patient from contamination
or to prevent spread of infection.

Notes appropriate shielding for
examination.

1 9 8
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h. If a portable machine is to be if not already with patient's jack
used, arranges to have it checked,
cleaned and transported as appro-
priate,or decides to do personally.

i. Performer makes sure that the re-

eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. When performer is clear about what

quest is properly authorized, that will be involved in examination, he

information on requisition sheet or she prepares ahead so as not to

is complete:

i)

keep patient in examination room
longer than necessary:

Depending on idstitutional pro-
cedures, performer may review a. If performer is not already as-

patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-

I

signed to examination room (and/or
a particular machine) notes the

niques used, and cumulative ex- room or machine involved.

'posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at institu- i) Checks for grid or high speed

tion or elsewhere in recent past bucky as required for examina-

whether there is history of ex- tion.

tensive radiography to be ii) If magnification has been re-

brought to radiologist's atten- quested, performer checks that

tion. May review prior.films and the machine to be used has a

consider whether, any exposures fractional focal spot of appro-

ordered can be elimitated. Notes priate size for direct magnifi-

any record of technical factors cation technique (i.e. 0.3 mm

used for prior films. or smaller).

ii) If the performer determines that iii) For high kV technique checks

the request is not properly that proper filter has been

authorized, is incomplete, that added to x-ray tube.

sufficient information is lack- iv) May check for delayed exposure

ing for performer to select tech
nique or to properly position
or care for patient, or if per-

switch.

b. If performer is to carYy out pro-

former considers that there may cedure with portable equipment in

be contraindications to going neonate ward, proceeds as follows:

ahead with the procedure, per-
former notifies supervisor, ra- i) Performer checks own clothing

diologist, or other designated to make sure that performer is

staff person, depending on in- in compliance with institu-

stitutional procedures. Explains tional rules for safe, sanitary

the problem if appropriate, and dress for the equipment and lo-

proceeds after obtaining needed cation. .

information, signature, or or- ii) Performer wAy report to the

ders. charge nur:;e ur supervisor
(with portable equipment if

j. If.referring physician has request- transported personally). Indi-

ed that films already on file be cates name of patient and de-

sent with current radiographs, and termines exact location for
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setting up equipment. Performer
asks about specific precautions
in dealing with patient. May
record. Asks about any special
equipment which must remain in
place and be taken account of
in setting up radiography unit.
Washes hands before and after
assembling materials following
sanitary procedures.

iii) Performer makes sure that unit
to be used has an adequate out-
put for the required radiography
and is hazard-proof.
Checks for proper filter in x-ray
beam, fractlonal focal spot size.

iv) If unit is battery operated
checks that batteri.es are charg-

ed.

v) If not already done, performer
prepares damp cloths with appro-
priate antiseptic and/or disin-
fectant solutions. Makes sure
that unit is disconnected, and
wipes equipment thoroughly to
remove dirt, dust and lint.

vi) If ilot already done, performer
assembles tube stand of unit
and FFD measuring device as ap-
propriate to equipment. Makes
sure that line cord with ground-
ing terminal ane remote control
delayed exposure cord are present
and properly attached to unit.

vii) Performer may receive a clean
hospital gown, cotton "boots,"'
cap and mask from the charge
nurse or neonate ward supervisor.
Dons these before entering pa-
tient area. Carries out appro-
priate steps to maintain the
sanitary integrity of the room.

val.) Performer positions portable
apparatus next to incubator
being careful not to disturb any
equipment or electrical cords
plugged in. Does not run over

cords; liftP cords when possi-
ble or asks for assistance.

ix) Places machine so that x-ray
tube can be directed vertically id
from above and horizontally
across the incubator. Checks
that tube can be adjusted to
required distances (focal-ob-
ject distance, FOD, and focal-
film distance, FFD). Makes sure
that performer will be able to
stand behind shielding and away
from x-ray beam during expo-
sure.

x) Locks and/or uses brakes to im-
mobilize portable equipment in
place and moves overhead tube
out of way until needed.

c. If examination is being done in
x-ray department, washes hands as
appropriate; depending cn patient'
.condition, may carry out isolation

or decontamination techniques.
d. If appropriate, chacks that proce-

dure tray and emergency cart have
been prepared or decides to do
personally. Checks that clean
pacifiers and toys are present.

e. If barium mixture has been ordered,

checks that a sterile nursing bot-
tle and nipple with mixture has
been ordered, prepared, and label-
ed, or arranges to order personal-
ly. When obtained, checks label to
be sure proportions Of the mixture
are appropriate.

f. Checks that proper accessories for
infant patient are available for
procedure including leaded rubber
shielding for patient, aprons and
gloves to be used by anyone who
will remain in the room during ex-
posure, gown, mask for performer.

g. If infant is to he positioned for

erect projections,-performer sets
up footboard at end of x-ray table

to hold patient.
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h. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization deviceq for infant
are present, and that there is a
mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.

i. Makes sure that right (R) and left
(L) markers are available for use
and identification cards, leaded
numerals or markers.

j. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and sizes
forinfants are available in the
examination room. If not, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain per-
sonally. May obtain transparent
plastic wrap for cassettes to pro-
tect patient from contact with cas-
settes.

k. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on cassettes
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may pzepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on cassette sur-
faces; may write or type out ID
information on zard if not re-
ceived with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

1. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for chage
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

m. Performer checks that x-ray equip-

ment is ready for use. Goes to con-

List Elements Full

trol panel and checks that indi-
cator light shows that machine is

"warmed up." If appropriate, per-
iormer may set radiography mode
sllector and set collimator con-
trol for manual operation.

3. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magni-
fication (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the req
uisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
per'.:ormer'determines the linear
magnification by taking the square

root.
b. Performer calculates the required

distances from target (fucal spot)
to ob,:ect (patient) (TOD), and
from object to film (OFD), as well
as the distance from target to
film (TFD) (the sum of TOD and
OFD):

i) If the distance from the table
top to a cassette placed on the
floor or a stool (OFD) will be
a relatively inflexible dis-

tance, performer measures this
distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,

may note the -able height.) Per

former may adjust table height
to provide for a round number
for the OFD..

ii) If the distance from the focal
spot to the table top (TOD)
will be the.relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer de-
termines what this isi:sy mea-
suring or reading appropriate
indicator scale on tube hous-
ing. Performer may adjuat tuba
height tn proviae a round num-
ber for the TOD.
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iii) Depeilding on whether the OFD or
the TOD is fixed, performer cal-
'uLites the required complemen-
tary distance by referring to a
magnification chart for the de-
gree of linear magnification re-
'quired, or uses the_formula: de-
gree of linear magnification
equals TFD divided by TOD. For
a two-times linear magnification
performer simply sets the TOD
equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks the
table height and/or the tube
height to the calculated OFD and
TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film
and target-object distances:

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is centered
over the table top in the approx-,
imate area where the patient's
area of interest wIll be posi-
tioned on table.

ii) Performer swings the table out
of the way so that there is no
obstruction between the tube
and the floor. (Does not change
height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the
tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer uses the
size film designated for the
degree of magnification and the
selected part to be studied.

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated (for the TOD

involved).
iv) Performer activates the light

in the collimator and adjusts
the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on he stool or

Lis!.. Elements Full

floor. Uses the cross-hairs
projected by the beam to cen-
ter the tube to the area on
the floor or stool.

v) Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 90
angle of the beam with the
floor or stool. Fixes and re-
tains collimator setting.

vi) Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or
cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center
of area as shown by cross-
hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back
into place. Activates light
beam in collimator and marks
the table tor.) whe7e the center
cross-hairs and light outline
are projected (to be used to
center ehe part to be radio-
graphed). Uses tape or other
radiolucent removable marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using
a vertical film holder, adjusts
upright holder to appropriate
height; adjusts x-ray tube to
right-angle horizontal projection
of beam to film holder; centers
to the filM; measures and adjusts
TOD to expected patient's posi-
tion and marks location of posi-
tion; measures and adjusts OFD
from position as Marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD

(TFD) is now different from the
TFD used for non-magnification
technique, performer may consult
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technique chart to note the factor
to use for a compensatory change
in mAs. May record for later use
in setting exposure factors.

f. Performer may also note the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to com-
pensate for any change in collima-
tion from non-magnification tech-
nique. Consults appropriate chart
for conversion factor. May record.

4. Performer readies patient for the ex-
amination:

a. Performer washes hands as appropri-

ate. May continue with isolation
or decontamination technique. Dons

gown, mask and gloves.
b. If examination is being done in

radiology department, performer
has the patient brought from the
holding area and prepared for the
examination (if not already done),
or decides to do personally. De-

pending on institutional arrange-
ments, perturmer may decide to as- 1

sist in bringing patient to exami- 5

nation room.

i) Performer greets patient and any
aczompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

ii) If not already done, performer
places padding on x-ray table.
May have patient moved to table.

iii) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted

List Elements Fully

with patient on it from wheel-
ed base to x-ray table.

iv) May have nurse carefully place
patient in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being
attended and there is no dan-
ger patient will fall off
table. Makes sure patient is
never unattended.

vi) If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and
has patient put in gown and
kept warm as appropriate.

c. Depending on institutional ar-
rangements and condition of pa-
tient, performer may indicate to .

parent or guardian that he or
she must wait outside of examina-
tion room or that he or she may
remain in room to help reassure
patient.

i) Performer may provide privacy
while mother breast feeds in-
fant or may provide bottle and
have patient fed.

ii) Answers parent's or guardian's
questions honestly; attempts
to reassure and develop con-
fidence. Remains aware that
patient and/or adult may be
frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

d. Performer attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient so
that infant remains calm duriag.
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examination. May hold patient; may
speak to patient in calm, gentle
voice; may provide clean pacifier
or toy.

i) If patient is difficult to calm,
performer may have parent who
is present leave, or if parent
has left, may try having parent
help calm patient.

ii) If patient continues to be un-
manageable, performer may con-

'
sider requesting that procedure
be delayed until child is more
quiet. May discuss poss.'sbility
of sedation with radiologist.
If ordered, arranges to haYe
sedation administered. .

iii) If inspiration-expiration ra-
diographs are ordered, perform-
er considers whether adequate
films can be obtained. May dis-
cuss with radiologist; may re-
ceive orders on how to handle pa
tient or for use of fluoroscopy
by radiologist. Arranges to carr
out any new orders as appropri-
ate. Has radiologist record and
sign requisition sheet if a7pro-

..

priate.

List Elements Full

e. Performer questions parent, RN or
MD present on what movement is
possible to determine what posi-
tions are available for use. In
neonate ward arranges to have RN
position as indicated by performer.

i) Performer notes whether patient
can be examined in the standard
positions called for with the
projections ordered; if not,
plans to substitute alternative
positions.

ii) If patient has a life support
system in place, such as incu-
bator, respiration, cardiac or

infusion equipment, makes sure
equipment is being monitored.

iii) If there is a wet dressing,
performer has it reinforced or
decides to do petsonally.

f. Performer may measare the patient
for the dimensions relevant for
views ordered. May use cent!meter
calipers to measure the thickness
of the part(s) to be radiographed
in the directions in which the
central ray of the x-ray beam will
pass through the centered part
from tube to film. Records for
use in determining exposure fac-
tors.

g. Performer considers the number and
types of projections qrdered for
the examination and the patimt's
condition. Performer may consider
a change from standard projections
to better acconr2lish the purpose
of the examf,acr.on, or deletion
of a position or a change Ft tech-
nical factors. Depending o..t insti-
tutifnial arrangements, pe7former
may obtain permission from appTo-
priate radiologist or decides per-
sonally to alter the standard pro-
cedure withln institutional guide-
lines.

h. Performer provides patient and
everyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropriate
protective shieldi,I. Explains if
necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure. If a staff member, par-
ent,or guardian will be asked to
assist in positioning, performer
provides leaded,gloves and apron.

. After making sure that patient is
being attended, performer sets up
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equipment for the examination before
positioning and immobilizing patient:

a. Depending on whether a bucky or
table top technique will be used
and standard institutional prac-
tices, performer selects speed and
type of film, grid, and cassette
combination:

i) Selects size of film based on
patient's size and whether bi-
lateral views are to be exposed
on a single film.

ii) For magnification technique,
performer selects the size film
designated for the degree of
magnification and the,patient's
size.

b. Performer obtains the appropriate
size loaded cassette for the first
(or next) projection.

i) May mark midpoint of (each) cas-
sette (or each half of a cas-
sette to be used for separate
bilateral views). Uses radio-
lucent marker.

ii) If bilateral exposures will be
made separately on one film,
performer mentally decides how
these will be positioned so
that the film need not be turned
for viewing each image. Perform-
er uses leaded rubber sheets and
masks the caosette completely
except for the half to be ex-
posed. Treats the half to be
exposed from this point as
though it were the actual film
size.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette or
table top:

i) Places right or left marker
on cassette or table top as
appropriate,,to the study and
projection or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for
automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification
information is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-
sette.

iii) If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.

iv) Performer May place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

d. Performer positions cassette:

i) With neonate performer may
wrap prepared cassette with
plastic wrap before position-
ing cassette. Places wrapped
cassette in incubator in lo-
cation appropriate for filming
(in preparation for placement
of patient on cassette).

ii) If a bucky is not being used,
performer places film holder
in a position approximating
final positioning.

iii) If magnification technique is
to be used, performer places
cassette in marked position
on floor or stool.

iv) As appropriate, performer may
place cassette in vertical
holder at right angles to table
top.
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v) If cassette is to be used with Multiplies, divides, adds, or

bucky (under table top or in subtracts as appropriate.

upright holder) performer may iv) Performer checks any new or

manually pull out bucky tray unfamiliar exposure factors

and open retaining clamps. In- against the posted limits of

serts cassette into bucky tray the x-ray tube on a tube rat-

and pushes back. Makes"sure ing chart to be sure that tech

clamps are closed. Moves cas- nique does not exceed the heat

sette into appropriate "stored" capacities of the tube for the

position or inserts cassette focal spot size to be used.

tray into bucky slot and centers. If appropriate, performer re-
converts the technique to an

e. Performer selects the exposure fac- equivalent output using higher

tors for the first or (next) pro- kVp and lower mAs, minimizing

jection. May consult the technique
chart posted for the machine:

exposure time.
.

f. Performer sets exposure factors

i) Locates the information needed as selected:

for the body part and projec-
tion involved according to the i) Goes to control panel. Makes
thickness of the part and the sure that indicator light

collimated field size to be shows that x-ray generator is

used. Makes sure that technique ready for use. Makes sure that

relates to the combination of all circuits have been sta-

film type and speed, focal spot bilized. Checks that controls

size, FFD and use or nonuse of are set for radiography mode.

other accessories (such as ii). As appropriate, checks line

screens, grid, bucky, etc.).
ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,

voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until

T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal

needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

film distance (TFD or FFD) call,
ed for.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and amperage and chooses selectors

time have been determined, per- for the correct focal spot .

former notes whether any con- size. Selects and sets the ex-

versions are necessary to ac- posure time that will produce

count for patient's age, condi- the mAs desired. Sets kVp

tion, change in FFD, preference

.the

selected by choosing the com-

of the radiologist in charge,and bination of major and minor

any other conversion needed such kilovoltage settings to pro-

as posted change. Performer duce the desired kVp.

looks up numerical conversion iv) For automatic phototimed expo-

factors and calculates, or uses sure control, performer se-

conversion charts to ascertain lects and sets the category

the appropriate new exposure corresponding to the type of

factor (kVp, mA and/or time). study and use or nonuse of
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screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to the
range for the examination,
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, position, and colli-
mator (unless these have al-
ready been set as with magni-
fication technique).

vi) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
film distance (if not already
done, as with magnification
technique). Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray
tube into place over the film
holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down
until the required FFD is ob-

tained.

6. Performer prepares the patient in the

position selected for the first (or

next) exposure unless this is done

by nurse:

,

a. Notes side of interest for lateral

studies; notes phase of respiration
ordered for e .osures.

b. May explain or demonstrate to
nurse what is required for immo-

bilizing and positiohing. May ob-
tain help or help nurse.

c. In positioning and immobilizing
patient, places patient in supine
and/or lateral recumbent position
unless otherwise requested (such

as for erect views). May plan to

use horizontal beam for lateral
projections with patient supine.
In positioning head for AP projec-

tion performer keeps median sagit-

tal plane vertical to avoid rota-
tion of thorax.

d. For inspiration-expiration views
performer plans on AP and lateral
filming, with two exposures for
each type of view, one on inspira-
tion and one on expiration. Expose:

film on inspiration for first ex-
posure; maintains patient in posi-

tion; replaces film; exposes film

on expiration for second exposure.
Performer may make the two expo-
sures on one film for comparison.

e. Makes sure barium mixture in bot-

tle (or paste for "funnel chest"

study) is ready:

i) For foreign body, heart series,
or if otherwise specified, per-
former plans to feed patient
barium mixture in nursing bot-
tle just before films are to
be exposed, waiting until pa-
tient has swallowed at least
once. May plan to include naso-

pharynx in area of interest.
ii) In "funnel chest" study perform

er plans to make AP projections
and then trace the midline of

the chest with barium paste be-

fore exposing lateral views.

f. Performer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part parallel
.
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to the film holder. When using a ii) Has pazient's arms immobillzed

bucky, centers patient to midline.. above and -ehind head nett to

With cassette on table top, centers ears as described; has lower

film to part. With upright holder,
adjusts height of holder to part

legs immobilized as described,
or tapes legs togec.her just

and centers part to film: above knees.

g. Performer arranges patient in posi- iii) For neonate in incubator, has

tion or indicates to nurse what to nurse place patient on cassette

do as follows: near one edge of incubator and
immobilize arms over head with

i) Performer immobilizes patient's tape or bandage. Has pelvis im-

arms by extending them and plac- mobilized with diaper pinned

ing them along sides of head,
next to the ears.

into place on either side.
iv) If neck is to be included in

ii) May apply a sleeve made of a area of interest, checks that

diaper, towel, pillowcase or neck can be extended and, if

orthopedic stockinet to hold so, places pad under neck so

arms in position. Puts this over that chin is extended. I
arms so that sleeve holds arms v) Performer adjusts patient so

above and behind headyone at that median sagittal plane of

each side. body and head are centered to

iii) May apply a sleeve of Stretch midline of cassette. Gently ex-

gauze or bandage to the legs and tends head and neck and immo-

pelvis. Wraps lightly to maintain bilizes with head clamp, web-

patient in position. bing strap under chin, or
sponges so that median sagittal

h. In positioning and immobilizing pa- plane of head is at right angles

tient, performer remains alert to to cassette. May elevate pa-

patient's respiration. Does not tient's knees and place re-

force infant into a position where straining band across legs.

any breathing difficulty increases. vi) For lungs, directs central ray

Does not force flexion of the neck. at right angles to film, cen-
tered to the sternal angle; for

. For studies of the neck and/or chest, heart, centers to the midster-

num.performer positions and immobilizes
patient (or has this done) as follows: vii) If patient's neck cannot be ex-

tended, may direct central ray

a. For a supine AP proiection (pos- 5
0
to 100 cephalad.

terior view) of the infant chest viii) For an "upshoot" film (simulat-

.
and neck, performer centers infant
in supine position on cassette or

ed apical lordotic view), per-
former directs the central ray

has this done. about 25
0

to 30
0
cephalad along

the plane of the major fissure.

i) If high kV technique is being ix) Performer may give child a clean

used only for AP nzojection,and pacifier and tape this into po-

if required, may insert appropri sition unless this would impair

ate additional filter in x-ray
tube and remove after exposure.

respiration.
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x) For incubator directs central at right angles to film, cen-

ray through ulexiglass. tered to the fourth thoraCic
vertebra; for heart centert

b. For upright AP projection (poster- to the sixth or seventh tho-

ior view) of the infant chest and racic vertebra.

neck, performer immobilizes pa- iv) For supine positioning for

tient's upper and lower extremities lateral projection,performer

as described above, and sets pa- maintains patient in supine

tient up against footboard of hori- position as described on table

zontal x-ray table; places cassette or in incubator. May elevate

behind patient's back. Secures and on radiolucent sponge or pad.

immobilizes patient in upright seat- Positions grid cassette or

ed position using restraining bands grid holder vertically on

across head, pelvis, and legs. Di- table or against lateral wall

rects central ray horizontally to of incubator on side of in-

midpoint of area of interest at terest. Supports so that x-ray

right angles or at the cephalad an- beam may be directed horizon-

gle indicated,
c. For a lateral projection of the in-

tally at right angles to film.
May place wedge shaped pads

fant chest and neck, performer or radiolucent sponges beneath

notes side of interest and whether neck; checks that head is in

patient is to be positioned in a true AP position. Centers cas-

true lateral recumbent position sette to the mid-axillary line

or is to remain supine with tube of the body at the level of

directed horizontally across table the center of area of inter-

to cassette placed vertically. est. Directs central ray at
right angles to midpoint of

i) If high kV technique has been area of interest. In direct-

used for AP projection, may re- ing x-ray beam through incu-

move special filter for lateral bator on plexiglass side, is

projection. careful to avoid including

ii) For "funnel chest" study, per- ventilating holes and ports

former applies barium paste in the beam.

_
along the midline of the an-
terior surface of the chest. d. For oblique projection of the

iii) For lateral positioning,perform- infant chest,performer notes

er immobilizes patient's upper whether left or right view is or-

and lower extremities as de- dered. Positions patient from

scribed, and turns patient on the AP supine position. Substi-

to the side of interest or has tutes left AP oblique for right

this done. Cushions neck, chin,
and head, and keeps cheek level

PA oblique projection, and right
AP oblique for left PA oblique

with the cassette. Uses tape,
restraining bands or diaper
across table to support and hold

projection.

i) Performer elevates and sup-

patient in position. For lungs,
directs central ray vertically

ports the side opposite the
side of interest on radio-
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.
lucent sponge blocks or towels
so that the shoulder and chest
on the side of interest are in
contact with cassette at the an-
gle indicated. Supports and inuno
bilizes as described.

ii) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to film through the center
of area of interest such as at
the level of the fourth tho-
racic vertebra.

e. For studies requiring oral inges-
tion of barium mixture,performer
feeds patient with sterile bottle
containing mixture or has this
done. Observes patient until there
is visible sign that patient has
swallowed at least once.

f. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position.
Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May use head clamp; may
use clean diaper stretched diag-
onally across the table and over
the patient's head. Avoids use of
compression band across abdomen or
chest. After patient has been im-
mobilized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for nor-
mal circulation, respiration and
other vital functions.

g. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of pain, performer may
notify appropriate physiCian or
nurse at once and await orders;
may decide on alternative position-
ing to avoid movement of the af-
fected part.

h. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light;points
the light beam towards the area of
interest. Adjusts the collimator
opening to correspond to the film

8.

size (or the size of the unshield-
ed area of the film to tie exposed)
Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Uses the
collimator light to center the pa-
tient to the x-ray field, or cen-

-
ters the part to the film holder
and uses the collimator light to .

center the tube to the part.
Checks that primary beam will en-
ter the center of the area of in-
terest at the selected angle to
the film so as to project the view
desired. May readjust tube posi-
tion lengthwise or cross-wise to
provide better centering.

Performer provides appropriate colli-
mation and shielding:

a. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will ap-
pear around the edge of the film;

collimates further so as to ex-
pose only the area of interest
(and thus provide maximum protec-
tion and detail). For small fields

.
performer attaches an auxiliary
extension cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the part(s)
of interest.

b. If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield-
ing to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination.

c. Makes sure that anyone holding
the patient (if absolutely nec-
essary) or remaining in room is
supplied with lead gloves and
apron and stays out of central
beam as much as possible.

...41
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d. Performer may mark patient's skin
to show original collimation and
centering points; may record expo-
sure factors to facilitate any
further filming required.

Performer observes patient's breath-
ing, and plans exposure for the ap-
propriate instant for the phase(s)
required.

a. For filming on full inspiration
performer judges whether full in-
spiration is achieved with normal
breathing or whether nurse should
be asked to make patient cry. With
patient crying or breathing normal-
ly, performer "breathes with" pa-
tient and notes pattern or when pa-

tient takes a deep breath, such as
after a long cry. Plans to start
exposure at the peak elevation of

the chest just before the chest
comes to rest at the end of an ex-
pansion.

b. For filming on full expiration
plans to start exposure after chest
has begun to decline, timed so that
exposure is made before inhalation

begins.
c. If, after observing and rehearsing

with patient, performer considers
that he or she cannot obtain full
inspiration and/or expiration (i.e.,

if patient can only breathe shallow
ly, with inperceptable movements),
reports to radiologist and awaits
orders. May receive radiologist's
orders to assist with fluoroscopic
study; may provide requisition
sheet for requesting or authorizing
fluoroscopic examination.

10. Performer makes first (or next) expo-

sure:

a. Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the exposure

is made. Readjusts position if
warranted.

b. The performer returns to control
panel. Makes sure controls are
properly set and patient is
still in position. If appropriate;
gives signal to nurse to make pa-

tient cry.
c. If there is delay-exposure switch

starts rotor. Observes patient's
breathing and times exposure to
the appropriate instant for the
phase required. Activates expo-
sure for deep inspiration at the

peak elevation of inspiration.
Activates exposure for expiration
after phase has begun.

d. Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is underway per
former may check that mA meter
recoids appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge
or eXcessive drop; may listen

for sound of normal function-
ing of equipment. If there is
malfunction, may decide to re-
port; anticipates need to re-

peat exposure.
iii) With phototimer, notes whether

backup time,- has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexpo-
sure due to faulty timer).

iv) After exposure is completed
tells any adult with infant
that he or she can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
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technical factors for possible. 11.

overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need'to repeat exposure.
After exposure performer re-
turns to patient. Removes the
cassette from the x-ray table,
floor or bucky. Removes any
markers for further use.
For inspiration-expiration films,
slips another cassette into po-
sition without disturbing pa-
tient's position; or removes
leaded rubber mask and remasks
all but next area to be exposed;
and slips unmasked area into
position. Then exposes next film 12.

at opposite phase of respira-
tion.
Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures order-
ed before review by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors,
tube, and position of patient or
cassette as appropriate to each
view ordered.
Performer may plan to have each
radiograph proce.ssed and examin-
ed after exposure so that ra-
diologist can terminate when
appropriate and avoid unneces-

. sary exposures.
x) Performer may arrange to have

the full set of processed ra-
diographs reviewed by radio-
logist so that any additional
views required can be made at

once.

e. Performer arranges to have the ex-
posure(s) processed at once or de-
cides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
person, parent or self.

Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of emer-

gency and/or to prevent or respond

to an accident. Is alert to signs
suggegting faintness or any impair-

ment in respiration.

a. Notifies nurse or physician at
once if patient shows emergency
signs.

b. Makes sure that life support func-
tions are being monitored and pa-
tient is never left unattended.
Is especially careful to prevent
patient falling.

Performer has processed films review-
ed as appropriate:

a. If the first radiograph(s) are
prelimthary (scout) films, and/or
are to be reviewed wet, or viewed

as processed, performer brings the

processed radiograph(s) directly
to the radiologist in charge,
places on view boxes, and/or ar-
ranges to have viewed in darkroom;

informs radiologist that the ra-
diographs are ready.'

b. If the radiologist indicates that
there is any problem with the
technical fattors, processing, or
patient positioning, performer
records or notes for later use in
the examination, and/or repeats
preliminary radiography as order-

ed.

c. When (or if) performer learns from

the radiologist whether further
conventional views and/or posi-
tions can be undertaken, elimi-
nated, or altered, performer pro-
ceeds as appropriate according to
instructions:

i) For further.exposures performer
repeats appropriate steps for
next view(s) including identi-
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fication of the cassette, use o
R-L marker, the selection and
setting of technique for next
view (if different), positioning
patient and equipment for focus-
object-film alignment, proper
collimation, shielding, immobili-
zation, respiration phase, and
making exposure, as described,
For bilateral exposures on one
film, keeps R-L reference con-
stant; centers using the point
marked earlier on the cassette.

ii) Performer refrains from comment-
ing to parent or guardian on
the films or providing any in-
terpretation.

d. If performer is asked to repeat any
exposures, makes sure that the ad-
ditional exposures are warranted
medically, since. additional radi-
ation will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own careless-
ness or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid futvre
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

e. If appropriate, performer notes
radiologist's orders for additional
procedure such as contrast study,
or fluoroscopy if adequate radio-
graphs were not obtained.

13. Vaen performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, car-
ries out termination steps for the
examination:

a. Performer may have patient fed,
transported back to room, to par-
ent or guardian, or next location,
or decides to do personally, as
appropriate.

b. Performer has equipment and ex-
amination table cleaned after use.
or decides to do personally, de-

pending on institutional arrange-
ments.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and
film sizes; may record the number
of exposures made of each view
including retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment, any
special care provided patieat. If
any views calledi.for in the ini-

tial request could not be obtain-
ed, performer may record reasons.
Signs requisition sheet.

d. If appropriate has radiologist
fill out and/or sign requisition
sheet for current study and/or new
orders.

e. If performer will only carry out
preliminary "scout" filming, and
another co-worker will continue
with examination, performer re-
cords the approved technical fac-
tors used for the scouts, and the
accessories employed, or informs
the co-worker who will continue.
Perfurmer gives the requisition
sheer, name card, and any notes to
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the co-worker who will continue
with procedure.

f. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheets, and
related materials,and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or has this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. May report to supervisor or nurse
in charge of neonate ward that ra-
diography is completed.

h. May decide to reassemble portable
equipment and transport back.to
radiology department or has this
done.

i. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Eaements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set;
saielding applied;patient positioned,immobilized;
barium fed to pt.:exposures made;radiographs sent
for processing dnd evaluation;procedures repeated as
appropriate for full net of views;patient returned;
examination recorded;radiographs placed for use.

.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the abdomen (including the /

gastrointestinal tract, liver,
spleen, kidneys, bladder, dia- '

phragm, abdominal aorta and in-
tra-abdOminal cavities) as a re-

sult of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

ir order of priority.
d. Rekeiving from cc-worker.

The plain films may be part
of a series to locate a for-
eign body in the gastroin-
testinal tract, and/or may
serve as preliminary "scout"

films for contrast studies.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, pf_rformer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-
tors used and/or any changes
necessary.

. What is iled in performing this task? (Note

if only ---tain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,

technical history;prior radiographs;pen;x-ray unit,

control panel,tube,bucky,table,collimator,extension
cones;technique,standard view,tube rating,and rad

exposure charts;cassettes,vertical cassette holder;

shielding;R-L and ID markers;immobilization devices,

head clamp,band,tape,gauze,pillowcase,stockinet;bar-
ium in feeding bottleicalipers;scissors;view boxes;

emergency cart;sterile gloves,gown,mask;procedure
tray;padding;diapers;pacifier;toys;wax marking pen;

...a-der forms;phone;stretcher;plastic wra.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(.) No...( )

4. If "Yes to q. : Name t e ind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Infant patient to be radiographed;co-worker;radiolo-
gist;nurse;accompanying adult

5. Name t'he task so that the answers to 1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the examr-
indtions called for and
the purpose; notes whether

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,
Taking plain film radiographs of abdomen of infant
pt. by reviewing request;reporting observed contra-
indications;reassuring pt.,adult;measuring parts;fol
lowing sanitary technique;selecting and setting tech
nical factors;identifyin3 film;positioning pt. and
equipment;immobilizing pt.;providing shielding;colli
mating;feeding barium to pt.;making exposure;having
radiographs processed and reviewed;repeating or con-
tinuing as ordered;having pt. returned;placing ra-
diographs for use;recording examination.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(z)
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air or fluid levels, foreign body,
intestinal obstructions are to be
examined and/or located.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of
referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
and weight. Notes whether patient
is in-patient, out-patient, acci-
dent or emergency patient.

d. Performer notes whether standard
and/or special views are called for,
the patient positions and projec-
tions, the number of exposures, the
central beam angulation, the areas
of interest and parts to be includ-
ed. Notes whether a high speed bucky
will be used.

e. For preliminary foreign body search,
notes whether a single view is to
include nasopharynx, neck, and
trunk to, anus,or whether separate
exposures of each area are to be'
made. Notes suspected nature and
location of the foreign body.

f. Notes any special information that
will affect patient positioning,
technique, immobilization, or han-
dling of the patient, such as pre-
sence of acute abdominal signs,
known pathologies, foreign body,
presence of endotracheal tube, IV

drip, oxygen supply, incubator, or
similar life support devices. Check
whether isolation technique is re-
quired for patient with communica-
ble or infe,tfous condition or neo-
nate. Notes whether patient will
be accompanied by nurse, other
staff person, parent or guardian.

g. If ingestion of barium has been or-

dered for foreign body search, may
make sure that prior films have al-
ready been made without opaque med-
ium,

h. Performer checks any orders
prior preparation of patient:

i) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication, per-
former may check timing to be
sure a proper elapse of time
has occurred for medication to
take effect. May arrange to
delay examination if appropri-
ate.

ii) With patient who is to under-
go subsequent contrast study,
performer may note whether or-
ders for prior preparation
have been given and carried
out; if not already done, may
arrange to have orders carried
out or informs appropriate
staff member.

iii) May note patient's feeding
schedule and arrange to have
patient fed while in depart-
ment if not contrary to needs
of examination.

i. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization
equipment appropriate for the pa-
tient's age, sex, size, condition,
and the examiration ordered. Plans
to take special precautions with
neonate or ill patient such as
use of gown, gloves, mask, isola-
tion procedures to protect pa-
tient from contamination or to
prevent spread of infection. Notes
appropriate shielding for exami-
nation.

j. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative
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exposure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent past,
whether there is history of ex-
tensive radiography to be brought
to radiologist's attention. May
review prior films and consider
whether any exposures ordered
can be eliminated. Notes any
record of technical factors used
for prior films.

ii) If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking
for performer to select techni-
que or to properly position or
care for patient, or if perform-
er considers that there may be
contraindications to going ahead
with the proce6c,o, performer
notifies supervilm-,:, radiologist,
or. other designated staff per-
son, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed informa-
tion, signature, or orders.

k. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he
or she prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room long-
er than necessary:

a. If performer is not already as-
signed to examination room (and/or
a particular machine) notes the
room or machine involved. Checks
for grid or high speed bucky.

b. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate; depending on patient's
condition, may arrange for or
carry out isolation or decontami-
nation techniques.

c. If appropriate, checks that pro-
cedure tray and emergency cart
have been prepared or decides to
do personally. Checks that clean
pacifiers and toys are present.

d. If barium mixture has been or-
dered, ehecks that a sterile nurs
ing bottle and nipple with mix-
ture has been ordered, prepared,
and labeled, or arranges to or-
der personally. When obtained,
checks label to be sure propor-
tions of the mixture are appro-
priate.

e. Che,ks that proper accessories
for Lafant patient are available
for procedure including leaded
rubber shieleing for patient,
aprons and g/oves to be used by
anyone whc will remain in the
room during exposure, gown, mask
for performer.

f. Performer checks that appropriate
immobilization devices for in-
fant are present, and that the-e
is a mattress, pads, pillows and/
or blankets for comfort of pa-
tient. If erect position has been
ordered, checks that there is
radiolucent board available for
positioning patient.

g. Makes sure that right (R) and

left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards,
leaded numerals or markers.

h. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and
sizes for infants are available
in the examination room. If not,
arranges to obtain or decides to
obtain persorally. May use sta-
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3.

tionary grid. May ubtain transpar-
ent plastic wrap for cassettes to
protect patient from contact with
cassettes.

i. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on cassettes
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information,

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on cas-
sette surfaces; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

j. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used
and takes note of any newly posted
changes in technical factors (to
reflect accommodation for change
in machine output or a policy de-
cision).

j. Performer checks that the x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel and checks that
indicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up." If appropriate,
performer may set radiography mode
selector and may set collimator con-
trol for manual operation.

Performer readies patient for the ex-

amination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's con-
dition, may decide to carry out iso-

lation or decontamination techni-
ques. Dons gown, mask, gloves,

b. Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and prepared

.....

,

for the examination (if not al-
ready done), or eecides to do per-
conally. Depending on institution-
al arrangements, performer may (12-
cide to assist in bringing patient 1
to enamination room.

c. Performer greets patient and.any
accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet.
With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. Checks with accompany-
ing staff member on any special
precautions necessary during proce

dure.
d. If not already done, performer

places padding on x-ray table. May
have patient moved to table.

1.1 If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radiolu-
cent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table.

ii) May have nurse carefully place
patient in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head
and places on table.

iii) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patient is never un-
attended.

4v) If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and
has patient put in gown and
kept warm as approprlace.

v) If foreign body is suspected
but not yet localized, and if
not already done, may have in-
fent completely uneressed;makes
a check of garments to make sure
that the object is not within or
on garments.

....... .
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e. Depending on institutional arrange-
ments and condition of patient, per
former may irdicate to parent or
guardian that he or she must wait
outside of examination room or that
he or she may remain in room to
help reassure patient.

i) Performer may provide privacy
while mother breast feeds in-
fant or may provide bottle and
have patient fed.

ii) Answers parent's or guardian's
questions honestly; attempts to
reassure and develop confidence.
Remains aware that patient and/
or adult may be frightened and/

or patient in pain. Performer
explains to adult when asked
medical questions that it is
not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages
adult to speak to physician.

f. Performei attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient so

that infant remains calm during
examination. May hold patient; may
speak to patient in calm, gentlt
voice; may provide clean pacifier
or toy.

i) If patient is difficult to calm,
performer may have parent who
is present leave, or if parent
has left, may try having parent
help calm patient.

ii) If patient continues to be un-
manageable, performer may con-
sider requesting that procedure
be delayed until child is more
quiet. May discuss possibility
of sedation with radiologist.
If ordered, arranges to have
administered.

g. Performer questions parent, RN or

MD present on what movement is
possible to determine what posi-
tions are available for use.

i) Performer notes whether patient
can be examined in the stan-
dard positions called for with
the projections ordered; if
not, plans to substitute al-
ternative positions.

ii) May note whether patient can
be examined in erect position
with use of radiolucent board
under observation of co-worker
or nurse. May plan for use of

supine position followed by
upright filming (if possible)
or, if not possible, by patient

in lateral decubitus position.
iii) If patient is to be examined

in the lateral decubitus or
erect position, plans to have
patient remain in that posi-
tion for an appropriate amount
of time before making the ex-
posure(s) for fluid or gas
levels to settle.

iv) If patient has a life support
system in place, such as incu-
bator, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
equipment is being monitored.

v) If there is a wet dressing,per-
former has it reinforced or
decides to do personally.

h. Performer may measure the patient
for the dimensions relevant for
views ordered. May use centimeter
calipers to measure the thickness
of the part(s) to be radiographed
in the directions in which the
central ray of the x-ray beam will
pass through the centered part
from tube to film. Records for use
in determining exposure factors.
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i. Performer considers the number and priate to the study and projec-

types of projections ordered for tion or depresses appropriate

the examination and the patient's R or L button for automatic

condition. Performer may consider marking.

a change from standard projections ii) If patient's identification in-

to better accomplish the purpose formation is in the form of

of the examination, or deletion of lead numerals, performer places

a position,or a change in techni- on appropriate corner of cas-

cal factors. Depending on institu- sette.

tional arrangements, performer may iii) If patient identification in-

obtain permission from appropriate formation is to be entered by

radiologist or decides personally use of flasher, sets flashcard

to alter the standard procedure aside for later use with space

within institutional guidelines,
j. Performer provides patient and

created by piece of leaded rub-

.

ber on appropriate edge of cas-

everyone who will remain in room sette.

during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. Explains if

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-

I

necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation

ment using automatic film mark-
ing device. .

exposure. If a staff member, parent c. Performer positions cassette:

or guardian will be asked to as-
sist in positioning, performer pTo- i) With neonate performer may wrap

vides leaded gloves and apron. prepared cassette with plastic
wrap before positioning casset-

4. After making sure that patient is te. Places wrapped cassette in

being attended, performer sets up position appropriate for film-

equipment for the examination before ing (in preparation for place-

positioning and immobilizing patient:

a. Depending on whether a bucky or

ment of patient on cassette).
ii) If a bucky is not being used,

performer places cassette in a

table top technique will be used position approximating final

and standard institutional prac- positioning.

tices, performer selects speed and iii) As appropriate, performer may

type of film, grid,.and cassette place cassette in vertical hold

combination. Selects size of film er at right angles to table

based on patient's size and areas top; may use stationary grid.

to be included in central beam. iv) If cassette is to be used with

b. Performer obtains the appropriate bucky (under table top or in

size loaded cassette for the first upright holder) performer may

(or next) projection and attaches manually pull out bucky tray

identification information to the and open retaining clamps. In-

cassette or table top: serts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Makes sure

i) Places right or left marke: on clamps are closed. Moves cas-

cassette or table top as appro- sette into appropriate "stored"
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position or inserts cassette priate, performer reconverts

tray into bucky slot and centers. the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kVp and

d. Performer selects the exposure fac- lower mAs, minimizing exposure

tors for the first or (next) pro-
jection. Consults the technique
chart posted for the machine:

time.

e. Performer sets exposure factors
as selected:

i) Locates the information needed
for the body part and projection i) Goes to control panel. Makes
involved according to the thick- sure that indicator light shows

ness of the part and the colli- that x-ray generator is ready

mated field size to be 'used. ,
for use. Makes sure that all

Makes sure that technique re- circuits have been stabilized.

lates to the combination of film Checks that controls are set

type and speed, focal spot size, for radiography mode.

FFD and use or nonuse of other ii) As appropriate, checks line

accessories (such as screens,
grid, bucky, etc.).

voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec needle is aligned properly cin

onds of exposure time), focal line meter.

spot size, and the focal film iii) For conventional exposure con-

distance (TFD or FFD) called for. trol, performer selects wall-

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and amperage and chooses selectors

time have been determined, per- for the correct focal spot size

former notes whether any con- Selects and sets the exposure

versions are necessary to ac- time that will produce the mAs

count for patient's age, condi- desired. Sets the kVp selected

tion, change in FFD, preference by choosing the combination of

of the radiologist in charge,
and any other conversion needed

major and minor kilovoltage set
tings to produce the desired

such as posted change. Performer kVp.

looks up numerical conversion iv) For automatic phototimed expo-

factors and calculates, or uses sure control, performer selects

conversion charts to ascertain and sets the category corre-

the appropriate new exposure sponding to the type of study

factor (kVp, mA and/or time). and use or nonuse of screens,

Multiplies, divides, adds, or bucky, etc., and, if appropri-

subtracts as appropriate,
iv) Performer checks any new or un-

ate, focal spot size. Selects
and sets a control correspond-

familiar exposure factors ing to the field size (as list-

against the posted limits of the ed on technique chart for pho-

x-ray tube on a tube rating totiming).

chart to be sure that technique May select and set a kVp range

does not exceed the heat capac- button (if called for with

ities of the tube for the focal equipment) corresponding to the

spot size to be used. If appro- range for the examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code N. 495

This is page 8 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements-Full

5.

.

Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or special)
requirements for the study. Makes
sure backup timer is not likely
to terminate exposure before
phototimed exposure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube height
pn,Ittion,and collimator (unless
these have already been set).

vi) Performer may return to overhead
unit and set the focal-film dis-
tance (if not already done).
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at
right angles to upright holder).

. Checks the focal-film distance
by reading indicator scale in
the tube housing; adjusts up or
down until the required FFD is
obtained,

Performer prepares the patient in the
position selected for the first (or
next exposure:

a. May explain or demonstrate to nurse
what is required for immobilizing
and positioning. May obtain help.

b. Checks, if barium mixture is to be
(or may be) administered, that bot-
tle is ready. Performer plans to
feed patient barium mixture in nurs
ing bottle just before films are
to be exposed, and wait until pa-
tient has swallowed at least once.
Is careful to avoid spilling any
media on patient's clothing or im-
mobilization materials.

'-c. In positioning and immobilizing pa-
tient, performer remains alert to
patient's respiration. Does not
force infant into position where
any breathing difficu]ty increases.
Does not force flexion of the neck.

i) Performer immobilizes patient's
arms by extending them and plac
ing them along sides of head,
next to the ears.

ii) May apply a sleeve made of a
diaper, towel, pillowcase or
orthopedic stockinet to hold
arms so that sleeve holds arms
above and behind head one at
each side .

iii) May apply a sleeve of stretch
gauze or bandage to the legs
and pelvis. Wraps lightly to
maintain patient in position.

d. In positioning and immobilizing
patient, places patient in supine
and/or lateral recumbent position
unless otherwise requested (such
as for erect view). Notes side of

interest for lateral view.
e. Performer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part. With upright
holder, adjusts height of holder
to part and centers part to film.

f. In centering patient for view of
abdominal contents performer in-
cludes the diaphragm at the upper
border of the area of interest.
Palpates for the costal angle just
below the xiphoid process or pal-
pates for the heartbeat over the
apex of the heart. Includes the
mid-symphysis pubis as the lower
border of the area of interest.
Palpates for the symphysis pubis.

.

g. In centering patient for a prelim-
,

inary radiopaque foreign body
search film, performer includes
the entire gastrointestinal tract
from the external auditory meatuses
to the level of the anal canal un-

less otherwise directed.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 495

This is page 9 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

. For studies of the infant abdomen, i) For a lateral recumbent pro-

jection, performer immobilizesperformer positions and immobilizes
patient (or has this done as follows): patient's umear 4.1d lower ex-

tremities as described, and

a. For a supine AP projection (poster- turns patient on to the side

ior view) of the infant abdomen,
performer centers infant in supine
position on cassette or has this

of interest or has this done.
Cushions neck, chin, and head,
and keeps cheek level with the

done.
cassette. Uses tape, restrain-

ing bands or diaper across

i) Has patient's arms immobilized table to support and hold pa-

above and behind head next to tient in position. Centers cas--

ears as described; has lower sette in bucky (or on table

legs immobilized as described,
or tapes legs together just

under patient) to the area of
interest. Directs central ray

above knees.
vertically at right angles to

ii) Performer adjusts patient so film. .

that median sagittal plane of ii) For lateral recumbent position-

body and head are centered to ing in lieu of AP erect projec-

midline of cassette. May turn tion, performer positions as

head to one side. Gently ex-
described in (i), above. Cen-

tends head and neck and immobil- ters cassette in upright holder

izes with head climp, webbing behind patient. Directs central

strap under chin, or sponges so
. ray horizontally at right an-

that median sagittal plane of gles to the midpoint of film

head is at right angles or par-
through the median line of

allel to cassette...May elevate
body. For air or fluid levels

patient's knees and place re-
maintains patient in position

straining band across legs. long enough before exposure for

iii) Centers film to area of interest
air or fluid levels to be ac-

as described. Directs central ra curately demonstrated.

at right angles to the midpoint iii) For supine positioning for a

of film.
,

lateral projection, performer

iv) Performer may give child a clean
maintains patient in supine

pacifier and tape-this into po- position as described. May ele-

sition unless this would impair vate on radiolucent sponge or

respiration.
pad. Positions vertical holder

on appropriate side or posi-

b. For lateral recumbent (decubitus)
tions grid cassette vertically

projections of the infant abdomen,
notes side of interest and whether

on table. SupporLs so that x-

ray beam may be directed hori-

patient is to be positioned in a
zontally at right angles to

true lateral recumbent position
film. May place wedge shaped

or is to remain supine with tube pads or radiolucent spongea

directed horizontally across table
beneath neck; checks that head

to cassette placed vertically,
is in true AP position. Centers

cassette to the mid-axillary
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Task Code No. 495

This is page 10 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

line of the body at the level of sterile bottle containing mixture

the center of the area of inter- or has this done. Observes patient

est. Directs central ray at right until there is visible sign that

angles to film, centered to the patient has swallowed at least

area of interest. once. Is careful not to spill

media.

c. For upright AP projection (poster- f. If not yet completed, performer

ior view) of the infant abdomen,
performer immobilizes patient's

immobilizes patient in position.
Places restraining bands, strips

upper and lower extremities as de- of gauze, and adhesive tape as

scribed above.
needed. May use head clamp; may
use clean diaper stretched diag-

i) Aligns patient on radiolucent onally across the table and over

board and secures in true AP the patient's head. Avoids use of

position. compression band across abdomen or

ii) Checks that patient is securely chest. After patient has been im-

attached to board. mobilized, performer makes sure

iii) Props or positions board in up- that patient is still able to make

right position and has co-worker small movements necessary for nor-

remain with patient to be sure mal circulation, respiration and

board or patient does not fall. other vital functions.

iv) Centers cassette in upright hold- g. If, during positioning, patient

er or vertical bucky to area of shows signs of pain, performer may

interest, and directs central notify appropriate physician or

ray horizontally to midpoint of nurse at once and awaits orders;

film through the median line of may decide on alternative position-

body. ing to avoid movement of the af-

v) Maintains patient in position fected part.

long enough before exposure for h. Performer checks final positioning 1

air or fluid levels to be ac- by using light in collimator. Acti-r

curately demonstrated. vates the collimator light and

points the light beam towards the

d. For a prone PA projection (poster- part. Adjusts the collimator open-

ior view) of the infant abdomen,
performer immobilizes extremities

ing to correspond to the film
size. Uses cross-hair shadows as

as described, reference for center of field.
Uses the collimator light to cen-

i) Places patient in prone posi- ter the patient to the x-ray
tion on cassette or table. Sup- field, or centers the part to the
ports thorax and feet. Cushions film holder and uses the collima-
and rests head on forehead.or tor light to center the tube to

cheek. the part. Checks that primary beam

ii) Centers cassette and directs will enter the center of the area
central beam as described for of interest at the selected angle

AP projection. to the film so as to project the

view desired. May readjust tube

e. If patient is to be fed barium mix- position lengthwise or cross-wise
ture, performer feeds patient with to provide better centering.

.............
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued) r

Task Code No. 495

This is page 11 of 14 for this Cask.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

7. Performer provides appropriate colli-
mation and shielding:

a. Once the patient has been position-
ed and immobilized, performer ad-
justs-the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film; colli-
mates further so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and detail).
For small fields performer attaches
an auxiliary extension cone to
collimator to further reduce the
primary beam. Adjusts primary beam
to minimum size needed to cover the
part(s) of interest.

b. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be 4n the primary beam but
are not of interest for the exami-
nation.

c. Makes sure that anyone holding the

patient (if absolutely necessary)
or board,or remaining in room is
supplied with lead gloves and
apron and stays out of central
beam as much as p9ssible.

d. Performer may mark patient's skin
to show original collimation and
centering points; may record expo-
sure factors to facilitate any
further filming required.

e. Performer observes patient's breath-0
ing, and plans exposure for the ap-
propriate instant for the phase re-
quired (expiration unless otherwise
ordered). Plans to start exposure
after chest has begun to decline,
timed so that exposure is made be-
fore inhalation begins.

8. Performer makes first (or next) expo-

sure:

a. Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the exposure
is made. Readjusts position if
warranted,

b. The performer returns to control

panel. Makes sure controls are
properly set and patient is still

in position.
c. :f there is delay=gicposure switch,

starts rotor. Observes patient's

breathing and times exposure to
the appropriate instant for the

phase required.
Activates exposure for expiration
after phase has begun.

d. Performer initiates exposure by

pressing hand trigger or exposure

control button.

i) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight

ly.
ii) May watch for evidence of mal-

function, such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen

for sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is mal-
function, may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat ex-

posure.
iii) With phototimer, notes whether

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before

phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).

iv) After exposure is completed,
tells any adult with infant
that he or she can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
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Task Code No. 495

This is page 12 of 14 for this task.
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List Elements Full

technical factors for possible b. Makes sure that life support func

overload,or checks for overload tions are being monitored and pa-

elsewhere on circuit. Anticipates tient is never left unattended.

need to repeat exposure. Is especially careful to prevent

vi) After exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes the cassette

patient falling.

from the x-ray table or bucky. 10. Performer has processed films review

Removes any markers for further ed as appropriate:

use. Removes patient from board.

vii) Performer repeats radiography a. If the first radiograph(s) are

steps for all exposures ordered preliminary (scout) films, and/or

before review by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors,
tube,and position of patient or

are to be reviewed wet, or viewed

as processed, performer brings

the processed radiograph(s) di-

cassette as appropriate to each rectly to the radiologist in

view ordered.
charge. places on view boxes, and

viii) Performer may plan to have each or arranges to have viewed in

radiographnprocessed and exam- darkroom; informs radiologist

ined after exposure so that ra- that the radiographs are rtady.

diologist can terminate when ap- b. If the radiologist indicaLLs that

propriate and avoid unnecessary there is any problem with the

exposures. technical factors, processing, or

ix) Performer may arrange to have patient positioning, performer

the full set of processed ra- records or notes for later use

diographs reviewed by radiolo- in the examination, and/or re-

gist so that any additional view- peats preliminary radiography as

required can be made at once. ordered.
c. When (or if) performer learns

e. Performer arranges to have the ex- from the radiologist that a

posure(s) processed at once or de- repeat or further conventional

cides to do personally. Attaches ID views and/or positions are to be

card for use with flasher if appro-
undertaken, eliminated, or al-

priate. May sign requisition,
f. While films are being processed,

makes sure that patient is com-

tered, or the location of foreign
1-.sdy, performer proceeds as ap-

vropriate according to instruc-

fortable and attended by staff per- tions:

son, parent or self.
i) For further exposures perform-

. Throughout procedure performer ob- er repeats appropriate steps

serves patient for any signs of emer- for next view(s) including

gency and/or to prevent or respond to

an acciden::. Is alert to signs sug-

identification of the cassette,

use of R-L marker, the selec-

gesting faintness or any impairment in tion and setting of technique

respiration.
for next view (if different),
positioning patient and equip-

a. Notifies nurse or physician at once ment for focus-object-film

if patient shows emergency signs.
alignment, proper collimation,
shieldiug, immobilization.
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This is page 13 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

ii) If so ordered, performer may
arrange to feed patie t barim
mixture by bottle as (Lscribed
earlier.

iii) As appropriate, performer con- 11.

tinues with exposures at the
proper respiratory phase.

iv) If patient ia to be placed in
erect position or lateral re-
cumbent position for fluid or
air level study, maintains pa-
tient in that position for the
required amount of time prior

to next exposure.
v) Continues to have radiographs

processed and reviewed as ap-
propriate.

vi) Perfozmer refrains from com-
menting to parent or guardian
on the films or providing any
interpretation.

d. If performer is asked to repeat
any exposures, makes sure that
the additional exposures are war-
ranted medically, since additional
radiation will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own'care-
lessness or lack of attention
so that performer can avoid
future "retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment,, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request,for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

e. If appropriate, performer notes
radiologist's orders for addition-
al examination such as contrast

study of appropriate part of

gastrointestinal tract, follow-
up films to trace the advance-

me-Jt of a foreign object.

When performer is sure that the ex-
amination has been completed, car-
ries out termination steps for the
examination:

a. Performer may have patient fed,

transported back to room, to par-
ent or guardian, or to next loca-

tion, or decides to do personal-
ly, as appropriate.

b. Performer has equipment and ex-
amination table cleaned after use
or decides to do personally, de-

pending on institutional arrange-
ments.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures, May include date, room,
examination type, the views
taken, the technical factors used
and film sizes; may record the
number of exposures made of each

.
view including retakes; may enter
the estimated radiation dose to
which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage);
may record any problem with
equipment, any special care pro-
vided patient. If any views call-
ed for in the initial request
could not be obtained, performer
may record reasons. Signs requi-

sition sheet.
d. If appropriate,has radiologist

fill out and/or sign requisition
sheet for current study and/or
orders for new examination.

e. If performer will only-carry out
preliminary "scout" filming, and
another co-worker will continue
with examination, performer re-
cords the approved technical fac-
tors used for the scouts, and the

accessories employed, or informs
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This is page 14 of 14 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

the co-worker who will continue. .

Performer gives the requisition
sheet, name card, and any notes to
the co-worker who will continue
with procedure.

f. Performer may decide to jacket
films, requisition sheet, and re-
lated materials, and/or hive infor-
mation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or has this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

g. May indfcate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

,

..........-,..,..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 496

This is age 1 qf 22 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured;parts measured;
films identified;technical factors selected and set;
technique flr magnification sct up;shielding applied
pt. positioned,immobilized;exposures made;radio-
graphs sent for processing and evaluation;procedures
repeated as appropriate for full set of views;pa-
tient returned;examination recorded;radiographs
placed for use.

List 'Elements Full

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kind:: of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,

technical history,prior radiographs;pen;x-ray unit,

control panel,tube,bucky or film tunnel,table,colli-

mator,extension cones;beam filter;technique,stan-
dard view,tube rating,and rad exposure charts;cas-

sette holder;support stand;protractor;shielding;R-L

and ID markers;immobilization devices,translucent

panels,bands,tape,gauze;pillowcase,stockinet;cali-

pers;stool;scissors;metal ruler,yardstick;view boxes;

emergency cart;sterile gloves,gown,mask;padding;dia-
pers;pacifier;toys;wax marking pen;order forms;phone;

stretcher;wheelchair
3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-workr involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Pediatric patient to be radiographed;co-worker;radi-
ologist;nurse;accompanying adult

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking plain film radiographs of the lower extremi-

ties of infant or pediatric pt. by Iceviewing request;

reporting observed contraindications;reassuring pt.,

adult;measuring parts;setting up for magnification
technique;selectiw; and setting technical factors;

identifying film;pozlitioning pt. and equipment for

recumbent or erect exposure;immobilizing pt.;provid-

ing shielding;collimating;making exposures;having ra

diographs processed and reviewed;repeating for full

set of views or as ordered;having pt. returned;plac-

ing radiographs for use;recording examination.

229

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for radiography
of the lower extremities (cover-
ing pelvis, hip,femora, knees,

legs, ankles and feet) or a ped-
iatric patient scheduled for ra-
diography of the long bones or
feet as a result of:

. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

The plain films may serve as
preliminary "scout" films
for contrast studies such as
arthrograpby, or may be part
of survey series.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(u)
taken over time with record
of technical factors and po-
sitions used and/or any
changes necessary in tech-

nique.

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of
the information provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminations called for in-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check heFril this
is a master sheet. .



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 496

This is page 2 of 22 for this task.

List Elements F41y

cluding the parts involved, the af-
fected side, whether bilateral or
unilateral studies are requested,
and the purpose of the study.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
height, and weight. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
accident,or emergency patient. Notes0
the name of the radiologist in
charge; may note name of referring
clinician.

c. Performer notes the patient posi-
tions and views called for, the
number of exposures, the central
beam angulation, the areas of in-
terest and joints to be included,
the requested angulation of the
parts.

i) With long bone measurement or
clubfoot evaluation notes wheth-
er order is for initial study.
Notes the technique ordered. If
part of existing series, plans
positioning for exposures exact-
ly as dole before so that com-
parisons can be made. Notes ac-
cessories used.

ii) Notes orders for any special
views or whether standard ser-
ies are requested, whether for-
eign body localization is re-
quired. With foreign body notes
suspected location ana entry
site.

iii) Notes whether magnification is
ordered, whether there will be
multiple views on a single long
film. Notes orders on technique
such as use of bucky, cassette
tunnel, nonscreen holders, grid.

iv) Notes whether patient will be
standing, lying and/or sitting
on x-ray table.

d. Notes any special information that
will affect patient positioning,

List E1ement4Lilly

technique, imobilization, or han-
dling of the patient, such as pre-
sence of accident injuries, unheal
ed or suspected fracture, bone in-
fection, presence of plaster cast,
splints (to be left in place or
removed by a physician), extremi-
ties of unequal length, whether
patient will be on a stretcher,
in a wheelchair, in an incubator.

i) With patients with unhealed or
suspected fractures performer
may make sure that a surgeon or
radiologist is available to po-
sition the patient.

ii) If lateral body positions are
requested performer makes sure
that there is no danger of frag
ment displacement, injury, pre-
sence of unhealed fracture or
destructive di.ease. May check
with MD.

e. Performer checks whether patient
is suffering from a collateral con
dition requIring special handling
such as respiratory or heart dis-
ease, communicable or infectious
condition, retardation; notes
whether patient has IV drip, oxy-
gen supply, respiratory or similar
devices in place; whether patient
will be accompanied by nurse,other
staff person, parent or guardian.

f. Performer checks prior preparation
of patient:

i) If patient's record indicates
orders for sedation or any
other prior medication or prep-
aration, performer may check
timing to be sure a proper
elapse of time has occurred for
medication to take effect. May
arrange to delay examination if
appropriate.



TASK DESCRIPTLON SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 496

This is page 3 of 22 for thts task.

Li-t Elements Fully

ii) May note infant patient's feed-
ing schedule and arrange to have
patient fed while in department
if not contrary to needs of ex-

amination.

g. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, and the
examination ordered. Plans to take
special precautions with neonate
or ill patient such as use of gown
mask, sanitary procedures to pro-
tect patient from contamination or
to prevent spread of infection.
Notes appropriate shielding for ex-
amination.

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institntional pro-
cedures performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent
past, whether number of radio-
graphic exposures ordered or
done in past is extensive and
should be brought to radiolo-
gist's attention.

ii) May review prior films and con-
sider whether any exposures or-
dered can be eliminated. Notes
any record of technical factors

used.
iii) If the performer determines that

the request is not properly
authorized, is incomplete, that
sufficient informatton is lack-
ing for performer to select

Liat Elements Fully 0

technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient, or if
performer considers that there
may be contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure,
nerformer notifies supervisor,
ratUologist, or other designat-
ed staff person, depending on
institutional procedures. Ex-
plains the problem if appropri-
ate and proceeds after obtain-
ing needed information, signa-
ture, or orders.

i. If referring physician has requet-
ed that prior film series on file
be sent with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv-

ered.

2. When performer is clear about what
will be involved in examination, he
or she prepares ahead so as not to

keep patient in examination room
longer than necessary:

a. If performer is not already.as-

signed to examination room (and

a particular machine) notes the

room or machine involved. Goes
to examiaation room for machine.

i) Checks for grid, film tunnel
or high speed bucky as requir-
ed.

ii) If magnification has been re-
quested, performer checks eat
the machine to be used has a
fractional focal spot of ap-
propriate size for direct mag-
nification technique (i.e. 0.3
mm or smaller).

iii) If pacient will be standing on
bench or table top (such as
for weight bearing views),
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 4,96

This is page 4 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Fully ,List Elements,E2111.

size and the technique to be used
requires that two or more films

makes sure that equipment, pvr-
ticularly overhead system, is
shock-proof. May insert wedge - be abutted, taped, and placed in

filter in x-ray tube for long a long cassette to provide for

bone study. exposure of hip, knee and ankle
joints on a single film. If needed

b. Performer washes hands as appro- and not in room, orders from dark-

priate; depending on patient's con- room aide or decides to prepare

dition, may decide to arrange for
or carry out isolation or decon-
tamination tecnniques.

personally in darkroom.

h. Performer prepares for identifica-

c. If appropriate, checks that emer- tion of the films using equipment

gency cart has been prepared and provided by institution:

is presentfor available, or de-
cides to do personally. Checks i) May obtain lead numerals and

that clean pacifiers and toys are tape and prepare identifica-

present. tion strip for placement on

d. Checks that proper access.ories for film holder(s) giving appropri-

infant or pediatric patient are ate patient identification in-

available for procedure including formation.

leaded rubber shielding for pa- ii) Performer may prpare for use

tient, aprons and gloves to be of flashcard by checking that

used by anyone who will remain in there is piece of lead on film

the room during exposure, gown,
gloves, mask for performer.

holder surface; may write or
type out ID information on card

e. Performer checks that appropriate if not received with requisi-

immobilization devices for infant tion.

or child are present, and that iii) Checks identification against

there is a mattress, pads, pillows
and/or blankets for comfort of pa-
tient, and cushion or box to sit
on if patient is to be seated on

requisition sheet.

i. If long bone study is ordered,
performer may obtain and tape a

table.
metal ruler to the top of film

f. Makes sure tliat right (R) and left tunncl,or table with bucky,so

(L) markers are available for use that it will be in the area ex-

and identification cards, leaded
numerals or markers.

posed on radiograph,
j. Checks that there is leaded rubber

g. Performer makes sure that an ade- shielding available to be used to

quate supply of loaded cassettes mask film and/or place beneath

and/or nonscreen film holders of the film holder, as appropriate.

the appropriate types and sizes k. ?erformer reviews the technique

for infants and/or children are chart for the machine to be used

available in the examination room. and takes note of any newly posted

If not, arranges to obtain or de- changes in technical factors (to

cides to obtain personally. reflect accommodation for change .

.

in machine output or a policy de-

For long bone studies performer cision).

determines whether patient's
.

.

,
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1. Performer checks that the x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to the control panel and checks
that indicator light shows that
machine is "warmed up." If appro-
priace, performer may set the ra-
diography mode selector and set
the collimator control for manual
operation.

ing. Performer may adjust tube
height to provide a round num-
ber for the TOD.

iii) Depending on whether the OFD
or the TOD is fixed, performer .

calculates the required com-
plementary distance by refer-
ring to a magnification chart
for the degree of linear magni-
fication required, or uses the

3. If magnification has been requested,
performer prepares the equipment for
the tube-over-table method of magni-
fication (used without bucky):

a. Performer determines the degree of
magnification requested on the req-4
uisition sheet; if the request is
expressed as an area magnification
performer determines the linear
magnification by taking the square

root.

formula: degree of linear mag-
nification equals TFD divided .

by TOD. For a two-times linear
magnification performer simply
sets the TOD equal to the OFD.

iv) Performer adjusts and locks
the table height and/or tne
tube height to the calculated

OFD and TOD.

c. Performer aligns the object-film

and target-object distances:

b. Performer calculates the required
distances from tgrget (focal spot)

to object (patient) (TOD), and from

object to film (OFD), as well as
the distance from target to film

(TFD) (the sum of TOD and OFD):

i) Performer moves the x-ray tube
housing until it is centered
over the table top in the ap-

proximate area where the pa-
tient's area of interest will
be positioned on table.

i.). If the distance from the table j
ii) Performer swings the table out

top to a cassette placed on the of the way so that there is no

floor or a stool (OFD) will be
a relatively inflexible dis-

tance, performer measures this

distance or reads indicator
scale. (If stool is to be used,

may note the table height.) Per-

former may adjust table height
to provide for a round number

for the OFD.
ii) If the distance from the focal

spot to the table top (TOD)

will be the relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer de-
termines what this is by mea-
suring or reading appropriate
indicator scale on tube hous-

obstruction between the tube
end the floor. (Does not change

height.) If appropriate, places
a stool on the floor under the

tube. May place cassette of ap-
propriate size on floor or
stool. Performer uses the size
film designated for the degree
of magnification and the se-
lected part to be' studied. .

iii) Performer adjusts the collima-

tion to correspond to the field

size anticipated (for the TOD

involved).
iv) Performer activates the light

in the collimator and adjusts
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List Elements FullyVPINMI

v)

vi)

List Elements Full

the tube horizontally so that
the light beam cast is centered
to the cassette on the stool or
floor. Uses the cross-hairs 2ro-
jected by the beam to center the
tube to the area on the floor
or stool.
Performer locks the tube into
position so that there is a 900
angle.of the beam with the floor
or stool. Fixes and retains col-
limator setting.
Performer marks the outline of
the collimated light area or 4.

cassette on the floor or stool
using tape or other removable
marker. If not already done,
checks by placing cassette in
marked area. May mark center of
area as shown by cross-hairs.

vii) Performer swings table back into
place. Activates light beam in
collimator and marks the table
top where Ole center cross-hairs
and light outline are projected
(to be used to center the part
to be radiographed). Uses tape
or other radiolucent removable
marker.

viii) Performer may recheck TOD and
OFD to be sure that they cor-
respond to the calculated dis-
tances.

d. For magnification technique using
a vertical film holder, adjusts
upright holder to appropriate
Leight; adjusts x-ray tube to
right-angle horizontal projection
of beam to film holder; centers
to the film; measures and adjusts
TOD to expected patient's posi-
tion and marks location of posi-
tion; measures and adjusts OFD
from position as marked.

e. If the sum of the new TOD and OFD

(TFD) is now different from the
TFD used for non-magnification

technique, performer may consult
technique chart to note the fac-
tor to use for a compensatory
change in mAs. May record for
later use in setting exposure fac-
tors.

f. Performer may also ncte the change
in kVp and mAs necessary to com-
pensate for any change in collima-
tion from non-magnification tech-
nique. Consults appropriate chart
for conversion factor. May record.

Performer readies patient for the
examination:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may decide to carry
out isolation or decontamination
techniques. May don gown and mask.

b. Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally. Depending on institu-
tional arrangements, performer may
decide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room.

c. Performer greets patient and any

accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet.
With in-patient, checks hospital
identification bracelet or other
identifier. Checks with accompany-
ing staff member on any special
precautions necessary during pro-
cedure.

d. If not already done, performer
places padding on x-ray table and
makes patient comfortable:

i) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radiolu-
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cent stretcher can be lifted

with patient on it from wheeled

base to x-ray table.
ii) With suspected fractures or ac-

cident patient, may have sur-
geon or radiologist position
the patient. May have patient
remain on stretcher until in-
jury has been localized.

iii) If patient is in wheelchair,
moves patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Locks
chair into position.

iv) Performer may decide to assist
child to table or has this done.
May obtain help. Makes sure that
no equipment is in the way or

may be collided with by patient.

If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.

v) May have nurse carefully place

infant in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.

vi) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patient is never un-

attended.

e. If not already done, has patient's
clothing removed and has patient
put in gown and kept warm as ap-

propriate.

i) If there is an injured limb to

be radiographed, performer re-
moves clothing from unaffected
side before slipping off affect-
ed side.

ii) If patient may be suffering from

a fracture, performer has staff

member in attendance remove the
necessary clothing from the

area.
iii) If there is a splint or cast

on Injured area to be removed,
performer has removed by ap-
propriate staff member; does

not remove personally.
iv) If there is a wet dressing in-

volved, performer has it rein-
forced or decides to do per-

sonally.
v) If patient has a life support

system in place, such as incu-

bator, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
that equipment is being moni-

tored.

f. Depending on institutional arrange-

ments and condition of patient,

performer may indicate to parent
or guardian that he or she must

wait outside of examindtion room

or that he or she may remain in

room to help reassure patient.

i) Performer may provide privacy

while mother breast feeds in-

fant or may provide bottle and

have patient fed.
ii) Answers patient's,parent's or

guardian's questions honestly;
attempts to reassure and de-

velop confidence. Remains aware
that patient and/or adult may
be frightened and/or patient
in pain. Performer explains to

adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

g. Performer attempts to develop a

warm interaction with patient so

that infant or child remains calm

2 35
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List Elements Full

during examination. May hold pa-
tient; may speak to patient in calm,
gentle voice; may provide clean
pacifier or toy.

i) Performer attempts to calm pa-
tient and gain cooperation by
communicating as appropriate to
patient's age or,if appropriate,
level of retardation. Is as calm
and gentle as possible.

ii) With child,performer tells pa-
tient what will happen, and re-
hearses aspects of the procedure.
Shows how x-ray unit and table
moves. May give patient clean
toy. Performer explains truth-
fully if patient can 1-1 expected
to feel any pain. Indicates how
patient can help.

iii) If patient is difficult to calm,
performer may have parent who
is present leave, or if parent
has left, may try having parent
help calm patient.

iv) If patient continues to be un-
manageable, performer may con-
sider requesting that procedure
be delayed until child is more
quiet. May discuss possibility
of sedation with radiologist. If
ordered, arranges to have ad-
ministered.

h. Performer may question parent, RN
or MD present on what movement is
possible in the affected extremity
and on the opposite side to deter-
mine what positions are available
for use:

i) May question child about any
injury or pain to determine what
mobility is possible.

ii) Performer notes whether patient
can be examined in the standard
positions called for with the

List Elements Full

projections ordered; if not,
plans to substitute alternative
positions.

iii) If movement is limited or frac-
ture is suspected, performer
decides on x-ray tube and pa-
tient positions to accomplish
the radiography with a minimum
of movement of the patient. May
decide to use upright film hold
er in appropriate positions
with patient stationary to ac-
complish this.

iv) Performer may examine patient
vi(ually. Notes the patient's
body type, whether the area of
interest is heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points will be easy
to find. Notes whether the ex-
tremities are of unequal length
Notes whether there is a soft
tissue abnormality such as swel
ling or atrophy which could
cause rotation of the pelvis.

v) Performer may evaluate whether
patient can tolerate having the
affected part placed flat on
film holder or requires alter-
native positioning with use of
an angulation block.

vi) If there is a suspected foreign
body in the foot, performer de-
termines the point of entry and
tapes a small lead marker over
the point.

vii) Performer may consider whether
two or more projections can be
combined to reduce exposure.
For long bone study may deter-
mine how long cassette can be
used to project areas of inter-
est with minimum exposures on a
single film. If bilateral views
are ordered plans to make bi-
lateral projections with a sin-
gle exposure if possible.
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,

5.

i. Performer may measure the patient

for the dimensions relevant for the
views ordered. May use centimeter
calipers to measure the thickness
oi.the part(s) to be radiographed
in the directions in which the Cen-

tral ray of the x-ray beam will
pass through the centered part from

tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors.

i) With fracture or accident pa-
tient may have surgeon or radi-
ologist position the patient for

measurements,
ii) After measuring, has patient

rest in as relaxed a position
as possible.

j. Performer considers the number and

types of projections ordered for
the examination and the patient's
condition. Performer may consider
a change from standard projections

to better accomplish the purpose
nf the examination, or deletion of

a position. Depending on institu-

tional arrangements, performer may
obtain permission from appropriate
radiologist or decides personally
to alter the standard procedure
within institutional guidelines,

k. Performer provides patient and

everyone who will remain in room

during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. Explains if
necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radiation
exposure. If a staff member or par-
ent or guardian will be asked to

assist in positioning, performer
provides leaded gloves and apron.

After making sure that patient is

being attended, performer sets up
equipment for the examination before

positioning and immobilizing patient:
-.

a. Depending on whether a bucky,

film tunnel or table top techni-
que will be used, whether non-
screen holders or cassettes, and

standard institutional practices,
performer selects speed and type
of film, grid, and film holder

combination:

i) Selects size of film based on
the areas to be included in
central beam, patient's size,
whether unilateral or bilat-
eral projections are to be
made, whether multiple views
are to be exposed on a single

film. May obtain curved cas-
sette or flexible film holder
for "tunnel view" of knee.

ii) For magnification technique,
performer selects the size of
film designated for the degree
of magnification, the patient
size and the area of interest.

h. Performer obtains the appropriate

size loaded cassette or nonscreen
holder for the first (or next)

projection.

i) If several exposures will be
made on one film, performer
mentally decides how the cas-
sette or film holder will be

masked and shifted in film
tunnel or grid tray without
moving patient and so that
radiograph need not be turned
for viewing each image.

ii) Performer uses leaded rubber
sheets, and masks the film
holder completely except for
the first (or next) area to
be exposed. Performer treats
the area to be exposed from
this point as though it were
One actual film size.
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iii) May mark midpoint of each film
holder or cassette (or each sec-
tion of a film holder or cas-
sette masked for multiple views).

Uses radiolucent marker.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the film holder, cas-
sette or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder,cassette, or table
top as appropriate to the study
and projection, or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for auto-
matic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.

iii) If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

iv) Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

d. Performer places film holder or
cassette in approximate position
for first (or next) exposure:

i) If appropriate, performer may
place cassette in upright hold-
er at right angles to table top

or in other position selected.

May place in film tunnel.
ii) If cassette is to be used with

bucky (under table top or in up-
right holder) may manually pull
out bucky tray and open retain-

ing clamps. Inserts cassette
into bucky tray and pushes back.

Makes sure clamps are closed.

Moves cassette into appropriate
"stored" ' position or inserts

cassette tray into bucky slot

and centers. Centers partially
masked cassette so that the un-
masked portion of cassette is
centered to central beam.

iii) If a table top technique is to
be used, places film holder in
a position approximating final

positioning. If magnification
technique is to be used, per-
former places cassette in mark-
ed position on floor or stool.
May plact leaded rubber sheet
under nonscreen film holder.

iv) With accident patient, after
localization has been estab-
lished, performer may obtain
assistance in lifting any part
under which a cassette or film
holder must be placed while the
injured part is supported.

e. Performer selects the exposure
factors for the first (or next)

projection. May consult the tech-
nique chart posted for the ma-

chine:

i) Locatas the information needed
for the body part and projec-
tion involved according-to the

thickness of the part and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique
relates to the combination of
film type and speed, focal spot
size, FFD and use or nonuse of

other accessories (such as
screens, grids, bucky, etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,
T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (TFD or FFD)

called for.
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iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-

former notes whether any conver-
sions are necessary to account
for patient's age, a pathologi-
cal condition, cast, a change
in FFD, the preference of the
radiologist in charge, and any
other conversion needed such as
with magnification technique or
posted change. Performer looks
up numerical conversion factors
and calculates or uses conver-
sion chart to ascertain the ap-
propriate new exposure factor
(kVp, mA and/or time). Multi-
plies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

iv) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of the
x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent out-
put using higher kVp and lower
mAs, minimizinz.exposure time.

f. Performer sets exposure factors as
selected:

i) Goes to control panel. Makes
sure that indicator light shows
that x-ray generator is ready
for use. Makes sure that all cir
cuits have been stabilized.
Checks that controls are set for
radiography mode.

ii) As appropriate, checks line volt
age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line
meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-

inagRIPSIERIM11.111.111111111ffiellaMOSIMINIKP
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amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the combi-
nation of major and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phutotimed expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with the
equipment) corresponding to the
range for tbe examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, position, and collima-
tor (unle'Js these have already
been set as with magnification
technique).

vi) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
film distance (if not already
done, as with magnification
technique). Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray
tube into place over the film
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6.

holder (or at right angles to
upright holder). Checks the
frcal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts up or down un-
til the required FFD is obtain-
ed.

Performer prepares the patient in the
position selected for the first (or
next) exposure (unless this is done
by physician or nurse):

a. May explain or demonstrate to par-
ent or staff member what is re-
quired for immobilizing. May ob-
tain help; may have nurse or MD
position and immobilize in acci-
dent and fracture cases or does
preliminary filming without moving
patient.

b. For unilateral exposure makes sure
that correct side is being posi-
tioned. If comparison studies are
ordered places the unaffected side
in same position as side of inter-
est.

c. In positioning and immobilizing
injured patient or infant, perform-
er may use supine positioning. Uses

horizontal beam to avoid rotating
patient for lateral projections.

d. If patient's extremities are of
unequal length, performer may note
whether the legs or the femora are
unequal. Makes adjustment in po-
sitioning at the joint above the
unequal part, such as placing pel-
vis so that greater trochanters
are in the same transverse plane
for unequal femora, and knees at
same transverse plane for unequal

legs. In immobilizing is careful
to position and support feet to
avoid rotation of the upper ends
of the femora.

e. If required for the study perform-

er may mark patient's body with

localization marks using skin

.
marking pen. For long bone mea-
surements has patient lie or
places patient in supine position
and marks the joints bilaterally.

i) Performer locates the hip joint
by defining a line betwen the
anterior superior iliac F...pine

and the symphysis pubis. De-
termines the midpoint and de-
Anes a line at right angles
to the first line at the mid-
point, and finds a point on the
second line about a half inch
below the first. Marks this
point for centering.

ii) Performer locates the knee
joint by finding a point just
below the apex of the patella
at the level of the depression
between the femoral and tibial
condyles.

iii) Performer locates the ankle
joint by finding a point di-
rectly under the depression
midway between the malleoli.

iv) Performer localizes the long
axis of the femoral neck by lo-
eating the anterior superior
iliac spine and the upper mar-
gin of the symphysis pubis. De-
fines a line between them. Pal-
pates ti-,... greater trochanter of

the femur and marks a point a
half inch below its most promi-
nent part. Defines a line from
the point marked to the mid-
point of the first line as the
long axis of the femoral neck.

f. If there is a tumor or tenderness
on dorsal side of patient, ele-

vates patient's body on soft cot-

ton. If soft tissue swelling or.

atrophy causes rotation of pelvis,
performer elevates low side on ra-
diopaque support and checks that
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femora --e equidistant from the
film (for supine positioning).

g. Performer may immobilize patient's
arms by extending them and placing F

them along sides of head, next to
the ears. May apply a sleeve made
of a diaper, towel, pillowcase or
orthopedic stockinet to hold arms
so that sleeve holds arms above and
behind head,one at each side.
May apply a sleeve of stretch gauze
or bandage to the pelvis. Wraps
lightly to maintain patient in po-
s!tion.

h. Performer centers the part keeping
the long axis of the part parallel .

to the film holder. When using a
film tunnel or bucky, centers pa-
tient to midline. With film holder
or cassette on table top, centers
film to part. With upright holder
adjusts height of holder to part
and centers part to film.

7. Performer positions and immobilizes
patient (or has this done) as follows:

a. For studies of the infant pelvis
and hip joint(s), performer notes
whether bilateral or unilateral
views are required; makes sure that
there is no danger of fragment dis-
placement, injury, or presence of
unhealed fracture or destructive
disease before placing patient in
any abducted or rotated body posi-
tions.

i) For AP projection (posterior
view) of the infant pelvis and
hip joint, performer places pa-
tient in supine position. Aligns
the median sagittal plane of the
body to the midline of the table'
Extends both legs and supports
knees. Supports ankle joints and
adjusts to same transverse plane

For extremities of unequal
length adjusts as described
above.
Inverts feet so that long axes
of femora ale parallel with
plane of film by grasping heels
and turning feet medially with-
out forcing.
Performer may check that there
is no rotatisn of pelvis by
measuring the distance from the
anterior superior iliac spine
to table top on each side. Over
comes rotation of pelvis due to
swelling or atrophy by elevat-
ing appropriate side.
Immobilizes upper extremities
as described or tapes at sides
with elbows comfortably flexed.
Immobilizes hips and legs with
sponges, gauze, tape or webbing

bands.
Centers median sagittal plane
to midline for bilateral view;
centers hip joint to midline
for unilateral view; -- at the
level of the highest point of
the greater trochanter(s). Di-
rects central ray to midpoint
at right angles to film, or as

ordered.
ii) For an axiolateral view ("frog"

position) of the infant femoral
neck(s) and hip(s) and oblique
view of pelvis, performer main-
tains the patient in a supine
position. For a bilateral view
aligns median sagittal plane
of body to midline. For unilat-
eral view centers the anterior
superior iliac spine of the af-
fected side to the midline.
Immobilizes arms and body in AP
position and checks that there
is no rotation of the body.
Flexes the knees (or knee on
side of interest) and abducts
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thigh(s). Turns feet (or f'iot on
side of interest) inward as
close to the buttocks as possi-
ble. Centers and immobilizes
feet (foot).
For unilateral study, extends un
affected extremity and supports
knee and ankle.
For bilateral views adjusts
thighs so that abduction is
equal and the long axes of the
femoral necks are parallel to
the plane of the film. Adjusts
central ray angle to parallel
the long axes of the femoral
shafts, centered to the symphy-

sis pubis.
For unilateral projection, po-
sitions cassette vertically on
affected side with its long axis
parallel to the long axis of the
femoral neck, and as far as pos-
sible into the depression above
iliac crest. Supports with sand-
bags. Inverts foot slightly. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to long axis of femoral

. neck to hip joint point (as de-
scribed above) and under the op-
posite knee if flexed.

b. For pediatric long bone measure-

.

performer may insert wedge filter
in x-ray tube'so that the thick
part is towards the ankles when
the patient is supine.

i) For supine AP projections of
peeiatric long bones or joints,
performer aligns patient in su-
pine position so that the med-
ian sagittAl plane of the body
is at the midline of the film
tunnel or table, with the un-
masked part of the film center-
ed to the joint to be exposed
or to the level of the midpoint

of the area to be exposed. Ar-
ranges lower extremities for

bilateral projections.
Extends the lower extremities
equally with ankles separated
5 or 6 inches or as ordered.
Arranges unaffected knee joint
to no more extension than is

possible on affected side, and
supports both on pads of iden-

tical size. Checks that joints

are bilaterally equidistant
from film. Places supports
against soles of feet to im-
mobilize and dorsiflex so that
the ankles are in near right
angle flexion. May place pa-
tient so that footboard serves
as support. Immobilizes with

tape if necessary.
For filming entire lower ex-
tremities, plans minimum num-
ber exposures from hip joints
to ankles to avoid double ex-
posure. Centers unmasked por-
tion of film to first (or next)

bilateral projecti.n midway be-
tween upper and lwer border of

first (or next) area of inter-

est.
For spot scanograms, plans a
closely coned exposure of each

ment study., performer notes exactly

how prior studies were done, or,
if first of series, whether patient

is to be supine (such as infants)

or in erect position. Notes whether

film(s) will include entire lower
extremities, bilaterally covering
hips, femora, knees, legs and an-
kles, or will include bilateral
spot "scanograms" of the joints,

Plans to position patient once and
use masked film holders to obtain
the exposures necessary on a sin-
gle film if possible, by moving
film holder. If not already done,
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joint (six successively, or
three bilaterally).
Makes sure that metal ruler is
placed so that it will be radio-
graphed with each exposure and
not overlap with patient's area
of interest. Directs central ray
at right angles to film at mid-
point of area of interest;(for
scanograms to marked points of
joints or midway between contra-
lateral points marked on joints).

ii) For erect AP proje:tions of pel-
vis, hip joints ani lumbar verte-
brae for pediatric long bone mea-
surement, performer has child
stand barefoot in front of a ver-t,
tical bucky.
Adjusts the feet so that they
are parallel, with about seven
inches between, and equidistant
from midline. Checks that pa-
tient's weight is equally dis-
tributed on both feet. May ap-
ply compression band across pel-
vis and recheck that there is
no rotation.
Centers the film to the median
sagittal plane of Cae body and
to a point midway betwenn the
superior iliac spines and the
iliac crests.
Performer measures tta distahce
from the patient's hip joints
(as marked) to the floor. Ad-
justs the x-ray tube so that the
focal spot is the same distance
abovc: the floor.
Places a lead marker on the cas-
sette at the level of the hip
joints so that it will be radio-
u9ohed but not overlap with
ayea of interest. Directs the
central ray to the midpoint of
th% film (at an oblique angle).

c. For studies of the infant knee and
or lower leg, performer notes
whether unilateral or bilateral
views are ordered. Positions for
bilateral views so that both legs
and joints will be projected with
one exposure. If a patellar frac-
ture may be involved, makes sure
not to flex the knees more than
10°.

i) For AP projection (posterior
view) of infant knee(s) and/or
leg(s), lerformer places pa-
tient in supine position on
table with no rotation of the
pelvis. Extends the leg(s) in
AP position and inverts the
foot (feet) slightly without
rotating leg(s). Supports sole
(s) with sandbags. Centers film
holder under the area of inter-
est.

If only the knees will be ra-
diographed centers film to the
apex of the patella, and ro-
tates leg(s) so that a line
through both the femoral epi-
condyles is parallel with the
plane of the film.
Supports ankles. Immobilizes as
appropriate. Directs the cen-
tral ray as appropriate to pur-
pose of study (at right angles
to film for legs and bones of
joint,and 50 to 7° cephalad for
joint spaces).

ii) For lateral projection of in-
fant knee and/or leg, perform-
er maintains patient in supine
position and uses vertical cas-
sette placed against side of
interest at-right angles to
table top.
For study of knee, notes wheth-
er knee is to be in partial or
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right-angle flexion. Flexes and
supports as appropriate. Adjusts
supports st; that patella is at
right angles to film. Centers
film to center of area of inter-
est and directs central ray hori
zontally across table to mid-
point of film or at angle speci-
fied.

iii) For semiaxial AP projection,
"tunnel view," of infant knee,
maintains patient in supine po-
sition with no rotation in body.
Adjusts the elevation of the leg
and flexion of the knee so that
the leg and femur form a 1200

angle. Supports knee. Adjusts
leg in AP position. Places curv-
ed cassette or flexible film
uolder beneath the posterior
surface of the knee,centered so
that central ray will enter the
"notch" at a right angle to the
long axis of the tibia at the
center of the cassette or hold-
er. Immobilizes foot.

d. For studies of the ankles and irlet
(other:than club foot study) per-
former examines child as for nori
pediatric examination. For infant,
proceeds as follows:

i) For the infant foot, performer
centers with reference to the
appropriate metatarsal bone.
If request is for foreign body
localization,or position or
alignment of fracture fragments,
performer makes AP -(dorsoplan-
tar) and lateral projections.
For foreign body localization
performer determines the point
of entry and tapes a small lead
marker over :he point.

For dorsoplantar (AP) projec-
tion (plantodorsal view) of

infant foot,performer places
patient on table in "supine po-
sition. Flexes patient's knee
(s) so that the soles of the
feet rest on the table, center-
ed on film holder to the prox-
imal end of the third metatar-
sal, with long axis of film and
foot parallel. As an alterna-
tive, performer may keep film
holder in contact with the
plantar surface of the foot by
using an angulation block. Per-
former uses sponges and/or com-
pression bands to immobilize;
may place a non-skid mat to
keep film holder from slipping
on table. Depending on orders,

positions tube to enter cen-
tered part at right angles to
film or at 15° cephalad.

For lateral projection of in-
fant foot,performer maintains
patient in supine position.
Places cassette vertically on
table on medial side of affect-
ed foot so that it is in con-
tact with film holder. Adjusts
so that the plantar surface of

the foot is at right angles to
the film. Centers film holder
to the proximal end of fifth
metatarsal with the long axis
of the film and foot parallel.
Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to film.

For oblique dorsoplantar pro-
jection of infant foot, keeps
patient in supine position;
flexes knee of affected side
and places sole of foot on
table on film holder. Rotates
patient's leg medially or lat-
erally as appropriate. Supports
elevated side of foot. Rotates
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leg medially or laterally depend-
ing on the metatarsal interspaces
to be viewed. Centers film holder
to the appropriate metatarsal
bone and directs central ray ver-
tically at right angles to film.

ii) For an oblique view of the in-
fant ankle (tarsus), performer
places patient in supine posi-
tion. Centers film holder to the
ankle joint. Rotates entire leg
and thigh to 450 externally for
a lateral oblique projection.
For a medial oblique projection
elevates hip and rotates leg and"
thigh 450 internally.
For a "mortise" oblique projec-
tion rotates leg internally until,
the medial and lateral malleoli
are parallel to the film holder.
Uses foam wedge and sandbags to

_support, or footboard."Directs
central ray vertically at;',2ight
angles to film through ankle
joint.

iii) For studies of the infant cal-
caneus (os calcis) (bilateral:
calcanei), performer notes wheth
er patient is to be studied bi-
laterally (both feet on one
view) or unilaterally.

For plantodorsal (PA) projec-
tion of infant calcanei, per-
former maintains patient in su-
pine position with both legs
fully extended (for bilateral
study). Centers film holder
under ankles to include both
joints. Performer elevates ex-
tremities to obtain position in
which the soles of the feet are
at right angles to table top.
Angles tube at 400 cephalad to
the soles of the feet, entering
the plantar surfaces at the base
of the fifth metatarsals.

For lateral projection of in-
fant calcaneus, performer main-

List Elements Fully

tains patient in supine posi-
tion. Flexes knees and partial-
ly extends extremity on affect-
ed side. Centers vertically
placed cassette in holder on
affected side to the calcaneus.
Rotates heel until a true lat-
eral position is obtained,with
long axis of film parallel with
plantar surface of heel. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to the film holder at cen-
ter of part.

e. For pediatric club foot studies
performer carefully notes position
ing ordered or carried out for
prior films. Notes whether unilat-
eral or bilateral views are re-
quested. Notes whether patient
will be supine, seated or erect.
Performer is careful not to change
any abnormal alignment of the foot
when placing it on the cassette.

1),For supine dorsoplantar (fron-
tal) projection of clubfoot,
performer places firm pillows
under patient's body,high
enough so that the knees can be
flexed and the soles placed
flat on a cassette lying on the
table top. Allows flexion in
hips and knees as needed to
place sole(s) flat on cassette
with leg from knee to ankle
exactly at right angles to the d
cassette. Extends ankles slight,
ly to avoid superimposition of
leg. Uses bands across pelvis
and tapes legs into position;
immobilizes feet so that legs
remain vertical.
If affected foot is so abducted
that feet overlap, performer
exposes each one separately. If
necessary,has adults hold knees
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and toes to maintain position.
Performer directs central ray
at right angles to cassette, di-
rected at the tarsus (or direct-
ed midway between the tarsal
areas for bilateral view).

ii) For a seated dorsoplantar (fron-
tal) projection of clubfoot,
performer has patient sit on
pillows or box placed on table,
with soles of feet resting on
cassette placed on table, and
with legs perpendicular to cas-
sette. Immobilizes. Continues as
described in (i, above).

iii) For erect dorsoplantar (frontal)
projection of clubfoot, has pa-
tient stand on cassette or be
held in a vertical or bending
forward position, with feet on
cassette. Has weight distributed
equally on both feet. Directs
the central ray at an anterior
angle of 40°, directed, for uni-
lateral view,through the dorsal
surface of the ankle or lower
leg, and emerging on the planLar
surface at the level of the
fifth metatarsals. For bilateral
view directs the central ray
midway between the two dorsal
points and two plantar points
at 400 anterior.

iv) For a lateral recumbent projec-
tion of the clubfoot, performer
lies infant or child unable to
stand on table on the side of
interest in a lateral position.
Performer flexes the uppermost
(opposite) extremity and draws
it forward out of the area of
exposure. Immobilizes or, if

necessary, has the extremity
held in position by adult. Per-
former places cassette and a
support of the same thickness
as the cassette so that the foot

on the side of interest is lying

in lateral position on cassette,
leg is parallel to the cassette,
with knee on support. Places
the foot laterally against cas-
sette without angulation.
Performer places plywood or a
plastic panel vertically agains
plantar surface of foot with a
gentle force to simulate weight
bearing. Supports in position.
Performer immobilizes foot as

appropriate.
Directs central ray vertically
at right angles to cassette,
entering the midtarsal area.

v) For a weight-bearing erect lat-
eral projection of the club-
foot, performer has patient
stand on table or platform.
Makes sure no obstructing ob-
jects are in the way. Perform-
er instructs patient in how to
raise unaffected leg and per-
haps rest it on convenient sur-
face, and hold on to available
support. With weight on leg and

foot on side of interest, per-
former positions cassette ver-
tically and supports in lateral
position against side of foot.
Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to cassette,
entering the midtarsal area.
Has patient rest on both feet
until performer is ready for ex
posure. Rehearses patient.

f. Performer immobilizes patient as
appropriate. May use plastic panel
held in place by sandbags. May use
restraining bands, tape, a clean
diaper stretched diagonally across
the table and over the patient's

head or pelvis. After patient has
been immobilized, performer makes
sure that patient.is still able

to make small movements necessary
for normal circulation, respira-
tion, and other vital functions.
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g. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of pain, performer may
notify appropriate physician or
nurse at onLe d await orders, or
may decide o1 urnative position-
ing to avoid movement of the af-
fected part.

h. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti-
vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size
(or the size of the unshielded area
of the film to be exposed). Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference for
center of field. Uses the cullima-
tor light to center the patient to
the x-ray field, or centers the
part to the film holder, and uses
the collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Checks that pri-
mary beam will enter the center of
the area of interest at the select-
ed angle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view disired. May read-
just tube position lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better center-
ing.

8. Performer provides appropriate colli-
mation and shielding:

a. Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film and col
limates further so as to expose onl
the area of interest,such as joints
(and thus provide maximum protec-
tion and detail). May attach an
auxiliary extension cone to col-

limator to further reduce the pri-
mary beam. Adjusts primary beam
to minimum size needed to cover
the part(s) of interest.

b. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination.

c. Makes sure that anyone holding the

patient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam as much
as possible.

d. Performer may mark patient's skin
to show original collimation and
centering points; may record expo-
sure factors to facilitate any
further filming required.

. When everything is ready for the ex-
posure, performer prepares for con-
trol of respiration movement during
exposure.

a. With child, explains the need to
keep perfectly still when indi-
cated by performer (or to hold
breath for erect long-bone views)
until told to relax. May practice
with child.

b. With infant observes patient's
breathing, and plans exposure for
the appropriate quiet instant as
required.

10. Performer makes first (or next) expo-
sure:

a. Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the exposure
is made. Readjusts position if
warranted.

b. The performer returns to control
panel. Makes sure controls are
properly set and patient is still
in position.

c. As rehearsed, tells child to raise
opposite leg for lateral clubfoot
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sLudy. Tells child when to hold
breath or hold still by alling or
using intercom; or observes infant:,

breathing and times exposule to
the app.'opriate instant for the

phase required.
d. Performer initiates exposure by

pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

i) While exposure is vnderway per-
former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

ii) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

iii) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).

iv) After exposure is completed,
tells child or any adult with
infant that he or she can relax.

v) If the exposure is terminated
by a circuit breaker, rechecks
technical factors for possible
overload or checks for overload
elsewhere on circuit. Antici-
pates need to repeat exposure.

vi) After exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes cassette or
film holder from table, floor,
bucky or film tunnel. Removes
any markers for further use. If

multiple views are to be made on

the film,removes leaded rubber
mask and remasks all but next
area to be exposed. If appro-
priate,moves cassette into next
position in cassette or film
tunnel.

vii) If the patient is being examin-
ed for a possible fracture,or
if so requested, performer ar-
ranges to have the first expo-
sure processed at once and
brought to the appropriate ra-
diologist.

viii) Performer may plan to have each
radiograph proce.3sed and ex-
amined after exposure so that
radiologist can terminate when
appropriate and avoid unneces-
sary exposures.

ix) Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures order-
ed before review by radiolo-
gist, adjusting technical fac-
ors, tube, and position of
table or film holder as appro-
priate to each view ordered.
For bilateral study in lateral
projection reverses side of
interest and repeats for unaf-
fected side in same positions
and flexions.

.x) Performer may arrange to have
the full set of processed ra-
diographs reviewed by a radio-
logist so that any additional
views required can be made at

once.
xi) Performer arranges to have the

exposure(s) processed at once
or decides to do personally.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

e. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
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the radiologist in charge, places

on view boxes, and/or, arranges to

have viewed in darkroom; informs
radiologist that the radiographs

are ready.

person, parent or self. May have

child relax in examination room or
holding area. Explains what will
happen next.

i) Performer determines whether b. If the radiologist indicates that

child should remain on table there is any problem with the

and/or in room or must remain technical factors, processing, or

in position without moving,
May consult requisition sheet
or attending RN and proceeds

patient positioning, performer re-

- cords or notes for later use in
the examination and/or repeats .

as indicated.
preliminary radiography as order-

ed.

ii) If appropriate, moves x-ray tube c. When (or if) performer learns from

and any protruding film holder the radiologist the extent of the

away from child before he or injury and/or whether further con-

she rises.
ventional views and/or positions

iii) May decide to assist child to can be undertaken, eliminated, or

chair or stretcher or from
altered, performer proceeds as ap-

table. Makes sure patient is propriate according to instruc-

reminded of any footrest in tions:

stepping off table.
i) For further exposures performer

11. Throughout procedure performer ob- repeats appropriate steps for

gency and/or to prevent or respond to

/

serves patient for any signs of emer-

an accident. Is alert to signs sug-

gesting faintness or any impairment

next view(s) including identi-
fiation of film holder or cas-
sette and use of R-L marker,

selection and setting of tech-

in respiration.
nique for next view (if dif-
ferent), positioning patient

a. Notifies nurse or physician at and equipment for focus-object-

once if patient shows emergency
film alignment, proper collima-

s4gns.
tion, shielding, immobiliza-

b. Makes sure that life support func- tion, and making exposure, as

tions are being monitored and pa- described. For multiple expo-

tient is never left unattended. Is sures on one film, keeps R-L

especially careful to prevent pa- reference constant; centers

tient falling,
using the point marked earlier.

ii) Performer refrains from com-

12. Performer has processed films review- menting to parent or guardian

ed as appropriate:

a. If the first radiograph(s) are pre-

liminary films, and/or are to be

on the films or providing any

interpretation.

d. If performer is asked to repeat

reviewed wet, or viewed as pro- any exposures, makes sure that the

cessed, performer brings the pro-
cessed radiograph(s) directly to

additional exposures are warranted
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medically, since additional radi-
ation will be incurred.

i) Notes whether need to repeat is
due to performer's own careless-
ness or lack of attention so
that performer can avoid future
"retakes."

ii) If request for retakes reflects
malfunctioning equipment, per-
former reports malfunction to
appropriate staff member.

iii) If request for retakes reflects
the preference for density or
contrast of a radiologist, per-
former notes for future work
done for the given radiologist
so that retakes can be avoided.

e. If appropriate, performer notes ra-
diologist's orders for additional
studies such as contrast study.

13. When performer is sure that the exami-

nation has been completed, carries out
termination steps for the examination:

a. Performer may have patient fed,

transported back to room, to par-
ent or guardian, or to next loca-

tion, or decides to do personally,

as appropriate.
b. Performer has equipment and exami-

nation table cleaned after use or
decides to do personally, depending
on institutional arrangements.

c. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used and film

sizes; may record the number of ex-

Posures made of each view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient

'was exposed (using posted informa-

tion on dosage); may record any

problem with equipment, any spe-
cial care provided patient. If any
views called for- in the initial
request could not be obtained,
performer may record reasons.
Signs requisition sheet.

d. If appropriate, has radiologist
fill out and/or sign requisition
sheet for current study and/or any

new orders.
e. If performer will only carry out

preliminary "scout" filming, and

a co-worker will continue with ex-
amination, performer records the
approved technical factors used
for the scouts, and the accessor-
ies employed, or informs the co-
worker who will continue. Perform-
er gives the requisition sheet,

name card, and any notes to co-

worker who will continue with pro-

cedure.
f. Performer may decide to jacket

films, requisition sheets, and re-
lated materials and/or have infor-
mation recorded in log book per-

sonally, or has this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

g. May indicate to appinpriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with the next examina-

tion.
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This is page 1 of 13 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;skull measured;films identi-
fied;technical factors selected and set for fluoros-
copy,spot filming,overheads;scouts taken;radiologist
assisted with instillation,positioning,fluoroscopy,
spot films,removal of contrast;overhead exposures
made;radiographs sent for processing,taken to radio-
logist;pt. returned;examination recorded;radiographs
placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, an
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for an infant pa-
tient scheduled for choanal ra-
diography (contrast study of
the paired openings between the
nasal cavity and the nasophar-
ynx) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-
ination called for and
the purpose. Notes wheth-
er patient is a neonate
with immediate diagnosis
and treatment of bilateral
choanal atresia necessary
to prevent death from
asphyxia. Notes whether
bilateral or unilateral
atresia is suspected, and
which nostril Es involved
if unilateral.

b. Notes the name of the ra-
diologist in charge; may
note the name of the re-
ferring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's
name, identification num-

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,II) card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior radiographs;view
boxes;pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,
table,collimator;fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier,

spot film device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll film;ex-

tension cones;R-L,ID markers;radiopaque contrast med

ium;sterile procedure tray;emergency cart;scissors;
metal ruler;plastic wrap;sterile gloves,gown,mask;

padding;protractor;wax marking pen;calipers;upright

holder;lead aprons,shielding;immobilization devices,

head clamp,band,tape,gauze;technique,standard view,

tube rating and rad exposure charts;forms;phantom or

test object;stretcher;phone
3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

4. If -Yee to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition ;!

include the kind with whom the performer is

not alluwed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Infant pt.;radiologist;nurse;accompanying adult;anes-

thesiologist;co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking radiographs for choanal atresia study of in-

fant pt., by revit ing request;preparing equipment;

measuring part;setLing up for fluoroscopy,spot film-

ing;setting technical factors;identifying films;pro-

viding shielding;taking scout films;assisting radio-

ogist using sterile technique in positioning pt.,in-

stillation of contrast,fluoroscopy,spot filming;tak-

ing overhead radiographs as ordered;arranging for

processing;assisting with removal of contrast;havin g

pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recording.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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ber, sex, age, weight. Notes wheth-
er patient is in-patient, out-pa-
tient, or emergency patient.

d. Performer checks whether patient is
suffering from a collateral condi-
tion requiring special handling
such as communicable or infectious
condition, presence of oropharyn-
geal airway to prevent respiratory
distress,or feeding tube. Notes
whether patient will be accompanied
by nurse, other staff person, par-
ent or guardian. Notes whether anes-
thesiologist will be present.

e. Performer notes whether fluoroscopy
will be combined with spot filming
and overhead radiography. Notes
whether the use of a grid or bucky
will be involved. Notes any special
requests, such as for measurement
of an oceluding septum. If so, plans
to place metal ruler as appropriate
in exposure field.

f. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, and the
examination. Plans to take special
precautions with neonate such as
use of gown, gloves, mask, isola-
tion procedures to protect patient
from contamination or to prevent
spread of infection. Notes appro-
priate shielding for examination.

g. May note patient's feeding sched-
ule and arrange to have patient
fed while in department if not con-
trary to needs of examination and
patient's condition.

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet is

complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may note
whether the examination has been
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done at the institution or else
where there in recent past,
whether there is history of ex-
tensive radiography to be
brought to radiologist's at-
tention.

ii) If the performer determines
that the request is not proper-
ly authorized, is incomplete,
that sufficient information is
lacking for performer to select
technique or prepare for exami-
nation, or if performer con-
siders that there may be con-
traindications to going ahead
with the procedure, performer
notifies supervisor, radiolo-
gist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institu-
tional procedures. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and pro-+
ceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or or-
ders.

i. If referring physician has requestH
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jacki
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment reqpired, or notes
room assigned on reciasition sheet.
Prepares ahead so the patient need
not be kept in examination room long-
er than necessary:

a. Performer washes hands as appro-
priate; may decide to arrange for
or carry out isolation or decon-
tamination techniques.

b. Checks that sterile procedure tray
has been prepared for the examina-
tion or decides to do personally.
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Checks that emergency cart is pre-
sent,. Checks that radiopaque con-
trast shows no chemical deteriora-
tion.

c. Checks that proper accessories for
infant patient are available for
procedure including leaded rubber
shielding, aprons, and gloves to
be used by performer, radiologist,
the patient, and anyone who will
remain in the room during exposure,
sterile gowns, masks, gloves, ap-
propriate immobilization devices
for infant, and mattress, pads,
pillows and/or blankets for comfort
of patient. Checks for vertical
cassette holder.

d. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is provided with grid; and/or
high speed bucky and that Overhead
and fluoroscopy capabilities are

e. Makes sure that right (R) and left
(L) markers are available for use
and identification cards, leaded
numerals or markers.

f. Performer makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes

the appropriate types and sizes
for overhead filming of infant are
vailahle in the examination room.

If not, arranges to obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally. May
obtain transparent plastic wrap for
cassettes for table top use, to
protect patient from contact with
cassette.

g. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the overhead films using
equipment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement ou cassettes
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there

is piece of lead on cassette
surfaces; may write or type
put ID information on card if
not received with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

h. If L amination will include spot-
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film supply
indicator to make sure that there
is sufficient film in the roll
film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to do
personally.

ii) When loaded roll rilm cassette
is obtained, performer checks
loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly is properly
threaded anu attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged on sprock-
et. Locks into operating posi-
tion. If app-opriate, cuts off
excess film Rt exit port and
removes. Attactwa film cassette
to camera and locks into place.
Replaces camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any,exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

v) Remove'dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a qard with
patient's identification in-
formation for use with spot
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film device. Inserts in slot in
spotfilm camera as appropriate.

i. If examination will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky spot
film device, performer checks that
there is an adequate supply of ap-
propriate size cassettes in room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

11) Performer prepares for identi-
fication of the spotfilm cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spotfilm
bucky tray and open retaiaing
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spotfilming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen.

j. If a grid will be used with the
iMage intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spotfilming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with grid
lines parallel to the long axis of

the tube.

Performer preselects technical expo-
sure factors for overheads, fluoros-

copy ant., spotfilming, based on stan-
dards for infants set by the institu-
tion as appropriate for examination:

List Elements Full

a. Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be

used:

i) Locates information for skull
views involved. Takes note of
the exposure factors to be
used for overheads, fluoros-
copy, and spot filming. Con-
siders preferences of the ra-
diologist involved.

ii) Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to change
in machine output or a policy
decision). Conver,s factor(s).

iii) Performer checks any new or
unfamiliar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rat-
ing chart to be sure that tech,
nique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If
appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

d. In the control room performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and,if
needed, turns compensator dial un-
til needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

e. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode,and for use
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of spot film camera or cassette de-
vice, and overhead filming.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera or
cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for infant examination.

ii) For cassette spot filming per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single,half, or quarter
combinations cc a single cas-
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appropri-
ate for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer con-

nects TV monitor to power outlet.

Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there.is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standar-:. setting for the exami-

nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-

scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size

and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot

filming:

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects

and sets the appropriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects

a density exposure control ap-

propriate for the examination.
iii) Performer selects the appropri-

ate mA for the examination and

the focal spot size to be used.
iv) Performer selects and sets kVp

by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp selec-
tor as appropriate for the ex-
amination.

If not already done, performer may
set up and check x-ray and fluoro-

scope tube(s), image intensifier, col

limator and EcLessories as appropri-
ate prior to examination:

a. Makes sure that no one is in room.

b. Places phantom or appropriate test
object on radiography table where

patient's head will be centered

for examination.
c. Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand

(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

d. If not already done, moves image

intensifier and any spot film de-

vice into position; centers (over

or under) the area of interest.

2 5 5
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tor to be sure that equipment
is operating properly.

iii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-

e. Performer adjusts the x-ray tube to
appropriate focal spot/object dis-
tance (target to skin distance,
TOD). For fluoroscopy adjusts dis- er appropriate reading is ob-

tance between focal spot and image tained.

intensifier (focal spot to film iv) Performer checks that TV

distance, FFD). Makes sure that brightness controls are oper-

TOD is 15 inches or more. Operates ating and adjusts for prelimi-

controls or manually moves the nary viewing.

x-ray tube(s) into place. Checks v) Checks examination timer by

the focal-film distance by reading noting whether time elapse in-

indicator scale in the tube hous- dicator moves during exposure

ing; adjusts up or down until the showing decreasing time left

required FFD is obtained,
f. Performer collimates fluoroscopy

for examination. May check that

exposure is terminated when max-

tube (and x-ray tube used for spot imum examination exposure time

filming if different), depending
on nature of the equipment and

is reached.

controls: h. To check spot film functioning
performer may move cassette or

i) Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut- roll film into x-ray exposure

ters to the field size antic- field using appropriate controls:

ipated for fluoroscopic exami-
nation or sets shutter mode se- i) Performer activates controls

lector to automatic collimation,
ii) Manually sets collimator for

for spot-film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film

the spot film field size to be transport is operating appro-

used, or selects and sets field priately. Notes whether expo-

size control to be used for sure is terminated by photo-

automatic collimation with pro- timer or, if manual timer, in

grammed spot film cassette ex- time set. If appropriate, re-

posure sequence.
leases spot film control after

exposure.

g. To check fluoroscopy mode, perform- ii) If equipment is operating appro

er enters remote control room or priately, performer unloads

operates controls in examination cassette, reloads oreadvances

room behind leaded screen: roll film as appropriate. Moves

bucky tray out of way until

i) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates

fluoroscopy is completed.

fluoroscope exposure by press- i. After equipment 1.as been checked

ing footswitch or as appropri- performer shuts and resets for

ate. Views test object being standard exposure factors. If per-

fluoroscoped on TV monitor. former decides that any of the

ii) Performer adjusts kVp control fluoroscopic equipment is not

(and mA control if appropriate) functioning properly, performer

and observes effects on TV moni- informs appropriate staff member.
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Depending on institutional procedures
performer may bring requisition sheet
and patient's chart to radiologist;
may'bring patient and accompanying
adult and/or staff member to examina-
tion room; and/or may join radiolo-
gist and patient after informing ra-
diologist that equipment is ready.

a. If performer is to have patient
readied in examination room, may
proceed as follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. Dons gown, mask, gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if noti
already done), or decides to do
personally. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements, performer
may decide to assist in bringing
patient to examination room.

iii) Performer greets any accompany-
ing staff person and/or parent
or guardian and introduces self.
Checks patient's identity against
the requisition sheet. With in-
patient, checks hospital identi-
fication bracelet or other iden-
tifier. Checks with accompanying
staff membur on any special pre-
cautions necessary during proce-
dure.

iv) If not already done, performer
places padding on x-ray table.
May have nurse carefully place
patient in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.

v) If patient has a life support
system in place, such as oro-
pharyngeal tube, makes sure
equipment is being monitored.

List Elements Fullz

Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-

diologist that patient is ready to

be examined. May bring reciAsition

sheet, patient's medical history,

chart, and any prior films to ra-

diologist.

i) If not already doae, performer
tells radiologist about any
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, posstble
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to

radiologist's attention. Notes

any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-

logist to examination room.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist and anesthesio-
logist in examination room. May

provide radiologist with protec-
tive lead garments and sterile

gown, mask and gloves.

i) During radiologist's review of

requisition, prior films and
examination of patient, per-
former notes radiologist's or-
ders. May assist while radio-

logist tests clinically for
choanal atresia.

ii) If radiologist decides to can-
cel procedure, performer may
arrange to terminate and re-

schedule as appropriate, have
forms filled out.

iii) If radiologist will proceed,
performer provides patient,
radiologist, anesthesiologist,
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and anyone who will remain in first (or next) scout projec-
room during exposure with appro- tion and attaches identifica-
priate protective shielding. If tion information to the cas-
a staff member, parent, or guard- sette or table top:
ian will be asked to assist, per-
former provides leaded gloves Places right or left marker on
and apron. Explains if necessary chGL%ette or table top as appro
that this is not cause for alarm priate to the study and pro-
but a general precaution to mini- jection or depresses appropri-
mize unnecessary radiation expo- ate R or L button for automat-
sure. ic marking.

If patient's identification in
. Performer uotes radiologint's orders formation is in the form of

for unilateral or bilatera, scout films lead numerals, performer place-
prior to fluoroscopic examination. on appropriate corner of cas-

sette.
a. May use centimeter calipers to mea- If patient identification in-

sure the thickness of the patient's formation is to be entered by
skull in the direction in which the use of flasher, sets flashcard
central ray of the x-ray beam will aside for later use with space
pass through the centered part from created by piece of leaded rub
tube to film. Records for use in ber on appropriate edge of cas-
determining exposure factors for sette.
overheads. Performer may place patient's

b. Performer may question radiologist card into card tray for equip-
on what patient movement is pos- ment using automatic film mark
sible,to determine what positions ing device.
are available for use and what iim- ii) With neonate,performer may
mobilization techniques are appro- wrap prepared cassette with
priate. plastic wrap before position-

c. Performer may have patient's body ing cassette. Places wrapped
immobilized with extremities at cassette in position in verti-
sides by mummying (wrapping), or may cal holder at right angles to
decide to do personally. If per-
former asks co-worker or nurse to
do, indicates at what level sheet e.

table top.

Sets or resets technical exposure
should be wrapped. May explain or factors as appropriate for over-
demovistrz...*.e to staff member what is heads:
required for immobilizing the pa-
tient. i) Enters control room and sets

d. After making sure that patient is controls for radiography mode.
being attended, performer sets up ii) Performer selects milliamper-
equipment for the scout film(s) age and chooses selectors for
before positioning and immobilizing the correct focal spot size.
patient: Selects and sets the exposure

time that will produce the mAs
i) Performer obtains the appropri- desired. Sets the kVp selected

ate size loaded cassette for the by choosing the combination of
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major kilovoltage,and minor kilo-

voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iii) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use

of manual tableside adjustment
of table and tube height, posi-
tion, and collimator.

iv) Performer may set the focal-film
distance (if not already done).
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place

at right angles to upright hold-

er). Checks the focal-film dis-
tance by reading indicator scale

in the tube housing; adjusts
until the required FFD is ob-

tained.

f. Performer prepares the patient in

the position selected for the first

(or next) lateral preliminary ex-
posure:

i) May explain or demonstrate to
nurse what is required for immo-

bilizing and positioning. May ob-
tain help. In positioning and im

mobilizing patient, performer re
mains alert to patient's respira
tion. Does not force infant into

a position where any breathing
difficulty increases. Does not
force flexion of the neck.

ii) Performer places patient or has

patient placed in supine posi-
tion. Uses horizontal beam for
lateral projections of the

skull.
iii) Supports patient's head so that

the median sagittal plane is ver
tical. Adjusts cassette placed
vertically in hclder so that it

is in contact with head on side

of interest. Supports. Positions

head so that a coronal plane
just below the external auditory

List Elements Full

meatus is centered to the mid-
lire of film. Has median sagit-
tal plane of the head parallel
with the plane of the film.
Checks that the interpupillary
line is ac. right angles to the
plane of the film, using a righ
angled object or protractor.
Centers cassette at the level

of the asopharynx (just below
the level of the external audi-
tory meatuses).
Directs central ray to the area

. of interest at right angles to
film and/or parallel to the in-
terpupillary line.

iv) Performer may immobilize pa-
tient by use of head clamp.
Places restraining bands as ap-
propriate using additional
strips of gauze and adhesive
tape as appropriate.
May position head between two
large sponges. After patient
has been immobilized, perform-
er makes sure that patient is

still able to make small move-
ments necessary for normal cir-
culation, respiration, and other

vital functions.
v) In checking angulation, perform-

er measures angles between cen-

tral ray and horizontal refer-
ence point in relation to ref-

erence line on patient's skull,

such as interpupillal:y line.
vi) Performer checks fiaal position-

ing using protract,Jr and light
in collimator. Activates the
collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Ad-
justs the collimafxr opening to
correspond to thrl film size (or
the size of the v.nshielded area

of the film to be exposed). Uses

cross-hair shadows as reference
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for center of field. Uses the
collimator light to center the
part to the x-ray field or cen-
ters the part to the film holder
and uses the collimator light
to center the tube to the part.
Rechecks angulation of head and
central ray. Checks that the pri
mary beam will enter the center
of the area of interest at the
selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired.

vii) If appropriate, performer may
tape a metal ruler into place
so that it will be exposed along

with the patient's skull.
viii) Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, perform-
er adjusts the collimator. Col-

limates so that a small unexpos-
ed border will appear around the
edge of the film, and collimates
further so as to oxpose only the
area of interest (and thus pro-
vide maximum protection and de-
tail). May use extension cone
(in direct contact with head
when appropriate for immobiliza-
tion) for collimation to the
minimum size needed to cover the
area of interest.

ix) If not already done, performer
applies appropriLY1 lead shield-
ing to gonads and other sensi-
tive areas that may be in the
primary beam but are not of in-
terest for the examination.

x) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac-
tlitate any further filming re-
quired.

g. Performer makes first (or next)

scout exposure:

26u
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i) Observes the patient's move-
ment until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted. Returns
to control panel and checks
that controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-

tion.
ii) Performer observes patient's

breathing and times exposure
to the appropriate instant for
the phase required. Starts ex-
posure for deep inspiration at
the peak elevation of inspira-
tion. Starts exposure for ex-
piration after phase has begun

iii) Performer initiates exposure
by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway,per
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly. May watch for evi-
dence of malfunction such as
line surge or excessive drop;
may listen for sound of normal
functioning of equipment. If
there is malfunction, may de-
cide to report; anticipates
need to repeat exposure.

v) After exposure is completed
tells any adult with infant
that he or she can relax. Re-
moves cassette from cassette
holder or table. Removes any
markers for further use.

Id) For bilateral views reverses
positioning and sets up equip-

ment for opposite-side lateral
view as described,without re-
positioning patient. Makes ex-
posure as described.

h. Performer arranges to have the
scout exposure(s) processed at
once or decides to do personally.
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J.) Attaches ID card for use with quence of examination and use of_

flasher if appropriate. May sign contrast. May discuss sequence

requisition. and timing of procedure with ra-

ii) While film(s) are being process- diologist. May arrange signals

ed,makes sure that patient is fcr exposure, changing of spot

comfortable and,if necessary,at- film cassettes, operation of ex-

tended by radiologist, staff mem posure controls. Notes radiolo-

ber, or self. gist's orders for program and
settings for spot filming. Notes

i. When the scout film(s) have been whether a bilateral study will be

processed, performer brings the pro done.

cessed radiograph(s) directly to c. Performer arranges to provide any

the radiologist in charge, places equipment or materials not al-

on view boxes, and/or arranges to ready present or decides to do

have viewed in darkroom; informs personally. Once contrast medium

radiologist that the radiograph(s) has been selected, performer

are ready. checks that it is available in
syringe or decides to prepare per

i) If the radiologist indicates sonally. If required, changes or

that there is any problem with adjusts technical faccors, pro-

the technical factors, process- gram, and settings for fluoros-

ing, or patient positioning,
performer records or notes for

copy, spot filming.
d. For overheads,performer notes

later use in the examination needed adjustment of technical

and/or repeats preliminary ra- factors from those used for scout

diography as ordered. film(s) to allow for any changes

ii) Notes whether any problem with requested by radiologist in tech-

technique is due to performer's nique or positions, and/or allows

own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment,or preference
of radiologist for density or

for use of contrast medium.

8. 'Performer assists radiologist with .

contrast,and adjusts as appro- instillation of contrast, fluoros-

priate to avoid any need for copy and spot filming:

future "retakes."
a. May help position patient as ap-

. During and/or after radiologist's re- propriate.

view of scout films of patient, per- b. If not already done, gives leaded

former makesnote of radiologist's de- gloves and apron to radiologist.

cisions and orders and proceeds as ap- If appropriate, places leaded

propriate:
curtain in place. Checks that pa-
tient and everyone remaining in

a. If radiologist decides to cancel room is appropriately shielded.

procedure, performer ar:anges to c. Washes hands as appropriate. May

terminate and reschedule as appro- assist while radiologist inserts

priate.
a nasopharyngeal tube into one

b. If radiologist will proceed, notes nostril. May assist with instil-

radiologist's final orders on se- lation of contrast.
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d. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol room,and operates fluoroE:.L.pe

and spot film controls on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/
or mA controls according to radio-
logist's orders.

e. Performer may operate tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or as-
sist in positioning patient as or-
dered.

f. Performer may assist with spot
filming:

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered o: ,)ositions table,

tube, or patient as ordered.
ii) If spot film attachment uses

cassettes, performer may unload
as used, identify and insert
additional cassettes, as de-
scribed above, throughout pro-
cedure.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may keep ra-
diologist informed of cumula-
tive exposure as shown on flu-
oroscope timer indicator.

g. After spot filming is completed, or
when ordered by radiologist, per-
former arranges to have spot films
processed:

i) May sign or have radiologist
sign requisition sheet.

ii) Checks that equipment is turned
off.

iii) With cassette spot films,re-
moves a'ny markers for further
use. Attaches ID card for use
with flasher if appropriate.

iv) With spot film camera, perform-
er advances the film so that
all exposures made will be wound
on the take-up spool in the roll

List Elements Fully

film cassette. May replace dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter
and removes film cassette.

v) Performer arranges to have spot
films processed at once if ap-
propriate or decides to process
personally.
While films are being process-
ed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and is being at-
tended by radiologist, staff
member, or self.

vi) Performer brings the processed
spot films directly to the ra-
diologist or places on view
boxes and informs radiologist
that they are ready. May hang
prior films and scouts.

vii) Changes technical factors as
ordered and assists with any
continued fluoroscopy and spot
filming as described until ra-
diologist indicates fluoro-
scopic examination for that
side is completed.

h. When the radiologist informs per-
former that the fluoroscopic por-
tion of the examination (for the
given side) is over, performer
notes any orders for immediate
overhead filming.

i) If an overhead film is ordered,
repeats radiography for expo-
sure ordered by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors,
tube, and position of patient
or cassette holder as appropri-

ate. Repeats setting of radiog-

raphy mode,identification of
film,positioning,collimation,
shielding, placement of metal
ruler and exposure as for scout
taking note of any changes re-
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Al.

quired due to presence of con- a. Performer may have patient cleans-

trast or radiologist's orders.
ii) Has exposed film processed at

ed, fed, transported back to room,
to parent or guardian, or to next

once. location, or decides to do person-

iii) Performer brings the processed ally, as ordered. Makes sure that

radiograph directly to the radio- patient is in the care of a staff

logist in charge or places on person who will transport to appro

view box and informs radiologist priate next location or, if out-pa

that it is ready. May hang prior tient, will arrange to have patien.

films, spots and scouts. taken home by parent or guardian

iv) Performer notes any order for as appropriate.

repeat of any part of radio- b. Performer may have room and equip-

graphic examination. ment cleaned; has any other appro-

v) Repeats appropripte steps as de- priate clean up procedures follow-

scribed above until radiologist
indicates that examination for

ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange

that side is completed. ments.

,

9. Throughout procedure performer observes

c. May present requisition form'to
radiologist for comments and sig-

patient for any signs of emergency and/ nature.

or to prevent or respond to an acci- d. Performer records the examination

dent. Is alert to signs suggesting any according to institutional proce-

impairment in patient's respiration. dures. May include date, room, ex-

Notifies anesthesiologist or physician amination type, and overhead views

at once if patient shows emergency
signs.

taken, the technic_l factors used,
and film sizes. Performer may re-
cord the number oT exposures made

10. When radiography is completed for of each overhead view including

first side, performer stands by and/or retakes; may enter the estimated

assists while radiologist removes the radiation dose to which patient

.
opaque medium from the choana using was exposed (using posted infor-

saline in syringe. mation on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any spe-

a. If bilateral study will be done,

performer repeats the steps as ap-
cial care provided patient. Signs
requisition sheet.

propriate for instillation, fluoros- e. May record the fluoroscopy exami-
copy, spot filming, overhead film- nation including exposure time and
ing,and iemoval of contrast from rad dosage (using posted data).
the other side as described. f. Performer may decide to jacket ra-

b. Performer brings the full set of diographs, requisition sheets, and
radiographs to radiologist when the related materials, and/or have in-
examination is completed so that a formation recorded in log book per
diagnosis and any measurements can sonally, or have this done, depend
be made. ing on institutional procedures.

g. May indicate to appropriate staff
11. When performer is sure that the exami- person when the performer is ready

nation has been completed, carries out
termination L.teps for the examination:

to proceed with next examination.
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This is page 1 of 16 for this taco,,

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
,,..........

List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. measured;films identified;
technical factors selected and set for fluoroscopy,
spot filming,overheads;scouts taken;radiologist as-
sisted with fluoroscopy,spot filming,with sterile
technique;overhead exposures made;radiographs sent
for processing,review;procedures repeated as ordered
and/or for other side;examination recorded;broncho-
grams placed for use,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate technical his-
tory for pediatric patient
scheduled for bronchography (ra-
diographic examination of the
lung(s) and bronchi after in-
stillation of contrast.medium
in bronchus) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.
Receiving from co-worker.

. Performer reads the requisi
tion sheet to dotermine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes the
procedure room assigned
and its location (such as
on operating room floor or
in diagnostic radiography
department). Checks the

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
technical history,prior radiographs;phone;view boxes;
pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,table,
collimator;fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier,spot
film device,TV monitor;vertical film holder;film tun-

nel;cassettes;roll film;R-L,ID markers;sterile proce-
dure tray;emergency cart;contrast media ana heater;

plastic wrap;sterile gown,gloves,mask;lead shielding;

immobilization devices,head clamp, band,tape,gauze,

pillowcase,stockinet;calipers;technique,standard
view,tube rating and rad exposure charts;calipers;

phantom or test obiect;intercom;order forms:filter

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... ( )

es to q. : Name tne kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Pediatric pt.;radiologist;attending pediatrician;an-

esthesiologist;surgeon;co-worker;nurse

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques- time for the scheduled

procedure, and, if (or as)
appropriate, the time to
report for preliminary
preparations and/or any
request for a scout film
prior to.intubation.

b. Notes name of attending
radiologist, pediatrician,

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,
Taking bronchograms of a pediatric pt.,by reviewing

request;preparing equipment;following sterile tech-

nique;measuring patient;setting up for fluoroscopy

and spot filming;setting technical factors;identIfy-

ing films;providing shielding;collimating;taking
scout films as ordered;assisting with fluoroscopy,

spot filming;taking overhead bronchograms as order-

ed;arranging for processing;taking to radiologist;

continuing,repeating as ordered for second side;

placirig bronchograms for use;recording.
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet-60
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This is page

Task Code No. 498

2 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fu11%... List Elements Full

anesthesiologist and/or charge nurse ii) If the performer determines

or supervisor,
c. Performer reads patient's name,

identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes any spe-

that the request is not proper-
ly authorized, is incomplete,
that sufficient information is
lacking ror performer to select

cial information or note on known technique or prepare for exami-

pathology that could affect patient nation, or if performer con-

,

positioning, technique, or handling. siders that there may be con-

Notes any prior history of allergic traindications to going ahead

reaction to contrast or allergies,
d. Performer notes whether fluoroscopy

with the procedure, performer
notifies supervisor, radiolo-

will be combined with spot filming gist, or other designated staff

and overhead radiography. Notes person, depending on institu-

whether the use of a grid or bucky tional procedures. Explains the

will be involved,
e. Performer considers the accessory

equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's

problem if appropriate, and pro
ceeds after obtaining needed in
formation, signature, or orders.

h. If referring physician has request

age, sex, size, condition, and the ed that films already on file be

examination. Plans to take special sent with current radiographs, and

precautions such as use of gown,
gloves, mask, isolation procedures

if not already with patient's jack

eted material, performer arranges

to protect patient from contamina- to have prior films delivered.

tion or to prevent spread of infec- i. Performer determines what prior

tion. Notes appropriate shielding preparations will be needed, such

for examination,
f. If patient's record indicates or-

as provision of accessories, prop-

er dress, cooperation with proce-

ders for postural drainage or any dure room staff:

prior medication, performer may
check that these were administered i) Performer may contact staff to

and properly timed. If not already
done as appropriate, may arrange

receive more detailed orders,
information, or to check on .

to have orders carried out or in- safety, timing or availability

forms appropriate staff member. of equipment.

g. Performer makes sure that the re- ii) Performer checks own clothing

quest is properly authorized, that to make sure that performer is

information on requisition sheet in compliance with institutional

is complete: rules for safe, sanitary dress
for the equipment and room to

i) Depending on institutional pro- be used.

cedures, performer may note iii) Performer may note whether film

whether the examination has been processing equipment is avail-

done at the institution or else- able adjacent to procedure room.

where in recent past, whether - If films must be processed at a

there is history of extensive distance from procedure,perform

radiography to be brought to ra- er may make sure that someone is

diologist's attention. assigned toloick.up, process,
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Task Code No. 498

This is page 3 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full

and return radiographs to proce-
dure room as they are processed.

2. At appropriate time, performer goes to
procedure room to prepare equipment
and materials for the procedure:

a. Performer may report to the charge
nurse or supervisor. Checks name of
patient. Asks about specific pre-
cautions in dealing with patient.

b. Performer may make sure that unit
to be used has an adequate output
for the required radiography and is
hazard-proof for use near general
anesthesia equipment.
May check for proper filter in x-ra
tube, fractional focal spot size,
whether light beam in collimator
hazard-proof or not to be used.
May check whether a Potter-Bucky
diaphragm or grid-front cassettes
and a cassette tunnel will be used.
Checks whether use of bucky is com-
patible with safety requirements.
If appropriate checks that image
intensifier fluoroscopy equipment
is available.

c. Performer may receive a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap and
mask. Performer dons these before
entering sterile area. Washes hands
as and when_appropriate. Carries
out appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of the sterile area
of the procedure room and does not
touch patient, drapes, physicians,
nurses, instrument tables or
table."

d. Performer may report to anesthesia
area o. room to discuss appropriate

timing of scout film and/or pres-
ence of any explosive gases.

e. Performe may discuss plEr.ement of

rassev.Le tunnels ct grids with ap-
propriate staff member (11: not part
of procedure table) so th;lt they

List Elements Fully

can be placed on table while prior
preparations are being made. May
give cassette tunnels to appropri-
ate staff member and check that
they are placed so that openings
face the free end of the table
while being part of sterile fielrl,
and that any vertical holder to
be used is positioned properly.

f. As appropriate, checks that ster-
ile procedure tray for examination
has been properly prepared or de-
cides to prepare personally.

i) Provides iodized oil and bar-
ium sulfate suspension con-
trast media if radiologist may
be considering a choice due to
possible allergic reaction.
Checks that contrast media
show no chemical deterioration.

ii) Checks that heating apparatus
is present for 4,':lized oil, and

arranges to he; ,-;zopri-

ate temperature.
iii) Checks that casdia,.: imitoring

equipment e, 4 emergv,;_y life
support equ::,112ut. ai- present.

g. Checks that prrp,:r acceoy!)ries for

pediatric patielA ar
for procedure iD4A.11., leaded
rubber shieldin! :r*r iatient, lead

aprons and glow.' -;.o be used by

anyone who will remain in the room

during exposure.

i) Checks that appropriate immo-
bilization devices are present,
and that there is a mattress,
pads, pillows and/or blankP.s
for comfort of patient.

ii) Makes sure that right (R) aryl
left (L) markers are available

'for use and identification
cards, leaded numerals or mark-

ers.
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Task Code No. 498

This is page 4 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full

"BRIM ZU/11,1%.

List Elements Full

iii) If infant is to be positioned
for erect projections, performer
sets up footboard at end of
x-ray table to hold patient.

h. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes of the appro-
priate types and sizes for pedi-
atric patients, are available in the
examination room. Selects appropri-
ate speed and type of film, grid,
and cassette combination depending
on the technique to be used and
standard institutional practices.
Selects size based on patient's
size and area of interest. If ade-
quate supply is not in room, ar-
ranges to obtain or decides to ob-

tain personally.
i. Performer prepares for ideniifica-

don of overhead films using equip-
ment provided by institution:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on cassettes
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on cassette sur
facan; may write or type out iD
information on card if not re-
ceived with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition shee'z.

j. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll

film, performer checks film supply
indicator to make sure that there
is sufficient film in the roll film

cassette.

i) If there is insufficient xoll
film in camera, performer ar-

ranges to have roll fi'im as-

sette loaded, or decidc:3 to do

personally.
ii) When loaded roll filat cassette

is obtained, performey checks
loading in subdued
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is prop&rly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engagi!d IL17 sprock-

ets. Locks into operring posi-

tion. If appropylae, cuts off
excess film at exst poct and
removes. Attaches film cassetL::

to camera and loc1
Replaces camera covi?r.

iii) If there is an adequate
supply, checks that film
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances tilm to com-
pensate for any expr43ure of
film due to instailatt,A, or

check.
v) Removes dart. F,17:Ale from camera

lena.
vi) If not alrea;?.y done, performer

writes or typc:s a card with
patient's identification infor-
mation, for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film came rz. as appropriate.

k. If examinati...AL will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky
spot film device, performer checks

that there is au adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in

room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to-ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer carries out identifi-
cation of the spot film casset-
tes as for overhead films.
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Task Code No. 498

This is page 5 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

.

3.

iii) Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back. Makes
sure clamps are closed. Moves
cassette into'appropriate "stor-
ed" position,

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spotfilming, performer
tapes into place on image inten-
sifier screen or plans to tape
to patient's body.

1. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spot filming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with grid
lines parallel to the long axis of
the tube.

Performer sets up technical equipment:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
-lents such as apron and gloves.

b. Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

c. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the
pediatric chest views involved,
Takes note of the exposure fac-
tors to be used for overheads,
fluoroscopy, and spot filming.
Considers preferences of the
radiologist involved, conver-
sions needed to account for pa-

. tient's age, condition, any
newly posted changes in techni-
cal factors (to reflect accommo-

dation to a change in machine
output or a policy decision).

ii) Performer looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factor. Multi-
plies, divides, adds, or sub-
tracts as appropriate.

iii) Performer checks any new or
unfamiliar exposure factors
against the posted limits 'of
the x-ray tube on a tube rat- $

ing chart to be sure that tech
nique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used. If
appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

d. At the control panel, performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes'sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and-,
if needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

e. As appropriaie, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode and for use
of spot film camera or cassette
device, or overhead filming if
scout films will be taken first.

f. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera
or cassette device:

.

i) For spot film camera, perform-
er selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.
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ii) For cassette spot filming per-
former may select and set a
standard spot film program pro-
viding for format combinations
suc- as single, half, or quarter
combinations on a single cas-
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appropri-
ate for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist.

g. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

h. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

i. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp et
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indicator
dial. With automacic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

ii) If mA is automatically coi:trol-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

i) For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects

and sets the appropriate spot
film time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects

List Elements Fully

a density exposure control ap-
propriate for the examination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and

the focal spot size to be used.
iv) Performer selects and sets kVp

by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the
examination,

k. Performer may set up x-ray and

fluoroscope tube(s), image inten-
sifier, collimator and accesso-
ries as appropriate for check of

equipmenf prior to examination:

i) Makes sure that no one is in

room.
ii) Places phantom or appropriate

test object on radiography
table where patient's area of
interest will be centered for
examination.

iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube
stand (above or below table)
so that tube is at zero de-

grees and centered to the area

of interest.
iv) If not already done, moves

image intensifier and any spot-
film device into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area
of interest.

v) Performer adjusts the x-ray
tube to appropriate focal spot
object distance (target to
skin distance, TOD). For flu-
oroscopy adjusts distance be-

tween focal spot and image in-

tensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). Makes sure
that TOD is 15 inches or more.
Operates controls or manually
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moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks the focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs up or down until the re-
quired FFD Is obtained.

vi) Performer collimates fluor3scopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for
spot filming if different), de-
pending on nature of the equip-
ment and controls.
Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.
Manually sets collimator for the
spot film field size to be used,
or selects and sets field size
control to be used for automatic
collimation with provammed spot
film cassette exposure sequence.

vii) If appropriate, performer at-
taches or sets up footboard at
end of tilt-table; may adjust
or attach shoulder rest, hand
grips, compression band.

1. If not already done, performer
checks functioning of fluoroscopy
equipment by entering remote con-
trol room or operating controls in
examination room behind leaded
screens. Performer turns on TV
power switch controls as appropri-
ate. Activates fluoroscope expo-
sure by pressing footswitch or as
appropriate. Views test object
being fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

i) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment
is operating properly.

ii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-

tained.

List Elements Full

iii) Performer checks that TV bright
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary view-
ing.

iv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check
that exposure is terminated
when maximum examination expo-
sure time is reached.

m. To check spot film functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls
for spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether Pxpo-
sure is terminated by photo-

timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spot film control after
exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating ap-
propriately, performer unloads
cassette and reloads or ad-
vances roll film as appropriat
Moves bucky tray out of way un-
til fluoroscopy is completed.

n. After equipment has been checked,
performer shuts and resets for
'standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
fluoroscopic equipment is not
functioning properly, performer
informs appropriate staff member.
Arranges for alternate unit to be

used.
o. Performer may preselect and set

the exposure factors for the first

scout film:
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i) Locates the information needed
for the pediatric chest projec-
tion involved according to the
anticipated thickness of the
part and the collimated field
size to be used. Makes sure that
technique relates to the combi-
nation of film type and speed,
focal spot size, FFD and use or
nonuse of other accessories
(such as screens, grids, bucky,
etc.).

ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA, T(sec
onds of exposure time), focal
spot size, and the focal film
distance (TFD or FFD) called for.

iii) Performer sets exposure factors
as selected. Checks that con-
trols are set for radiography
mode.

iv) For conventional exp,.)sure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot size.
Selects and sets the exposure
time that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major and minor kilovoltage set-
tings to produce the desired
kVp.

v) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the category correspond
ing to the type of study and use
or nonuse of screens, bucky,
etc., and, if appropriate, focal
spot size. Selects and sets a
control corresponding to the
field size (as listed on tech-
nique chart for phototiming).
May select and .=et a kVp range
'button (if called for with the
equipment) corresponding to the
range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the st

Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

vi) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, position, and collima-
tor (unless these have already
been set).

vii) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
film distance (if not already
done). Operates controls or man
ually moves the x-ray tube into
place over the film holder (or
at right angles to upright hold
er). Checks the focal-film dis-
tance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs up or down until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

4 When ready, performer indicates to
appropriate staff member that equip-
ment has been set up,and/or perform-
er joins the team of radiologist,
pediatrician, anesthesiologist, sur-
geon, co-worker, and nurse as deter-
mined by institutional arrangements.

a. If appropriate,determines who will
be assigned to monitor patient's
vital signs, EKG. Performer may
discuss coordination of respira-
tion and overhead filming with an-
esthesiologist and radiologist.

b. Performer awaits radiologist's
orders for preliminary scout film
(s), the patient position(s) and
phase of respiration (usually end
of full inspiration). Notes wheth-
er scout film(s) will be taken be-
fore and/or after patient is in-
tubated. Notes whether bilateral
scouts are ordered.
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i) Performer may question radiolo- a. Performer obtains the appropriate

gist on what movement is pos- size loaded cassette for the first

sible to determine what posi- (or next) projection and posi-

tions are available for use. tion:

Notes whether patient will be
examined in standard positions i) May mark midpoint of (each) cas-\

with the projections ordered; if sette (or each half of a cas-

not, may suggest alternative po- sette to be used for separate

sitions.
ii) If performer will measure child

,

bilateral views). Uses radio-
lucent marker.

i

before he or she is intubated,
performer greets patient in ap-

propriate location,
Performer attempts to calm child

ii) If bilateral exposures will be
made separately on one film,
performer mentally decides how
these will be positioned so

and gain cooperation by communi- that the filmlneed not be turn-

cating as appropriate to pa- ed for viewing each image. Per-

tient's age. Is as calm and gen- former uses leaded rubber

tle as possible. May explain the sheets and masks the cassette

need to measure patient for ra- completely exceprfor the half

diography. to be exposed. Treats the half

iii) Unless measurements have already to be exposed from this point

been made or are not necessary,
performer uses centimeter cali-

as though it were the actual

film size.

pers to measure the thickness iii) Places right or left marker on

of the chest in the directions cassette or table top as ap-

in which the central ray of the propriate to the projection or

x-ray beam will pass through the depresses appropriate R or L

centered part from tube'to film,
Records for use in .determining

button for automatic marking.
iv) If patient's identification in-

final exposure factors. If ap- formation is in the form of

propriate, resets exposure fac- lead numerals, performer places

tors for first scout film as on appropriate corner of cas-

described. sette.

iv) Performer provides patient and If patient identification in-

everyone who will remain in room formation is to be entered by

during exposure with appropri- use of flasher, sets flashcard

ate protective shielding. If aside for later use with space

staff members will be asked to created by piece of leaded rub-

assist in positioning and immo- ber on appropriate edge of cas-

bilization,performer provides sette.

leaded gloves and apron. Ex- Performer may place patient's

plains if necessary that this curd into card tray for equip-

is not cause for alarm but a ment using automatic film mark-

general precaution to minimize ing device.

unnecessary radiation exposure. v) Performer may wrap prepared cas
sette with plastic wrap before

5. When appropriate, performer arranges positioning cassette. Places

to take preliminary scout film(s) wrapped cassette in location

of the patient
1 s chest;

,
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appropriate for filming (in prep-
aration for placement of patient
on cassette).

vi) If a bucky i not being used,
performer places film holder in
a position approximating final
positioning such as on table or
in film tunnel. As appropriate,
performer may place cassette in
vertical holder at right angles
to table top.

vii) If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under table top or in
upright holder) performer may
manually pull out bucky tray and
open retaining clamps. Inserts
cassette into bucky tray and
pushes back. Makes sure clamps
are closed. Moves cassette into
appropriate "stored" position
or inserts cassette tray into
bucky slot and centers.

viii) If patient has already been
draped, performer has nurse or
someone who is part of sterile
team lift the drape to expose
opening of bucky or cassette
tunnel and replace drape after
cassette is placed.

b. Performer prepares the patient in
the position selected for the first
(or next) scout exposure unless
this is done by physician:

i) May explain or demonstrate to
staff member what is required
for immobilizing and position-
ing. May obtain or provide help.

ii) In positioning and immobilizing
patient, places patient in su-
pine and/or lateral recumbent
position unless otherwise re-
quested (such as for erect
views). Plans to use horizontal
beam for lateral projections,
with patient supine. In posi-

2i3

List'Elements Fully

tioning head for AP prui.-.c-
tion,performer keeps median
sagittal plane vertical to
avoid rotation of thorax.

iii) Performer arranges patient in
position or indicates to staff
member what to do. May immobi-
lize patient's arus by extend-
ing them and placing them
along sides of head, next to
the ears.
May apply a sleeve made of a
diaper, towel, pillowcase,or
orthopedic stockinet to hold
arms in position. Puts this
over arms so that sleeve holds
arms above and behind head,one
at each side.
May apply a sleeve of stretch
gauze or bandage to the legs
and pelvis. Wraps lightly to
maintain patient in position.

iv) Performer centers chest area
and keeps the long axis paral-
lel to"the film holder. When
using a bucky, centers patient
to midline. With cassette on
table top, centers film to
part. With upright holder, ad-
justs height of holder to part
atd centers part to film.

c. For a supine_AP projection (pos-

terior view) of the pediatric
chest, performer centers child in
supine position on cassette or
table or has this done.

i) If high kV technique is being
used only for AP projection,
performer inserts appropriate
filter in x-ray tube and re-
moves after exposure.

ii) Has patient's arms immcbilized
above and behind head next to
ears .s described; has lower
legs immobilized as described,
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or tapes legs together just
above knees.

iii) Adjusts patient so that median
sagittal plane of body and head
are centered to midline of cas-
sette. Gently extends head and
neck and immobilizes with head

, clamp, webbing strap under chin,
or sponges so that median sagit-
tal plane of head is at right
angles to cassette. May elevate
patient's knees and place re-
straining band across legs.

vi) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to film, centered to the
sternal angle. If patient's neck
cannot be extended, may direct
central ray 50 to 100 cephalad.

d. For a lateral projection of the

.....r.

tains patient in supine post-
tion as described. May elevate
on radiolucent sponge or pad.

Positions grid cassette or
grid holder vertically on
table on side of interest.
Supports so that x-ray beam
may be directed horizontally
at right angles to film. May
place.wedge shaped pads or
radiolucent sponges bereath
neck; checks that head ls in
true AP position. Centers cas-
sette to the mid-axillary line
of the body at the level of .

the center of area of inter-
est. Directs central ray at
right angles to film to mid-
point of area of interest.

_

I
e. For oblique projection of thepediatric chest, performer notes

side of interest and whether pa-
tient is to be positioned in a
true lateral recumbent position or
-is to remain supine with tube di-
rected horizontally across table
to cassette placed vertically,

i) If high kV technique has been
used for AP projection, may re-
move special filter for lateral

projection.
ii) For lateral positioning, perform

er immobilizes patient's upper
and lower extremities as de-
scribed, and turns patient on
to the side of interest or has
this done. Cushions neck, chin,
and head, and keeps cheek level
with the cassette. Uses tape,
restraining bands,or diaper
across table to support and hold

patient in position. Directs cen
tral ray vertically at right an-
gles to film, centered to the
f,Arth thoracic vertebra.

iii) For supine positioning for lat-
eral projection, performer main-

............m.

pediatric chest, performer notes
whether left and/or right views
are ordered. Notes whether pa-
tient is to be positioned from
the AP supine position. If so,
substitutes left AP oblique for
right PA oblique projection, and
right AP oblique for left PA
oblique projection.

i) Adjusts and centers patient in
PA prone or AP supine position '
on table as ordered, and ele-

vates thorax. Immobilizes pa-
tient's erns above head.

ii) Performer elevates and support-
the side opposite the side of
interest on radiolucent sponge
blocks or towels so that the
shoulder and chest on the side
of interest are in Lontac! wit
cassette or table at the angle
indicated. Supports and immo-
bizes as described.

iii) Directs central ray at ;:ight
angles to film through the cen-

,
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ter of area of iu:,...rest such as

at the level of the fourth thor-
acic vertebra.

f. If not yet completed, performer im-
mobilizes patient in position.
Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May use head clamp. Avoids
use of compression band across ab-
domen or chest. After patient has
been immobilized, performer makes
sure that patient 4 still able to
make small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration and
other vital functions.

g. Performer may check final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
(Does not use light beam in proce-
dure room unless it has been certi-
fied as safe for use in presence
of explosive gases.) Activates the
collimator light and points the
light beam towards the part. Adjusts
the collimator opening to correspond
to the film size (or the size of the
unshielded area of the film to be
exposed). Uses cross-hair shadows
as reference for center of field.
Uses the collimator light to center
the patient to the x-ray field, or
centers the part to the film holder
and uses the collimator light to
center the tube to the part. Checks
that primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest at
the selected angle to the film so
as to project the view desired. May
readjust tube position to provide
better centering.

h. Performer provides appropriate col-
117.ation and shielding:

i) Once the Patient has been posi-

List Elements Full

will rppear around the edge of
the film; collimates further
so as to expose only the area
of interest (and thus provide
maximum protection and detail).
May attach an auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to
minimum size needed to cover
the part(s) of interest.

ii) If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead
shielding to gonads and other
sensitive areas that may be in
the primary beam but are not
of interebt for the examina-
tion.

iii) Makes sure that anyone holding
the patient (if absolutely nec
essary) or remaining in room
is supplied with lead gloves
and apron and stays out of
central beam as much as pos-
sible.

iv) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac
ilitate any further filming
required.

i. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer prepares for
control of respiration movement
during exposure:

i) With child, explains how to
take a deep breath and hold
when asked to by performer. May
practice with child.

ii) With infant,observes patient's
breathing and plans exposure
for the peak elevation of the
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j. Performer makes first (or next)
scout exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts position
if warranted. Returns to control
panel and checks that controls
are properly set and patient is
still in position.

ii) As rehearsed, tells child when
to take a deep breath and hold
by calling or using intercom;
or observes infant's breathing
and times exposure to the peak
elevation of inspiration.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger orexpo-

\sure control button.
i ) While exposure is underway per-

former checks that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly. May watch for evidence of
malfunction, such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen

for sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is mal-
function, may decide t: ,:eport;
anticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
v) With phototimer, notes whether

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was complet-
ed. If so, anticipates possible
need to repeat exposure (due to
underexposure if premature cut-
off, or overexposure due to
faulty timer).

vi) After exposure is completed,
tells child or any adult with
infant that he or she can relax.

vii) After exposure performer returns
Tr ,,nt4anf- hag hialan

List Elements Full
.ftwv.

Removes cassette from holder,
table, bucky or film tunnel.
Removes any markers for furth-
er use. If bilateral views are

to be made on the film, re-
moves leaded rubber mask and

remasks the other side to be
exposed.

k. Performer repeats radiography
steps for all preliminary expo-
sures ordered before review by

radiologist, adjusting technical
factors, tube, and position of
patient or film holder as appro-
priate to each view ordered. For
bilateral studies reverses side
of interest and repeats for other
side.

1. Performer arranges to have the
scout exposure(s) processed at
oace.

i) If there is no processing
equipment adjacent to proce-
dure room,performer gives cas-
sette to co-worker for proces-
sing.

ii) If there is a darkroom with
processing equipment next to
procedure room,performer ar-
ranges to have cassette pro-
cessed at once or decides to
do personally.

iii) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

m. Performer has the processed scout
films reviewed as soon as they

are processed:

i) Performer brings the processed
radiograph(s) directly to the
radiologist and other physi-
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have viewed in darkroom; informs
radiologist and physicians that
the radiographs are ready. May
display prior films.

ii) If the radiologist indicates
that there is any problem with
the technical factors, proces-
sing, or patient positioning,
performer records or notes for
later use in the examination,
and/or repeats preliminary ra-
diography as ordered.

iii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment,or preference
of radiologist for density of
contrast,and adjusts as appro-
priate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

6. During radiologist's and other physi-
cians' review of scouts, prior films
and examination of patient, performer
notes orders for any changes in pa-
tient positioning,technical factors
and/or overhead views. Notes radio-
logist's final choice of contrast
(depending on allergies) and any other
orders. Discusses sequence and timing
for procedure. May arrange signals
for exposure, changing of spot film
cassettes, operation of exposure con-
trols. For bilateral study notes which
side will be examined first.

a. If physicians decide to cancel pro-
cedure, erformer may arrange to
terminate and reschedule as appro-
priate.

b. Perforilvr arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered.

c. Once contrast medium has been se-
nc+rfnrmpr rhprks and mav

List Elements Full

priate heating device; checks that
contrast medium is maintained at
appropriate body temperature until
ready for use.

d. Performer changes or adjusts tech-
nical factors, program, and set-
tings as ordered or as appropriate
for Iluoroscopy and spot filming.

e. For overhead radiographs, perform-

er notes needed adjustment of
technical factors from those used
for scout film(s) to allow for
use of contrast material and any

changes requested by radiologist.

7. Performer stands by or proceeds with
technical preparations while patient
is intubated, anesthetized, and in-
stillation of contrast is begun.

a. Follows sterile procedures.
b. If appropriate, places leaded

curtain in place in preparation
for fluoroscopy.

c. Performer assists during fluoros-
copic viewing of progress of po-
sitioning of endotracheal tube,
catheter, and instillation of con-
trast on first side:

i) On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights.
Turns on TV power switch. May
go to control room and operate
fluoroscope controls,on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp
and/or mA controls according to
radiologist's orders.

ii) If spot film attachment uses
cassettes, performer may unload
as used, identify, and insert
additional cassettes, as de-
scribed above, throughout pro-
cedure.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
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tive exposure as shown on flu-
oroscope timer indicator.

8. When the radiologist indicates that
the given side has been sufficiently
observed under fluoroscopy and suf-
ficient spot films have been taken,
performer proceeds with overhead film-
ing of the bronchi on the side of in-
terest as ordered:

a. Performer coordinates with anesthe-
siologist and has patient position-
ed in same positions ordered for
scout films unless otherwise or-
dered.

b. Plans for lateral projection only
for first side if both sides are
to be opacified.

c. Performer repeats identification an
placement of cassette,x-ray tube;
has patient positioned as described

d. Performer arranges to make exposure
on signal from anesthesiologist
that respiratory arrest has been
induced at end of inspiration.
After exposure is completed indi-
cates to anesthesiologist that
respiration can be resumed.

e. After spot filming and overhead
filming is completed for first
side, or when ordered by radiolo-
gist, performer prepares to have
spot films and overhead broncho-
grams processed:

i) May sign or have radiologist
sign requisition sheet.

ii) Checks that equipment is turned
off.

iii) With cassette spot films or over
head exposures, removes any mark
ers for further use. Attaches ID

card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

the take-up spool in the roll
film cansette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter
and removes film cassette.

v) Performer arrange:, to have spot
films and overheads processed
at once as described.

. Performer brings tne processed spot
films and radiographs of first side
directly to the radiologist and phy-
sicians in charge or places on view
boxes and indicates that they are
ready. May hang prior films and
scouts.

a. Makes note of radiologist's deci-
sions regarding adequacy of the
bronchograms:

i) If radiologist decides to in-
ject more contrast medium, per-
former assists as above with
fluoroscopy and spot filming.
Repeats additional overhead
bronchography as ordered.

ii) If the radiologist indicates
that there is any problem with
the technical factors or the
patient positioning for over-
heads, performer records or
notes for use in "retakes" as
described.

iii) If radiologist requires addi-
tional views and/or positions,
performer repeats overhead film
ing as appropriate to new pro-
jections, as described above.

iv) For further overhead exposures
performer repeats appropriate
steps including identification
of cassette, use of R-L marker,
selection and setting of tech-
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collimation, shielding, breath
control, making exposure, and
processing, as described above.

v) Performer shows subsequent sets
of spot films and bronchograms
of first side to radiolgist and
physicians as processed, and pro
ceeds as described above until
radiologist indicates that exami
nation of first side is complet-
ed:

b. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decision regarding study o
the other side:

i) If radiologist decides to ex-
amine the other bronchus at once,
performer assists with fluoros-
copy while contrast is removed
from the first side.

ii) Assists as described above with
instillation, fluoroscopy and
spot filming of second side. Re-
peats overhead filming for sec-
ond side as ordered; has broncho-
grams processed and continues
until radiologist indicates that
examination of second side is
completed. Assists with removal
of contrast from second side.

iii) If radiologist decides to ex-
amine the other bronchus at a
later time, performer may have
radiologist fill out requisi-
tion sheet. May arrange for
scheduling.

c. After being informed that the bron-
chography is completed, performer
makes note of radiologist's ore.ers
for delayed films after an appropri-
ate elapse of time.

10. When so ordered, performer carries out
termination steps while patient is

List Elements Fully =I
a. May present requisition ftm to

radiologist for comments and sig-

nature. May present forms for req-
uisitions for later delayed films
and/or additional examination.

b. Performer records the examinatioL
according to institiltional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-°'

amination tyr.e, the overhead views
taken, the co ical factors used,
and film sizev Mny record the numf
ber of exposures -Pde of each spot
film and overhea -Lew including
retakes; may entei t'!e estimated
radiation dose tc wh. patient
was exposed (using prIsted informs-
tir on dosage); m?s, .7ecord any

,
pp blem with equipment, any spe-

r7dia1 care provided patient. Signs
requisition sheet.

c. Performer may record the fluoros-

copy examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage.

d. Performer may have room and equip-
tent cleaned; has any-other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides Lc) do personally,
depending on instituticnal arrange
ments,

e. Performer imny decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets, and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recurded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

f. May indicate to appropriate s.,aff
person when the performer is ready
/to prr,ceed with next examination.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy,spot filming,cine,overheads;scouts taken
radiologist assisted in administration of barium con
trast,air contrast,positioning,fluoroscopy;overhead
exposures made;radiographs sent for processing,taken
to radiologist;procedures repeated as ordered;delay-
ed series taken;pt. returned;examination recorded;ra
dio ra hs laced for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen .

x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,table,col-
limator;fluorosdopy unit,image intensifier,spot film
device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll film;cine camera,
film;videotape device;extension cones;vertical cas-
sette holder;fi3ter;radiolucent board;stool;R-L,ID,
series markers;sterile procedure tray,nasogastric
tube,lubricant,feeding bottles,syringes;radiopaque
liquid,paste or cream contrast;cup,spoon,straws,car-
bonated beverage;labeled test tubes;emergency cart;
scissors;plastic wrap;gloves,gowns,masks;calipers;
wax pen;forms;phone;immobilization devices,head
clamp,band,tape,gauze,pillowcase,stockinet;diapers;
padding;lead shielding;pacifier,toys;intercom;
basin;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad expo-
sure charts;phantom,test object;stretcher;incubator

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0() No...( )

4. If "Yee' to q. 1: Name the CT77-7 recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric pt.;radiologist;nurse;adult;co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking qpper GI radiographs of pediatric pt.,by re-

viewing request;preparing equipment;preparing,reas-
suring,measuring pt.;setting up for fluoroscopy,spot

filming,video,cine;setting technical factors;identi-

Ifying films;collimating;providing shielding;making

scout film;assisting with administration of contrast,

positioning of pt.,fluoroscopy,spot filming;taking
overhead radiographs as ordered;arranging for proces
-4...,..!-n1.4.11-, nqr rnntrast ove rheads of stomach,delaye

List Elemen. Full

Performer receives or obtains
tha x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for a radio-
graphic contrast study of the
esophagus, stomach, duodenum
and/or small bowel (upper GI
study) as a result of:

a. Regnlal: assignment.
b. Checking assignment On sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on insLitutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prr plain film
(s) and/or prior contrast
films.

. Perfo.%ier. reJs..the_reqnisi7_
tion sheet to. determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special con-
siderations. to plan for the
procedure, and to check the

completless f the informa-
tion provided:

a. Performer checl. the ex-
aminaton t;Fir.e J. for, the

purpose and the areas in-
volved. Notes whether a
routine GI series is or-
dered, a Jtudy of indivi-
dual organs, such as esoph
agus, stomach, A.uodenum
and/or small bowel.

b. Notes the name of the ra-
diologist in charge; may 1

OK -RP;RR;RR
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note the name of reierring clini-
cian.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age
(patients over four years have
adult procedures),height and weight.
Notes whether patient is in-patient,
out-patient, or emergency patient.

d. Notes any orders on the type of con-
trast medium,such as barium sulfate
mixtur, inuedients, flavoring;
whether iodized oil, air; notes
whether cont.:est is to be admin-

istered by nasogastric intubation,
drunk out of cup, or with straw.

e. Notes any special information that
would ofrect patient posiaoning,
technique, immobilization, or han-
d)ing !if the patient, such as pres-
ence of IV drip, oxygen supply, or
similar life support devices; notes
whether patient will arrive in in-

cubator or on stretcher. Checks
whether isolation technique is re-
quired for patient-with communica-
ble or infectious condit.ion or neo-
nate. Notes whether patient may be

accompanied by nurse, other.staff
person, parent or guardian.

E. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's

age, sex, size, condition, and the

examination ordered.

i) Plans to take special precau-
tions with neonate or ill pa-
tient such as use of gown, mask,
sanitary procedures to protect
patient from contamination or
to prevent spread of infection.

ii) Notes appropriate shielding for
examination.

iii) Notes whether the use of a grid
or bucky will be involved.

iv) Notes whether fluoroscopy with

cineradiography is planned,
whether overheads will be taken.

g. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for prior sedation, adminis-
tration of medication, prior oral
administration of contrast (for
small bowel study), or period for
withholding of food or fluid, per-
former may check that orders were
carried out and with proper tim-
ing. If not carried out properly,
may arrange to delay examination
until orders are carried out, or
informs appropriate staff member.

h. May note patient'g feeding sched-
ule and arrange to have patient
fed while in department at appro-
priate point in the examination.

i. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,
that information on requisition
sheet is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether ex-
amination has been done at in-
stitution or elsewhere in re-
cent past, whether there is
history of extensive radiog-
raphy to be brought to radio-
logist's attention. Notes any
record of technical factors
used for prior films.

ii) If the performer determines
that the request is not prop-
erly authorized, is incomplete,
or that sufficient information
is lacking for performer to
select technique or to proper-
ly position or care for pa-
tient, or if performer con-
siders that there may be con-
traindications to going ahead
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with the procedure, performer
brings this to attention of ra7
diologist in charge. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and pro-
ceeds after obtaining needed in-
formation, signature, or orders.

j. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

2. Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than nec-
essary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate; de-
pending on patient's condition,
may arrange for or carry out isola-
tion or decontamination techniques.

b. Chec!:.; that procedure tray for the
examination has been properly pre-
pared or decides to do personally.

i) If barium sulfate colloidal sus-
pension(s) have been ordered and
prepared, checks that consis-
tencies and ingredients are ap-
propriate for the study and pa-
tient's age. May check that cup,
straws, spoon, lollipops, water
are-available.

ii) May check that a sterile nurs-
ing bottle and nipple with bar-
ium mixture has been ordered,
prepared, and labeled, or ar-
ranges to order personally. When
obtained, checks label to be
sure proportions and ingredients
of the mixture are appropriate
for examination.,

iii) If appropriate,checks for
steril- nasogastric tube and
proper type oc end hole.

iv) May ch..1.ck that label and con-

tainer for gastric specimen
is prepared or decides to do
personally.

v) If stomach is area of inter-
est, may prepare-materials
ahead that might be needed for
air contrast if stomach,such
as carbonated beverage,.straw
with hole in shaft, empty sy-
ringes, empty sterile feeding
bottle.

c. Checks that emergency cart is pre
sent or available.

d. Checks that proper accessories
are available for procedure in-
cluding leaded rubber shielding,
aprons, and gloves to be used by
performer, radiologist, the pa-
tient, and/or anyone who will re-
main in the room during exposure.

i) Checks for gowns, masks,gloves
to be worn if patient is neo-
nate or is ill.

ii) Checks that appropriate immo-
bilization devices for infant
or child are present, and that
there is a mattress, pads, pil
lows andior blankets for com-
fort of patient.

iii) If irCant is tu be positioned
for erect projections, perform
er may set up footboard at end
of x-ray table to hold patient
may attach positioning ring,
may check that there is ra-
diolucent board available.

iv) Checks that clean pacifiers
and toys are present.

e. May cover examination table with
rubber sheeting and/or absorbent
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paper sheet. With neonate may ar-
range to have patient kept wan_
while on table.

f. Performer checks that technical
equipment has grid or high speed
bucky; may check that compression
cone is in position or that pres-
sure paddle is available for use.

g. Makes sure that right (R) and left

(L) markers are available for use
and identification cards or leaded

numerals or markers.
h. For overhead filming,performer makes

sure that ar adequate supply of
loaded cassettes are available in
th o. examination room. Selects ap-
propriate speed and type of film,
grid, and cassette combination de-
pending on whether a bucky or table
top technique will be used and stan
dard institutional practices. Se-
lectssize based on patient's size
and area of interest. If P.dequate
supply is not in room, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain person-
ally. May obtain transparent plas-
tic wrap for cassettes used on
table top to protect patient from
contact.

i. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of overhead films using equip-
ment provided by institutution:

i) May Obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on cassettes
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on cas-
sette surfaces; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.
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j. If examination will include spot-
filming using a cassette/bucky
spotfilm device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to ob-
tain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spotfilm cas-
settes as for overhead films.

iii) Performer may usecontrols or
manually pull out spotfilm
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and opens retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spotfilming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

k. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attached
to image ,intensifi,er) and roll
film, performer checks film sup-
ply indicator to make sure that
there is sufficient film in the
roll film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded, or decides to
do personally.

ii) When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, performer checks
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loading in subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly thread-
ed and attached to take-up spool
so that film unwinds appropri-
ately. Checks that film is prop-
erly engaged in sprockets. Locks
into operating position. If ap-
propriate, cuts off excess film
at exit port and removes. At-
taches film cassette to camera
and locks into place. Replaces
camera cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded.

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exrosuie of film
due to installation or check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with pa-
tient's identification informa-
tion for use with spot film de-
vice. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

1. If examination will include use of
cineradiography camera (attached to
image intensifier), performer
checks the amount of unexposed film
remaining in the cine camera film
magazine.

i) If appropriate, performer ar-
ranges to have film magazine
loaded with film or decides to
do personally (in darkroom).

ii) If performer has obtained newly
loaded film magazine, attaches
to camera by aligning and en-
gaging film drive couplings.
Slides in.magazine until engag-
ed; locks into position. Adjusts
film and checks operation of
film transport. Closes camera
door and locks.
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iii) Advances film as appropriate
onto the take-up spool.

iv) If not already done, may pre-
pare card for identification
of the nine film. Writes out
or types appropriate patient
identification information.
Inserts identification card
in cine camera in appropriate
slot so that each frame will
bear the ID informationlor
places other ID marker as ap-

propriate.

m. If examination will include use of
videotape, performer sets up mag-
netic tape cassette or video disc
scanner for recording of image di-

rectly from the television moni-
tor. Makes sure that there is suf-
ficient tape. Prepares and checks
replay mechanism. Sets controls at

record position.
n. If a grid will be used with the

image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spotfilming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-

ton or slides grid into position.-
May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.'

3. p erformer preselects technical expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy, cinera-

diography, and spotfilming, based on
standards for pediatric patients set
by the institution as appropriate for

examination:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-

ments such as apron and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

b. Performer reviews the technique .

chart(s) for the unit(s) to be

used:
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i) Locates information for the pedi
atric views involved. Takes note
of the exposure factors to be
used for overheads, fluoroscopy,
and spot iilming. Considers pref
erences of the radiologist in-
volved, conversions needed to
account for patient's age, con-
dition, any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to reflect
accommodation to a change in ma-
chine output or a policy deci-
sion).

ii) Performer looks up numerical con
version factors and calculates
or uses conversion chart to as-
certain the appropriate new :!x-
posure factor. Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

iii) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat capac-
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts
the technique to an equivalent
output using higher kV') and .

lower mAs, minimizing exposure
time.

c. At the control panel, performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial un-
til needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

d. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode, and for use
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of spot film camera or cassette
device, cineradiography, and over-
head filming.

e. Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spot film camera

or cassette device:

i) For spot film camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spo': filming per-
former may nelect and set a
standard spot f-lm program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single cas

sette and rela:ed spot 1:ilm
sizes. Selects program appropri
ate for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist.

al, For cineradiography, performer
selects and sets the frame rate
appropriate to the examination
involved. May select appro-
priate frame per second range,
and then make a finer adjust-
ment within the range.

f. If .not already done, performer con
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and.checka that
"ready" light is on.

g. If appropriate, performer selects

the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

h. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.
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ii) If mA is automatically controlled
according to patient thickness,
performer turns fluoroscope mA
selector to maximum standard po-
sition. If not automatically con-
trolled, sets as appropriate for
focal spot size and examination
involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

i. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

i) For conventional manual exposure
control, performer selects and
sets the appropriate spot film
time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
a density exposure control ap-
propriate for the examination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by cnmbining settings on one
major and one minor kVp selector
as appropriate for the examina-
tion.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for cine

i) If standard procedure calls for
constant exposure timing per
frame, performer selects and
sets appropriate time in milli-
seconds.

ii) If standard procedure calls for
constant average density, per-
former selects the appropriate
density control setting as ap-
propriate to examination.

iii) Performer selects and sets a
combination of one major and
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one minor kVp setting to ob-
tain appropriate kVp for ex-
amination.

iv) Performer sets appropriate mA
for the examination and focal
spot size to be used.

k. If not already done, performer
may set up x-ray and fluoroscope
tube(s), image intensifier, colli-
mator and accessories, as appro-
priate and prepares for check:

i) Makes sure that no one is in
rOOM.

ii) Places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography
table where patient's area of
interest will be centered for
examination.

iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and
centered to the area of inter-
est.

1v) If not already done, moves
image intensifier and any spot-
film device into position;
centers (over or under) the
area of interest.

v) Performer adjusts the x-ray
tube to appropriate focal spot-
object distance (target to
-skin distance, TOD). For flu-
oroscopy, adjusts distance be-
tween,_focal spot and image in-

.
tensIfier (focal spot to film

L, distance, FFD). Makes sure
,that TOD is 15 inches or more.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks the focal-film
distance Wreading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
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justs up or down until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

vi) Performer collimates fluoroscopy
tube (and x-ray tube used for
spot filming if different), de-
pending on nature of the equip-
ment and controls.
Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to.the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or'sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.
Manually sets collimator for te
spot film field size to be used,
or selects and sets field size
control to be used for automatic
collimation with programmed spot
film cassette exposure sequence.

1. To check fluoroscopy mode, perform-
er enters remote control room or
operates controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

i) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scot-A on TV monitor.

ii) Performer adjusts kVp control
.(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment is
operating properly.

iii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-

tained.
iv) Performer checks that TV bright-

ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

v) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max-
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imum examinatfon exposure time
is reached.

m. To check spot film functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls.

i) Performer activates controls
for spot film exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by phototim-
er or, if manual timer, in time
set. If appropriate, releases
spot film control after expo-
sure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro
priately, performer unloads cas
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

n. To check operation of cine equip-

ment, performer may start anode
rotation. Performer activates ap-
propriate exposure switch for cine
exposure and checks tl,at film tr'

up is functioning appropriately.
Shuts camera afteT testing and ad-
vances film as appropriate.

o. After equipment has been checked,

performer shuts and resets for
standard exposure fa2tors. If per-
former decides that any of th,
equit.ment is nct functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropri-
Ete staff member. Arranges for il-
ternate unit to be used.

4. Depending on institutional procedures
performer may bring requisition sheet
patient's chart and prior films to ra
diologistmay bring or escort patient,
accompanying adult and/or staff mem-
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ber to examination room; and/or may
join radiologist and patient after in-
forming.-radiologist that equipment is

ready.

a. If performer is to have patient
readied in examination room, may
proceed as follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if not
already done), or decides to do
personally. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements, performer
may decide to assist in bringing
patient to examination room.

iii) Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff Member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Makes patient comforteKe on
table.
If patient is on special stretch
er, places stretcher into posi-
tion so that radiolucent stretch
er can be lifted with patient on
it from wheeled base to x-ray
table.
Performer may decide to assist
child to table or has thiri done.
May obtain help. Makes sure that
no equipment is in the way or
may be collided with by patient.

If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie

on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient wIll fall off table.
Makes sure patient is never un-
attended.
If patient has a life support
system in place, such as incu-
ba...or, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
that equipment is being moni-

tored.
vi) If not already done, has pa-

tient's clothing removed and
has patient, especially neo-
nate, put in gown and kept war-

as appropriate.
vii) Answers patient's, parent's

guardian's questions honest'
attempts to reassure and de-
velop confidence, Remains aware
that patient and/or adult may
be frightened and/or patient
in pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

viii) If not already done, performer
checks that orders for prior
preparation for study such as
abstinence from food, drink,
have been carried out. Plans
to notify radiologist if any
prior orders have not been
carried out.
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ix) Depending on institutional ar- estimate thickness in both

rangements and condition of pa- positions. Records for use in

tient, iperformer may indicate determining exposure factors

to parent or guardian that he for overheads. After measur-

or she must wait outside of ex- ing, has-patient rest in as

amination room or that he or relaxed a position as possible

she may remain in room to help .

reassure patient. b. Performer may inform attending

x) Performer attempts to develop a radiologist that patient is ready

warm interaction with patient to be examined. May bring requi-

so that infant or child remains sition sheet, patient's medical

calm during examination. May history, chart, and any prior

hold patient; may speak to pa-
tient in calm, gentle voice;
may provide clean pacifier or

films to radiologist.

i) If not already done, performer

toy. Attempts to calm patient tells radiologist about any

and gaiv cooperation by com- difficulties encountered with

municating as appropriate to regard to information, possi-

patient's age or, if appropri- ble contraindications, or any-

ate, level of retardation. Is thing else that should be

as calm and gentle as possible. brought to radiologist's at-

xi) With child, performgr tells pa- tention. Notes any special or-

tient what will happen, and re- ders or change in procedure

hearses aspects of the proce- decided by radiologist. Pro-

dure. Shows how x-ray unit and ceeds as ordered.

tilt-table moves and works. Per- ii) Performer may accompany radio-

former explains truthfully if logist to examination room and

patient can be expected to feel introduce patient and/or staff

any pain. Indicates how patient to radiologist.

can help. Performer may describe iii) May provide gown, gloves, mask

how barium.sulfate mixture will
_.
, be administered orally, and
,

lead apron and gloves.

what the contrast mixture will c. If not already done, performer

taste like. May describe what jpins radiologist, patient and

the doctor will be doing.
xii) Unless measurements have al-

ready been made, performer may

other staff in examination room.

i) Performer may note radiolo-

use centimeter-calipers to mea- gist's decision on how to pro-

sure the thickness of the chest ceed; notes radiologist's or-

and/or abdomen in the direc- ders for scout film, type of

tions in which the central ray mmobilization. Plans a "plain

of the x-ray beam will pass film" of the abdomen in stan-

through the centered part from dard AP position or as ordered

tube to film. If both recumbent ii) Performer provides patient, ra

and erect positioning will be diologist and anyone who will

used for radiography of abdomi- remain in room during exposure

nal contents, may measure or with appropriate protective

20'9
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5.

shielding. If a sleff member,
parent, or guardit will be
asked to assist, performer pro-
vides leaded gloves and apron.
Explains if necessary that this
is not cause for alarm but a gen-
eral precaution to minimize un-
necessary radiation exposure.

If performer is to make a preliminary
scout film of the abdomen,performer
makes sure that patient is attended.

a. Sets up equipment before position-
ing and immobilizing patient:

i) Performer obtains the apprupri-
ate size loaded cassette for the
first (or next) scout projection
and attaches identification in-
formation to the cassette or
table top,

ii) Places right or left marker on
cassette or table top as appro-
priate to the study and projec-
tion or depresses appropriate
R or L button for automatic
marking.
If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.
If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-.
propriate edge of cassette,

.

.

Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device,

iii) If a bucky is not being used,
performer places cassette on
table in approximate final po-
sition.
With neonate,performer may wrap
prepared cassette with plastic'

.

wrap before positioning cas-
sette. Places wrapped cassette
in position appropriate for
filming (in preparation for
placement of patient on cas-
sette).

iv) If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under table top or in
upright holder) performer may
manually pull out bucky tray
and open retaining clamps. In-
serts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cas-
sette into appropriate "stored"
position or inserts cassette
tray into bucky slot and cen-
ters.

v) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection taking account
of the measurements taken of
the patient.

vi) Enters control room and sets
controls for radiography mode.

vii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors

'for the correct focal size.
Selects and sets the exposure

,
time that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major and minor kilovoltage
settings to produce the desired

kVp.
viii) For automatic phototimed expo-

sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if

appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control cor-
rRsponding to the field size
(as liLzed on technique chart
,...yr phototiming).

230
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May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with the
equipment) corresponding to the
range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or special)
requirements for the study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

ix) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, position, and collima-
tor (unless these have already
been set).

x) Performer may return to overhead
unit and set the focal-film dis-
tance (if not already done).
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place
over the film holder (or at
right angles to upright holder).
Checks the focal-film distance
by reading indicator scale in
the tube housing; adjusts until
the required FFD is obtained,

b. Performer has patient immobilized
or does so personally:

i) May explain oi demonstrate what
is required for immobilizing and
positioning. May obtain help or
help co-worker.

ii) Performer may immobilize pa-
tient's arms by extending them
and placing them along sides of
head, next to the ears. May ap-
ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
touel, pillowcase or orthopedic
stockinet to hold arms so that
sleeve holds arms above and be-
hind head, one at each side.
May apply a sleeve of stretch

.

gauze or bandage to the pelvis.
Wraps lightly to maintain pa-
tient in position.

iii) In positioning and immobilizing
patient, performer remains
alert to patient's respiration.
Does not force patient into a
position where any breathing
difficulty increases. Does not
force flexion of the neck.

iv) Performer centers part and
keeps the long axis of the part
parallel to the film holder.
When using a bucky, centers pa-
tient to midline. With cassette
on table top, centers film to
part.

v) In centering patient for view
of abdomen,performer may in-
clude the diaphragm at the up-
per border of the area of in-
terest. Palpates for the costal
angle just below the xiphoid
process or palpates for the
heartbeat over the apex of the
heart. Includes the mid-symphy-
sis pubis at the lower border
of the area of interest. Pal,
pates for the symphisis pubis.

c. For a supine AP projection (pos-7

terior view) of the pediatric ab-
domen, performer centers patient
in supine position on cassette or
on table over bucky,or has this
done: .

i) Has patient's arms immobilized
above and behind head next to
ears as described; has lower
legs immobilized as described,
or tapes legs together just
above knees.

ii) Perf,Jrmer adjusts patient so
that median sagittal plane of
body and head are centered to
midline of cassette. May turn

291
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head to one side. Gently extends
head and neck and immobilizes
with head clamp, webbing strap
under chin, or sponges so that
median sagittal plane of head
is at right angles or parallel

ters the part to the film holder,
and uses the collimator'light to
center the tube to the part.
Checks that primary beam will en-
ter the center of the area of in-
terest at the selected angle to

to cassette. May elevate pa-
tient's knees and place restrain
ing band across legs.

iii) Centers film to area of inter-
est as described. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to the

the film so as to project the
view desired. May readjust tube
position lengthwise or crosswise
to provide better centering.

e. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer

midpoint of film,
iv) Performer may give child a clean

pacifier,and tapes this into po-
sition unless this would impair
respiration.

v) If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position.
Places restraining bands, strips

adjusts the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will ap-
pear oround the edge of the film;

collimates further so as to ex-
pose only the area of interest.

i) May attach an auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator to

of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May use head clamp; may
use clean diaper stretched
across the table and over the

further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to
minimum size needed to cover
the area of interest.

patient's head. Avoids use of
compression band across abdomen
or chest. After patient has
been immobilized, performer
makes sure that patient is still
able to make small movements
necessary for normal circula-
tion, respiration and other

._...

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors tO
facilitate any further filming
required.

f. If not already done, performer ap

vital functions.
vi) If, during positioning, patient

shows signs of pain or distress,
performer notifies radiologist

plies appropriate lead shielding
.to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for

. at once and await orders. the examination.

d. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Acti

Makes sure that anyone holding
the patient (if absolutely neces-
sary) or remaining in room is sup

vates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film size
Uses 'cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field. Uses the

collimator light to center the pa-
tient to the x-ray field, or cen-

plied with lead gloves and apron
and stays out of central beam as
much as possible.

g. Performer may rehearse child in
taking a deep breath, then breath
ing out and holding still, or ob-
serves infant patient's breathing,
and plans exposure for the appro-
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priate instant for the phase re-
quired (expiration unless otherwise
ordered). Plans to start exposure
after chest has begun to decline,
timed so that exposure is made be-
fore inhalation begins.

h. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts position

if warranted.
ii) Returns to control panel. Makes

sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells child
when to take a deep breath,
breathe out,and hold, or ob-
serves patient's breathing and
times exposure to ttie appropri-
ate instant for the phase re-
quired. Activates exposure for
expiration after phase has begun.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway,per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-

ly.
v) May watch for evidence of mal-

function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) With phototimer, notes whether

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was complet-
ed. If so, anticipates possible
need to repeat exposure (due to
underexposure if premature cut-
off, or overexposure due to
faulty timer).

List Elements Full

vii) After exposure is completed,
tells child and/or any adult
with infant that he or she can

relax.
WI) After exposure performer re-

turns to patient. Removes the
cassette from the x-ray table
or bucky. Removes any markers

for further use.

i. Performer arranges to have the
exposure processed at once or de-

cides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if

appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While films are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient
is comfortable and attended by
staff person, parent,or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film directly to the ra-
diologist in charge, places on
view ,box, and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist that the ra-
diograph is ready.

6. During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scout, prior films and ex-
amination.of patient, performer notes

radiologist's.orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, performer

may arrange to terminate and re-

schedule as appropriate; has or-
ders for cleansing of patient and/

or rescheduling filled out and

signed as appropriate.
b. Performer notes whether radiolo-

gist requires a change.in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning or centering for later
overhead filming.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
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ination and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or preference
of radiologist for density or
contrast, and adjusts as appro-
priate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quence of examination and use of
contT-st and equipment:

i) Notes route of administration of
contrast, such as nasogastric
catheter, nursing bottle, spoon,
straw or cup.

ii) Notes type of contrast to be
used, such as barium suspension,
cream paste, iodized oil (for
esophagus), whether, if barium,
it is to be flavored. Notes
amount needed.

iii) If nasogastric tube will be
used, notes type and size.

iv) Notes whether air contrast of
stomach may be done; if so,
equipment needed.

v) Notes any final orders for rate
and frame settings for cine,the
program and settings for any
spot filming, whether videotape
will be used.

vi) Discusses sequence and timing of
procedure with radiologist. May
arrange signals for exposure,
changing of spot film cassettes,
operation of exposure controls.

vii) Performer arranges to provide or
change any equipment or supplies
as ordered by radiologist.

viii) If required, changes or adjusts
technical factors, program
settings as appropriate for flu-
oroscopy, spot filming and cine.

List Elements Fully
vapiewg

If not already done, may put
compression device into place
on fluoroscopic unit. Once con-
trast medium has been selected,
performer maysrestir mixture
and prepare to administer; may
decide to prepare and/or check
syringe with contrast.

d. Performer may position or help po-
sition and immobilize patient for
insertion of nasogastric tube or
for oral administration of con-
trast:

i) Makes sure infant is being kept
warm.

ii) May place patient in prone or
supine position on table and
immobilize.

iii) May have a child who can stand
alone stand in front of table
or sit on a stool.

iv) With infant, may immobilize pa-
tient on radiolucent board in
AP position, check that pa-
tient is securely attached to
board, and prop or,position
board in upright, position. Has
co-worker remain -TATith patient
to be sure patient or board
does not fall.

v) May set up footboard at end of
table, prop infant in seated
position,and immobilize.

vi) When the patient and equipment
are ready, performer indicates
this to radiologist.

7. Perftrmer assists radiologist as ap-
propriate with preparations, admin-
istration of contrast,and fluoros-
copy:

a. If a nasogastric tube will be in-
serted,performer may assist as

follows: .

liMmIler===smor.titvair
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Washes hands as appropriate.
If not already done, gives lead-
ed gloves and apron to radiolo-
gist; places leaded curtain in
place.
May assist radiologist to pre-
pare syringe with contrast mix-
ture. May help position patient
for fluoroscopic viewing.
Performer may lubricate catheter
tip on orders, following sterile
procedure.
On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights.
Turns on TV power switch. May go
to control room and operate flu-
oroscope controls on orders from
radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or
mA controls according to radio-
logist's orders.
If some gastric contents are to
be aspirated, performer may hold
prepared test tube while radio-
logist ejects aspirated contents
in syringe into it; or receives
syringe with gastric contents.
May arrange to have specimen
prepared for laboratory or de-
cides to do personally.
Performer may tape the tube into
place against patient's upper
lip and cheek when_radiologist
indicates that the proximal end
is in place in esophagus or
stomach.

viii) May attach syringe with contrast
to catheter if so ordered.

b. If the patient is to suck the bar-
ium through 4. feeding bottle, sip
it through a straw, have it spoon
fed, or will drink it from a cup,
performer may assist as follows:

i) Performer may hold nursing bot-
tle or cup with contrast mixture
and spoon or straw and go to pa-

tient's side wearing lead
shielding.

ii) At signal from radiologist,
performer encourages patient to
sip contrast mixture from cup,
or straw, may feed it with
spoon, or feeds infant_with
sterile bottle containing mix-
ture; may have this done.

iii) Encourages child to hold mix-
ture in mouth and swallow on
signal from radiologist. May
position patient's head or hold
patient still.

iv) Repeats as ordered throughout
fluoroscopic observation.

c. While radiologist observes filling
on TV monitor, performer may as-
sist:

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table,
tube, or patient as ordered.

ii) If spot film attachment uses
cassettes, performer may unload
as used, identify, and insert
additional cassettes, as de-

_ scribed above, throughout pro-
cedure.

iii) Performer may help radiologist
to position patient in appropri
ate supine, prone, oblique and
Trendelenburg positions. May
operate tilt table on orders
fl:om radiologist.

iv) May operate replay mechanism
of videotape attachment if so
ordered.

v) For study of stomach, performer
may position pressure cone on
orders from radiologist or as-
sist with paddle.

vi) Depending on institutional pro-

-

cedures, performer may keep ra
diologist informed of cumula

-

tive exposure as shown on flu-
oroscope timer indicator.
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vii) Performer note', any order for re-
peat of any part of fluoroscopic
examination. Changes technical
factors as ordered. Assists in
continued examination as de-
scribed above, repeating appro-
priate steps. Removes pressure
cone or paddle when ordered.

d. When the radiologist informs per-
former that the fluoruscopic por-
tion of the examination is over,
performer notes orders for immedi-
ate overhead filming and any delay-
ed serial filming:

i) Notes whether additional con-
trast is to be administered by
performer or radiologist.

ii) Notes whether standard series of
overheads are required and/or
special positions, views, time
sequences.

iii) Notes particular areas of inter-
est.
May note whether radiologist has
marked patient's back at loca-
tion of duodenal bulb or pylorus
for cantering purposes. If so,
notes whether this was with pa-
tient in erect or prone posi-
tion.
May discuss with 'radiologist any
special mTecautions needed in pa
tient positioning.
May have radiologist fill out
and/or sign requisition sheet.
Throughout procedure performer
observes patient for any signs
of.emergency and/or-to prevent
or respond to an accident. Is
alert to signs suggesting any
impairment in patient's respira-
tion. Notifies physician at once
if patient shows emergency
signs.

8. ?erf_Jrmer makes overhead films of the
esophagus, stomach and duodenum as
directed:

a. Performey may assist while radio-
logist insttlls additional con-

'.

trast through nasogastric tube;
may administer additional contrast
mixture orally as described above,
or has this done. Observes patient
until there is visible sign that
patient has swallowed at least
once. Explains to child what will
happen next.

b. Performer notes needed adjustment
of technical,factors from those
used for scout film to allow for
any changes requested by radiolo-
gist in technique or positions,
and/or allows for use of contrast
medium.

c. Performer sets or resets the expo-
sure factors for the first (or
next) projection as descrilvId.

i) Adjusts technical exposure fac-
tors to account for instruc-
tions from radiologist based
on viewing of scout film and
use of contrast material.

ii) Performer identifies cassette
as described earlier. May place
marker on cassette to indicate
time elapse or the number of
the exposure within the series.
Places cassette in position as
described.

iii) May explain or demonstrate'to
child what is required. May ob-
tain help in positioning or in-
dicate how patient is to be po-
sitioned.

iv) Performer immobilizes patient's
upper and lower limbs as de-
scribed.
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v) With upright cassette holder ad-
justs height of holder to part
and centers parr to film.

d. If performer is to ,:ake overheads
of the pediatric esophagus, perform-
er notes the positions and views or-
dered. Maintains patient in recum-
bent position unless otherwise or-
dered.

i) For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the pediatric esophagus,
performer has patient placed in
a prone position, with feet sup-
ported and head resting on chin
or forehead and comfortably cush
ioned.
Performer may apply bands across
table to keep upper thorax in
contact with cassettP or table
top.
Adjusts cassette to include the
area of interest as ordered. If
entire esophagus is to be stud-
ied, centers to the level of the
5th or 6th thoracic vertebra.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the center of the film.

ii) For an upright AP projection of
the pediatric esophagus,perform-
er may immobilize patient's up-
per and lower extremities as de-
scribed above. Sets infant up
against fo(tboard of horizontal
x-ray table; places cassette
behind patient's back. Secures
and immobilizes patient in up-
right seated posl.tion using re-
straining bands across head,
pelvis, and legs. May seat child
on stool in front of upright
cassette holder. Centers cas-
sette to include area from sixth
cervical vertebra to the eleven-
th thoracic vertebra. Directs
central ray horizontally to mid-

point of area of interest at
right angles to film.

iii) For a lateral projection of the
pediatric esophagus, performer
notes side of interest and
whether patient is to be posi-
tioned in a true lateral recum-
bent position or is to relaaill
supine with x-ray tube directed
horizontally across table to
cassette placed vertically.

For lateral positioqing, per-
former irmobiliz.es patient's
upper and lower extremities as
described, and turns patient on
to the sidt of interest,or has
this done. Cushions neck, chin,
and head, and keeps cheek level
with the rsette. Use:1; tape,

restraining bands,or diaper
across table t) support and
Lold pat:cent in position. Di-
rects central ray vertically at
right angles to film, centered
to the fifth or sixth thoracic
vertebra..

For supine positioning for lat-
eral projection, performer main-
tains patient in supine posi-
tion as described. Positions
grid cassette or grid holder
vertically on table on side of
interest. Supports so that
x-ray 1)eam may be directed
horizontally at right angles
to film. May place wedge shaped
pads or radiolucent sponges be-
neath neck; checks that head is
in true AP position. Centers
cassette to the mid-axillary
line of the body at the level
of the fifth or sixth thoracic
vertebra. Directs central ray
at right angles to film, cen-
tered to midpoint of the area
of interest.
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iv) For an oblique projection of the
pediatric esophagus, performer
positions patient from the su-
pine position for a left AP
oblique projection, or positions
patient from the prone position
for a right PA oblique projection
unless otherwise ordered. Pro-
vides soft supports under pa-
tient. Performer elevates and
supports the side opposite the
sidu of interest on raiiolucent
4sponge blocks or towels so that
the shoulder and chest (or back)
are in contact with the cassette
or table at an angle of about
450 . Centers film to the chest at
the level of the fifth or sixth
thoracic vertebra.
Direc*s central ray at right an-
gles to center of film at level
of fifth or sixth thoracic ver-
tebra.

e. If performer is to take overheads of
the pediatric stomach and/or duoden-
um, performer notes the positions
and views ordered and the area of
interest. Does not use compression
band across abdomen unless so order-
ed. Notes any centering mark made by
physician to show the location of
the pylorus (and whether made with
patient erect or recumbent), or per-
former judges the location of the
pylorus based on the patient's type
of body (habitus) ,ageand the evi-
dence of the scout film. If both
erect and recumbent positions are
ordered, centers somwhat lower for
erect positioning than for recumbent
positions, allowing greater change
for thin, asthenic patient. Secures
lead shielding so that it remains in
place for erect positioning.

i) For an upright AP projection of
the pediatric stomach and duo-
den.im,performer has child stand

List Elements Full

in Ar position in front of up-
right cassette holder. Immo-
bilizes infant's upper and low-
er extremities and aligns pa-
tient on radiolucent board,and
secures in t. AP position;
checks that pal.ient is securely
attached to brard, and props
or positions board in upright
position; has co-worker remain
with patient to be sure board
or patient does not fall. Cen-
ters cassette in upright hold-
er or vertical bucky to area
of interest as defined, and
directs central ray horizontal-
ly to midpoint of film through
the median line of body.
Maintains patient in position
long encegh before exposure
for fluid levels to be ac-
curately demonstrated.

ii) For lateral recumbent position
ing in lieu of AP erect pro-
jection, positions as describe
in (iv), below. Centers casset
te to area of interest in up-
right holder behind patient.
Directs central ray horizontal
ly at right angles to the mid-
point of film through the medi
an line of body. Maintains pa-
tient in position long enough
before exposure for air or
fluid levels to be accurately
demonstrated.

iii) For oblique projections (right
AP oblique and/or left PA.
oblique) of stomach,positions
patient as described for esoph
agus, but notes degree of rota .
tion ordered and adjusts as
appropriate. Centers cassette
to midpoint of area of inter-
est as marked or defined. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.
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f iv) If lateral projections of pedi-
atric stomach and/or duodenum
are ordered, performer notes
whether right and/or left lat-
eral projections are involved.
For a lateral recumbent projec-
tion, performer immobilizes pa-

. tient's upper and lower extre-
mities as described, and turns

,

patient on to the side of in-
terest or has this done. Cush-
ions neck, chin, and head, and
keeps cheek level with the cas-
sette. Uses tape, restraining
bands or diaper across table to
support and hold patient in po-
sition.
For supine positioning for a
lateral projection, performer
maintains patient in supine po-
sition as describc...d. May ele-

vate on radiol3cent sponge or
pad. Positicns vertical holder
on appropriate side or positions
grid ctte vertically on
table. S44pports so that x-ray
beam may be directed horizontal-
ly at right angles to film. May
place wedge shaped pads or ra-
diolucent sponges beneath neck;
checks that head is in true AP
position. .

Centers body so that a coronal
plare.passing midway between
the midaxillary line and the
anterior surface of the abdomen
is at the midline. Centers at
the marked or estimated level
of the pylorus and allows for
difference in erect or prone
centering if marked position
was made while patient was in
opposite position from the one
for this exposure. Directs cen-
tral ray at right angles to the
midpoint of the film.

-

9.

f. Performer repeats final check of
positioning, collimates to area
of interest,and provides shield-
ing as described. Completes immo-
bilization-and makes sure that pa-
tient is not too restrained for
normal functions. Rehearses child .

in suspended expiration as de-
scribed. Makes sure that anyone ;

holding the patient (if absolutely
necessary) or remaining in room
is supplied with lead gloves and
apron and stays out of central
beam as much as possible.

g. Performer makes exposure as de-

scribed. Repeats and continues -

for all the overhead views order-
ed, adjusting technical factors,
patient positions, and tube angu-
lation as appropriate for each
projection.

Performer arranges to have spot
films, overheads, and any cine film
processed at once:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign

requisition sheet.
b. Checks that equipment is turned

off. .

c. With cassette spot films and over-

head exposures, removes any mark-
ers for further use. Attaches ID

card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

d. With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all ex-
posures made will be wound on'the
take-up spool in the roll film
cassette. Replaces dark slide on
camera lens. Uses device to cut
film and create a light shield.
Resets counter and removes film
cassette.

e. With cine-adiography, performer
chucks that cine camera is turned

4.......
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off and that the film transport
mechanism has come to a complete
stop. Unlocks and removes film
magazine.

f. Performer arranges to have over-
heads, spot films an.1 cine film
processed at once If appronriate
or decides to process personally.

g. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is comfor-
taole and attended by nurse, ra-
diologist, staff member, or self.

h. When the overheads and spot films
have ben processed and returned,
performer places on view boxes.
May also hang scout and prior films.
May give processed eine film to ra-
diologist and set up cine projector
and screen. Informs radiologist
that radiograph(s) are ready for
viewing.

i. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decisLons regarding adequacy
of the radiographs and further or-
ders:

i) If radiologist decides to admin-
ister further contrast medium,
performer assists as above and
with any fluoroscopy and spot
filming. Repeats any additional
overhead radiography as ordered.

ii) If the radiologist indicates
that there is any problem with
the technical fac...ors or the
patient positioning for over-
heAs, performer records or
notes for use in any "retakes"
ordered. Notes source of problem

so that performer'cqn avoid
future "retakes."

iii) Repeats radiography for any ad-
ditional overhead exposures or-
dered by radiologist, adjusting
technical factors, tube, and po-
sition of patient or film holder
as appropriate to each view or-
dered. Repeats identification,

List Elements Ful1Y

collimation, shielding, orders
for breath control and exposure
as above.

iv) If radiologist decides to carry
out air contrast study of the
stomach, performer notes or-
ders on method of administra-
tion such as ,tasogastric tube
and empty syringe, straw with
hole in shaft, empty feeding
bottle, or carbonated beverage
in cup or feeding bottle. Pre-
pares materials if not already
done.

v) If radiologist decides to fol-
low with a delayed small bowel
study, notes orders on timing
and position(s) required; notes
whether additional contrast
will be administered.

vi) If appropriate, has radiologist
fill out or sign requisition.

vii) If appropriate, has radiologist
authorize order for feeding pa-
tient when this will not inter-
fere with the remainder of the
study. Has order placed and pa-
tient fed as appropriate or de-
cides to do personally.

10. If an air contrast study is to be
carried out, performer assists with
positioning of patient, insertion of
nasogastric tube if so ordered, and
fluoroscopy, as described earlier.

300

a. If performer is to assist with,
administration of.air contrast,
may prepare empty syringe; may
prepare carbonated beverage in cup
or sterile bottle and await or-
ders. May place straw in child's
mouth so that hole in shaft is out,
side mouth. Shows child how to
suck in air. On orders from radi-
ologist assists with patient's
drinking beverage or taking in
air.
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b. Assists with continued fluoroscopic
examination, spotfilming and pres-
sure spotfilming as described above
after injection of air contrast.

c. Notes orders on overhead films and
repeats as appropriate for views
of stomach.

d. Performer shows subsequent sets of
spotfilms and radiographs to ra-
diologist as processed, and proceeds4
as described above until radiolo-
gist indicates that this stage of
examination is completed.

11. If delayed small bowel films are or-
dered, performer proceeds as follows:

a. May arrange to inform nursing staff
in charge of patient's care.

b. Performer may arrange to have child
or infant taken to appropriate hold-
ing area. Keeps track of the time
elapse. Makes sure that patient is
in the care of a staff person who
will transport ta appropriate loca-
tion and return patient at appro-
priate time.

c. Assists with additional contrast as
described.

d. May check that patient is fed after
contrast has reached the mid-small
bowel. May encourage patient to
empty bladder before each delayed
film or has this done.

e. If fluoroscopy and spotfilming is
to be done,'assists as described
above.

f. At appropriate time(s) and as often
qs appropriate to complete delayed
series, performer carrias out steps
for delayed filming as ordered,
following similar positioning and
exposure steps as described above.

i) Keeps track of time elapse and
readies patient for each expo-
sure as appropriate.

List Elements Fully

ii) Performer takes film(s) of the
small bowel as ordered. Posi-
tions as ordered (as describ-
ed), and centers film to in-
clude the pubic symphysis.

iii) In all delayed series perform-
er makes sure to include a
time-interval marker on each
film.

iv) Performer makes radiographs and
arranges for processing as de-
scribed above. Depending on in-
stitutional arrangements, per-
former places processed delayed
radiographs for later viewing
by radiologist or places on
view boxes as processed and tn-
forms radiologist that they are
ready; notes radiologist's fur-
ther orders.

12. When the radiologist indicates that
the radiography is completed, or at
intervals during procedure, perform-
er may carry out termination or fol-
low-up procedures:

a. When appropriate, may assist ra-
diologist in removal of nasogas-
tric tube.

b. Performer may have patient cleans-
ed, fed. Removes any markings from
patient's body.

c. May decide to assist child from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in stepping
off table. Makes sure that none of
the equipment is projecting over
the patient before allowing pa-
tient to rise from table, and as-
sists patient.

d. Performer may have patient trans-
ported back to room, to parent or
guardian, or to next location, de-
pending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that patient is
in the care of a staff person who
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will transport to appropriate next
location.

e. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures followed
to avoid infection or contamina-
tion, or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments.

f. May check that gastric contents
sample has been prepared for lab-
oratory, is properly identified,
or decides to do personally. May
present lab. order form to radio-
logist for signature.

g. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature.

h. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of exposures made of each spot-
film and overhead view including
retakes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. Signs requisition
sheet.

i. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy examination including exposure
time and rad dosage (using posted
information).

j. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets, and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

k. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 500

This is page 1 of 24 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Ful21
this is broad enough to be repeatable,)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;tilms
identified;technical factors selected,set for flu-
oroscopy,spotfilming,cine,overheads;scouts taken;as-
sistance given with insertion,flow of enema,position
ing,fluoroscopy,spotfilming,defecation,air contrast;
pre-and post-evacuation,air contrast exposures made;
radiographs sent for processing,for radiologist re-
view;procedures repeated as ordered;clean-up done;pt
returned;examinaticn recorded;radiographs placed for
use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-

'tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for a radio-
graphic contrast study of the
large intestine,such as a barium
enema study, radiographic diag-
nosis of intossusception (invag-
ilie.tion of one portion of the
intestinal tract into the lumen
of an immediately adjoining
part) with possible reduction
(correction) using barium enema
for hydrostatic pressure, or
defecography (study of anorectal
region during defecation) as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
. Checking assignment on sched-
ule sheet.

c. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior plain
film(s) and/or prior contrast
films.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the

for,

2. What 1'; used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of .

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,table,col-
limator;fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier,spotfilm
device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll film;cine camera,
film;videotape device;extension cones;vertical cas-
sette holder;contrast enema;stand;rectal tips;tubes;
barium paste,air insufflator,pressure regulator,sy-
ringe,balloon catheters;R-L,ID markers;colostomy or
ileostomy dressings;bedpan;toweling:water-proof
table covering;basin;defecation stool,chair or bag;
emergency cart;phone;marking pen;calipers;tape;
shielding;immobilization devices;head clamp,band,
gauze,pillowcase,stockinet,diapers;padding;pacifier,
toys;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad exposur
charts;phantom;test object;stretcher,incubator;forms

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( 9 No...( )

4. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name ehe kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric pt.;radiologist;nurse ;accompanying adult;
surgeolapadialriciat)co-worker
-----S-M-1.Naleetask 8D that the answers to ques-

examination called the

patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
aminatidn called for, the
purpose of study and any
special requests. Notes

OK-RPRRRR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking barium enema,intussusception or defecography
radiographs of pediatric pt. by reviewing request;
preparing equipment;reassuring,measuring pt.;setting
up for fluoroscopy,spotfilming,video,cine;taking
scout films;setting technical factors;identifying
films;providing shielding;collimating;inserting or
assisting with enema,fluoroscopy,spotfilming,defeca-
tion,air contrast;taking pro-post-evacuation,air con-
trast radiographs as ordered;arranging for process-
ing,review and cleaa-up;having pt. returned;placing
radiographs for use;recording examination. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..0C)
...------....
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued).

Task Code No. 500

This is page 2 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

whether an air contrast study may
be ordered.

b. Performer reads patient s name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patienc,
or emergency patient; notes whether
patient is a neonate.

c. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note-Whether an at-
tending pediatrician and/or, surgeon
will be present and the name(s).

d. Notes any special information that
could affect patient positioning,
technique, immobilization, or han-
dling, such as presence of IV drip,
oxygen supply, colostomy, ileostomy,
anal abnormality, hemorrhoids,
acute symptoms. Notes whether pa-
tient will arrive in incubator, on
stretcher,or, in a wheelchair. Notes
whether patit.,nt will be accompanied
by nurse, other staff person, nar-
ent or guardian. Checks whether
isolation technique is required for
patient with communicable or in-
fectious condition or neonate.

e. Performer notes any orders for type
of equipment, type of contrast me-
dium (barium enema ingredients, use
of saline, use of water soluble
contrast, air).

f. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, and the
examination ordered.

ij Notes whether procedure will
make use of fluoroscopy, spot
filming, cineradiography, video-
tape, overheads.

ii) Notes whether a grid or bucky
will be used; notes appropriate
shielding.

g. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for prior preparation,such as
cleansing enema, abstinence from
food and/or drink (or no prior
preparation), prior sedation, IV
infusion, check of electrolyte
level, performer may note proper
timing and may check that orders
were carried out and at appropri-
ate time.

i) If not carried out or at proper
time, may arrange to delay ex-
amination or informs appropri-
ate staff member.

ii) May note patient's feeding
schedule and arrange to have
patient fed while in department
at appropriate point in the ex-
amination.

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at insti-
tution or elsewhere in recent
past, whether there is history
of extensive radiography to be
brought to radiologist's atten-
tion. Notes any record of tech-
nical factors used for prior
films.

ii) If the performer determines
that the request is not proper-
ly authorized, is incomplete,
that sufficient information is
lacking for performer to select
technique or prepare for exami-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 500

This is page 3 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

nation, or if performer con- may check that barium enema has

siders that there may be contra- been prepared with proper in-

indications to going ahead with gredients and proportions or

the procedure, performer noti- decides to do personally. Hangs

fies supervisor, radiologist, or on standard or pole next to ex-

other designated staff person,
depending on institutional pro-

amination table. If not already
done, may check that enema sus-

cedures. Explains the problem if pension is at proper tempera-

aPiiropriate, and proceeds after ture. If not already done, at-

obtaining needed information,
signature, or orders.

taches tubing and maintains
clamp in closed position.

ii) If a closed-system disposable
i. If referring physician has request- enema kit is to be used, per-

ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and

former has mixture prepared,
air and excess water removed'

if not already with patient's jack- from bag, tube clamped, and
eted material, performer arranges mixture shaken and kneaded be-
to have prior films delivered, fore hanging bag in place.

iii) If a water soluble opaque medi-
2. Performer goes to appropriate room for

the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Prepares
ahead so as not to keep patient in ex-
amination room longer than necessary:

um is to be used for enema, per
former checks that there is no
chemical deterioration.

iv) Performer may check that a bar-
ium paste is available for mark
ing patient or has this done.

a. Washes hands as appropriate; de- v) Depending on information avail-

pending on patient's condition, may
able, performer may check that

arrange for or carry out isolation appropriate rectal tips or bal-

or decontamination techniques;
loon retention catheters are

checks that masks, gowns, gloves
provided. If balloon catheter

are available.
may be used, has it checked or'

b. May check that temperature in room
decides to check personally.

is warm enough.
vi) Checks for air injection appara

ius, bedpan, water soluble lub-

i) With neonate may arrange to have ricant, towels. May check that

patient.kept warm. local anesthetic is available.

ii) For defecography performer may vii) If patient has colostomy or

prepare disposable adhesive bag ileostomy,may check that deVice

or chair,or pot fitted with dis- to prevent stomal leakage is

posable bag, depending on pa- present. Provides fresh dressinv

tient's age and condition.

c. Checks that procedure tray has been
prepared for the study involved or

and drainage bag for use after
procedure.

d. Performer makes sure that exami-
decides to do personally: nation table is provided with dis-

posable and/or waterproof under-
i) Depending on institutional pro-

cedures and equipment, performer
padding; may cover table with ab-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 500

This is page 4 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full%..

sorbant paper sheet or decides to
do personally.

e. Checks that emergency cart is pre-
sent or available.

f. Checks that proper accessories for
pediatric patient are available
including leaded rubber shielding,
aprons, and gloves to be used by
performer, radiologist, the patient,
and anyone who will remain in the
room during exposure,and appropriate
immobilization devices for infant
or child, mattress, pads, pillows
and/or blankets.

i) If an infant is to be positioned
for erect projections, perform-
er may check that there is ra-
diolucent board available.

ii) Checks that clean pacifiers and
toys are present.

g. Performer checks that x-ray equip-
ment is provided with grid and/or
high speed bucky and that overhead,
flaoroscopy, cineradiography,video
capabilities are available as ap-

-propriate. CheckS for vertical cas-
sette holder.

h. Makessure that right (R) and left
(L) markers are available for use
and identification cards, or leaded
numerals or markers.

i. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes are available
in the examination room. Selects
appropriate speed and type of film,
grid, and cassette combination de-
pending on whether a bucky or table
top technique will be used and
stcmdard institutional practices.
Selects size based on patient's
size and area of interest. If ade-
quate supply is not in room, ar-
ranges to obtain or decides to ob-
tain personally.

List Elements Fully

j. Performer prepares for identifi-
cation of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-
tion:

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
cassettes giving appropriate
patient idertification infor-
mation.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on cas-
sette surfaces; may write or
type out ID information on
card if not received with
requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

k. If examination will include spot
filming using a cassette/bucky
spot film device, performer
checks that there is an adequate
supply of appropriate size cas-
settes in room.

i) If there is insufficient sup-,
ply of cassettes, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

ii) Performer carries out identi-
fication of the spot film cas-
settes as for overhead films.
Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spot film
bucky tray and open retaining
clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back.
Makes sure clamps are closed.
Moves cassette into appropri-
ate "stored" position.

iv) If R-L markers are to be used
with spotfilming, performer



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET continued)

Task Code No. 500

This is page 5 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

1. If examination will include spot
filming using a camera (attached
to image intensifier) and roll
film, performer checks film supply
indicator to make sure that there
is sufficient film in the roll film
cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sdtte loaded, or decides to do

.

personally.
ii) When loaded roll film cassette

is obtained, performer checks
loading in silbdued light. Checks
that end of film is cut cor-
rectly and ls properly threaded
and attached to take-up spool so
that film unwinds appropriately,
Checks that film is Froperly en-
gaged in sprockets. Locks into
operating position. If appropri-
ate, cuts off excess film at
exit port and removes. Attaches
film cassette to camera and
locks into place. Replaces cam-
era cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded,

iv) Performer advances film to com-
pensate for any exposure of
film due to installation or
check.

v) Removes dark slide from camera
lens.

vi) If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with pa-
tient's identification infor-
mation for use with spot film
device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate,

m. If examination will include use of

cineradiography camera (attached
to image intensifier), performer
checks the amount of unexposed
film remaining in the cine camera
film magazine.

i) If appropriate, performer ar-
ranges to have film magazine
loaded with film or decides to
do personally (in darkroom).

ii) If performer has obtained newly
loaded film magazine, attaches
to camera by aligning and en-
gaging film drive couplings.
Slides in magazine until en-
gaged; locks into position. Ad-
justs film and checks operation
of film transport. Closes cam-
era door and locks.

iii) Advances film as appropriate
onto the take-up spool.

iv) If not already done, may pre-
pare card for identification
of the cine film. May write out
or type appropriate patient
identification information. In-
s erts identification card in
cine camera in appropriate slot
so that each frame will bear
the ID information,or places
other ID marker as appropriate.

n. If examination will include use of

videotape, performer sets up mag-
netic tape cassette or video disc
scanner for recording of image di-
rectly from the television moni-
tor. Makes sure that there is suf-
ficient tape. Prepares and checks
replay mechanism. Sets controls at

record position.
.o. If a grid will be used with!'the

image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spotfilming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-

...,
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Task Code No. 500

This is page 6 of 24 for this task.

t List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

ton or slides grid into position. chart to be sure that tech-
May check that the grid is orient- nique does not exceed the
ed toward the x-ray tube, with heat capacities of the tube
grid lines parallel to the long for the focal spot size to be
axis of the tube. used. If appropriate, perform

er reconverts the technique
3. Performer may preselect technical expo to an equivalent output using

sure factors for overheads, fluoros-
copy,cineradiography and spot filming,
based on standards for pediatric pa-

higher kVp and lower mAs,
minimizing exposure time.

tients set by the institution as ap- c. At the control panel, performer
propriate for examination: makes sure that indicator light

shows that x-ray generator is
a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar- "warmed up" and ready for use.

ments such as apron and gloves. Makes sure that all circuits
Makes sure that no one is in ex- have been stabilized. If appro-
amination room or control room. priate, checks line voltage

b. Performer reviews the technique meter and, if needed, turns com-
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be pensator dial until needle.is
used: aligned properly on line meter.

d. As appropriate, performer sets
i) Locates information for the x-ray generator mode selector(s)

pediatric projections involved,
Takes note of the exposure fac-

to fluoroscopic mode, and for
use of spot film camera or cas-

tors to be used for overheads
(pre- and post-evacuation,air

sette device, cineradiography,
and overhead filming.

contrast), fluoroscopy, and spot e. Performer sets controls on image
filming. intensifier for spot film camera

ii) Considers preferences of the ra- or cassette device:
diologist involved, patient's
age, condition,and any newly i) For spot film camera, perform
posted changes in technical fac- er selects and sets the rate
tors (to reflect accommodation (frames per second) for the
to a change in machine output or camera according to standards
a policy decision) and decides set for examination.
whether converst.n of factors is ii) For cassette spot filming,per
needed. former may select and set.a

iii) Performer looks up numerical standard spot film program
conversion factors and calcu- providing for format combina-
lates or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate

tions such as single, half,
or quarter combinations on a

new exposure factor. Multiplies,
divides, .adds, or subtracts as

single cassette and related
spot film sizes. Selects pro-

appropriate,
iv) Performer checks any new or un-

gram appropriate for examina-
tion or awaits 'orders from

familiar exposure factors radiologist.
against the posted limits of iii) For cineradiography, performer
the x-ray tube on a tube rating select.s and sets the frame

.............&
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Task Code No. 500

This is page, 7 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full

rate appropriate to the examina-
tion involved. May select an'ap-
propriate frame per second range
and then make a finer adjustment
within the range.

f. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

g. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
there is dual image intensifier).

h. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at the
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator dial.
With automatic density control,
sets density selector as appro-
priate for examination.

ii) If mA is,automatically con-
trolled acording to patient
thickness, performer turns flu-
oroscope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

i. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

i) For conventional manual exposure
control, performer selects and
sets the appropriate spot film
time for the examination.

ii) For automatic, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
a density exposure control ap-
propriate for tils :. examination.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.

List Element Full

iv) Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp se-
lector as appropriate for the
examination.

j. If appropriate, performer selects
and sets exposure factors for cine
filming:

i) If standard procedure calls for
constant exposure timing per
frame, performer selects and
sets appropriate time in milli-
seconds.

ii) If standard procedure calls for
constant average density, per-
former selects the appropriate
density control setting as ap-
propriate to examination.

iii) Performer selects and sets a
combination of one major and
one minor kVp setting to ob-
tain appropriate kVp for ex-
amination.

iv) Performer sets appropriate mA
for the examination and focal
spot size to be used.

k. Performer may preset the exposure
factors for the first overhead
projection anticipated. Makes sure
that technique relates to the com-
bination of film type and speed,
focal spot size, FFD and use or
nonuse of other accessories (such
as screens, grid, bucky, etc.).and
the probable thickness of the pert
and collimated field size to be
used.

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

ii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer selects milli-
amperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal spot size
Selects and sets the exposure
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 500

This is page 8 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Fully_

time that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination of
major and minor kilovoltage set-
tings to produce the desired
kVp.

iii) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the category correspond
ing to the type of study,and use
or nonuse of screens, bucky,
etc., and, if appropriate, focal
spot size. Select-9 and sets a
control corresponding to the
field size (as listed on tech-
nique chart for phototiming).
May select and 'set a kVp range
button (if called for with the
equipment) corresponding to the
range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.

Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, position, and collima-
tor (unless these have already
been set).

1. If not already done, performer may
set up x-ray and-fluoroscope tube
(s), image intensifier, collimator
and accessories as appropriate:

i) Makes sure that no one is in
room.

ii) Places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography tal-le

List Elements Full

where patient will be centered
for examination.

iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and
centered to the area of inter-
est.

iv) If not already done, moves
image intensifier and any spot-
film device into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area
cf interest.

v) Performer adjusts the x-ray
tube to appropriate focal spot/
object distance (TOD). For flu-
oroscopy adjusts distance be-
tween focal spot and image in-
tensifier (focal spot to film
distance, FFD). May check that
TOD is 15 inches or more. Op-
erates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks the focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs up or down until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

vi) Performer may collimate flu-
oroscopy tube (and x-ray tube
used for spotfilming if dif-
ferent), depending on nature
of the equipment and controls.
Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or sets shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimaT
tion.
Manually sets collimator for
the spotfilm field size to be
uRed, or selects and sets field
size control to be used for
automatic collimation with pro-
grammed spotfilm cassette ex-
posure sequence.
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m. To check fluoroscopy mode, perform-
er enters remote control room or
operates controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

i) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by press-
ing footswitch or as appropri-
ate. Views test object teing
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

ii) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment
is operating properly.

iii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-
tained.

iv) Performer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

v) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when wx-
imum examination exposure tine
is reached.

n. To check spot film functioning per-
former may move casette or roll
film into x-ray exposure field
using -ppropriate controls:

i) Performer activates controls for
spot film exposure. Notes wheth-
er cassette or roll film trans-
port is operating appropriately.
Notes whether exposure is termi-
nated by phototimer or, if man-
ual timer, in time set. If ap-
propriate, release spot film
control after exposure.

ii) If equipment is operating appro-
priately, performer unloads cas-

,

sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of the way until flu-
oroscopy is completed.

C. T6 check operation of cine equip-
mnt, perforther may start anode
rotation. Performer activates ap-
propriate exposure switch for cine
exposure and checks that film take
up is functioning appropriately.
Shuts camera after testing and ad-
vances film as appropriate.

p. After equipment has been checked,
performer shuts and resets the
standard exposure factors. If per-
former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropri-
ate staff member. May arrange for
alternate unit to be used.

,

4. Depending on institutional procedures
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart and prior Alms to
radiologist; may bring r,tient and
accompanying adult ar-Vor staff mem-
ber to examination room; and/or may
join radiologist, other physicians,
and patient after informing radiolo-
gist that equipment is ready.

a If performer is to have patient
readied in examination room, may
proceed as follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or deconiamination tech-
niques. May Gon gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-
tion (if not already done). De-
pending on institutional ar-
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.

rangements, performer may decide
to assist in bringing patient to
examination room.

iii) Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Makes patient comfortable on
table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with
patient on it from wheeled base
to x-ray table.
Performer may decide to assist
child to table or has this done.
May obtain help. Makes sure that
no equipment is in the way or
may be collided with by patient.
If assisting child *o step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwaids on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, or iifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patient is never un-
attended.
If patient has a life support
system in place, such as incu-
hator, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
that equipment is being moni-
tored.

vi) If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed ,ad
has patient, especially neo-
nate, put in gown and kept warm
as appropriate.

vii) Answers patient's,parent's,cr
guardian's questions honestly;
attempts to reassure and devel-
op confidence. Retains aware
that patient and/or adult may
be frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is hot a?propri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to
speak to physician.

viii) If not already done, performer
may check that prior prepara-
tions were carried out. If not,
may arrange tq have these done
or plans to notify radiologist.

ix) Depending on institutional ar-
rangements and condition of pa-
tient, performer may indicate
to parent or gurrdian that he
or she must wait outside of
examination room or that he or
she may remain in room to help
reassure patient.

x) Performer attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient
so that infant or child remains
calm during examination. May
hold patient; mny speak to pa-
tient in calm, gentle voice;
may provide clean pacifier or
toy. Attempts to calm patidnt
and gain cooperation by com-
municating as appropriate to
patient's age or, if appropri-
ate, level of functioning. Is

as calm and gentle as possible.
xi) With child, performer may tell

patient what will happen, and
may rehearse aspects of the
procedure. May explain the pro-
cess of instilling the barium

3 1
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Task Code No. 500

This is page 11 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

enema. May indicate that some
cramping may occur. May review

the positions patient will be
in, tube insertion, and what in-
structions radiologist may give
to direct the flow of the bar-
ium. May instruct child in
keeping the anal sphincter con-
tracted against rectal tube to
hold it in position and retain
enema. May rehearse patient in
deep oral breaching to ease
cramping. Assures patient that
enema will be stopped if cramp-
ing is severe. May indicate how
enema will be evacuated (return-
ed by way of tube with dispos-
able kit, use of basin,going to
bathroom, or use of special
chair for delc:cography). May
demonstrate tilt-table will
be used and reassure patint
that he or she will be held
safely.

xii) If patient is suffering from in-
flamed anus, hemorrhoids, ur
anal abnormality, performer way
place patient in prone, knee-
chest position while performer
applies local anesthetic such
as suppository and/or salve or
may have this done. Performer
uses gloves or supplies gloves
and discards after use. Washes
hands.

xiii) May question staff member to de-
termine whether patient is able
to retain an enema; plans to
report inormation to radiolo-
gist if appropriate.

xiv) If colostomy or ileostomy dress-
ing is to be removed, performer
may arrange to have this done.
If zinc or iodoform paste or
radiopaque gauze is being used,
performer checks that radiopaque
paste or gauze is completely re-
moved. Checks that patient has a
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dressing available; may supply
a temporary dressing for use
until enema tip is inserted.

xv) If patient is to be radiograph-
ed in erect position, performer
-adjusts vertical film holder
to appropriate height for pa-
tient. Performer may tape R or
L marker to patient if appro-
priate for use in spot filming.

xvi) Unless measurements have al-
ready been made, performer may
use centimeter calipers to mea-
sure the thickness of the abdo-
men in the directions in which
the central ray of the x-ray
beam will pass through the cen-
tered part from tube to film.
If both recumbent and erect po-
sitioning will be used, may
measure or estimate thickness
in both positions. Records for
use in determining final expo-
sure factors for overheads.
After, measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position
as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist that patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films to ra-
diologist. Displays radiographs on
view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about anY
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possi-
blé contraindications, or any-
thing else that should be
brought to radiologist's atten-
tion. Notes any special orders
or change in procedure decided
by radiologist. Proceeds as or-
dered.
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Task Code No. 500

This is page 12 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room; may
greet nr introduce patient and
members of staff. May provide
lead apron, gloves, hospital
gown, mask and gloves.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist and staff in ex-
amination room.

i) During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior films,and
examination of patient, per-
former notes radiologist's or-
ders.

ii) May note radiologist's decision
on how to proceed, orders for
scout film(s),type of equipment
to be used.

iii) If radiologist decides to can-
cel procedure, performer may ar-
range to terminate and resched-
ule as appropriate, have forms
filled out.

iv) If radiologist will proceed,
performer provides patient, ra-
diologist, other physicians and
anyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropri-
ate protective shielding. If a
staff member, parent, or guard-
ian will be asked to assist,
performer provides leaded
gloves and apron. Explains if
necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general
precstion to minimize unneces-
sary radiation exposure.

5. If performer is to make preliminary
(scout) film(s) of the abdominal
area, makes sure that patient is at-
tended and proceeds as follows:

a. Sets up equipment before position-
ing and immobilizing patient:

i) Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for
the first (or next) scout pro-
jection and attaches identi-
fication information to the
cassette or table top:

ii) Places right or left marker on
cassette or table top,as appro-
priate or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automat-
ic marking.
If patient's identification
information is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-
sette.
If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.
Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark
ing device.

iii) If a bucky is not being used,
performer places cassette on
table approximating final po-
sitioning.

iv) If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under table top or in
upright holder) performer may
manually pull out bucky tray
and open retaining clamps. In-
serts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cas-
sette into appropriate "stored'
position or inserts cassette
tray into.bucky slot and moves
out of way until needed,

v) Performer may reset the expo-
sure factors taking account of
the measurements taken of the-
patient.
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vi) Sets the focal-film distance if
not already done. Operates con-
trols or manually moves the
x-ray tube into place over the
film holder (or at right angles
to upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts until the re-
quired FFD (TFD) is obtained.

b. Performer has patient immobilized
or does so personally:

i) May explain or demonstrate what
is required for immobilizing and
positioning. May obtain help or
help co-worker.

ii) Performer may immobilize pa-
tient's arms by extending them
and placing them along sides of
head, next to the ears. May ap-
ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
towel, pillowcase or orthopedic
stockinet to hold arms so that
sleeve holds rms above and be-
hind head, one at each side.
May apply a .sleeve of stretch
gauze or bandage to the pelvis.
Wraps lightly to maintain pa-
tient in position.

iii) In positioning and immobilizing
patient, performer remains alert
to patient's respiration. Does
not force patient into a posi-
tion where any breathing dif-
ficulty increases.

c. Performer centers part and keeps
the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ttrs'film to part. With upright
holder adjusts height of holder to
part and centers part to film.

i) Performer may judge the point
for centering based on the pa-
tient's type of body (habitus).
If both erect and recumbent po-
sitions are ordered, centers
somewhat lower for erect posi-
tioning than for recumbent po-
sitions, allowing greater
change for thin, asthenic pa-
tient.

ii) In centering to the level of
the iliac crests, performer
makes sure to palpate for the
crest of the bone rather than
use visual points of liuscle or
fatty tissue.

iii) For erect positioning maintains
patient in position long enough
before exposure for air or
fluid levels to be accurately
demonstrated.

d. For a supine AP projection (pos-
terior view) of the pediatric ab-
domen, performer centers patient
in supine position on cassette,
on table over bucky, or has this
done.

i) Has patient's arms immobilized
above and behind head next to
ears as described; has lower
legs immobilized as described,
or tapes legs together just
above kaees.

ii) Performer adjusts patient so
that median sagittal plane of
body and head are centered lo
midline of cassette. May im-
mobilize head with head clamp,
webbing strap under chin, or
sponges so that median sagittal
plane of head is at right an-
gles or parallel to cassette.
May elevate patient's knees and
place restraining band across
legs.
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iii) Centers film to the iliac crest
as described. Directs central
ray at right angles to the mid-
point of film.

iv) Performer may give infant a
cl-an pacifier and tape this
into position unless this would
impair respiration.

e. For an erect AP projection (poster-

for the phase required (expire-
tion unless otherwise ordered).
Plans to start exposUre after
chest has begun to decline, timed
so that exposure is made before
inhalation begins.

h. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position.
Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May use head clamp; may
use clean diaper stretched across
the table and over the patient's
head. Avoids use of compression
band across abdomen or chest.
After patient has been immobiliz-
ed, performer makes sure that pa-
tient is still able to make small
movements necessary for normal
circulation, respiration and other
vital functions.

i) If, during positioning, Patient
shows signs of pain, performer
notifies radiologist at once

-

and awaits orders.
ii) Performer checks final posi-

tioning by using light in col-
limator. Activates the colli-
mator light and points the
light beam towards the part.
Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
'erence for center of field.
Uses the collimator light to
center the patient to the x-ray
field, or centers the part to
the film holder, and usgs the
collimator light to center the
tube to the part. Checks that
primary beam will enter the
center of the area of interest
at the selected angle to the
film so as to project the view
desired. May readjust tube po-
sition lengthwise or crosswise
to provide better centering.

I

ior view) of a child's abdomen, per
former positions patient standing
or seated in front of upright cas-
sette holder with weight distribut
ed equally. Centers film as de-
scribed above and directs central
ray horizontally at right angles to
midpoint of film.

f. For erect AP projection (poster-
ior view) of the infant abdomen,
performer immobilizes patient's
upper and lower extremities as de-
scribed above.

i) Aligns patient on radiolucent
board and secures in true AP
position.

t!) Checks that patient is securely
attached to board.

iii) Props or positions board in up-
right position and has co-worker
remain with patient to be sure
board or patient does not fall.

iv) Centers cassette in upright
holder or vertical bucky to the
iliac cigst, and directs cen-
tral ray horizontally to mid-
point of film at the mid-line
of body.

g. Performer may rehearse child in
breath control such as breathing
in deeply, breathing out, and hold-
ing breath (suspended exhalation)
when ordered, or observes infant
patient's breathing, and plans ex-
posure for the appropriate instant
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This is page 15 of 24 for this task.

i. Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will appear
around the edge of the film; colli-
mates further so as to expose only
the area of interest.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to fur-
ther reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area
of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac-
rntate any further filming re-
quired.

j. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam but
are not of interest for the exami-
nation.
Makes sure that anyone holding the
patient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam.

k. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts position
if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion.

iii) As rehearsed, tells child when
to take a deep breath, breathe
out

,
and hold, or observes pa-

tient's breathing and times ex-

posure to the appropriate in-
stant for the phase required.
Activates exposure for expira-
tion after phase has begun.
Performer initiates exposure
by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.
While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.
May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal function-
ing of equipment. If there is
malfunction, may decide to re-
port; anticipates need to re-
peat exposure.
With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).
After exposure is completed,
tells child and/or any adult
with infant that he or she can
relax.

ix) After exposure performer re-
turns to patient. Removes the
cassette from the x-ray table
or bucky. Removes any markers
for further use.

1. If more than one scout film has
been ordered, performer repeats as
appropriate for additional expo-
sures.

m. Performer arranges to have the ex-
posure(s) processed at once or de-
cides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.
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6.

.

i) While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
person, parent or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly, to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view box(es), and/or arranges
to have viewed in darkroom; in-
iorms radiologist that the ra-
diograph is (are) ready.

During radiologist's review of scout
films and other information performer
notes radiologist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
procedure, performer arranges to
terminate and/or reschedule as ap-
propriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiologist
requires a change in technical fac-
tors and/or patient positioning or
centering for later overhead film-
ing.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the ex-
amination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or preference
of radiologist for density or
contrast, and reacts as appro-
priate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
final orders on sequence of exami-
nation and use of materials and
equipment:

i) Notes contrast material for
enema such as barium sulfate
mixture, iodine-based,water

soluble agent or other
medium, and amount
justs or changes as
ate.

ii) Notes height at which
to be hung. Zeadjusts
if appropriate. Checks
there is a free flow
trast through apparatus
reclamps.

iii) Notes orders on use
rectal enema tip,
loon or other soft
other retention device,
air contrast may be
ranges to provide
equipment. If balloon
is to be used, makes
it has been checked
fects.

iv) For defecography notes
on type of equipment
position patient,and
if not already done.
whether anal canaLwill
opacified with bar
instead of use of

v) Notes radiologist's
program and settinI

filming and/or technical
tors for fluoroscopy,rate'
frame settings fort
whether videotape
If required, changes,
or sets up techniclal
program,and settings
oroscopy, videotape,
or spot filming as
Sets or changes as

vi) Discusses sequence
of procedure with
May arrange signals
of enema, exposureir
spot film cassette'
of exposure controIls.

liquid
needed. Ad-
appropri-

enema is
height
that

of con-
and

of simple
use of bal-
catheter or

whether
needed. Ar-

or change any
catheter

sure that
for de-

orders
to use to
prepares
Notes

be
I

ium paste
enema.

I -brders for
;gs for spot

fac-
1 i

and
One; notes

will jpe used.

adjusts,
factors,

I I for flu-
cine and/

described.
appropriate.
and timing
adiologist.
for flow
changing of
, operation
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ii) May place rectal tube or bal-
loon tip in fold of several
sheets of paper toweling.

iii) May expose anus and inspect
condition, such as for pre-

d. Performer prepares for insertion
of enema tip as ordered:

i) Washes hands as approprilte ..nd
dons gloves.

ii) Unclamps enema tube and allows sence of hemorrhoids, so as

the mixture to run out into to anticipate correct inser-

basin to expell air; reclamps. tion technique.

iii) Lubricates rectal tip, balloon iv) Reassures child and has him or

catheter tip, or.stomal cathe- her relax anal sphincter.

ter tip with water soluble lu- v) Pushes right buttock upward to

bricant. open gluteal fold.

iv) If anal canal is to be opacified vi) On exhalation of patient, per-
without enema,lubricates tip former slowly insel'.., catheter
with thick barium paste. or rectal tip forward into

v) Performer positions and immobi- anal opening, then, following

lizes patient for insertion or curve of rectum, slightly back-

assists. ward. Inserts as far as appro-

vi) If appropriate, places leaded priate as ordered, depending on

curtain in place. patient's condition. If anal

vii) If performer will position pa- canal is to be opacified with-

tient for enema, performer as- out enema, passes tip lubricat-

sists or places patient prone on ed with barium paste in and out

table; turns patient on left several times.

side, leaning forward, and draws vii) If patient reacts with pain or

up right knee and thigh, with if performer cannot insert tip

left knee slightly flexed. Irpr easily, performer infarms ra-

mobilizes and reassures child. diologfet at once.

May adjust lamp. viii) If balloon catheter is to be

Places patient with colostomy used, performer inserts tip in

or ileostomy on back. rectum and informs radiolo-

viii) Adjusts patient's gown to expose gist. Waits while radiologist

only. anus (or stoma). inflates the catheter balloon

ix) For study such as for imperfo- by attaching syringe to balloon

rate anus, performer uses thick lumen and injecting water or

barium paste and marks patient air to inflate balloon inside

in the middle of the natal rectum (with or without flu-

cleft, perinum and the anal oroscopic control).May.indicate

dimple. to radiologist when catheter
is being held in place. May

e. Performer inserts rectal tip or clamp off lumen and disconnect

balloon catheter tip or assists: syxinge. Inserts a self-sealing
device or uses clamp.

i) With patient who has colostomy ix) If radiologist has inserted

or ileostomy, waits while ra- stomal catheter, performer may

diologist inserts stomal cathe- supply adhesive and/or toweling

ter. to hold stomal catheter in .

....I
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List Elements Full

place. May attach tubing of
enema container to stomal cath-
eter. May assist while radiolo-
gist adjusts stomal device so .

that it is held in position be-
tween buttocks.

x) Once rectal tip has been insert-
ed, performer brings patient's
buttocks together firmly and
tapes buttocks together without
touching catheter.

xi) Performer holds tube in place
and turns patient to supine or
prone position as ordered, or
assists. Performer adjusts under
padding and adjusts tubing to
ensure free flow of enema mix-
ture.

7. Performer assists radiologist with
enema flow and fluoroscopy:

a. Removes gloves and washes hands as

appropriate. May put on fresh
gloves. Checks that patient and
staff are properly shielded.

b. On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May go to con-
trol panels and operate brightness
controls on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders.

c. Performer may stand to the right o
radiologist and control the flow
of the barium sulfate mixture as
ordered. Opens clamp and reclamps
as ordered. Checks that enema is
flowing. Reassures patient and re-
minds child to retain enema.

d. If appropriate, lowers enema bag

or can on orders (to relieve or
change pressure). If appropriate,
provides basin for patient to ex-
pel enema and relieve pressure.
Carries out appropriate sanitary

3zu

clean-up steps as required if
there is soiling.

e. Performer may assist radiologist
with fluoroscopy, spotfilming and/
or video:

i) Operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table,
tube, or patient as ordered.

ii) If spotfilm attachment uses
cassettes, performer may un-
load as used, identify, and
insert additional cassettes,
as described above, throughout
procedure.

iii) May operate replay mechanism
of videotape equipment as or--

dered.
iv) Depending on institutional pro-

cedures, performer may keep
radiologist informed of cumu-
lative exposure as shown on
fluoroscope timer indicator.

v) Performer notes any orders for
repeat of any part of fluoro-
scopic examination. Changes
technical factors as ordered.
Assists In continued examina-
tion as described above, re-
peating appropriate steps.

vi) Clamps enema tube when radio-
logist indicates that fluoros-
copy and filling is completed.

f. When the radiologist informs per-
former that the fluoroscopic por-
tion of the examination is over,
performer notes orders for im-
wediate overhead filming with
enema retained. Notes whether
standard views and positions are
ordered and/or special views and
positions. Notes orders for re-
cumbent or sitting positions. May
wait while radiologist holds in-

fant in inverted position before
filming.
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S. Performer carries out pre-evacuation
filming as appropriate:

a. Notes needed adjustment of tech-
nical factors from those used for
scout film(s) to allow for any
changes requested by radiologist
in technique or positions and/or
allows for presence of contrast
medium. Resets technical factors
as appropriate for next projection
as described.

b. Performer prepares patient for the
final position ordered for the ex-
posure. Makes sure that correct
side is being positioned when ap-
propriate.

i) Encourages child to retain ene-
ma

ii) May explain or demonstrate to
patient or staff member what is
required. May obtain help in
positioning.

iii) Performer is careful to turn pa-
tient towards the enema tubing
so as not to dislodge tip.

iv) When positioning a patient with
a balloon catheter in place,
performer makes sure that the
clamp is not lying over a part
to be exposed or that patient
is not lying on the clamp.

c. For AP supine or erect positions
performer proceeds as described
above.

cr. For lateral recumbent projection
of the pediatric large intestine,
performer notes side of interest
and whether patient is to be posi-
tioned in a true lateral recumbent
position or is to remain supine
with x-ray tube directed horizon-
tally across table to cassette
placed vertically.

i) For a lateral recumbent pro-
jection, performer immobilizes
patient's upper and lower ex-
tremities as described, and
turns patient on to the side
of interest,or has this done.
Cushions neck, chin, and head,
and keeps cheek level with the
cassette. Uses tape, restrain-
ing bands or diaper across
table to support and hold pa-
tient in position. Centers
cassette in bucky (or on table
under patient) to the iliac
crest or as specified. Directs
central ray vertically at
right angles to film.

ii) For supine positioning for a
lateral projection, performer
maintains patient in supine
position as described. May
elevate on radiolucent sponge
or pad. Positions vertical
holder on appropriate side or
positions grid cassette verti-
cally on table. Supports so
that x-ray beam may be di-
rected horizontally at right
angles to film. May place
wedge shaped pads or radio-
lucent sponges beneath neck;
checks that head is in true
AP position. Centers cassette
to the mid-axillary line of
the body at the level of the
iliac crests or as specified.
Directs central ray at right
angles to film, centered 63
the area of interest.

iii) For a ldteral inverted film
of the infant abdomen (for im-
perforate anus) ,performer po-
sitions patient on radiolu-
cent board as described ear-
lier and secures in inverted
position with staff member
standing by. Positions upright
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cassette holder and horizontal
x-ray beam for lateral projection
as in (ii), above, centered to
the area of interest. Makes sure
no one is in line of beam.

e. Repeats radiography for all the ex-
posures ordered by radiologist, ad-
justing technical factors, tube,
table, and/or position of patient
or film holder as appropriate to
each view ordered. Repeats identi-
fication, collimation, shielding,
breath control, and exposure as
above.

f. Performer arranges to have spot
films, overheads, and any cine
film processed at once:

1) May sign or have radiologist
sign requisition sheet.

ii) Checks that equipment is turned
off.

iii) With cassette spot films and
overhead exposures, removes any
markers for further use. At-
taches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate.

iv) With spot film camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Replaces dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shie] 4. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

v) With cineradiography, performer
checks that cine camera is-turn-
ed off and that the film trans-
port mechanism has come to a
complete stop. Unlocks and re-
Moves film magazine.

vi) Performer arranges to have over-
heads, spot films and cine film
processed at once if appropriate
or decides to process personal-
ly.

List Elements Full

vii) While films are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient
is comfortable and attended by
nurse, radiologist, staff mem-
ber, or self.

g. When the overheads and spot films
have been processed and returned,
performer places on view boxes.
May also,hang scout and prior
films. May give processed cine
film to radiologist and set up
cine projector and screen. In-
forms radiologist that radio-
graph(s) are ready for viewing.

h. Performer makes note of radiolo-
gist's decisions regarding ade-
quacy of the radiographs and
further orders:

i) Changes technical factors as
ordered and assists with any
continued fluoroscopy or spot-
filming as described until ra-
diologist indicates that flu-
oroscopic examination and pre-
evacuation filming is complet-
ed.

ii) For intussusceptiop,notes
whether radiologist decides to
terminate or to continue with
therapeutic use of hydrostatic
pressure.

iii) For defecography, notes or-
ders on placement of patient
in position for defecation and
orders for fluoroscopy, spot
filming, cine and/or video-
taping during defecation.

iv) For barium enema study, per-
former notes orders for evac-
uation, post-evacuation radio--
graphs,and whether a double
contrast study will follow
with instillation of air.

v) Notes materials needed and pro
vides any not already present.
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vi) If appropriate, has radiologist
fill out or sign requisitiou
order.

. If radiologist will go ahead with
therapeutic use of enema for intus-
susception,performer proceeds as fol-
lows:

a. Performer notes whether radiologist
wishes to have barium column reflux
into enema for reuse, or, if there
is enough fluid, use the remaining
fluid in enema.

i) If reflux of enema is decided
on, performer lowers the enema
bag from the pole, opens clamp,
and instructs the patient to
release the enema back into the
lowered bag, or assists infant
to do this.

ii) Reclamps enema. Receives or
asks for radiologist's order
for pressure (such as enema
height and/or mechanical set-
ting). Hangs enema at appropri-
ate height and/or sets mechani-
cal pressure.

b. Performer assists radiologist with
fluoroscopy, videotaping, spot
filmlng, positioning of table, pa-
tient, opening and zlosing of ene-
ma flow as ordered,as described
above:until radiologist terminates
application of hydrostatic pres-
sure. Clamps enema wher ordered.

c. Notes orders for evacuation and
post-evacuation films.

10. If performer will go ahead with def-
ecography, proceeds as follows:

a. Encourages patient to retain ene-
ma and positions for evacuation.

11.

List Elements Fully

i) May place child in sitting po-
sition on a stool or chair fit-
ted with pot and/or disposable
bag.

ii) If patient cannot be placed in
sitting position, performer may
attach disposable bag to pa-
tient,or supplies a radiolucent

bedpan, or provides towels for
infant patient.

iii) Positions recumbent patient on
side of interest, and raises
head end of tilt table to ap-
propriate angle as ordered.

b. Performer may adjust image inten-
sifier and x-ray tube(s) so that
spot films can be taken from ap-
propriate positions or assists ra-
diologist.

c. May try to relieve child's embar-
rassment if necessary. May darken
room lights.

d. On orders from radiologist, per-
former removes any tape from but-
tocks and removes enema tube.

e. Performer assists with fluoros-
copy, spot filming, and/or video-
taping as described.

f. Performer removes and disposes of
bag, towels, bed pan or container
after evacuation, using sanitary
technique. Cleanses patient, self,
and dons clean gloves if appropri-
ate.

g. Notes orders for post-evacuation
films.

For barium enema study or after use
of hydrostatic pressure,performer
assists with evacuation and clean up
as follows:

a. If the enema apparatus involves a
closed system disposable kit, per-
former lowers enema bag from pole
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 500

This is page 22 of 24.for this task.

List Elements Full

13.

14.

List Elements Fully

b. Is careful not to dislodge rectal
tip if left in place for later
air contrast study.

c. Performer has.post-evacuation ra-
diographs processed and presented
for radiolOgist's review as de-

1 scribed above. Hangs all rad!l-
graphs and spotfilms taken er pro-
cessed as appropriate. Assists
with videotape replay.

d. Notes any orders for air contrast
enema with fluoroscopy and/or
overhead filming. Provides any ma-
terials needed.

Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of se-
vere pain or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that reaction may be severe,
ceases exposure and notifies radio-
logist or other physician at once.

For air contrast study, performer
may proceed as follows:

a. May prepare and check air insuf-
flator if not already done.

b. If a disposable enema kit is
being used and rectal tube is
still in place, performer in-

.

verts the enema bag which is hung
below the level of the table so
that air will automatically rise.

c. If the enema tip has been removed,
performer may prepare balloon cath-
eter and air syringe and attach
rectal tip and clamp, or has this
done. MaY insert tip into patient's
rectum as described above. Tapes
buttocks together as described.

d. Performer assists while radiolo-
gist-injects .ir through insuf-
flator (or squeezes inverted bag)
while checking on TV monitor.

e. Performer assists with fluoro-
scope controls, patient position-

-mIKOMMONI

12.

and instructs child or assists in-
fant to release the enema back into
the lowered bag.

i) If air contrast study may fol-
low, performer leaves bag hung
in position below the level of
the table.

ii) Otherwise removes tape and enema
and discards enema as discussed
below.

b. If the enema apparatus involves a
retention balloon catheter, per-
former opens balloon lumen and
allows air or water to drain. Re-
moves tape. Uses paper toweling and
gently removes the enema tip.

i) Assists child to descend from
table and walk to toilet, or
provides bedpan for.patient to
expel enema, towels for infant.

ii) Performer checks with any pa-
tient in toilet to make sure he
or she is all right.

c. For patient with colostomy or ile-
ostomy, performer lowers bag from
pole and assists patient to sit on
table, lean forward, and drain the
barium mixture through the tubing
into basin. May assist by massaging
patient.

d. Performer cleans patient and any
so2ed equiptent using sanitary
technique. Provides patient with
appropriate towels, cleansing solu-
tions and fresh gown as appropri-
ate. Replaces covering on table.

Performer proceeds to take post-evac-
uation radiographs at once as ordered:

a. Takes any projections ordered as
described above, but decreases ex-
posure factors to reflect decrease
in frontal thickness of abdomen.41
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 500

This is page 23 of 24 for this task.

ing, tilt table and/or changing of
spot film cassettes, as described
above, as ordered.

f. Notes orders for overhead films.

i) Performer makes overhead films
as ordered with air enema re-
tained, as described above or
below. Adjusts technical factors
to account for air contrast (de-
creased techniques from those
used for barium enema).

ii) If so ordered, performer may
place patient or assist in plac-
ing patient in supine or lateral
positions as described above.

iii) Performer may position patient
in prone position. If so, places
patient on stomach,being careful
not to dislodge enema tip. Ar-
ranges patient in PA position
with face cushioned. Centers
film to rectal area and directs
central ray as ordered.

iv) Performer may position patient
in left or right PA oblique po-
sitions. If so, retains patient
in prone position. Supports side
opposite the side of interest so
that pelvis is at appropriate
angle with table. Centers film
to rectal area and directs cen-
tral ray as ordered.

v) Performer has double contrast
overhead films processed and re-
viewed at once as described.

vi) When radiologist indicates that
radiography is completed, as-
sists with removal of enema and
evacuation of air as described
below.

15. When radiography has been completed,
performer assists in termination pro-
cedures:

a. Washes hands and dons gloves. Re-
moves any markers from patient's

b. With disposable kit, if not al-
ready done, has patient expel
air or liquid into bag.

i) Performer gently removes tape
and rectal tip.

ii) Wraps apparatus in paper;
drains contents into a toilet;
and discards in appropriate
receptacle.

iii) Removes gloves and washes
hands.

c. With conventional equipment, if
not already done, performer re-
moves tape and, using paper towel-
ing,gently removes enema tip. As-
sists patient to toilet, supplies
bedpan,or uses towels for infant.

i) Empties bedpan contents into
toilet. Performer removes any
fecal masses from rectal tube
with paper toweling. Discards
in appropriate receptacle.

ii) Rinses equipment and places
for sterilizing or decides to
do personally.

iii) Removes gloves and washes
hands.

d. With colostomy or ileostomy pa-
tient,performer may leave cathe-
ter in place and have nurse as-
sist patient in lavatory to empty
enema bag. Performer may supply
clean pad or arranges to have
clean dressings supplied or au-
plied after patient or MD removes
catheter. Removes gloves and
washes hands.

e. May assist child from table. Re-
minds patient of any footrest in
stepping off table. Makes sure
that none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over the patient before
allowing patient to rise from
stool or table, and assists.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 500.

This is page 24 of 24 for this task.

List Elements Full

f. Performer has paLient cleansed;
may have room and equipment cleaned
with disinfectant. Has any other
appropriate clean up procedures
followed to avoid infection or con-
tamination, or decides to do per-
sonally, depending on institutional
arrangements.

g. May, if so ordered, arrange to have
patient given food and drink im-
mediately.

h. If radiologist orders delayed films
performer may make sure that pa-
tient will be taken to appropriate
waiting area or returned to room
and brought back to department at
appropriate time.

i. Performer may have patient trans-
ported back to room, or to next
location, or decides to do per-
sonally, as ordered. Makes swre
that patient is in the care of a
staff person who will transport to
appropriate next location.

j. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
spot film and overhead view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment, any
special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

k. Performer may record the fluoro-
scopic examination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage using
posted information.

1. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature including orders for delay-
ed films.

m. Performer may decide to jacket.
radiographs, requisition siteets,
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional.proce-
dures.

n. May indicate to appropriate staff
'person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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TAEK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. .501_2

This is page 1 of 15 fur this task.

1. What is ths uutsut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pr. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy,overheads;scout taken;radiologist as-
sisted with puncture,positioning,fluoroscopy;over-
head radiographs,delayed films taken as ordered,pro-
cessed,presented,repeated as ordered;pt. returned;
examination recorded;Iadiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition farm, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for positive contrast in-
guinal hernicrraphy/peritoneog-
raphy (radiography of the con-
tents of the abdominal periton-
eum after injection of contrast
medium) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior plain film
(s) and/or prior contrast
films.

1. Performer reads the requisi-

2. What is used in performin& this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things -;osen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray r4visition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen
x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,table,col-
limator;fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier,TV moni-
tor;cassettes;extension cones;R-L,ID markers;sterile
procedure tray with iodine based contrast,syringes,
dressings,scissors,forceps,puncture needles,specimen
container,label;emergency cart;lead shielding;gloves
gowns,masks;calipers;wax pen;forms;phone;immobiliza-
tion devices,head clamp,band,tape,gauze,pillowcase,
stockinet;diapers;padding;towels;pacifier,toys;in-
tercom;basin;technique,standard view.tube rating,rad
exposure charts;phantom,test object:stretcher

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )rireoreciPient., tion sheet to determine the

examination called for, pur-
pose, the patient involved,
special considerations, and
to check the completeness of

-the information provided:

a. Performer checks the exam-

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric pt.;radiologist;nurse;accompanying adult;
co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- inations called for and
the purpose; notes whether
unilateral or bilateral
study is invo/ved, site
and area of interest,
whether excretory urog-
raphy is planned.

b. Notes the name of the ra-
diologist in charge; may.
note the name of referring
clinician.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.,
Taking percutaneous peritoneograms/herniograms of
pediatric pt. by reviewing request;preparing equip-
ment,pt.;measuring;setting up for fluoroscopy;taking,
scout films;assisting with puncture,injection of con

trast,fluoroscopy;rocking pt.;setting technical fac-

tors;identifying films;providing shielding;collimat-
ing;taking overheads as ordered at proper times;ar-
ranging for processing;taking to radiologist;contin-
uing,repeating as ordered for delayed film;having pt
returned;placing radiographs for use;recording ex-

amination.
..

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet,;6111........
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 501

This is page 2 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
height and weight. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient.

d. Notes whether patient has prior his-,
tory of allergies, results of any
prior allergy test, adverse reac-
tion to contrast.

e. Notes any special information that
would affect patient positioning,
teclinique, immobilization, or han-
e.ing of the patient, such as pres-
ence of IV drip, oxygen supply, or
similar life support devices; notes
whether patient will arrive on
stretcher. Checks whether isola-
tion technique is required for pa-
tient with communicable or infec-
tious condition or neonate. Notes
whether patient may be accompanied
by nurse, other staff person, par-
ent or guardian.

f. If patient's record indicates or-
ders for prior sedation, adminis-
tration of antihistamine or other
medication, prior administration of
cleansing enema, or period for
withholding of food or fluid, per-
former may check that orders were
carried out and with proper timing.
If not carried out properly, may
arrange to delay examination until
orders are carried out, or plans
to inform radiologist.

g. May note infant's feeding schedule
and arrange to have patient fed
while in department if not contrary
to needs of examination.

h. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, zechnical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, and the
examination ordered. Plans to take
special precautions with infant or
ill patient such as use of gown,
gloves, mask, isolation proce-

dures to protect patient from
contamination or to prevent
spread of infection. Notes when
shielding is applied in examina-
tion,

i. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized,
that information on requisition
sheet is complete:

i) Depending on institutional
procedures, performer may re-
view patient's radiation ex-
posure history, prior record
of techniques used, and cumu-
lative exposure. Notices wheth
er examintion has been done at
institution or elsewhere in
recent past, whether there is
history of extensive radiog-
raphy to be brought to radio-
logist's attention. Notes any
record of technical factors
used for prior films.

ii) If excretory urography is or-
dered, performer may note
whether urograms have been
made in recent past and plans
to report this to radiologist.

iii) If the performer determines
that the request is not prop-
erly authorized, is incom-
plete, or that sufficient in-
formation is lacking for per-
former to select technique or
to properly position or care
for patient, or if performer
considers that there may be
contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure, per-
former plans to bring this to
attention of radiologist in
charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed infor-
matiOn, signature, or orders.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 501

This is page 3 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

2.

j. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered,

Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type cf examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than nec-
essary:

e. Washes hands as appropriate. May
prepare for isolation technique.

b. Checks that procedure tray for the
examination has been properly pre-
pared or decides to do personally:

i) Checks that materials of var-
ious sizes are present for per-
cutaneous injection of contrast
solution. May check for emesis
basin and towels.

ii) Checks for appropriate iodine-
based aqueous contrast solu-
tion and examines for chemical
deterioration.

in) May check that label and sterile
container for peritoneal fluid
specimen is prepared or decides
t() do personally.

c. Checks that emergency cart is pre-

sent or available,
d. Checks that proper accessories are

available for procedure including
leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or
anyone who will remain in the room

during exposure.

i) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks, gloves to be worn for
sterile procedure.

ii) Checks that appropriate Immo-
tilization.devices for infant
or child are present, and that

there is a mattress, pads, pil-
lows andfor blankets for com-
fort of patient.

iii) Checks that clean pacifiers
and toys are present., ,

iv) May set up footboard at end of
tilt-table, and attach hand
holds. May check that technical'
equipment has grid or high
speed bucky. .

v) If a grid will be used with.
the image intensifier for flu-
oroscopy and/or spot filming,
performer positions and cen-
ters grid if not already done.

May use control button or
slides grid into position. May
check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

vi) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available

.

for use and identification
cards or leaded numerals or
markers.

e. For overhead filming, performer
makes sure that an adequate sup-
ply of loaded cavlettes are avan-
able in the examination room. Se-
lects appropriate speed and type
of film, grid, and cassette combl-
nation depending on whether a
bucky or table top technique will
be used and standard institution-
al practices. Selects size based

on patient's size and area of in-

terest. If adequate supply is not
in room, arranges to obtain tr

decides to obtain personally.
f. Performer prepares for identifica-

tion of overhead films using
equipment provided by institu-

tion:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 501

This is page 4 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on cassettes
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use
of flashcard by checking that
there is piece of lead on cas-
sette surfaces; may write or
type out ID information on card
if not received with requisi-
tion.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

3. Performer reviews and preselects tech-
nical exposure factors for overheads
and fluoroscopy based on standards
set for pediatric patients by the in-
stitution for the examination:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as apron and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

b. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be
used:

i) Locates information for the pedi
atric views involved. Takes note
of the exposure factors to be
used for overheads and fluoros-
copy. Considers preferences of
the radiologist involved, con-
versions needed to account for
patient's age, condition, any
newly posted changes in techni-
cal factors (to reflect accommo-
dation to a change in machine
output or a policy decision).

ii) Performer looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the Lopropriate
new exposure factor. Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

1.111111.1011WRIMONIW

List Elements Full

iii) Performer checks any new or
unfamiliar exposure factors
against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rat-
ing chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube
for the focal spot size to be
used. If appropriate, perform-
er reconverts the technique to
an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs, min-
imizing exposure time.

c. At the control panel, performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that x-ray generator is.
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

d. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode,and/or for
over-head filming as appropriate.

e. If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power out-
let. Turns on monitor and checks
that "ready" light is on.

f. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector
(if there is dual image intensi-
fier).

g. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the ex-
amination. May check indica-
tor dial. With automatic den-
sity control, sets density se-
lector as appropriatefor ex-
amination.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to patient

30
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;ASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 501

This is page 5 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full

thickness, performer turns flu-
oroscope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as ap-
propriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

h. If not already done, performer may
set up x-ray and fluoroscope tube
(s), image intensifier, collimator
and accessories, as appropriate:

i) Makes sure that no one is in
room.

ii) Places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography table
where patient's area of inter-
est will be centered for exami-
nation to prepare for check.

iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

iv) If not already done, moves image
intensifier and any spot film
device into position; centers
(over or under) the area of in-
terest.

v) If not already done, centers any
bucky/spot film tray to the
anticipated area of interest.

vi) Performer adjusts the x-ray tube
to appropriate focal spot-object
distance (target to object dis-
tance, TOD). For fluoroscopy,
adjusts distance between focal
spot and image intensifier (fo-
cal spot to film distance, FFD).
Makes sure that TOD is 15 inches
or more. Operates controls or
manually moves the x-ray tube(s)
into place. CheckS-lhe focal-
film distance by reading indi-
cator scale in the tube housing;

List Elements Full

adjusts up or down until the
required FFD is obtained.

vii) Performer may collimate flu-
oroscopy tube (and x-ray tube
used for spotfilming if dif-
ferent), depending on nature
of the equipment and controls.
Adjusts fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic exami-
nation or sets shutter mode
selector to automatic collima-
tion. %

i. To check fluoroscopy mode, per-
former enters remote control room
or operates controls in examina-
tion room behind leaded screen:

i) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure by
pressing footswitch or as ap-
propriate. Views test object
being fluoroscoped on TV moni-
tor.

ii) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropri-
ate) and observes effects on
TV monitor to be sure that
equipment is operating proper-
ly.

iii) Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

iv) Performer checks that TV
brightness controls are operat-
ing and adjusts for prelimi-
nary viewing.

v) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when

41:11=WILIe-a...MI.MMIMMIT.440211.7
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 501

This is page 6 of 15 for this task.

...1st Elements Full List Elements Full

maximum examination exposure
time is reached.

j. After equipment has been checked,
performer shuts and resets selected
exposure factors. If performer de-
cides that any of the equipment is
not functioning properly, performer
informs appropriate staff member.
Arranges for alternate unit to be
used.

4. Depending on institutional procedures
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, and prior films to
radiologist; may bring or escort pa-
tient, accompanying adult and/or staff
member to examination room; and/or may
join radiologist and patient after in-
forming radiologist that equipment is
ready.

a. If performer is to have patient
readied in examination room, may
proceed ds follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-
tion (if not already done), or
decides to do personally. De-
pending on institutional arrange
ments, performer may decide to
assist in bringing patient to
examination room.

iii) Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisi-
tion sheet. With in-patient,
checks hospital identification

1111111111111S11.

bracelet or other identifier.
Checks with accompanying staff
member on any special precau-
tions necessary during proce-
dure.

iv) Makes patient comfortable on
table.
If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table.
Performer may decide to assist
child to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way or may be collided with
by patient. If assisting pa-
tient to step on footstool in
order to get on table, helps
patient turn into position,
step backwards on stool, and
then sit and/or lie on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, 'or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
Makes sure patient is never un-
attended.
If patient has a life support
system in place, such as res-
pirator, cardlac or infusion
equipment, makes sure that
equipment is being monitored.

vi) If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and
has patient put in gown and
kept warm as appropriate.

vii) Answers patient's, parent's or
guardian's questions honestly;
attempts to reassure and de-
velop confidence. Remains aware
that patient and/or adult may
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 501

This is page 7 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

be frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not ippropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to speak
to physician.

viii) If not already done, performer
checks that orders for prior
preparation for study such as
cl...ansing enema, abstinence from
food, drink, prior medication
have been carried out. Plans to
notify radiologist if any orders
have not been carried out.

ix) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (es-
pecially iodine based).

x) Depending on institutional ar-
rangements and condition of pa-
tient, performer may indicate
to parent or guardian that he
or she must wait outside of ex-
amination room or that he or
she may remain in room to help
reassure patient.

xi) Performer attempts to develop a
warm interaction with patient
so that infant or child remains
calm during examination. May
hold patient; may speak to pa-
tient in calm, gentle voice;
may provide clean pacifier or
toy. Attempts to calm patient
and gain cooperation by communi-
cating as appropriate to pa-
tient's age or, if appropriate,
level of retardation. Is calm
and gentle as possible.

xii) With child, performer may tell
patient what will happen, and
rehearses aspects of the proce-
dure. Shows how x-ray unit and
tilt-table moves and works. May

cate how child can help.

LOMINI19.711aminialef.PallIMIMMIEll

xiii) Performer may encourage child
to relax. Rehearses patient in
suspending respiration (inhala-
tion and/or exhalation) and re-
laxing. Performer may check pa-
tient's relaxation by keeping
hand on patient's back to de-
tect tenseness. Performer may,
judge time interval needed
after cessation of respiration
for patient to relax,and plans
to adjust exposure timing ac-
cordingly.

xiv) Unless measurements have al-
ready been made, performer uses
certimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the abdomen
and/or pelvis in the directions
in which the central ray of
the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film.
Performer may evaluate the pa-
tient's bodily habitus to esti-
mate the position of the kid-
neys.
Notes whether the areas of in-
terest are heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points will be easy
to find.
Records measurements for deter-
mining exposure factors for
overheads. Has patient relax.

xv) Performer may have patient
empty bladder. Has patient void
in bathroom or provides bedpan.
May decide to assist patient.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist that patient is ready
to be examined. May bring requi-
sition sheet, patient's medical
history, chart, and any prior
films to radiologist.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any
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Task Code No. 501

This is page 8 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room and
make introductions or greet pa-
tient and/or staff.

iii) May provide radiologist with
gown,gloves,mask,lead apron and
glovei.

c. If not already done, periurmer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior radiographic ma-
terials and examination of patient,
performer notes radiologist's or-
ders:

i) If radiologist decides to ter-
minate procedure, performer
proceeds to termination steps
described below. If appropri-
ate, arranges to have proper
forms filled out.

ii) If radiologist decides that ad-
ditional preparatory steps are
needed, performer may arrange
to have these carried out and/or

performer arranges to reschedule
patient.

iii) Performer may note radiologist'
decision on how to proceed;
notes radiologist's orders for
scout film, type of immobiliza-
tion. Plans a "plain film" of
the abdomen in standard AP po-
sition or as ordered.

5. If performer is to make a preliminary
scout film of the abdomen, performer
makes sure that patient is attended.

a. Sets up equipment before position-

ing and immobilizing patient:

i) Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for
thf scout projection and at-
taches identification informa-
tion to the cassette or table
top.

ii) Places right or left-marker on
cassette or table top as appro-
priate to the study and projec-
tion or depresses appropriate
R or L button for automatic
marking.
If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-
sette. If patient identifica-
tion information is to be en-
tered by use of flasher, sets
flashcard aside for later use
with space created by piece of
leaded rubber on appropriate
edge of cassette.
Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

iii) If a bucky is not being used,
performer places cassette on
table in approximate final po-
sition.

iv) If cassette is to be used with
bucky (under table top or in
upright holder) performer may
manually pull out bucky tray
and open retaining clamps. In-
serts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves cas-
sette into appropriate "stored"
position or inserts cassette
tray into bucky slot and cen-
ters.
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Tasa Code No. 501

This is page 9 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full
/,..

v) Performer selects the exposure x) Performer may return to over-

factors for the preliminary head unit and set the focal-

scout projection taking account film distance (if not already

of the measurements taken of done). Operates controls or

the patient. manually moves the x-ray tube 1

vi) Enters control room and sets into place over the film holder

controls for radiography mode: (or at right angles to upright

vii) For conventional exposure con- holder). Checks the focal-film

trol, performer selects milli- distance by reading indicator

amperage and chooses selectors scale in the tube housing; ad-

for the correct focal size. justs until the required FFD

Selects and sets the exposure
time that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected

is obtained.

b. Performer has patient immobilized
by choosing the combination of or does so personally:
major and minor kilovoltage set-
tings to produce the desired

I i) May explain or demonstrate what
kVp. is required for immobilizing

viii) For automatic phototimed expo- and positioning. May obtain
sure control, performer selects help or help co-worker.
and sets the category correspond ii) Performer may immobilize in-
ing to the type of study and use fant's arms by extending them
or nonuse of screens, buCky,
etc., and, if appropriate, focal

and placing them along sides.of
head, next to the ears. May ap-

spot size. Selects. and sets a
control corresponding to the

ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
towel, pillowcase or orthopedic

field size (as listed on tech- stockinet to hold arms so that
nique chart for phototiming). sleeve holds arms above and be-
May select and set a kVp range hind head, one at each side.
button (if called for with the May apply a sleeve of stretch
equipment) corresponding to the gauze or bandage to the pelvis.
range for the examination. Wraps lightly to maintain pa-
Sets a density selector corre- tient in position.
sponding to the usual (or spe- iii) In positioning and immobilizing
cial) requirements for the patient, performer remains
study. alert to patient's respiration.
Makes sure backup timer is not Does not force patient into.a
likely to terminate exposure position where any breathing
before phototimed exp:sure is difficulty increases.

;

made. iv) Performer centers part and
ix) Depending on the equipment, may keeps the long axis of the part

set controls to provide for use parallel to the film holder.
of bucky, manual tableside ad- When using a bucky, centers pa-
justment of table and tube tient to midline. With cassette
height, position, and collima- on table top, centers film to
tor (unless these have already
been set).

part.-
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Task Code No. 501

This is page 10 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

c. For a supine AP projection (pos-

terior view) of the pediatric ab-
domen, performer centers patient
in supine position on cassette or
on table over bucky, or has this
done:

i) Has patient's arns immobilized
above and behind head next to
ears as described; has lower
legs immobilized as described,
or tapes legs together just
above knees.

ii) Performer adjusts patient so
that median sagittal plane of
body and head are centered to
midline of cassette or table.

iii) With infant, may turn head to
one side. Gently extends head
and neck and immobilizes with
head clamp, webbing strap under
chin, or sponges so that median
sagittal plane of head is at
right angles or parallel to cas-
sette. May elevate patient's
knees and place restraining band
across legs.

iv) With child, elevates patient's
shoulders and knees so that pa-
tient's back is in contact with
table. Supports. Adjusts should-
ers and hips so that they lie
on single transverse planes. May
immobilize ankles. Haq patient
flex elbows and abe:t arms.

v) Performer centers tne cassette
at the level of the iliac
crests unless otherwise speci-
fied. Makes sure not to use vis-
ual points of muscle or fatty
tissue and palpates for the
crest of the bone. For pelvis
and upper thigh,centers at the
level of the soft tissue de-
pression above the greater
trochanter.

vi) Directs central ray at right
angles to the midpoint of the

film.
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vii) Performer may give patient a
clean pacifier and tapes this
into position unless this would
impair respiration.

viii) If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in posi-
tion. Places restraining bands
strips of gauze, and adhesive
tape as needed. With infant,
may use head clamp; may use
clean diaper stretched across
the table and over the pa-
tient's head. Avoids use of
compression band across abdomen
or chest. After patient has
been immobilized, performer
makes sure that patient is
still able to make small move-
ments necestary for normal cir-
culation, respiration and other

vital functions.
ix) If, during positioning, patient

shows signs of pain or dis-
tress, performer notifies ra-
diologist at once and awaits
orders.

d. Performer checks final positioning
by using light in collimator. Ac-
tivates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Adjusts the collimator open-
ing to correspond to the film
size. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Uses the collimator light to cen-
ter the patient to the x-ray
field, or centers the part to the
film holder, and uses the colli-
mator light to center the tube to
the part. Checks that primary
beam will enter the center of the
area of interest at the selected
angle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view desired. May read-
just tube to provide better cen-
tering.
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Task Code No. 501

This is page 11 of 15 for this task.
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e. Once the patient has been position-

ed and immobilized, performer ad-
justs the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will appear
arw-nd the edge of the film; col-
limes further so as to ,xpose
only the area of interest.

i) May attach an auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator to
further reduce the priLary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area of

interest.
ii) Performer may mark patient's

skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; nay
record exposure factors to fa-
cilitate any further filming
required.

f. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are not of interest for the
examination.
Makes sure that anyone holding the
patient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam as much
as possible.

g. Performer may rehearse child in

taking a deep breath, then breath-
ing out and holding still, or ob-
serves infant patient's breathing,
and plans exposure for the appro-
priate instant for the phase re-
quired (expiration unless other-
wise ordered). Plans to start ex-
posure after chest has begun to
decline, timed so that exposure is
made before inhalation begins.

h. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-

sure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells child
when to take a deep breath,
breathe out, and hold, or ob-
serves patient's breathing and

times exposure to the appropri-
ate instant for the phase re-
quired. Activates exposure for
expiration after phase has
begun.

iii) Performer initiates exposure
by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway,
performer checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

v) May watch for evidende of mal-
function, such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen

for sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is mal- I

function, may decide to report;
anticipates need to r^peat ex-
posure.

vi) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was.com-
pleted. If §o, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure.

vii) After exposure is completed,
tells child and/or any aduit
with infant that he or she can

relax.
viii) After exposure performer re-

turns to patient. Removes the
cassette from the x-ray table
or bucky. Removes any markers

for further use.

i. Performer arranges to have the
exposure processed at once or de-
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6.

cides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While films are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person, parent, or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film directly to the ra-
diologist in charge, places on
view box, and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom. May
display prior films as well. In-
forms radiologist that the scout

film is ready.

During radiologist's review of requi-
sition, scout, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer notes
radiologist's final orders:

,

a. If radiologist.cfe-Cides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, performer
nil!, arrange to terminate and re-
schedule as appropriate; has- or-
ders for cleansing of patient and/
or rescheduling filled out aLi
signed as appropriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning or centering for later
overhead filming:

i) Performel records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for density
or contrast, and adjusts as ap-
propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

7.

c. If radiologist will proceed,
notes radiologist's final orders
on sequence of examination and
use of contrast and equipment:

i) Notes injection site.
ii) Notes orders on type and amount

,
of contrast to prepare in sy-
ringes,sizes of needle,use of
tubing,orders to have changes
made in the materials provided.
Arranges to provide or change
any equipment or supplies as
ordered by radiologist.

iii) Performer arranges to provide
or charaa any equipment or
supplie as ordered by radio-
logist.

iv) If required, resets technical
exposure factors as appropri-
ate for fluoroscopy and/or
overheads. For overheads takes
account of fact that contrast
will be used.

d. If not already done, has patient
urinate as described.

If performer is to assist with in-
jection of contrast medium, washes
hands, observing sterile technique
as appropriate. May proceed as fol-

lows:

a. If not already done, may have sy-
ringes prepared with contrast med
ium (iodine based solution); may
decide to do personally1

b. Performer may position and im-
mobilize patient on examination
table with puncture site exposed.
May have puncture site prepared
or carries out personally using

sterile technique:

i) Swabs lower abdomen with anti-
septic solution. May apply
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This is page 13 of 15 for this task.

iodine solution twice, allow
to dry, and then remove with
alcohol.

ii) Covers surrounding area around
midline near umbilicus with
stnrile towels.

c. May provide emesis basin and clean
towels.

d. Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready for injec7
tion of rontrast solution.

e. If not already done, gives leaded
gloves and apron to radiologist;
places leaded curtain A place. May

provide sterile garments,may open
packet of sterile gloves and as-
sist radiologist using sterile tech
nique. May hand materials and sup-
plies when asked.

f. If radiologist aspirates peritoneal
fluid, performer may hold prepared
test tube or container while radio-
logist ejects aspirated contents
in syringe into it; or receives sy-
ringe with fluid. May arrange to
have specimen prepared for lab-
oratory or decides to do personal-
ly.

g. If radiologist is to check position
of needle using fluoroscopy, per-
former makes sure patient and any-
one else in room is shielded. May
dim room lights. Turns on TV power
witch. May go to control room and

operate fluoroscope brightness con-
trols on orders from radiologist.
Adjusts kVp and/or mA controls ac-
cording to radiologist's orders.
May adjust position of table, flu-

s

oroscope unit, or patient as or-
dered.

h. After injection of contrast per-
former may assist radiologist to
care for patient if there is nau-
sea or vomiting. Reassures patient.
Cleans patient. May provide damp
cold towel to alleviate flushing

symptoms. May.assist with sterile
dressing of puncture site. Rcmoves
shielding from abdomen.

i. Performer assists radiologiv: or
nurse in turning patient to ?rone
position on x-ray table; may help
to rock patient gently from side
to side to facilitate outlining of
anterior surface of peritoneum.
When ordered, raises head end of
table 350 to 45° .

j. Notes amount of minutes that are
to elapse and orders for overhead
film.

8. Performer makes PA projection (an-
terior view) of the pediatric pelvis
and upper thighs as ordered:

a. Maintains patient in prone posi-
tion with table tilted as above.
If not already done, removes
shielding.

b. Waits appropriate amount of time
before making exposure (about five
minutes).

c. If not already done, resets tech-
nical factors as described, ad-
justing for use of contrast ma-
terial and any changes ordered by
radiologist. Identifies cassette
as dascribed.

d. For a prone PA projection (poster-
ior view) of the podiatric abdo-
men (and scrotum) performer im-
mobilizes infant's extremities as
described.

i) Maintains patient in prone po-
sition on cassette or table.
Supports thorax and feet. Cush-
ions and rests head on forehead
or cheek. Centers median sag-
gital plane to midline. Has
child flex elbows, place arms
in a comfortable position. Sup-
ports ankles. May have child
rest hands beneath chest. May
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9.

..

support head and upper chest.
Arranges shoulders and hips to
lie on single transverse planes.

ii) Depending on orders, centers
cassette to the level of the
iliac crests, at the level of
the greater trochanters, third
lumbar body, or as ordered.

iii) .Collimates to the area of in-
terest as ordered.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film or
vertically, as ordered.

e. Performer immobilizes, collimates,
makes exposure and has radiograph
processed and reviewed as described.

f. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction to
the contrast. As soon as performer
judges that reaction may be severe,
ceases procedure and notifies ra-
diologist at once.

g. If so ordered, performer may repeat
overhead view after making adjust-
ments required by radiologist and/
or rocking patient as described.
.lorks rapidly because of rapid ab-
sorption of contrast material from
peritoneum.

Performer notes any orders to have pa-
tient play actively for one half or
one hour,and notes order for AP pro-
jection of abdomen or kidneys for ex-
cretory urogram (if ordered).

a. If appropriate, performer may have
patient taken to appropriate area
for play and makes sure that pa-
tient will be returned at appropri-
ate time. Informs staff of what is
required.

b. Performer keeps track of tii.:e and
makes sure patient is returned to
examination room when appropriate
amount of time has elapsed.

-

10.

c. For a supine AP projection (pos-
terior view) of kidneys, performer
positions patient as for scout
film, centering to the level of
the iliac crests or estimated lo-
cation of kidney on side of in-
terest.

i) If centering has not been indi-
cated by radiologist, performer
judges the location of the kid-
neys based on the patient's
type of body (habitus) and the
evidence of any prior films.
Plans to adjust for higher cen-
tering for obese, hypersthenic
patient, and lower centering
for thin, asthenic patient.

ii) Performer may direct central
ray at 5

0
cephalad to the mid-

point of film, may lower head
.

end of table 15
0

to 20
0
and

direct central ray at right an-
gles-to midpoint of film,if or-
dered.

iii) Makes sure that patient has
gonadal shielding in place.

d. Brings delayed urogram to radio-
logist as soon as processed.

i) Notes any orders for additional
views of kidneys, voiding ure-
thrography, and/or post voiding
films.

ii) Notes appropriate shielding.
iii) May have radiologist fill out

requisition sheet for urog-
raphy.

iv) May plan to continue with
urography or arranges for or-
ders to be carried out at ap-
propriate time.

When performer is told by radiologist
that the examination has been com-
pleted,.performer carries out termi-
nation steps for the examination:
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a. May have patient fed when appropri-
ate.

b. Performer may have patient cleans-
ed. Removes any markings from pa-
tient's body.

c. May decide to assist child from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in'ksoppidg
off table. Makes sure that none of
the equipment is projecting over
the patient before allowing patient
to rise from table, and assists pa-
tient.

d. Performer may have patient trans-
ported back to room, recovery area,
to parent or guardian, or to next
location, or decides to do personal
ly, as ordered. Makes sure that pa-
tient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to ap-
propriate next location.

e. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures followed
to avoid infection or contamina-
tion, or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments.

f. May check that peritoneal fluid
sample has been prepared for lab-
oratory, is properly identified, or
decides to do personally. May pre-
sent lab. order form to radiolo-
gist for signature.

g. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May present orders for de-
layed films for signature.

h. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of exposures made of each over-
head view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose

to which patient was exposed (us-
ing posted information on dosage);
may record any problem with equip-
ment, any special care provided
patient. Signs requisition sheet.

i. Performer may record the fluoros-
copic exposure including expo-
sure time and rad dosage (using
poseed information).

j. Performer may.decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets, and
related matekials, and/or have in-
formation reCorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

k. May indicate tolappropriate staff
person when thegerformer is readyk
to proceed withnext examination.
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This is page 1 of 20 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;scout
taken;equipment set up;technical factors selected
and set;radiologist assisted with test dose,infusion
or injection of contrast;series of postinjection,
voiding and/or postmicturition urograms each taken
as ordered,processed,preseated for review;pt. return
ed-examination recorded-tiro rm5 placed for use

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,table,col-
limator;extension cones;cassettes;vertical cassette
holder;radiolucent platform;stool;cassette changer;
basin;urine receptacles;bedpan;R-L,ID,series markers;
sterile procedure tray with iodine based contrast,IV
equipment,syringes,needles,antiseptic,feeding bot-
tles,carbonated beverage;emergency cart;sterile gown,
gloves,mask;voiding chair;clock;calipers;marking pen;
waterproof table covering;balloon compressioa device;
forms;tourniquets;towels;phone;immobilization de-
vices,head clamp,band,tape,gauze,pillowcase,stocki-
net,diapers;padding;shielding;pacifier,toys;intercom
technique,standard view,tube rating,rad exposure
charts-stretcher-incubator

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...( )

es to q. : Name the 'dna or recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant coudition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Pediatric patient;accompanying adult;radiologist;co-
dcrker;nurse
it

5. Name =no that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking excretoty intravenous inferior vena cavograms
and urograms of pediatric pt.,by reviewing request;
preparing equipment;preparing,reassuring,measuring

/

pt.;taking scout;assisting with test dose,injection

or infusion of contrast;setting technical factors;

identifying film;positioning pt.;providing shielding,

collimating;taking inferior vena cavogram,series of

postinjection,voiding and/or postmicturition uro-

grams as ordered;arranging for processing;presenting

for review as taken;continuing as ordered;having pt.

returned;placing radiographs for use;recording.
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Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a pediatric pa-
tient scheduled for intravenous
pyelography (IVP, excretory
method of urography of kidneys,
ureters and bladder after injec
tion of contrast medium into a
vein) with possible orders for
prior inferior vena cavography
as a result of:

Regular assignment.
Checking assignment on sched
ule sheet.
Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.
Receiving from co-worker.
Decision of radiologist to
proceed to excretory urog-
raphy (possibly including
voiding urethrography) after
having conducted percutaneous
peritoneography/herniography.

Performer may also receive
prior scouts, urograms, and/
or record of exposure tech-
nique(s) used.

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, and to check
the completenesc of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose, and the areas in-
volved:

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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i) Performer notes whether a rou-
tine IVP is ordered with routine
scout film to be taken.

ii) Performer notes whether inferior
vena cavography is ordered.

iii) Performer notes whether patient
has already been injected with
contrast,such as during peri-
toneography,immediately, before
examination. If so, notes timing
prujections,areas of interest
and whether voiding films are
required, and proceeds directly
to preparation of patient and
filming.

iv) Notes whether contrast will be
introduced by hypodermic injec-
tion, IV infusion, whether min-
ute sequence filming is ordered.
Notes whether area of interest
is localized, whether films of
urethra may be required. If so,
whether voiding, post-evacuation

v) Notes side of interest.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient or out-pa-
tient.

c. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of
referring clinician.

d. Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergies, results of
any prior allergy test, adverse
reaction to contrast. Notes whether
test will be adminiitered as part
of procedure.

e. Notes any special information that
would affect patient positioning,
technique, immobilization, or han-
dling of the patient, such as pres-
ence of IV drip, oxygen supply, or
similar life support devices; notes
whether patient will arrive on
stretcher. Checks whether isolation

IVW!If
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technique is required for patieht
with communicable or infectious
condition or neonate. Notes wheth-
er patient may be acccmpanied by
nurse, other staff person, parent
or guardian.

f. Performer notes any orders for
prior preparrtion of patient:

i) Notes whether sedation, anti-
histamine or other medication
is ordered prior to procedure,
and proper timing.

ii) Notes, for inferior vena cav-
ography, whether an intraven-
ous drip of saline for infant
has been started.

iii) Notes whether withholding of
food, liquids, use of cleansing
enema has been ordered and prop
er timing.

iv) Notes in-patient's regular feed
ing schedule.

v) Performer may check that orders
were carried out and with prop-
er timing. If not carried out
properly, mEy arrange to delay
examination until orders are
carried out, or informs appro-
priate staff member.

iv) May arrange to have patient fed
while in department at appropri
ate point in the exateination.
May have feeding bottle pre-
pared.

g. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip
meht appropriate for the patient's

age, sex, size, condition, and the

examination ordered.

i) Plans to take special precau-
tions with infant or ill pa-
tient such as use of gown,
gloves, mask, isolation proce-
dures to protect patient from
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contamination or to prevent
spread of infection,

ii) With infant notes whether spe-
cial radiolucent platform will
be used for positioning patient,
whether an automatic device to
trigger exposure during voiding
will be needed.

iii) Notes shielding appropriate for
examination based on sex, age
and positions ordered.

iv) Notes whether a carbonated bev-
erage, and/or a compression
paddle will be used.

v) Notes whether the use of a grid
or bucky will be involved,

h. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
hisLory, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent
past, whether there is history
of extensive radiography to be
brought_to_radiologist's atten-

charge. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed infor-
mation, signature, or orders.

i. If referring physician has re-
quested that films already on file
be sent with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have prior films deliv-
ered.

2. Performer goes to appropriate room
for the type of examination involved
and the equipment required, or notes
room assigned on requisition sheet.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary .

.

a. Washes hands as appropriate; de-
pending on patient's condition,
may arrange for or carry out iso-
lation or decontamination tech-
niques.

b. Checs that tray has been prepared
for the study involved or decides
to do personally:

i) Depending on patient's age and
type of procedure ordered, per-
former checks that materials
needed for injections and/or
infusion are present in appro-
priate range of sizes, such as
needles, IV equipment, tourni-
quets, syringes, local anesthe-
tic.

ii) Checks that water soluble, io-
dine-based contrast solution is
present, appropriate, and shows
no chemical deterioration.

iii) If appropriate checks that car-
bonatee beverage is available
and cup or feeding bottle.

tion. Notes any record of tech-
(Lical factors used for prior
films.

ii) If the performer determines that
the request is not properly
authorized, is incomplete, or
that sufficient information is
lacking for performer to select
technique or to properly posi-
tion or care for patient,-or if
performer considers that there
may be contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure,
performer plans to bring this
to attention of radiologist in
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appropriate types and sizes are
available in the examination room.
Selects appropriate speed and type
of film, grid and cassette combi-

c. Makes sure that emergency cart is
present.

d. May make sure that examination
table is provided with disposable
and/or waterproof underpadding or nation depending on the techniques

decides to provide personally. If to be used and standard institu-

voiding study may follow,checks for tional practices. Selects size

proper collection equipment for based on-patient's size and area

urine depending on patient's age. (s) of interest. If adequate sup-

e. Checks that proper accessories 4re ply is not in room, arranges to

available ft,1 procedure including obtain or decides to obtain per-

leaded rubLer shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,
radiologist, the patient, and/or

sonally.
h. Performer prepares for identifi-

4

cation of overhead films using

anyone who will remain in the room equipment provided by institu-

during exposure. tion:

i) Checks for hospital gown, masks,
gloves to be worn for sterile

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-

procedure. tion strip for placement on

ii) Checks that appropriate immo- film holder(s) giving appropri-

bilization devices for infant ate patient identification in-

or child are present, and that formation.

there is a mattress, pads, pil- ii) Performer may prepare for use

lows and/or blankets for com- of flashcard by checking that

fort of patient. there is piece of lead on film

iii) Checks that clean pacifiers and holder surface; may type or

toys are present. write out ID information on

iv) May check for compression pad- card if not received with req-

dle, arm board, shaving kit. uisition.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and iii) Checks identification against

left (L) markers are available
for use, identification cards,
or leaded numerals or markers,

and markers to indicate post-in-

requisition sheet.

i. Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine to be used

jection time intervals and po- and takes note of any newly post-

sitions. ed changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a

f. May set up footboard at end of change in machin.: output or a

tilt-table, and attach hand holds; policy decision).

may check that technical equipment j. Performer checks that x-ray equip-

has grid or high speed bucky; may ment is ready for use. Goes to

set up examination platform for in- control panel and checks that in-

fant patient and make sure that it dicator light shows that machine

is warm. is "warmed up, or turns on main

g. Performer makes sure that upright switch as appropriate to equip-

cassette holder and an adequate ment and allows time for the ma-

supply of loaded cassettes of the chine to "warm up." Makes sure
.
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that all circuits have been sta-
bilized.

k. Performer may note whether a pre-
liminary scout film has already
been made of the patient (done
earlier and/or by another radio-
logic technologist).

i) If a scout film has already been
made and viewed by radiologist,
performer notes the technique
used or ordered and plans tech-
nical factors,adjusting as ap-
propriate.

ii) If a scout film has been made
but not approved, performer
places processed scout film and
any prior films with patient's
chart or places on view box for
review by the radiologist in
charge.

iii) If a scout film has not been
made and is required before pa-
tient is seen by the radiolo-
gist in charge, performer plans
to proceed after readying pa-
tient,as described below. Other-
wise awalts orders from radio-
logist.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet
patient's chart, and prior films to
radiologist; may bring or escort pa-
tient, accompanying adult and/or staff
member to examination room; and/or may
join radiologist and patient after in-
forming radiologist that equipment is
ready.

a. If performer is to have patient
readied in examination room, may
proceed as follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-

tion or decontamination techni-
ques. May don gown, mask,gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-
tion (if not already done), or
decides to do personally. De-
pending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may de-
cide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room.

iii) Performer greets patient and
any accompanying stufc person
and/or parent or guardian, and
introduces self. Checks pa-
tient's identity against the
requisition sheet. With in-pa-
tient, checks hospital identi-
fication bracelet or other
identifier. Checks with ac-
companying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Makes patient comfortable on
table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheel-
ed base to x-ray table.
Performer may decide to assist
child to table or has this done
May obtain help. Makes sure
that no equipment is in the way
or may be collided with by pa-
tient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get oh
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table or special platform on
table, or lifts patient care-
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fully, supportlag infant's head x) Performer attempts to develop a

and places on table or platform. warm interaction with patient

v) Makes sure patient is being at- so that infant or child remains

tended and there is no danger calm during examination. May

patient will fall off table. hold patient; may speak to pe-

lf patient has a life support tient in calm, gentle voice;

system in place, such as incu- may provide clean pacifier or

bator, respiration, cardiac or toy. Attempts to calm patient

infusion equipment, makes sure and gain cooperation by com-

that equipment is being monitor- municating as appropriate to

ed. patient's age or, if appropri-

vi) If not already done, has pa- ate, level of retardation. Is

tient's clothing removed and as calm and gentle as possible.

has patient, especially neonate,
put in gown and kept warm as ap-

With child, performer may tell
patient what will happen, may

propriate. rehearse aspects of the proce-

vii) Answers patient's, parent's or dure. Shows how x-ray unit and

guardian's questions honestly; tilt-table moves and works.

attempts to reassure and devel- Performer explains truthfully

op confidence. Remains aware if patient can be expected to

that patient and/or adult may feel any discomfort. Indicates

be frightened and/or patient in how patient can help.

pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-

xi) Performer encourages non-infant,
patient to relax. Rehearses

tions that it is not appropri- child in suspending respiration

ate for technologist to answer (inhalation and/or exhalation)

these; encourages adult to speak and relaxing. Performer may

to physician. check patient's relaxation by

viii) If not already done, performer keeping hand on patient's back

checks that orders for prior to detect tenseness. Performer

preparation for study have been may judge time interval needed

carried out. Plans to notify ra- after cessation of respiration

diologist if any prior orders for patient to relax,and plans

have not been carried out. to adjust exposure timing ac-

If not already done, questions cordingly.

patient or accompanying adult xii) Unless measurements have al-

about any allergies, especially ready been made, performer may

to shellfish, or adverse reac- use centimeter calipers to mea-

tions to contrast medium (espec- sure the thickness of the ab-

ially iodine based). domen (and pelvis if appropri-

ix) Depending on institutional ar- ate) in the directions in which

rangements and condition of pa- the central ray of the x-ray

tient, performer may indicate beam will pass through the cen-

to parent or guardian that he tered part from tube to film.

or she must wait outside of ex- May evaluate the patient's

amination room or that he or bodily habitus to estimate the

she may remain in room to help

reassure patient.

position of the kidneys and
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else that 3hould be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room,
greet or introduce patient and/

or staff.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other' staff in examination room.

d. Performer may note radiologist's
decision on how to proceed; notes
radiologist's orders for scout
film, type of shielding and immo-
bilization. May note specific or-
ders for area to be included in
central beam. Plans a "plain film"
of the abdomen in standard AP po-
sition or as ordered.

If performer is to make n preliminary
scout film of the abdomen, periormer
makes sure that patient is attended.

a. Performer selects the technical
facto-To for the scout film before
positioning and immobilizing the
patieTl.t.

i) Consults the technique chart _

posted for the machine. Locates
the information needed for the

variations in location between
recumbent and erect positioning.
If both recumbent and erect po-
sitioning will be used, perform-
er may measure or estimate thick
ness in both positions.
Notes whether the areas of in-
terest are heavily covered by
muscle or soft fat, whether the
palpation points will be easy
to find.
Records measurements for deter-
mining exposure factors for over
heads. Has patient relax.

xiii) If not already done, performer
may have non-infant patient
empty bladder. Has patient void
in bathroom or provides bedpan.
May decide to assist patient.

xiv) Has patient relax on table in
appropriate supine position for
examination or for scout film,
depending on whether orders re-
quire that a scout film be made
before the radiologist's exami-
nation.

xv) If a scout film is ordered prior
to physician's examination, per-
former arranges to make scout
film at this point, as described
below (in later steps); plans
to have processed at once.
Otherwise awaits orders.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist that patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films or
scout to radiologist. Displays ra-
diographs on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything

body part and projection in-
volved according to the centi-
meter thickness of the part and
position as measured and the
collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that techni-
que relates to the combination
of film type and speed and use
of other accessories (such as ,

screens, grids, bucky, etc.).
ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,

T(seconds of exposure time),
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focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (TFD or FFD) call-
ed for.

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
time have been determined, per-
former makes any conversions
necessary to account for the pa-
tient's condition and age, the
preference of the ran..ologist
involved, and any other conver-
sion needed such as posted
changes.

iv) Performer looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates or uses conversion charts
to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor (kVp, mA and/or
time). Multiplies, divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropri-
ate.

v) Performer checks any new or un-
familiar exposure factors
against the posted limits of the
x-ray tube on a tube rating
Chart to be sure that techniqu,
does not exceed the heat capac,
ities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used. If appro-
priate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent out-
put using higher kVp and lower
mAs, minimizing exposure time.

b. Performer sets the exposure factors
as selected:

i) Sets controls for radiography
mode.

ii) If appropriate, checks line volt
age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

iii) For conventional exposure con-
trol, performer sets the milli-
amperage selected for the cor-
rect focal spot size. Sets the
selected exposure time that will
produce the mAs desired. Sets

List Elements Fully
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the kVp selected by choosing
the combination of major and
minor kilovoltage settings to
produce the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets
the category corresponding to
the type of study and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.
Sets a control corresponding to
the selected field size (as
listed on technique chart for
phototiming).
May set a kVp range button, if
called for with equipment, cor-
responding to the appropriate
kV range for the examination.
Sets a density selector cor-
responding to the usual (or
special) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer
is not likely to terminate ex-
posure before phototimed expo-
sure is made.

v) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of bucky, manual table-side ad-
justments of table, tube height
or position, and oollimator.

vi) Performer may return to over-
head unit and set the focal-
film distance (if not already
done). Operates controls or
manually moves the x-ray tube
into place over the film hold-
er. Checks the focal-film dis-
tance by reading indicator'
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs until the required FFD
is obtained.

c. Performer placc.s the cassette:

349
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ate size loaded cassette for
the scout projection and at-
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taches identification informa-
tion to the cassette or table
top.

ii) Places right or left marker on
::assette or table top as appro-
priate to the study and projec-
tion,or depresses appropriate
R or L button for automatic
marking.
If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
appropriate corner of cassette.
If patient identification infor-
mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.

-Performer may place pitient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

iii) If a bucky is not being used,
performer places cassette on
table in approximate final posi-
tion. (May be under radiolucent
platform.)

iv) If cassette is to be used with
bucky,performer may manually
pull out bucky tray and open
retaining clamps. Inserts cas-
sette into bucky tray and pushes
back. Makes sure clamps are
closed. Moves cassette into ap-
propriate "stored" position or
inserts cassette tray into bucky
slot and centers.

d. Performer has patient immobilized
or does so personally:

i) May explain or demonstrate to
child or co-worker what is re-
quired for immobilizing and po-
sitioning. May obtain help or
help co-worker.

List Elements Full

ii) Performer may have infant's
body immobilized with extre-
mities at sides by mummying
(wrapping), or decides to do
personally. If performer asks
co-worker or nurse to do, in-
dicates at what level sheet
should be srapped. May have
infant immobilized on special
platform.

iii) Performer may immobilize in-
fant's arms by extending them
and placing them along sides of
head, next to the ears. May ap-
ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
towel, pillowcase or orthopedic
stockinet to hold arms so that
sleeve holds arms above and be-
hind head, one at each side.
May apply a sleeve of stretch
gauze or bandage to the pelvis.
Wraps lightly to maintain pa-
tient in position.

iv) In positioning and immobilizing
patient, performer remains
alert to patient's respiration.
Does not force patient into a
position where any breathing
difficulty increases.

e. For a supine AP projection (pos-
terior view) of the_Rediatric ab-
domen, performer centers patient
in supine position on cassette,
on table over bucky, or on plat-
form, or has this done:

i) May have infant's arms immo-
bilized above and behind head
next to ears as described; may
have lc)Wer legs immobilized as
described, or tapes legs to-
gether just above knees.

ii) Performer.adjusts patient so
that median sagittal plane of
body and head are centered to
midline of cassette or table.
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iii) Elevates child's shoulders and
knees so that patient's back is
in contact with table. Supports.
Adjusts shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans- 1

verse planes. May immobilize an-
kles. May have child flex elbows
and abduct arms.

iv) May turn infant's head to one
side. Gently extends head and
neck and immobilizes with head
clamp, webbing strap under chin,
or sponges so that median sagit-
tal plane of head is at right
angles or parallel to cassette.
May elevate patient's knees and
place restraining band across
legs.

v) Performer centers the cassette
at the level of the iliac crests
unless otherwise specified.
Makes sure not to use visual
points of muscle or fatty tissue
and palpates for the crest of
the symphysis pubis.
Keeps the long axis of the part
parallel to the film holder.
When using a bucky, centers pill-
tient to midline. With cassette
on table top, centers film to
part. Includes the mid-symphy-
sis pubis at the lower border
of the area of interest unless
otherwise ordered.

vi) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the midpoint of film.

f. Performer may give child a clean
pacifier,and tapes this into posi-
tion unless this would impair res-
piration.

g. If not yet completed, performer im-
mobilizes patient in poiition.

i) Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, an,' adhesive tape as
needed. With infant, may use
head clamp; may use clean diaper
stretched across the table and
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over the patient's head.
ii) Avoids use of compression band

across abdomen. After patient
has been immobilized, perform-
er makes sure that patient is
still able to make small move-
ments necessary for normal
circulation, respiration and
other vital functions.

iii) If, during positioning, pa-
tient shows signs of pain or
distress, performer notifies
radiologist at once and awaits
orders.

h. Performer sets the focal-film
distance if not already done as
appropriate.

i. Performer may rehearse child in
taking a deep breath, then breath
ing out and holding still, or ob-
serves infant patient's breathing
and plans exposure for the appro-
priate instant for the phase re-
quired (expiration unless other-
wise ordered). Plans to start ex-
posure after chest has begun to
decline, timed so that exposure
is made before inhalation begins.
Plans to use the same phase of
respiration for all films %nless
otherwise ordered.

j. Performer checks final position-
ing by using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light
and points the light beam towaria
the part. Adjusts the collimator
opening to correspond to the film
size. Uses-cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Uses the collimator light to cen-
ter the patient to the x-ray
field, or centers the part to the
film holder, and uses the colli-
mator light to center the tube
!L, the part. Checks that primary
beam will enter the center of the
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area of interest at the selected
moment thaL the exposure is made.

angle to the film so as to project
Readjusts position if warranted.

the view desired. May readjust tube n. Performer makes exposure:

position lengthwise or crosswise
to provide better centering.

i) Performer returns to control

k. Once the patient has been position-
room. Makes sure controls are

ed and immobilized, performer ad-
properly set, and that patient

justs the collimator so that a
small unexposed border will appear

is still in position.
ii) As rehearsed, tells child when

around the edge of the film; col-
to take a deep breath, breathe

limates further so as to expose
only the area of interest.

out, and hold, or observes pa-
t ient's breathing and times
exposure to the appropriate

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
instant for the phase required.

sion cone to collimator to fur-
Activates exposure for expira-

ther reduce the primary beam.
tion after phase has begun,

Adjusts primary beam to minimum
waiting one or two seconds to

size needed to cover the area of
- interest.

allow involuntary movement of
viscera to subside and then3

ii) Performer may mark patient's
makes exposure. Initiates ex-

skin to show original collima-
posure by pressing hand trigger

tion and centering points; may
or exposure control button.

record exposure factors to facil-
iii) While exposure is underway,per-

itate any further filming re-
former may check that mA meter

quired.
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips

1. If not already done, performer ap- slightly.

.

plies appropriate lead shielding
iv) May watch for evidence of mal-

to gonads and other sensitive areas
function, such as line surge or

that may be in the primaky beam but
excessive drop; may listen for

are not of interest for the exami-
sound of normal functioning of

nation.
equipment. If there is malfunc-

Makes sure that anyone holding the
tion, may decide to report; an-

patient (if absolutely necessary)
ticipates need to repeat expo-

or remaining in room is supplied
sure.

with lead gloves and apron and
v) With phototimer, notes whether

stays out of central beam. Explains
backup timer has been involved

if necessary that this is not cause
in terminating exposure beEore

for alarm but a general precaution
phototimed exposure was com-

to minimize unnecessary radiation
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-

exposure.
sible need to repeat exposure.

m. When everything is ready for the
exposure, performer reminds child

vi) After exposure is completed,
tells child and/or any adult

of the cooperation and breath con-
trol to be used for exposure. En-
courages patient to relax. Observes

with infant that he or she can
... relax.
vi4) After exposure performer re-

the patient's movement until the
turns to patient. Removes the
cassette from the x7ray table

-.
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or bucky. Removes any markers tient may have instructions
for further use.

o. Performer arranges to have the ex-

reinforced or decides to do
personally.

1

ii) May have gas clearing or
posure processed at once or decides cleansing procedures carried
to do personally. out at once or decides to do .

personally.
0 Attaches ID card for use with iii) Once clearing or cleansing

flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

procedures are carried out,
performer may repeat scout

ii) While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-

filming as described above;
presents to radiologist for

fortable and attended by staff
person, parent, or self.

iii) Performer brings the processed

review as described.

c. If radiulogist indicates that the
scout film directly to the ra- scout film is not technically ade-
diologist in charge, places on quate, performer notes radiolo-
view box, and/or arranges to gist's orders for change in tech-
have viewed in darkroom. May
display prior films as well. In-

nical factors, patient position,
x-ray tube position, and/or cen-

forms radiologist that the ra-
dicgraph is ready.

tering of film.

i) Notes whether need to repeat
5. During radiologist's review of requi- is due to performer's own lack

sition, scout, prior films and exami- of attention so that performer
nation of patient, performer notes can avoid future "retakes." If
radiologist's decisions and orders: request for retake reflects

malfunctioning equipment, per-
a. If radiologist indicates that pro- former reports malfunction to

cedure is to be terminated because appropriate staff member. If
there are contraindications, per- request for retake reflects the
former proceeds to termination preference for density or con-
steps as described below. If ap- trast of the radiologist, per-
propriate, arranges to have proper former notes for future use to
forms filled out and/or new req- avoid future "retakes."
uisition for other procedure made ii) May make additional scouts as
out and signed. described in later steps or

b. If radiologist decides that the repeats as described above;
area under study is poorly vis- presents for review until ra-
ualized and that gas or feces must diologist indicates that area
be cleared, performer may arrange
to have radiologist's orders car-
ried out:

is properly visualized.

d. When scout film is judged ade-
quate, and if radiologist decides

i) May arrange to have patient re- to proceed, performer notes re-
scheduled, have radiologist sign diologist's orders on the conduct
requisition sheet. For out-pa- of the examination:

..........
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This is page 13 of 20 for this task.
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c. Performer sets technical factors
for first post-injection overhead
as described, adjusting for pa-
tient's position, radiologist's
orders after viewing scout, and
use of contrast material. Identi-
fies first cassette as appropri-
ate and places as appropriate,
adjusting centering as ordered.

d. May have syringes or IV bottle
prepared with contrast medium (io-
dine based solution) or decides
to do personally. May check to
see that amount, appearance and

temperature are appropriate.
e. If intravenous infusion method

is to be used, performer may set
up IV infusion apparatus. At-
taches bottle of prepared con-
trast solution to sterile IV
tubing. Hangs at appropriate
height on pole near patient with
clamp in closed position.

f. Arranges to provide or change any
equipment or supplies as ordered
by radiologist.

g. Performer may position patient
on examination table as appro-
priate for introduction of con-
trast and first overhead film.
May have injection site prepared
or decides to do personally.

i) May have patient wrapped (mum-
mied) with vein in dorsum,
forearm, hand, wrist or exter-
nal jugular vein exposed, 9r
decides to do personally.

ii) For antecubital fossa or foot
vein injection, tapes extrem-
ity to pad or arm board in ex-
tended position. For external
jugular injection places pad
under neck; lowers head and
extends neck gently, turning'
head away from side to be in-
jected. Immobilizes head.

6.

i) Notes whether a test dose of con-
trast will be administered,

ii) Notes whether contrast will be
administered by intravenous in-
jeciAon or infusion,

iii) Notes whether inferior vena
cavogra711, will be done. If so,
notes sequence of steps and
makes sure that overhead can be
taken at once after injection of
contrast.

iv) Notes entry site for injection
or infusion (unless IV is al-
ready in place) and the immobi-
lization necessary.

v) Notes whether carbonated bever-
age is to be given, whether pa-
tient is to void if not already
done.

vi) Notes radiologist's orders for
postinjection time sequence and
areas of interest, patient oo-
sitions, centering,

vii) May note orders on amount of
contrast or change of equipment
or suppliee,and injection site,

viii) Performer may check to be sure
what areas are to be included
in the radiographs and what
gonadal protection can be pro-
vided at each stage without in-
terfering with diagnostic pur-
pose of study.

Performer may assist with preparation
of patient. May carry out any or all
of the following:

a. If so ordered, performer may pre-
pare carbonated beverage in cup or
sterile feeding bottle and has pa-
tient drink, feeds infant, or has
this done.

b. If not already done, may have pa-
tient void or assists as described
earlier. if scalp vein is to be
used for injection, may have pa-
.zient shaved.
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iii) May swab entry site with anti-
septic solution and cover sur-
rounding area with stelile towel
using sterile technique.

h. May provide emesis basin and cluan
towels. May inflate balloon paddle
if patient is to be placed over
this for compression.

i. Informs radiologist when patf.-
and materials are ready for injec-
tion of contrast solution.

7. If performer is to assist with test
injection and/or administration of
contrast medium, washes hands, observ-
ing sterile technique,as appropriate.

a. If appropriate, performer opens
packet of sterile gloves for ra-
diologist, observing sterile tech-
nique.

b. May assist as appropriate by hand-
ing materials and supplies asked
for. May provide support for the
extremity used for injection.

c. Performer assists radiologist to
care for patient if there is nau-
sea or vomiting. Reassures patient.
Cleans patient. May provide damp
cold towel to alleviate flushing
symptoms.

d. With infusion technique, performer
may periodically check that needle
has not become dislodged and that
the fluid is dripping at an even
rate. If there are any problems,
performer clamps tube and notifies
an MD or RN at once.

e. If so ordered, makes sure that pa-
tient is securely held and lowers
head end of table.

8. If inferior vena cavography is to be
carried out, performer may proceed as*
follows:

'11 06111.WM,

List Elements Full

a. Notes whether lateral as well as

supine AP projection is ordered,
sequence of events, and side of
interest, or whether bilateral
views are ordered.

b. Makes sure that cassettes are pre-
pared and the next one is in po-
sition. Checks that exposure fac-
tors are properly set.

c. May assist with application of
tourniquets around each thigh.

d. For single AP projection, may re-
move tourniquet on injected side
when ordered. Then makes AP expo-
sure at once, as described, col-
limating to include the inferior
vena cava.

e. If lateral projection(s) are also
ordered,carries out AP projection
as described! ,

i) May then assist in replacing
tourniquet on injected side.

ii) Resets factors for lateral view
and places cassette appropri-
ately.

f. For lateral view(s) of the pedi-
atric inferim vena cava, perform-
er notes side of interest and
whether patient is to be position-
ed in a true lateral recumbent po-
sition or is to remain supine with
tube directed horizontally across
table to cassette placed vertical-
ly.

0 For a lateral recumbent pro-
jection, performer immobilizes
infant's upper and lower ex-
tremities as d..scribed, and
turns patient on to the side
of interest or has this done.
Cushions neck, chin, and head,
and keeps cheek level with the
cassette. Uses tape, restrain-
ing bands or diaper across
table to support and hold pa-
tient in position.

366
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This is page 15 of 20 for this task.
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Has child lie on side of inter-
est with opposite side support-
ed. May support lower thoracic
r(gion. Has patient flex knees
comfortably. Places supports
under and between knees and an-
kles. Has patient flex elbows,
place lower hand under head, and
has patient grasp side of table
with opposite hand. Adjusts body
in true lateral position. Cen-
ters cassette in bucky (or on
table under patient) to the area
of interest:. Directs central ray
vertically at right angles to
midpoint of film.

ii) For supine positioning for a
lateral projection, performer
maintains patient in Supine po-
sition as described. Positions
vertical holder on appropriate
side or positions grid cassette
vertically on table. Supports
so that x-ray beam may be di-
rected horizontally at right
angles to film. May place wedge
shaped pads or radiolucent
sponges beneath neck; checks
that head is in true AP posi-
tion. Centers cassette to the
mid-axillary line of the body
at the level of the center of
the area of interest. Directs
central ray, at right angles to
film, centered to the area of
interest.

iii) Repeats collimation, shielding
and 'exposure as described. Re-
peats on opposite side for bi-
lateral views.

iv) Repeats processing and presen-
tation for review to radiolo-
gist as described. Then koceede
as ordered.

9. For excretory urograpny performer con-
tinues as appropriate:

List Elemera Fully

a. Notes time that injection or in-
fusion is completed and plans
timing of overheads as ordered.

b. Keeps track of the time elapsed.
If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a staff
person who will observe patient's
reactions or decides to do per-
sonally.

c. Throughout procedure performer re-
. mains alert for any symptom of

severe pain or adverse reaction
to the contrast. As soon as per-
former judges that reaction may
be severe, ceases procedure and
notifies radiologist or attending
physician at once.

d. Plans to process ea..h set of ra-
diographs in series as soon as
exposed and present to radiologist
for review to avoid unnecessary
radiography and to permit radio-
logist to revise orders to accom-
modate to patient's condition and
the evidence on the radiographs.

e. Performer makes sure to include
time-interval marker on each cas-
sette.

f. If centering has not been indi-
cated by radiologist, performer
judges the location of the kid-
neys based on the patient's type
of body (habitus) and the evi-
dence of any prior films. Plans
to adjust for higher centering
for obese, hypersthenic patients,
and lower centering for thin,
asthenic patients.

g. May turn patient to prone posi-
tion or assist radiologist or
nurse. May assist in positioning
patient over "paddle" balloon to
provide compression of upper ab-
domen.

h. May give carbonated beverage to
patient after injection if so or-
dered. May have infant fed when
appropriate.
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.

.

10. Performer positions as follows or
as described earlier depending on
radiologist's orders:

-

a. For supine AP projections (poster-

tient rest hands beneath
chest. May support head and
uppez chest. Arranges should-
ers and hips to lie on sin-
gle transverse planes.

iv) Depending on orders, centers
cassette to the level of the
iliac crests or at estimated
level of kidneys at about the
third lumbar body, or as
estimated from prior films $
or as marked.

v) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.
Collimates to are.: of in-
terest.

c. Performer again checks for abil-
ity of child to relax, and re-
peats appropriate breathing in-
structions for the same phase
of respiration. If different
phase is ordered from that
planned for series, marks cas-
sette accordingly.

d. Performer makes the exposure,
timed appropriately,as describ-
ed above. Arranges to have each
pyelogram processed os soon as
exposed.

i) While films are being proces-
sed, performer makes sure that
patient is comfortable and
attended by radiologist or
staff member. Refrains from
commenting on the films or
providing any interpretation
to patient.

ii) Places the films on view boxes
as p-cocessed, in order, as the

are taken. May hang scout and

prior films. Informs radiolo-
gist as each processed film
is ready for viewing.

ior views) of the kidneys and ure-
ters, performer positions patient
as for scout film, centering to
the level of the iliac crests or
to the estimated location of kid-
ney on side of interest.

i) Performer may direct central
ray at 50 cephalad to the mid-
poineof film.

ii) Performer may lower head end

.

of table 15
0

to 20
0
and di-

rect central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

b. For a prone PA projection (enter-
ior view) of the kidneys, perform-
er notes whether film is to be cen-
tered to the estimated level of
the kidneys or to the iliac crests.

i) Positions patient in prone posi-
tion on table or platform (over
balloon paddle compression de-
vice if so ordered).

ii) With infant, immobilizes extre
mities as described. Supports
thorax and feet. Cushions and

. rests head on forehead or
cheek.

iii) Has child lie in prone posi-
tion on table with median sag-

oittal plane f body centered
tu the midline. Has patient
ilex elbows, place arms in a
comfortahle position. Supports
ankles. Rests patient's head
on cheek or chin. May have pa-
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11. Performer continues as ordered, de-
pending on radiologist's orders after
reviewing each radiograph as taken and
processed:

,

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 502

This is page 17 of 20 for this task.
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e. Performer notes radiologist's in-
structions after each film is re-
viewed. As appropriate, makes
changes in timing, technical fac-
tors, patient positioning, projec-
tions, central ray and table angu-
lation.

f. Notes orders for and timing of
oblique projections of kidney(s),
overheads of ureter(s), bladder,
proximal urethra, voiding ure-
thrograms, post-voiding films. If
not already done, may arrange to
have patient fed. Notes orders
for projections, side of interest,
angulation, shielding for each
view.

A

a. For oblique projections of the kid-
neys,performer notes whether anter-
ior oblique or posterior oblique
projections are ordered, the side
of interest or whether bilateral
views are ordered.

i) For anterior (AP) oblique pro-
jections (posterior oblique
views) performer starts with pa-
tient in supine position. For
posterior (PA) oblique projec-
tions (anterior oblique views)
performer starts with patient
in prone position.

ii) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion (left posterior oblique
view) performer rotates supine
patient 40° to.45° and supports
the elevated (right) side. Cen-
ters cassette to the upper lum-
bar vertebrae,adjusted for pa-
tient's body typeland somewhat

List Elements Full

higher than for right view, at
about the level of the xiphoid
process. Directs Central ray
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

iii) For a right AP oblique projec-
tion performer positions pa-
tient similarly to (ii), above
but on opposite side. Centers
cassette somewhat lower than
for left view.

iv) For PA oblique projections (an-
terior oblique views) performer
positions prone patient with
coronal plane of the upper lum-
bar vertebrae on side of inter-
est centered to midline. Rests
patient's head on cheek on side
of interest with arm alongside
body. Rotates body so that op-
posite side is elevated 450 .

Supports elevated side. Centers
film as described in (ii) and/
or (iii) above. Directs central

ray at right angles to midpoint
of film.

b. If overheads of the ureter(s) and
bladder are ordered, performer po-
sitions as described earlier or
below, depending on radiologist's
orders and standard procedures:

i) If radiologist orders AP supine
projection of bladder and prox-
imal part of urethra, perform-
er positions patient in supine
position as described, but may
extend patient's legs so that
anterior pelvic bones are tilt-
ed downward. Centers film a
little above the upper border
of"the Symphysis pubis.
Directs central ray at 50 cau-
dad to midpoint of film, or
15° to 20° caudad with patient
who has loss of normal lumbar
curve.
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ii) If radiologist orders PA prone i) Provides physician and anyone
projection of bladder and upper who will remain in room during
part of urethra, performer posi- voiding e:xposure with appropri-
tions patient in prone position ate protective shielding.
as described, but may direct ii) Performer may set up a rapid
central ray at 100 to 15° ceph- film changer and automatic
alad to enter a point somewhat equipment which triggers expo-
distal to the tip of coccyx and sure on urine contact. May
exit a little above the upper check that desired exposure
border of the symphysis pubis. time for voiding films is not

iii) If radiologist orders oblique longer than maximum time avail-

views of bladder, performer po- able with rapid changer unit.
sitions patient as described May tilt table towards foot
earlier, depending on view or- end so that urine will flow
dered and side of interest, but towards perineal electrode.

rotates body 400 to 60° as or-
dered. Centers the pubic arch

iii) If rapid changer will be used,
performer makes sure that plan-

on the side of interest to mid- ned exposure time does not ex-

line of table. Extends and ab- ceed available capacity of
ducts upper thigh. Directs cen- unit. Sets equipment for non-
tral ray at right angles to mid- automatic, intermittant expo-

point of film or at 10° caudad sure so that delays in filming

as ordered. can be adjusted to patient's

iv) If radiologist orders lateral voiding pattern. May set up for

view(s) of bladder, performer quarter format spot films if

notes whether posterior or an- rapid changer will not be used.

terior bladder wall is the area iv) Places patient on appropriate
of interest. Places patient in sitting apparatus for voiding
supine position for view of pos- and arranges receptacle.
terior wall and in prone posi- v) Performer positions patient as
rion for view of anterior wall. appropriate.
Uses vertical bucky or cassette vi) On orders from physician or as
holder with fiJm centered to predetermined, performer takes

the level of the bladder a lit- voiding cystourethrograms in

tle above the upper border of positions described earlier or
the symphyuis pubis. below as ordered. May reposi-
Directs central ray horizontal- tion patient, operate film

ly across table at right angles changer as appropriate.

to midpoint of film. vii) For an axial view of posterior
Reverses position of centri al ray surface of bladder and lower
and cassette for opposite side end of ureters, performer has

lateral view, child sit on side or end of
table,or stool on table,so that

c. If voiding urethrograms are or- posterior surface of each knee

dered, performer may attach a con- is in contact with the edge of

tainer or bag to collect urine to the table or stool on which the

patient's perineum and thighs in
preparation for voiding.

cassette is placed.
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Centers median sagittal plane
of body to midline of table so
that transverse axis of film
coincides as nearly as possible
to midaxillary plane of the
body.
Centers film to median sagittal
plane of pelvis.
Supports feet. Abduct thighs and
leans patient directly forward
until symphysis pubis is in
close contact with table or
stool. Has patient grasp ankles
to maintain position.
Directs central ray at right an-
gles to film, centered to the
lumbosacral region at the level
of the greater trochanters.

d. If post-voiding films are ordered,
proceeds as follows:

i) If not already done, assists
with removal of IV apparatUs
or has this done.

ii) If not already done, has patient
void. May massage infant to en-
courage voiding. Prepares towels
to absorb urine.
Assists child to descend from
table and walk to toilet, or
provides bedpan.

iii) For post-micturition study, per-
former takes overhead(s) in po-
sition(s) ordered as described.
Has films processed,and pre-
sents for review as described
above.

iv) For delayed films,performer may
arrange to have patient taken
to appropriate holding area.
Keeps track of the time elapsed.
Makes 3t:re that patient is in
the caTe of a staff person who
will transport to appropriate
location and return patient at
appropriate time. Takes delayed

List Elements Fully

films as appropriate as de-
scribed above and presents for
review.

v) Notes any orders for delayed
films of more than several
hours and for termination of
procedure. May have physician
fill out and/or sign requisi-
tion sheet.

12. When performer is told by radiolo-
gist that the examination has been
completed, performer carries out
termination steps for the examina-

tion:

a. Performer may have patient cleans-
ed, fed. Removes any markings from
patient's body.

b. May decide to assist child from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in stepping
off table. Makes sure that none
of the equipment is projecting
over the patient before allowing
patient to rise from table, and
assists patient.

c. Performer may have patient trans-
ported back to room, to parent or i
guardian, or to next location, or
decides to do personally, as or-
dered. Makes sure that patient is
in the care of a staff person who
will transport to appropriate next

location.
d. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has urine removed
with disinfectant; may decide o
do personally.
Disposes of urine left in basins
or receptacles and discards dis-

posable equipment follnwing-sani-
tary procedures. May have room
aired or deodorized. Has any other
appewriate clean up procedures
followed to avoid infection or
contamination, or decides to do
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personally, depending on institu-
tional procedures.

e. May check that any urine specimen
has been prepared for laboratory,
is properly identified, or decides
to do personally. May present lab
order forms to physician for sig-
nature.

f. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of exposures made of each over-
head view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose
to which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.

-

.

Signs requisition sheet.
g. May present requisition form to

physician for comments and signa-
ture, any orders for delayed films.

h. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets, and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or have this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

i. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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Task Code No. 503

'This is page 1 of 18 for-this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt.reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy,spotfilming,overheads;scout taken;as-
sistance given with examination,positioning,fluoros-
copy,spotfilming;overhead exposures made;radiographs
sent for processing,taken to radiologist;procedures
continued as ordered;pt. returned;examination re-
cordedradio ra hs placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds ot

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
x-ray generator,control panels,tube,bucky,table,col-
limator;fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier,spotfilm
device,TV monitor;cassettes;roll film;extension
cones;vertical cassette holder;sterile procedure
tray with towels,antiseptic,sterile solutions,gloves
swabs,lubricant,syringes,catheters,blunt needle or
conical nozzle,gauze or millipore filter,butterfly
sutures,tape,scissors,aqueous or iodized oil con-
trast;R-L,ID,numerical lead markers;emergency cart;
wax pen;calipers;lead aprons,gloves,shielding;re-
ceptacle;immobilization devices,head arno,band,tape,
gauze pillowcase,stockinet,diapers;paddcifier,
toys;technique,standard view,tube
sure charts;phantom,test object;stretcLevowL:telchair;
intercom.forms

3. Is there a recipient, responlint or r.7:-worker

involved in the task? Yes.,,v) Nc...( )

leg",toq.3:NanlethelAn... oi
respondent or co-worker invc'd wt de-
scriptions to indicate the realave.73',:
include the kind with whom the 1:ttf':;-mer is

not allowed to deal if relevva tc, knowledge

requirements or legal restrics.
Any pt.;parent or guardian;radiologist;nurse;pedia-
trician;co-worker

Name the task so that tha answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking genitograns or fistulograms of any patient

for intersex, external fistula or sinus tract ex-

amination by reviewing request;preparing equipment;

r asuring,masuring pt.;setting up for fluoroscopy,
spotfilming;assisting with preparation of patient, 1
se

fluoroscopy,spotfilming;setting technical factors;

Identifying lilms;providing shielding;collimating;
king overhaads as ordered;arranging for prc'7.essing,

clean up;assisting with removal of contrast;hving

pt. returned;placing radiographs for use;recolding.
go,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for genitography or fistu-
.Lography (radiographic contrast
study of ambiguous external gen-
ital passages, vaginography, or
external fistulae or sinus
tracts to demonstrate extent or
origin) as a result of:

a.

b,

c.

d.

1.

Regular -asignment.
Checking assignment on sched-
ule sheet.
Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.
Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional ar
rangements, performer may
also receive prior plain or
contrast films.

Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
consideration, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
Ole purpose; notes whether
ar Intersex col.dltion is
to 1..,e invest!.gel, or ,

cound,exterral fistula or
sinus tract. Notes loca-
tion of external opening.

b. Performer reads patient's
name,, identification num-
ber, sex, age, weight and
height. Notes whether pa-

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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LJ/

tient is in-patient, out-patient,
or emergency patient.

c. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of the 1

referring clinician; with pediatric 1

patient notes whether pediatrician
will be present. -

d. Notes any special information that ;,
f.

could affect patient positioning,
technique, immobilization, or handl-

ing.

i) Notes any prior history of al1er-4
gic reaction to contrast or at- f

lergies.
ii) Notes whether patient is suffer-

ing from heart disease, communi-
cable or infectious condition,
infirmity, incoherence.

iii) Notes whether patient will ar-
rive on stretcher or in a wheel-
chair, whether patient will be
accompanied by nurse, other
staff person, parent.or guardlan.
Checks whether isolation teh-
nique is required for patient
with communicable or inf.aetious

condition.
iv) Depen,ling on institutional pro-\

cedures, performer may note
whether aon-pediatric female pa-
tient is pregnant, may review
date of female patient'a last
menstrual period, o notes any
other indication that. rre is
no danger of exposure of a known

or possible fetus.

e. Ferformer notes any orders on type
of equipment, contr as:. medium or

ipplies. Performer considers the

accessory equipment, tet..:hnical

factors, shielding and immobiliza-
tion equipment appropriate for the

patient's age, sex, size, condi-
tion, and the examination ordered.

i) Notes whether procedure will
make use of fluoroscopy, spot-

List Elements Full

filming, overheads.
ii) Notes whether a grid or bucky

will be used; notes shielding
appropriate for examination
based on sex, age and area of
interest.

If patient's record indicates or-
ders for prior preparation such as
cleansing enema, abstinence from
food P.nd/or drink, prior sedation,
adminf,so:ation of analgesic, lab
tests, performer may note proper
,tioing and may check that orders
were carried out and at appropri-
ai-e time.

If not carried out,or not at
proper time,may arrange to delay
examination or informs appropri-
ate staff member.

ii) May note pediatric patient's
feeding schedule and arrange to
have patient fed while in de-
partment at appropriate point
in the examination.

g. Performer makes sure that the re-
quest is properly authorized, that
information on requisition sheet
is complete:

i) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent past
whether there is history of ex-
tensive radiography to be
brought tu radiologist's atten-
tion. Notes any record of tech-
nical factors used for prior
films.

ii) If the performer determines
that the request is not proper-
ly authorized, is incomplete,
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This is page 3 of 18 for this task.

List Elements Full

that sufficient information is
lacking for performer to select
techot%ne or repare for exami-
nati'j n. or if performer considers
that tIA.A17. may be contraindica-
tions to zoing ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies
supervisor, radiologist, or other
designated staff person, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.
Explains the problem if appropri-
ate, and proceeds af,ter obtaining
needed information,.signature, or
orders.

h. If referring physician has requested
that films already on file be sent
with current radiographs, and if
not already with patient's jacketed
material, performer arranges to have
prior films delivered.

2. Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requiuition sheet. Prepares
ahead so as not to keep patient in ex-
amination room longer than necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate; depend-
ing on patient's condition, may
arrange for or carry out isolation
or decontamination techniques.

b. Checks that sterile procedure tray
has been prepared for the study in-
volved or decides to do personally:

i) Checks that iodized oil, or
iodine based,water-soluble solu-
tion,and/or materials for sterile
injection of air are present if
so ordered,or checks that the
range of contrast media among
which a selection may be made are

present. Checks Appearance of
media for chemical deterioration.

ii) If appropriate, may heat contrast
to room or body temperature using
heating device.

iii) Checks that syringes with plug-
ged needle or cone terminal, or
fitted with teflon or polyeth-
ylene catheter or bulb catheter
are present as ordered, or
checks that a range of materi-
als for instillatior of con-
trast and occlusion of orifices
are present.

c. Checks that emergency cart is pre-

sent or available.
d. Checks that accessories are avail-

able appropriate to procedure and
patient's age and sex, including
leaded rubber shielding, gloves,
and aprons, to be used by perform-
er, the radiologist and/or anyone
who will remain in the room during
exposure; immobilization devices
for adult or pediatric patient;
clean pacifiers and toys for child
mattress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.

e. May attach footboard or stirrups,

shoulder supports, and/or hand
holds to table.

f. Makes sure that right (R) and left
(L) markers are available for use,
identification cards, leaded num-
erals or markers, and markers to
identify orifices to be opacified.

g. For overhead filming performer
makes sure that an adequate supply
of loaded cassettes are available
in the examination room. Selects
appropriate speed and type of film
grid,and cassette combination de-
pending on whether a bucky or table
top technique will be used and
standard institutional practices.
Selects size based on patient's
size and probable area of interest
If adequate supply is not in room,
arranges to obtain or decides to
obtain personally.

h. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of overhead films using equip
ment provided by institution:
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i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film hold-
er(s) giving appropriate patient
identification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may type or write out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.

lii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

1. If spotfilming during examination
will involve use of a cpasette/bucky
spotfilm device, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply of
appropriate size cassettes in room.

i) If there is insufficient supply
of cassettes, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtcin personally.

ii) Performer carries out identifi-
cation of the spotfilm cassettes
as for overhead films.

iii) Performe.: may use controls or
manually pull out spotfilm bucky
tray and open retaining clamps.
Inserts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Make sure
clamps are closed. Moves cas-
sette into appropriate "stored"

position.
iv) If R-L markers are to be used

with spotfilming, performer
tapes into place on image in-
tensifier screen or plans to
tape to patient's body.

j. If spotfilming will utilize a cam-
era attached to image intensifier

and roll film2performer checks film

supply indicator to make sure that

there is sufficient film in the roll

film cassette.

i) If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-

Its

List Elements. Fully

sette loaded, or decides to do

personally.
ii) When loaded roll film cassette

is obtained, performer checks
loading.in subdued light. Check
that end of film is cut correct
ly and is properly threaded and
attached to takeup spool so
that film unwinds appropriately
Checks that film is properly en
gaged in sprockets. Locks into
operating position. If appro-
priate, cuts off excess film at
exit port and removes. Attaches
film cassette to camera and
locks into place. Replaces cam-
era cover.

iii) If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is

properly loaded.
iv) Performer advances film to com-

pensate for any exposure of
film due to instaliation or

check.
v) Removes dark slide from camera

lens.
vi) If not already done, performer

writes or types a card with pa-
tient's identification informa-
tion for use with spot film de-
vice. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera as appropriate.

k. If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoroscopy
and/or spotfilming, performer po-
sitions and centers grid if not
already done. May use control but-
ton or slides grid into position.

May check that the grid is orient-
ed toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

3. Performer may review and preset
technical exposure factors for over-
heads, fluoroscopy and spotfilming
based on standards set by the insti-
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This is page 5 of 18
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le No. 503

tution for the examination involved:

a. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-
ments such as aprons and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is in exam-
ination room or control room.

b. Performer reviews the technique
chart(s) for the unit(s) to be used:

i) Locates information for the prob-
able projections involved. Takes
note of the exposure factors to
be used for overheads and fluoro-
scopy.

ii) Considers preferences of the ra-
diologist involved, patient's
age, condition,and any newly
posted changes in technical fac-
tors (to reflect accomodation to
a change in machine output or a
policy decision) and decides
whether factors must be conver-
ted.

iii) If needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calculate;
or uses conversion chart to as-
certain the appropriate new ex-
posure factor. Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or'subtracts as ap-
propriate.

iv) Performer checks any new or un-
ramiliar exposure factors against
the posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart to
be sure that technique does not
exceed the heat capacities of the
tube for the focal spot size to
be used. If appropriate, perform-
er reconverts the technique to
an equivalent output using high-

er kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time (especially for
pediatric patient).

c. Performer makes sure that indicator

light shows that x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circiuts have

This task.

List Elements Full

been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter, and, if
needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

d. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
for overhead scout film, for later
use of fluoroscopic mode, and use
of spot film camera or cassette

, device.
e. Performer sets controls on image

intensifier for spotfilm camera
or cassette device:

i) For spotfilm camera; performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.

ii) For cassette spotfilming per-
former may select and set a
standard spotfilm program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quarter
combinations on a single cas-
sette and related spot film
sizes. Selects program appropri-
ate for examination or awaits
orders from radiologist.

f. If not already done, performer con-
nects TV monitor to power outlet.
Turns on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

g. If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector (if
therc is dual image intensifier).

h. Performer selects and 'sets expec-
ted exposure factors for fluoro-
scopy:

i) Selects and sets kVp at the
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.
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Task Code No. 503

This is page 6 of 18 for this task.

ii),If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-

scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved.

iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

i. If appropriate, performer selects

and sets exposure factors for spot
filming:

i) For conventional manual expos-
ure control, performer selects

and sets the appropriate spot
film time for the examination.

II) For automatic, phototimed expo-

sure control, performer selects

a density exposure control ap-

propriate for the examination.
iii) Performer selects the appropri-

ate mA for the examination and

the focal spot size to be used.
iv) Performer selects and sets kVp

by combining settings on one ma-
jor and one minor kVp selector
as appropriate for the examina-

tion.

j. Performer may preset the exposure
factors for the first overhead pro-
jection anticipated. Makes sure that
technique relates to the combina-
tion of film type and speed, focal

spot size, FFD and use or nonuse of

other accessories (such as screens,
grid, bucky, etc.) and the probable
thickness of the part and collimate
film size to be used:

i) Sets controls for radiography
,31ode.'

ii) For conventional exposure con-
teol, performer selects milli-
annerage and chooses selectors

367
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for the correct focal spot
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the combi-
nation of major and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the

desired kVp.
iii) For automatic phototimed expo-

sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the category
corresponding to the type of
study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if I

appropriate, focal spot size.
Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
button (if called for with the
equipment) corresponding to the
range for the examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the usual (or spe-
cial) requirements for the
study.
Makes sure backup timer is not
likely to terminate exposure
before phototimed exposure is
made.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use

of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of table and tube
height, r.Jsition, and collima-

tor (unless these have already

been set).

k. If not already done, performer may

set up x-ray and fluoroscope tube

(s), image intensifier, collimator
and accessories as appropriate:

i) Makes sure that no one is in

room.
ii) Places phantom or appropriate

test 3bject on radiography ta-
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fluoroscope exposure by pres-
sing footswitch or as appropri-
ate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

ii) Performer adjusts kVp control

ble where patient will be cen-
tered for examination.

iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest. (and mA control if appropriate)

iv) If not already done, moves image and observes effects on TV moni-
intensifier and any spotfilm tor to be sure that equipment
device into position, centers is operating properly.
(over or under) the area of in- iii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
terest. er appropriate reading is ob-

v) Performer adjusts the x-ray tube tained.

to appropriate focal spot/object iv) Performer checks'that TV bright-
distance (target to object dis- ness controls are operating and
tance, TOD). For fluoroscopy adjusts for preliminary viewing.
adjusts distance between focal v) Checks examination timer by
spot and image intensifier (fo- noting whether time elapse in-
cal spot to film distance, FFD). dicator moves during exposure
Makes sure that TOD is 15 in- showing decreasing time left
ches or more. Operates controls for examination. May check that
or manually moves the x-ray exposure is terminated when max-
tube(s) into place. Checks the imum examination exposure time
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing, adjusts up or down
until the required FFD is ob-

is reached.
..-,

m. To check spotfilm functioning,
performer may move cassette or

tained,
vi) Performer collimates fluoro-

roll film into x-ray exposure
field using appropriate controls:

scopy tube (and x-ray tube used
for spotfilming if different),
depending on nature of the field

i) Performer activates controls
for spotfilm exposure. Notes

size anticipated for fluoroscopic whether cassette or roll film
examination,or sets shutter mode transpo!:t is operating appro-

selector to automatic collima- priately. Notes whether expo-
tion. Manually sets collimator sure is terminated by photo-
for the spotfilm field size to timer or, if manual timer, in
be used, or selects and sets time set. If appropriate, re-

field size control to be used leases spotfilm control after
for automatic collimation with exposure.

programmed spotfilm cassette ii) If equipment is operating appro-

exposure sequence. priately, performer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances

1. To check fluoroscopy mode, per- roll film as appropriate. Moves

former enters remote control room bucky out of way until fluoro-

or operates controls in examina-
tion room behind leaded screen:

scopy is completed.

i) Turns on TV power witch con-
n. After equipment has been checked,

performer shuts and resets for

trols as appropriate. Activates standard exposure factors. If er-
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former decides that any of the
equipment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appropriate
staff' member. May arrange for al-
ternate unit to be used.

. Depending on institutional procedures
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart and prior films to
radiologist; may bring patient and ac-
companying adult and/or staff member
to examination room; and/or may join
radiologist, patient and other staff
after informing radiologist that equip-
ment is ready.

a. If performer is to have patient
brought to examination room, may
proceed as follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if
not already done). Depending
on institutional arrangements,
performer may decide to assist
in bringing patient to examina-
tion room.

iii) Performer greets patient and any
accompanying Staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

b. Makes patient comfortable on table
and talks with patient and/or
adult.

List Elements Full

i) If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radiolu-
cent streLcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to x-ray table.
If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in lock
ed positicn. Performer may de-
cide to assist patient from
wheelchair to table or has this
done. May obtain.help. Makes
sure that so equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, or lifts infant care-

fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.
Makes sure pediatric patient is
never unattended and there is

no danger patient will fall off

table.
If patieat has a life support
system in place, such as incu-

bator, respiration, cardiac or
infusion equipment, makes sure
that equipment is being moni-

tored.
If not already done, has pa-
tient's clothing removed and
provides gown or drape. May as-
sist patient or request assist-

ance from nurse. Permits patien
to keep covered until measure-
ments are taken and until exam-
inatior. by radiologist. Makes
sure infant is kept warm.

3 ki
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viii) Answers patient's,parent's or
guardian's questions honestly;
attempts to reassure and develop
confidence. Remains aware that
patient and/or adult may be
frightened and/or patient in
pain. Performer explains to
adult when asked medical ques-
tions that it is not appropri-
ate for technologist to answer
these; encourages adult to speak
to physician.

ix) If not already done, performer
questions patient or staff about
preparatory procedures ordered.
May question patient about any
allergies, especially to shell-
fish, or adverse reactions to
contrast medium (especially io-
dine based).
Performer may make sure that an
out-patient has made arrange-
ments to be escorted home and
to postpone normal activities
for the day.
If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions non-
pediatric female patient regard-
ing possible pregnancy.

x) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if patient
has sensitivity to contrast, or
if there is any possibility that
patient is pregnant, and these
have not already been recorded,
performer plans to inform radi-
ologist at once and proceeds
only with approval.

c. If not already done, performer ex-
plains to patient or adult what
will be inVolved in the procedure:

i) Performer may explain what co-
operation will be asked of adult
or child patient. May describe
procedure and what radiologist
will be doing. Indicates what

types of positions the ratient
will be asked to assume. May
demonstrate how tilt table will
be used and reassuve that pa-
tient will be held safely.

ii) Depending on institutional ar-
rangements and condition of pa-
tient, performer may indicate
to parent or guardian that he
or she must wait outside of ex-
amination room or that he or
she may remain in room to help
reassure patient.

iii) Performer attempts to develop
a warm interaction with infant
or child patient so that pa-
tient remains calm during ex-
amination. May hold patient;
may speak to patient in calm,
gentle voice; may provide clean
pacifier or toy. Attempts to
calm patient and gain coopera-
tion by communicating as appro-
priate to patient's age or, if
appropriate, level of retarda-
tion. Is as calm and gentle as
possible.

d. Unless measurements have already
been recorded, performer uses cen-
timeter calipers to measure the
thickness of the body in the di-
rections in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film in the likely posi-
tions to be ordered for overhead
filming.

37 0

i) Notes whether the area of in-
terest is heavily covered by
muscle or soft fa, whether the
palpation points are easy to
finl.

ii) Records measurements for deter-
mining exposure factors for

. overheads.
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iii) Performer may tape R or L mar-
ker to patient if appropriate
for use in spotfilming.

iv) Has patient relax in supine or
dorsal lithotomy position on
examination table depending on
whether examination by radio-
logist will follow and area of
interest. Makes sure patient is
draped and comfortable.

e. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisi-
tion sheet, patient's medical his-
tory, chart, lab reports, and any
prior films to radiologist. Dis-
plays radiographs on view boxes..

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change
in procedure decided by radio-
logist.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room; may
greet or introduce patient and
staff members.

iii) Dons protective lead shielding,
hospital gown and gloves when
appropriate.

f. During radiologises.review of
requisition, prior films, and ex-
amination of patient, performer
notes radiologist's orders:

i) Performer may be asked to as-
sist with examination. Carries
out appropriate sterile proce-
dures; hands instruments and

ii) When radiologist orders scout
film (before or after examina-
tion) pez.former notes the pa
tient position, projection, and
central ray angulation ordered
or plans to carry out appropri-

ate standard procedure.
iii) Performer provides patient and

anyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropri-
ate protective shielding. If
a staff member, parent, or
guardian will be asked to as-
sist, performer provides lead-
ed gloves and apron. Explains
if necessary that this is not 1

cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unneces-
sary radiation exposure.

5. Performer makes a scout film of the
area of interest'such as the pelvis,
abdomen,or other part involved based

on radiologist's orders. Makes sure

young patient is attended while per-

former 13x.c.pares for.exposure.

a. Sets up equipment before position-

ing and immobilizing patient.

i) Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for
the scout projection and at-
taches identification informa-
tion to the cassette or table
top.

ii) Places right or left marker on
cassette or tabln top as appro-
priate or depresses appropri-
ate R or L button for automat-
ic marking.
If patient's identification in-
fomition is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-

sette.
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use of flasher, sets flaahcard

aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-

sette.
Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-
ing device.

iii) If a bucky is not being used,
performer places cassette on
table approximating final posi-

tioning.
iv) If cassette is to be used with

bucky (under table top or in
upright holder) performer may
manually pull out bucky tray
and open retaining clamp6. In-
serts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Makes sure
clamps are closed. Moves ras-
sette into appropriate "stored"

position or into bucky slot.
v) Unless already done, performer

selects and sets (or resets) the
technical factors for the scout
film, taking account of the mea-
surements made of the patient.
Makes any conversions necessary
as described. Sets controls as
described earlier.

vi) Sets the focal-film distance (if
not already done). Operates con-
trols or manually moves the
x-ray tube into place over the

film holder (or at right angles

to upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous
ing; adjusts until the required
FFD (TFD) is obtained.

b. Performer may have patient immo-

bilized or does so personally:

i) May explain or demonstrate to

List Elements Fully

positioning. May obtain help or

help co-worker.
ii) Performer may immobilize an in-

fant's arms by extending them
and placing them along sides of
head, next to the ears. May ap-
ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
towel, pillowcase or orthopedic
stockinet to hold arms so that
sleeve holds arms above and be-
hind head, one at each side.

iii) Smooths out any folds in sheets
or covering under patient or

has this done.

c. Performer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part parallel
to the film holder. When using a
bucky, centers patient to midline.
With cassette on table top, cen-
ters film to part.

d. For an AP dorsal lithotomy projec-

tion (posterior view) of the pel-
vis,performer adjusts infant,
child or older patient in a su-
pine position on table or has this

done.

i) Adjusts infant's legs in lith-
otomy position and supports.
Has older patient abduct thighs
and flex hips and knees over
padded leg rests.

ii) Centers median sagittal plane
of body to midline.

iii) Adjusts shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans-
verse planes. May have non-in-
fant patient flex elbows and
abduct arms. Immobilizes infant
as described above. Abducts
thighs to permit central ray t
clear; may support each foot.

iv) For vaginography,centers film
to the upper border of the
symphysis pubis or as ordered.
nt.nanta ',antral rAV at rieht
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e. For a supine AP projection (poster-
ior view) of abdomen, performer ad-
justs infant, child or adult pa-
tient in a supine position on,table
or has this done.

i) Centers median sagittal plane
of body to midline.

ii) Has infant's arms immobilized
above and behind head next to
ears as described; may tape legs
together just above knees,or
applies band. Immobilizes head
with head clamp, webbing strap
under chin, or sponges so that
median sagittal plane of head
is at right angles or parallel
to cassette. May elevate pa-
tient's knees and place restrain
ing band across legs.

iii) Has non-infant's shoulders and
knees elevated so that patient's
back is in contact with table,
or elevates thighs. Supports.
Has shoulders and hips adjusted
so that they lie on single trans
verse planes. May immobilize an-
kles. Has patient flex elbows
and abduct arms.

iv) Centers film to the level of the
iliac crests unless otherwise
specified. Makes sure not to
use visual points of muscle or
fatty tissue,and palpates for
the crest of the bone.

v) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to the midpoint of the film

f. For any other part of body perform-
er decides to position as for plain
film of the area of interest.

g. Performer completes immobilization,
collimatIon, shielding and arranges
for proper breath control:

i) Performer may give infant a
^1^, nnr 4 F 4 fir n., A tnn.
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into position unless this would
impair respiration.

ii) If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of pain or distress
performer notifies radiologist
at once and awaits orders.

iii) If not yet completed, perform-
er immobilizes young patient
in position. Places restrain-
ing bands, strips of gauze,
and adhesive tape as needed.
May use head clamp; may use
clean diaper stretched across
the table and over the pa-
tient's head. Avoids use of
compression band across ab-
domen. After patient has been
immobilized, performer makes
sure that patient is still able
to make small movements neces-
sary for normal circulation,
respiration and other vital
functions.

iv) Performer checks final position
ing by using light in collima-
tor. Activates the collimator
light and points the light beam
towards the part. Adjusts the
collimator opening to corres-
pond to the film size. Uses
cross-hair shadows as reference
for center of field. Uses the
collimator light to center the
patient to the x-ray field, or
centers the part to the film
holder, and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to the
part. Checks that primary beam
will enter the center of the
area of interest at the select-
ed angle to the film so as to
project the view desired. May
readjust tube position length-
wise or crosswise to provide
better centering.

v) Once the patient has been posi-
r4nrinA nnA 4mmr0,414,7inA narfnrm
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er adjusts the colJimator so
as to expose only the area of
interest. Performer may attach
an auxiliary extension cone
to collimator to further reduce
the primary beam. Adjusts pri-
mary beam to minimum size need-
ed to cover the area of inter-;

est.
vi) Performer may mark patient's

skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac-
ilitate any further filming
required.

vii) If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield-
ing to gonads and other sensi-
tive areas that may be in the
primary beam but are not of in-
terest for the examination. If
not already done, makes sure
that anyone holding the patient
(if absolutely necessary) or
remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam as
mu,:h as possible.

viii) Performer may rehearse non-in-
fant patient in breath control
such as breathing in deeply,
breathing out, and holding
breath (suspended exhalation)
when ordered, or observes in-
fant patient's breathing and
plans exposure for the appropri-
ate instant for the phase re-
quired (expiration unless other-
wise ordered). Plans to start
exposure aiter chest has begun
to decline, timed so that expo-
sure Is made before inhalation
begins.

11. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the ex-
posure is made. Readjusts po-
sition if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion.
As rehearsed, tells patient
when to take a detz.p breath,
breathe out and hold, or ob-
serves infant's breathing and
times exposure to the appropri-
ate instant for the phase re-
quired. Activates_exposure for
expiration after phase has be-
gun.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen
for sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is mal-
function, may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat ex-
posure.

vi) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pletedIf so, anticipates pos-
sibleirneed to repeat exposure.

vii) After expo:Sure is completed,
tells patient and/or any adult
with infant that he or she can
relax.

viii) After exposure performer re-
turns to patient. Removes the
cassette from the x-ray table
or bucky. Removes any markers
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I. Performer arranges to have the
scout film processed at once or
decides to do persoAally.

i) Attaches ID. card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition.

ii) While the film is being proces-
sed and/or evaluated performer
has patient relax or makes sure
that patient will be at..!. .ied

while waiting as appropri.::e.
iii) Performer brings the procesrcd

scout film directly to the !:;..-

diologist in charge, places
view box, and/or arranges tc.
have viewed in darkroom; informs '
radiologist that the radiograph
is ready. May display prior films
as well.

6. During radiologist's review of requi-
s!tion, scout, prior films and exam-
ination of patient, performer notes
radiologist's orders:

a. If radiologist ch:cides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, performer

may arrange to terminate and re-

schedule as appropriae; has crders
for cleansing of patient. .md/or re-

schedull.47 filled out and signed

as appTriate.
b. Perfor7-3r notes whether radiologist

requirel a change in technical fac-
tors aata./or patien't: positioning or

centering for later overhead film-
ing.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in tac exam-
ination and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-

tion of equipment, or ptefer-

ence of radiologist for density
or contrast, and adjuaLs as ap-
propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c. P. radiologist will proceed, notes

fiL41 orders on sequence of exam-
...Id use of materials and

equipro,

i) If no t'l-,ady done,gives lead-

eri 1,e Jae. apron to radiolo-
:c arlwofriate,places

l. L7rt.lia in place.

ii) Not.,e finaldeci,,ion on con-
ti:ast medium (air, water solu-
ble solution,or iodized oil),
and amount. Adjusts or nhanges
as approptiate. Checks for pos-

sible chemical deterioration
if not already done. May have
syringes prepared with contrast
medium or decides to do per-
sonally, using sterile techni-
que. May check to see that tem-
perature is appropriate. Warms
if needed. May apply sterile
gauze or millipore filter to
tip of empty sterile syringe
using sterile technique.

iii) Notes final decisioa on type
and size oL equipment to use
to fill tract and occlude tho
orifice. Notes whether more
than one opening will be

opacified. Provides anything
missing. May provide butterfly
sutures if so requested.

iv) ates r,61ologist's orders for

program And settings for spot-

fliming and s-tc.3 or resets as
appropriate. ry arrange sig-
nals for exposure, changing :)f
spotfilm cassettcs, operation
of exposure controls or table.
Nscusses sequence and timing
for procere.
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v) If so requested, performer may
place patient n modified lith-
otomy position with hips and
knees flexed or -_!.n other posi-
tion requested. May place dis-
posable padding_under buttocks.
Arranges to have perineal area
or area surrounding orifice(s)
cleansed as for urethral cathe-
terization; arranges to do per-
sonally or assists, using ster-
ile procedures.

vi) Arranges to provide or change
any equipment cr supplies as
ordered by radiologist.

vii) Performer sets technical factors
for first post-injection over-
head as described, adjusf:ing for
patient's position,radiologist's,
orders after viewing scout, and
use of contrast materi.d. Iden-

tifies first cassette as appro-
priate and places in bucky;moves
out of way until fluoroscopy !.s

completed.
viii) Informs radiologist 1.4nen patient

and equipment are ready. May as-
sist with radiologist's entry of
tract with syringe or catheter,
and occlusion of orifice.

.
Performe:: assists radiologis% duriL.g
instillation.of. contrast and-fluoro-
scopic examination:-

a. On signal.from radiologist, ;:sr-
former may dim room lights. Turns
on TV power switch. May operate
fluoroscope brightness or spotfilm
controls on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA con-
trols according to radiologist's
orders.

b. Performer may operate tilt table

on orders
sist in p

from radiologist; may as-
ositioning patient as or-

dered.
c. Performer may. assist radiologist

List Elements Full

controls as ordered, or positions
table, x-ray tube, or patient as
ordered. If spotfilm attachment

uses cassettes, performer may un-

load as used, identify, and insert

additional cassettes, as described

above, throughout procedure.
d. Depending on institutional proce-

dures, performer may keep radio-

logist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope

timer indicator.
e. Performer nc.tes radiologist's or-

ders for overheads of the first

(or next) opacified opening:

i) If more than one opening will

be opacified, performer may
place lead marker (indicating
the order of the occluded open-
ing) on the dtessing or the
occluding device, or as indi-

cated,
ii) Performer notes patient posi-

tions and projections required,

area of interest, and angula-

tion.

3. For overhead filming performer resets

technical factors as appropriate for

each projection ordered as described,

and proceeds as follows:

a. When positioning r patient with a

balloon cathr!ter 7.,r other instru-

ments in place, performer makes

sure that clamp or opaque parts

are not lying over or under the

area of interest, and is careful

not to dislodF,:, instruments.

b. If a r,,flux o contrast occurs,

perfmer may have patient's skin

cleansed before proceeding with

exoosure.
c. Makes sure that correct side is

being positioned when appropriate.

May explain or demonstrate to pa-
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tient or staff member what is re-
quired. May obtain help in posi-
tioAing.

d. For supine AP projection proceeds
as described above for scout film.

e. For a lateral recumbent projection,
performer proceeds as follows:

i) Immobilizes infant's upper and
lower extremities and turns pa-
tient on to the side of inter-
est or has this done. Cushions
neck, chin, and head, and keeps
cheek level with the cassette.
Uses tape, restraining bands or
diaper across table to support
and hold patient in position.

ii) Has non-infant patient assume
lateral recumbent position on
side of interest. Has patient
flex knees comfortably, and cen-
ters midaxillary line to midline.
Places supports under and be-
tween knees and ankles. Has pa-
tient flex elbows, place lower
hand under head, and has patient
grasp side of table with oppo-
site hand.

iii) Centers cassette to the level of
the midpoint of area of interest.

iv) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

v) Reverses position of patient for
opposite side view.

f. For a lateral view using supine po-
sitioning, performer maintains pa-
tient in supine AP position as de-
scribed.

i) May elevate patient on radio-
lucent sponge or pad. Positions
vertical holder on appropriate
side,or positions grid cassette
vertically on table. Supports so
that x-ray beam may be directed
horizontally at right angles to
film.

Checks that patient is in true
AP position.

ii) Centers cassette to the mid-
axillary line of the body at
the level of the area of in-
terest.

iii) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly across table at right, an-
gles to midpoint of film.

iv) Reverses position of central
ray and cassette for opposite
side lateral view.

g. For anterior oblique projections
(posterior oblique views) perform-
er starts with patient in supine
position.

i) For a left AP oblique projec-
tion (left posterior oblique
view) performer rotates supine
patient to prescribed angula-
tion and supports the elevated
(right) side. May extend and
abduct patient's-upper thigh.
Places arms in comfortable po-
sition with shoulders on a sin-
gle transverse plane. Centers
cassette to the area of inter-
est. Directs central ray at
right angles to midpoint of

film.
ii) For a right PIP oblique projec-

tion performer positions pa-
tient similarly as in (i),
above, but on opposite side.
Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film.

h. For PA oblique projections (ante-
riLr views) performer starts with
patient in prone position.

i) Elevates the opposite side to
the desired angulation and sup-
ports. Rests patient's head
on cheek with arm in comfort-
able position. Has child or
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adult patient support self on
forearm and fler.ed t-nee.

ii) Centers film to the area of in-
terest.

iii) Directs central ray at right an-
gles to midpoint of film.

iv) Reverses patient to elevate op-
posite side for second exposure
if bilateral views are ordered.

i. Performer repeats appropriate steps
including identification of cas-
sette, use of R-L markers, immo-
bilization, collimation, breathing
instructions, shielding and making
exnosure as described above.

9. Performer arranges for processing and
review of spctfilms and each overhead
view.as taken:

a. May sign or have radiologist sign
requisition sheet.

b. Checks that equipment is turned
off.

c. With cassette spotfilms and over-
head exposures, removes any mark-
ers for further use. Attaches ID
card for use with flasher if ap-
propriate.

d. With spotfilm camer:, performer
advances the film so that all ex-
posures made will be wound on the
take-up spool in the rol7 film
cassette. Replaces dark slide on
camera lens. Uses device to cup_
film and create a light shield. Re-
sets counter and removes Film cas-
sette.

e. Performer has overheads aad spot-
films processed at once or decides
to process personally.

f. While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is comfort-
able and, if necessary, attended by
radiolcgist, staff member, or self.

g. When the overheads and spotfilms
have been processed and returned,

A

.List Elements

performer places on view boxes in
sequence. May also hang scout and

prior films. Informs radiologist
that radiograph(s) are ready for
viewing and makes note of radiol-
ogist's decisions:

i) Notes orders for change in tech
nical factors, change in pa-
tient positioning, centering
and/or tube or table angula-
tion.

ii) Notes any decision by radiolo-
gist to inject more contrast
and repeat any pertion of the
procedure for first and/or ad-
ditional tract openings.

h. Assists with any further use of

fluoroscopy.
i. May assist with injection of air

for double contrast study.
j. For further overhead exposures

performer repeats appropriate
steps including identification
of cassette, use of R-L and ori-
fice sequence markers, selection
and setting of technique, posi-
tioning patient and equipment
for focus-object-film alignment,
collimation, shielding, breath-

,! ing instructions, making expo-
sure, and processing, as de-
scribed above.

k. Performer refrains from comment-
ing on the films or providing any
interpretation to patient. Assists
with patient who may be experi-
encing severe pain.

1. Performer shows subsequent radio-
graphs to radiologist as proces-
sed. Continues as ordered.

10. Performer may assist when ordered
with removal of contrast. Operates
tilt table, fluoroscopic controls as..

ordered.
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11. When performer is told by radiologist
that the examination has been complet-
ed, performer carries out termination
steps for the examination:

a. If delayed films have been ordered,
explains appropriate timing and any
prior preparation. With in-patient
may arrange to have nursing staff
in charge of patient's care in-
formed. May provide requisition
sheet and have radiologist fill
out and sign.

b. May allow patient to void in bed-
pan or toilet if appropriate.

c. Removes any markers from patient's

body. May have patient cleansed.
d. May arrange to have infant given

food or drink.
e. May assist ')atient from table. Re-

minds patient of any footrest in
stepping off ;able. Makes sure
that none of the equipment is pro-
jecting over tTe patient before
allowing patient to rise from
stool or table, and assists pa-
tient.

f. If appropriate, makes sure that
patient is in the care of a staff
person who will transport to re-
covery area, appropriate next loca-

tion or, if out-patient, will ar-
range to discharge or send patient

home (with escort if appropriate).
g. May have room and equipment clean-

ed; has any other appropriate
clean up procedures followed to
avoid infection or contamination,
or decides to do personally, de-

pending on institutional proce-
dures.

h. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the overhead views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the num-
ber of spotfilms and overhead views

List Elements Full

taken including retakes; may en-
ter the estimated radiation dose
to which patient was exposed (us-

ing posted information on dosue);
may record any problem with equip-

ment, any special care provided
patient. Signs requisition sheet.

i. Performer may record the fluoros-
copy exatination including expo-
sure time and rad dosage using
posted information.

j. May present requisition form Lo
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May present forms or req-
uisitions for later delayed films.

k. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

1. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.
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this is broad enoPgh to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted
with puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment po-
sitioned for automatic injection,single or biplane
serial filming,magnification,subtraction technique;
filming coordinated with injection;radiographs sent
for processing,radiologist's review;procedures re-
peated,continued as ordered;examination recorded;ra-
diotra.hs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched
uled for cerebral angiography,
or jugular fossa, cavernous
sinus, orbital venography (ra-
diographic contrast studies of
the apacular systems of the
brain) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-
tors used.

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes whether
percutaneous needle punc-
ture or Seldinger cathe-
ter technique is to be
used d(for cerebral angi-
ography); notes entry
site if already selected.
For venography, notes
whether direct frontal

OK-RPRRRR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. 1f there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
-cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;

computer control panel,cable, keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad

exposure charts;phantom,test object;x-ray generator
(s),tube(s),control panel(s);fluoroscope unit,TV mon

litor;shielding;collimAtor(s);serial cassette chang-

er(s) ;tilt table,exteasion;extension cones;grids;

image intensifier;cassettes;R-L,ID device or mark-

ers;automatic injector;immobilization devices;pads;

tape;ECG equipment;emergency cart;sterile procedure

tray for puncture,catheterization,antiseptic,saline,
anticoagulant,local anesthetic,iodine based contrast

disinfectant solutions,swabs,drape,syringes;stretch-
er;wheelchair;calipers,protractor;marking pen;
head band:tgurniauet:tubinz .

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )
,77174177sneteindo recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de,
scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

kny pt.;raiiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker

5. Name erre task so that the znawers to ques-

tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tia1 words.
Taking cerebral angiograms or venograms of any pa-

tient,by reviewing request;measuring,reassuring pt.;

setting up for fluoroscopy,serial filming single or

biplane,maguification,subtraction technique,automat-
ic injection of contrast;making scout films;assistinE

with sterile puncture,catheterization procedure;

identifying films;applying shielding;collimating;
setting technical factors;positioning,immobilizing

tion;having films processed,reviewed;repeating,ad-

[

pt.;making serial films in coordination with injec-

justing as ordered;assisting with termination;plac-

ing radiographs for use;recording examination.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..CK) .
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veia punct,re or retrograde injec-
tion of internal jugular vein will
be used.

b. Notes name of radiologist in charge,
names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled, and whether or when perform-
er is to report for preliminary
preparations.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
paent is in-patient, out-patimt,
emergency patient.

d. Notes areas of interest, whettur
unilateral or bilateral opacifica-
tion is anticipated, whether band
or automatic injection, singlf or
biplane seriography is to be ased,

4

type of cassette changer, whethex
sequence for serial radiograpihr will

be computer controlled (possibly
combining fil.a sequence with progra
for automatic injection of con-
trast). Notes whether program(s)
has been selected for control
panel. Notes whether subtraction,
magnification techniques may be
ordered. Notes orders on sterile
materials such as types and sizes
of needles, catheters, guide wires,
saline, antiseptic, anticoagulant,
anesthetic solutions, iodine based
contrast. Notes whether ECG moni-
toring has been ordered.

e. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is
to set up equipment and/or prepare
patient personally, or whether per-

former will join neuroangiography
team in examination room.

f. Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of allergies.

g. Notes any special information on
patient's condition that could af-
fect positioning, immobilization,

handling, or selection of tech-
nique, such as respiratory or
heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition, presence
of IV drip, behavioral disorder;
notes whether patient will be
arriving on stretcher, wheel-
chair, will be accompanied by
nurse, other staff.

h. Performer notes whether chere are
orders on prior preparation of
patient such as therapeutic diet,
allergy test, lab tests, cessa-
tion of oral contraceptive, prior
abstinence from morning meal,
start of IV drip, prior adminis-

tration of sedation, antihista-
mine or other medication. Notes
appropriate timing and checks
whether all procedures have been
carried out and at appropriate
time, that all reports are with
patient's chart. If there is any
problem,arranges to have proce-
dures carried out, examination
postponed to allow proper timing,
reports problem to appropriate
staff member, or plans to inform

radiologist.
i. Depending on institutional pro-

cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes

any other indication that there

is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus. Reports
problem to appropriate staff mem-
ber or plans to inform radiolo-
gist.

j. Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure his-
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and cumulative exposure.
Notices whether examination has
been done at institution or else-
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where in recent past, whether his-
tory of extensive radiography should
be reported to radiologist.

k. May check that the type of equip-
ment ordered is available in ex-
amination room assigned.
If magnification has been request-
ed, performer may check that the
machine to be used has a fractional
focal spot of appropriate size for
direct magnification technique (i.e.
0.3 mm or smaller), and can operate
with rapid cassette changer.

1. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, -,Itchnical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, equip-
ment and the examination ordered.

i) Notes appropriate sterile proce-
dures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.
Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

ii) Checks own clod-ring to make sure
that performer is in compliance
with institutional rules for
safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.

iii) If general anesthesia may be
given, may check that x-ray
equipment is compatible for use

with anesthesia equipment.

m. If referring physician has request-
ed that pri...r films, scans and test
results already on file be sent
with current radiographs, and if
not already with patient's jacket-
ed material, performer arranges to
hay, these delivered.

n. If the performer determines that

the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, or that suf-
ficient information is lacking for
performer to select technique or to
properly position or immobilize pa-
tient, or if performer considers

List E sments Full

that there may be contraindication
to going ahead with the procedure,
performer notifies supervisor, ra-
diologist, or other designated
staff person, depending on insti-
tutional procedures. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and pro-
ceeds after obtaining needed irfor
mation, signature, or orders.

2. Determines what prior preparations
will be needed, such as cleaning and
preparation of equipment and acces-
sories, proper dress, consultation
with procedure room staff and rehear-
sal if so required. May carry out any
or all of the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the
department for the type of exami-
nation involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography
suite, or room assigned on requi-
sition sheet.

b. If appropriate, arrives for re-
hearsal of Procedure and notes
steps in relation to those of
others on staff.

c. May decide to clean x-ray equipment

or arranges to have this done.

. Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examination room longer than
necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.
b. Reviews the technique chart(s)

for the unit(s) to be used (sin-
gle or biplane serial changer,
fluoroscopy unit).

i) Locates'infOrmation for the
views likely to be involved.
Takes note of'the exposure
factors to be used for over-
heads and fluoroscopy. Con-
siders preferences of the ra-
diologist involved, conver-
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sions needed to account for pa-
tient's age, condition; notes
any newly posted changes in tech-
nical factors (to reflect ac-
commodatiln to a change in ma-
chine ultuut or a policy deci-
sion).

ii) Looks up numerical conversion
factors and calculates,or uses
conversion chart to ascertain
the appropriate new exposure
factor. Multiplies, divides,
adds, or subtracts as appropri-

.

Late.

) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-
posure factors against the post-
ed limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does dOE exceed
the heat cel:acities of the tube
for the focal spot size to be
used. If appropriate, performer
reconverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher

%.1(Vp and lower mAs, minimiziug
k

1.

exposure time.

I.

ic. P nformer makes sure chat x-ray
1

. e ukipment is ready for use. Goes
: r Lontrol panel(s) for x-ray gen-

r
e a or(s) and checks that each in-
d c tor light.shows that machine
is 'warmed up," or turns on main

s i ch as appropriate to equipment
allows time for machine to
m up."

an
liw

akes sure that all circuits
ave been stabilized. If appro-
riate, checks line voltage
eter and, if needed, turns com-

.ensator dial until needle is
ligned properly.on line meter.

ii) As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode, and/or

I

for overhead filming as appro-
priate.

d. Sets up fluoroscopy equipment:
fda

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) If not already done, performer
conne-tts TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is
on.

iii) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (if there is dual
image intensifier).

iv) Performer selects and sets ex-
posure factors for fluoroscopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.
If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved. Sets
fluoroscopic examination timer
to maximum position.

v) If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
copy,performer pos.Ltions and
centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into position. May
check that the grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

vi) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
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tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is 15 inches or more.

vii) Performer may collimate fluoros-
copy tube depending on nature of
the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or may set shutter 61ode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

e. May check fluoroscopy mode. If so,
operates controls in examination
room behind leaded screen:

i) Places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography table
where patient's area of inter-
est will be centered for exami-
nation.

ii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

iii) If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area of
interest.

iv) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views tt,st object being fluoro-

. scoped on TV monitor.
v) Performer adjusts kVp control

(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment is
operating properly.

vi) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-
tained.

vii) Performer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

viii) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May cheek that
exposure is terminated when max
imum examination exposure time
is reached.

ix) After equipment has been check-
ed,performer resets standard
exposure factors. If performer
decides that any of the equip-
ment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges
for alternate unit to be used.

f. If rapid cassette changer(s) will
be used, performer may sat rate
that is standard for procdure and
await radiologist's further or-
ders. May cycle each unit to check
operation. If so, makes sure that
anode is not rotating.

g. Performer may set up and check
automatic pressure injection equip
ment as appropriate to the type
to be used (if any).

h. Performer places single c: bipl-
rapid cassette changers into pc .3.-
tion next to examination table 0

that patient's head can be post-
tioned for scout film(s). Perform-
er may pull out radiolucent ex-
tension from table so that pa-
tient's head can be positioned
over cassette changer but not pick
up vibrations of changer during
exposure.

i. Checks that proper accessories
are aVailable for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during'
exposure. Checks that appropri-
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ate shielding is available fur
placement between radiologist
and the patient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-
lization devices for patient's

'age are present, and that there
is a mattress, pads, pillows
and/or blankets for comfort of
patient. May arrange to have in-
fant kept warm during procedure.

iii) If orders have been 8iveu for
the computer program(s) to be
used (giving the number of films
to be taken, per second inter-
vals, number of separate series,
and possibly a program to co---
ordinate with automatic pressure
injection), performer arranges
to have keypunch control card
prepared or delivered and check-
ed, or decides to do personally.
When orders have been given and
control card is ready,performer
places control card as appropri-
ate in control panel of comput-
er.

iv) Checks that extension cones are
available. May set up shoulder
rests, hand holds on tilt table.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards
or leaded numerals or markers.
Checks that equipment or device
is available to number serial
films, or checks that cassettes
such as vacuum cassettes are
prenumbered and are in numerical
order. May prepare identifica-
tion strip using tape and lead
numerals giving appropriate ID
information for placement on
table or scout film cassette(s).
Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

vi) Performer makes sure that an
adequate supply of loaded cas-

List Elements Full

settes for rapid film changer
(s) of the appropriate types
and sizes are available in the
examination room. Checks that
these are loaded with appropri-
ate speed and type of film and
grid combinations depending on
the projections and techniques
to be used, type of equipment,
and institutional practices. If
adequate supply is not in room,
arranges to obtain or decides

to obtain personally.

j. Performer notes whether ECG moni-
toring equipment (if ordered) and
emergency cart are present. Notes
who will be assigned to monitor.

k. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly

prepared or decides to do per-
sonally.

i) Depending on radiologist's de-
cisions on location and the
type of surgical entry and in-

stillation to be used, perform-
er may check for appropriate
types and sizes of puncture
needles, tourniquets, cathe-
ters, syringes, scalpels, guide

wires, forceps, dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-
septic, saline, anticoagulant
and local anesthetic solutions
are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate aque-
ous iodine based contrast solu-

tion is present. Checks that
there is no evidence of chemi-
cal deterioration. May check
that contrast solution is at
appropriate temperature; may
arrange to heat or cool.

4. Depending oh institutional procedures

performer may bring requisition
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sheet, patient's chart, and prior
films and scans to radiologist; may
bring or escort patient and accompany-
ing staff members to examination room;
and/or may join radiologist and pa-
tient after informing radiologist that
equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient
in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or aecontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from holding area and
prepared for the examination (if
not already done), or decides
to do personally. Depending on
institutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in
bringing patient to examination
room.

iii) Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and/or
parent or guardian, and intro-
duces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet. With in-patient, checks
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Makes patient comfortable on
table. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base
to x-ray table.
If patient is in wheelchair,may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. MLItes sure

that wheelchair is in locked
position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac or infusion equipment
attached, makes sure that
equipment is being monitored.

vi) If not already done, has pa-
tient's dentures, hair pins,
spectacles, and any jewelry re-
moved. Makes sure that all gar-
ments are removed down to be-
low the neck or has young pa-
tient put in gown and kept warm
as appropriate.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about-prior preparations and
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (es-
pecially iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child be.a.ring
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

ix) If7any preparatory procedures
. were not carried out, if pa-

386
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tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not already
been recorded, performer informs
radiologist in charge at once;
proceeds only with approval.

x) Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardlesftof patient's behav-
ior. Attempts to develop a warm
interaction with patient. May
hold child; speaks to patient
in calm, gentle voice. Attempts
to calm patient and gain coopera-
tion by communicating as appro-
priate to patient's age or, if
appropriate, level of function-
ing. Is as calm and gentle as
possible. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,
that it is not appropriate for
technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak to
physician.

xi) Unless measurements have already
been made, performer may use
centimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the skull at
the level and in the direction
in which the central ray of the
x-ray beam will pass through the

centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining
exposure factors.
After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position
as possible. May observe whether
patient is obese or has a short
neck requiring special position-
ing or use of angle block under
film.

b. When performer has measured the
patient, may preset technical fac-
tors for scout film(s):

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary,
scout projection(s) as describ-
ed taking account of the mea-
surements taken of the patient.

ii) At control panel(s) sets
controls for radiography mode.
Selects milliamperage and
chooses selectors for the cor-
rect focal size. Selects and
sets the exposure time that
will produce the mAs desired.
Sets the kVp selected by choos-
ing the combination of major
and minor kilovoltage settings
to produce the desired kVp.

iii) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use
of manual tableside adjustment
of collimator, table and of
x-ray tube height and position
(unless these have already been
set).

iv) Performer obtains the appropri-
ate size loaded cassette for
the scout projection and at-
taches identification informa-
tion to the cassette.
Places right or left marker on
cassette as appropriate to the
study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-
ton for automatic marking.
Places identification informa-
tion on appropriate corner of
cassette or sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette.
May place patient's card into
card tray for equipment using
automatic film marking device.
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i) Performer may note radiolo-
gist's decision on whether to

v) Places cassette on AP film
changer or radiolucent exten-
sion where patient's head will proceed and what will be done.

be positioned. Performer may ad- Notes radiologist's orders for

just table height to allow for scout film, type of immobilize-

appropriate placement of cas- tion.

sette on AP serial cassette ii) Plans "plain film(s)" of the

changer or on radiolucent ex- skull in standard position or

tension over changer so that as ordered. May plan for AP and

top of cassette, changer and lateral exposures, simultaneous

table are properly aligned,
vi) Performer may return to overhead

exposure if biplane equipment
is to be used.

unit and set the focal-film dis-
tance (if not already done).

iii) May provide gown, gloves, mask,
lead apron and gloves to radio-

Operates controls or manually logist.

moves the x-ray tube into place iv) Performer provides patient and

over the film holder (or at anyone who will remain in room

right angles to upright holder). during exposure with appropri-

Checks the focal-film distance
ate protective shielding. If a

by reading indicator scale in staff member will be asked to

the tube housing; adjusts until assist, performer provides lead

the required FFD is obtained. ed gloves and apron. Explains
if necessary that this is not

c. Performer may inform attending ra- cause for alarm but a general

diologist that patient is ready to precaution to minimize unneces-

be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films to ra-

sary radiation exposure.

5. Performer makes scout films of pa-

diologist. tient as ordered:

i) If not already done, performer a. Performer prepares patient for

tells radiologist about any dif exposures:

ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything

i) Performer may have an infant ,

patient's body and extremities

else that should be brought to immobilized at sides by mummy-

radiologist's attention. Notes ing (wrapping), or decides to

any special orders or change do perscnally. If performer

in procedure decided by radio-
logist. Proceeds as ordered.

asks co-worker or nurse to do,
indicates at what level sheet

ii) Performer may accompany radio- should be wrapped.

logist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient

ii) May explain or demonstrate to
staff member or patient what

and staff members.
is required for immobilizing.
May obtain help in positioning.

d. If not already done, performer
iii) Performer positions patient's

joins radiologist, patient and
other staff.in examination room.

body in supine position on

388
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table with head lying on cas-
sette placed over or on AP cas-
sette changer. For lateral pro-
jection supports and raises head
on a radiolucent sponge. Arrange
body so that its median sagittal
plane is centered to the midline
of table. Supports any elevated
parts. Has non-infant patient
place arms in a comfortable po-
sition and supports ankles and
knees. Arranges shoulders to lie
on a single transverse plane.

iv) In positioning head, refers to
standard reference lines. May
use wax marker to draw in refer-
ence lines, or visualizes ten-
tally. Has non-infant patient
first relax muscles of neck and
then moves head gently. Centers
film to part and keeps long axis
parallel to film holder.

v) Performer defines the median sag
ittal plane of the skull by re-
ferring to the sagittal line
connecting nasion, acanthion
and symphysis menti (mental
point).
Marks or defines the infraorbi-
tomeatal line by finding the
line connecting the external
auditory meatus and the infra-'
orbital margin. May palpate to
find infraorbital margin.
Defines the interpupillary line
as the transverse line which
connects the pupils of the eyes
when the patient is looking
straight ahead, with the nasion
at its midpoint.

vi) In setting the tube angulation,
measures the angles between the

central ray and the reference
lines on the patient's skull,
such as infraorbitomeatal
line. Checks skull rotation by
measuring the angle between the
horizontal plane or the verti-

List Elements Fully

cal central ray and the median
sagittal line.

b. For lateral view of cranium,places
cassette in vertical film holder
or lateral-view unit of single
or biplane changer as close to the

head on the side of interest as
possible.

i) Adjusts patient in supine po-
sition with head raised on ra-
diolucent support so that head
is centered for horizontal pro-

jection.
ii) Adjusts in AP position so that

median sagittal plane is at
right angles to the extension
board or surface on which head
is resting, and parallel with
the plane of the film. Extends
head so that infraorbitomeatal
line is at right angles to the
horizontal plane.

iii) Centers cassette to a point
slightly cranial to the auricle,
midway between the forehead and
the occiput, or centers to the
mastoid process, at a point
about 1 cm. cranial to and 2 cull

posterior to the external audi-
tory meatus, depending on the
area of interest.

iv) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to midpoint
of film or as ordered.

c. For an AP projection of cranium,
performer removes radiolucent
sponge unless simultaneous biplane

exposures will be made. Places

cassette under patient's head with

patient in supine AP position.

0 Immobilizes head in same AP
position as described above.

ii) Centers cassette to the median
sagittal plane at the level of
the area of interest.

3d9
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iii) May define a line from the
supraorbital margin and about
2 cm. above and anterior to the
external auditory meatus. Di-
rects central ray parallel to
that line and 2 cm. cranial.

iv) May direct central ray through
the midorbits at about 200 ceph-
alad,coinciding with a line pass-
ing through the nasion and a
point about 2 cm. cranial to the
auricle of the earlor as ordered.

d. Immobilizes head using tape,
sponges as appropriate.

i) For infant,places restraining
bands as appropriate using ad-
ditional strips of gauze and ad-
hesive tape as appropriate.

ii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

iii) Checks final positioning using
protractor and light in colli-
mator. Activates the collimator
light and points the light beam
towards the part. Uses cross-
hair shadows as reference for
center of field, and uses the

collimator light to center the

tube to the part.
iv) Checks that primary beam will

enter the'center of the area of

interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project the

view desired. May readjust x-ray
tube pdsition lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better cen-

tering.

e. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so as to

List .Elements
^tarrel4gallaalr

expose only the-area of interest

as defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to
-ffiinimum size needed to cover

the area of interest.
ii) Performer may mark patient's

skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac-
ilitate any further filming
required.

f. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may.be in the primary

.beam but are not of interest for

the examination, such as eyes.
Makes sure that anyone remaining
in room is supplied with lead
gloves and apron and stays out of

central beam.

g: Performer may rehearse non-infant
patient in holding breath and re-
maining motionless,or observes in-
fant patient's breathing and plans

exposure for the appropriate quiet

phase such as after expiration.
h. Performer makes the exposure:

WObserves the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-

tion if warranted.
ii) Returns to control panel. Makes

sufe controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath, or
observes infant's breathiAg
and times exposure to thc:. ap-
propriate quiet phase required.
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iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger.or, expo-
sure control button (or appro-
priate control for simultaneous
biplane exposure).

iv) While exposure is underway, per-
former may check that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

vi) After exposure is completed,
tells patient that he or she can
relax. Returns to patient. Re-
moves the cassette(s) and any
markers for further use.

i. If single plane scout films in both
AP and lateral projections are or-
dered (and if biplane equipment
was not used), performer maintains
patient in same position; removes
radiolucent sponge if lateral will
be followed by AP projection, or
the reverse, and proceeds with sec-
ond exposure as described,

j. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or
decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

..

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges

.

,

6.

7.

to have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready.

During radiologist's review of req-
uisition, scouts, prior films and ex-
amination of patient, performer notes
radiologist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
o r reschedule procedure, perform-

er may arrange to terminate and
reschedule as appropriate; has
any orders for rescheduling filled

out and signed as appropriate.
b. Performer notes whether radiolo-

gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering, or central ray
angulation for later serial film-

ing.

i) Perforner records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats preiimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-

tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for den-

sity or contrast, and adjusts
as appropriate to avoid any
need for future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-

quence of examination, use of-Con-,

trast and equipment, injection of
contrast, and serial filming.

Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by ra-
diologist based on the part of the
work for which performer will be re-
sponsible. May carry out any or all

of the following:

3
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a. If performer is responsible for pro-
cedure tray, arranges to replace or
provide any equipment or materials
ordered by radiologist not already
on tray. May assist in preparation
of syringes containing saline solu-
tion, local anesthetic, anticoagu-
lant, contrast solution. Notes or
checks amounts ordered.

b. If performer will be responsible for*
overhead films, prepares ahead for
use of fluoroscopy with surgical pro
cedure, use of overhead film to
check needle placement, automatic or
hand injection (especially if com-
puter controlled), and serial film-
ing:

i) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy and serial filming
based on radiologist's review of
scout film(s) and the presence of
contrast for serial films.

ii) If check of needle and/or cathe-
ter position will.be needed dur-
ing surgical procedure, perform-
er prepares cassette(s) with ID
information as appropriate. May
plan to use Polaroid cassette
and processing equipment.

iii) If not already dcne and required
for equipment to be used, perfo
er reviews with radiologist or-
der- for sequence and timing of
serial filming. Notes whether su
traction films are to be made. If
so, makes sure that program or
settings allow for a plain film
to be taken for each view,follow-
ed by injection and serial films;
notes rate per second and inter-
vals between sequences to allow,
for arterial, capillary and ven-
ous phases as required for cere-

.

bral angiography or venography.
iv) Sets programs for serial cassette

changer(s), automatic injector
as appropriate. Checks that plan-

ned exposure time does not ex-
ceed available capacity of unit.
If not already done and computer
program will be used, checks
keypunch control card and places
in computer control panel.

v) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number
of vacuum or other type of cas-
settes as ordered. (If appropri-
ate, loads cut film changer or
rbll film changer.) If the same
changer Will be used for lataral
and AP projections, loads only
enough cassettes for series in
the first (lateral) position to
avoid artifact caused by shadow
from last exposure in one posi-
tion on the first cassette to
be used in next position.
If tiplate changers are to be
used, performer notes whether
the exposures will be simulta-
neous or alternating; loads
changers as appropriate.
For computer controlled units,
plugs synchronization cable
from control unit into appro-
priate receptacle on the x-ray
control panel.

vi) Marsdt up equipment for auto-
matic marking of films in numer-
ical sequence or records cas-
sette numbers for the sequence.

vii) If automatic pressure injection
is to be used, may attach tubing
to syringe(s) with contrast
using sterile technique. At-
taches to machine and mounts sy-
ringe(s) as appropriate. Checks
that there are no air bubbles.
If appropriate, makes sure ma-
chine is on "stand-by." Makes
sure machine is grounded.
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viii) If automatic in;, ction is not
computer controlled, sets flow-
rate dial for the cc's per second
as ordered by radiologist. When
ordered by radiologist, sets
pressure control as designated.

c. If performer is to assist with prep-
aration of patient for puncture,
washes hands observing sterile tech-
nique when appropriate.

i) If not already done, may arrange
to have puncture site(s) shaved
and prepared.

ii) May have patient placed in or
maintained in supine position on
table with head resting on oc-
cipital area over AP cassette
changer.
For access to carotid artery, in-
ternal jugular or frontal vein,
may lower head end of table for
Trendelenburg position; may ex-
tend patient's neck. May place
supports under patient's should-
ers or neck. Turns head away from,
first side to be punctured.
For antecubital arterial punc-
ture may tape arm to pad or arm
board in extended position,.
For femoral arterial puncture ab-
ducts patient's legs and exposes
the femoral artery on the side
to be punctured below the ingui-
nal ligament as high as possible,
but allowing for later compres-
sion proximal to puncture site.
Immobilizes head as appropriate.
May place compression bands
across patient's body; cly use
wrist restraints.
May swab puncture site area with
antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding area with sterile
towels.
May make sure that ECG monitor-
ing leads have been applied, or
decides to do personally.

d, If not already done, may provide
radiologist with lead shielding,
gloves, sterile gown, gloves,mask.
Makes sure that patient and every-
one to remain in room is properly
shielded; may place lead screen in
place if radiologist will inject
contrast by hand.

e. If patient is to have general
anesthesia, performer awaits sig-
nal that procedure can begin.

f. May receive or obtain a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries
out appropriat s.. steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
tat:01 with nonsterile objects.

g. For internal jugular or frortal
vein puncture performer may assist
with application of sling tourni-
quet or may practice application
of digital compression to the
veins as ordered by radiologist.
If performer is to apply compres-
sion personally, dons lead gleves
and uses lead screen and apron.

h. During injection of local anesthe-
tic,puncture,placement-of needle
or catheter, performer assists as

appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile tech-
nique.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and/or prog-
ress of catheter placement. On
signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights;
turns on TV power switch. May
operate fluoroscope controls on
orders from radiologist. Ad-
justs ki.rp and/or mA controls
according to radiologist's or-
ders.
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'

iii) Performer may operate tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or
assist in positioning patient as
ordered. May apply manual pres-
sure As rehearsed.

iv) For overhead check of needle
placement, performer places cas-
sette as indicated by radiolo-
gist. Sets technical factors as
appropriate for location as fo2
plain films. Collimates to area
of interest and makes exposure.
Has film processed at once or
decides to do personally. Places
for radiologist to view.

v) Continues as ordered until ra-
diologist is satisfied with nee-
dle or catheter placement.

vi. Repeats as appropriate for bi
lateral injection.

-

i. lf radiologist decf.des on pressure
for automatic injection during ob-
servation on TV monitol, performer
sets pressure control as ordered,
with machine on "stand-by."

j. Once catheter position(s) are judged
satisfactory, may tape into position
maintaining sterile field.

k. If amount of contrast to be used
is decided during fluoroscopic ob-
servation, performer may have sy-
ringes filled as appropriate,

. Performer coordinates serial filming
with the radiologist when so ordered:

a. Performer sets up for lateral film-

ing as described, or for simulta-
neous or alternating biplane lateral,
and AP filming. Collimates to the
area of interest. Notes side of

interest.
b. Reviews with radiologist proper

timing in relation to injection
sequence for lateral views unless
this is all to be done automa;.ic-
nlly..Allows for ?lain-films to be

taken before injection if subtrac-
tion films are ordered.

c. On signal from radiologist perform-

er starts the automatic film chang-

er, or initiates the comppter con-
trol of the injection 2,-...d serial

exposures at the coritco!. panel.

d. If at any time perL,rm-...r is to ap-
whply manual pressur, ile co-work-

er initiates exposures, performer

carries out compression to jugular
Veins, anterior facial veins,or
other veins as rehearsed or order-

ed at appropriate times.
e. Performer has the serial films

processed at once or decides to

do personally.

i) Makes sure that cassettes are
numbered for appropriate order
in sequence.

ii) When the serial films have been
proceased, performer may place
on view boxes with biplane AP

and lateral views together and
in appropriate serial order.
Notifies radiologist that they

are ready.

f. Unless biplane seriography has
been carried out, performer sets
up as quickly as possible for AP

filming and second injection. If

appropriate for bilateral injec-

tion repeats for opposite side

as appropriate: .

i) Reloads serial changer with
cassettes or adjusts roll or
cut film transport for AP ser-

ial projections. Removes ra-
diolucent pad from under head.

ii) Sets up for AP projection as
described earlier.

iii) Repeats coordination of injec-

tion and exposures, processing,
and placement for review as

described.
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g. After processing, if radiologist
indicates that subtraction prints
are to be made, performer notes
which post-injection radiographs
(for each view) the radiologist
wishes to utilize. Places the plain
(pre-injection) film with the
counterpart post-injection views
selcted by radiologist.

i) Makes out order for subtraction
prints and takes to staff member
who carries out this procedure.
May present orders orally; mly
decide to prepare personally.

ii) When subtraction prints are
- ready, performer places for

viewing as described.
iii) Repeats as appropriate if second

order subtraction prints are or-
dered by radiologist.

9. If radiologist decides to repeat any
exposures, performer resets technical
exposure factors, pressure settings, "

etc.,as required and repeats appropri-
ate steps.

If rac:iologist decides to have addi-
tional views made, petformer notes
radiologist's orders and prepares as
appropriate:

a. Notes orders for a change in amount
of contrast, change in pressure
settings for automatic injection,
and/or the rate and speed for
serial filming. Adjusts equipment
as appropriate.

b. If radiologist orders additional
views,performer makes any,changes
in x-ray tube position, angulation
and/or position of cassette chang-
er and/or position of patient's

head as appropriate:

i) For half-axial AP projections,
performer maintains patient's

head in AP position as describ-
ed. May direct central ray to
the region of the hairline at
abcut 300 to 370 caudad or as
ordered,depending on area of in
terest, with central ray exit-
ing at the external auditory
meatus. Keeps infraorbitomeatal
line vertical.

ii) For half-axial oblique projec-
tion rotates head 35° to 45°
away from the injected side and
directs central ray to the re-
gion of the hairline, about 30°
to 37° caudad or as ordered,de-
pending on the area of inter-
est.

iii) For an oblique projection, ro-
tates head about 30° away from
Llie injected side or as ordered
May direct central ray to the
midorbit of the uppermost side
about 20° cephalad; may direct
central ray 2 cm. craaial to,
and parallel with, a line from
the supraorbital margin to a
point 2 cm. cranial to.the ex-
ternal auditory meatus, depend-
ing on area of interest.

iv) For a submentovertical projec-
tion of the cranial base (un-
derside of chin to top of
cranium), performer maintains
patient in AP position on table
extension and adjusts cassette
changer to upright position.
Elevates torso so that head
ca l. be extended, and rests head
so that the vertex is against
the upright film holder. Flexes
patient's knees and supports.
Supports head after adjusting
central ray angulation and re-
positions only when ready to
make exposure so as to kLep
strain on neck to a minimum.
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Adjusts head so that median
sagittal plane is at right an-
gles to film and so thLt the in-
fraorbitomeatal line is closely
parallel to the plane of the
film. Adjusts the central ray
so that it is at right angles
to,the infraorbitomeatal line,
centered as ordered.
Centers film to central ray. Di-
rects central ray to enter the
median sagittal plane of the-
throat between the angles of
the mandible and the sella
turcica at appropriate anterior
angle or as ordered. May immo-
bilize head with tape placed on
the chin and anchored to the
sides of the head support.

c. If magnification is requested by
radiologist for AP or lateral pro-
jection, performer may set up as
follows before next injection and
filming:

1.) Removes grid from changer. De-
termines tne degree of magnifi-
cation requested. If the request
is expressed as an area magni-
fication, performer determines
the linear magnification by
taking the square root. (Linear
magnification squared equals

area magnification.)
ii) If the distance from the patient

to the film, object-film dis-
tance (OFD) will be a relatively
inflexible distance, performer
measures this distance.

iii) If the distance from the fecal
spot (target) to the patient,
target-object distance (TOD)

will be the relatively inflex-
ible distance, performer de-
termines what this is by mea-
suring or reading appropriate
indicator scale on tube housing.

I11
List Elements Fully

iv) Defines the target-film dis-
tance (TFD)'.as the sum of OFD,

and TOD.
v) Depending on whether the OFD

or the TOD is fixed, performer
calculates the required com-
plementary distance by refer-
ring to a magnification chart
for the degree of linear magni-
fication required, or uses the
formula: degree of linear mag-
nification equals TFD divided
by TOD. For a two-times linear
magnification performer simply
sets the TOD equal to the OFD.

vi) Performer adjusts and locks the
film or head support height and/
or the tube height to the cal-
culated OFD and TOD. Rechecks
TOD and OFD to be sure that they
correspond to the calculated
distences.

vii) Performer adjusts the collima-
tion to correspond to the field
size articipated (for the TOD
involved).

viii) For magnification techaique
using a vertical cassette
changer, adjusts upright holder
to appropriate height; adjusts
x-ray tube to right-angle hori-
zontal projection of beam to
film; centers to the film; mea-
surt_s and adjusts TOD to pa-
tient's position; measures and
adjusts OFD froM patient's po-
sition.

ix) If the sum of the new TOD and
OFD (TFD) is now different from
the TFD used for non-magnifica-
tion technique, performer may
consult technique chart to note
the factor to use for a compen-
satory change in mAs. May also
note the change in kVp and mAs
necessary to compensate for Any
change in collimation from non-
ruagnification technique. Con-

,
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sults appropriate chart for con-
version factors. May record. Per-
former resets technical factors
as appropriate.

d. If appropriate,repeats proLcdures
as ordered for opposite side study.

e. For each new series, performer car-
ries out positioning, setting up
for amount, type of injection. Re-
sets equipment for automatic pres-
sure injection and serial filming
as ordered, and applies manual com-
pression if appropriate. Coordi-
nates with radiologist and repeats
appropriate steps including proces-
sing and placing for review. Con-
tinues as ordered.

f. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist
immediately.

10. When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examination is com-
pleted, performer may assist with ter-
mination steps. May carry out any or
all of the following as appropriafe:

a. May assist while radiologist re-
moves connecting tubes, syringes,
or needles.

b.'May prepare to apply pressure to
arterial puncture site when or-
dered. May prepare to apply pres-
sure dressing to puncture site
after manual pressure has been ap-
plied.

c. Performer coordinates with anesthe-
siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
'covery and aft r-care of patient.
Makes sure that patient is attended
and will be transported to appro-

List Elements Fully

priate next location such as re-
covery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radio-

logist orders additional examina-

tion or delayed abdominal film.
e. Performet records the examination

atcording to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial over-
head views taken, the technical'

factors used, and film sizes. May
record the number of exposures
made of each view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated ra-
diation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information

on dosage); may record any prob-

lem with equipment, any special
care provided patient. Signs req-

uisition sheet.
f. Performer may record the fluoros-

copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted

data.
g. May have room and equipment clean-

ed; has any other appropriate
clean up procedures followed or
decides to do personally, depend-
ing on institutional arrangements.
Has reusable catheters flushed at
once.

h. Performer may return accessories

such as computer control cards and
immobilization devices to appro-
priate locations or has this done.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or hav
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-

dures.
j. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is read

to proceed with next examination.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;position
ed in PEG chair;cassettes idectified;technical fac-
tors selected and set;scouts taken;physician assist-
ed with spinal puncture;radiographs,tomograms stereo
films taken as ordered,processed,presented,rePeaten
as ordered;examination recorded;radiographs placed
for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for cerebral pneumography
radiographic study of cerebral
cortex and ventricles after re-
moval of some cerebrospinal
fluid and replacement by air or
gas,either by needle entry
through subarachnoid spaces in
spine (pneumoencephalography),
or by direct entry into skull
and ventricles by surgical tre-
phining (ventriculography) ,as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

r..

,
ertormer reads the requisi-

tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if cnly certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior films;view boxes;
pen;x-ray generator(s),control panels,x-ray tubes,
collimators;cassettes;extension cones;R-L,ID,level
markers;pad;head support;immobilization devices;tape
scissors;shielding;calipers;protractors,triangles;
manometer;adult or pediatric PEG chair;tomography at
tachment;stereography equipment;vertical grid casset
te holders;sterile procedure tray for spinal punc-
ture or trephining;iodized oil contrast;specimen
test tube,label;gloves,masks,gowns;basin;drape;
towels;emergency cart;wax pen;pacifier,toys;techni-
que,standard view,tube rating,rad exposure charts;
wheelchair;stretcher

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...()0 No...( )

. If "Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;radiologist;surgeon;nurse;anesthesiologist;
co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for,
whether pneumoencephalog-
raphy or ventriculography.

i) If pneumoencephalog-
raphy, notes whether

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking pneumoencephalograms or brain ventriculograms
of any pt. by reviewing request,measuring,reassuring
pt,;preparing pt. for procedure;making scout films;

.
assisting with spinal puncture or surgical entry and
injection of air or gas;setting up,immobilizing pt.
for filming head in rotating PEG chair;identifying
films;applying shielding;collimating;setting techni-
cal factors;setting up for stereography,tomography;
making exposures in erect,brow-up and brow-down posi
tions as ordered;having films processed,reviewed;re-
peating,adjusting;making positive contrast ventricul
ograms as ordered;assisting with termination;placin g
radiographs for use;recording examination,

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..g)
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fractional filling will be
employed.

ii) If ventriculography,notes where
the surgical procedure will be
carried out, whether patient
will arrive before or after in-
troduction of air or gas con-
trast, whether positive con-
trast (iodized oil) may also be ,

used.
*iii) Notes whether a PEG chair (som-

ersault chair) will be used,
whether tomography unit is
available and/or ordered, wheth-
er stereo filming may be requir-
ed.

iv) Notes whether general anesthe-
sia may be administered.

b. Notes name of radiologist (and sur-
geon for ventriculography) in
charge, names of other staff mem-
bers assigned,such. as anesthesiol-
ogist, neurologist, any staff mem-
tier Who will monitor vital signs.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification nuthber, sex, age,

and weight.
d. Depending on institutional proce-

dures and type of examination,notes
whether performer is to set up
equipment and/or prepare patient
personally, or whether performer
will join patient, radiologist (and
surgeon) and procedure team in ap-
propriate procedure room.

e. Performer notes how patient will
arrive for examination (whether al-
ready sedated in wheelchair, on
stretcher, accompanied by whom,
whether patient will be coherent).

i) Notes any orders for prior prep-
aration of patient such as ad-
ministration of IV infusion,
medication, sedation, reports
on vital signs, shaving of entry

site(s),withholding of morning
meal, emptying of bowels and
bladder prior to lumbar punc-
ture, and proper timing.

ii) Checks whether orders for
prior preparation were carried
out and at appropriate ,time.
Reports any.problems to radio-
logist or arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out and/or ex-
amination delayed.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes wheth-
er female patient is pregnant,
reviews date of female pa-
tient's last menstrual period,
or notes any other indication
that there is no danger of ex-
posure of a known or possible
fetus. Reports any problems to
radiologist before continuing.

iv) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-
nation has been done at insti-
tution or elsewhere in recent
past, whether there is history
of extensive radiography to be
brought to radiologist's at-
tention.

v) If positive contrast may be
ordered, notes whether there
is allergy report. If patient
has allergic history, plans to
bring this to radiologist's at-
tention.

f. Performer considers the x-ray and
accessory equipment, technical
ftw_cors, shielding and immobili-
zation equipment appropriate for
the patient's age, sex, size, con-
dition and the examination or-
dered.

3 9
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i) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures and supplies needed.

ii) Checks own clothing to make sure
that performer is in compliance
with institutional rules for
safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.

g. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking for
performer to select technique or
to properly position or immobilize

patient, or if performer considers
that there may be contraindications
to going ahead with the procedure,
performer notifies supervisor, ra-
diologist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the prolem if
appropriate, and proceeds after ob-
taining needed information, signa-
ture, or orders.

h. If referring physician has request-
ed that films already on file be
sent with current radiographs, and

if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have prior films delivered.

Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and

the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than nec-
essary. Washes hands as appropriate.

a. Checks that room is equipped with

two x-ray units and two film hold-

ers to permit frontal and lateral

projections without repositioning
patient.

If appropriate, checks that prop-
er size PEG chair (adult or pedi-

atric) is present and, if
motorized, checks that it is
in proper working order.

ii) Notes whether tomography at-
t.cichment (if any) is in place
and functioning, whether equip-
ment is set up for stereo
filming (if ordered).

iii) If not already done, has equip-
ment cleaned as appropriate for
use in sterile procedure or de-
cides to do personally.

iv) Makes sure that x-ray unit(s)
are ready for use. Goes to con-
trol panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that in-
dicator light shows that ma-
chines are "warmed up," or
turns on main gwitch as appro-
priate to equipment and allows
time for machines to "warm up."
If appropriate, performer may
set radiography or tomography
mode selector and set colli-
mator control for manual opera-
tion.

v) Performer reviews the technique
chart for the machine(s) to be
used and takes note of any
newly posted changes in tech-
nical factors (to reflect ac-
commodation for change in ma-
chine output or a policy de-
cision).

b. Checks that procedure tray for the
examination has been properly pre-
pared or decides to do personally:

i) Checks that materials of var-
ious or appropriate sizes are
present for lumbar puncture or
trephining and injection of
air or gas. May check for
emesis basin and towels, ster-
ile drapes, local anesthetic,
antiseptic solutions.
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ii) If positive contrast ventricu-
lography may follow,checks that
iodized oil contrast is avail-
able and, if not at required tem-
peraturelheating device.

i) May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identifica-
tion strip for placement on
film holder(s) giving appro-
priate patient identification

iii) May check that label and sterile information.

container for cerebrospinal ii) Performer may prepare for use

fluid specimen is prepared or of flashcard by checking that

decides to do personally. May there is piece of lead on film

check that manometer is present. holder surface; may write out
ID information on card if not

c. Checks that emergency cart is pre- received with requisition.

sent and equipment to monitor'vital iii) 'Checks identification against

signs if appropriate,
d. Checks that proper accessories are

requisition sheet.

available for procedure including 3. Depending on institutional procedures

leaded rubber shielding, aprons,
and gloves to be used by performer,

radiologist, the patient, and/or

performer may bring requisition
sheet, patient's chart, and prior
films to radiologist; may bring or

anyone who will remain in the room escort patient and accompanying staff

during exposure. to examination room; and/or may join

radiologist (and surgeon), staff and

i) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks, gloves to be worn for

patient after preparing for proce-
dure.

sterile procedure.
.

ii) Checks that appropriate immo- a. If performer is to prepare pa-

bilization devices for adult tient in examination room, may

or child are present. proceed as follows:

iii) Checks that extension cones are
available. i) Washes hands as appropriate.

iv) Makes sure that right (R) and ii) Performer has the patient

left (L) markers are available brought from the holding area

for use and identification cards and prepared for the examina-

or leaded markers or numerals

for film identification (and

tion (if not already done),
or decides to do personally.

recording 'of level and ampli- Depending on institutional ar-

tude for tomography). rangements, performer may de-

v) Performer makes sure that an cide to assist in bringing pa-

adequate supply of loaded cas- tient to examination room

settes of the appropriate types (wheeled on stretcher or wheel-

and sizes are available in the chair if patient has been se-

examination room. If not, ar- dated; escorted or carried if

ranges to obtain or decides to child or adult P atient is to

obtain personally, have general anesthesia after
entering department).

e. Performer prepares for identifica- iii) Performer greets a coherent

I

tion of the fil.r9 using equipment

provided by insEitution:

patient and any accompanying
staff person and introduces
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self. Checks patient's identity Makes sure that any life sup-

against the requisition sheet,
referring to hospital identifi-

port equipment is being moni-

tored.

cation bracelet or other iden- vii) Answers patient's questions

tifier. Checks with accompanying honestly; attempts to reassure

staff member on any special pre- and develop confidence. Re-

cautions necessary during proce- mains aware that patient may

dure. be frightened, may be disor-

.
iv) Performer has patient assisted iented due to effects of seda-

to PEG chair or decides to do tion.

personally with help,depending Performer explains when asked

on whether patient is to be put medical questions that it is

into position in chair before not appropriate for technolo-

being examined by radiologist. gist to answer these; encour-

Makes sure that no equipment is ages adult to speak to physi-

in the way that may be collided cian.

with by patient. Attempts to develop a warm in-

If patient is in wheelchair,
moves patient in chair into po-

sition next to PEG chair. Locks

teraction with infant or child.
-

May speak to patient in balm,
gentle voice; attempts to calm

wheelchair and obtains help in patient and gain cooperation

lifting patient from wheelchair by communicating as appropriate

to PEG chair. to patient's age or, if ap-

.
If patient is on stretcher,
places stretc:tor into position

propriate, level of function-
ing and coherence.

and locks so that patient can viii) If appropriate and not already

be lifted from wheeled base to done, performer questions fe-

PEG chair. male patient of child bearing

May have nurse carefully lift age regarding possible preg-

infant and then place in nancy; asks about prior prep-

pediatric PEG chair,or, lifts in- arations ordered for patient;

fent carefully, supporting in- and/or asks about allergies

fant's head, and places in po- or adverse reaction to contrast

sition with head supported. J.x) If any preparatory procedures

v) Makes sure patient is being at- were not carried out, if pa-

tended and there is no danger tient has sensitivity to con-

patient will fall off chair. trast, or if there is any pos-

vi) Has patient's dentures, hair sibility that patient is preg-

pins, spectacles, and any jew- nant, and these have not al-

elry at head and neck removed ready been recorded, performer

if not already done. Makes sure informs radiologist in charge

that all garments are removed at once; proceeds only with

down to below the neck. If not approval.

already done, has infant pa- x) Unless measurements have al-

tient's clothing removed and has ready been made, performer may

patient put in gown and kept as use centimeter calipers to mea-

warm as appropriate, sure the thickness of the skull
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at the level and in the direc-
tions in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use in
determining exposure factors.
After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position
as possible.

b. Performer may inform radiologist
that patient is ready to be ex-
amined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films to ra-
diologist.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to inr-,rmation, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in

procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room,
make introductions or greet pa-
tient and/or staff.

iii) May provide radiologist with
gown, gloves, mask, lead apron
and gloves.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, surgeon, patient
and other staff An examination
room.

d. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior radiographic ma-
terials,and examination of patient,
performer notes radiologist's or-
ders:

i) If radiologist decides to can-

cel or reschedule procedure,

performer may arrange to termi-
nate and reschedule as appro-
priate; has any orders for re-
scheduling filled out and sign-
ed as appropriate.

ii) If radiologist decides that
additional preparatory steps
are needed, performer may ar-
range to have these carried
out and/or performer arranges
to reschedule patient.

iii) Performer notes radiologist's
final decisions on how to pro-
ceed. Notes radiologist's or-
ders for scout films, type of
immobilization, prer,lration of
patient,puncture site and ma-

terials.

4. Performer positions patient in PEG
chair as appropriate to the model
at the institution:

a. Seats patient in chair in normal

upright position. Places padding
in position to protect patient
from straps and buckles.

b. Buckles patient into position so
that torso, shoulders, arms,
pelvis,thighs, legs,feet and
wrists will be supported in any
position from upright through
brow-up and brow-down.

i) Checks straps and buckles to
make sure that they are sup-
porting patient firmly but not
cutting off circulation.

ii) With pediatric patient,may
also use towels, gauze bands
and tape to immobilize in pedi-

atric chair.

5. Performer makes scout films as or-
dered after making sure that patient
is being attended. Sets up equipment
for the examination before position-
ing and immobilizing patient:
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a. Performer selects the speed, type

of film, grid,and cassette combi-
nations appropriate for the pro-
jection and equipment to be used
as determined by institutional
standards. Selects size based on
the size of the patient's skull.

b. Performer identifies cassettes for

frontal and lateral projections:

i) Places right or left marker on
cassette holder or cassette as
appropriate to the equipment,or
depresses appropriate R or L

button for automatic marking.

ii) If patient's identification in-

formation is in the form of
lead numerals, performer places
on appropriate corner of cas-

sette.
iii) If patient identification infer-

mation is to be entered by use
of flasher, sets flashcard aside
for later use with space created
by piece of leaded rubber on ap-
propriate edge of cassette.
Performer may place patient's
card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-

ing device.
iv) Performer places one cassette

in each of two upright cassette
holders placed for frontal and

lateral projections.

c. Performer selects the exposure fac-

tors for the first and second pro-

jections. May consult the tech-
nique chart posted for the machine.

For each projection proceeds as
follows:

i) Locates the information needed

for the skull projections in-

volved according to the thick-

ness of the part and the col-
limated field size to be used.

Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of
film type and speed, focal
spot size, FFD and use or non-
use of other accessories (such

as screens, grid, etc.).
ii) Makes note of the kVp, mA,

T(seconds of exposure time),
focal spot size, and the focal
film distance (FFD) called
for.

iii) Once the standard kVp, mA and
tima have been determined, per-
forner notes whether any con-
versions are necessary to ac-
count for patient's age, condi-
tion, preferenze of the ra-
diologist involved, and any
other conversion needed such
as posted change. Performer

looks up numerical conversion
factors and calculates, or
uses conversion charts to
ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor (kVp, mA and/

or time). Multiplies, divides,

adds, or subtracts as appro-
priate.

iv) Performer check: any new or
unfamiliar exposure factors .

against the posted limits of
the x-ray tube on a tube rating
chart to be sure that technique
does not exceed the heat cap-
acities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used.
If appropriate, performer re-
converts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

d. Performer sets exposure factors
as selected:

i) At control panels makes sure
that indicator light shows that

404
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x-ray generator(s) are ready
for use. Makes sure that all
circuits have been stabilized.
Checks that controls are set
fur radiography mode.

ii) As appropriate, checks lime volt
age meters and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line
meter.

iii) For each projection selects
milliamperage and chooses se-
lectors for the correct focal
spot size. Selects and sets the
exposure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major and minor kilo
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iv) Depending on the equipment, II14),
set controls to provide for use
of manual adjustment of tube
height, position, and colli-
mator (unless these have already
been set).

v) Performer sets each unit's focal
film distance (if not already
done). Operates controls or man-
ually moves each x-ray tube into
place at right angles to upright
holders. Checks the focal-film
distances by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs until the required FFD is
obtained.

e. Performer prepares the patient in

the position selected for the
scout exposure:

i) May explain or demonstrate to
patient what is required. May
obtain help in positioning.

ii) May tape th:',6 auricles of each
ear forward with a narrow strip

of adhesive tape. Makes sure

that tape does not extend be-
yond the posterior junction of
the auricle and the head.

f. In positioning head, performer re-
fers to standard reference lines.
May use wax marker to draw in ref-
erence lines or points on skull
or visualizes mentally. In posi-
tioning head, has patient first
relax muscles of neck and then
moves head gently.

i) Performer defines the median
sagittsl plane of the skull by
referring to the sagittal line
connecting the nasion, acan-
thion and symphysis menti
(mental point).

ii) Performer marks or defines the
orbitomeatal line for reference
as that connecting the external
auditory meatus and the outer
canthus of the patient's eye.

iii) Performer marks or defines the
infraorbitomeatal line (Reid's
base line) as that co,inecting
the external auditory meatus
and the infraorbftal margin.
May-palpate to find infra-
orbital point.

iv) Performer marks or defines the
supraorbitomeatal line as that
connecting the external audi-
tory meatus and the supraor-
bital margin. May palpate to
find supraorbital point:

v) Performer marks or defines the
acanthiomeatal line as that
connecting the external audi-
tory meatus and the acanthion.

vi) Performer defines the inter-
pupillary line as the trans-
verse line which connects the
pupils of the eyes when the
patient is looking straight
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ahead, with the nasion at its
t&dpoint.

g. Performer centers skull and keeps

the long axis parallel to the film
holder. With upright holder, ad-
justs height of holder to part and
centers part to film.

h. In setting the tube angulation, the
performer measures the angles be-
tween the central ray and the ref-
erence lines on the patient's skull,
such as the orbitomeatal line.

i) Checks skull rotation by measur-
ing the angle between the hori-
zontal plane or the.vertical
central ray and the median sag-
ittal plane of head.

ii) If head cannot be adjusted so
that the reference line on head
is at the specified angle to the
film, performer measures the an-
gle between the desired one for
the reference line and the actu-
al angulation obtained. Adds the
measured difference to the pre-
scribed central ray angulation
to compensate and thus obtain
the required projection.

i. If erect lateral and/or PA projec-

.

i) Performer has patient rest head
on chin support with neck some-
what flexed and with the fron-
tal area resting against the
vertically placed grid casset-
te holder, centered to the
frontal area. Places the lat-
eral grid cassette holder ver-
tically on side of interest
against patient's cheek, cen-
tered to the mastoid process.

ii) Adjusts head so that the median
sagittal plane of the head is
exactly perpendicular to the
frontal cassette holder and
exactly parallel with the plane
of the laterally placed film.
Adjusts flexion of head so that
the orbitomeatal line is at an

angle of 25
0
with the horizon-

tal plane, open forward,or as
ordered.

iii) Places cassette in lateral
holder if lateral film will be
exposed first; places cassette
in frontal cassette holder if
the PA film will be exposed
firs:-

iv) For a lateral projection of the
, foramen magnum area, directs

the central ray at right an-
gles to film, directed to the
region of the mastoid process.

v) For a lateral projection of
the fourth ventricle, directs
the central ray at right an-
gles to film through a point
just above the auricle.

vi) For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the fourth ventricle
and vallecula, directs central
ray at right angles to the film

entering the midline at the
level of a point just above the

auricles.
vii) For a supraorbital PA projec-

tion of the,fourth ventricle

tion(s) of the area of the fourth
ventricle, aqueduct of Sylvius,
cisterna magna and the vallecula of
the cerebellum are required, per-
former positions the patient's
head and maintains the position
for both projections. Adjusts the
laterally placed upright grid cas-
sette holder and the horizontal
x-ray tube for the lateral projec-

tion. Makes the exposure, and then
places a cassette in the upright
cassette holder in front of head,

and positions x-ray tube from be-

hind patient's head.
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directs the central ray caudally,
entering the midline just above
the level of the auricles on a
line parallel with the supra-
orbitomeatal line.

j. If autotomography has been request-
ed for eny lateral projection (when
tomogr..., y equipment is not avail-

able o7. not feasible with equipment
to be used), performer rehearses a
patient who can cooperate. Has pa-
tient practice rocking the head frwn
side to side in an arc of about 10°,
as if saying "no," with forehead re-
maining in contact with the grid
front of the cassette holder.

k. Performer may have patient practice
breathing out and holding breath
when ordered until told to relax,
or observes patient's respiration
and plans to make exposure at the
rest phase of exhalation.

1. Performer immobilizes patient's
head. May place restraining bands
as appropriate using strips of
gauze and adhesive tape. After pa-
tient has been immobilized, per-
former makes sure that patient is
still able to make small movements
necessary for normal circulation,
respiration, and other vital func-
tions.

m. Performer checks final position-
ing using triangles, protractor
and light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light beam towards the part.
Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field. Uses
the collimator 7ight to center the
part to the film holder ami to cen-
ter the tube to the part. Rechecks
angulation of head and central ray.
Checks that the primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at che selected angle to

List Elements Fully

the film so as to project the view
desired. May readjust x-ray tube
position to provide better center-

ing.
n. Performer provides for appropri-

ate collimation and shielding:

i) Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, per-
former adjusts the collimator.
Collimates so as to expose only
the area of interest (and thus
provide maximum protection and
detail). May use extension cone
(in direct contact with head
when appropriate for immobili-
zation) for proper collimation.
Adjusts primary beam to mini-
mum size needed to cover the
area of interest.

ii) if not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead
shielding to gonads and other
sensitive areas that may be in
the primary beam but are not
of interest for che examina-

tion.
iii) Supplies anyone holding the pa-

tient (if absolutely necessary)
or remaining in room with lead
gloves and apron and makes sure
he or she stays out of central
beam. Explains if necessai7
that this is not cause for
alarm but a general precaution
to avoid unnecessary radiation
exposure.

iv) May mark patient's skin to show
original collimation and cen-
tering points; may record ex-
posure factors to facilitate
any further filming required.

o Performer makes first (or next)

exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the ex-

4 7
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posure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion.

ill) As rehearsed, tells patient
when to breathe out and hold,
and/or when to start rocking
for autotomography, or observes
patient's breathing and times
exposure for the rest phase of
exhalation.

iv) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

v) While exposure is underway per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

vi) May watch for evidence of mal-
function such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

vii) After exposure is completed,
tells patient and any adult
with infant that he or she can
relax.

viii) After exposure performer re-
turns to patient; Removes cas-
sette from holder. Removes any
markers for further use.

p. Performer repeats radiography
steps for all scout exposures or-
dered before review by radiolo-
gist, adjusting technical factors,
and x-ray tube as appropriate to
each projection ordered.

q. Performer arranges to have the
scout exposure(s) processed at
once or decides to do personally.

Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition. While films are
being processed, makes sure.that
patient is comfortable and at-
tended by staff person or self.

r. Performerbrings the processed
scout film(s) dit.ectly to the
radiologist in charge, places on
view boxes, and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom. May, dis-
play prior films as well. Informs
radiologist when the scout films
are ready.

i) During radiologist's review
of scouts performer notes
whether radiologist requires
a change in technical factors
and/or patient positioning or
centering for later filming.

ii) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the ex-
amination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography if so or-

dered.
iii) Notes whether any problem

with technique is due to per-
former's own lack of atten-
tion, malfunction of equip-
ment, or preference of radi-
ologist for density or con-
trast, and adjusts as appro-

. priate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

iv) Notes radiologist's final or-
ders on sequence of examina-
tion and use of contrast and
equipment.

v) As required, resets technical
exposure factors as appropri,
ate for first set of postin-
jection overheads using air
or gas and reflecting radio-
logist's orders:
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. Performer carries out preparations the area of the puncture site

for pneumoencephalography or ventricu- (lower lumbar or cervical

lography as ordered by radiologist region) is accessible through

(or surgeon) based on the part of the the open back of the chair.

work for which performer will be re- iii) For surgical entry for ventri-
spJnsible. May carry out any or all . culography (if not already

of the following: done), performer adjusts pa-
tient's head in PEG chair as

a. If performer is responsible for ordered by surgeon to provide

procedure tray, arranges to replace access to the posterior half

or provide any equipment or meter- of the head.

ials ordered and not already on iv) May have entry site prepared
tray. May assist in preparation of or carries out personally using

puncture needles, syringes, local sterile technique: Washes hands
anesthetic, iodized oil contrast as appropriate. Swabs area

(if it may be used) in amounts or- with antiseptic solution. Al-

dered. Checks contrast for signs lows to dry; may then repeat

of chemical deterioration,

and processing:

I

b. Prepares ahead for overhead filming
with alcohol.
Ccolers surrounding areas with
s!-:yrile towels or drape.

v) If patient is to have general
i) Ioentifies cassettes as describ- anesthesia, performer awaits

eo.

1

.. signal that procedure can be-

ii) May review sequence of filming gin.

if fractional introduction of vi) Performer may receive or ob-

contrast will be used. tain clean hospital gown, cot-

iii) If not already done, performer ton "boots," cap End mask.

may provide radiologist with le Dons these at appropriate time

shielding,gloves,sterile gown,
gloves,mask. Makes sure that pa-

before working in sterile area.
Carries out appropriate steps

tient and eve-zyone to remain in to maintain the integrity of

room is properly shielded. sterile areas; avoids touching

.

c. If performer is to assist with

patient, drapes, radiologist,
nurses, or instrument table.

spinal puncture or trephining, may
carry out any or all of the follow-
ing steps:

with nonsterile objects.

d. Informs radiologist and/or anes-
thesiologist or surgeon when pa-

i) Performer checks position of
patient in PEG chair or posi-
tions as described above.

tient and materials are ready.

7. During spinal puncture or surgical
ii) For spinal puncture places pa- ventricular entry performer may as-

tient in seated erect position sist using sterile technique:
with chin supported and neck
flexed so that upper forehead
is leaning slightly forward

a. May hand materials and supplies

against the vertical grid. I m-
when asked. -lay provide manometer

mobilizes head. Makes sure that
(with spinal tap) when asked. May
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additional iniections of air
or gas as appropriate.

b. If an erect oblique lateral pro-

1

8.

record cerebrospinal fluid pres-
sure as dictated by radiolozist.

b. As radiologist r.:..moves cerebro-
spinal fluid performer may hold
prepared test tube or contaive
while radiologistejects contents
in syringe into it; or receives
test tube. May arrange to haire
specimen covered and prepared for
laboratory or decides to do per-
sonally.

c. May assist with sterile dressing
of puncture or trephine sites un-
less neeile is kept in place for
fractional filling,

On orders from radiologist performer
takes the first set of erect radio-
graphs,as described above for the
scout films or as described below,
depending on orders.

a. For each set of radiographs per-
former repeats appropriate steps,
makes exposures and presents to
radiologist for review as describ-
ed, and awaits further orders.

i) When making exposure with pa-
tient under general anesthesia
performer may await signal from
anesthesiologist that respira-
tion has been suspended; makes
exposure and indicates to anes-
thesiologist when respiration
can be resumed.

.

ii) For each set of fractional films
positions patient's head before
the injection by radiologist or
surgeon and makes exposure as

quickly as possible after in-
jection of contrast.

iii) With fractional filling tech-
nique performer makes sure not
to dislodge puncture needle.
Between series assists with re-
moval of additional fluid and

,

-......,

jection is ordered, performer main
tains patient's head in the ini-
tial flexion as described and
turns the occiput away from a
laterally placed film 70 to 100
as ordered. Directs central ray
to the area of interest at right ,

angles to the plane of the film.
c. If erect projections of the basal

cisterns are required, performer
positions patient's head as de-

_
scribed earlier.

i) For a PA projection of the
basal cisterns, performer di-

,

rects the central ray to the
midline at a level just above
the auricles at 50 cephalad
or as ordered. May then make
projection with central ray at
15° cephalad or as ordered.

ii) For a lateral projection of the
basal cisterns perfarmer posi-
tions head in more erect posi-
tion so that the orbitomeatal
line is horizontal, and the
median sagittsl plane is par-
allel with the plane of . lat-
erally placed film. Directs
central ray at right angles
to film through the sella
turcica (a point about 3/4
inch anterior to and 3/4 inch
above the external auditory
meatus).

iii) If erect proiections of the
third and lateral ventricles
are required, performer posi-
tians as in (ii), above, but
directs the central ray just
above the auricles.

9. When all the erect projections have
been made and reviewed, performer

4'0
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may receive orders for stereo filming

and/or tomography. Performer notes the
positions and vrojections ordered.
Positions patient's head and cassette
(s) as described above according to
projections ordered. May proceed as
follows depending on the equipment
available.

0. For stereo-filming, unless equipment
is automatic, performer proceeds by
centering and directing the central
ray for stereographic examination.

Performer centers and adjusts the
central ray at the angle for a single
plane study as follows:

a. For first exposure moves centering
point the correct distance in the
appropriate direction (such as lat-
eralward or posterior); then in-
creases or decreases the angle as

appropriarT.
b. Fuz *he second exposure, removes

the first cassette and replaces
with a second cassette and, starr-
ing from single plane angulation,
shifts centering in the opposite
direction and for the same did-
tance; changes the angulation in

the opposite direction (increases

or decreases).
c. For automatic stereo-filming sets

the two x-ray tubes into position
for frontal or lateral shift at
desired angle; places cassettes
into position; and sets controls
for automatic exposures in se-
quence.

11. For linear tonography performer notes

the number of initial tomograms, the

size of the "slice" (exposure angle

or amplitude), speed and the initial

level of interest ordered.

a. Performer prepares marker giving
the level at which the fulcrum

will be set for the given expo-
sure and attaches to cassette as
appropriate.

b. Performer sets the fulcrum (layer

height) level for the first (or
next) exposure:

i) If a "book" cassette is to be
used, performer sets the ful-
crum level to coincide with the

uppermost body layer to be pro-

jected.
ii) If an automatic layer height

selector is available, perform-
er sets the controls to the

interval distances selected,
and sets the fulcrum for the
uppermost or lowermost body
layer desired depending on
the direction of the automatic
change.

iii) Sets the fulcrum level using
hand crank or power switch and
checks the setting on the ful-
crum (layer height) indicator.

c. Performer sets the amplitude

(sweep):

i) Makes sure that x-ray tube is
centered at zero angle. Checks
focal-film distance.

ii) Sets the prescribed exposure
angle or amplitude as appro-
priate to equipment and checks
angle on indicator.

d. Performer sets the sweep speed as
prescribed, according to the
speeds available for the equip-
ment, the exposure angle selected,

and established procedure for the
area of interest (or patient's
age). Notes the duration or actual
exposure time as the product of

the angle and the sweep speed se-

lected.
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e. Sets the directional control switch gram (unless book cassette was

to right or left for horizontal used).

travel or up or down for vertical iii) Inserts new cassette as de-

travel depending on the direction scribed.

in which the tube will travel dur- iv) Changes fulcrum to new layer

ing the actual exposure.
f. Sets exposure factors as appropri-

height (level) as appropriate,
unless this will be done auto-

ate. matically.

g. Checks that no obstructions are
present which might restrict tube-

v) Performer continues until all
tomograms exposures ordered

mount travel,
h. Collimates and cones down as ap-

have been made.
vi) Has tomograms processed and

propriate,and provides shielding
as described. Provides shielding
to eyes and/or small shielding

placed for review as described.

k. Performer notes instructions from

over corneas. radiologist regarding additional

i. Performer may test the tomographic layer levels, amplitude, and num-

set-up by proceeding with tubemount ber of cuts to be made for each

sweep bu :. not activating exposure. position. Notes radiologist' pref-

Has patient practice breathing and
holding still as ordered and per-
mits patient to sense the duration

erence for technical factors.

i) Depending on radiologist's or-

time for each sweep: ders, performer makes tomograph
ic exposures at the selected

.

i) Turns on power for tomographic interval cuts.(amplitude) and

attachment or mode. Using ap- levels required for each posi-

propriate switch, activates to- tion ordered, as described

mographic sweep action without above.

activating exposure, and holds ii) Readjusts fulcrum level, tech-

until tubemount reaches the ex- nical factors, patient posi-

treme limit of travel. tioning, collimation and shield

ii) Returns tubemount to other ex- ing as appropriate. Makes sure

treme position, holding until ID, R-L and layer heights are

tubemount travel is comvete. marked. Makes exposures and has

Interrupts travel at any point tomograms processed at once as

and makes any adjustments nec- above.

essary. Returns equipment to iii) Brings tomograms to radiologist

"start" position. and displays on view boxes as

iii) Makes exposure as appropriate, before.
iv) Performer notes whether a given

j. After exposure performer returns level will be further defined

to patient. Removes cassette. . by smaller "slices" (expanded
amplitude) within a more re-

l.) Removes any markers. stricted area. If so, repeats

ii) Performer ;laces ID, R-L and ap- procedures after adjusting

propriate next layer height mark amplitude and redetermining ex-

ers on cassette for next tomo- posure techniques.
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v) Performer shows subsequent sets
of tomograms to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed.

12. Throughout procedure performer remains
alert to patient's condition.

a. Notes any signs of paleness, weak
pulse, faintness, nausea.

b. Notifies nurse or physician at once
if patient shows emergency signs.

c. May assist physician in rotating
chair backward to help a patient

that faints.
d. May assist to prevent patient from

aspirating vomitus.
e. Reassures patient. May provide damp

cold towel, emesis basin. May clean
patient.

13. If performer is to take projections
with patient in "brow up" or "brow
down" or lateral recumbent positions,
performer may proceed as follows:

a. Performer may assist with removal

of needle and dressing of site.
b. Before rotating patient to brow up

or down positions and/or "somer-
saulting" patient in chair, per-
former rechecks buckles and straps
to be sure patient is being held
securely. Operates motor to con-
trol movement of chair.

c. At any point in procedure perform-

er may, on orders from radiologist,
maneuver patient in chair through
a complete forward or backward
"somersault" to circulate gas or
air.

d. If "brow-up" projections of the
frontal and temporal horns of the
lateral ventricle and anterior por-
tion of the third ventricle are
required, performer moves chair
backwards so that patient's head
is in supine position.

i) Rests patient's head on a ra-
diolucent support and adjusts
grid-cassette holder vertically
for lateral projections;adjusts
cassette under head in horizon-
tal position for AP projections.

ii) Positions head so that the
orbitomeatal line is at right
angles to the horizontal plane
(for AP projection) and so that
median sagittal plane is verti-
cal and parallel with the lat-
erally placed plane of the film

(for lateral view). Immobilizes

head.
iii) For an AP projection (poster-

ior view) of the temporal horns,

performer centers to the mid-
orbits. Directs central ray at
100 cephalad to the midpoint or

as ordered.
May direct central ray a: right
angles to a point halfudy be-
tween the supraorbital ridge
and the hairline.

iv) For a half-axial AP projection,
performer directs the central
ray to the hairline at a 25° to

350 caudal angle or as ordered. A

v) For a lateral projection cen- P

ters to a point just cranial to

the auricle and directs the cen
tral ray horizontally to the
midpoint.

vi) If autotomography is ordered
for lateral view of the third
ventricle, performer centers to
a point one inch anterior to

and one inch cranial to the
external auditory meatus; and
directs central ray at right
angles to thai point.

vii) For a lateral projection of the

anteroinferior portion of the

third ventricle, performer
places a pad on the head sup-
port and lowers it to receive
the head after it is fully ex-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 505

This is page 17 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full

tended from the supine position.
Rests patient's head on vertex.
Places vertical grid-cassette
holder in lateral position.
Adjusts head so that the orbito-
meatal line is as nearly hori-
zontal as possible,and the me-
dian sagittal plane is vertical
and parallel with the plane of
the film.
Centers to the sella turcica
(3/4 inch anterior and 3/4 inch
cranial to external auditory
meatus). Directs central ray
horizontally to the midpoint of
film. Performer may use this po-
sitioning for autotomography.

e. If lateral recumbent projections
of the lateral ventricles are re-
quired, performer rotates chair so
that patient is in semiprone posi-
tion and cheek is resting on a sup-
port on the horizontal plane.

i) Plans to radiograph both sides,
rotating patient from one side
to the other.

ii) Places grid-front cassette under
cheek for each projection.

iii) Centers head so that ihe extern-
al auditory meatuses are super-
imposed at the midline of the
cassette at the level of a point
1.5 inches cranial to the ex-
ternal auditory meatus.

iv) Adjusts so that the infraorbito-
meatal line is parallel with
the transverse axis of the film
and the median sagittal plane
is exactly horizontal. Supports
the jaw to prevent rotation and
immobilizes head.

v) Directs central ray vertically
to enter at the midpoint de-
scribed above, at right angles

to the film.

List Elements Full

f. If "brow down" projections of the
occipital horns of the lateral
ventricles, posterior portion of
third ventricle,and the fourth
ventricle are required, performer
moves chair so that patient's head

is in prone position.

i) Rests patient's head on a ra-
diolucent support with nose
and forehead in contact with
surface. Adjusts grid-cassette
holder vertically for lateral
projections and cassette under
head in horizontal position for
PA projections.

ii) Positions head so that the
orbitomeatal line and the me-
dian sagittal plane are ver-
tical, with median sagittal
plane parallel with the later-
ally placed plane of the film.
Immobilizes head.

iii) For a PA projection (anterior
view), performer centers cas-
sette to the midline 3f head, .
at the level of a point 2
inches cranial to the external
auditory meatus. Directs the
central ray at right angles to
the midpoint.

iv) For a reverse PA half axial
projection, performer directs
the central ray 25° to 30°
cephalad (cranially) or as or-
dered, entering the external
occipital protuberance.

v) For a lateral projection cen-
ters cassette to a point just
cranial to the auricle and di-
rects central ray horizontally
to the midpoint of the film.

vi) For a horizontal lateral pro-
jection ("hanging head" view)
of the fourth ventricle, per-
former places a pad on the head
support and lowers it to re-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code.No. 505

This is page 18 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

ceive the head after it is fully d. May assist if Rr' ordered with lum-

flexed from the prone position bar puncture to remove oil con-:

(i:e., is hanging down). trast. Assists as described ear-
Rests head on vertex. Places
vertical grid cassette holder

lier.

in lateral position. 16. When informed by radiologist (and
Adjusts head so that the orbi- surgeon) that radiography is complet-

tomeatal line is as nearly hori- ed, performer may assist with termi-

zontal as possible and the me- nation steps. May carry out any or
dian sagittal plane is vertical all of the following as appropriate:

and parallel with the plane of
the film.

,

a. Performer coordinates with anes-
Centers cassette to a point just thesiologist (if present) and/or

cranial to the auricle. Directs other staff members responsible
the central ray horizontally to for recovery and aftercare of pa-
the midpoint of the film. tient. Makes sure that patient is

attended and will be transported

14. Performer follows radiologist's orders to appropriate next location such

for each set of exposures. as recovery area room or surgery.
b. May present requisition form to

a. Makes stereoscopic and/or tomo- radiologist for comments and sig-

graphic projections using the po- nature.
sitions.ordered as described. c. Performer records the examination

b. May take final projections in the according to institutional proce-

initial "sitting" position(s) as dures. May include date, room, ex-

ordered.
c. Repeats any projections,making any

amination type, the views taken,
the technical factors used, and

appropriate adjustments as ordered. film sizes. May record the number
of exposures made of each view in-

15. If the radiologist and surgeon decide
on positive contrast ventriculog-

cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which

I

raphy, performer assists as appro-
priate:

patient was exposed (using posted
information on dosage); may record
any problem with equipment, any

a. May prepare iodized oil in sy- special.care provided patient.

ringe and/or heats to room tem- Signs requisition sheet.

perature or has this done. d. May check that cerebrospinal fluid

b. Performer may assist while the sample has been prepared for lab-

contrast medium is injected,
c. Takes radiographs in the posi-

oratory, is properly identified,
or decides to do personally. May

tions and projections ordered present lab. order form to radio-

as described above. logist for signature.
e. Performer may have room and equip-

i) May assist while surgeon po- ment cleaned; has any other appro-
,

sitions patient. priate clean up procedures follow-

ii) Resets technical factors as
appropriate to take account
of positive contrast medium.

ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange,
ments.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code Ao. 505

This is page 19 of 19, for this taA,..

List Elements Fully List Elements Fula..

f. Performer may return or replace
special equipment to appropriate
stored positions or locations.

g. Performer may decide to jacket ra-

diographs, requisition sheets, and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book .

personally, or has this done, de-

pending on institutional proce-
dures.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 506

This is page 1 of 17 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt.reassured,measured,position-
ed;films identified;equipment set up for fluoros-
copy,spotfilming,overheads;scouts taken;radiologist
assisted with puncture,instillation,fluoroscopy,
spotfilming;overheads taken as ordered;radiographs
processed,presented,repeated as Ordered;radiologist
assisted with removal of contrast;examination re-
corded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for positive contra ts myc-
lography (radiographic study of
the subarachnoid spaces of the
spinal canal and/or structures
around the foramen magnum and
posterior fossa after instills-
tion of an iodized oil contrast
medium) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional ar-
rangements,performer may also
receive prior plain film(s)
or films of prlor contrast
studies.

2. What is used in performing this ta3k? (Note

if 21.2a. certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Patient's x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior films;view boxes;

pen;x-ray generator,control panels,tilt-table,x-ray
tube(s);fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier;grid;
bucky,spotfilm device;roll film or cassettes;TV

monitor;collimator:R-L,ID markers;sterile procedure

tray for spinal puncture; emergency cart;leaded

shielding,aprons,gloves;immobilization devices;tech-
nique,standard view,tube rating and rad exposure
charts;phantom or test object;calipers;protractor;
vertical cassette holder;iodized oil contrast,heater;

specimen tk..st tube,label;gloves,masks,gowns;basin,
towels;wax pen;wheelchair;stretcher;cassettes;exten-
sion cones;tubing;tape,gauze band;scissors;padding;
shoulder and head supports,harness;footboard;mano-
meter;stop lock

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes.. (X) No...( )
. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the

'es to q. Name t e ind o recipient, examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Any pt.;radiologist;nurse;anesthesiologist;co-worker
S. Name fhe task so that the answers to ques- a. Performer checks the examii

-nation called for and pur-

pose:

i) Notes area of interest,
such as posterior fos-
sa, cervical, thoracic,

or lumbar spine.
ii) Notes site of puncture

such as cisterna magna
or lumbar spine.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking positive contrast spinal or posterior fossa

myelograms of any pt. by reviewing request; measur-
ing,reassuring pt.;making scout films;preparing pt.

for puncture;setting up for fluoroscopy,spot film-

ing;assisting with puncture,fluoroscopy,spot film-

ing;identifying films;collimating;applying shield-

ing;setting technical factors;making overheads as

ordered;having radiographs processed,reviewed;re-
peating,continuing as ordered;assisting with removal

of contrast;terminating;placing radiographs for use ;

recording examination.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

4 7



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 506

This is page 2 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full

iii) Notes whether general anesthesia
may be administered.

b. Notes name of radiologist in charge,
names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled.

c. Performer reads patient's name, iden
tification number, sex, age, weight,
and height.

d. Notes any special information on
':atient's condition that could af-
fect positioning, immobilization,
handling, or selection of technique,
such as patient arriving in traction,
presence of respiratory or heart
disease, communicable or infectious
condition, presence of IV drip, be-
havioral disorder, incoherence.
Notes whether patient will be ar-
riving on stretcher, wheelchair,
traction frame, will be accompanied
by nurse, other staff.

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of allergies.

ii) Notes whether female patient is
pregnant, reviews date of female
patient's last menstrual period,
or notes any other indication
that there is no danger of ex-
posure of a known or possible
fetus.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent past,
whether there is history of ex-
tensive radiography to be brought
to radiologist's attention.

e. Performer notes any orders for prio

preparation of patient such as
clearing of colon prior to lumbar

AMMOMMIM.
List Elements FullY

myelography, shaving of area if
cisternal puncture will be done,
prior medication or sedation of
'patient. Checks whether orders have
been carried out and whether ad-
ministration of medication was at
appropriate time to allow.for medi-
cation to take effect.

f. If patient has history of aller-
gies, if female patient may be
pregnant,or if prior preparations
have not be carried out,or if
proper amount of time, has not
elapsed to allow medication to tak
effect, performer plans to report
problem to radiologist or appropri
ate staff member, and/or arranges
to have examinatic- postponed as
appropriate.

g. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, equip-
ment and the examination ordered.

i) Notes appropriate sterile proce
dures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination
Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

ii) Checks own clothing to makesure
that performer is in compliance
with institutional rules for
safe,'sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.

h. If referring physician has request
ed that prior films,scans and test
results already on file be sent
with current_radiographs, and if
not already with patient's jacket-
ed material,performer arranges to
have these delivered.

i. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete,or that suf-
ficient information is lacking for



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 506

This is page 3 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Fullx.... List Elements Full

performer to select technique or to i) Checks that these are loaded

properly positior. -Yr immobilize pa- with appropriate type and speed

tient, or if perfoxmer considers of film,with proper grid combina

that there may be contral.ndications tions,depending on the projec-

to going ahead with the procedure,
performer plans to no:ify supervisor

tions and techniques to be used,
type of equipment, and institu-

radiologist, or other designated tional practices.

staff persoL, depending on institu- ii) Selects size(s) based on the

tional procedures. Explains the pro area(s) to be inclvded, the

lem if appropriate, and proceeds views anticipated and patient's

after obtaining needed information,
signature,or orders.

size.
iii) If adequate supply is not in

room, arranges to obtain or de-

. Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room

cides to obtain personally.

d. Performer prepares for identifica-

assigned on requisition sheet. Prepares tion of overhead and spbtfilm cas-

ahead so as not to keep patient in ex- settes using equipment provided by

amination room longer than necessary. __----istitution:

a. Washes hands as appropriate. If not i) May obtain lead numerals and

already done, has equipment cleaned tape and prepare identification

for use in sterile procedure,or de- strip for placement on film

cides to do personally. holder(s) giving appropriate pa-

b. Performer makes sure that x-ray tient identification informatio

equipment is ready for use. Goes to ii) Performer may prepare for use of

control panel(s) for x-ray generator flashcard by checking that there

(s) and checks that each indicator is piece of lead on film holder

light shows that machine is "warmed surface;may write out ID infor-

up," or turns on main switch as ap- mation on card if not received

propriate to equipment and allows with requisition.

time for machine to "Taarm up." iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

i) Makes sure that all circuit3 iv) May place identification card

have been stabilized. If appro- into card tray for equipment

priate, checks line voltage meter using automatic film marking

and, if needed, turns compensa- Gevice.

tor dial until needle is aligned v) Makes sure that right (R) and

properly on line meter. left (L) markers are available

ii) As appropriate, performer sets -for use and identification

x-ray generator mode selector(s) cards, leaded numerals or mark-

to fluoroscopic mode, and/or for
overhead filming as apprc?riate.

ers.

e. If examination may include spot

c. Performer makes sure that an ade- filming using a cassette/bucky spot

quate supply of loaded cassettez; for film device, performer may insert

overhead and spot filming of the ap- cassette after properly identify-

propriate types and sizes are avail- ing:

able in the examination room.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 506

17 for this cask.This is page

List Elements Fully__... List Elements Full

i) May use controls or manually pull tient's identification informa-

out spotfilm bucky tray and open tion for use with sp-,tfilm de-

retaining clamps. vice. Inserts in slot in spot-

ii) Inserts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Makes sure clamps
are closed.

film camera as appropriate.

g. Performer reviews technical expo-

iii) Moves cassette into appropriate sure factors for fluoroscopy,spot

"stored" position,
iv) If R-L markers are to be used wit

filming and overheads based on
standards set by the institution

spot filming, performer tapes into as appropriate for the examination

place on image intensifier screen
or plans to tape to patient's
body.

involved: -

i) Locates information for the
views and body parts likely to

f. If examination may include spot film- be involved. Takes note of the

ing using a camera (attachea to imag exposure factors to be used for

intensifier) and roll film, perform- overheads and fluoroscopy. Con-

er checks film supply indicator to
.

make sure that there is sufficient

siders preferences of the ra-
diologist involved, conversions

film in the roll film cassette, needed to account for patient's
age, condition, use of contrast.

i) If there is insufficient roll Notes any newly posted changes

film in camera, performer arrang in technical factors (to reflec

to have roll film cassette loadedi accommodation to a change in ma

or decides to do personally. chine output or a policy deci-

ii) When loaded roll film cassette sion).

is obtained, performer checks ii) If a conversion of factors will

loading in subdued ligbt. Checks be needed, looks up numerical

that end of film is cut correctly conversion factors and calcu-

and is properly threaded and at- lates, or uses conversion chart

tached to take-up spool so that to ascertai the appropriate

film unwinds appropriately, new exposure factor. Multiplies,

Checks that film is properly en- divides, adds, or subtracts as

gaged in sprockets. Locks into appropriate. .

operating position. If appropri- iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex

ate, cuts off excess film at posure factors against the post

exit port and removes. Attaches ed limits of the x-ray tube on

film cassette to camera and locks a tube rating chart to be sure

into place. Replaces camera coverl that technique does not exceel

iii) If there is an adequate film sup-I the he;.:t capacities of the tube

ply, checks that film is properly for the focal spot size to be

loaded.
used. If appropriate, performer

iv) Performer advances film to com- reconverts the technique to an

pensate fOr any exposure of film equivalent output using higher

due to installation or check. kVp and lower mAs, minimizing

v) Removes dark slide from camera exposure time,

lens.
vi) If not already done, performer h. Sets up fluoroscopy equipment:

writes or types a card with pa-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 506

This is page 5 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

-i) Dons protective leaded rubber May adjust fluoroscopy beam shu

garments suclt as apron and gloves. ters to the field size antici-

Makes sure that no one is in ex- pated for fluoroscopic examina-

amination room or control room. tion,or may set shutter mode se-

ii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitoT to power out-
let. Turns on monitor and checks

lector to automatic collimation.

i. If not already done, checks fluoro

that "ready" light is on. copy mode. Operates controls in

iii) If apprcpriate, performer seiects examina'tion room behind leaded

the proper field size selector screen:

(if there is dual image intensi-
fier). i) Makes sure that no one is in

iv) Perfol:mer selects and sets ex- room.

posure factors for fluoroscopy. ii) Places phantom or appropriate

Selects and sets the kVp at stand test object on radiography table

ard setting for the examination, where patient's area of inter-

May check indicator dial. With est will be centered for examin

automatic density control, sets tion.

density selector as appropriate iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand

for examination. If mA is auto- (above or below table) so that

matically controlled according to tube is at zero degrees and cen-

patient thickness,performer turns tered to the area of interest.

fluoroscope mA selector to maxi-
mum standard position. If not au-

iv) If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-

tomatically controlled, sets as ters (over or under) the area of

appropriate for focal spot size interest.

and examination involved. Sets v) Turns on TV power switch con-

fluoroscopic examination timer to trols as appropriate. Activates

maximum position. fluorosc6pe exposure by pressing

v) If a grid will be used with the footswitch or as appropriate.

image'intensifier for fluoros- Views test object being fluoro-

copy,Obrformer positions and cen- scoped on TV monitor.

ters grid if not already done. vi) Performer adjusts kVp control

May use control button or slides t (and mA control if appropriate)

grid into position. May check and observes effects on TV moni-

that the grid is oriented toward tor to be sure that equipment i

the x-ray tvbe, with grid lines operating properly.

parallel to the long axis of the vii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-

tube. er appropriate reading is ob-

vi) May adjust distance between focal tained.'

Erot and image intensifier viii) Performer checks that TV bright--

(fecal spot to film distance, ness controls are operating and

FFD). May check that TOD is 15 adjusts for preliminary viewing.
. inches or more. ix) Checks examination timer by

vii) Performer may collimate fluoros- noting whether time elapse in-

copy tube (and x-ray tube used
, for spot filming if different)

dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left

depending on nature of the equlp- for examination. May check that

ment and controls.
exposure is terminated when max-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. .506

This is page 6 of 17 for this cask.

List Elements Full

imum examination exposure time
is reached.

j. Sets up for spot filming:

i) Sets control on image intensifier
for spotfilm camera or cassette
device.
For spotfilm camera, performer
selects and sets the rate (frames
per second) for the camera ac-
cording to standards set for ex-

amination.
For cassette spot filming, per-
former may select and set a
standard spotfilm program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quarter
combinations on a single cassette
and related spotfilm sizes. Se-
lects program appropriate for
examination or awaits orders.

ii) Selects and sets exposure fac-
tors for spot filming.
For conventional manual exposure
control, performer selects and
sets the appropriate spotfilm
time for the examination.
For automatic, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects

a density exposure control ap-
propriate for 'the examination.
Selects the --tppropriate mA for
the examination and the focal
spot size to be used.
Selects and sets kVp by combin-
ing settings on one major and
one minor kVp selector as appro-
priate for the examination.

iii) Manually sets collimator for
the spotfilm size to be used,
or selects and sets field size

control to be used for automatic
collimation with programmed
spotfilm cassette exposure se-
quence. *

iv) To check spotfilm functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray exposure

List Elements Full

field using appropriate con-
trols. Activates controls for
spotfilm exposure. Notes whether
cassette or roll film transport
is operating appropriately.
Notes whether exposure is termi-
nated by phototimer or, if man-
ual timer, in time set. If ap-
propriate,releases spotfilm con-
trol after exposure.

v) If equipment is operating appro-
priately,performer unloads cas-
sette and reloads or advances
roll film as appropriate. Moves
bucky out of way until fluoros-
copy is completed.

k. After equipment has been checked
performer shuts and resets for se-
lected exposure factors. If perfor-
mer dec..sles that any of the fluoro-

scopic equipment is not functioning
properly,performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for
alternate unit to be used.

1. Checks that special equipment need-
ed is present and,sets up if not
already done:

i) Makes sure that tilt-table is
available. Sets up footboard an
attaches harness or shoulder
padding supports as appropriate
for patient's age and size.

ii) Attaches myelogram stop lock to
fluoroscope assembly if not al-
ready done.

iii) Checks that extension cones and
vertical cassette holder are
available.

m. Checks that proper accessories
are available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
exposure, and that appropriate



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. .506.

This is page 7 of _17 for this task.

,........

List Elements Full List Elements FulAj

may join radiologist and patient after
informing radiologist that equipment
is ready:

shielding is available for place-
mer.t between radiologist's hands
and the patient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-r
lization devices for patient's a. If performer is to prepare patient

age and area of interest are pre- in procedure room,may proceed.as

sent,and that there is a mattress follows:

pads, pillows and/or blankets for
comfort of patient. May arrange i) Performer washes hands as appro-

to have infant kept warm dur"..:..g priate. Depending on patient's

procedure. condition or age,may carry out

iii) Checks that emergency cart is isolation or decontamination

available.
iv) Checks for hospital gowns,masks,

gloves to be worn for sterile

techniques. May don gown,mask,
gloves."

ii) Performer has the patient

procedure.
1

brought from holding area and
prepared for the examination (if

n. Checks 'that proPedure tray for the not already done), or decides

pxamination has been properly pre- to do personally. Depending on

pared or decides to do personally: institutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in

i) Checks that sterile spinal punc- bringing patient to examination

ture materials of appropriate
sizes for patient's age and punc-

room. If patient is in traction,
makes sure that only trained

ture site aro present. staff move patient.

ii) May check for sterile plastic iii) Performer greets patient and any

extension tubing, emesis basin,
towels, sterile drape, local an-
esthetic, antiseptic solutions.

accompanying staff person and
.

introduces self. Checks patient,
identity against requisition

iii) Checks that appropriate iodized sheet,referring to hospital

oil contrast solution is present,P identification bracelet or other

that there is no evidence of identifier. Checks with accom-

chemical deterioration. May check panying staff member on any

that contrast solution is at ap- special precautions necessary

propriate temperature;may arrange during procedure.

to heat or cool. iv) Makes patient comfortable on

iv) May check that label and sterile table or has patient in traction

container for spinal fluid speci-j placed as appropriai?. If pa-

men is prepared or decides to do
personally. May check that.mano-

tient is on special stretcher,
places stretcher into position

meter is present. so that radiolucent stretcher
can be lifted with patient on

. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet, ,
patient's chart, and prior films and

it from wheeled base to x-ray
table.
If patient is in wheelchair,may

scans to radiologist;may bring or es- move patient in chair into po-

cort patient and accompanying staff Afton next to table. Makes

members to examination room; and/or sure that wheelchair is in

44,3



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 506

This is page 8 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Fully

locked position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help.. Makes sure
that no equipment is in the way
that may be collided with by pa-
tient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
t;.ble, helps patient turn into
position, step backwardF on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, or lifts infant care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there iS no danger pa-
tient will fall off table.
If patient has traction, respira-
tion, cardiac or infusion equip-
ment attached, makes sure that
equipment is being monitored.

vi) If not already done, has patiene
dentures, hair pins, spectacles,
and any jewelry removed. Makes
sure that all garments are re-
moved and that patient is in
gown with opening in the back.
Has infant Itpt warm as appro-
eriate.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about prior preparations and
about any allergies, es?ecially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (es-
pecially iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible pregnancy.

ix) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-
tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-

List Elements Fully

sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not already
been recorded, performer informs
radiologist in charge at once;
proceeds only with approval.

x) Performer may describe the pro-
cedure to the patient. May
describe how the tilt table
will be used, how head will be
maintained in an extended posi-
tion,and how patient (tan help.
May operate tilt table and show
how patient will be held. Demon-
strates if appropriate to reas-
sure patient that he or she wi114
be held safely, in head-end
down positions.

xi) Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Attempts to develop a warm
interaction with child. May hold
patient; may speak to 2atient in
calm, gentle voice; may provide
clean pacifier or toy. Attempts
to calm patient and Cain coop-
eration by communicating as ap-
propriate to patient's age or,
if appropriate, level of func-
tioning. Is as calm and gentle
as possible. Performer explains,
when asked medical questions,
that it is not appropriate for
technologist to answer these;
encourages patient to speak to
physician.

xii) May tape R or L marker to pa-
tient if appropriate for use in
spot filming.

xiii) Unless measurements have already
been made, performer may use
centimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the body at
the level and in the directions
in which the central ray of the
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x-ray beam will pass through the
centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining ex
posure factors.
After measuring, has patient rest
in as relaxed a position as pos-
sible.

b. Performer informs radiologist when
patient and/or equipment is ready.
May bring requisition sheet, pa-
tient's medical history, chart, and
any prior scans and films to radiol-

ogist. Displays radiographs on view
boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with regard
to information, possible contra-
indications, or anything else
that should be brought to radiol-
ogist's attention. Notes any
special orders or change in pro-
cedure decided by radiologist.
Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room, make
introductions or greet patient
and/or staff,

c. During radiologist's review of re-
quisition, prior radiographic ma-
terials and examination of patient,
performer notes radiologist's or-
ders:

i) If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure,performer
may arrange to terminate and re-
schedule as appropriate; has any
orders for rescheduling filled
out and signed as appropriate.

ii) Notes radiologist's orders for
scout film (if any) type of im-
mobilization. Plans "plain film
(s)" of the skull and/or spine
in standard position or as or-

11--........

4.

dered. May plan for PA and lat-

eral exposures.

If scout films are ordered, performer
may proceed as follows:

a. Makes sure that patient is being
attended and sets up overhead
equipment before positioning and
immobilizing patient:

i) Selects the speed, type of filny
grid and cassette combinations
appropriate to the scout,based
on the area of interest, pro-
jection and equipment to be
used. For lateral projections
uses upright cassette holder
with grid or grid front cas-
settes, and horizontal x-ray
beam. Chooses size of cassette
based on area of interest.

ii) Identifies each cassette and
places R or L marker as de-
scribed earlier.

iii) Places cassette for final posi-
tioning on table, in vertical
cassette holder,or in bucky
tray as appropriate.

iv) Performer selects the exposure
factors for each scout film,
taking account of the measure-
ments taken of the patient and
the collimated field size to be
used. Makes sure that technique

,

relates to the combination of
film type and speed, focal spot
size, FFD and use or nonuse of
other accessories (such as
screens, grid, bucky, etc.).
Converts factors if necessary
as described earlier.

,

v) For conventional exposure con-
trol sets milliamperage by
choosing selectors for the cor-
rect focal spot size; sets the

mA selected. Selects and sets
the exposure time that will
produce the mAs desired. Sets
the kV. selected b choosin:
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the combination of major and mino
kilovoltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

vi) For automatic phototimed exposure
control selects and sets the
category corresponding to the typ
of study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if ap-
propriate, focal spot size. Se-
lects and sets'a control corre-
sponding to the field size (as
listed on technique chart for
phototiming). May select and set

a kVp range button (if called for

with equipment) corresponding to
range for examination. Sets a
density selector corresponding
to the usual (or special) re-
quirements for the study. Makes
sure backup timer is not likely

to terminate exposure before
phototimed exposure is made.

vii) Depending on the ecpipment, may
set controls to provide for use

of vanual tableside-adjustment
of collimator, table and x-ray
tube height and position (unless
these have already been set).

viii) Performer may set the focal-film
distance (if not already done).
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube into place.

Checks the focal-film distance
by reading indicator scale in
the tube housing; adjusts until
the required FFD is obtained.

b. Performer prepares the part to be

radiographed in the final position
selected for the first or next scout
unless patient in traction is posi-
tioned by appropriate staff.

i) Performer may have patient as-
sume a prone position on table ur

has patient placed in that posi-
tion. Makes sure that there is
cushioning under bony promi-

nences.

List Elements Fully

ii) Performer may place angle blocks

and sponges or other support at
the head end of the table at the

specified angle depending on the

area of interest (posterior fos-

sa, cervical spine, thoracic, or

lumbar spine) in anticipation
of the amount of extension re-
quired of the head to prevent
cranial entry of the contrast

material.
iii) Performer centers part and keeps

the long axis of the part paral-

lel to the film holder. When
using a bucky, centers patient
to midline. With cassette on
table top, centers film to part.
With upright holder, adjusts
height of holder to part 'and
centers part to film.

iv) For studies of the thoracic and/

or lumbar spine, performer may

plan to take advantage of "heel

effect." If so, places anode
end of x-ray tube at head end,
and the cathode end of tube at
the caudal end when positioning
central beam.

v) Performer adjusts patient so
that the median sagittal planes
of the body and of the head are
centered to the midline of the
table and/or film holder. Mai

support the torso to obtain
better part-film contact,depend
ing on area of interest. May
have patient flex elbows and
place arms in comfortable posi-

tion. With infant may tape ex-
tremities into position. Adjust
shoulders so that they lie on a
single transverse plane. Sup-
ports ankles. Adjusts head so

that the median sagittal plane
is at right artgles to film or
table. Immobilizes head with
clamp, band, or webbing strap.
May use extension cone attache4

4
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to beam column to immobilize
head.

c. Performer may position as follows

depending on orders and area of in-

terest:

i) For a lateral projection of the
posterior fossa, adjusts.cas-
sette in laterally placed verti-
cal holder on side of interest
against cheek. Adjusts head so
that the median sagittal plane
is exactly parallel with the
plane of the film. Directs the
central ray horizontally at
right angles to the film or as
ordered, directed to the center
of the area of interest such as
the region of the mastoid pro-
cess or a point just above the

auricle.
ii) For PA projections (anterior

views) of the posterior fossa,
performer may place cassette on
angle block. Has patient extend
head and rest chin on cassette,
centered to the area of interest
to be projected by the central
ray when it is properly angled.

Centers cassette as described.
Adjusts the angle of the central
ray so that it enters the cas-
sette at right angles. Directs
central ray to the midline,at
the level of the area of inter-
est, such as just above the lev-

el of the auricles,
iii) For a lateral projection of the

cervical spine, performer ad-
justs cassette in vertical posi-
tion in upright holder so that
lower portion is in contact with
shoulder. Centers to the fourth
cervical vertebra or area of
Interest, and immobilizes. May

427
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have patient assist.in holding
shoulders down. May have co-
worker depress shoulders by
pulling on arms with symmetri-
cal traction. Centers beam at
right angles to film directed
horizontally across table.

iv) For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the cervical spine,
maintains patient in prone po-
sition. May place pad under
chest. Has patient flex elbows
and place arms in comfortable
position. Centers to the mid-
line at the level of the area
of interest. Directs central
ray at right angles to the mid-

point,of the film.
v) For a lateral_pro ection of the

thoracic and/or lumbar spine,
performer centers with patient
in the prone position,with film

centered to the mid-axillary
line of the body at the level
of the sixth thoracic vertebra
or as ordered. Adjusts support
so that vertebral column is

parallel with film. Directs
central ray at right angles t
midpoint of film.

vi) For a PA projection (anterior
view) of the thoracic and/or
lumbar spine, performer centers
to the midline at the level of

the area of interest. Directs
central ray at right angles to

film.

d. Performer may rehearse cohereat
non-infant patientin holding
breath and remaining motionless,
or breathing out and holding, or

observes patient's breathing and
plans exposure for the appropriate
quiet phase such as after expira-

tion.

e. If not completed, performer immo-
bilizes patient'o body and head:
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i) Makes sure head cannot be with-

drawn from extended position in
preparation for later position-

ing with contrast.
ii) May place restraining bands as

appropriate using additional
strips of gauze and adhesive tape

as appropriate.
iii) After patient has been immobil-

ized, performer makes sure that

patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for

normal circulation, respiration
and other Vital functions.

f. Performer checks final positioning

using triangles, protractor and/or

light in collimator.

i) Activates the collimator light

and points the light beam towards

the part. Uses cross-hair SFaLOWS

as reference for center of field,

and uses the collimator light to

centet the tube to the part.

ii) Checks that primary beam will

enter the center of the area of

interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project the

view desired. May readjust x-ray
tube to provide better center-
ing.

g. Once the patient has been positioned

and immobilized, performer adjusts

the collimator so as to expose only

the area of interest as defined by

radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to fur-

ther reduce the primary beam.

Adjusts primary beam to minimum

size needed to cover the area

of interest.
ii) Performer may mark patient's

skin to show original collima-

tion and centering points; may

List Elements Fully

record exposure factors to fac-
ilitate any further filming
required.

h. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are not of interest for the
examination. Supplies anyone hold-
ing the patient (if absolutely
necessary) or remaining in room
with lead gloves and apron and
makes sure he or she stays out of
central beam. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to avoid r

unnecessary radiation exposure.
i. Performer makes the first or next

exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath, or
breathe out and hold,orobserves
patient's breathing and times
exposure to the appropriate
quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

iv) While exposure is underwayl
performer checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-

ly.
v) May watch for evidence of mal-

function,such as line surge or
excessive drop;may lister for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report;

4 8
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anticipates need to repeat expo-
sure,

vi) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was completed.
If so, anticipates possible need
to repeat exposure (due to under-
exposure if premature cut-off, or
overexposure due to faulty timer).

vii) After exposure is completed, tell
patient and any adult present
that he or she can relax.

viii) After exposure performer returns
to patient. Removes cassette from
table, holder, or bucky. Removes
any markers for further use,

j. Performer repeats radiography steps
for all scout exposures ordered
before review by radiologist, ad-
justing technical factors and x-ray
tube as appropriate to each projec-
tion ordered. If other projections
are ordered, proceeds as for plain

films of the spinal cord or as de-
scribed below in later steps.

k. Performer arranges to have the scout
film(s) processed at once or decides
to do personally. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appropriate,
May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being process-
ed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by staff
person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the ra-
diologist in charge,places on
view boxes,and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom. May dis-
play prior films as well,

5. During radiologist's review, performer

notes orders for the conduct of the

examination:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure, performer

arranges to terminate or reschedule
as described.

b. Performer notes whether radiologist
requires a change in technical fac-
tors and/or patient positioning,
centering, or central ray angula-
tion for later overhead filming.

.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats preiimi-

nary radiography as ordered.
ii) Notes whether any problem with

technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for density

or contrast, and adjusts as ap-
propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

iii) If overhead views during examin
tion will be taken with table in

Trendelenburg position, perform-
er plans to position central
ray in relation to the plane of

the film at the angle required-.
iv) If radiologist decides that ad-

ditional preparatory steps are
needed, performer may arrange
to have these carried out and/or

performer arranges to resched-
ule patient.

c. If radiologist %ell proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-

quence of examination.

i) Notes radiologist's decision,.,
on site of puncture, use of

g eneral anesthesia, steps as-

signed to performer.
ii) Notes radiologist's final orders

on type and amount of contrast,
the spotfilm program, final de-
cisions on materials to be used

for puncture.
iii) Performer discusses sequence and

timing of procedure with radial-
o ist or clinician. Ma arran

429
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signals for exposure, changing of patient and anyone who will remain

spotfilm cassettes, operation of in room during exposure with appro-

fluoroscopic exposure controls. priate protective shielding. If a

Discusses how patient will be as- staff member will be asked to as-

sisted or held. sist, performer provides leaded

iv) Adjusts technical factors and gloves and apron. Makes sure as-

program for fluoroscopy and spot sistant will stay out of primary

filming as ordered. beam.

v) If check of needle position will c. If performer is to assist with

be needed during surgical proce- preparation of patient for punc-

dure, performer prepares cas- ture, washes hands observing ster-

sette(s) with ID information as ile technique when appropriate. May

appropriate. May plan to use Po- carry out any or all of the follow-

laroid cassette and processing ing:

equipment. May reset technical
factors (or plans to reset after i) If not already done, may arrange

check of needle) for first over- to have puncture site shaved

head myelogram based on radiolo- and/or prepared.

gist's review of scout film(s) ii) If patient is to have general

and the presence of contrast. anesthesia, performer awaits
signal that procedure can begin.

6. Performer carries out preparations for . iii) If not already done,sets up

myelography as ordered by radiologist footboard and head and'shoulder

based on the part of the work for which restraints on table.

performer will be responsible. May carry iv) For lumbar puncture may assist

out any or all of the following: patient to prone position or to
lateral position with abdomen

a. If performer is responsible for pro- supported and spine flexed,de-

cedure tray, arranges to replace or pending on radiologist's orders.

provide any equipment or materials v) For cisternal or cervical punc-

ordered by radiologist not already ture,assists patient to lateral

on tray,or decides to do ,.)ersonally. position with abdomen supported,
knees drawn up and arms folded

i) May assist in preparation of punc- over chest. Performer elevates

ture needles, syringes, local head so that the external occi-

anesthetic. pital protuberance is in line

ii) May have syringes prepared with with the spinous processes.

contrast medium (iodized oil) or Supports head in flexed posi-

decides to do personally in amount tion and extended forward.

ordered. Checks contrast for vi) Immobilizes patient and reas-

signs of chemical deterioration. sures (if conscious).

May heat to room or body tempera- vii) May swab puncture site area with

ture. antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding areas with sterile

b. If not already done, gives leaded towels. May receive or obtain

gloves and apron to radiologist or a clean hmital gown, cotton

clinician. If appropriate, places "boots," c;ap, and mask. Dons

leaded curtain in place. Provides these beflre approaching sterile

4J
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area. Carries out appropriate
steps to maintain the integrity
of sterile areas. Avoids touching
patient, drapes, radiologist,
nurse, or instrument table with
nonsterile object.

viii) Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready.

. During spinal puncture, performer may
assist using sterile technique:

a. May hand materials and supplies

asked for using sterile technique.
b. Makes sure fluoroscopic screen is

in place and high enough over pa-
tient's back not to come in contact
with needle.

c. May assist with fluoroscopic viewing

of needle:

i) On signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights; turns
on TV power switch. May operate
fluoroscope controls on orders
froth radiologist. Adjusts kVp
and/or mA controls according to
radiologist's orders.

ii) For overhead check of needle
placement, performer places cas-
sette as indicated by radiolo-
gist. Sets technical factors as
appropriate for location as for
plain films. Collimates to area
of interest and makes exposure.
Has film processed at once or
decides to do personally. Places
for radiologist to view.

iii) Continues as ordered until ra-
diologist is satisfied with nee-
dle placement..

d. Once needle is in place, performer
checks that myelographic stop lock
is in place and that fluoroscopic
assembly cannot come down to strike

the needle.
e. May provide manometer when asked.

May record spinal fluid pressure
as dictated by radiologist.

f. As radiologist removes spinal
fluid performer may hold prepared

test tube or container while radio-

logist ejects contents in syringe
into it; or receives test tube.
May arrange to have specimen cover-
ed and prepared for laboratory,or

decides to do personally.

g. When ordere6,positions patient at .

directed by radiologist. Checks

shoulder and head restraints before

the table is tilted.
h. If performer is to be responsible

for maintaining patient's head in

extended positlon, dons leaded
gloves as well as apron. Maintains
head in fully extended or hyper-

extended position as ditected.

i. If performer is to assist with
observation of contrast, proceeds

as follows:

i) Performer may assist in posi-

tioning of x-ray tube and/or

tilt-table as ordered. Moves

table slowly.
May operate fluoroscope and

spotfilm controls on orders

from radiologist. Adjusts kVp

and/or mA controls according to
radiologist's orders.
If spotfilms are made,and if

spotfilm attachment uses cas-

settes, performer may unload

as used, identify, and insert
additional cassettes, as de-

Fcribed above.
iv) Depending on institutional pro-

cedures, performer may keep ra-

diologist informed of cumulativ
exposure as shown on fluoroscop

timer indicator.

j. Performer may assist at any time

with application of padding to

puncture needle or removal of

needle, and dressing of site.

k. Performer may have spotfilms pro-

cessed at once:

431
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i) With cassette spotfilms, removes
any markers for further use.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate.

ii) With spotfilm camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. Uses device tc
cut film and create a light
shield. Resets counter and re-'
moves film cassette.

iii) Arranges to have spotfilms pro-
cessed at once or decides to pro-
cess personally.

iv) When the spotfilms have been
processed and returned, performer
places on view boxes. May also
hang prior films. Informs radiol-
ogist that radiograph(s) are
ready.

v) Performer notes any orders for re

peat of any part of fluoroscopic
examination or,with posterior
fossa, study of opposite side.
Changes technical factors as
ordered. May assist patient to
raise head and inhale if so or-
dered. Assists in continued ex-
amination as described above,
repeating appropriate steps.

After the fluoroscopic phase of the

examination is completed,or at any time

during the examination,performer may
make overhead films as ordered:

a. Performer makes sure that patient'

head is maintained in extended or
hyperextended position. Makes sure

not to touch puncture needle if

still in place.
b. If projections are ordered with

table in Trendelenburg position,and

unless otherwise ordered, performer
adjusts angulation of the x-ray
tube so that central ray is at
riOt angles to the film or the

plane of the spine at the level of

432
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the area of interest.
c. Performer may make projections as

described earlier for scouts, or as
ordered, similar to those for ven-

,

.triculography or spinal cord study.

For each projection adjusts techni-

cal factors as apprQpriate:

i) For oblique projections,adjusts
position of cassette and centr.T7
beamor supports area of in-
terest so that opposite side
is raised to the desired angu-
lation while head is maintained

in extended position.
ii) When making exposure with pa-

tient under general anesthesia,
performer may await signal from
anesthesiologist that respira-
tion has been suspended, make
exposure,and indicate to anes-
thesiologist when respiration
can be resumed.

iii) For each set of radiographs
performer repeats appropriate
steps, makes expostires,and pre-
sents to radiologist for re-
view as described, and awaits
further orders.

d. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert to patient's condi-

tio-.

i) Notes any signs of paleness,
weak pulse, faintness, nausea.

ii) Notifies nurse or physician at
once if patient shows emergency
signs.

iii) Reassures patient. May provide

damp cold towel, emesis basin.
May clean patient.

e. Performer may assist with removal
of oil contrast when so ordered:

i) May raise head end of table to
450 or as ordered.
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11) May assist with fluoroscopic tors used, and film sizes. May

check of pooling of contrast as record the number of exposures

described,
iii) May reassure patient if ' 'oval

made of each view including spot-
films =..nd retakes; may enter the

is painful,
iv) May supply materials for use of

estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted

suction or additional puncture information on dosage); may record

using sterile technique as de- any problem with equipment, any

scribed. special care provided patient.

v) May make horizontal beam lateral Signs tequisition sheet.

view to demonstrate removal when f. Performer may record the fluoros-

ordered. If so, proceeds as de- copic exposure including exposure

scribed with appropriate view of time and rad dosage from posted

the area of interest, data.
g. Performer may have room and equip-

9. When informed by the radiologist that ment cleaned; has any other appro-

the examination is completed, performer priate clean up procedures follow-

may assist with termination steps. May

carry out any or all of the following

ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-

as appropriate: Aents.
h. Performer may decide to jacket

a. May assist while radiologist or radiographs, requisition sheets and

nurse appl'.es dressing to puncture related materials, and/or have

site,
b. Performer coordinates with anesthe-

siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-

information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional procedures

i. May indicate to appropriate staff

covery and after-care of patient. person when the performer is ready

Removes any markers from patient's
body. Makes sure that patient is
attended and will be transported to
appropriate next location such as re

covery area or room.
c. May present requisition form to

radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radio-

logist orders additional examina-
tion.

d. May check that spinal fluid sample

has been prepared for laboratory,
is properly identified, or decides

to do personally. May present lab.

order form to radiologist for sig-
nature.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the spot and over-
head views taken, the technical fac-

to proceed with next examination.

C-----................mm
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this is brord enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition revie,,ed;pt. reassured,measured,position
ed;films identified;equipment set up for fluoroscopy
overheads;radiologist assisted with spinal puncture,
instillation,fluoroscopy;overheads taken as ordered;
radiographs processed,presented,repeated as ordered;
examination recorded;radiographs pla-ed for use.

.......

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for diskography (discog-
raphy: positive contrast radio-
graphic study of intervertebral
disk (disc) after injection of
contrast directly into the disk)
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
.. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior plain film
(s) or films of prior con-
trast studies.

Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the

patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose:

i) Notes the area of in-
terest, such as cervical
or lumbar spine. Notes
whether fracture or
dislocation of spine is
involved, or possible

OK-RP;RR;RR

............
. What is used in performing thlla task? (Note

if mix certain items must be used. If 'here
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

-,
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition sheet, ID card2bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior filMs.;view boxes;pen;
x-ray generator(s),control panel(s),tilt-table;x-ray
tube(s);fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier;grid;
bucky;cassettes;TV monitor;collimator;R-L, ID mar-
kers;sterile procedure tray for spinal puncture;emer
gency cart;leaded shielding,aprons,gloves;immobili-
zation devices;technique,standard view,tube rating
and rad exposure charts;phantom or test object;cali-
pers;protractor;vertical cassette holder;iodinebased
contrast solution;syringes;gloves,masks,gowns,basin,
towe1s;wax pen;wheelchair;stretcher;extension cones;
tape,gauze band;scissors;padding;footboard;traction
devices;stop lock; manometer

3. Is there a reciplent, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )
mcommi rinPrrnr,737,737'nete,(,.ntiorecipient,:i.

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptiona to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.; radiologist; nurse; anesthesiologist;

co-worker

"m=aminmeie task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking diskograms of any pt., by reviewing request;
measuring,preparing,reassuring pt.;setting up for

fluoroscopy;assisting with spinal puncture,fluoros-

copy;identifying films;collimating;applying shield-

ing;setting technical factors;making overheads as

ordered (single or biplane);having radiographs pro-

cessed,reviewed;repeating,continuing as ordered;

placing radiographs for use;recording examination.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(N)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 507

This is page 2 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

herniation of intervertebral tient's radiation exposure

disk(s). history, prior record of tech-

ii) Notes site of disk puncture. niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether examina-

b. Notes name of radiologist in charge, tion has been done at institu-

names of other staff members to as- tion or elsewhere in recent past

sist, examination room, time sched- whether there is history of ex-

uled. tensive radiography to bebrough.

c. Performer reads patient's name,iden-
tification number, sex, age, weight,
height. Notes whether patient is in-

to radiologist's attention.

e. Performer notes any orders for

patient, out-patient, or emergency prior preparation of patient such

patient. as clearipg of colon prior to lum-

d. Notes any special information on bar punctu_e, shaving of area if

patient's condition that could af-
fect positioning, immobilization,
handling, or selection of technique,
such as presence of accident injur-

cervical puncture will be done,
prior medication or sedation of pa-
tient. Checks whether orders have
been carried out and whether admi-

ies, unhealed fracture, suspected nistration of medication was at ap-

fracture, degenerating disease, pre- propriate time to allow for medi-

sence of plaster cast, whether pa- cation to take effect.

tient will be on a stretcher or in a
wheelchair. ,

f. If patient has history of allergie.s,
if female patient may be pregnant,
if prior preparations have not

i) Notes especially whether patient been carried out,or if proper

will arrive in traction. If so,
the type of traction and whether
it is to be maintained during

amount of time has not elapsed to
allow medication to take effect,
performer plans to report problem

procedure. to radiologist or appropriate staff

ii) Notes whether perfornar will po- member, and/or arranges to have ex-

sition patient or vhc,ther this amination postponed as appropriate.

will be done by team able to g. Performer considers the accessory

deal with acute in:u1.7 to the equipment, technical factors,shield

spine. log and immobilization equipment

iii) If patient will not be in trac-
tion,notes whether body supports

appropriate for the patient's age,
sex, size, condition, equipment)

anc...for other device'will be in and the examination ordered.

place.
iv) Notes whether patient has prior i) Notes whether biplane equipment

history of allergic reaction to or two x-ray units will be re-

rontrast or history of allergies. quired.

v) lotes whether female patient is ii) Notes appropriate sterile proce-

pregnant, reviews date of female dures required, appropriate

ptient's last menstrual period,
or aotes any other indication

shielding for the examination.
Notes whether film processing

the:, there is no danger of expo- equipment is available adjacent

sure rE a known or possible fetus to procedure room.

vi) DepenAting on institutional pro- iii) Checks own clothing to make sure

cedures, performer may review pa- that performer is in compliance
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 507

This is page 3 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements F2117

with institutional rules for reflect accommodation for change
safe, sanitary dress for the in machine output or a policy de-
equipment and mom to be used. cision).

h. If referring physician has requested i) Locates information for the
that prior films, test results al- fluoroscopic and overhead pro-
ready on file be sent with current jections likely to be involved
radiographs, and if not already with given the area bf interest, the
patient's jacketed material, per- examination involved and sten-
former arranges to have these deliv- dards set by the institution.
ered. ii) Takes note of the exposure fac-

i. If the performer determines that the tors to be used for overheads
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, or that sufficient

and fluoroscopy. Considers pre-
ferences of the radiologist in-

information is lacking for performer volved, conversions needed to
to select technique or to properly account for patient's age,use of
position or immobilize patient, or contrast, condition, or any newly

if performer considers-that there posted changes.
may be contraindications to going iii) If a conversion of factors will
ahead with the procedure, performer be needed, looks up numerical

plans to notify supervisor, radiolo- conversion factors and calcu-
gist, or other designated staff per- lates, or Imes conversion chart
son, depending on institutional pro- to ascertain the appropriate new
cedures. Explains the problem if ap-
propriate, and proceeds after ob-

exposure factor. Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as

taining needed information, signa- appropriate.

ture, or orders. iv) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-
posure factors against the post-4

. Performer goes to appropriate room for ed limits of the x-ray tube on

the type of examination involved and a tube rating chart to be sure
the equipment required, or notes room that technique does not exceed
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre- the heat capacities of the tube

pares ahead so as not to keep patient for the focal spot size to be

in examination room longer than neces- used. If appropriate, performer

sary. reconverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher

a. Checks that room is equipped with a kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
biplane unit or two x-ray units and
a vertical cassette holder to permit
frontal and lateral radiography

exposure time.

d. Performer makes sure that x-ray

without repositioning patient. equipment is ready for use. Goes

b. Washes hands as appropriate. If not to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
already done, has equipment cleaned erator(s) and checks that each in-

for use in sterile procedure or de- dicator light shows that machine

cides to do personally. is "warmed up," or turns on main

c. Performer reviews the technique switch as appropriate to equipment

chart for the machine(s) to be used and allows time for machine to

and takes note of any newly post-
ed changes in technical factors (to

"warm up."
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

'Task Code No. 5°7

This is page 4 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

i) Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized. If appropri
ate, checks each line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

ii) As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode, and/or for
overhead filming as appropriate.

e. Sets up fluoroscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is.in ex-
amination room or control room.

ii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is on.

iii) If appropriate, performer selects
the proper field size selector
(if there is dual image intensi-
fier).

iv) Performer selects and sets ex-
posure factors for fluoroscopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at stan-
dard setting for the examination,
May check indicator dial. With
automatic density control, sets
density selector as appropriate
for examination. If mA is auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved. Sets
fluoroscopic examination timer

to maximum position.
v) If a grid will be used with the

image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already done.
May use control button or slides
grid into position. May cheek
that the grid is oriented toward
the x-ray tube, with grid lines
parallel to the long axis of the

tube,

. ...m.....

vi) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is 15 inches or more.

vii) Performer may collimate fluoros-
copy tube depending on nature of

the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam shut-
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or may set shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

f. If not already done, checks fluoro-
copy mode. Operates controls in ex-
amination room behind leaded screen'

i) Makes sure no one is in room.
Places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography table
where patient's area of interest
will be centered for examinatiom.

ii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

iii) If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area of

interest.
iv) Turns on TV power switch con-

trols as appropriate. Activates '

fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.

v) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment
is operating properly.

vi) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-

tained.
vii) Performer checks that TV bright-

ness controls are operating and

adjusts for preliminary viewing.



T
viii) Checks examination timer by not-

ing whether time elapse indicator
moves during exposure showing
decreasing time left for examina-
tion. May check that exposure is
terminated when maximum examina-
tion exposure time is reached.

ix) After equipment has been checked,
performer resets standard expo-
sure factors. If performer decides
that any of the equipment is not
functioning properly, performer
informs appropriate staff member.
Arranges for alternate unit to
be used.

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 507

This is page 5 of 15 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

g. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient, ra-
diologist, and anyone who will
remain in the room due.ng expo-
sure and that apprópriate
shielding is available for place-
ment between radiologist and the

patient.
ii) Checks that appropriate immobili-

zation devices for patient's area
of interest,age and condition are
present, and that there is a
matress, pads, pillows and/or
blankets for comfort of patient.
May arrange to have patient kept

warm during procedure.
iii) Makes sure that tilt-table is

available. May set up footboard
and/or-attach shoulder padding
supports, hand holds as appropri-

ate for patient's age and
size.

iv) Makes sure extension cones are
available.

v) Attaches "myelogram stop lock"

to fluoroscope assembly if not

already done.
vi) Checks that emergency cart is

available.

vii) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks, gloves to be worn for
sterile procedure.

h. May check that procedure tray for
the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do per-

sonally:

i) Depending on location of punc-
ture site and patient's age,
performer may check for appro-
priate types and sizes of dou-
ble needles to be used for
puncture, syringes, forceps,
dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-
septic and local anesthetic
solutions are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate aque-
ous,iodine-based contrast solu-
tion is present. Checks that
there is no evidence of chemi-
cal deterioration. May check
that contrast solution is at
appropriate temperature; may
arrange to heat or cool.

iii) May check for emesis basin,
tawels, sterile drape.

i. Performer prepares cassettes for

overheads:

i) Performer makes sure that an
adequate supply of loaded cas-
settes of the appropriate types

and sizes are available in the

examination room. Checks that
these are loaded with appropri-
ate speed and type of film and

grid combinations depending on
the projections and techniques
to be used, type of equipment,

and institutional practices.
Selects size(s) based on the
area(s) to be included, the

views anticipated,and patient's

size. If an adequate supply is
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 507

This is page 6 of 15 for this task.

*1,

List Elements Full

not in room, arranges to obtain
or decides to obtain personally.

ii) Performer 7 .Tares for identifica
tion of t1:- ilms using equipment

provided hy Lustitution.
May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip for placement on film hold-
er(s) giving appropriate patient
identification information.
Performer may prepal:e for use of
flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write or type out
ID information on card if not
received with requisition.
Checks identification against
requisition sheet.
May place identification card
into card tray for equipment
using automatic film marking de-
vice.

iii) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use.

. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, and prior films to ra-
diologist; may bring or escort patient
and accompanying staff members to ex-
amination room; and/or may join radi-
ologist and patient after informing
radiologist that equipment is ready.

a. If performer is to prepare patient

in examination room, may proceed as

follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition or age may carry out
isolation or decontamination
techniques. May don gown, mask,

gloves.
ii) Performer has the patient brought

from holding area and prepared
for the examination (if not al-
ready done), or decides to do

List Elements Fully

personally. Depending on insti-
tutional arrangements, performer
may decide to assist in bringing

patient to examination room.
iii) If patient is in traction frame,

has appropriate staff members
set up traction frame for Muir-

ing or move patient to x-ray
table while maintaining traction
May assist.

iv) Performer greets coherent pa-
tient and any accompanying staff
person and introduces self.

Checks patient's identityagains
requisition sheet,referring to
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff member on any

special precautions necessary
during procedure.

v) Makes patient comfortable on
table or has this done if appro-
priate. If patient is on special
stretcher, has stretcher placed
so that radiolucent stretcher

can be lifted with patient on it

from wheeled base to x-raytable
If patient is in wheelchair may
move patient in chair into po-

sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked po-

sition.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
inf,nt in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting infant's head,
and places on table.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 507

This is page 7 of 15 for this task.

List Elements FullY
-TAMMUIMMWMMW

List Elements Fully

v_..) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient. TaLll fall off table.
If patient is in traction or has
respiration, cardiac or infusion
equipment. attached, makes sure
that equipment is being monitored.

vii) If not already done, has patienes
dentures, hair pins, spectacles,
and any jewelry removed. Makes
sure that all garments are re-
moved and that patient is in
gown with opening in the back.
Has infant kept warm as appropri-
ate.

viii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about prior preparations and about
any allergies,especially to shell-

fish, or adverse reactions to
contrast medium (especially iodine

based).
ix) If appropriate and not alrer,ly

done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy.

x) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if patient

has sensitivity to contrast, or
if there is any possibility that
patient is pregnant, and these
have not already been recorded)
performer informs radi:logist in
charge at once; proceeds only
with approval.

xi) Performer attempts to reassure
patient. May show how equipment
will be used. Answers patient's
non-medical questions honestly;
attempts to reassure patient and

develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Attempts to develop a warm
interaction with child. Remains
aware that patient may be fright-
ened and/or in pain. Attempts to
calm patient and gain coopera-
tion by communicating as appro-

priate to patient's age, or, if
appropriate, level of function-
ing or coherence. Is as calm and
gentle as possible. Performer
explains, when asked medical
questions, that it is not appro-
priate for technologist to an-
swer these; encourages patient

to speak to physician.
xii) If there is a wet dressing, per-

former has it reinforced or de-
cides to do personally.

xiii) If patient is in traction and/or

there is any danger of fracture
or dislOcation,performer does

not personally move or position

patient.
xiv) Unless measurements have already

been made, performer may use
centimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the body at the

level and in the directions in

which the central ray of the
x-ray beam will pass through the

centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining
exposure factors.

xv) After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position

as possible.

b. Performer informs radiologist when
patient and/or equipment is ready.
May bring requisition sheet,pa-
tient's medical history, chart, and
any prior films to radiologist.
Displays radiographs on viewboxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in

procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.
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This is page 8. of 15 for this task.

.......

List Elements Full List Elementx Full

ii) Performer may accompany radiol-
ogist to examination room, make
introductions or greet patient
and/or staff.

c. If not already done, performer joins
radiologist, patient and other staff

I v examination room.
d. During radiologist's review of re-

quisition, prior radiographic ma-
terials,and examination of patient,
performer notes radiologist's or-
ders:

i) If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure, perform-
er may arrange to terminate and
reschedule as appropriate; has
any orders for rescheduling
filled out and signed as appro-
priate.

ii) If radiologist decides that ad-
ditional preparatory steps are
needed, performer may arrange
to have these carried out and/or
performer arranges to reschedule
patient.

iii) If preliminary films have not
ready been made,and if radiolo-

al-

gist orders scouts, performer i

carries out filming as for plain
films of the spinal column or as
described below in later steps.
Notes any orders from radiolo-
gist on change in technical fac-
tors, tube angulation, position
of patient for later use in

overhead filming.
iv) If radiologist will proceed,

notes final orders on site of
puncture, types and sizes of ma-

terials, type and amount of con-
trast, anesthetic,and steps as-
signed to performer.

-,-

. Performer carries out preparations
for diskography as ordered by radiolo-
gist based on the part of the work for

which performer will be responsible.
May carry out any or all of the fol-

lowing:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray,arranges to replace

or provide any equipment or mater-

ials ordered by radiologist not
already on tray, or de ades to do

personally.
May assist in preparation of double

puncture needleS, syringes with

anesthetic, aqueous iodine-based
contrast in amounts ordered. Chec

appearance of contrast for deteri-

oration.
b. If not already done, gives leaded

gloves and apron to radiologist,

and sterile gown,gloves,mask. If

appropriate,places leaded curtain

in place. Provides patient and

anyone who will remain in room

during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. If a staff

member will be asked to assist,
erformer provides leaded glovesp

and apron, Makes sure assistant
will stay out of primary beam.

c. Performer prepares cassettes for
I

overhead filming: -

i) If overhead check of needle po-

sition will be needed during
surgical procedure, performer
prepares cassette(s) with ID

information as appropriate. May

plan to use Polaroid cassette
and processing equipment.

ii) Performer identifies cassettes
for frontal and lateral projec-
tions if not already done.

iii) Places right or left marker on

cassette holder or as appropri-

ate to the equipment, or de-

presses appropriate R or L

button for automatic marking.

iv) If patient's identification in-

formation is in the form of
lead numerals, places on appro-
priate corner of cassette.
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v) If patient's identiEication in- ed by choosing the combination

formation is to be entered by use of major and minor kilovoltage

of flasher, sets flaohcard aside settings to produce the desired

for later use with space created kVp.

by piece of leaded rubber on ap- iv) For automatic phototimed expo-

propriate edge of cassette,
vi) Performer may place patient's

sure control,selects and sets th:-

category corresponding to the

card into card tray for equip- type of study and use or nonuse

ment using automatic film mark- of screens, bucky, etc., and, if

ing devicsa. appropriate, focal spot size.

vii) Places cassette for final posi- Selects and sets a control cor-

tioning on table in vertical cas- responding to the field size

sette holder or in bucky as appro- (as listed on technique chart

printe. If biplane filming is to for phototiming). May select and

b'e. used, performer notes whether set a kVp range button (if call-

the exposures will be simultan- ed for with equipment) corre-

eous or alternating and loado as sponding to range for examine-

appropriate. Moves vertical hold- tion. Sets a density selector

er out of way of unit until fluo- corresponding to the usual (or

roscopy is completed. special) requirements for the
study. Makes sure backup timer

d. Performer selects and sets the ex- is not likely to terminate expo-

posure factors for each overhead sure before phototimed exposure

film taking account of the measure- is made.

ments made of the patient, the col- v) Depending on the equipment, may

limated field size to be used, the set controls to provide for

radiologist's orders, the presence manual tableside adjustment

of contrast and any posted changes: of collimator, table and x-ray
tube height,and position (unless

i) Makes sure that technique re-
lates to the combination of film
type and speed, focal spot size,

these have already been set).

e. If performer is to assist with

FFD,and use or nonuse of other preparation of patient for punc-

accessories (such as screens,
grid, bucky, etc.). Converts

ture, washes hands observing ster-
ile technique when appropriate.

factors if necessary as described May carry out any or all of the

earlier, following:

ii) At control panel(s) checks that

unit(s) are ready of use. Sets i) If not already done, may arrange

technical factors for the first to have puncture site shaved

frontal and/or lateral projec- and/or prepared.

tions. ii) If patient (pediatric) is to

iii) For conventional exposure con- have general anesthesia, per-

trol sets milliamperage by choos- former awaits signal that pro-

ing selectors for the correct cedure can begin.

focal spot size; sets the mA se- iii) May set up footboard andshoulder

lected. Selects and sets the ex- restraints on table. Places ra-

posure time that will produce the

mAs desired. Sets the kVp select-

diolucerlt support on table so
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that long axis of spine can be
raised in horizontal position.

iv) For cervical spine puncture, per-
former may help position unless
patient is in traction. Places
patient in supine position with
frontal access to the neck and
shoulder areas, with head raised
on a support so that spine is
on a horizontal plane.

v) For lumbar puncture, places pa-
tient (or has patient in trac-
tion placed) in lateral position
on radiolucent pad. Adjusts sup-
port under thcrax so that the
long axis of the spine is hori-
zontal. May place support be-
tween upper and lower leg, al-
low patient to flex knees com-
fortably.

vi) Immobilizes patient and reas-
sures if conscious.

vii) May swab puncture site area with
antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding areas with sterile
towels.

viii) May receive or obtain a clean
hospital gown, cotton "boots,"
cap, and mask. Dons these before
approaching sterile area. Car-
ries out appropriate steps to
maintain the integrity of ster-
ile areas. Avoids touching pa-
tient, drapes, radiologist,
nurse, or instrument table with
nonsterile object.

ix) Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready.

During spin puncture performer may
assist using sterile techniques:

a. May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile technique.

b. Performer cheCks that "myelographic
stop lock" is in place and that
fluoroscopic assembly cannot come
down to strike the needle. Makes

List Elements Fully

sure fluoroscopic screen is in
place and high enough to avoid
contact with needle.

c. May assist with fluoroscopic view-
ing of needle. On signal from ra-
diologist, performer may dim room
lights; turns on TV power switch.
May operate fluoroscope controls
on orders from radiologist. Ad-
justs kVp and/or mA controls ac-
cording to radiologist's orders.
C:Altinues as ordered.

d. For overhead check of needle place-
ment, performer places cassette
as indicated by radiologist. If

not already done, sets technical
factors as appropriate for loca-
tion as for plain film. Collimates
to area of interest and makes ex-
posure. Has film processed at once
or decides to do personally.
Places for radiologist to view.
Continues as ordered until radiol-
ogist is satisfied with needle
placement.

e. May provide manometer when asked.

May record spinal fluid pressure
as dictated by radiologist.

f. If performer is to assist with
observation of contrast, proceeds
as follows:

i) Performer may assist in posi-
tioning of x-ray tube and/or

. tilt-table as ordered. Moves
table slowly.

ii) May operate fluoroscope con-
trols on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA
controls according to radiol-
ogist's orders.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may keep ra-
diologist informed of cumula-
tive exposure as shown on flu-
oroscope timer indicator.
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g. When the instillation of the con-

trast is completed, performer notes
radiologist's orders for overheads.

i) Performer may assist with appli-
cation of padding to puncture
needle, or removal of needle and
dressing of site.

ii) May help place patient in supine
position.

Performer makes overhead diskograms as

ordered:

a. Makes sure that patient is being
attended, and sets up overhead

equipment:

i) Sets up biplane equipment for
lateral and frontal views or
places x-ray tube and cassette
holders sequentially for expo-
sures.

ii) For lateral projection with pa-
tient in supine position, per-
former adjusts cassette in ver-
tical position in upright holder
in contact with side of inter-
est. Centers cassette to area
of interest and immobilizes. Po-
sitions x-ray tube for horizont-
al beam filming.

iii) For AP projection with patient
supine, performer plaCes casset-
te in position under patient or

in bucky tray and centers to the
area of interest. Positions
x-ray tube for vertical beam

filming.
iv) For lateral projection with pa-

tient retained in lateral posi-
tion for lumbar puncture, per-
former places cassette in bucky
tray in table; centers to the

area of interest. Positions

x-ray tube for vertical beam

filming.

List Elements FullY

v) For AP or PA projection with
patient in lateral position,
places cassette in vertical
holder in front of or behind
patient, centered to area of
interest. Positions x-ray tube
for horizontal beam filming.

b. Unless otherwise specified, posi-
tions as follows:

i) For cervical intervertebral
disks, may have patient or
staff member assist in holding
shoulders down. May loop band-
age around patient's feet, have

knees slightly flexed, and have
patient grasp bandage ends and
extend knees. May have co-work-i
er depress shoulders by pullingP

on arms with symmetrical trac-

tion.
ii) For lateral cervical spine pro-

jection, positions cassette as
close to area of interest as
possible, with lower portion
of vertically placed casnette
in contact with shoulder on
side of interest.

iii) For AP cervical spine projec-
tion, may.direct central ray
at 10° cephalad or as ordered.

iv) For lumbar intervertebral disks

may adjust supine patient by

having thighs flexed so that
back is in contact lith table
(with dressing and/A padded
needle in place at puncture
site).

v) For AP lumbar spine projection,
may direct central ray at 10°

to 20° cephalad or as ordered.

vi) Performer keeps the long axis
of the part parallel to the
film holder.,When using a bucky

centers patient to midline
With cassette on table top,
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centers film to part. With up-
right holder, adjusts height of
holder to part and centers part
to film. Adjusts median sagittal
plane of body so that it is at
the midline or parallel to plane
of film, or has this done.

vii) Performer sets the focal film
distance for each unit (if not
already done). Operates controls
or manually moves each x-ray
tube into place at right angles
to upright holders. Checks the
focal-film distances by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adiosts until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

c. Performer completes immobilization

of patient:

i) May place restraining bands as
appropriate using strips of
gauze and adhesive tape as ap-
propriate.

ii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

d. Performer may have patient practice
holding breath or breathing out and
holding breath when ordered until

told to relax, or observes patient
respiration and plans to make ex-
posure at the rest phase of respira

tion.

e. Performer checks final positioning.
Activates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field.
Uses the collimator light to cen-
ter the part to the film holder and

the tube to the part. Rechecks an-

gulation of central ray. Checks
that the primary beam will enter
the center of the area of inter-
est at the selected angle to the

film so as to project the view de-
sired. May readjust x-ray tube
pos tion to provide better center-
ing.

f. Performer provides appropriate
collimation and shielding:

i) Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized, per-
former adjusts the collimator.
Collimates so as to expose
only the area of interest (and
thus provide maximum protection
and detail). May use extension
cone. Adjusts primary beam to
minimum size necied to cover
the area of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to sh-v original collima-
tion and .itering points; may

record exposure factors to fa-
cilitate any further filming
required.

iii) If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield
ing to goneis and other sensi-
tive areas that may be in the
primary beam hut are not of in-
terest for the ..xamination.
Makes sure that anyone holding
the patient (if absolutely nec-
essary) or remaining in room
has lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam.

g. Performer makes the first or next

exposure:

i) Observes.the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-

tion if warranted.
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ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath, or
breathe out and hold, or ob-
serves patient's breathing and
times exposure to the appropri-
ate quiet phase required. With
a patient under general anesthe-
sia, coordinates with anesthesi-
ologist and makes exposure on
signal.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway, per-
former 0.-..acks that mA meter re-

cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. IL there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

vi) With phototimer, notes whether
backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates pos-
sible need to repeat exposure
(due to underexposure if pre-
mature cut-off, or overexposure
due to faulty timer).

vii) After exposure is completed,
tells patient and any adult pre-
sent that he or she can relax.

viii) After exposure performer returns
re patient. Removes cassette
from table, holder, or bucky.
Removes any markers for further
use.

h. Performer repeats radiography
steps for all exposures ordered
before review by radiologist, ad-
justing technical factors and
x-ray tube as appropriate to each
projection ordered.

i. Performer arranges to have the ex-
posure(s) processed at once or de-
cides to do personally:

i) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

ii) While films are being processed
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
person or self.

iii) Pnrformer brings the processed
film(s) directly to the radiolo
gist in charge, places on view
boxes, and/or arranges to have
viewed in darkroom. May display
prior films as well. Informs
radiologist when the films are
ready.

j. Performer awaits radiologist's or-
ders for repeat of any part of the
examination.

i) As appropriate, repeats radi-
ography as ordered, adjusting
technical factors for overheads

as appropriate.
ii) Notes whether any problem with

technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for density

or contrast, and adjusts as ap-
propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

iii) Assists as described above for
additional injection of con-
trast and fluoroscopy.
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k. Depending on radiologist's orders,
performer may carry out radiography
for additional patient positions:

i) For lateral arolections of for-
ward and backward bending posi-
tions of lumbar intervertebral
disks, performer has patient
stand in lateral position in
front of upright film holder.
Centers as for conventional lat-
eral view, and, with vertical
holder, centers to the level of
the iliac crests or as ordered.
Performer instructs patient to
bend forward as much as possible
without support and without mov-
ing hips for first exposure, and
to bend backward as much as pos-
sible without support or hip
movement for second exposure.
May use restraining band. Di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to center of film.

ii) For oblique projections, starts
from supine position and raises
and supports the side opposite
the.side of interest to achieve
the angulation with the table
ordered by radiologist. Directs
the central ray at right angles
to the film. Alternatively, may
maintain patient in supine posi-
tion and direct central ray to
the area of interest at the
oblique angle ordered.

1. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert to patient's condition.
Notes any signs of paleness, weak
pulse, faintness, nausea or other
adverse reaction. Notifies nurse or
physician at once if patient shows
emergency signs. Reassures patient.

May provide damp cold towel, emesis
basin. May clean patient.

m. For each set of radiographs perform

er repeats appropriate steps, makes

exposures, and presents to radi-

ologist for review as described,
and awaits further orders.

When informed by the radiologist that
the examination is completed, perform

er may assist with termination steps.

May carry out any or all of the fol-

lowing as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist or

nurse applies dressing to puncture

site.
b. Coordinates with the staff members

responsible for recovery and after
care of patient. Makes sure that

patient is attended and will be
transported to appropriate next
location such as recovery area or
room.

c. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiol-

ogist orders delayed films or ad-

ditional examination.
d. Performer records the examination

according to institutional proce-
dures. Mat include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial over-
head views taken, the technical
factors used, and film sizes. May
record the number of exposures
made of each view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient

was exposed (using posted informa-

tion on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any spe-
cial care provided patient. Signs
requisition sheet.

e. Performer may record the fluoros-

copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted
data.

f. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
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depending on institutional arrange-
ments.

g. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional procedures.

h. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt reassured,measured,position-
ed;films identified;equipment set up for fluoros-
copy,tomography,overheads;radiologist assisted with
puncture,instillation,fluoroscopy;overhead myelo-
grams and tomograms taken as ordered; radiographs
processed,presented,repeated as ordered;examination
recorded;radiographs placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient identification card, and
any apprcpriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for air or gas myelography
(radiographic szdy of the sub-
arachnoid spaces of the spinal
canal after instillation of air
or gas as cmtrast medium) as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior plain film
(s) or films of prior contrast
studies.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the infor-
mation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
for

2. What is used in performlng this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's x-ray requisition sheet, ID card,bracelet,
medical-technical history,prior films;view boxes;
pen;x-ray generator(s),control panels,tilt-table;
x-ray tube(s);fluoroscopy unit,image intensifier;
grid;bucky;tomography unit;cassettes;TV monitor;col-
limator;R-L,level,ID markers;sterile pror:edure tra Y
for spinal puncture;emergency cart;leaded shielding,
aprons,gloves;immobilization devices;technique,stan-
dard view,tube rating and rad exposure charts;phan-
tom or test object;calipers;protractor;vertical cas-

sette holders;specimen test tube,label;gloves,masks, I

gowns;basin,towels,wax pen;wheelchair;stretcher;ex-
tension cones;tubing;tapo,gauze,bands:scissors;pad-
ding;shoulder supports,harness;footboardonanometer;
stop lock

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (X) No... )

. Tt f es to q. . Name t1 kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant conditior0
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Any pt.; radiologist; nurse; co-worker; anesthesiol-
ogist

----mn. NameTr=1;7777-77answers to ques-
amination called and

the purpose:

i) Notes the area of in-
terest, such as cervical
or lumbar spine, site of
puncture, such as cis-
ternal or lumbar area.

ii) Notes whether tomography
will be involved.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Taking air or gas contrast myelograms of any pt.,
by reviewing request;measuring,reassuring,preparing
pt. for puncture;setting up for fluoroscopy,over-
head films,tomography;assisting with puncture,fluoro-
scopy;identifying films;collimating;applying shield-
ing;setting technical factors;making overhead and
tomographic exposures as ordered;having films pro-
cessed,reviewed;repeating,continuing as ordered;
placing radiographs for use;recording examination.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet. . 00
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b. Notes name of radiologist in charge,
names of othe- staff members to as-

prior medication or sedation of

patient. Checks whether orders have

sist, examination room, time sched- been carried out,and whether ad-

uled. Reads patient's name, identi- ministration of medication was

fication number, sex, age, weight,
and height. Notes whether patient

at appropriate time to allow for

medication to take effect.

is in-patient, out-patient, or emer-
gency patient.

g. If female patient may be pregnant,

or if prior preparations have not

c. Notes any special information on been carried out,or if proper

patient's condition that could af- amount of time has not elapsed to

fect positioning,immobilization,
handling, or selection of technique,
such as patient arriving in traction

allow medication to take effect,
performer plans to report probllm

to radiologist or appropriatestaff

presence of respiration or heart member, and/or arranges to have ex-

disease, communicable or infectious amination postponed as appropriate.

condition, presence of IV drip, be- h. Performer considers the accessory

havioral disorder, incoherence, equipment,technical faetors,shield-;

ing and immobilization equipment

i) Notes whether patient will be
arriving on stretcher, wheelchair

appropriate for the patient's age,
sex,size, condition, equipment and

traction frame, will be accom-
panied by nurse, other staff.

ii) Notes whether performer will

the examination ordered.

i) Notes appropriate sterile proce-

position patient or whether this dures required, appropriate

will be done by nurses or radi- shielding for the examination.

ologist.
Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent

d. Notes whether female patient is to procedure room.

pregnant, reviews date of female

patient's last menstrual period, or

ii) Checks own clothing to make sur.,
that performer is in compliance

notes any other indication that with institutional rules for

there is no danger of exposure of a safe, sanitary dress for the

known or possible fetus,
e. Depending on institutional proce-

equipment and room to be used.

iii) If tomography is ordered, notes

dures, performer may review pa- whether tube-film travel pat-

tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,
and cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been done

tern is specified (if more than

one type of equipment is avail-
able), such as linear, circular,
elliptical, or hypocycloidal

at institution or elsewhere in tomography. Notes whether zonog

recent past, whether there is raphy (exposure angle of 100 or

history of extensive radiography less),.or plesiotomography (si-

to be brought to radiologist's at- multaneous multi-level tomog-

tention.
raphy using "book" cassette) is

f. Performer notes any orders for

prior preparation of patient such

as clearing of colon prior tc lum-

called for.

i. If referring physician has request

bar myelography, shaving of 5,Le ed that prior films, test results

if cisternal puncture will be done, already on file be sent with cur-
.,.
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rent radiographs, and if not already
with patient's jacketed material,
performer arranges to have these de-
livered.

j. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly author-
ized, is incomplete, or that suffi-
cient information is lacking for per
former to select technique or to
properly position or immobilize pa-
tient, or if performer considers
that there may be contraindications
to going ahead with the procedure,
performer plans to notify supervisor,
radiologist, or other designated
staff person, depending on institu-
tional procedures. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and proceeds
after obtaining needed information,
signature,or orders.

Performer goes to appropriate room for
the type of examination involved and
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-
pares ahead so as not to keep patient
in examination room longer than nec-
essary.

a. Checks that room is equipped with
tomographic tilt table or appropri-
ate unit.

b. Washes hands as appropriate. If not
already done, has equipment cleaned
for use in sterile procedure or de-
cides to do personally.

c. Performer prepares for identifica-
tion of the films using equipment
provided by institution:

i) May obt,lin lead numerals and tape
and prepare identification strip
for placement on film holder(s)
giving appropriate patient iden-
tification information.

ii) Performer may prepare for use of
flashcard by checking that there
fs piece of lead on film holder

surface; may write out ID infor-
mation on card if not received
with requisition.

iii) Checks identification against
requisition sheet.

iv) May place identification card
into card tray for equipment
using automatic film marking de-
vice.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identification cards
or leaded markers or numerals

for film identification (and
recording of level and ampli-
tude for tomography).

d. Performer preselects the techniCal
factors likely for the overhead
films and tomograms to be taken and

for fluoroscopy:

i) Performer reviews the technique
chart for each machine to be
used and takes note of any newly,
posted changes in technical fac-

tors (to reflect accommodation
to a change in machine output or
a policy decision),.

ii) Locates information Eor the
fluoroscopic, overbead,and tomo-
graphic projections likely to beo
involved given the area of in-
terest,the ex=ination involved,
and standards set by the insti-

tution.
iii) Takes notf2 of the exposure fac-

tors to be used. Considers pre-
ferences of the radiologist
volved, cAlversions needed to
account ilor patient's age, con-
dition, use of gas or air con-
trol, cn any newly posted chang-

es.
iv) If a conversion of factors will

be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart
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to ascertain the appropriate new
exposure factor. Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

v) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-
posure factors against the posted
limits of the x-ray tube on a
tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the
heat capacities of the tube for
the focal spot size to be used.
If appropriate, performer recon-
verts the technique to an equiva-
lent output using higher kVp and
lower mAs,minimizing exposure
time.

e. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes to
control panel(s) for x-ray genera-
tor(s) and checks that each indi-
cator light shows that machine is
"warmed up," or turns on main switch
as appropriate to equipment and al-
lows time for machine(s) to "warm
up."

i) Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks each line voltage meter
and, if needed, turns compensator
dial until needle is aligned prop
erly on line meter.

ii) As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
to fluoroscopic mode, and/or for
overhead filming and tomography
at appropriate point in procedgre.

f. Sets up fluoroscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is in ex-
amination room or control room.

ii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power out-
let. Turns on monitor and checks
that "ready" light is on.

List Elements Full
4r

iii) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the r,roper field size
selector (if there is dual image
intensifier).

iv) Performer selects and sets ex-
posure factors for fluorosopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator dial
With automatic density control,
sets density selector as appro-
priate for examination. If mA is
automatically controlled accord-
ing to patient thickness, per-
former turns fluoroscope mA se-
lector to maximum standard posi-
tion. If not automatically con-
trolled, sets as appropriate for
focal spot size and examination
involved. Sets fluoroscopic ex-
amination timer to maximum posi-
tion.

v) If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
copy,performer positions and
centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into position. May
check that the grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with grid
lines parallel to the long axis
of the tube.

vi) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensifier
(focal spot to film distance,
FFD). May check that TOD is 15
inches or more.

vii) Performer may collimate fluoros-
copy tube depending on nature of
the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam shut
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or may set shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

If not already done,checks fluoros-
copy mode. Operates controls in ex-
amination room behind leaded screen:

g
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i) Makes sure that no one is in
room.

ii) Places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography table
where patient's area of interest
will be centered for examina-
tion.

iii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

iv) If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area of
interest.

v) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test objec't being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.

vi) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment is
operating properly.

vii) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-
tained.

viii) PerfOrmer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

ix) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left for
examination. May check that ex-
posure is terminated when mc,&-
imum examination exposure time
is reached.

x) After equipment has been checked
performer shuts and resets
selected exposure factors. If
performer decides that any of
the fluoroscopic equipment is
not functioning properly, per-
former informs appropriate staff
member. Arranges for alternate
unit to be used.

h. Sets up and checks tomography
equipment as appropriate:

i) If institution has polytomog-
raphy unit,sets mode correspond-
ing to appropriate tube-film
travel pattern and sets up as
appropriate to'mode selected.

ii) If a tomography attachment is
to be put in place (to be used
with conventional tubemount,
generator, and horizontal bucky
x-ray table), performer obtains
the necessary equipment and as-
sembles. Checks that table is in
horizontal position. Attaches.
fulcrum assembly along the table
top rail at head end of table
and secures. Attaches fulcrum
assembly plug to appropriate
electrical receptacle. Attaches
the fulcrum bar and bucky link
bar as appropriate to equipment
and moves the tubemount over the
fulcrum assembly. Adjusts so
that angulation and fulcrum lev-
el indicators are facing appro-
priately. Slides fulcrum bar into
fulcrum assembly as appropriate
and locks. Adjusts tubemount
to prescribed focal-film dis-
tance. (May check technique chart

for tomography.)
iii) Moves the tomographic mechanism

manually through the maximum
travel and checks that there
are no restrictions such as from
cables or other attachments. Ad-
justs as appropriate.

iv) Engages the drive mechanism for
horizontal travel and removes
engaging rod. Sets lock switch
if appropriate to prevent al-
ternative travel motion. Returns
table to horizontal position.

v) Makes sure that tomography power
switch is off (if appropriate).
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i. Checks and sets up accessory equip- iii) May check that label and sterile

ment:
container for spinal fluid spe-
cimen is prepared or decides

i) Sets up footboard a:L(1 attaches to do personally. May check that

harness or shoulder padding sup-
monometer is present.

i
ports to tilt-table as appropri-
ate to patient's age and size. k. Performer makes sure that an ade-

ii) Attaches myelogram stop lock to quate supply of loaded cassettes of

fluoroscope assembly if not al- the appropriate types and sizes for

ready done.
conventional overheads and tomog-

iii) Checks that extension cones and raphy are available in the examine-

vertical cassette holder are tion room(including book cassettes

available.
iv) Checks that appropriate shield-

if appropriate).

ing is available for patient,
ra'iologist, and anyone who will

i) Checks that these are loaded

with appropriate speed and type

rt ain in the room during expo-
of film and grid combinations

sure, and that appropriate
depending on the projections and

shielding is available for place- techniques to be used, type of

ment between radiologist's hands equipment, and institutional

and the patient. practices.

v) Checks that appropriate immobi- ii) Selects size(s) based on the

lization devices for patient's area(s) to be included, the

age, area of interest and condi- views anticipated,and patient's

tion are present, and that there size.

is a mattress, pads, pillows and/ iii) If an adequate supply is not in

or blankets for comfort of pa- room, arranges to obtain or de-

tient. May arrange to have in-
fent kept warm during procedure.

cides to obtain personally.

vi) Checks that emergency cart is
available,

vii) Checks for hospital gowns, masks,
gloves to be worn for sterile

.. Depending on institutional procedures,

performer may bring requisition sheet,

patient's chart, and prior plain or
contrast films to radiologist; may

procedure.
bring or escort patient and accompany-

ing staff members to examination room;

j. Checks that procedure tray for the and/or may join radiologist and pa-

examination has been properly pre- tient after informing radiologist that

pared or decides to do personally: equipment is ready.

i) Checks that sterile spinal punc- a. If performer is to prepare patient

ture materials of appropriate in procedure room,may proceed as

sizes for patient's age and follows:

puncture site are present.
ii) May check for sterile plastic ex-.. i) Performer washes hands as ap-

tension tubing, emesis basin, propriate. Depending on pa-

towels, sterile drape, local
tient's condition or age,may

anesthetic, aatiseptic solutions,
carry out isolation or deconta-

syringes, dressings.
mination techniques. May don

gown, mask, gloves,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 508

This is page 7 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full I
List Elements Full

ii) Performer has the patient brought v) Makes sure patient is beiLg at-

from holding area and prepared tended and there is no danger

for the examination (if not al- patient will fall off table. If

ready done), or decides to do patient has traction, respire-

personally. Depending on institu- tion, cardiac or infusion equip-

tional arrangements, performer ment attached, makes sure that

may decide to assist in bringing equipment is being monitored.

patient to examination room. If vi) If not already done, has pa-

patient is in traction,makes sure
that only trained staff move pa-

tient's dehtures, hair pins,
spectacles, and any jewelry re-

tient. moved. Makes sure that all gar-

iii) Performer greets patient and any ments are removed and that pa-

accompanying staff person anA in- tient is in gown with opening

troduces self. Checks natient's in the back. Has infant kept

identity against requisition sheet warm as appropriate.

referring to hospital identifica- vii) If not already done, questions

tion bracelet or other identifier. patient or acompanying adult

Checks with accompanying staff about prior preparations.

member on any special precautions viii) If appropriate and not already

necessary during procedure. done, performer questions female

iv) Makes patient comfortable on ta- patient of child bearing age re-

ble or has patient in traction garding possible pregnancy.

placed as appropriate. If patient ix) If an) preparatory procedures

is on special stretcher, places were not carried out,or if there

stretcher into position so that is any possibility that patient

radiolucent stretcher can be is pregnant, and these have not

lifted with patient on it from already been recorded, performer

wheeled base to x-ray table. informs radiologist in charge at

If patient is in wheelchair may once; proceeds only with approv-

move patient in chair into po- al.

sition next to table. Makes sure x) Performer may describe the pro-

that wheelchair is in locs.ed po- cedure to the patient. May de-

sition. Performer may decide to scribe how the tilt table will

assist patient to table or has be used, how head will be main-

this done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in the

tained in an extended position,
and how patient can help. May

way that may be collided with by operate tilt table and show'how

patient. patient will be held. Demon-

If assisting patient to step on strates if appropriate to reas-

footstool in order to get on ta- sure patient that he or she will

ble, helps patient turn into po- be held safely in head-end down

sition, step backwards on stool,
and then sit and/or lie on table.

positions. May manually demon-
strate the action of the x-ray

May have nurse carefully place tube during tomography.

infant in supine position on ta- xi) Performer answers patient's non-

ble, or lifts patient carefully,
supporting infant's head, and

medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and

places on table. develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
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_Task Code No. 508.

This is page 8 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

regardless of patient's behavior.
Attempts to develop a warm inter-
action. Remains aware that patient
may be frightened and/or in pain.

Attempts to calm patient and gain
cooperation by communicating as
appropriate to patient's age or,
if appropriate, level of function-
ing. Is as calm and gentle as pos-
sible. Performer explains, when
asked medical questions, that it
is not appropriate for technolo-
gist to answer these; encourages
patient to speak to uhysician.

xii) Unless measurements have already
been made, performer may use cen-
timeter calipers to measure the
thickness of the body at the leve
and in the directions in which th

central ray of the x-ray beam wil

pass through the centered part

from tube to film. Records for
use in determining exposure fac-

tors. After measuring, has patien

rest in as relaxed a position as

possible.

b. Performer informs radiologist when
patient and/or equipment is ready.

May bring requisition sheet,patient
medical history,chart,and any prior

or preliminary films to radiologist.
Displays radiographs on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with regard
to information, possible contra-
indications, or anything else
that should be brought to radiol-
ogist's attention. Notes any
special orders or change in pro-

cedure decided by radiologist.
Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radiolo-

gist to examination room, make
introductions or greet patient
and/or staff.

c. If not already done, performer

joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review ot req-
uisition, prior radiographic mate-
rials and examination of patient,
performer notes radiologist's or-

ders:

i) If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure, per-
former may arrange to terminate
and reschedule as appropriate;
has any orders for rescheduling
filled out and signed as appro-
priate.

ii) If radiologist decides that ad-

ditional preparatory steps are
needed, performer may arrange
to have these carried out and/or

performer arranges to reschedule
patient.

iii) If preliminary films have not

already been made,and if radiol-
ogist orders scout films, per-
former carries out filming as
for plain films of the spinal

column or as described below in
later steps. Has preliminary
films processed and presents for

review. Notes any orders from
radiologist on change in techni-
cal factors, tube angulation, or
positions of patient for later

use.
iv) If radiologist will proceed,

notes final orders on site of

puncture, types and sizes of

materials, local anesthetic, and

steps assigned to performer.

v) Performer discusses sequence.and

timing of procedure with radiol-

ogist. May arrange signals for
exposure, operation of fluoro-

scopic exposure contrOls. Dis-
cusses hcw table will be posi-

tifIned.
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Task Code No. 508

This is page 1_9 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

. Performer carries out preparations for v) If patient identification in-

air or gas myelography as ordered by formation is to be entered by

radiologist based on the part of the use of flasher, sets flashcard

work for which performer will be re- aside for later use with space

sponsible. May carry out any or all created by piece of leaded rubber

of the following: on appropriate edge of cassette.

vi) Performer may place patient's

a. If performer is responsible for pro- card into card tray for equip-

cedure tray, arranges to replace or ment using automatic film mark-

provide any equipment or materials ing device.

ordered by radiologist not already vii) Places cassette for final posi-

on tray,or decides to do personally. tioning on table in vertical cas

May assist in preparation of punc-
.

sette holder or in bucky as ap-

ture needles, syringes, local anes- propriate. Moves vertical holder

thetic. out of way of unit until fluoros-

b. If not already done, gives leaded copy is completed.

gloves and apron to radiologist,
sterile gown,gloves, mask. If appro- d. Performer may preset technical fac-

priate, places leaded curtain in tors for overheads:

place. Provides patient and anyone
who will remain in room during ex- i) Takes account of the measure-

posure with appropriate protective ments made of the patient, the

shielding. If a staff member, will radiologist's orders after view-

be asked to assist, performer pro- ing scout films (if any), the

vides leaded gloves and apron. Makes
sure assistant will stay out of

collimated field size to be used,

presence of air contrast, and

primary beam. any conversions necessary. Con-

c. Performer prepares cassettes for verts factors as described ear-

overhead filming: lier.
ii) Makes sure that technique relates

i) If overhead check of needle posi- to the combination of film type

tion will be needed during sur- and speed, focal spot size, FFD

gical procedure, performer pre- and use or nonuse of other ac-

pares cassette with ID infor-
mation as appropriate. May plan

cessories (such as screens, grid,

bucky, etc.).

to use Polaroid cassette and iii) If overhead filming will be used

processing equipment.
ii) Performer identifies cassettes

for check of needle placement,
performer presets factors as for

for frontal and lateral projec- plain films,and resets for

tions if not already done. grams when appropriate.

iii) Places right or left marker on iv) For conventional exposure con-

cassette holder or cassette as trol sets milliamperage by choos-

appropriate to the equipment or ing selectors for the correct

depresses appropriate R or L focal spot size; sets the mA se-

button for automatic marking. lected. Selects and sets the ex-

iv) If patient identification in- posure time that will produce

formation is in the form of lead the mAs desired. Sets the kVp

numerals, performer places on selected by choosing the combin

appropriate corner of cassette. tion of major and minor kilovol-
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Task Code No. 508

This is page 10 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

tage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

v) For automatic phototimed exposure
control selects and sets the cat-
egory corresponding to the type
of study and use or nonuse of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if ap-
propriate, focal spot size. Se-
lects and sets a control corre-
sponding to the field size (as
listed on technique chart for
phototiming). May select and set
a kVp range button (if called for
with equipment) corresponding to
range for examination. Sets a
density selector corresponding
to the usual (or special) require
ments for the study. Makes sure
backup timer is not likely to
terminate exposure before photo-
timed exposure is made.

vi) Depending, on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for
manual tableside adjustment of
collimator, table and x-ray tube
height and position (unless these
have already been set).

e. If performer is to assist with pre-
paration of patient for puncture,
washes hands observing sterile tech-
nique when appropriate. May carry
out any or all of the following:

i) If not already done, may arrange
to have puncture site shaved and/

or prepared.
ii) If patient (pediatric) is to have

generrA. anesthesia, performer
awas signal that procedure can
begin.

iii) If not already done, placas ra-
dioluent support on table so
that long axis ejf spine can be
raised to horizontal position.
Sets up footboard and oulder
restraints on table lf not al-
ready done.
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iv) Unless patient is to be posi-
tioned by nurse or MD, perform-
er positions according to radi-
ologist's orders.

v) For cisternal puncture assists
patient in lateral positionue.tiL,
abdomen supported, knees drawn
up,and arms folded over chest.
Performer elevates head so that
the external occipital protuber-
ance is in line with the spi-
nous processes. Supports head
in flexed position, extended for-

ward.
vi) For lumbar puncture,places pa-

tient in prone position or in
lateral position with abdomen
supported and spine flexed,de-
pending on radiologist's orders.
For lateral positioning adjust
support under lumbar region so
that the long of spine is

horizontal. May 2.L,A.! Jppor

between upper aacl Jeer leg; al-

lows patient flex Elees com-

fortably.
vii) Immobilizes ';:iitient Lyld reas-

sures if convxious.
viii) May swab puture si area wit

antiseptic solutic,n cover

surrounding a.;.n,a14 .,1th sterile

towels.
ix) May receive o: obtain a clean

hospital gown, notton "boots," I)

cap, and mask. Dons these beforg
appreviching sterile area. Car- $

ries out appropriate steps to 4

maintain the integrity of ster-

il areau., Avoids touching pa-

tient, drapes, radiologist.
nurse, or instrument table with

nonsterile object.
x) Informs radiologist when pa-

tient and materials are ready.

. During spinal puncture perfnrmer may
assist using sterile techniTle:

117111MIIIP "WINiMEMiletIS,



TASK DESCRITION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 508

This is page 11 of 17 for this ta.3k.

List Elements Full

a. May hand materials and supplies
asked for.

b. Performer checks that "myelographic
stop lock" is in place and that
fluoroscopic assembly cannot come
down to strike the needle.

c. May assist with fluoroscopic viewing
of needle. On signal from radiolo-
gist, performer may dim room lights;
turns on TV power switch. May oper-
ate fluoroscope controls adjusting
kVp and/or mA according to radiolo-
gist's orders, Continues as ordered.

d. For overhead check of needle place-
ment, performer places cassette as
indicated by radiologist:

i) Sets technical factors appropri-
ate for location as for plain
films.

ii) Collimates t..3 area of interest

and makes exposure.
iii) Has film proneaced at once or de-

cides to do personally. Places
for radiologist to view.

iv) Continues as ordered until ra-
diologist is satisfied with nee-
dle placement.

e. May provide manometer when asked.

May record soinal fluid pressure as
dictated by radiologist.

f. As radiologist removes spinal fluid,
performer may hold prepared test
tube or container while radiolo-
gist ejects contents in syringe
into it; or receives test tube.
May arrange to have specimen cover-
ed and prepared for laboratory, or
decides to do personally.

g. When ordered by radiologist, per-

former may adsist with introduction
of air or gas contrast and any fur-
ther removal of spinal fluid:

i) When ordered may position pa-
tient as directed by radiolo-

Liit Elements Full

gist. C1,Pcks shoulder and head
restrail:s before the table is

tilted.
ii) Operata tilt-table slowly as

orderod for removal of fluid by
gravity and moves table when
orderad so that patient is in
heal-down position.

iii) May operate fluoroscope con-
trols adjusting kVp ;?rid/or mA
contr,:ls according tc; radiolo-

gist.:; orders.

iv) 7".end1ng n imAitutional pro-
cedures, OerfcIrmer may keep ra-
diologi:it informed of cumula-

ti ext..3ure ;-Is shown on flu-

orooropc: indicator.

h. When approprt4te, performer may
assist with application of padding
to puncture needle, or removal of

needle aIld dressing of site.
i. When the imitillation of the air

Ot W3', is completed, performer-

tLots radiologist's orders for

n,!erheads.

i) Notes the portions of the spi-
nal cord to includelthe tube-
film angulation, and the pro-
jections required.

ii) Unless otherwise ordered, plans
for frontal and lateral projec-
tions with patient in lateral
position.

iii) Notes whether table is to be
maintained in Trendelenburg
position. If so, plans to di-
rect central ray to film at
angle specified regardless of
the angle of the table.

6. Performer makes the negative contrast
myelograms as ordered:

a. Makes sure that patient is attend-

ed.
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Task Code No.

This is page 12 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

i) Sets technical factors, identi-
fies and places cassette for each
exposure before immobilizing pa-
tient.

ii) Sets the focal-film distance if
not already done as appropriate
for unit, projection, and stan-
dards for examination. Operates
controls or manually moves x-ray
tube into place. Checks the fo-
cal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts until the required
FFD is obtained,

b. Unless patient is to be positioned
by nurse or radiologist, performer
adjusts patient in lateral position
as for lumbar puncture:
.

i) May have patient or staff member
assist in holding patient's
shoulders down. May loop bandage
around patient's feet, have knees
slightly flexed, and have pa-
tient grasp bandage ends and ex-
tend knees. May have co-worker
depress shoulders by pulling on
arms with symmetrical traction.

41) Performer may plan to take ad-
vantage of "heel effect." If so,
places x-ray tube so that its
long axis is parallel with the
midline of table, with the anode

at the head (cranial) end of the

patient, and the cathode at the
foot (caudal) end.

iii) Keeps the long axis of the spine
parallel to the film holder,
When using a bucky, centers pa-
tient to midline. With cassette
on table top, centers film to

part. With upright holder, ad-

justs height of holder to part
and centers part to film.

as follows:

I

c. Unless otherwise specified, sets up

,.....................

t) ror lateral projection of spine,
places cassette in bucky tray
centered to the level of the
area of interest,with mid-axil-

lary line of body centered to
midline. Positions x-ray tube
for right-angle filming to the

plane of the film by adjusting
to compensate for any angulation

of table.
ii) For AP or PA projections of

spine with patient in lateral
positionIplaces cassette in
vertical holder in front of or
behind patient, centered to area
of interest. Directs central ray
horizontally to the midpoint of

film or as ordered.
iii) For AP cervical spine projec-

tion, may direct central ray at
100 cephalad, at right angles,
or as ordered.

iv) For AP lumbar spine projection,
may direct central ray at 10° to

20° cephalad, at right angles,
or as ordered.

d. Performer completes immobilization
of patient:

i) May place restraining bands as
appropriate using strips of
gauze and adhesive tape as ap-

propriate.
ii) After patient has been immobi-

lized,performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

e. Performer may have patient practice

holding breath,or breathing out and

holding breath when ordered, until
told to relax, or observes pa-
tient's respiration and plans to
make exposure at the rest phase of

respiration. If patient is under
general anesthesia,coordinates with
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Task Code No. 508

This is page 13 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full
List Elements Fully

anesthesiologist and plans to make
exposure on signal from anesthesiol-
ogist.

f. Performer checks final positioning.
Activates the collimator light and
points the light beam towards the
part. Uses cross-hair shadows as
reference for center of field. Uses
the collimator light to center the
part to the film holder and the tube

to the part. Rechecks angulation of

central ray. Checks that the primary
beam will enter the center of the

area of interest at the selected

angle to the film so as to project
the view desired. May readjust x-ray
tube position to provide better cen-
tering.

g. Performer provides appropriate col-

limation and shielding:

i) Once the pitient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer

adjusts the clllimator.Collimates
so as to expose only the area of

interest (and thus provide maxi-
mum protection and detail). May

use extension cone. Adjusts pri-

mary beam to minimum size needed

to cover the area of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collimation
and centering points; may record

exposure factors to facilitate

any further filming required.

iii) If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield-

ing to gonads and other sensitive

areas that may be in the primary

beam but are not of interest for

the examination. Makes sure any-

one holding the patient (if ab-

solutely necessary) or remaining
in roOm has lead gloves and apron

and stays out of central beam.

h. Performer makes the first or next

exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts position

if warranted.
ii) Returns to control panel. Makes

sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in position.
As rehearsed, tells patient when

to hold breath, or breathe out

and hold, or observes patient's

breathing and times exposure to
the appropriate quiet phase. If

patient is under general anesthe-
sia, waits for signal from anes-

thesiologist.
iii) Performer initiates exposure by

pressing hand trigger or exposure
control button.

iv) While exposure is underway, per-
former checks that mA meter re- .

cords appropriate current as set,11

that kVp meter dips slightly.
v) May watch for evidence of mal-

function,such as line surge or
exCessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal Ainctioning of

equipment. If there is malfunc-

.
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) With phototimer, notes whether

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before .

phototimed exposure was completed.

If so, anticipates possible need

to repeat exposure (due to under-

exposure if premature cut-off, or

overexposure due to faulty timer).

vii) After exposure is completed,tells
patient and any adult present that

he or she can relax.
viii) After exposure performer returns

to patient. Removes cassette from

table, holder or bucky. Removes
any markers for further use.

1

i. Performer repeats radiography steps

for all exposures ordered before
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Task Code No. 508

This is page 14 of 17 for this task.

List Elements Full

review by radiologist, adjusting
technical factors and x-ray tube as
appropriate to each projection or-
dered.

j. Performer arranges to have the
film(s) processed at once or de
cides to do personally:

i) Attaches ID card fo: use with
flasher if appropri4te. May sign
requisition.

ii) While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and attended by staff
person or self.

iii) Performer brings the processed
film(s) directly to the radiolo-
gist in charge, places on view
boxes, and/or arranges to have
viewed in darkroom. May display
prior films as well. Informs ra-
diologist when the films are
ready.

Performer notes radiologist's orders
for a repeat of any part of the examina-
tion and/or for tomography:

a. For additional instillation of air
or gas and fluoroscopy, performer
assists as described above, as ap-
propriate.

b. For additional myelograms or "re-
takes" performer notes radiologist's
orders on change in technical fac-
tors, position oi table, x-ray tube
angulation, centering and/or pro-
jections to be made.

i) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion'of equipment, or preference
of radiologist for density or
contrast, and adjusts as appro-
priate to avoid any need for fu-
ture "retakes."

ii) For each set of myelograms, per-
former repeats appropriate steps,

List Elements Full

makes exposures,and presents
to radiologist for review as
escribed, and awaits further
orders.

c. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert to patient's condition.
Notes any signs of paleness, weak
pulse, faintness, nausea or other
adverse reaction. Notifies nurse
or physician at once if patient
shows emergency signs.

d. If radiologist orders tomography,
performer notes orders for the level
_of the initial cut (lowest probable
cm.) and a second and/or third cut
at somewhat higher levels, if so.
ordered. Notes the speed, size of
the "slice" (exposure angle or am-
plitude), and the number or preli-
minary tomograms required.

8. If performer is to carry out tomograph
ic myelography, maintains patient in
lateral position on table at appropri-
ate table angulation.

a. Prepares and places cassette:

i) Performer selects and identi-
fies cassette for tomography as
described earlier. Prepares mark
er giving the level at which the
fulcrum will be set for the given
exposure and attaches to cas-
sette as appropriate.

ii) Performer places cassette into
bucky tray. May manually pull
out bucky tray and open retain-
ing clamps. Inserts cassette into
bucky tray and pushes back. Makes
sure clamps are closed. Moves
cassette into appropriate
"stored" position or inserts
cassette tray into bucky slot.
Makes sure that bucky carriage
is in center of bucky slot.
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b. Performer sets the fulcrum (layer ii) For asymmetrical exposure, de-

height) level for the first (ornext) termines whether the arc to be

exposure: used will be at the beginning of
tube travel or near the end, and

i) If a "book" cassette is to be adjusts equipment as appropri-

used, performer sets the fulcrum ate.

level to coincide with the upper- iii) For other types of tube-film

most body layer to be projected. travel motion, performer sets

ii) If an automatic layer height se- the selector(s) as appropriate

lector is available, performer for direction control (if any).

sets the controls to the interval
distances selected, and sets the f. Performer selects and sets the ex-

fulcrum for the uppermost or posure factors for the first tomo-

lowermost body layer desired de- graphic projection by consulting

pending on the direction of the the technique chart(s) posted for

automatic change. the machine dealing with tomography.

iii) Sets the fulcrum level using as described earlier for overheads.

hand crank or power switch and .

checks the setting on the fulcrum i) Locates the information needed

(layer height) indicator, for the body part and projection
involved according to the expo-

c. Performer sets the amplitude (sweeP): sure angle (amplitude), and
speed selected. May first refer

i) Makes sure that x-ray tube is to conventional exposure factors

centered at zero angle. Checks in order to convert if dommer-

focal-film distance. cial technique chart is used,

ii) Sets the prescribed exposure or reads tomography mAs or mA

angle or amplitude as appropriate and kVp directly from the tech-

to equipment and checks angle on nique chart.

indicator. ii) Sets backup timer at an incre-
ment slightly longer than the

d. Performer sets the sweep speed as actual exposure time (calcu- -

prescribed, according to the speeds lated as the product of ftc.. an-

available for the equipment, the ex- gle of amplitude and the sweep

posure angle selected, and estab- speed or as listed on chart).

lished procedure for the area of in-

terest (or patient's age). Notes the g. Performer rehearses patient in

duration or actual exposure time as proper breathing for exposure.

the product of the angle and the
sweep speed selected. i) Cautions patient to keep fingers

e. Sets directional control: away from table edges.
ii) Advises patient to keep eyes

i) For linear.tomography, performer closed to avoid following the

sets the direct:onal control movement of the x-ray tube.

switch to right or left for hori- iii) Exp7,ains that patient must hold

zontal travel position for successive "cuts."

,-.41
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List Elements Full

iv) Performer checks that no obstruc-
tions are present which might re-
strict tubemount travel.

h. Performer immobilizes patient; col-
limates and checks shielding as ap-
propriate.

i. Performer tests tomographic set-up
by proceeding with tubemount sweep
but not activating exposure. Has pa-
tient practice breathing and holding
still as ordered and permits patient
to sense the duration time for each
sweep:

i) Turns on power for tomographic at-
tachment or mode. Using appropri-
ate switch, activates tomographic
sweep action without activating
exposure, and holds until tube-
mount reaches the extreme limit
of travel.

ii) Returns tubemount to other ex-
treme position, holding until
tubemount travel is complete. In-
terrupts travel at any point and
makes any adjustments necessary.
Returns equipment to "start" po-
sition.

-",

j. Prepares for exposure as described
earlier, telling patient when to
breath or coordinating with patient's
quiet breathing or anesthesiologist's
signal.

i) Performer initiates tubemount ac-
tion and exposure by pressing
hand trigger or exposure control
button (twice if two stage con-
trol is appropriate). Holds down
or continues to press exposure
control until tube travel is com-
pleted. Then releases exposure
switch at once.

ii) For asymmetrical exposure initi-
ates exposure or terminates at
appropriate stage of tube travel.

List Elements Fully

iii) If there is any problem during
the exposure, performer releases
switch at once and sets back to
"start" position before attempt-
ing another sweep.

k. After exposure performer returns to
patient. Removes cassette from
bucky.

i) Removes any markers.
ii) Performer places ID, R-L and ap-

propriate next layer Leight mark
ers on cassette for next exposure
(unless book cassette was used).

iii) Inserts new cassette as de-
scribed.

iv) Changes fulcrum to new layer
height (level) as appropriate,
unless this will be done auto-
matically.

v) Performer continues until all
tomogram exposures ordered have
been made.

vi) Performer arranges to have the
first tomograms processed at
once or decides to do personally.
Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May sign
requisition. While films are
being processed, makes sure that
patient is comfortable and at-
tended by staff person or self.

vii) Performer brings the processed
set of tomograms directly to the
radiologist in charge or places
on view boxes and informs radi-
ologist that they are ready. May
also hang conventional myelo-
grams.

1. Performer notes instructions from
radiologist regarding the position
and the layer levels, amplitude,and
number of cuts to be made. Notes
radiologist's preference for tech-
nical factors.
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m. Depending on radiologist's orders,
performer makes tomographic exposures
at the selected interval cuts (ampli- c.

tude) and levels required as de-
scribed above.

i) Readjusts fulcrum level, technical
factors, collimation and shieldin
as appropriate. Makes sure ID,
R-L and layers heights are marked.
Makes exposures and has tomogrems
processed at once as above.

ii) Brings tomograms to radiologist
and displays on view boxes as
before.

iii) Performer notes whether a given
level will be further defined by
smaller "slices" (expanded ampli-
tude) within a more restricted
area. If so, repeats procedures
after adjusting amplitude and re-
determining exposure techniques.

iv) Performer shows subsequent sets
of tomograms to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist
indicates that tomographic exam-
ination is completed.

v) Turns off energy for tomographic
attachment and/or unplugs.

vi) With tomographic attachment, dia-
assembles by reversing the at-
tachment procedures.

. When informed by the radiologist that

the examination is completed, performer
may assist with termination steps. May

carry out any or all of the following

as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist ornurse
applies dressing to puncture site.

b. Performer coordinates with anesthe-

siologist (if present) and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
cov4.,ry and after-care of patient.

Makes sure that patient is attended
and will be transported to appropri-

465

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

1.

List 7.Elemintt Full
1mmur

ate next location such 4S recovery
area or room.
May present requisition form tr.,
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radio-
logist orders additional examina-
tion.
May check that spinal fluid sample
has been prepared for laboratory,
is properly identified, or decides
to do personally. May present lab.

order form to radiologist for sig-

nature.
Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the views taken.
For tomography may note the ampli-
tude, speed, layer heights. Notes
technical factors used and film
sizes; may record-the number of
exposures made indluding retakes;
may enter the,estimated radiation

dose to which:patient was exposed
(using posted information on dos-
age); may'record:any problem with
equipment, anyjRecial care pro-
vided patient. SUns requisition
sheet.
Performer may..record the fluoros-
copic exposure:including exposure
time and rad ddAtge from pusted
data.
Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional ar-
rangements.
Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, andior'have
information recorded in log book
personally,or has this done,depend-

ing on institutional procedures.

May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set for flu-
oroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted with
puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment position-
ed,set up for automatic injection,single or biplane
serial filming,subtraction technique:filming coordi-
nated with injection;radiographs sent for processing,
radiologist's review;procedures repeated,continued
as ordered;examination recorded;radiographs placed
for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxeI;pen;com-
puter control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad
exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s) ,tube(s),

control panel(s) ;extension cones;fluorescopy unit,TV
monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shielding;
icollimator(s);serial changer(s) ;tilt-table,radiolu-
cent tabletop;R-L,ID device or markers;autOmatic in-
jector;immobilization devices;pads;tape;ECG equip-
ment;emergency cart;sterile procedure tray for punc-
ture,catheterization;antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant
vasolidator,local anesthetic,iodine based contrast,
disinfectant solutions;swabs;drape;syringes;stretch-

ler;wheelchair:calipers
3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...01() No...( )

. It 'Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if rele:ant to knowledge
requiremente or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;radiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking spinal cord angiograms of any pt.,by reviewin
request;measuring,reassuring pt.;setting up for flu-
oroscopy,serial filming (single or biplane),subtrac-
tion.technique,automatic injection of contrast;makin
scout films;assisting with sterile puncture,catheter
ization procedure;identifying films;applying shleld-
ir:,;cellimating;setting technical factors;positicm-

pt.;making serial films in coordina
tion with injection;having films processed,reviewed;
repeating,adjusting as erdered;placing radiographs
for use;recording examination.

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-.
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for selective spinal cord
angiography (radiographic con-
trast study of the blood vessels
supplying the spinal cord, by
selective introduction of con-
trast medium into arteries) as a
result of:

a.

b.

C.

d,

Regular assignment.
Checking assignment on sched-
ule sheet.
Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.
Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s)
with record of technical fac-,
tors used.

Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-

formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose. Notes whether
request is for completion
of a spinal cord study
after one half of the ves-
sels have alteady been
visualized. Notes rea of
interest and side of in-
terest for current study
or whethey bilateral opac-

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here it this

is a master sheet.. X)'
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ification is anticipated.
b. Notes name of radiologist in charge,

names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled, and whether or when performer
is to report for preliminary prep-
arations.

c. Performer reads patient's name,iden-
tification number,sex,age,weight and
height.

d. Notes whether hand or automatic in-
jection, single or biplane seriog-
raphy is to be used,type of serial
film changer, whether sequence for
serial radiography will be computer
controlled (possibly combining film
sequence with program for automatic
injection of contrast). If so, notes
whether program(s) have been select-
ed for control panel. Notes whether
subtraction technique may be or-
dered. Notes orders on sterile ma-
terials such as types and sizes of
needles, catheters, guide wires, sa-
line, antiseptic, anticoagulant an-
esthetic, vasoactive solutions, io-
dine based contrast. Notes whether
ECG monitoring has been ordered.

e. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is
to set up equipment and/or prepare
patient personally, or whether per-
former will join neuroangiography
team in examination room.

f. Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of allergies.

g. Notes any special information on
patient's condition that could af-
fect positioning, immobilization,
handling, or selection of technique,
such as respiratory or infectious
condition, presence of IV drip,

h. Performer notes whether there are
orders on prior preparation of
patient such as therapeutic diet,
allergy test, lab tests, cessation
of oral contraceptive, prior ab-
stinence from morning meal, cleans-
ing enemas, emptying of bladder,
start of IV drip, shaving of punc-
ture site,prior administration of

sedation, antihistamine or other

medication.

i) Notes appropriate timing and
checks whether all procedures
have been ccrried out and at,
appropriate time,and that all
reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart.

ii) If there is any problem, ar-
ranges to have procedures car-
ried out, examination postponed
to allow proper timing, reports
problem to appropriate stefe
member, or plans to inforat

radiologist.

i. Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus. Reports
problem to appropriate staff mem-
ber or plans to inform radiolo-
gist.

j. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, perfotmer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,
and cumulative exposure. Notices
whether examination has been done

4.-4.44«4^" ^, COOCIWIlprp in
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amination room assigned.

i) Considers the accessory equipment,
technical factors, shielding and
immobilization equipment appro-
priate for the patient's age,
sex, size, condition, equipment
and the area of interest.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile proce-
dures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.
Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent

to procedure room.
iii) Checks own clothing to make sure

that performer is in compliance
with institutional rules for
safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.

iv) If general anesthesia may be
given, may check that x-ray
equipment is compatible for use

with anesthesia equipment.

1. If referring physician has request-
ed that prior films, scans,and test
results already on iile be sent
with current radir.Traphs, and if

not already with vatient's jacket-
ed material, performer arranges to
have these delivered.

m. If the performer determines that

the request is not properly auth-
orized, incomplete, or that suf-
ficient information is lacking for

performer to select technique or to
properly position or immobilize pa-
tient, or if performer considers
that there may be contraindications
to going ahead with the procedure,

performer notifies supervisor, ra-
diologist, or other designated staff

person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if

aftimr Oh

List Elements Full

. Determines what prior preparations
will be needed, such as cleaning and
preparation of equipment and acces-
sories, proper dress, consultation
with procedure room staff,and rehear-
sal if so required. May carry out any
or all of the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the
department for the type of examina-
tion involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography
suite or room assigned on requisi-
tion sheet. Checks that room is
equipped with two serial film
change-zs or a biplane unit.

b. If appropriate, arrives for re-
hearsal of procedure and notes
steps in relation to those of

others on staff.
c. May decide to clean x-ray equipment

or arranges to have this done.

3. Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-

tient in examination room longer than

necessary:

a. Washes hands as appropriate.

b. Reviews the technique cl.-rt(s)

for the unit(s) to be used (sin-
gle or biplane serial changer(s),
fluoroscopy unit).

i) Locates information for the
views likely to be required.
Takes note of the exposure fac-
tors to be used for overheads
and fluoroscopy. Considers pre-
ferences of the radiologist in-
volved, conversions needed to
account for patient's age, con-
dition, area of interest, pre-
sence of contrast. Notes any
newly'posted changes in tech-
nical factors (to reflect ac-
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ii) If a conversion of factors will
be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calculates,
or uses conversion chart to as-
certain the appropriate new ex-
posure factor. Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-
propriate.

iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-
posure factors against the post-
ed limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed
the heat capacities of the tube
for the focal spot size to be
used. If appropriate, performer
reconverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
dicator.light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equipment
and allows time for machine to
"warm up."

i) Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized. If appro-
priate, checks each line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns com-
pensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.
As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)

to fluoroscopic mode, and/or

for overhead filming as appro-
priate.

d. Sets up fluoroscopy equipment:

List .1-smInts.E11121____.......

is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) If not already done, performer
connedts TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is

on.

iii) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (if there is dual image

intensifier).
iv) Performer selects and sets ex-

posure factors for fluoroscopy.

Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator dial.
With automatic density control,
sets density selector as appro-
priate for examination. If mA is
automatically controlled accord-
ing to patient thickness, per-
former turns fluoroscope mA
selector to maximum standard
position. If not adtothati,...ally

controlled, sets as apr.opriate
for focal spot size and exami- ,

nation involved. Sets fluoro-
scopic examination timer to max-

imum position.
v) If a grid will be used with the

image intensifier for fluoro-
scopy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into position. May
check that the grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with grid
lines parallel to the long axis
of the tube.

vi) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensifier
(focal spot to film distance,
FFD). May check that TOD is 15
inches or more.

vii) Performer may collimate fluoro-
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shutters to the field size antic7
ipated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or may set shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

e. If not already done, checks fluoro-
scopy mode by operating cohtrols
in examination room behind leaded
screen:

i) Makes sure that no one is in
room. Places phantom or appropri-
ate test object on radiography
table where patient's area of
interest will be centered for
examination.

ii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.

iii) If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area of

interest.
iv).Turns on TV power switch con-

trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
sco2ed on TV monitor.

v) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA control if appropriate)
and observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment is

operating properly.
vi) Checks mA meter and notes wheth-

er appropriate reading is ob-

tained.
vii) Performer checks that TV bright-

ness controls are operating and

adjusts for preliminary viewing.
viii) Checks examination timer by

noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left

ix) After equipment has been check-
ed, performer resets standard
exposure factors. If performer
decides that any of the equip-

ment is not functioning prop-
erly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges
for alternate unit to be used.

f. Performer may set up serial film

changer(s) at a rate that is sten-
ard for procedure and await radi-

ologist's further orders. May cy-
cle each unit to cheek operation.

If so, makes sure that anode is

not rotating.
g. If automatic pressure injection ,

equipment is or may be ordered,sets
up and checks as appropriate to the

type to be used; makes sure machine

is grounded.
h. Performer may pleze single or bi-

plane serial film changer(s) into

position for the examination de-

pending on the type of examination

table to be used:

i) May wheel see-through AP changer

into position under catheteriza-

tion table in preparation for

scout film.
ii) If conventional x-ray tilt-

table will be used, places AP

changer in convenient location

near examination table and pre-

pares for placement of patient

on radiolucent table top for
catheterization, after which
patient will be moved to chang-

er, or places changer to be

wheeled under radiolucent table

after fluoroscopy.
iii) Performer may proceed with

placement of vertical changer.
May wheel vertical cassette
changer (if not part of bi-
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eral filming with horizontal
beam.

i. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
tocposure, and that appropri-
ate shielding is available for
placement between radiologist
and the patient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-.
lization devices for area of in-
terest aLU patient's age-are pre-
sent, and that there-is radiolu-
cent padding for comfort of pa-
tient. May arrange to have pa-
tient kept warm during procedure.

iii) If orders have been given for
the computer program(s) to be
used (giving the number of films
to be taken, per second inter-
vals, number of separate series,
and possibly a program to co-
ordinate with automatic pressure
injection), performer arranges
to have keypunch control card(s)
prepared (or delivered and chi.tck-
ed), or decides to do persally.
When orders have been given and
control card is ready, perfs:Lier
places control card as appropri-
ate in control panel of computer.

fv) Checks that extension cones are
available. May set up shoulder
rests, hand holds,footboaxd-on
tilt-table.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use and identifitation cards
or leaded numerals or markers.

vi) Checks that equipment or device
evw..4n1

order. May prepare identifica-
tion strip using tape and lead
numerals giving appropriate ID
information for placement on
table or scout film cuyllette(s).

Checks identification af'...:17;t

requisition sheet.
vii) Performer makes sure that /.

te supply of loaded
S.L.S for rapid film chnng'
(s) of the appropriate tyf;en 'r4

and C:x. are available In
examinalon room. Checks
these are kided with apr,:pri-
ate spcucl and type of film and
grid cc!:thinations depending on
the arf.z oi interest, projec-
tions aad techniques to be used,
type of equipment,and institu-
tional practices. If adequate
supply is not in room, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

j. PerZormer notes whether ECG moni-
toring equipment (ii ordered) and
emergency cart is preaent. Notes
who will be aFsigned to monitor.

k. tby check that procedure tray for
the examination'has been properly
prepared or decides to do personal-

ly:

i) Depending on radiologist's or-
ders, performer may check for
appropriate types wad sizes of

punctur needles, tournIquets,
catheters, 4yringes, scalpels,
guide wires, forceps, dressings.1
Notes whether appropriate anti-
Peptic, saline, antic.)agulant,
vasodilator and local anesthe-
tic solutions are pr?sent.
Checks for sterile drapes.

ii) Chacks that appropriate ague-
ous.iodine-based contrast sole- t
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that contrast solution is at
appropriate temperature; may ar-
range to heat or cool.

4. Depending osiiinstitutional procedures,
performer mai'bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart,.any prior films,scans,
and-lab reports to radiologist; may
bring or escort patient and accompany-
ing staff members to examination room;
and/or may join radiologist ahd pa-
tient after informing radiologist that

equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient
in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from holding area and
prepared for the examination (if
not already done), or decides to
do personally. Depending on in-
stitutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in
bringing.patient to examination
room.

iii) Performer greets patient and any
accompanying staff person and
introduces self. Checks patient's
identity against the requisition
sheet,referring to hospital iden-
tification bracelet or other
identifier. Checks with accom-
panying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes
patient comfortable on examina-
tion table or on table-top over

List Elements Full

stretcher into position so that
radioluaent stretcher can be
lifted with patient on it from
wheeled base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair, ma
move patient in chair into po-
Pition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked
position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by Patient.
If assistihg patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
tablP, helps patient turn into
?coition, step backwards oa
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
young patient in supine position

on tabie, or lift patient care-

fully, supporting pav.ient's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is beirt at-
tend -? and there is no danger
patient will fall off table

patent has respiratic:n,
cardiac, infusion equipment or
urinary catheter attached, makes
sur,? that equipment is being
monitorrA aud is not dislodged.

vi) If not already done, has pa-
tient's dentures, hair pins,
spectacles, and any jewelry re-
moved. Makes sure that all gar-
ments are removed, that patient 1

is in gown;ay check tha..
tient is being kept warm.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about any prior preparations and
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
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viii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy.

ix) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if patient
has sensitivity to contrast, or
if there is any possibility that
patient is pregnant, and these
have not already been recorded,
performer informs radiologist in
charge at once; proceeds only
with approval.

x) Performer answers patient's non-
medical questions honestly; at-
tempts to reassure patient and
develop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behav-
ior. Attempts to develop a warm
interaction. May hold cLild; may
speak in calm, gentle voice.
Attempts to calm patient and gai
cooperation by communicating as
appropriate to patient's age or,
if appropriate,level of func-
tioning or degree of coherence.
Is as calm and gentlas possi-
ble. Performer explains, when
asked medical questions, that it
is not appropriate for technolo-
gist to answer these; encourages
patient to speak to physician.

xi) Unless measurements have already

been made, performer may use
centimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the body at
the level(s) and in the direc-
tion(s) in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use

in determdning exposure factors.

After measuring, has patient
zest in as relaxed a position'

as possible.

As..SMN
factors for scout film,(s):

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection as described,
taking account-of the measure-
ments taken of the patient.

ii) At control panel(s) sets con-
trols for radiography mode.
Selects milliamperage and
chooses selectors for the cor-
rect focal size. Selects and
sets the exposure time that

will produce the mAs desired.
Sets the kVp selected by choos-
ing tile combination of major
and minor kilovoltage settings
to prodice the desired kVp.

iii) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for use

of manual tableside adjustment
of collimator, table and x-ray
tube height and position (unles
these have already been set).

iv) Performer obtains the'appro-
priate size loaded cassette for
the first scout projection and
attaches identification informa
tion to the cassette.
Places right or left marker on
cassette as appropriate to the

study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-

ton for automatic marking.
Places identification informa-
tion on appropriate corner of
cassette or sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate ed6e of cas-

sette.
May place patient's card into
card tray for equipment using
automatic film marking device.

v) Performer may set serial chang-
er(s) to allow for 'manual con-
trol and one scout exposure. a
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changer depending on the scout
film(s) ordered. Performer may
place a cassette (over or on
changer), and/or place and sup-
port a cassette in front of the
lateral changer in preparation
for lateral scout film.

vi) Performer may set the focal-film
distance(s) if not already 'done.
Operates controls or manually'
moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks each focal-film dis
tance by reading indicator scale
in the tube housing; adjusts un-
til the required FFD is obtained.

c. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films and scans
to radiologist. Displays radiouaphs

on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change
in procedure decided by radiol-
ogist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radiol-
ogist to examination room, greet
and/or introduce patient and
staff members.

d. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room:

i) Performer may note radiologist's
decision on whether to proceed
and what will be done. Notes ra-
diologist's orders for scout
film(s), type of immobilization.

List Elements Full
.11.*.:MMIIMMP

tarest in standard position or
as orded. May plan for AP and
lateral exposures, simultaneous
or alternating exposures if bi-
plane equipment is to be used.

iii) May provide gown, gloves, mask,
lead apron and gloves to radio-
logist.

iv) Performer provides patient and
anyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. If a staff

member will be asked to assist,
performer provides leaded gloves
and apron. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to min-
imize unnecessary radiation ex-

,
posure.

5. Performer makes scout film(s) of pa-
tient as ordered:

a. Performer prepares patient for ex-
posures:

i) Performer may have very young
patient's body and extremities I

immobilized at sides by miimmy- 7

ing (wrapping), or decides to
d) personally. If performer asks
co-worker or nurse to do, indi-
cz,.tes Et what level sheet should

be wrapvd.
ii) May expin or demonstrate to

staff member or patient what is
required for immobilizing. May
obtain help in positioning.

iii) Performer positions patient's
body in supine position over
or on AP serial changer. For --

lateral prdjection supports body
on a radiolucent pad. Arranges
body so that its median sagittal
plane is centered to the midline.

iv) Supports any elevated parts.
Has non-infant patient place
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Arranges shoulders so that they
lie on a single transverse plane.
Centers film to part and keeps
long axis parallel to film hold-
er.

b. Performer may position as follows:

List Elements Full

i) For AP projection (posterior
view) of cervical spine, perform-
er places patient's arms down
alongside body. Performer may
tape arms to the body at the
elbows after pulling them down.
Elevates chin so that edges of
upper incisors and mastoid tips
lie on the same transverse plane.
Performer may immobilize head
with head clamp or webbing strap
under chin. Centers cassette or
film to the level of the fourth
cervical vertebra. May direct
central ray at right angles to
midpoint of film, or at 100 ceph-
alad; or as ordered.

ii) For a lateral projection of cer-
vical spine, performer adjusts a
cassette in the vertical positio
at right angles to table on side
of interest so that the lower
portion is in contact with pa-
tient's shoulder. Centers to the
fourth cervical vertebra and im-
mobilizes patient.
May place wedge shaped pads or
radiolucent sponges beneath neck.
May pull down patient's arms and
tape to body as described above.
Directs central beam horizontal-
ly at right angles to film.

iii) For an AP projection (posterior
view) of the thoraco-lumbar
spine,performer maintains patien
in supine position as described,
with the long axis of x-ray tube
parallel to the midline,and with
the anode at the head (thoracic)

-r no14.1

to the midpoint of the area of
interest. Directs central ray
at right angles to midpoint of
film or aaordered. If the spine
is not on a horizontal plane,
directs central ray at right
angles to its long axis,through
the midpoint.

iv) For a lateral projection of
thoraco-lumbar spine, performer
maintains patient in supine po-
sition. Places vertical cas-
sette and supports so that x-ray
beam may be directed horizontal-
ly at right angles to film.
Centers cassette to the mid-
axillary line of the body at
the level of the center of area
of interest. Directs central
ray at right angles to mid-point
of film.

c. Performer immobilizes patient as
appropriate.

i) Places restraining bands,
sponges,sandbags,strips of gauze
and adhesive tape as needed. May
use head clamp.

ii) When positioning a patient with
a balloon catheter in place,per-
former makes sure that the clamp
is not lying over a part to be
exposed or that patient is not
lying on the clamp. Makes sure
to avoid any actions that will
separate catheter tubing from
drainage bottle.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

iv) Checks final positioning using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points

U.nm f-rwanyAc f-ho nart.
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Uses cross-hair shadows as refer-
ence for center of field, and
uses the collimator light to
center the tube to the part.

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project the
view desired. May readjust x-ray
tube position lengthwise or
crosswise to provide better cen-

tering.

d. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator so as to expose only
the area of iutereat as defined by
radiologist.

i) May attach an auxilary extension
cone to collimator to further
reduce the primary beam. Adjusts
primary beam to minimum size
needed to cover the area of in-
terest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collimation
and centering points; may record
exposure factors to facilitate
any further filming required.

e. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are clOt of interest for the
examination.
Makes sure that anyone remaining in
room is supplied with lead gloves
and apron and stays out of central
beam,especially horizontal beam.

f. Performer may rehearse coherent pa-
tient in holding breath and remain-
ing motionless, or observes pa-
tient's breathing and plans expo-
sure for the appropriate quiet phase

such as after expiration.
p.rfnrmpr makeR the exposure:

List Elements Fully

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-

tion if warranted.
ii) Returns to control panel. Makes

sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath, kir
observes patient's breathing
and times exposure to the ap-
propriate quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by

pressing hand trigger or expo-

sure control button (or appro-

priate control for simultaneous
or alternating biplane exposure)

iv) While exposure is underway, per-
former may check that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight

ly.
v) May watch for evidence of mal-

function, such as lipe surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of

equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) After exposure is completed,

tells patient that he or she can
relax. Returns to patient. Re-
moves the cassette(s) and any

markers for further use.

h. If single plane scout films in
both Ar and lateral projections ar
ordered (and if biplane equipment

was not used), performer maintains

patient in same position; removes
radiolucent sponge if lateral will

be followed by AP projection, and

proceeds with second exposure as

described.
i. Performer arranges to have the

scout film(s) processed at once or

decides to do personally. Attaches!
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ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by staff
person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to have viewed in dat:room; in-

forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready.

6. During radiologist's review of requisi-

tion, scouts,prior films and examina-
tion of patient, performer notes ra-
diologist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel or
reschedule procedure, performer may
arrange to terminate and reschedule

as appropriate; has any orders for

rescheduling filled out and signed

as appropriate.
b. Performer notes whether radiologist

requires a change in technical,Jac-
tors and/or centering, or central
ray angulation for later serial

filming.

i) Performer records or notes order
for later use in the examination
and/or repeats preliminary ra-
diography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attentien,malfunc-
tion of equipment, or preference
of radiologist for density or
contrast, and adjusts as appro-
Priate to avoid any need for

fufure "retakes."-

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quence of examination, amount and

List Elementc Fully

materials, automatic or manual in-
jection of contrast, program for
serial filming, and injection site.

Performer carries out preparations
for spinal angiography as ordered by
radiologist based on the part of the
work for which performer will be re-
sponsible. May carry out any or all

of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for

proceduro tray, arranges to replace
or provide any equipment or mater-

ials oreered by radiologist not
already on tray. May assist in
prepara%ion of catheters, puncture
needle, syringes containing saline
solution, local anesthetic, anti-
coagulant, contrast solution, vaso-
dilator. Notes or checks amounts
ordered.

b. If performer will be responsible
for filming, prepares ahead for
use of fluoros..v0py with surgical
procedure, automatic or hand in-
jection (including computer con-
trolled), and serial filming:

i) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy and/or serial film-
ing based on radiologist's re-
view of scout film(s) and the
presence of contrast for serial

films.
ii) Depending on equipment,performer

may wheel serial changer(s) out
of the way until fluoroscopy is
completed; may make sure that
everything is ready to lift pa-
tient from examination table on
radiolucent table top to AP

(or biplane) serial changer
after instillation ot contrast.

iii) If not already done and required
for equipment to be used, per-
former reviews with radiologist
orders for sequence and timing
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of serial filming. Notes whether
subtraction films are to be made.
If so, makes sure that program
or settings allow for plain films
to be taken for each view, fol-
lowed by injection and serial
films; notes rate per second and
intervals between sequences to
allow for arterial, capillary
and venous phases as required for
angiography in a given area of
interest.

iv) Sets programs for serial film
changer(s), automatic injector
as appropriate. Checks that plan-
ned-exposure time does not ex-
ceed available capacity of unit.
If not already done and computer
program will be used, checks
keypunch control card and places
in computer control panel.

v) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number of
vacuum or other type of cassettes
as ordered. (If appropriate,loads
cut film changer or roll film
changer.) If the same cassette
changer will be used for lateral
and AP projections, loads only
enough cassettes for series in
the first (lateral) projection to
avoid artifact caused by shadow
from last exposure in one posi-
tion on the first cassette to be
used in next position.
If biplane changers are to be
used, performer notes whether the
exposures will be simultaneous or
alternating and loads changers as
appropriate.
For computer controlled units,
plugs synchronization cable from
control unit into appropriate
receptacle on the x-ray control
panel.

vi) May set up equipment for automat-
ic marking of films in numerical
sequence or records cassette num-
bers for the 'sequence.

vii) If automatic pressure injection
is to be used, may attach tubin
to syringe(s) with contrast us-
ing sterile technique. Attaches
to machine and mounts syringe(s
as appropriate.'Checks that
there are no air bubbles. If ap
propriate, makes sure machine
is on "stand-by."
If automatic injection is not
computer controlled, sets flow-
rate dial for the cc's per sec-
ond ordered by radiologist.
When ordered by radiologist,
sets pressure control as desig-
nated.

c. If performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for cathe-
terization, washes hands observ-
ing sterile technique when appro-
priate.

i) If not already done,may arrange
to have puncture site shaved
and prepared (r4ght or left
femoral artery).

ii) Abducts patient's legs and ex-
poses the femoral artery on the

side to be punctured below the
inguinal ligament,as high as
possible,but allowing for later
compression proximal to punc-

, ture site.
iii) Immobilizes patient as appro-

priate. May place compression
bands across patient's body;
may use wrist restraints.

iv) May swab puncture site area
with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with

sterile towels.
v) If appropriate, may make sure

that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do

personally.

d. If not already done, may provide
radiologist with lead shielding,
gloves; sterile gown, gloves,
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mask. Makes sure that patient and
everyone to remain in 'room is prop-
erly shielded; may place lead screen
in place if radiologist will inject
contrast by hand.

e. If patient is to have general anes-
thesia, performer awaits signal that
procedure can begin.

f. May receive or obtain a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap and
mask. Dons these before approaching
sterile area. Carries ouL appropri-
ate steps to maintain the integrity
of sterile areas. Avoids touching
patient, drapes, radiologist, nurse,
or instrument table with nonste--

lie objects.
Juring injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture, placement of needle
and advancing of catheter, performer
assists as appropriate:

g.

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile techni-
que.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and progress
of catheter placement. On signal
from radiologist, performer may
dim room lights; turns on TV
power switch. May operate flu-

oroscope controls on orders from

radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or
mA controls according to zadiol-
ogist's orders.

iii) Performer may operate tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or
assist in positioning patient as
ol.Aered.

iv) Continues as ordered until ra-
diologist is satisfied with nee-
dle and catheter placement; re-
peats as appropriate for alter-
native site. May assist with
preparation and attachment of
syringes to flush catheter or
for injection of vasodilator, or
injection of contrast solution

for fluoroscopic check of cath-

eter placement.
v) Once catheter position is judged

satisfactory,may tape into posi-
tion,maintaining sterile field.

8. Performer coordinates serial filming
with the radiologist when so ordered:

a. Depending on equipment, performer

rolls the AP changer into position
under examination table,and/or po-
sitions vertical changer'next to
table; performer may assist while
patient is moved (on radiolucent
table-top) and centered on AP

changer.

i) Readjusts loaded changers for
proper centering.

ii) Performer sets up for lateral
fiiming on the side of interest
as described, or for simultan-

eous biplane lateral and AP
filming. Collimates to the area

of interest.

b. Reviews with radiologist proper
timing in relation to injection se
quence for lateral and/or AP pro-
jections unless this is all to be
done automatically. Allows for
plain films to be taken before in-
jection if subtraction films are
ordered.

c. On signal from radiologist, per-

former starts the automatic film
changer or initiates tl-e computer
control of the injection and ser-
ial exposures at the rontrol panel

d. Repeats for injection and filming

of AP projections unless biplane

equipment was used:

i) If one single plane changer is
being used, reloads changer wit
cassettes or adjusts roll or cut
film transport for AP serial
projections. Sets up for AP pro
jection as described earlier.
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ii) Repeats coordination of injec-
tion and exposures.

e. Performer has the serial films pro-
cessed at once or arranges to do
personally.

i) Makes sure that cassettes are
numbered for appropriate order
in sequence.

ii) When the serial films have been
processed, performer may place
on view boxes with biplane AP
and lateral views together and
in appropriate serial order.
Notifies radiologist when they
are ready.

f. After processing, if radiologist
indicates that subtraction prints
are to be made, performer notes
which post-injection radiographs
(for each view) the radiologist
wishes to utilize. Places the plain
(pre-injection) film with the coun-
terpart post-injection view(s) se-
lected by radiologist.

i) Makes out order for subtraction
. prints and takes to staff member

who carries out this procedure.
May present orders orally; may
decide to prenare personally.

ii) When subtracti:m prints are
ready, performer places for view-
ing as described.

iii) Repeats as appropriate if second
order subtraction prints are or-
dered by radiologist.

g. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
Contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist.
May assist as appropriate with
emergency

9. While radiologist reviews first ser-
ies of spinal angiograms, performer
notes decisions on how examination
will proceed:

a. Notes whether there will be a re-
peat of series with injection of
ctdditional contrast, change in
techniLal factors,x-ray tube angu-
lation, or injection pressure.
If so,adjusts and repeats appropri
ate steps as described. Positions
x-ray tubes for any oblique projec
tions as ordered.

b. Notes whether additional arteries
will be opacified and proceeds as
follows:

i) Assists with fluoroscopic con-
trols and positioning of ta-
ble as radiologist advances
catheter to each new location.

ii) Repeats steps for injection and
seriography as appropriate for
each new location and projec-
tion.

iii) May reset serial programs to ob
tain venograms when ordered.

iv) If appropriate, repeats proce-
dures as orderedlor opposite
side study.

c. For each set of serial films per-
former resets technical exposure
factors, pressure settings, etc.,
as required, and repeats appropri
ate steps for collimation, shield-
ing, centering serial changer(s)
and x-ray tube(s)osetting angula-.
tion, making.exposures, processing
and presenting for review, as de-
scribed.

10. When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examination is com--
pleted, performer may assist with ter
mination steps. May carry out any or,

all of the following as appropriate:
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a. May assist while radiologist re- h. Performer may return accessories

moves connecting tubes, syringes,

and catheter,
b. May prepare to apply pressure to

such as computer control cards and
immobilization devices to appro-
priate locations or has this done.

arterial puncture site when ordered. i. Performer may decide to jacket

May prepare to apply pressure dress radiographs, requisition sheets

N ing to puncture site after manual and related materials, and/or have

pressure has been applied,

c. Perform..c coordinates with anesthe-

information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-

siologist if present and/or other pending on institutional proce-

staff members responsible for re- dures.

covery and after-care of patient. j. May indicate to appropriate staff

Makes sure that patient is attended person when the performer is ready

and will be transported to appropri

ate next location such as recovery
area or room.

d. May present requisition form to ra-

diologist for comments and signa-

to proceed with next examination.

ture. May supply form if radiolo-

gist orders additional examination

or delayed film, such as abdominal

scout.
e..Performer records the examination

according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, ruom, ex-
amination type, the serial overhead

views taken, the technical factors

used, and film sizes. May record

the number of exposures made of

.

each view including retakes; may
enter the estimated radiation dose

to which patient was exposed (using

posted information on dosage); may

record any problem with equipment,

any special care provided patient.

Signs requisition sheet.
f. Performer may record the fluoros-

copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted

.

data.
g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; bas any other appro-

priate clean up procedures follow-

ed or decides to do personally,

depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Has,Ousable catheters

flushed a t ic e.\oii

.

481
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this is broad enough to be reoeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted
with puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment po-
sitioned or set up for automatic or hand injection,
single or biplane serial filming (regular or large
field) or conventional films;fiIming coordinated
with compression and injection;radiographs sent for
processing,radiologist's review;procedures repeated,
continued as ordered;examination recorded;angiograms
placed for use.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for peripheral angiography
(contrast study of the arterial
vessels of the upper or lower
extremities by way of percutan-
eous needle, selective catheter-
ization,or translumbar puncture
of abdominal aorta, or contrast
study of the veins of the legs
via percutaneous needle injec-
tion) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
computer control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad
exposure charta;phantom,test object;x-ray generator
(s),tube(s),control panel(s);fluoroscope unit,TV mon
itor;shielding;collimator(s);serial changer(s);large
field changer or tilt table;bucky or cassette tunnel'
grids:image intensifier;cassettes;R-L,ID device or
markers;automatic injector;immobilization devices;
pads;tape;ECG equipment;emergency cart;sterile pro-
cedure tray for puncture,catheterization;antiseptic,
saline,anticoagulant,vasodilator,nerve block,local
anesthetic,iodine based contrast,disinfectant solu-
tions;swabs,drape,syringes;stretcher;wheelchair;
calipers;marking pen;weights;tourniquet

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
ligunlimdrin the task? Yes./.00 No...( )

4. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-
scriptions to indicate the relevant, condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any pt.;radiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker
S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for and
the purpose:

i) If peripheral arteriog-

.
raphy has been ordered,
notes -,:hether upper orr
:dower extremities are
involved, whether study

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected.
Taking peripheral angiograms of any pt. (after rer-

cutaneous needle or catheter entry,translumbar punc-

ture,ascending or descending venous entry),by review

ing request;measuring,reassuring
pt.;setting Up for

fluoroscopy,conventional or serial filming (single

or biplane) ,hand or automatic injection;making scout
films;assisting with sterile puncture,catheteriza-

tion;identifYing films;shielding;collimating;setting
technical factors;positioning,immobilizing pt.;mak-
ing serial films of upper extremity or abdominal aor

ta,pelvis,lower extremity in coordination with injec

tion;having films processed,reviewed;continuing,re-
peating,adjusting as ordered;assisting with termina-

tion'elacin: radio:ra.hs for use;recordin: exam.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..CK

432
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will be unilateral or bilateral,
and area of interest. Notes wheth-

-- ii) Notes sizes and types of punc-

ture needles,sizes and types of

er percutaneous needle or selec- guide wires, catheters if appro-

tive catheterization has been se- priate, type and amount of con-

lected and the entry site. Notes trast solution.

if study is a continuation of a iii) Notes whether contrast will be

sequence of studies,and whether injected manually or by auto-

one side has already been visual- matic pressure injection.

ed. Notes whether abdominal aorta iv) Notes whether general and/or

and pelvl.c as well as peripheral local anesthetic has been or-

arteries are to be visualized,
whether hand(s) or feet are to

be included.

dered.
v) If seriography has been ordered,

notes whether program will be

ii) If translumbar abdominal aortog-
computer controlled to move

raphy has been ordered, notes table and/or.cassettes, set

areas to be visualized, whether film sequence and rate, and/or

renal arteries are to be included,
Notes entry site.

sequence and rate for automatic
injection. Notes whether pro-

iii) If venography of the lower ex- gram(s) have been selected for

tremities has been ordered, notes control panel.

whether bilateral study is re- vi) Notes orders for use of tourni-

quested, whether ascending or quets, vasodilator, weights, de-

descending venography will be pending on type of examination.

used, entry site, and areas to be vii) Notes orders for saline, anti-

visualized,
septic, anticoagulant,anesthetic
solutions.

b. Notes name of radiologist in charge,

names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled, and whether or when performer

viii) Notes whether ECG monitoring
has been ordered.

e. Depending on institutional proce-

is to report for preliminary prep- dures, notes whether performer is

arations. to set up equipment and/or prepare.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,

weight, and height. Notes whether

patient personally, or whether per-
former will join angiography team

in examination room.

patient is emergency patient. f. Notes whether patient has prior

d. Notes orders on equipment and ma- history of allergic reaction to

terials:
contrast or history of allergies.

g. Notes any special information on

i) Notes whether,a large film an- patient's condition that could af-

giographic serial changer with
push rod and wedge filter will

fect positioning,immobilization,
handling, or selection of tech-

be used, conventional x-ray table nique, such as respiratory or

with cassette tunnel, maving heart disease, communicable or

table,or other type of equipment infectious condition, presence of

for large area filming. Notes IV drip, urinary catheter. Notes

whether single or biplane unit whether patient will be arriving

is requested. on stretcher, wheelchair, will be
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accompanied by nurse, other staff,
will be incoherent, sedated.

k. May check that the type of equip-

ment ordered is available in ex-

h. Performer notes whether there are amination room assigned.

orders on prior preparation of pa- 1. Performer considers the accessory

tieat such as shaving of entry site,
therapeutic diet, allergy test, lab

equipment, technical factors,
shielding,and immobilization equip-

tests, cessation of oral contracep- ment appropriate for the patient's

tive, prior abstinence from morning age, sex, size, condition, equip-

meal, cleansing enema, start of IV ment,the examination ordered,and

drip, prior administration of seda-

tive, tranquilizer, antihistamine
or other medication.

the areas of interest.

i) Notes approp_iate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate

i) Notes appropriate timing for me- shielding for the examination.

dication to take effect. Checks Notes special filters needed

whether all procedures have been if not part of equipment. Notes

carried out and at appropriate whether film processing equip-

time,and that all reports are ment is available adjacent to

With patient's chart. procedure room.

ii) If there is any problem, arranges ii) Checks own clothing to make

to have procedures carried out,
examination postponed to allow

sure that performer is in com-

pliance with institutional

proper timing, reports problem rules for safe, sanitary dress

to appropriate staff member, or for the equipment and room to

plans to inform radiologist, be used.
iii) If general anesthesia may be

i. Depending on institutional proce- given, may check that x-ray

dures, performer notes whether fe- equipment is compatible for use

male patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last men-
strual.period, or notes any other

with anesthesia equipment.

m. If referring physician has request-

indication that there is no danger ed that prior films, scans and test

of exposure of a known or possible results already on file be sent

fetus. Reports problem to appro- with current radiographs, and if

priate staff member or plans to not already with patient's jacket-

inform radiologist.
ed material, performer arranges to

j. Depending on institutional proce- have these delivered.

dures, performer may review pa- n. If the performer determines that

tient's radiation exposure history,
prior record of techniques used,

and cumulative exposure. Notices

the request is not properly auth-

orized, is incomplete, or that
sufficient information is lacking

whether examination has been done for performer to select technique

at institution or elsewhere in or to properly position or immobi-

recent past, whether history of lize patient, or if p4"rformer con-

extensive radiography should be siders that there may be contrain-

reported to radiologist.
dications to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies su-
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ri'ma°151r
needed to account for patient's
age, condition, area of inter-

est, presence of contrast.
Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a change
in machine output or a policy
decision).

ii) If a conversion of factors will
be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factors. Multi-
plies, divides, adds, or sub-

pervisor, radiologist, or other
designated staff person, depending
on institutional procedures. Ex-
plains the problem if appropriate,
and proceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or orders.

. Performer determines what prior prep-
arations will be needed, such as
cleaning and preparation of equipment
and accessories, proper dress, consul-
tation with procedure room staff and
rehearsal if so required. May carry out
any or all of the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the tracts as appropriate.

department for the type of exami- iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar

nation involved and the equipment exposure factors against the

required, such as angiography posted limits of the x-ray

suite, or room assigned on requi- tube on a tube rating chart to

sition sheet. be sure that technique does

b. Checks that room is supplied with not exceed the heat capacities

the type of equipment ordered.. of the tube for the focal spot

c. If appropriate, arrives for rehear- size to be used. If appropri-

sal of procedure and notes steps ate, performer reconverts the

in relation to those of others on technique to an equivalent out-

staff. . put using higher kVp and lower

d. May decide to clean x-ray equipment
or arranges to have this done.

mAs, minimizing exposure time.

c. Performer makes sure that x-ray

.
Prepares ahead so as not to keep pa-
tient in examJnation room longer than

necessary:

equipment is ready for use.

i) Goes to control panel(s) for
x-ray generator(s) and checks

a. Washes hands as appropriate.

b. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

that each indicator light shows
hat machine is "warmed up," ort.

the unit(s) to be used (single or
turns on main switch as appro-

biplane serial changer or conven-
tional x-ray unit,and fluoroscopy

priate to equipment and allows
time for machine to "warm up."

unit) .
ii) Makes sure that all circuits

have been stabilized. If appro-

i) Locates information for the areas
priate, checks line voltage

of interest and the views likely
meter and, if needed, turns

to be required. Takes note of
compensator dial until needle

the exposure factors to be used
is aligned properly on line

for_overheads and fluoroscopy.
meter.

Considers preference of the ra-

diologist involved, conversions
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d. Sets up fluoroscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room. Sets x-ray generator
mode selector for fluoroscopy.

ii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Terns on monitor and
checks tnar "ready" light is
on.

iii) If approvl.ate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (if there is dual image
intensifier).

iv) Performer selects and sets ex-
posure factors for fluoroscopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator dial
With automatic density control,
sets density selector as appro-
priate for examination. If mA
is automatically controlled ac-
cording to patient thickness,
performer turns fluoroscope
mA selector to maximum standard
position. If not automatically
controlled, sets as appropriate
for focal spot size and exami-
nation involved. Sets fluoro-
scopic examination timer to
maximum position.

v) If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and
centers grid if not already
done. May use control button
or 9lides grid into position.
May check that the grid is
oriented toward the x-ray tube,
with grid lines parallel to the
long axis of the tube.

vi) May adjust distance between
focal spotand image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is,15 inches or more.

vii) Performer may collimate fluoros-i
copy tube depending .on nature
of the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam
shutters to the field size an-
ticipated for fluoroscopic ex-
amination or may set shutter
mode selector to automatic col-
limation.

e..If not already done, checks fluo-
roscopy mode. Operates controls
in examination room behind leaded

screen or in control room:

i) Makes sure that no oneiis in
room. Places phantom or appro-
priate test object on radiog-
raphy table where2patient will
be centered for examination.

ii) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
so that tube is at zero degrees
and centered to the area of in-

terest.
iii) If not already done, moves

image intensifier into posi-
tion;centers to the area of in-

terest.
iv) Turns on TV power switch con-

trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by press-
ing footsWitch or as appropri-
ate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.

v) Performer adjusts kVp control
(and mA.control if appropri-
ate) and o7serves effeCts on
TV monitor to be sure that
equipment is operating properly.

vi) Checks mA. meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-.

tained.

saimai
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Ivii) Performer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary viewing.

viii) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max-
imum examination exposure time
is reached.

ix) After equipment has been checked,
performer resets standard ex-
posure factors. If performer de-
cides that any of the equipment
is not functioning properly,
performer informs appropriate
staff member. Arranges for.al-
ternate unit to be used.

f. Performer may check or prepare
special equipment:

i) If single or biplane serial
changer(s) will be used, may
cycle each unit to check opera-
tion. If so, makes sure that
anode is not rotating.

ii) Depending on the equipment,per-
former may place a wedge filter
in the primary beam so that the
beam is attenuated towards the
patient's feet. Places in tube
aperture so that graduation in
thickness runs the long axis
of table and is thicker at the
foot end.

iii) Depending on the equipment, may
check functioning of'push rod
or programmed movement of x-ray
tube and/or examination table.
May put cassette tunnel in place
on table.

iv) Performer may set up and check
automatic pressure injection
equipment as appropriate to the
type to be used (if any). Maker

sure it is grounded.

List Elements Full

g. Checks that proper accessories

are available,for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
exposure, that appropriate
shielding is available for
placement between radiologist
and the patient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-

lization devices for patient's
age and type of examination
are present, and that there

is radiolucent padding for
comfort of patient. May check
for stool for placement of
patient's lower leg in erect
position for ascending venog-
raphy. May check for tourni-
quets, meights.

iii) If orders have been given for
the computer program(s) to be

used (giving the number of
films to be taken, per second
intervals, number of separate
series, and possibly a program
to coordinate tube or table

travel, automatic pressure
injection and/or technical fac-
tors), performer arranges to
have computer control card
prepared (or delivered and
checked), or decides to do
personally. When orders have
been given and control card
is ready, performer places
control card as appropriate
in control panel of computer.

iv) Makes sure that right (R) and

left (L) markers are available
for use and identification
cards or leaded numerals or
markers.

v) For serial filming checks that

equipment or device is avail-
able to number serial films,
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or checksthat cassettes such

as vacuum cassettes are pre-
numbered and are in numerical
order.

vi May obtain lead numerals and
tape and prepare identification
strip giving appropriate patient
identification information for
placement on table or film hold-
ers. May prepare for use of

flashcard by checking that there
is piece of lead on film holder
surface. May write or type out
ID information on card tf not
received with requisition. May
place card as appropriate for
use with automatic marking de-

vice.

h. Depending on whether equipment calls

for use of roll film, conventional
cassettes, or cassettes to be used

in rapid film changer, performer
checks that there is adequate film
available for the examination:

i) For roll film changer, checks
that sufficient film is available
in changer and properly loaded.

ii) For cassette changer or con-
ventional filming makes sure
that there is an adequate sup-
ply of loaded cassettes of the

appropriate sizes for the areas
of interest and type of equip-
ment to be used, such as extra
large cassettes for large field

.angiography.
iii) If the film sequence will employ

various combinations of intensi-
fying screens,numbers of screens,
film speeds, and grids to achieVe

uniform density,performer checks
that each cassette is loaded
with the appropriate speed and

type of film, number of screens,

and grid combinations as appro-

priate, and that cassettes
are in proper order for film-
ing, depending on the projec-
tions and techniques to be
used, type of equipment, and
institutional practices.

iv) If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or
decides to obtaiL personally.

i. Performer notes whether ECG moni-

toring equipment ;if ordered) and.
emergency cart is present. Notes

who will be assign-id to monitor.
j. May check that procedure tray

for the examination has been
properly prepared or decides to

do personally.

k.

i) Depending on radiologist's de-
cisions,checks for appropriate
types and sizes of puncture
needles, catheters, syringes,
scalpels, guide wires, forceps,
dressings. Notes whether appro-
priate antiseptic, saline;'
anticoagulant, vasoactive and
locel anesthetic solutions
are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate ague-
ous iodine based contrast solu-

tion is present. Checks that
there is no evidence of chemi-
cal deterioration. May check
that contrast solution is at
appropriate temperature; may
arrange to heat or cool.

Depending on the x-ray equipment
that will be used, performer may
roll serial changer(s) into po-

sition for AP and/or lateral pro-
jections in preparation for scout
film,may move bucky tray out of way

unhl after fluoroscopic examina-
tion is completed, or otherwise
prepares equipment for ready access
so that there will be little delay
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in using equipment during :;i:Itual

procedure.

4. Depending on institutional, procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, and prior films,scans
and lab reports to radiologist; may
bring or escort patient and accompany-
ing staff members to examination room;
and/or may join radiologist and pa-
tient after informing radiologist that
equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare pa'Aent
in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from holding area and
prepared for the examination (if
not already done), or decides
to do personally. Depending on
institutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in
bringing patient to examination
room.

iii) Greets coherent patient and any
accompanying staff person and
introduces self. Checks pa-
tient's identity against the
requisition sheet referr:ng to
hospital identification bracelet
or other identifier. Checks with
accompanying staff member on any
special precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Makes patient comfortable on
examination table or on table top
over changer. If patient is on
special stretcher, places
stretcher into position so that
radiolucent stretcher can be

41EMENIP,
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liftei with patient on it from
wheeled base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair,may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes suze '-
that wheelchair is in locker_

position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May oiitain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is 11.:
the way that may Ue collidta
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then si. .ind/or lie

on table.
v) Makes su:',1 patient is 1)eing at-

tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac or infusion equipment
or urinary catheter attached,
makes sure that equipment is
being monitored. Has patient
rest in as relaxed.a position
as possible. May place radiolu-
cent pad under bony prominences.

vi) Checks that patient's garments,
and jewelry are removed and
that patient is in gown. May
make sure that patient is
being kept warm.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying staff
about any prior preparations
and about any allergies, espe-
cially to shellfish, or adverse
reactions to contrast medium
(especially iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-.
.nancy.
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ix) If any preparatory procedures be examined. May bring requisition

were not carried out, if patient
has sensitivity to contrast, or

sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films or scans

.

if there is any possibility that to radiolugist. Displays .-dio-

patient is pregnant, and these
have not already been recorded,
performer informs radiologist

grarhs r:ri view boxes.

i) 1f no :. already done, performer

in charge at once; proceeds only
tells radiologist about any dif-

with approval.
ficulties encountered with re-

x) Performer answers patient's non- d to information, possible

medical questions honestly; at- l'entraindications, or anything

tempts to eeassure patient and
else that should be brought to

develop confidence. Treats pa- radiologist's attention. Notes

tient with di8nity and concern any special orders or change

regardless of patient's behav- in procedure decided by radio-

ior. Attempts to develop a warm logist. Proceeds as ordered.

interaction. Speaks to patient ii) Performer may accAmpany radio-

in calm, gentle voice. Attempts
to calm patient and gain coopera-

logist to examirw.cion room,
greet and/or introduce patient

tion by communicating as appro- and staff members.

priate to patient's age or, if
. .

appropriate, level of function- c. If not already done, performer

in6 or degree of coherence. Per- joins radiologist, patient and

former explains, when asked medi-

cal questions, that it is not
appropriate for technologist to

other staff in examination room.

i) Performer may note radiolo-

answer these; encourages patient gist's decision on whether to

to speak to physician.
proceed and what will be done.

xi) Vnless measurements have already ii) Notes radiologist's orders for

been made, performer may use scout film(s) type of immobili-

centimeter calipers to measure
zation, areas of interest, pa-

the thickness of the abdomen,
pelvis and/or extremities at

tient position(s) and projec-
tions. If biplane scouts aro

the level(s) and in the direc-
requested, notes whether alter,.

tion(s) in which the Central ray nating or simultaneous expo-

of the x-ray beam will pass sures are required.

through the centered pa7t from
tube to film. Records for use

iii) M.y provide hospital gown, mask,
to radiologist. Provides with

in determining final exposure
lead apron and gloves.

factors. May note whether obe-
iv) Performer provides patient and

sity must be considered in se-
anyone who will remain in room

lecting factors. After measuring
during exposures with appropri-

has patient rest in as relaxed ate protective shielding. If a

a position as possible.
staff member will be asked 'to
assist, performer provides lead-

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
ed gloves and apron. Explains

diologist when patient is ready to
if necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general
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precaution to minimize unneces- iN Performer selects the exposure
sary radiation exposure. factors for the preliminary

scout projection(s) as de-
5. After making sure that patient is scribed, taking account of the

being attended, performer sets up measurements taken of the pa-
equipment for the scout films before tient.

positioning and immobilizing patient: ii) At control panel(s) sets con-
trols for radiography mode.

a. Performer may place serial changer iii) For conventional exposure con-
(s) in position for single or bi- trol, performer selects milli-
plane scout film(s). amperage and chooses selectors

for the corrLct focal spot size
i) Depending on type of examination, Selects and sets the exposure

the scout films ordered, standar.1 time that will produce the mAs
institutional procedures,or re- deb!red. Sets the kVp selected
diologist's orders, performer by choosing the combination of
may set changer(s) for manual
control so that only one scout

major and minor kilovoltage
settings to produce the desired

exposure can be made. MP.:,; place kVp.

cassette(s) in appropr!ate posi- iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
tion on table, in vertical cas- sure control with conventional
sette holder,or, in front of or filming, selects and sets the
on top of cionr:k. before loading category corresponding to the
changer for serial iilming. type of study and use or nonuse

ii) For catheter or percutaneous nee- of screens, buckY, etc., and,if
dle peripheral arteriography and apprcpriate, focal spot size.
translumbar abdominal aortog- Selects and sets a control cor-
raphy, plans to place cassettes responding to the field size
in tunnel, bucky or ia changer (as listed on technique chart
for recumbent frontal exposure for phototiming).
of abdomen, pelvis, upper or May select and set a kVp range
lower extremities as ordered, button (if called for with the
and right angle lateral projec- equipment) corresponding to the

tions for biplane filming. -range for examination.

iii) For lower extremity ascending Sets a density selector corres-
venography, plans to place cas- ponding to the usual (or spe-

.

sette in vertical cassette hold- cial) requirements of the

er, or in (or in front of) ver- study.

tical changer for erect lower Makes sure backup timer is not

leg filming, likely to terminate exposure

iv) For lower extremity descending before phototimed exposure is
venography, sets up fdr-hori- made.

zontal placement of patient, v) Dependin; on ee equipment, may
with cassette placed horizontal- set controls to provide for use

ly where leg wil,. be placed. of bucky, manual tableside ad-
justment of tabl c. and tube

b. Performer selects and sets the ex- height, position, and collima-
posure factors for the scout pro-
jection(s) for each unit:

.
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tor (unless tbese have already
been set).

vi) May return to each x-ray tube
and set the focal-film distance
(if not already done). Operates
controls or manually moves ate
x-ray tube into place over the
film holder (or at right angles
to upright holder). Checks the
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts until the required
FFD is obtained.

c. Performer attaches identification
information to the cassette(s) or
tablz2 top:

i) Places right or left marker on
film holder or table t.op as ap-
propriate to the s-JAy and pri-
jection, or depresses appropri-
ate R br L button for automatic
marking. May tape lead markers'
to patient's body.

ii) If patient's identification in-
formation is in the form of lead
numerals, performer places on
applopriate corner of cassette.

iii; If patient identification in-
formation is to be entered by
use of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropria:,:e edge of cas-

set-s.
iv) Performer may place patient's

card into card tray for equip-
ment using automatic film mark-;

ing device.
v) Depending on equipment and film

size, performer places cassette
(s) in film tunnel on table, in
bucky, in (or on) serial changer;,
and/or moves film changer into
horizontal position for lateral
and frontal projections of the
upper extremity, for frontal

projections of the abdomen,
pelvis, and lower extremities
(except for ascending venog-
raphy).

vi) Places cassette(s) in vertical
film holder or verti.:al changer
for lateral views of the ab-
domen, pelvis, lower extremi-
ties, and for both AP and lat-
eral views of the lower leg
with ascending venography.

6. Performer positions patient and takes
scout exposure(s) ordered:

a. May obtain help in positioning
and immobilizing patient. May ex-
plain to staff member what is re-
quired.

E. Makes sure that correct side and
part is being positioned. Centers
the part keeping the long axis
of the part parallel to the film
holdr7.r. Centers patient to mid-
line and film to the level of the
area of interest. With upright
film, adjusts height of holder to
part and centers part to film.

c. For AP, PA or lateral prpjections
with patient recumbent, performer
centers the supine or prone pa-
tient so Chat the median sagittal
plane of the body is centered to
the midline. Adjusts patient's
shoulders to lie on a single trans-
verse plane. Performer positions
and centers cassette(s) or film
in changer under patient; centers
to the area of interest depending
on whether one or more than one
cassette is to be used. cassette
size, and area(s) of interest to
be included on a single cassette.
May elevate patient on radiolucent
pads to make possible'supine or
prone positioning for lateral
views.
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d. For projections of the arteries of
the upper extremity, makes sure to
position for the side of interest.
Places patient in supine position
on table with the arm of interest
abducted, and placed over the film
so that the area of,interest is
centered.

i) For a lateral view of the upper

I

ascending venography of lower leg

and translumbar puncture), perform .
er aligns patient in supine posi-

tion.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane,of body to the midline of
table and/or film. Includes an-
kle(s) and feet if so ordered
in area of interest.

ii) Extends both legs so that feet
are together with toes pointing

up. May turn feet out if so or-
dered. Arranges so that the
long axes of femora are paral-
lel with plane of film.

iii) Positions young patient's arms
by extending them over head
along sides of ears and wrap-
ping or taping,or has older pa-
tient abduct arms, flex elbows,
and place hands well above the
abdominal area. May apply tape,
towel, stretch gauze.

iv) May check that there is no ro-
tation of pelvis by measuring
the distance from the anterior
superior iliac spine to table
top on each side. Overcomes ro-
tation of pelvis due to swellinl
or atrophy by elevating appro-

priate side.
v) For AP projection(s) (posterior

view(s)), centers cassette to
the center of the area of in-
terest depending on orders and/

or the size of cassette. Di-

rects central ray at right an-

gles to midpoint of film.
vi) For lateral projection(s) notes

side of interest and positions
vertical changer or vertical
cassette in holder at right an-
gles to table. Centers at the
level of the area of interest
at the mid-axillary line of the

body. Directs central ray hori-
zontally at right angles to mid
point of film.

_

arm, forearm and h3nd, flexes
patient's elbow 45° or 900 in
the direction of thP head.
Rotates wrist 90° from supine
position. Extends patient's fin-
gers and thumbs so that ulnar
side of wrist is facing film
holder. Checks that metacarpals
and phalanges are superimposed,
Uses sponges or blocks to sup-
port on either side. Checks
that the radius, ulna and carpal
bones are in lateral superimpo-
sition. Uses plastic panel and
sandbags to hold in place.

ii) For AP projection (posterior
view) of upper arm, forearm and
hand, extends patient's arm as
much as possible with hand palm
up (supinated). Checks that the

anterior surface of the elbow
is parallel to the plane of the
film, and that the medial and
lateral epicondyles of the hum-

erus are parallel to the film

holder. Immobilizes by placing
translucent panel across humerus,
arm, and hand. Secures with sand-

bags.
iii) Centers film to area of interest.

Directs central ray at right an-
gles to film, entering at the
center of area of interest,

e. For projections of the arteries of

the abdomen, abdominal aorta, pel-
vic area, and/or angiography of the

lower extremities, (except for

4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 510

This is page 13 of 21 for this task.
. .

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

f. For projections of the arteries of
the abdomen, abdominal aorta,pelvic
area, and/or lower extremities via
translumbar puncture, performer po-
sitions patient in prone position.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of body to the midline of
table and/or film. Supports
thorax and feet. Cushions and
rests head on forehead or cheek.
Checks that there is no pelvic
rotation.

ii) Positions and immobilizes hands
by extending arms comfortably
over head or flexing elbows as
described above.

iii) May rotate feet internally and
support toes.

iv) For PA projection (anterior
view) centers film and directs
central ray as described for AP
projection.

v) Sets up for lateral.projections
by positioning film in vertical
holder and directing central ray
horizontally to midpoint of film

as described above.

g. For projecLions of the lower leg
for ascending venography, has pa-
tient sit on table or stool with
the sole of the foot (on side of
interest) resting flat on a stool.

i) For AP or PA projection, places
vertical changer or cassette
holder directly behind and in
contact with lower leg, or di-
rectly in front and in contact
with lower leg. Centers to in-
clude the knee and/or foot if
so ordered.

ii) For lateral projection, places
vertical changer or cassette
holder at right angles to fron-
tal plane and ih contact with

side of leg.

4

iii) Directs central ray horizontally
at right angles to midpoint of

film.

e
h. For AP and/or PA projentions in-

cluding large areas such as ab-
domen, pelvis and lower extremi-
ties,performer keeps the long

axis of the central ray parallel

with the long axis of the body,

with the anode toward the foot

end of the patient and the cathode

toward the abdominal end.

i. Performer immobilizes patient as

appropriate:

i) If not already done, may use
plastic panel held in place by

sandbags for extremities. May
use restraining bands, tape

across table, sponges, strips

of gauze, adhesive tape, head

clamp.
ii) When positioning a patient with

a balloon catheter or IV drip

in place, performer makes sure
that no radiopaque part is
lying over a part to be exposed

or that patient is not lying

on catheter clamp. Makes sure

to avoid any actions that will

separate catheter tubing from

drainage bottle or dislodge IV

needle.
iii) After patient has been immobi-

lized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to

make small movements necessary
for normal circulation, respira-

tion and other vital functions.
iv) Checks final positioning using

light in collimator. Activates

the collimator light and points

the light beam towards the

part. Uses cross-hairs shadows

as reference for center of

field, and uses the collimator
light to center the-,tube to

the part.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 510

This is page 14 of 21 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

v) Checks that primary beam will tion if warranted. Returns

enter the center of the area of to control panel and checks

interest at the selected angle that controls are properly

to the film so as to project the set and patient is still in

view desired. May readjust x-ray position.

tube position lengthwise or ii) As rehearsed, t.:11-; patient

crosswise to provide better cen- when to hold still or to breathe

tering.
out and hold, by calling or
using intercom; or observes

j. Once the patient has been posi- patient's breathing and times

tioned and immobilized, performer exposure to the appropriate

adjusts the collimator so as to quiet phase required.

expose only the area of interest iii) Performer initiates exposure

as defined by radiologist,
by pressing hand trigger or
exposure control button (or

i) Adjusts primary beam to minimum
appropriate control for simul-

size needed to cover the area taneous or alternating biplane

of interest,
ii) Performer may mark patient's

exposures).
iv) While exposure is underway,per-

skin to show original collima-
former may check that mA meter

tion and centering points; may
records appropriate current as

record exposure factors to fac- set, that kVp meter dips slight-

ilitate any further filming ly.

required.
v) May watch for evidence of mal-

function, such as line surge

k. If not already done, performer ap- or excessive drop; may listen

plies appropriate lead shielding for sound of normal functioning

to gonads and other sensitive areas of equipment. If there is mal-

that may be in the primary beam
function, may decide to report;

but are not of interest for the
anticipates need to repeat

examination.
exposure.

Makes sure that anyone remaining vi) With phototimer, notes whether

in room is supplied with lead backup timer has been involved

gloves and apron and stays out of in terminating exposure before

central beam.
phototimed exposure was complet-

1. Performer may rehearse coherent ed. If so, anticipates possible

patient in holding still,or breath- need to repeat exposure (due

ing out and holding breath, or
to underexposure if premature

observes patient's breathing and cutoff, or overexposure due

plans exposure for the appropriate to faulty timer).

quiet phase such as after expir2-

tion.

vii) After exposure is completed,
tells patient and any staff

m. Performer makes first (or next) member that he or she can re-

scout exposure:
lax.

viii) Returns to patient. Removes

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-

(each) cassette from holder,
changer, bucky or film tunnel.

sure is made. Readjusts posi-
Removes any markers for further

use.

495



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 510

This is page 15 of 21 for this task.'

List Elements Full List Elements Full

n. Performer repeats radiography steps
for all preliminary exposures or-
dered before review by radiologist,
adjusting technical factors, tube,
and position of patient or film
holder as appropriate for each view
ordered.

i) Except for upper extremity study,
if single plane scout films in
both AP and lateral projections
are ordered (and if biplane
equipment was not used), perform-
er maintains patient in same po-
sition; sets up for right angle
filming and proceeds with second
exposure as described. If appro-
priate cor upper extremity study,
repositions for lateral or AP
projection.

ii) If scouts of further area(s) of
interest are ordered beyond
those centered in first scout,
performer recenters film and
central ray as appropriate for
other areas of interest.

o. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or
decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
coMfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May place
prior films for viewing as well.

. During radiologist's review of scouts,

performer notes the radiologist's
final orders:

a, If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure, performer
may arrange to terminate and re-
schedule as appropriate; has any
orders for rescheduling filled out
and signed as appropriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors, centering, or central
ray angulation for later conven-
tional or serial filming.

i) May discuss technical factors
in relation to need for uniform
density.

ii) Performer records or notes or-
.

ders for later use in the ex-
amination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as ordered.

iii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for density
or contrast, and adjusts as ap-
propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quence of examination, site of
puncture, use of general anesthesia,
additional medication, types and
sizes of materials,amount of con-
trast, type of filming, program
for filming, type of injection,
any adjustment in film, grid,
screen combinations or size.

4

i) May note whether_radiologist will
employ fractional filling and
sequential filming, the number
of series anticipated.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No, 510

This is page 16 of 21 for this task.

List Elements Fullx., List Elements Fully

ii) Notes orders for use of tourni- May plan to use Polaroid cas-

quets or vasoactive drug and sette and processing equip-

timing. ment.

lii) Notes whether needle and catheter iii) If not already done and requir-
placement will be checked with
fluoroscopy or overhead film.

ed for equipment to be used,
performer reviews with radiol-
ogist orders for sequence and

8. Performer carries out preparations timing of serial filming. Notes
for angiography as ordered by radio- orders for timing of movement
logist based on the part of the work of table and/or cassettes or

for which performer will be responsi- film, automatic injector (if

ble. May carry out any or all of the to be used), rate per second

following: and intervals between sequences
to allow for arterial, capil-

a. If performer is responsible foi lary and venous phases as re-

procedure tray, arranges to replace quired for arteriography and/or

or provide amy equipment or mater- venography.

ials ordered by radiologist not iv) If biplane changers"-aTe to be

already on tray. May assist in used, performer notes whether p

preparation of catheters, puncture the exposures will be simul-

needle, syringes containing saline taneous or alternating. Loads
solution, local anesthetic, anti- changers as appropriate.
coagulant, contrast solution, va- v) If appropriate, loads cut film
sodilator. Notes or checks amounts changer or roll film changer.

ordered: May load cassette changer(s)

b. If performer will be responsible with proper number of vacuum

for filming, prepares ahead for or other type of cassettes as

use of fluoroscopy with surgical ordered. If the same cassette

procedure, use of overhead film changer will be used for lat-

to check needle placement (if or- eral and AP projections, loads

dered),automatic or hand injec- cmly enough cassettes for
tion (especially if computer con- series in the first projection

trolled), and conventional or to avoid artifact caused by

serial filming: shadow from last exposure in
one position on the first cas-

i) May reset technical factors for sette to be used in the next

fluoroscopy and conventional projection.

or serial filming based on ra- vi) Sets programs for serial chang-

diologist's review of scout er(s), automatic injector as

film(s) and the presence of appropriate. Checks that plan-

contrast in postinjection ned exposure time does not ex-

films. ceed-available capacity of

ii) If overhead of needle and/or unit. If not already done and

catheter position will be needed

during surgical procedure, per-

computer program will be used,
checks computer control card

former prepares cassette(s) with and places in computer control

ID information as appropriate. panel.

4 9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 510

This is page 17 of 21 for this task.

List Elements Full

vii) With computer controlled units,
plugs synchronization cable from
control unit into appropriate
receptacle on the x-ray control

panel.
viii) May set up equipment for automat-

ic marking of films in numerical
sequence or records cassette num-
bers for the sequence.

ix) If automatic pressure injection
is to be used, may attach tubing
to syringe containing contrast
using sterile technique. Attaches
to machine and mounts syringe as
appropriate. Checks that there
are no air bubbles. If appropri-
ate, makes sure machine is on

"stand-by."
If automatic injection is not
computer controlled, sets flow-

rate dial for the cc's per second

as ordered by radiologist.
Sets pressure control as and when

designated by radiologist.
x) Depending on equipment, performer

may wheel vertical film holder

or changer out of the way until

fluoroscopy is completed.

c. If performer is to assist with prep-

aration of patient for puncture and

catheterization, washes hands ob-

serving sterile technique when ap-

propriate. If not already done, may

arrange to have puncture site shaved

and prepared. May position patient

for access to puncture site as fol-
,

i) For femoral artery puncture, ab-

ducts supine patient's legs and

exposes the femoral artery on
the side to be punctured below

the inguinal ligament as high

as possible, but allowing for

later compression proximal to
puncture site.

41111.=

List Elements Full

ii) For axillary artery puncture,
has supine patient abduct
arm on side to be punctured

with arm bent. Provides access
to area below clavicle or at
axilla as ordered.

iii) For subclavian artery puncture,
has supine patient extend head

slightly. Turns head away from
the side to be punctured and

provides access to root of neck

or below the clavicle as or-

dered.
iv) For femoral vein puncture (for

descending venography), posi-
tions as for femoral artery and

provides access to the femoral

vein at the level of the oval
fosga of the thigh.

v) For translumbar puncture, has

patient lie in prone position
with feet turned out. 'Provides
access to the lumbar site se-

lected such as at the level of

the left twelfth rib.
vi) For ascending venography, has

patient seated as for scout
film, unless otherwise ordered.

Provides access to selected
vein in foot to be punctured
such as dorsal vein of great

toe.
vii) Performer may immobilize as

appropriate. May place compres-
sion bands across patient's
body; may use wrist restraints.

viii) For ascending venography, if

deep crural veins are to be
visualized, may assist with ap-
plication of tourniquet around

ankle above the malleoli.
ix) For femoral arterial injection,

may assist with application of
tourniquet(s) proximal to the
arterial pressure on both legs,

or opposite side to be injected

1

as ordered.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 510

This is page 18 of 21 for this task.

List Elements Full

x) May swab puncture site area
with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with
sterile towels.

xi) If appropriate, may check that
ECG monitoring leads have been
applied, or decides to do per-
sonally.

d. If not already done, provides ra-
diologist with lead shielding,
gloves, sterile gown, gloves, mask.
Makes sure that patient and every-
one to remain in room is properly
shielded; may place lead screen in
place'if radiologist will inject
contrast by hand.

e. If patient is to have general
anesthesia, performer awaits sig-
nal that procedure can begin.

f. May receive or obtain a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile.area. Carries
out appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
table with nonsterile object.

g. During injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture, placement of needle,
advancing of catheter, performer
assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile tech
nique.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and/or prog-
ress of catheter placement. On
signal from radiologist, per-
former may dim room lights;
turns on TV power switch. May
operate fluoroscope controls on
orders from radiologist. Ad-
justs kVp and/or mA controls
according to radiologist's or-
ders.

List Elements Full

iii) Performer may operate tilt
table on orders from radiolo-
gist, or assist in positioning
patient as ordered.

iv) For overhead check of needle
placement, performer places
cassette as indicatel by ra-
diologist. Sets technical fac-
tors as appropriate for loca-
tion as for plain films. Col-
limates to area of interest and
makes exposure. Has film pro-
cessed at once or decides to
do personally. Places for ra-
diologist to view.

v) Continues as ordered until ra-
diologist is satisfied with
needle or catheter placement.

vi) May assist with preparation
and attachment of syringes to
flush catheter or inject va-
sodilator. Assists with attach-
ment of syringes with contrast
solution for fluoroscopic
check of cathe6er,placement.

vii).Repeats as appr priate for
alternative site. Once catheter
position is judged satisfactory
performer may tape into posi-
tion,maintaining sterile field.

h. When radiologist decides on pres-
sure for automatic injection of
contrast (if used), performer sets
the pressure control as ordered.

9. Performer coordinates conventional
serial filming with the radiologist
when so ordered:

a. Depending on equipment, performer

rolls the single or biplane chang-
er(s) iuto position if necessary
for first postinjection series,
or places cassette(s) in bucky
or cassette tunnel.

4 J9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 510

This is.page 19 of 21 for ths task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

i) Readjusts for proper centering
i) If and when ordered, performer

tube-film-object alignment for
removes tourniquet(s) or en-

projections as appropriate and
courages patient to strain as

as described above,
ii) Checks that serial changer is

rehearsed.
ii) Depending on equipment and

locked and ready.
orders from radiologist, per-

iii) For peripheral catheter arte-
former starts the serial chang-

riography,sets up for AP pro- er, coordinates the serial

jection or AP and lateral bi-
filming with hand injection

plane projections as appropri-
or automatic injection by ra-

ate; sets up for successive in-
diologist. May initiate pro-

jections and exposures of ab-
dominal aorta, pelvic, thigh

grammed control of injection,
serial exposures, and movement

and distal runoff vessels un-
less large size films are being
used. Positions as described.

of table as ordered.

c. If additional injections have

Checks sequence of events, in-
been planned and not already

cluding when to remove tour-
programmed, performer continues

niquet(s).
and repeats as planned and when

iv) For translumbar route, sets up
ordered. If right angle views are

for PA or PA and lateral bi-
required and biplane equipment is

plane projections as appropri-
not being used,and if not already

ate, and proceeds as for periph-
done,loads changer, positions

eral catheter arteriography.
equipment for latcral filming

v) For descending lower extremi-
after frontal projections as

ty venography,sets up for AP or
described. Sets technical factors

AP and lateral projections.
ar.d repeats appropriate steps.

Checks sequence including when
d. Performer has the exposed films

patient is to be encouraged
processed at once or decides to

to strain as though moving bow-

els (Valsalva maneuver).
vi) For ascending lower leg venog-

do perscmally:

i) Makes sure that serial films

raphy,sets up latient with
are numbered for appropriate

lower leg erect as described,
order in sequence.

Checks sequence of events in-
ii) When the serial films have

cluding when to remove tourni-
been processed, performer may

quet to demonstrate deep crural place on view boxes with bi-

veins,
vii) Performer collimates to the

plane frontal and lateral
views together and in appro-

1 area of interest and checks
priate serial order. Notifies

shielding.

b. On signal(s) from radiologist,
performer coordinates for injec-

radiologist when they are

ready.

e. While radiologist reviewo first

tion, exposure and acceleration
series of angiograms, performer

of blood flow.
notes decisions on how examina-

tion will continue:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. $10

This is page 20 of 21 for this task.

List Elements Full

i) For peripheral arteriography,
notes whether radiologist will
inject additional contrast and
continue filming, repeat expo-
sures with a change in technique,
or will carry out alternative en-

, try such as direct needle punc--
ture, bilateral study, or place-
ment of catheter or needle in
distal vessel. Performer repeats
appropriate steps as described,
including assistance with surgi-
cal procedures, fluoroscopy and
filming.

ii) For translumbar route, carries
out orders and repeats appropri-
ate steps for additional injec-
tions, filming, changes in tech-
nique.

iii) For descendins lower extremity
venography, performer. carries
out second stage filming of ex-
ternal and common iliac vriins as
ordered (without straining by
patient), as described.

iv) For ascending lower leg venog-
raphy, cacries out second stage
filming of lower leg valves and
muscle veins as ordered by set-
ting up for frontal and lateral
views. May assist with place-
ment of weights to load pa-
tient's knee. May encourage pa-
tient to raise and lower heel
several times just prior to
filming.

v) If bilateral study is involved,
repeats as appropriate for other
side.

vi) If oblique views are ordered,
performer directs central ray
at appropriate angle to area
of interest or supports recum-
bent patient so that area of
interest is at appropriate an-
gle in relation to the film.

vii) Notes orders for a change in
amount of contrast,change in

List Elements Full

pressure settings for automatic

injection,and/or the rate and
speed for serial filming. Ad-
justs equipment as appropriate.

Makes any changes in x-ray
tube position, angulation and/or

position of serial changer and/

or position of patient as ap-
propriate.

viii) For each set of films, performer
resets technical exposure fac-

tors, pressure settings, etc.,
as required and repeats appro-
priate steps for collimation,
shielding, centering film and/or

changers. Repeats exposures,
processing and presenting for
review, as described.

ix) May note radiologist's decision

to continue procedure at another

time and arranges to reschedule.
x) Throughout procedure performer

remains alert for any sym?tom
of emergency or adverse reac-
tion to contrast. As soon as
perfocmer judges that there is

a reaction; performer notifies
radiologist at once. May as-
sist with emergency care as

ordered.
4

10. When informed by the radiologist

that the radiographic examination is

completed, performer may assist with
termination steps. May carry out any

or all of the following as appropri-

ate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-

moves connecting tubes, syringes,

needles and/or catheter(s).
b. May prepare to apply pressure to

venous or arterial puncture site

when ordered. May prepare to ap-
ply pressure dressing to puncture
site after manual pressure has

been applied. Removes any markers

from patient's body.

5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

rask Code No. 510

This is page 21 of 21 for chis task.

List Elements Full

c. Performer coordinates with anesthe-

siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.

Makes sure that patient is attended
and will be transported to appro-
priate next location such as re-
covery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiolo-

gist orders additional or later ex-
amination,abdominal scout film, or

other tests or medication.
e. Performer records the examination

according to institublonal proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial or over-
head views taken, the technical
factors used, and film sizes. May
record the number of exposures made
of each view including retakes;
may enter the estimated radiation

dose to which patient was exposed
(using posted information on dos-
age); may record any problem with
equipthent, any special care pro-
vided patient. Signs requisition
sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-

copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted
data.

g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other appro-

priate clean up procedures follow-

ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional ar-
rangements. Makes sure that any
nondisposable guide wires and
catheters are cleaned and flushed
immediately following use and be-

fore sterilization.
h. Performer may return accessories

such as computer control cards
and immobilization devices to ap-
propriate locations or has this

done.

List Elements Fullr=ims..a,
i. Performer may decide to jacket

radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is
ready to proceed with next exami-
nation.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 511

This is page 1 of 25 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set, for flu-
oroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted with
pungture,catheterization;pt. and equipment position-
ed,set ,up for automatic injection,single or biplane
serial filming,magnification,subtraction,spotfilming,
videotaping;filming coordinated with injection;films
sent for processing,radiologist's review;procedures
repeated,continued as ordered;examination recorded;
an:iograms laced for use

-.,

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient'.9 ietentification card, and

any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for catheter aortography
(contrast study of thoracic and/
or abdominal aorta by means of

percutaneous catheterization)
and/or related selective vis-
ceral arteriography (selective
catheterization of branches of
the descending aorta such as
bronchial arteries, renal,

'celiac, hepatic adrenal, supe-;

rior and/or inferior mesenteric

or retroperitoneal arteries) as

a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisit ons

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patieut involved, special
considerations, to plan for

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;com
puter control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowne,
glgyes,masks;technique,standard vfew,tube rating,rad
exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s),tube(s),
control panel(s),extension cones;fluoroscopy unit,TV
monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shielding;
collimator(s);serial changer(s);tilt-table,radiolu-
cent table-top;spotfilm device,roll film;videotape
device;stereo viewer;R-L,ID device or markers;auto-
matic injector;immobilization devices;tape;ECG equip
ment;emergency cart;sterile procedure tray for punc-
ture,catheterization;antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant
vasolidator,vasoconstrictor,local anesthetic,4adine
based contrast,disinfectant solutions;swabs,drzipe,sy
ringes;stretcher;wheelchair;calipers

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task?. Yes...(K) No...( )

es to q. . Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the ......ad with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

An . .;radiololist:anesthesiolo.ist c.rse.co-worker
. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provide:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the areas in-
volved:

OK-RP;RR;RR

tiona 1-4 are reflected.
Taking catheter thoracic and/or abdominal aortprtrams

FIE- any pt.,and/or selective visceral arteriograms
(bronchial or abdominal),by reviewing request;mea-
suring,reassuring pt.;setting up for fluoroscopy,se-

rial filming (single or biplane),suLtraction,magni-
fication,spotfilming,stereographY,videotaPing,manual
or automatic injection;making scout films;assisting

with sterile puncture,catheterization,vasoactive
drugs;identifying films;applying shielding;collimat-

ing;setting technical factors;positioning,immobiliz-
ing pt.;making serial films in coordination with in-

jection;having films processed,reviewed;continuing
as ordered;placing angiograms for use;recording ex-

io

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
amina . .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 511

2 of 25 for this task.

List Elements 1111r.....,

i) Notes whether aortography will
precede selective visceral
arteriography; notes the spe-
cific (selective) areas of in-
terest, whether bilateral cathe-
terization and/or visualization
will be involved, and,if so,
whether simultaneous or sequen-
tial catheterization will be
done.

ii) Notes suggested puncture site(s),
catheter route(s) and injection
site(s).

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is emergency patient.

c. Notes name of radiologist in charge,

names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled, and whether or when perform-
er is to report for preliminary
preparations.

d. Performer notes the types rs Lech-

niques and equipment that must be
prepared depending on area of in-
terest,institution's available
equipment,standard procedures and
radiologist's specific orders:

i) Notes type of serial film chang-
er ordered, whether cassette,
roll film, cut film, whether
single or biplane, whether com-
puter controlled, whether equip-
ped with "see-through" top.
Notes type of table,whether an-
giography table, normal tilt-
table or rotating table. Notes
whether patient will be moved
from angiography table to chang-
er, whether changer will be roll
ed under or beside table, or
whether, with see-through chang-
er, horizontal changer will be
kept in place under table
throughout procedure.

List Elements Fully 'mmmm7!

ii) Notes whether spotfilming,
stereo-filming, videotaping
have been or may be ordered,
whether magnification or sub-
traction techniques are to be

used.
iii) Notes whether Valsalva maneu-

ver will be used, whether gen-
eral anesthesia has been sug-

gested.
iv) Notes type of iodine based con-

trast solution ordered, whether
automatic or hand injection
will be used and equipment se-
lected.

v) Notes orders on types, sizes
and lengths of catheters, wheth-
er J-shaped, preformed, closed

or open ended, with side holes,

whether radiopaque, whether
with deflector assembly. Notes
orders on type of,safety guide
wires, types and sizes of nee-
dles.

vi) Notes orders on vasodilator,
vasoconstrictor, local anesthe-

tic, anticoagulant, antiseptic,
saline solutions.

e. Performer considers the accessory

equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip.
ment appropriate for the patient's

age, sex, size, condition, equip-

ment and the area of interest.

i) May check that the type of
equipment ordered is available
in examination room assigned.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.
Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

iii) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in com-
pliance with institutional
rules for safe, sanitary dress



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 511

This is page 3 of 25 for this task.

List Elements Full

for the equipment and room to
be used.

iv) If general anesthesia may be
given, may check that x-ray
equipment is compatible for use
with anesthesia equipment.

v) Notes whether ECG and vital sign
monitoring equipment has been
ordered, whether trarsfusions
may be carried out.

f. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history 4.),7 aller-

gies. Notes whether allergy test
has been ordered and, if so,
'results.

ii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of feinale patient's
last menstrual period, or notes

any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-

nation has been done at insti-
tution or elsewhere in recent
past, whether history of exten-
sive radiography should be re-
ported to radiologist.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive
for examination (whether pa-
tient will arrive in wheelchair,
on stretcher, accompanied by

staff, whether patient wil: be
coherent, whether sedated).

v) Notes any special information on
patient's condition that could

List Elements Fully

affect positioning, immobiliza-
tion, handling, or selection
of technique, such as respira-
tory or heart disease, communi-
cable or'infectious condition,
presence of IV drip, urinary
catheter, behavioral disorder,
incoherence. If patient is to

be examined for gastrointesti-
nal bleeding, notes that pa-
tient may bc in shock.

vi) Performer notes whether there
are orders on prior preparation
of patient such as therapeutic
diet, allergy test, lab tests,
cessation of oral contracep-
tive, prior abstinence from
morning meal, cleansing enemas,
catheterizing of bladder, start
of IV drip, prior administra-
tion of sedation, tranquilizer,
antihistamine, other medica-
tion, shaving of puncture site
(s). Notes appropriate timing
for medications to take effect.

vii) Checks whether all procedures
have been carried out and at
appropriate time and that all
reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. If.there is any
problem, arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed to allow proper
timing, reports problem to ap-
propriate staff member, or
plans to inform radiologist.

g. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is
to set up equipment and/or prepare
patient personally, or whether
performer will join angiography
team in examination room.

h. If referring physician has re-
quested that prior films, scans
and test results already on file

sent with current radiographs,

...ad if not already with patient's
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This is page 4 of 25 for this task.
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jacketed material, oerformer ar-
ranges Lo have these delivered.

i. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking for
performer to prepare properly, or .

if performer considers that there
may be contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure, performer
notifies supervisor, radiologist,
or other designated staff person,
depending on institutional proce-
dures. Explains the problem if ap-
propriate, and proceeds after ob-
taining needed information, signa-
ture, or orders.

.
Performer prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room long-
er than necessary. Determines what
prior preparations will be needed,
suclf as cleaning and preparation of
equ pment and accessories, proper
dre s, consultation with procedure

staff and rehearsal if so re-
uired. May carry out any or all of

the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the

department for the type of exami-
nation involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography suite
or room assigned on requisition
sheet. Checks that room is equipped
with the type of machines ordered
and apP'ropriate tilt or rotating

examination table:

i) If magnification has been re-
quested, performer may check
that th::: machine to be used has
a fractional focal spot cf ap-

propriate size for direct mag-
nification technique (i.e. 0.3
mm or smaller), and can operate
with rapid changer and/or flu-

oroscopy. Checks that table
and/or tube heights can be ad-
justed as needed.

ii) May decide to clean x-ray equip-
ment or arranges to have this

done.
iii) If appropriate, arrives for re-

hearsal of procedure and notes
steps in relation to those of
others on staff.

iv) Washes hands as and when appro-

priate.

b. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

the unit(s) to be used (single or
biplane serial changer(s), flu- .

oroscopy and spotfilm unit).

i) Locates information for the
views likely to be required.
Takes note of the exposure fac-
tors to be used for overheads,
spotfilms and fluoroscopy for
the areas of interest. Considers
preferences of the radiologist
involved, conversions needed to
account for patient's age,
condition, presence of contrast.
Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to re-
flect accommodution to a change
in machine output or a policy

decision).
ii) if a conversion of factors will

be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factor. Multiplies
divides, adds, or subtracts as

appropriate.
iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar

exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube
on a tube rating chart to be

sure that technique does not

exceed the heat capacities of

5
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the tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs, mini-
mizing exposure time.

c. Checks for appropriate film sup-

plies:

i) If serial changer(s) call for
roll film, performer checks that
there is an adequate supply load-
ed in changer(s) for the needs
of the examination, and that the
film is properly loaded.

ii) If serial cassette changer(s)
will be used, or cassette for
scouts and/or stereography, per-
former makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and
sizes are available in the ex-
amination room. Performer checks
that these are loaded with ap-
p-opriate speed and type of film
and grid combinations depending
on the patient's size, area of

interest, techniques to be used,

type of equipment, and institu-

tional practices. If adequate
supply is not in room, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain

personally.
iii) Checks that equipment or device

is available to number serial
films, or checks that cassettes
such as vacuum cassettes are
prenzmbered and are in numer-
ical arder.
May prepare identification strip

using tape-and lead numerals
giving appropriate ID informa-
tion for placement on tabie or
regular cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flashcard
by checking that there is piece

of lead on film holder surface;
may write out ID information

on card if not received with
requisition. Checks identifica-
tion against requisition sheet.
May place card as appropriate
for use with automatic marking
device.

iv) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are availab e
for use.

v) If examination may include spot
filming using a camera (attach-
ed to image intensifier) and
roll film, performer checks
film supply indicator to make
sure that there is sufficient

film in the roll film cassette.
If there is insufficient roll
film in camera, performer ar-
ranges to have roll film cas-
sette loaded or decides to do

personally.
When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, checks loading in

subdued light.
Checks that end of film is cut
correctly and is properly
threaded and attached to take-
up spool so that film unwinds
appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged in sprock-
ets. Locks into operating posi-

tion. If appropriate, cuts off

excess film at exit port and

removes. Attaches film cassette
to camera and locks into place.

Replaces camera cover.
If there is an adequate film

supply, checks that film is
properly loaded. Advances film

to compensate for any exposure
of film due to installation or
check. Removes dark slide from

camera lens.
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This is page 6 of 25 for this task.
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If not already done, performer
writes or types a card with pa-
tient's identification informa-
tion for use with spotfilm de-
vice. Inserts in slot in spot-
film camera as appropriate.

vi) If examination may include spot-
filming using a cassette/tracky
spotfilm devf-ce, performer checks
that there is an adequate supply
of appropriate size cassettes in
room. If there is insufficient
supply of cassettes, arranges to
obtain or decides to obtain per-
sonally.
Carries out identification of
the spotfilm cassettes as for
other cassettes.
Performer may use controls or
manually pull out spotfilm bucky
tray and open retaining clamps.
Inserts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" posi-

tion.
vii) If R-L markers are to be used

with spotfilming, performer tapes
into place on image intensifier
screen or plans to tape to pa-

tient's body.
viii) If appropriate, makes sure that

there is suffi:ient tape avail-
able for videotape device.

d. Performer makes sure that x-ray
'equipment is ready for use. Goes

to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
dicator light shows that machine(s)
is(are) "warmed up," or turns on
main switch as appropriate to equip

ment and allows time for machine(s)

to "warm up."
Makes sure that all circuits have

been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks each line voltage meter and,

if needed, turns compensator dials

until needle is aligned properly

on line meter.
e. Performer sets up and checks flu-

oroscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examinatiun room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode se-
lector to fluoroscopic mode.

iii) If not already done...performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light-Es
on.

iv) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (if there is dual
image intensifier).

v) Performer selects and sets ex-
posure factors for fluoroscopy.

Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination..

If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-

ness, performer turns fluoro-

scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size

and examination involved. Sets

fluoroscopic dxamination timer

to maximum position.
vi) If a grid will be used with the

image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into position. May
check that the grid is oriented

toward the x-ray tube, with gri
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lines parallel to the long axis
of the tube.

vii) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is 15 inches or more.

viii) Performer may collimate fluoros-
copy tube depending on nature
of the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam shut
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or may set shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

ix) To check fluoroscopy mode if not
already done, performer places
phantom or appropriate test ob-
ject on radiography table where
patient's area of interest will
be centered for examination.
Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
terea to the area of interest.
If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area of

interest.
Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.
Adjusts kVp control (and mA con-
trol if appropriate) and ob-
serves effects on TV monitor to
be sure that equipment is oper-
ating properly.
Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-

tained.
Checks that TV brightness con-
trols are operating and adjusts
for preliminary viewing.
Checks examination timer by

List Elements Full

noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated.when
maximum examination exposure
rime is reached.

f. Performer sets up and checks spot-
film equipment:

i) If appropriate sets mode se-
lector for spotfilm use (cam-

era or cassette device)?
ii) Performer sets controls on

image intensifier for spotfilm
camera or cassette device.
For spotfilm camera, performer
selects and sets the rate
(frames per second) for the
camera according to standards
set for examination.
For cassette spotfilming per-
former may select and set a
standard spotfilm program pro-
viding for format combinations
such as single, half, or quart-
er combinations on a single

cassette and related spotfilm
sizes. Selects program appro-
priate for examination or
awaits orders from radiologist.

iii) If appropriate, performer se-
lects and sets exposure fac-
tors for spotfilming.
For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer se-
lects and sets the appropriate
spotfilm time for the exami-
nation.'
For automatic, phototimed ex-

posure control, performer se-
lects a density exposure con-
trol appropriate for the ex-

amination.
Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
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the focal spot size to be used. h. Performer may set up and check

Performer selects and sets kVp serial changer(s) as appropriate

by combining settings on one to equipment:

major and one minor kVp selec-
tor as eppropriate for the ex- i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode

amination. selector(s) for overhead film-

iv) If not already done, moves image ing.

intensifier and any spotfilm de- ii) If orders have been given for

vice into position; centers to the computer program(s) to ba

the area of interest. used (giving the number of

v) May collimate x-ray tube used films to be taken, per second

for spotfilming as appropriate. intervals, number of separate

Manually sets collimator for series, and possibly a program

the spotfilm field size to be to coordinate with autematic

used, or selects and sets field pressure injection), performer

size control to be used for auto- arranges to have keypunch con-

matic collimation with program- trol card prepared,or delivered

med spotfilm cassette exposure and checked, or decides to do

sequence.
personally. When orders have

vi) To check spotfilm function- been given and control card is

ing, performer may move cassette ready, performer places control

or roll film into x-ray exposure card as appropriate in control

field using appropriate con- panel of computer.

trols. May activate controls for iii) Depending on the type of film

spotfilm exposure. Notes whether changer and examination table

cassette or roll film transport
is operating appropriately,
Notes whether exposure is termi-

to be used (rotating or tilt),

and on whether single or bi-
plane serial filming will be

nated by phototimer or, if man- done, performer may wheel see-

ual timer, in time set. If ap- through horizontal changer

propriate, releases spotfilm into position under angiog-

control after exposure. raphy table, may place changer

If equipment is operating ap- so that patient may be moved

propriately, performer unloads to changer on radiolucent top

cassette and reloads or advances after catheterization, or may

roll film as appropriate. Moves place changer so that it may

bucky into appropriate stored be placed under table after

position. fluoroscopy.
With biplane equipment sets up

g. If examination will include use of vertical changer as appropri-

videotape, performer sets up mag- ate for lateral filming at

netic tape cassette or video disc right angles to horizontal

scanner for recording of image changer.

directly from the television moni-
tor. Prepares and checks replay

If appropriate, first positions
equipment for anticipated scout

mechanism. Sets controls at record

position.

I

films.
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iv) Performer may set serial film
rate that is standard for pro-
cedure and await radiologist's
further orders. May 6Tcle each
unit to check operation. If so,
makes sure that anode is not ro-

tating.

i. Performer may set up and check auto-

matic pressure injection equipment
as appropriate to the type to be

used (if any); makes sure it is

grounded.
j. If performer decides that any of

the equipment is not functioning
properly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for

alternate unit to be used.
k. Performer notes whether ECG and

vital sign monitoring equipment (if

ordered) and emergency cart are
present. Notes who will be assign-

ed to monitor.'
1. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly

prepared or decides to do per-

sonally.

i) Depending on radiologist's or-
ders, performer may check for

appropriate types and sizes of

puncture needles, tourniquets,
catheters, syringes, scalpels,
guide wires, forceps, dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-

septic, saline, anticoagulant,
vasodilator, vasoconstrictor,
and local anesthetic solutions
are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate aque-
ous iodine based contrast solu-

tion is present. Checks that

there is no evidence of chemi-

cal deterioration. May check

that contrast solution is at
appropriate temperature; may
arrange to heat or cool.

m. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
exposure, that appropriate
shielding is available for
placement between radiol,.gist
and the patient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immo-
bilization devices for adult
or child and type of procedure
are present.

iii) Checks that extension cones are
available.

iv) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks, gloves to be worn for
sterile procedure. May check
for emesis basin and towels.

v) May set up footboard, shoulder
rests, hand holds on tilt table.

Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiologist

may bring or escort patient and ac-

companying staff members to examina-
tion room; and/or may join radiolo-
gist and patient after informing ra7
diologist that equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient

in procedure room, may proceed as

follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech- .

niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from the holding area
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This is page 10 of 25 for this task.

and prepared for the examination
(if not already done), or decides
to.do personally. Depending on
institutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to aSsist in
bringing patient to examination
room (wheeled on stretcher if
patient has been sedated; escort-
ed or carried if child or adult
patient is to have general anes-
thesia after entering depart-
ment).

iii) Performer greets a coherent pa-
tient and any accompanying staff
person and introduces self.
Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet,
referring to hospital identifi-
cation bracelet or other iden-
tifier. Checks with accompanying
staff member on any special pre-
cautions necessary during proce-
dure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes
patient comfortable on examina-
tion table or on table-top over
AP changer. If patient is on
special stretcher, places
stretcher into position so that
radiolucent stretcher can be
lifted with patient on it from
wheeled base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair, may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked
position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in
the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into

List Elements
AMAMI/AA:1

position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie

on table.
May have nurse carefully place
young patient in supine posi-

tion on table, or lifts pa-
tient carefully, supporting pa-
tient's head, and places on

table.
v) Makes sure patient is being at-

tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac or infusion equipment,

or urinary catheter attached,

makes sure that equipment is
being monitored and is not dis-

lodged.
vi) Checks that patient is in gown,

with all jewelry removed; may
check that patient is being
kept warm.

vii) Performer may stand by or as-
sist with measures to treat pa-
tient for shock if appropri-
ate, as ordered.

viii) If not already done, may ques-
tion patient or accompanying
staff member about any prior
preparations and about any al-
lergies, especially to shell-
fish, or adverse reactions to
contrast medium (especially
iodine based).

ix) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

x) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-

tient has sensitivity to con-
trast,.or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-

ready been recorded, performer
informs radiologist in charge
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at once; proceeds only with ap-
proval.

xi) Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop con
fidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Attempts
to calm patient and gain cooper-
ation by communicating as appro-
priate to patient's age or, if
appropriate, level of function-
ing or degree of coherence. Is
as calm and gentle as possible.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages pa-
tient to speak to physician.

xii) Notes the patient's body type,
whether the area of interest is
heavily covered by muscle or
soft fat, whether the palpation
points will be easy to find.
For thoracic aortography or
bronchial arteriography may note
whether adult female patient's
breasts are large and pendulous.
If so, may have staff member
draw the breasts to the sides
and hold in place with wide
bandage.

xiii) Unless measurements have already
been made, performer may use
centimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the body at
the level(s) and in the direc-
tion(s) in which the central ray
of the x-ray beam will pass
through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use
in determining exposure factors.
After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position

as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to

be examined. May bring requisi-
tion shect., patient's medical his-
tory, chart, and any prior films
and scans to radiologist. Displays
radiographs on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possi-
ble contraindications, or any-
thing else that should be
brought to radiologist's atten-
tion. Notes any special orders
or change in procedure decided
by radiologist. Proceeds as or-
dered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio- I

logist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff members.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior radiographic
materials, and examination of pa-
tient, performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders:

i) If radiologist decides to can-
cel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-
rate and reschedule as appro-
priate; has any orders for re-
scheduling filled out and sign-

ed as appropriate.
ii) Notes radiologist's orders for

scout film(s), type of immobi-
lization, area(s) of interest
and projection(s). If biplane
scouts are requested, notes
whether alternating or simul-
taneous exposures are rPquest-
ed. Notes puncture site(s) se-
lected.
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iii) Provides radiologist with gown,
gloves, mask, lead apron and
gloves. Provides patient and
anyone who will remain in room
during exposure with appropriate
protective shielding. If a staff
member will be asked to assist,
performer provides leaded gloves
and apron. Explains if necessary
that this is not cause for alarm
but a general precaution to mini-
mize unnecessary radiation ex-
posure.

iv) For thoracic aortography and
bronchial arteriography,perform-
er may plan scout film(s) of
chest and abdomen.
For abdominal aortography and
abdominal viscera, performer may
plan scout film(s) of the abdo-
men. May plan to include the dis
tal esophagus for arterial por-
tography, suspected gastrointes-
tinal bleeding as appropriate or
if ordered.

Performer makes preliminary scout
film(s) as ordered after making sure
that patient is being attended. Sets
up equipment for the examination be-
fore positioning and immobilizing pa-
tient:

a. Performer may place single or bi-

plane changer(s) in position for
AP and/or lateral projection(s) of
the area of interest:

i) May set changer(s) for manual
control so that only one scout
exposure will be made. If so,
loads changer with appropriate
cassette or operates film trans-
port.

ii) May select appropriate size cas-
sette(s) and place in appropri-
ate position(s) on table or in
vertical cassette holder.

iii) Performer attaches appropriate
identification information. May
place right or left marker on
cassette as appropriate to the
study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-
ton for automatic marking. May
tape lead markers to patient's
body. May place identification
information on appropriate
corner of cassette; may set
flashcard aside for later use
with space created by piece of
leaded rubber on appropriate
edge of cassette.
May place patient's card into
card tray for equipment using
automatic film marking device.

b. Performer sets technical factors
for the scout film(s). Sets up for
AP and lateral projections if bi-
plane equipment will be used, or
first scout projection ordered.

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection(s) as describ-
ed, taking account of the mea-
surements taken of the patient.

ii) Sets each control panel for
radiography mode, and,as or if
appropriate, for simultaneous
or alternating exposures for
biplane equipment.
For each projection selects
milliamperage and chooses se-
lectors for the correct focal
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the combi-
nation of major and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for man
ual tableside adjustment of col-
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limator, table an..1 x-ray tube

height and position (unless
these have already been set).

v) Performer may set the focal-film
diztance(s) if not already done.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks each focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale.in the tube housing; ad-
justs until the required FFD is

obtained.

c. Performer prepares patient for

final positioning:

i) Performer prepares patient on
table over changer in supine
position. Plans for horizontal
beam exposure for any lateral
projection. May place radioluc-
ent support under patient for

lateral projection.
ii) For lateral projection makes

sure that vertical changer or
cassette is on the side of in-

terest at right angles to table.

iii) Depending on patient's age and
condition, performer may obtain
help in positioning and immobi-
lizing patient. Mey explain to
staff member what is required.

iv) With very young patient perform-
er may inmobilize patient's armS
by extending them and placing
them along sides of head, next
to the ears. May apply a sleeve
made of a diaper, towel, pillow-
case or orthopedic stockinet to

hold arms so that sleeve holds
arms above and behind head, one
at each side. May apply a sleeve

of stretch gauze or bandage to
the pelvi. Wraps lightly to
maintain patient in position.

v) When positioning a patient with
a balloon catheter or IV drip

in place, performer makes sure
that no radiopaque part is ly-
ing over an area to be exposed,
or that patient is not lying

on a clamp. Makes sure to avoid
any actions that will separate
catheter tubing from drainage
bottle or dislodge IV needle.
Remains alert to patient's
respiration. Does not force pa-
tient into a position where
any breathing difficulty in-
creases. Does not force flex-

ion of the neck.
vi) Arranges patient's body so that

median sagittal plane is cen-
tered to the midline. Arranges
shoulders so 'Lhat they lie on

a single transverse plane. Cen-

ters film to part and keeps
long axis parallel to film
holder.

d. If distal esophagus is to be in-

cluded in scout projection(s),
performer may position as follows:

i) Performer positions patient in
supine position as described.
Gently extends head and neck.
May place wedge shaped pads or
radiolucent sponges beneath
neck; checks that head is in
true AP position and immobi-
lizes head. Depresses shoulders
as much as possible.

ii) Centers film to include the
entire area of interest. For a
separate view of the upper end

of the esophagus, centers to
film at the level of the la-
ryngeal prominence. For entire
esophagus centers to the 5th

or 6th thoracic vertebra.

iii) For'a lateral projection di-
rects the central ray horizon-
tally at right angles to the
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mid-axillary line of the body at
the level of the center of area
of interest.

iv) For an AP projection directs
central ray vertically at right
angles to the midpoint of the
area of interest.

e. For projection(s) of the thoracic
aorta and viscera, positions pa-
tient in supine position as de-
scribed above:

i) Performer may pronate patient's
hands at the level of the hips
and elevate elbows so as to draw
scapulae outwards,or has pa-
tient's hands immobilized over
head as described above. May ele
vete thorax. May elevate pa-
tient's knees and place restrain
ing band across legs.

ii) May center film to the sternal
angle, midsternum, 4th or 6th
thoracic vertebra, depending on
the area of interest.

iii) Directs central ray horizontally
for lateral projection and ver-
tically for. AP projection,di-
rected to the midpoint of the
area of interest,at right an-
gles to the film.

f. For projection(s) of the abdominal
aorta and viscera, performer cen-
ters patient in supine AP position.

i) With very young patient has pa-
tient's arms immoailized above
and behind head next to ears as
described; has lower legs im-
mobilized as described, or tapes
legs together just above knees;
may turn head to one side. Gent-
ly extends head and neck and
immobilizes with head clamp,
webbing strap under chin, or

sponges so that median sagittal
plane of head is at right an-
gles or parallel to the film.
May elevate patient's knees and
place restraining band across
legs.

ii) With older patient elevates pa-
tient's shoulders and knees so
that patient's back is in con-
tact with table. Supports.. Ad-
justs shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans-
verse planes. May immobilize
ankles. Has patient flex el-
bows and abduct arms.

iii) Performer centers film just
above the iliac crests unless
otherwise specified. Makes sure
not to use visual points of
muscle or fatty tissue and pal-
pates for the crest of the
bone.

iv) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly for lateral projection and
vertically for AP projection,
directed to the midpoint of the
area of interest, at right an-
gles to the film.

g. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position.

i) Places restraining bands,strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May use head clamp.
Avoids use of compression band
across abdomill or chest.

ii) May check that there is no ro-
tation of pelvis 1)y measuring
the distance from the anterior
superior iliac spine to table
top on each side. Overcomes xo-
tation of pelvis due to swell-
ing or atrophy by elevating
appropriate side.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure
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that patient is still able to
make small movements necessary
for normal circulation, respira-
tion and other vital functions.

iv) Checks final positioning using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light ceam towards the part.
Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field, and
uses the collimator light to
center the tube to the part.

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project the
view desired. May readjust tube
to provide better centering.

h. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator so as to expose only
the area of interest as defined by

radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to fur-
ther reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area of

interest.
ii) Performer may mark patient's

skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac-
ilitate any further filming re-
quired.

I. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are not of interest for the
examination.
.Makes sure that anyone remaining
in roam is supplied with lead
gloves and apron and stays out of

VEVONNININNOWSWIVISMOM
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ceritral beam, especially horizon-

tal beam.
j. Performer may rehearse coherent

patient in breathing out and hold-
ing or breathing in and holding,
depending on area of interest and
orders, or observes patient's
breathing and plans exposure for
the appropriate quiet phase such
as after expiration.

k. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Rnturns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to breathe as re-
hearsed and hold breath, or ob-
serves patient's breathing and

times exposure to the appropri-
ate quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button (or appro-
priate control for simultaneous
or alternating biplane expo-
sure).

iv) While exposure is underway,
may check that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight

ly.
v) May watch for evidence of mal-

function, such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen

for sound of normal functioning
of equipment. If there is mal-
function, may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat ex-

posure.
vi) After exposure is completed,

tells patient that he or she
can relax. Returns to patient.
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1

5. During radiologist's review of the
scout films and prior films,performer
notes radiologist's orders on what
will be done:

Removes the cassette(s) and any
markers for further use.

1. If single plane scout films in both
AP and lateral projections are or-
dered (and if biplane equipment
was not used), performer maintains
patient in same position; removes
radiolucent sponge if lateral will
be followed by AP projection; and
proceeds with second exposure as
described.

m. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once
or decides to do personally. At-
taches ID card for use with flasher
if appropriate. May sign requisi-
tion.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May place
prior films for viewing as well.

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, perform-
er may arrange to terminate and

reschedule as appropriate; has
any orders for rescheduling filled

out and signed as appropriate.
b. If radiologist decides that addi-

tional preparatory steps are need-
ed, performer may arrange to have
these carried out and/or performer
arranges to reschedule patient.

List ElementE2aUL

c. Performer notes whether rad:1(310-

gist requires a change in tethni-

cal factors and/or patient posi-

tioning, centering, or central ray
angulation for later serial film-

ing.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats prelimi-

nary xadiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with

technique is due to performer's

own lack of attention, malfunc-

tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for den-

sity or contrast, and adjusts
as appropriate to avoid any

need for future "retakes."

d. If radiologist will proceed, notes

radiologist's final orders on se-

quence of examination and use of

contrast and equipment:

i) Notes site of puncture,whether
general anesthesia will be
used, additional medication,
types and sizes of materials,
type and amount of contrast.

ii) Notes final orders on use of

automatic injection, use of
biplane or single plane serial

filuing, serial stereo;raphy,
spotfilming, magnification,
videotape, use of vasoactive
drugs. With biplane study notes
desired angulation, whether ex-
posures will be simultaneous

or alternating.
iii) Notes program for serial film-

ing, elapse of time, rate of

exposures, number of sequences,
whether to allow for arterial,
capillary and venous phases,
pre-injection films for sub-
traction masks; notes degree
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of Magnification ordered, angle
between tubes and direction of
shift for stereography; notes
program for casseLte spotfilming.

iv) Discusses sequence and timing of
procedure with radiologist. May
arrange signals for serial expo-
sure, char,lag of spotfilm cas-
settes, opel:ution of fluoroscopy

controls.

6. Performer carries out preparations for
angiography as ordered by radiologist
based on the part of the work for which
performer will be responsible. May
carry out any or all of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray, arranges to replace
or provide any equipment or materi-
als ordered by radiologist not al-
ready n tray. May assist in prep-
aration of catheters, puncture nee-
dle, syringes containing saline so-
lution, vasodilator, vasoconstric-
tor. Notes or checks amounts or-
dered. Checks contrast for signs o

chemical deterioration.
b. If performer will be responsible

for filming, prepares ahead for
fluoroscopy, spotfilming, automatic
or hand injection (including com-

puter controlled), and serial film-

ing:

i) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy, spotfilms and/or
serial filming based on radiol-
ogist's review of scout film(s)
and the presence of contrast.

ii) If appropriate, changes or ad-
justs program for spotfilming.

iii) With bronchiai arteriography,may
set up for videotaping from TV

image during fluoroscopy.

List Elements Full

iv) Sets programs for serial film
changer(s), automatic injector
as appropriate.
If subtraction films are order-
ed, makes sure that program or
settings allow for plain films
to be taken for each view, fol-
lowed by injection and serial
films. Sets rate per second and
intervals between sequences to
allow for arterial, capillary
and venous phases as required
for angiography of a given area
of.interest. Checks that plan-
ned exposure time does.not ex-
ceed available capacity of unit

v) If not already done and com-
puter program will be used,
checks keypunch control card
and places in computer control
panel. Plugs synchronization
cable from control unit into
appropriate receptacle on the
x-ray control panel.

vi) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number
of vacuum or other type of cas-
settes as ordered. Loads cut
film or roll film changer(s)
as appropriate. If the same
cassette changer will be used
for lateral and AP projections,
loads only enough cassettes lor

series in the first serial
projection to avoid artifact
caused by shadow from last ex-

posure in the first projection
on the first cassette to be

used in the next projection.
If biplane changers are to be
used, loads changers as appro-
priate for simultaneous or al-
ternating exposures.

vii) Depending on equipment, perform
er may wheel serial changer(s)
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out of the way until fluoroscopy
is completed; may make sure that
everything is ready to lift pa-
tient from examination table on
radiolucent tele top to hori-
zontal (or biplane) serial chang-
er after fluoroscopy.

viii) May set up equipment for automat-
ic marking of films im numerical
sequer,:a or records cassette num-
bers for the sequence.

ix) If automatic pressure injection
is to be used, may attach tubing
to syringe(s) containing the con-
trast solution using sterile tech-
nique. Attaches to machine and
mounts syringe(s) as appropriate.
Checks that there are no air bub-
bles. If appropriate makes sure
machine is on "stand-by."

x) If automatic injection is not
computer controlled, sets flow-
rate dial for the cc's per sec-
ond orde-.-ed by radiologist.
When ordered by radiologist,
sets pressure control as desig-
nated.

c. For magnification technique with

serial filming, removes grid from
changer and sets up as follows:

i) Determines the degree of mag-
nification requested. If the
request is expressed as an area
magnification, performer de-
termines the linear magnifica-
tion by taking Ihe square root.
(Linear magnification Equared
equals area magnification.)

ii) Performer adjusts the height of
the horizontal table or changer
top and/or x-ray tube so that
the ratio of the focal-film dis-
tance (FFD) to the focal-object
distance (F0D),l.e., FFD di-

vided by FOD, is equal to the
desired degree of magnification
For a two-times linear magnifi-.
cation performer simply sets
the FOD equal to the OFD (ob-

ject-film distance).
iii) Performer adjusts the collima-

tion to correspond to the field
size anticipated for the FOD

involved.
iv) For magnification technique

using a vertical cassette
changer, adjusts upright hold-
er to appropriate height; ad-

justs x-ray tube to right-angle
horizontal projection of beam
to film; centers to the film;
measures and adjusts FOD to
expected patient position; mea-
sures and adjusts OFD from pa-
tient position.

v) If the sum of the new FOD and
OFD (FFD) is now different from
the FFD used for non-magnifica-
tion !-echnique, performer may
consult technique chart to note
the factor to use for a compen-
satory change in mAs. May also
note the change in kVp and mAs
necessary to compensate for any

change in collimation from non-
magnification technique. Con-
sults appropriate chart for con
version factors. May record.
Performer resets technical fac-
tors as appropriate.

d. If performer is.to assist with
preparation of patient for cathe-
terization, washes hands observ-
ing sterile technique when appro-
priate.

i) If not already done, may ar-
range to have puncture site(s)

shaved and prepared (right and/

or left femoral or axillary
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artery). Has patient lie in su-
pine position.

ii) Positions patient for access to
puncture site.
For femoral artery puncture, ab-
ducts patient's legs and exposes
the femoral artery on the side
to be punctured below the ingui-
nal ligament,as high as possible,
but allowing for later compres-
sion proximal to puncture site.
For axillary artery puncture,has
patient abduct arm on side to
be punctured with arm bent. Pro-
vides access to area below cla-
vicle or axilla as ordered.

iii) Immobilizes patient as appropri-
ate. May adjust shoulder sup-
ports; may use wrist restraints.

iv) May swab puncture site area with
antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding area with sterile
towels.

v) If appropriate, may make sure
that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do

personally.
vi) Informs radiologist when patient

and materials are ready.

e. IL not already done, provides ra-
diologist with lead shielding and

gloves. May provide sterile gown,
gloves, mask. Makes sure that pa-
tient and everyone to remain in
room is properly shielded; may put
lead screen in place if radiologist
will inject contrast by hand.

f. If patient is to have general anes-
thesia, performer awaits signal
that procedure can begin.

g. May receive or obtain a clean hos-

pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries out
appropriate steps to maintain the
integrity of sterile areas. Avoids

List Elements Fully

touching patient, drapes; radiol-

ogist, nurse, or instrument table

with non-sterile object.
h. During injection of local anesthe-

tic, puncture, placement of needle

and advancing of catheter, per-
former assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile techni-

que.
ii) May assist with fluoroscopic

viewing of needle and progress
of catheter placement. On sig-

nal from radiologist, performer

may dim room lights; turns on

TV power switch. May operate
fluoroscope controls on orders
from radiologist. Continues to
adjust kVp and/or mA controls
according to radiologist's or-
ders.

iii) Performer may operate tilt
table on orders from radiolo-
gist, or assists in positioning
patient as ordered. Continues
as ordered.

iv) May assist with attachment of

syringes to flush cntheter, in-0

ject vasoactive drug,anesthe-
tic, or inject contrast solu-

tion for fluoroscopic check of

catheter placement.
v) Once catheter position is judg-

ed satisfactory, may tape into

position,maintaining sterile
field.

vi) Repeats as appropriate for al-

ternative site or bilateral

catheterization.

7. When the radiologist has advanced the

catheter to the appropriate first lo-

cation for serial or videotape film-

ing, performer coordinates with the

radiologist when so ordered:

a. May assist in positioning patient

on table or over changer:
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i) May assist in moving patient on
table top to horizontal changer.

ii) May roll horizontal and/or bi-
plane changer(s) into position
under and/or beside angiography
table.

b. Positions patient or assists radi-
ologist in positioning:

List Elements Full

i) If abdominal aortography will be
done first (such as prior to
thoracic aortography or selec-
tive abdominal visceral arteri-
ography), performer positions
patient for a supine AP projec-
tion of the abdomen and pelvis,
or for AP and lateral biplane
projections, as described.

ii) For thoracic aortography per-
former may help position pa-
tient in supine or prone posi-
tion depending on whether video-
taping from a fluoroscopic image
or serial filming will be done.

Helps position and support pa-
tient for a right and/or left
posterior oblique projection at
40° to 60° as ordered, or ad-
justs motorized table to the
required degree of rotation.
Performer may position for sin-
gle or biplane frontal and/or
lateral projection(s) if so or-

dered.

c. Performer checks that serial chang-
er(s) are loaded, locked and ready.
Centers.and adjusts the x-ray tube
(s) angulation as appropriate. Cen-
ters film in changer(s) to the spe-
cified area of interest as de-
scribed, and collimates to the
smallest possible exposure area.
Checks patient's shielding.

d. For automatic serial stereo-film-
ing, centers x-ray tubes in posi-

tion for frontal or lateral shift
at the desired angle. Sets con-
trols for automatic alternating
of exposures.

e. Depending on whether injection is

by hand or automatic, manually
initiated or computer controlled,
performer starts the automatic
film changer(s) on signal of the
radicaogist, or initiates the com-
puter control of the injection and

serial exposures at the control

panel on signal from radiologist.
f. With fluoroscopy and videotaping,

performer may operate tilt-table
or fluoroscopic controls as or-
dered, as described above.

g. If additional injections and ex-

posures are required, such as
right angle or opposite side
oblique projections, and if bi-
plane equipment has not been used,
performer centers equipment as ap-

propriate.

i) Resets technical factors for
the projections involved if
required, repeats collimation,
shielding, and coordination of
injection and making exposures

as described.
ii) If one single-plane changer is

being used, reloads changer
with cassettes or adjusts roll
or cut film transport for ad-

ditional serial projections.
Sets up as described earlier.

h. Performer has the serial films
processed at once or decides to

do personally.

i) Makes sure that serial films
are numbered with appropriate

order in sequence.
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ii) When the serial films have been
processed, performer may place
on view boxes in appropriate
serial order. Puts biplane views
together. May provide stereo
viewer. Notifies radiologist
when aortograms are ready.

i. After processing, if radiologist
indicates that subtraction prints
are to be made, performer notes
which post-injection radiographs
(for each view) the radiologist
wishes to utilize. Places the plain
(pre-injection) film with the
counterpart post-injection view(s)
selected by radiologist.

i) Makes out order for subtraction
prints and takes to staff member
who carries out this procedure.
May present orders orally; may
decide to prepare personally.

ii) When subtraction prints are
ready, performer places for
viewing as described.

iii) Repeats as appropriate if sec-
ond order subtraction prints
are ordered by radiologist.

j. Performer may operate the replay
mechanism of videotape attachment
if so ordered. May "freeze" a
given image on screen when ordered.

k. Throughout procedure remains alert
for any symptom of emergency or ad-
verse reaction to contrast by pa-
tient. As soon as performer judges
that there is a reaction, performer
notifies radiologist. May assist as
appropriate with emergency care.

. Performer notes radiologist's orders
on how to proceed with the examina-

tion based on review of the serial
aertograms and/or videotape image:

a. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist will repeat any steps with a

change in injection site, with
-injection of additional contrast,
.with a change in technical fac-

tors, with different projections,

and/or with different injection
pressure. If so, performer repeats

appropriate steps as described
after making required adjustments.

b. If abdominal aortography has bc..:dt

carried out prior to thoracic
aortography, performer notes
whether radiologist will go ahead

with thoracft aortography.
c. If thoracic aortography has been

carried out prior to bronchial
arteriography, performer notes
radiologist's orders on the se-

quence for probing for and cathe-

terizing the bronchial arteries.

d. If'abdominal aortography has been

carried out,performer notes wheth-

er selective catheterization will

be done such as for study of

adrenal, renal, portal venous

systems, inferior mesenteric cir-

culation:

i) Notes orders for area of in-

terest and catheterization se-
quence.

ii) Notes orders for serial magni-

fication technique and degree
of magnification. Sets up as

described.
iii) Notes orders foe spotfilming

and any orders on cassette
spotfilm program or format.
Sets up as described. If magni-

fication technique will be
combined with spotfilming, per-
former checks that spotfilm
device can be raised to appro-
nriete height from table when

appropriate...
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iv) Notes new orders on injection
pressure, program for serial
films, biplane, serial stereo
filming, videotaping as describ-
ed. Sets up as appropriate as
described.

v) Notes orders on use of vasoactiv
drugs and prepares as described.

9. If radiologist decides to repeat any
exposure's, performer resets technical
exposure factors, pressure settings,
etc., as required,and repeats appro-
priate steps

I. radiologist decides to have addi-
tional views made, performer notes
radiologist's orders and prepares as
appropriate:

a. Notes orders for a change in amount
of contrast, change in pressure
settings for automatic injection,
and/or the rate and speed for ser-
ial filming. Adjusts equipment as
appropriate.

b. If radiologist orders additional
views, performer makes any changes
in x-ray tube position, angulation
and/or position of serial changer
and/or position of patient as ap-

propriate.
c. For thoracic aortography after ab-

dominal aortography performer as-
sists with fluoroscopy while ra-
diologist advances catheter to the
thoracic aorta. Proceeds as de-
scribed with serial filming, pro-
cessing and review.

10. For selective visceral arteriography
performer may proceed as follows:

a. For selective bronchial arteriog-
raphy,performer assists with flu-
oroscopy as described while ra-
diologist proceeds with probing,
catheter placement, and check for

each bronchial artery to be en-

tered.

i) Performer is alert to pain re-
sponse in patient as indication

of entry into intercostal ar-
tery. Informs radiologist at

once. Stands by to assist. May

reassure patient.
ii) Performer may assist in prepar-

ing appropriate amount of con-

trast for injection as ordered

by radiologist.
iii) Repeats set-up for single or

biplane seriography, hand or

low automatic pressure injec-

tion, magnification as describ-

ed earlier. Sets program for

seriography allowing for sub-
traction masks if requested and

for filming of appropriate
phase, per-second intervals as
ordered, as described earlier.

iv) Positions table or helps posi-

tion patient for supine, lat-

eral and/or oblique projections

as ordered.
v) Assists with injection of local

anesthetic if ordered.

vi) Centers, collimates and shields

as appropriate for area of in-

terest.
vii) Repeats filming ir coordination

with injection as described

earlier. Repeats processing of

films and placement for review.

Repeats steps for processing

of subtraction prints as de-

scribed earlier.
viii) As radiologist decides on ad-

ditional vessels to be entered
and opacified, performer con-
tinues as ordered,ss described.

Performer adjusts positioning,
centering, technical factors,
pressure setting,amount of con-

trast,rate and speed of serial

programs as ordered for each

injection.

or-
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b. For selective abdominal visceral
angiography, performer assists with
fluoroscopy as radiologist advances
catheter(s) from the aorta to se-
lected vessel(s). Depending on area
of interest or purpose of study,
performer carries out appropriate
steps as ordered:

i) For study of abdominal bleeding,
may set up for serial magnifi-

cation as described. Removes grid
if not already done. May assist
with treatment by preparing and
attaching syringe with vasocon-
strictor solution to pressure in-
jector. Sets co flow as ordered
for period of time ordered.

ii) For renal arceriography, may set
up for biplane seriography,
videotaping from TV monitor,
magnification. May position
table or patient for AP, lat-
eral and/or posterior oblique
projections. If videotape of aor-
ta was made, performer may re-
run for radiologist and "freeze"

the image selected; then inverts

and places image on TV monitor
so that it is superimposed over
actual fluoroscopic image. May
encourage patient to report any

pain felt using catheterization.
May encourage patient to strain

when ordered (Valsalva maneuver)

by radiologist.
iii) For celiac and/or hepatic ar-

teriography, performer may set

up for serial magnification.
May position for AP and/or lat-
eral projections. May set ser-
ial program to include portal
hepatic (venous) phase. May re-

assure patient about sensation

of warmth felt over area of

liver if hepatic artery is opa-

cified.

List Elements Fully

iv) For superior mesenteric arte-
riography, may assist with in-
jection of vasodilator. Posi-
tions for AP and/or lateral pro-J

jections.
v) For pancreatic angiography and/

or arterial portography, per-
former may assist as appropri-
ate with bilateral simultaneous
opacification of celiac and su-
perior mesenteric arteries or
with seque.ntial technique. May

set up for serial stereography.

May assist with injection of

vasoconstrictor. Positions for

AP and/or right posterior
oblique views. Has angiograms
processed and places for review.
After review notes whether ra-
diologist will proceed with pan-

creatic pharmacoangioglomphy,
superselective pancreatic angi-
ography, or will order subse-

quent percutaneous splenoportog-

raphy.
vi) If radiologist proceeds with

pancreatic pharmacoangiography,
performer sets up for and as-
sists with three sets of serial

films. With the first, assists
with injection of vasoconstric-
tor in one vessel, simultaneous
opacification, and serial film-

ing of two vessels.
With the second, waits until or

dered and ;.ssists with injec-
tion of vasodilator, simulta-
neous opacification and serial

filming.
With the third, waits as order-

ed and assists with simulta-
neous injection of vasoconstric-

tor, opacification and filming.
Makes lateral views of the ar-

terial phase.
vii) If radiologist proceeds with

superselective pancreatic an-
giography, performer may assist

52,5
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with injection of vasoconstric-
tor, may set up for serial ste-
reography. Assists with fluoro-
scopic viewing of sequential
catheterization of the selected
arteries.

viii) For inferior mesenteric arteri-
ography, performer may assist
with injection of vasodilator.
Positions for lateral and/or
left posterior oblique projec-
tions.

ix) For adrenal angiography, per-
former may assist with injec-
tion of vasodilator. May posi-
tion for AP and/or anterior
oblique projections. May set up
for spotfilming, magnification.
If orders are for spotfilming,
operates exposure controls as
ordered, or positions table,
tube, or patient as ordered. If
spotfilm attachment uses cas-
settes, performer may unload as
used, identify, and insert ad-
ditional cassettes.

x) For retroperitoneal arteriog-
raphy, may assist with cathe-
terization, spotfilming, and/or
seriography as described for one
artery at a time. May assist
with injection of vasoconstric-
tor.

c. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, performer may keep radiol-
ogist informed of cumulative ex-
posure as shown on fluoroscope
timer indicator.

d. For each set of serial films per-
former resets technical exposure
factors, pressure settings, etc.,
as required; repeats appropriate
steps for collimation, shielding,
centering serial changer(s) and
x-ray tube(s), setting angulation,
making exposures as described.

11.

e. Performer may have spotfilms pro-
cessed at once. With spotfilm
camera, performer advances the
film so that all exposures made
will be wound on the take-up spool
in the roll film cassette. Re-
places dark slide on camera lens.
Uses device to cut film and create
a light shield. Resets counter
and removes film cassette.
With cassette spotfilms, removes
any markers for further use. At-
taches ID card for use with flash-
er if appropriate. May sign or
have radiologist sign requisition
sheet.

f. Performer has subsequent sets of
spotfilms and/or angiograms pro-
cessed and presents to radiolo-
gist for review as described.

0 Repeats as appropriate for each
vessel to be opacified and
awaits further orders.

ii) Continues until radiologist in-
dicates that examination is com
pleted.

g. Performer may assist in emergency
care of patient by placing tilt
table in Trendelenburg position
when ordered, assisting with treat
ment for internal bleeding as de-
scribed, assisting with injection
of anticoagulant, or application
of hot packs to avoid thrombic oc-
clusion, as ordered.

When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examination is com-
pleted, performer may assist with ter
mination steps. May carry out any or
all of the following as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-
moves connecting tubes, syringes,
and catheter(s;. Removes any mark-
ers from patient's body.
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b. May prepare to apply pressure to
arterial puncture site when order-
ed. May prepare to apply pressure
dressing to puncture site after
manual pressure has been applied.

c. Performer coordinates with anesthe-
siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.
Makes sure that patient is attended
and will be transported to appro-
priate next location such as re-
covery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiolo-
gist orders additional examination
and/or delayed abdominal film or
tests.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures: May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial views
and any spotfilms taken, the tech-
nical factors used, and film sizes.
May record the number of exposures
made of each view including retakes;
may enter the estimated radiation
dose to which patient was exposed
(using posted information on dos-
age); may record any problem with
equipment, any special care pro-
vided patient. Signs requisition
sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted
data.

g. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do persoaally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that any non-dis-
posable guide wires and catheters
are cleaned and flushed immediately
after use and before sterilization.

List Elements Fully

h. Performer may return accessories
such as computer control cards
and immobilization devices to ap-
propriate locations or has this
done.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, lequisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

5.1,s7
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. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Iequisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
.dentified;technical factors selected and set for
fluoroscopy;radiologist assisted with puncture,cath-
-terization;pt. and equipment positioned or set up
or automatic or hand injection,conventional or ser-
al filming;filming coordinated with injection;an-
:iograms sent for processing,radiologist's rr.view;

rocedures repeated,continued as ordered;exaaination
1 ecorded;antlaaajlaced for use. _- ---

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form,pa-
tient identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-

-.
cal history for a non-pediatric
female patient scheduled for
pelvic arteriography (contrast
"study of uterine arteries, pla-
cente;7aphy and/or ovarian ar-
teries by means of catheter ab-
dominal aortography and/or se-
lective catheterization) as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

Il. Performer reads the requisi-

tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if orily cerWn items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
rt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
computer control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves;masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,
rad eXposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s),tube
(s) ,control panel(s) ,extension cones;fluoroscopy
nit,TV monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;

shielding;collimator(s);serial changer;tilt-table,
radiolucent table top;R-L, ID device or markers;auto-
matic injector;immobilization devices;tape;ECG equip-
ment;emergency cart;sterile procedure tray for
puncture,catheterization;antiseptic,saline,antico-
agulant,local anesthetic,iodine based contrast,
disinfectant solutions;speculum;tourniquets;swabs,
drape,syringes;stretcheriwheelchair;calipers

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. If -Yee to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant conditionj
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal ir relevant to knowledge

requirements or lega. restrictions.

Non-pediatric female .t-radiololist.nurse.co-worker

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- amination called for and
the purpose:

i) Notes whether patient
is pregnant (gravid)
or not (nongravid),
whether purpose of
study is for diagnosis,
evaluation, localize-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Takina selective pelvic angiograms of non-pediatric

gravid or nongravid female pt. by reviewing request;

measuring,reassuring pt.;setting up for fluoroscopy,

conventional or serial filming,hand or automatic in-

jection ;assisting with sterile puncture,catheteriza-

tion;identifying films;applying shielding;collimat-

ing;setting technical factors;positioning,immobiliz-
ing pt.;making serial films in coordination with in-

jetion;having films procesd,reviewed;continuing,
repeating,adjusting as ordered;assisting with termi-

nation;placing radiographs for use;recording examina

tion.

.

6. Check here ii this

is a master sheet..&) ---m....

r044u
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tion of placenta, and/or place-
ment of catheter for chemo-

therapy.
ii) Notes area of interest, whether

bilateral catheterization will
be involved (for chemotherapy).

iii) Notes whether selective ovarian
catheterization may be done.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is emergency patient.

c. Notes name of radiologist in charge,

names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled.

d. Performer notes decisions and or-
ders on technique and equipment:

i) Notes selected puncture site(s).
ii; Notes whether conventional x-ray

equipment or serial film chang-
er is to be used. Notes whether
hand or automatic pressure in-
jection will be involved.

iii) Notes types, sizes and length(s)
of needles, guide wires and
catheter(s), whether catheter
is to be premarked to eliminate

need for fluoroscopic control
(for pregnant patient). Notes
length at which catheter is to
be marked if ordered.

iv) Notes whether tourniquets will
be used, radiopaque vaginal spec-
ulum to define position of ex-
ternal cervical os (for placen-
tography). Notes type and amount
of iodine based contrast solu-
tion, local anesthetic, saline,
antiseptic, anticoagulant FolL-
dons ordered.

v) Notes whether ECG monitoring
has been ordered.

vi) If serial filming has been or-
dered, notes type of changer

such as cassette, roll film,
cut film, whether computer con-
trolled, whether equipped with
see-through top. Notes whether
table will be normal tilt table,
angiography table, whether
changer can be kept in place

during procedure, will be rol-

led into position,or whether
patient will be moved from
table (on radiolucent top) to
changer after catheterization.
With computer controlled chang-
er notes whether program has

been selected for control pan-
el.

e. Considers the accessory equipment,

technical factors, shielding and
immobilization equipment appropri-
ate for the patient's age, sex,
'size, condition, equipment and
the area of interest.

i) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.
Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

ii) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in com-

pliance with institutional
rules for safe, sanitary dress
for the equipment and room to

be used.

f. Performer notes relevant informa-

tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction
to contrast or history of al-

lergies. Notes whether allergy
test has been ordered and, if

so, results.
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ii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
nongravid female patient may be
pregnant; reviews date of fe-

male patient'.- last menstrual
period, or notes any other in-
dication that there is no danger
of exposure of a knolm or pos-
sible fetus. For gravid patient
notes length of pregnancy.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices whether exami-

nation has been done at insti-
tution or elsewhere in recent
past, whether history of exten-
sive radiography should be re-

ported to radiologist.
iv) Notes how patient will arrive

for examination (whether in wheel

chair, on stretcher, accompanied
by staff,whether patient will be
coherent,or will already be se-

dated).
v) Notes any special information

on patient's condition that

could affect positioning, immo-
bilization, handling, or se-
lection of technique, such as
respiratory or heart disease,
communlcable or infectious con-
dition, presence of IV drip,

urinary catheter, incoherence.
vi) Performer notes whether there

are orders for prior preparation
of patient such as therapeutic
diet., allergy test, lab testc,
cessation of oral contracep-
tive, prior abstinence from

morning meal, cleansing enemas,
catheterization of bladder,start

of IV drip, prior administra-
tion of sedation, tranquilizer,
antihistamine, other medication,
shaving of puncture site(s).
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Notes appropriate timing for

medications to take effect.

vii) Checks whether all procedures

have been carried out and at

appropriate time, and that all

reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. If there is any
problem, arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed to allow proper
timing, reports problem to ap-
propriate staff member, or
plans to inform radiologist.

g. Depending on institutional proce-

dures, notes whether performer is

to set up.equipment and/or prepare

patient personally, or whether

performer will join angiography

team in examination room.
h. If referring physician has request

ed that prior films,ultrasonograms
scans and test results already on

file be sent with current radio-

graphs,and if not already with pa-

tient's jacketed material,arranges
to have these delivered.

i. If the performer determines that

the request is not properly auth-

orized, is incomplete, that suf-

fucient information is lacking

for performer to prepare properly,

or if performer considers that

there may be contraindications to

going ahead with the procedure,

performer notifies supervisor,

radiologist, or other designated

staff person, depending on insti-

tutional procedures. Explains the

problem if appropriate, and pro-

ceeds after obtaining needed in-

formation, signature, or orders.

2. Performer prepares ahead so as not

to keep patient in examination room

longer than necessary. Determines

what prior preparations will be need-

ed, such as cleaning and preparation

5,30
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of equipment and accessories, proper
dress. May carry out any or all of the

following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the

department for the type of exami-
nation involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography suite,
or room assigned on requisition

sheet.
b. CherAs that room is supplied with

the type of equipment ordered.
c. May decide to clean x-ray equipment ;

or arranges to have this done.

Washes hands as appropriate.
d. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

the unit(s) to be used (serial chang

er or conventional x-ray unit, fluo-

roscopy unit).

i) Locates information for the
areas of interest and-the views
likely to be required. Takes
note of the exposure factors to
be used for overheads and fluo-
roscopy. Considers preference
of the radiologist involved, con-
versions needed to account for
.patient's age, condition, areas
of interest, presence of contrast
Not.ls newly posted changes in
tE!chical factors (to reflect
accommodation to a change in ma-
chine output or a policy deci-

sion):
ii) If a conversion of factors will

be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart

to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factor. Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as

appropriate.
iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-

posure factors against the post-

ed limits of the x-ray tube on

a tube rating chart to he sure
that technique does noc exceed

List Elements Fully

the heat capacities of the tube
for the focal spot size to be
used. If appropriate, performer
17econverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

e. Checks for appropriate film sup-

plies:

i) If serial changer calls for
roll film, performer checks
that there is an adequate sup-
ply loaded in changer for the

needs of the examination, and
that the film is properly load-

ed.
ii) If serial cassette changer or

bucky will be used, performer
makes sure that an adequate
supply of loaded cassette* of
the appropriate types and sizes
are available in the examina-

tion room. Checks that these
are loaded with appropriate
speed and type of film and grid
combinations depeuding on the
patient's size, ;v.:ea of inter-
est, techniques co be used,
type of equipment, and insti-
tutional piactices.

iii) If adequate supply is not in
room, arrnnges to obtain or
decides to obtain personally.

iv) Checks that equipment or device

is available to number serial

films, or checks that cassettes
such as vacuum cassettes are
prenumbered and are in numeri-

cal order.
May prepare identification
strip using tape and lead numer-
al giving appropriate ID infor-

mation for placement on table

or on cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flash-
card by checking that there is
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piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write out ID in-
formation on card if not receiv-
ed with requisition. Checks iden-
tification against requisition
sheet.
May place card as appropriate
for use with automatic marking
device.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use.

f. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
dicator light shows that machine(s)
is (are) "warmed up," or turns on
main switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for machine(s)

to "warm up."
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks each line voltage meter and,
if needed, turns compensator dial(s)

until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

g. Performer sets up and checks fluo-

roscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode selec-
tor to fluoroscopic mode.

iii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is
on.

iv) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (if there is dual image

intensifier).

v) Performer selects and sets
exposure factors for fluoros-

copy. Selects and sets the kVp

at standard setting for the
examination. May check indi-
cator dial. With automatic
density control, sets density
selector as appropriate for
examination. If mA is automati-
cally controlled according to
patient thickness, performer
turns fluoroscope mA selector

to maximum standard position.
If not automatically controlled,
sets as appropriate for focal

spot size and examination in-
volved. Sets fluoroscopic ex-
amination, timer to maximum po-

sition.
vi) If a grid will be used with the

image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into position. May
check'that the grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long

axis of the tube.
vii) May adjust distance between

focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). Nay check that TOD

is 15 inches or more.
viii) Performer may collimate fluoros-

copy tube depending on nature

of the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam
shutters to the field size an-
ticipated for fluoroscopic ex-
amination or may set shutter
mode selector to automatic col-

limation.
ix) To check fluoroscopy mode,if

not already done, performer
places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography
table where patient's area of

532
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intereot will be centered for
examination.
Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.
If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or.under) the area
of interest.
Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor.
Adjusts kVp control (and mA con-
trol if appropriate) and observes
effects on TV monitor to be sure
that equipment is operating
properly.
Checks mA meter and notes wheth-
er appropriate reading is ob-

tained.
Checks that TV brightness con-
trols are operating and adjusts
for preliminary viewing.
Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max-

imum examination exposure time
is reached.

h. Performer may set up and check

serial changer as appropriate to

equipment:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode

selector for overhead filming.
ii) If orders have been given for

the compuier program(s) to be

used (gtving the number of
films to be taken, per second
intervals, number of separate
series, and possibly a program

r
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to coordinate with automatic
pressure injection), performer
arranges to have keypunch con-
trol card prepared, or deliverea
and checked, or, decides to do
personally. When orders have
been given and control card is
ready, performer places control
card as appropriate in control
panel of computer.

iii) Depending on the type of film

changer (if any) and examina-
tion table to be used,performer
may wheel see-through horizon-

tal changer into position under

angiography table, may place
changer so that patient may be
moved to changer on radiolu-
cent top after catheterization,
or may place changer so that

it may be placed under table
after fluoroscopy. May set up
in vertical position next to
table for lateral filming; may
check that upright bucky is
available for lateral filming.

iv) May set serial film rate that

is standard for procedure and
await radiologist's further
orders. May cycle changer to
check operation. If so, makes
sure that anode is not rotating'

i. May set up and check automatic

pressure injection equipment as
appropriate to the type to be used

(if any). Makes sure machine is

grounded.
j. If performer decides that any of

the equipment is not functioning
properly, performer informs ap-
propriate staff member. Arranges
for alternate unit to be used.

k. Performer notes whether ECG and

vital sign monitoring equipment
(if ordered) and emergency cart

are present. Notes who will be

assigned to monitor.
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1. May check that procedure tray for
the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do personally.

i) Depending on.radiologist's or-
ders, performer may check for
appropriate types and sizes of
puncture needles, tourniquets,
catheters, syringes, scalpels,
guide wires, forceps, dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-
septic, saline, anticoagulant,
and local anesthetic solutions
are present. If appropriate,
checks that sterile catheter has
been correctly premarked as or-
dered. May arrange to have done
or does personally. Makes sure
to use sterile procedures so as
not to contaminate catheter.

ii) Checks that appropriate aqueous
iodine based contrast solution
is present in the amount ordered.
Checks,that there is no evidence
of chemical deterioration. May

, .

check that contrast solution is
at appropriate temperature; may
arrange to heat or cool.

m. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who will
remain in the room during expo-
sure, that appropriate shield-
ing is available for placement
between radiologist and the pa-

tient:
ii) Checks that appropriate immo-

bilization devices are present.
iii) Checks that extension cones are

available.
iv) Checks for hospital gowns, masks,

gloves to be worn for sterile
procedure. May check for emesis
basin and towels.

List Elements Full

v) May set up footboard, shoulder
rests, hand holds on tilt table.

. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiologist;

may bring or escort patient and ac-
companying staff members to examina-
tion room; and/or may join radiolo-
gist and patient after informing ra-
diologist that equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient
in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination teCh-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-
tion (if not already done),
or decides to do personally.
Depending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may de-
cide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room
(wheeled on stretcher if pa-
tient has been sedated).

iii) Performer greets a coherent
patient and any accompanyiue
staff person and intrAuces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet,
referring to hospital identifi-
cation bracelet or other iden-
tifier. Checks with accompanying
staff member on any special pre-
cautions necessary during pro-
cedure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes
patient comfortable on examina-
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This is page 8 of 17 for this task.

tion table or on table-top over
changer. If patient is on
special stretcher, places
stretcher into position so that
radiclucent stretcher can be
lifted with patient on ie frbm
wheeled base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair, may
muve patient in chair into po-

sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked

position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this

done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into

position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie

on table.
v) Makes sure patient is being at-

tended and there is no danger

patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac or infusion equipment or
urinary catheter attached, makes

sure that equipment is being

monitored and is not dislodged.

vi) Checks that patient is in gown

with all jewelry removed; may

check that patient is being kept

warm.
vii) If not already done, questions

patient or accompanying staff

about any prior preparations
and about any allergies, espe-
cially to shellfish, or adverse

reactions to contrast medium (es-

pecially iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already

done, performer questions non-
gravid patient of child bearing

age regarding possible preg-

nancy.

ix) If any preparatory procedures

were not carried out, if pa-

tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is newly

pregnant, and these have not

already been recorded, per-
former informs radiologist in

charge at once; proceeds only

with approval.
x) Answers patient's non-medical

questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and de-

velop confidence. Treats pa-
tient with dignity and concern
regardless of patient's behav-

ior. Attempts to calm patient

and gain cooperation by com-

municating as appropriate to
patient's age or, if appropri-

ate, level of functioning ot

degree of coherence. Is as
calm and gentle as possible.

Performer explains, when asked

medical questions, that it is

not appropriate for technolo-

gist to answer these; encourag-
es patient to speak to physi-

cian.

xi) Notes the patient's body type,

whether the area of interest

is heavily covered by muscle or

soft fat, whether the palpation

points will be easy to find.

xii) Unless measurements have al-

ready been made, performer may

use centimeter calipers to mea-

sure the thickness of the body

at the level(s) and in the di-

rectIrbn(s) in which the central

ray of the x-ray beam will pass

through the centered part from

tube to film. Records for use

in determining exposure factors.

After measuring, has patient

rest in as relaxed a position

as possible.
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b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films and
scans to radiologist. Displays ra-
diographs on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anytaing
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in

procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff Aembers.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

During radiologist's review of requi-

sition, ptior radiographic materials,
and examination of patient, performer

notes radiologist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, performer

may arrange to terminate and re-

schedule as appropriate; has any
orders for rescheduling filled out
and signed as appropriate.

b. If radiologist decides that addi-
tional preparatory steps are needed
performer may arrange to have these
carried out and/or performer ar-
ranges to reschedule patient.

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-

quence of examination:

i) Notes orders on the puncture
site(s) chosen, use of local
anesthetic, additional medica-
tion, types and sizes of ma-
terials,amount of contrast,
type of filming, number of ex-
posutes and sequence or pro-
gram for filming, rate per
second,and intervals between
sequences to allow for arteri-
al, capillary and venous phases
as required.

ii) Notes orders on use of tourni-
quet, whether catheter place-
ment will be fluoroscopically
checked. Notes whether auto-
matic injector will be used.

iii) Notes whether speculum will be
inserted, whether pubic and
vaginal area will be cleansed.

iv) Discusses sequence and timing
of procedure with radiologist.
May arrange signals for expo-
sure, operation of fluoroscopic
controis.

.
Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by ra-
diologist based on the part of the
work for which performer will be re-
sponsible. May carry out any or all .

of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray, arranges to re-
place or provide any equipment or
materials ordered by radiologist
not already on tray. May assist
in preparation of catheter(s),
puncture needles, syringes con-
taining saline solution, local
anesthetic, ant-lcoagulant, con-
trast solution. Notes or checks

amounts ordered. Checks contrast
for signs of chemical deteriora-
tion.

b. May provide hospital gown, gloves,
mask;provides lead apron and glove
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to radiologist.
Performer provides anyone who will
remain in room during exposure with
appropriate protective shielding.
If a staff member will be asked to
assist, performer provides leaded
gloves and apron. Explains if nec-
essary that this is not cause for

alarm but a general precaution to
minimize unnecessary radiation ex-
posure. Checks with radiologist

on what shielding if any can be

provided to patient.

. If performer will be responsible for

filmingz prepares ahead for fluoros-

copy, automatic or head injection (in-
cluding computer controlled), and con-
ventional serial filming:

a. Sets exposure factors:

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the first convention-
al overhead or for the serial

filming as described, taking
account of the patient's mea-
surements and the presence of

contrast.
ii) At control panel, sets control

for radiography mode, unless

fluoroscopic check of catheter
will be made prior to filming.

iii) For serial filming or conven-
tional exposure control selects

milliamperage and chooses se-
lectors for the correct focal

size. Selects and sets the ex-

posure time that will produce

the mAs desired. Sets the kVp

selected by choosing the combi-

nation of major and minor kilo-

voltage settings to produce
the desired kVp.

iv) For automatic phototimed expo-
sure control, performer sets

the category corresponding to

the type of study and use of

List Elements Fully

screens, bucky, etc., and, if

appropriate, focal spot size.-

Sets a control corresponding
to the selected field size (as

listed on technique chart for
phototiming). May set a kVp
range button, if called for

with equipment, corresponding
to the appropriate kV range for

the examination. Sets a density
selector corresponding to the
usual (or special) requirements
for the study. Makes sure back-

up timer is not likely to ter-

minate exposure before photo-

timed exposure is made.
v) Depending on the equipment,

may set controls to provide

for use of manual tableside
adjustment of collimator, table

and x-ray tube height and posi-

tion (unless these have already

been set).

b. Depending on equipment, performer

may wheel serial changer out of

the way until fluoroscopy is com-
pleted; may make sure that every-
thing is ready to lift patient
from examination table on radio-

lucent table top to serial changer

after fluoroscopy.

i) Sets program for serial film
changer,'automatic injector

as appropriate. Checks that
planned exposure time does not

exceed available capacity of

unit.
ii) If not already done and compu-

ter program will be used, checks
keypunch control card and places

in computer control panel.
iii) Performer may load cassette

changer with proper number
of vacuum or other type of cas-
settes as ordered. If appro-
priate, loads cut film changer
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or roll film changer. If the

same cassette changer will be

used for lateral and AP projec-

tions, loads only enough cas-
settes for series in the first

projection to avoid artifact
caused by shadow from last expo-
sure of first projection on the

first cassette to be used in

next projection.
iv) For computer controlled unit,

plugs synchronization cable from

control unit into appropriate
receptacle on the x-ray control

panel.
v) Performer may set up equipment

for automatic marking of films

in numerical sequence or re-
cords cassette numbers for the

sequence.

c. Performer may attach identifica-

tion information to the cassette(s),

or table top:

i) Places right or left marker on

film holder or table top as ap-
propriate to the study and pro-
jection, or depresses appropri-

ate R or L button for automatic

marking. May tape lead markers

to patient's body.
ii) If patient's identification in-

formation is in the form of

lead numerals, performer places

on appropriate corner of cas-

sette.
iii) If patient identification infor-

mation is to be entered by use

of flasher, sets flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-

ber on appropriate edge of cas-

sette.
iv) Performer may place patient's

card into card tray for equip-

ment using automatic film mark-

ing device.

List Elements Fully

v) For conventional filming, per-

former places cassette in bucky.

May manually pull-out bucky

tray and open retaining clamps.

Inserts cassette into bucky

tray and pushes back. Makes

sure clamps are closed. Moves

cassette into appropriate
"stored" position until fluoros

copy is completed.

d. Performer sets the focal-film dis-

tance (if not already done). Op-

erates controls or manually moves

the x-ray tube into place. Checks

focal-film distance by reading

indicator scale in the tube hous-

ing; adjusts until the required

FFD is obtained.
e. If automatic pressure injection is

to be used, performer may attach

. tubing to syringe(s) containing

the contrast solution using ster-

ile technique. Checks that there

are no air bubbles. If appropriate,

makes sure machine is on "stand-

by."

i) Attaches to machine and mounts

syringe(s) as appropriate.

ii) If automatic injection is not

computer controlled, sets flow-

rate dial for the cc's per sec-

ond ordered by radiologist.

iii) When ordered by radiologist,sets

pressure control as designated.

f. If performer is to assist with

preparation of patient for cathe-

terization, washes hands observ-

ing sterile technique when appro-

priate.

i) If not already done, may ar-

range to have puncture site(s)

shaved and prepared (right and/

or left femoral artery).

ii) Performer may position patient

on examination table in supine

or modified lithotomy position.

5 8
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iii) May assist with cleansing of pa-
tient's vulva, perineum and va-
gina using sterile technique.

iv) At appropriate time may position
patient for access to puncture
site(s). Abducts supine patient's
legs and exposes the femoral ar-
tery on the side(s) to be punc-
tured below the inguinal liga-
ment, as high as possible, but
allowing for later compression
proximal to puncture site.

v) Immobilizes patient as appropri-
ate. May adjust shoulder sup-
ports; may use wrist restraints.

vi) May swab puncture site area(s)
with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with
sterile towels.

vii) If appropriate, may make sure
that ECG monitoring leads have
peen applied, or decides to do
personally.

O.a Makes sure that everyone to remain
in room is properly shielded; may
place lead screen in place if ra-
diologist will inject contrast by
hand.

h. May receive or obtain a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries
out appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
table with non-sterile object.

i. Informs radiologist when patient and
materials are ready.

j. During injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture, placement of needle
and advancing of catheter, perform-
er assists as appropriate:

0 May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile tech-
nique.

ii) Unless premarked catheter is
being used, performer may as-

sist with fluoroscopic viewing
of needle and progress of cath-
eter placement. On signal from
radiologist, performer may dim
room lights; turns on TV power
switch. May operate fluoroscope
controls on orders from radiol-
ogist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA
controls according to radiolo-
gist's orders.

iii) Performer may operate tilt
table on orders from radiolo-
gist, or assist in positioning
patient as ordered. Continues
as ordered.

iv) May assist with attachment of
syringes to flush catheter, in-
ject contrast solution for flu-
oroscopic check of catheter
placement.

v) Once catheter position is judg-
ed satisfactory, may tape into
position,maintaining sterile
field.

vi) Repeats as appropriate for al-
ternative site or bilateral
catheterization.

vii) Performer may assist with place
ment of tourniquets to apply
pressure over the femoral ar-
teries.

. When the radiologist has advanced
the catheter(s) to the appropriate
first location for serial or conven-
tional filming, performer coordinates
with the radiologist when so ordered:

a. May assist in positioning patient
on table or over changer:

i) May assist in moving patient
on table top to horizontal
changer.

ii) May roll horizontal or vertical
changer into position under
and/or beside angiography table,
or positions cassette in bucky.
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b. Positions patient or assists in
positioning for AP, lateral or
oblique projections as ordered:

i) Has patient lie in a supine po-
sition on the table with median
sagittal plane centered to mid-
line.
Adjusts shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans-
verse planes. May have patient
flex elbows and abduct arms.
May have patient flex knees, ab-
duct thighs. Supports.

ii) When positioning a patient with
a balloon catheter or IV drip

in place, performer makes sure
that no radiopaque part is lying
over a part to be exposed,or
that patient is not lying on
catheter clamp. Makes sure to
avoid any actions that will sepa-
rate catheter tubing from drain-

age bottle or dislodge IV needle.

iii) For an AP projection of the
abdominal aorta and/or pelvic
arteries performer centers to
the median sagittal plane just

above the level of the symphysis
pubis or the iliac crests, or
as ordered. Directs the central

ray at right angles to center

of area of interest', or at 15°

cephalad, or 5° caudad, depend-
ing on area of interest,or as or-

dered.
iv) For AP oblique projections, per-

former starts with patient in
supine position. Notes whether
bilateral views are ordered or
side of interest. Depending on
side of interest, rotates pa-
tient about 30° and supports
elevated side or rotates table.
Centers the pubic arch on the

side of interest to midline.
May have patient extend and
abduct upper thigh. Places arms

List Elements Fully

in comfortable position with
shoulders in a single trans-
verse plane. Centers to a point

about two inches above the
symphysis pubis. Directs central
ray at right angles to midpoint

of film or at angle specified.
Repeats for opposite side if
bilateral study is ordered.

v) For lateral projections using
horizontal beam,performer main-
tains patient in supine posi-
tion. Notes side of Imterest
and positions vertical bucky
or changer centered to coronal

plane at the pubic arch at a
level about two inches above

the symphysis pubis.
Directs centre) ray horizontal-
ly across table at right an-
gles to midpoint of filT.
Reverses position of central
ray and film for opposite side

lateral view.

c. If not yet ccmpleted, performer
immobilizes patient in position.

i) Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed.
Avoids use of cnmpression band

across abdomen.

ii) May check that there is no
_rotation of pelvis by measuring
the distance from the anterior
superior iliac spine to table
top on each side. Overcomes
rotation of pelvis due to swell-

ing or atrophy by elevating ap-
propriate side.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to
make saiall movements necessary
for normal circulation, respira-

tion and other vital functions.
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iv) Checks final positioning using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator'light and points
the light beam towards the part.
Uses cross-hair shadows as re-
ference for center of field, and
uses the collimator light to
center the tube to the part.

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project the
view desired. May readjust tube
to provide better centering.

d. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator so as to expose only
the area of interest as defined by
radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to furth-
er reduce the primary beam. Ad-

justs primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area
of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to facil-
itate any further filming re-
quired.

e. If not already done, performer ap-

plies any lead shielding possible
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are not of interest for the
examination.
Makes sure that anyone remaining
in room is supplied with lead
gloves and apron and stays out of

central beam, especially horizontal
film.

f. Makes sure controls are properly
set for radiography mode and that

List Elements Fully

patient is still in position.
Checks that serial changer is
loaded, locked and ready.

8. Performer coordinates with radiolo-
gist to make exposure(s) at proper
time in relation to injection of

contrast.

a. Depending on whether injection is
by hand or automatic, manually
initiated or computer controlled,
performer starts the automatic
film changer on signai of the
radiologist, or initiates the com-
puter control of the injection and

serial eLposures at the control
panel when ordered.

i) While exposure is underway, per-
former checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-

ly.
ii) May watch for evidence of mal-

function such as line surge
or excessive drop; may listen

for sound of normal function-
ing of equipment. If there is
malfunction, may decide to re-
port; anticipates need to re-

peat exposure.
iii) With phototimer notes whether

backup timer has been involved
in terminating exposure before
phototimed exposure was com-
pleted. If so, anticipates
possible need to repeat expo-
sure.

iv) After exposure remuves cas-
settes for processing and re-
moves markers for further use.

b. If additional injections and expo-

sures are rtquired, such as right

angle, opposite side, or oblique
projections, performer sets up
equipment as appropriate.
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i) Ret:ets i:echnical factors for
the projection involved if re-
quired; repeats collimation,
shielding and coordination of
injection and making exposures
as described.

ii) If film changer is being used,
reloads changer with cassettes
or adjusts roll or cut film
transport for additional serial
projections. Sets up as describ-
ed earlier.

c. Performer has the exposed film or
cassette(s) processed at once or
decides to do personally:

i) Makes sure that serial films are
numbered for appropriate order
in sequence.

ii) Attaches ID card for use with
flasher if appropriate. May
sign requisition.

iii) While films are being processed,
makes sure that patient is com-
fortable and, if necessary, at-
tended by radiologist, staff
member, or self.

iv) When the exposed films have been
processed, performer may place
on view boxes in appropriate
serial order. Notifies radiolo-
gist when they are ready. May
hang prior films as well.

d. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is.a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist.
May assist as appropriate with
emergency care.

. While radiologist reviews first series
of angiograms, performer notes deci-
sions on how examination will con-
tinue:

a. Performer notes whether radiolo-

gist will repeat any steps with
a change in injection site, with
injection of additional contrast,
with a change in technical fac-
tors, with different projections,
and/or with different injection
pressure.

i) Performer notes whether any
problem with technique is due
to performer's own lack of at-
tention, malfunction of equip-
ment, or preference of radiol-
ogist for density or contrast,
and adjusts as appropriate to
avoid any need-for future "re-
takes."

ii) If radiologist decides to re-
peat any exposures or orders ad-
ditional views, performer resets
technical exposure factors,pres-
sure settings, angulation, pa-
tient position as required and
repeats appropriate steps.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
vist will proceed with abdominal
aortography, selective ovarian
arteriography and/or renal ar-
teriography depending on the stage
of the examination and the angiog-
raphy already performed.

i) Performer notes orders for area
of interest and catheterization
sequence.

ii) Performer notes new orders on
injection pressure, program for
serial films or conventional
filming, as described. Sets up
as appropridte as described.
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c. For selective catheterization or
abdominal aortography, assists with
fluoroscopy while radiologist ad-
vances catheter to each location
selected. Proceeds as described
with serial or conventional film-
ing, processing,and review:

i) Performer may assist in pre-
paring appropriate amount of
contrast for injection as or-
dered by radiologist.

ii) Repeats set-up for overhead or
serial filming, hand or automa-
tic pressure injection, as de-
scribed earlier. Sets program
for seriography allowing for
filming of appropriate phase,
per-second intervals as ordered,
as described earlier.

iii) Positions table or helps posi-
tion patient for supine, lateral

and/or oblique projections as
ordered.

iv) Centers,collimates,and shields
for area of interest as appro-
priate.

v) Repeats filming in coordination
with injection as described
earlier. Repeats processing of
films and placement for review.

vi) As radiologist decides on ad-
ditional vessels to be entered

and opacified, performer con-
tinues as ordered as described.
Performer adjusts!positioning,
centering, technical factors,
pressure setting, amount of con-

trast, rate and speed of serial
programs as ordered for each

injection. Sends for processing
and places for review as de-

scribed.
vii) Performer shows subsequent sets

of angiograms to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist
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indicates that examination is

completed.
viii) Removes tourniquets when or-

dered.

d. Performer may assist in applica-

tion of hot pads to avoid thrombic

occlusion, if ordered.

10. When informed by the radiologist that

the radiographic examination is com-

pleted, performer may assist with
termination steps. May carry out any

or all of the following as appropri-

ate:

a. Except if catheters have been
placed for chemotherapy, may as-
sist while radiologist removes con-
necting tubes, syringes, and cath-
eter(s). Removes any markers from

patient's body.
b. May prepare to apply pressure to

arterial puncture site when or-
dered. May prepare to apply pres-
sure dressing to puncture site

after manual pressure has been
applied.

c. Performer coordinates with staff
members responsible for recovery
and after-care of patient. Makes

sure that patient is attended and

will be transported to appropri-
ate next location such as recovery
area or room.

d. May present requisition form to

radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiclo

gist orders additional examination
and/or delayed films or tests.

e. Performer records the examination

according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amintOzin type, the serial or over
head views taken, the technical
factors used, and film sizes. May
record the number of exposures
made of each view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated ra-
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diation dose to which patient was
exposed (using posted information
on dosage); may record any problem
with equipment, any special care
provided patient. Signs requisition
sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted
data.

g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that any non-
disposable guide wires and catheters
are cleaned and flushed immediate-
ly after use and before steriliza-
tion.

h. Performer may return accessories
such as computer control cards and
immobilization devices to appropri-
ate locations or has this done.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending on institutional procedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.

List Elements Fully
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---....----.....w
1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enou,h to be'repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set fox flu-
oroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted with
arm-to-tongue test,p uncture,catheterization;pt. and

equipment positioned,set up for automatic injection,
single or biplane serial filming;filming coordinate,'
with injection;films sent for processing,radiolo-
gist's review;procedures repeated,continued as or-
dered;examination recorded;angiograms placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;com-
puter control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad
exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s),tube(s),
control panel(s) ,extension cones;fluorscopy unit,
TV monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shield-
ing;collimator(s) ;serial changer(s);tilt-table,radio-
lucent tablu top;R-L,ID device or markers;automatic
injector;immobilization devices;tape;ECG equipment;
emergency cart;sterile procedure tray for puncture,

catheterization;antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant,
Decholin,local anesthetic,iodine based contrast,dis-
infectant solutions;tourni uets,swabs,drape,syringes;
marking pen strecher wheeXhair :caliners:_arm board

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes.. ) No...( )

es to q. ame the ina o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the t.:.1,niant condition;

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;radiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker

List Elements Fully

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking intravenous angiocardiograms of any Pt. by

reviewing request;measuring,reassuring pt.;setting

up for fluoroscopy,serial filming (single or bi-

plane) ,manual or automatic injection;making scout

film(s);assisting with arm-to-tongue test,sterile
puncture,catheterization;identifying films:applying
shielding;collimating;setting technical factors;po-
sitioning,immobilizing pt.;making serial films in

coordination with injection;having films processed,
reviewed;repeating,adjusting as ordered;placing an
giograms for use;recording examination.

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,
and any appropriate medical-
technical history for a patient
scheduled for intravenous angi-
ocardiography (contrast study

of the heart, great vessels,
such as pulmonary arteries and
descending aorta, by means of
percutaneous needle or catheter
injection into a vein or the
superior vena eava) as a result

of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-

formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the areas in-

volved.

i) Notes whether the areas
of interest include the
heart, pulmonary arte-
ries, thoracic or ab-
dominal aorta, innomi-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if dill;

is a master sheet..0C

r
it



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 513

This is page 2 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Fully.e. List Elements Full

nate arteries. Notes side of in-

terest.
ii) Performer reads patient's name,

identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Not;,.s wheth-

er patient is emergency patient.

iii) Notes name of radiologist in
charge, names of other staff
members to assist, examination
room, time scheduled.

iv) Notes whether direct needle
puncture and injection or cath-

eterization has been selected;
notes side and site of percu-
taneous entry such as antecu-
bital, axillary or femoral vein.

b. Performer notes orders on equipment

and materials:

i) Notes type of serial film chang-

er ordered, whether cassette,
roll film, cut film, whnther
single or biplane, whether com-
puter controlled, whether equip-

ped with "see-through" tape.
Notes type of table,whether an-
giography table or normal tilt-
table. Notes whether patient
will be moved from angiography
table to changer, whether chang-
er will be rolled under or be-
side table, or whether, with
see-through changer, horizontal
changer will be kept in place
under table throughout proce-
dure.

ii) Notes whether injection of con-
trast will be automatic with
preSsure injector or by hand.

iii) Notes needle sizes and types,or
sizes, lengths and types of

catheters and guide wires as
appropriate. Notes type and
amount of iodine based contrast
solution, Notes orders for sa-
line, antiseptic, anticoagulant,
anesthetic solutions.

iv) Notes whether Valsalva maneu-
ver will be used, whether gen-
eral anesthesia has been sug-

gested.
v) Notes whether ECG monitoring

has been ordered, whether arm-
to-tongue circulation time will

be tested and recorded before-

handjor done as part of proce-

dure.

c. Performer considers the accessory

equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization
equipment appropriate for the pa-
tient's age, sex, size, condition,
equipment, the examination order-
ed, and the area(s) of interest.

i) May check that the type of

equipment ordered is available
in examination room assigned.
If general anesthesia may be
given, may check that x-ray
equipment is compatible for
use with anesthesia equipment.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.

iii) Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adja-
cent to procedure room.

iv) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in com-

pliance with institutional
rules for safe, sanitary,dress
for the equipment and room to
be used.

d. Performer notes relevant informa-

tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior

history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of aller-

gies. Notes whether allergy
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 513

This is page 3 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

test has been ordered and, if

so, results.

histamine, other medication,
shaving of puncture site.

ii) Depending on institutional pro- Notes appropriate timing for

cedures, performer notes'whether medications to take effect.

female patient is pregnant, re- vii) Checks whether all procedures

views date 'of female 'pAient's .

have been carried out and at

last menstrual period, or notes ,

any other indication tl., : there

appropriate time and that all
reports ordered are with pa-

is no danger of exposure of a tient's chart. If there is any

knowr or possible fetus.
problem, arranges to have pro-

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures carried out, examine-

.
cedures, performer may review pa tion postponed to allow proper

tient's radiation exposure his- . timing, reports problem to ap-

tory, prior record of techniques: propriate staff member, or

used, and cumulative exposure.
plans-to inform radiologist.

Notices whether examination has

been done at institution or else

.

e. Depending on institutional proce-

where in recent past, whether dures, notes whether performer is

history of extensive radiography to set up equipment and/or pre-

should be reported to radiolo- pare patient personally, or

gist.
whether performer will join an-

iv) Notes how patient will arrive giography team in examination

for examination (whether in room.

wheelchair,on stretcher,accompa- f. If referring physician has re-

, nied by staff,whether patient quested that prior films, scans

will be coherent, whether al- and test results already on file

ready sedated).
v) Notes any special information

be sent with current radiographs,

and 1E not already with patient's

on patient's condition that jacteted material, performer ar-

could affect positioning, immo- ranges to have these delivered.

bilization, handling, or selec- g. If the performer determines that

tion of technique, such as res- the request is not properly auth-

piratory or heart disease, com- orized, is incomplete, that suf-

municable or infectious condi- ficient information is lacking for

tion, presence of IV drip, uri- performer to prepare properly, or

nary catheter, behavioral dis- if performer considers that there

order, incoherence.
may be contraindications to going

vi) Performer notes whether there ahead with th.,:: procedure, perform-

are orders on prior preparation er notifies supervisor, radiolo-

of patient such as therapeutic 9
gist, or other designated staff

diet, allergy test, lab tests,
cessation of oral contraceptive,
prior abstinence from morning

person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem

if appropriate, and proceeds after

meal, cleansing enemas, cathe-

terizing of bladder, start of

obtaining needed information, vig-

nature, or orders.

IV drip, prior administration
of sedation, tranquilizer, anti-

,

-Aft
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 513

of 19 for this task.

List Elements Fully

2. Performer prepares aheaa so as not to
keep patient in examinition room long-
er than necessary. Determines what

prior preparations will be needed,
such as cleaning and preparation of
equipment and accessories, proper
dress. May carry out any or all of the

following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the de-

partment for the type of examina-
tion involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography suite#
or room assigned on requisition
sheet.

b. May decide to clean x-ray equipment
or arranges to have this done.

c. Washes hands as appropriate.
d. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

the unit(s) zo be used (single or
biplane serial xhanger(s), flu-
oroscopy unit).*

0 Locates information for the
areas of interest and views

likely to be required. Takes
note of the exposure factors to
be used for ovetheads and flu-
oroscopy. Considers preferences
of the radiologist involved,
conversions needed to account
for patient's age, condition,
presence of contrast. Notes any

newly posted changes in tech-
nical factors (to reflect ac-
commodation to a change in ma-
chine output or a policy deci-
sion).

ii) If a conversion of factors will
be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factor. Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as

appropriate.
iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-

posure factors against the post-

ed limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed
the heat capacities of the tube
for the focal spot size to be
used. If apprcpriate, perform-
er reconverts the technique to

an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs, min-
imizing exposure time.

e. Checks for appropriate film sup-

plies:

i) With serial changer(s) using
roll film, performer checks
that there is an adequate sup-
ply for examination loaded in
changer(s) and that film is
properly loaded.

ii) With serial changers using cas-
settes, and for scout films
and check of needle placement,
performer makes sure that an
adequate supply of loaded cas-
settes of the appropriate types
and sizes are avaflable in the
examination room. Checks that
these are loaded with appropri-
ate speed and type of film and
grid combinations depending on
the patient's size; area of in-
terest, techniques to be used,

type of equipment, and instl-
tutional practices.

iii) If edequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or de-

cides to obtain personally.
iv) Checks that equipment or device

is available to number serial
films, or checks that 'cassettes
such as vacuum cassettes.are
prenumbered and are in numeri-
cal order.
May prepare identification
st.,rip using tape and lead num-
erals giving appropriate ID in-
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Task Code No. 513

This is page 5 of 19 for tills task.

List Elements Fully Lisc Elements Fully

formation for placement on table
or on cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flashcard
by checking that there is piece
of lead on film holder surface;
may write out ID information on
card if not received with requi-
sition. Checks identification
against requisition sheet.
May place card as appropriate for
use with automatic marking de-
vice.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use.

f. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equipment
and allows time for machine to
"warm up." Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have be.m stabilized. If ap-
propriate, checks each line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

g. Performer sets up and checks flu-

oroscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode se-
lector to fluoroscopy mode.

iii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is on.

iv) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size se-

lector (if there is dual image

intensifier).
v)-Performer selects and sets ex-

posure factors for fluoroscopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for.the exami-
nation. May check indicator.
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

If mA is automatically control-
led accOrding Lo patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-

scope mA selectOr to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal Spot size
and examination involved. Sets
fluoroscopic examination timer
to maximum position.

vi) If a grid will be used with the

image intensifier for fluoros-
clvy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already
done. May use control button
or slides grid into position.

May check that the grid is
oriented toward the x-ray tube
with grid lines parallel to the
long axis of the tube.

vii) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD

is 15 inches or more.
viii) Performer may collimate fluoros-

copy tube depending on nature

of the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam
shutters to the field size an-
ticipated tor fluoroscopic ex-
amination or may set shutter
mode selector to automatic col-

limation.
ix) To check fluoroscopy mode (if

not already done) places phan-

tom or appropriate test object
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 513

6 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fulk.,

on radiography table where pa-
ticnt will be centered for ex-
amination.
Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of interest.
If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) the area of

interest.
Turns on TV power.switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.
Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor. Adjusts
kVp control (and mA control if
appropriate) and observes ef-
fects on TV monitor to be sure
that equipment is operating
properly. Checks mA meter and
notes whether appropriate read-
ing is obtained.
Performer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and

adjusts for preliminary viewing.
Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that

exposure is terminated when max-

imum examination exposure time
is reached.

h. Performer may set up and check ser-
ial changer(s) as appropriate to

equipment:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode
selector(s) for radiography
mode.

ii) Depending on the type of film

changer(s) and examination table
to be used, performet may wheel

see-through horizontal changer

into position under angiography

table, may place changer so
that patient may be moved to

changer on radiolucent top
after catheterization, or may
place changer so that it may

be placed under table after

fluoroscopy. May set up changer

in vertical position next to

table for erect or lateral film

ing, or may roll equipment out

of way.
iii) May cycle each unit to check

operation. If so, makes sure
that anode is not rotating.

i. May set up and check automatic
pressure injection equipment as ap

propriate to the type to be used

(if any) ;makes sure it is grounded

j. If performer decides that any of

the equipment is not functioning
properly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for

alternate unit to be used.

k. Performer notes whether ECG moni-

toring equipment (if ordered) and

emergency cart is present. Notes

who will be assigned to monitor.

1. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do per-

sonally.

i) Depending on radiologist's or-

ders, checks for appropriate
types and sizes of puncture

needles, catheters, syringes,
scalpels, guide wires, forceps,

dressings. Notes whether appro-
priate antiseptic, saline, an-
ticoagulant, and local anesthe-

tic solutions are present. If

arm-to-tongue circulation test

is to be done, checks for pres-

ence of Decholin and injection

equipment.
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ii) Checks that appropriate aqueous
iodine based contrast solution
is present. Checks hat there
is no evidence of chemical de-
:terioration. May check that con-
trast solution is at appropriate
temperature; may arrange to heat

or cool.

m. Checks that proper accessories are

available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who will
remain in the room during expo-
sure, that appropriate shielding
is available for placement be-
tween radiologist and the pa-

tient.
ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-

lization devices for adult or
child and type of procedure are

present.
iii) Checks that extension cones are

available.
iv) Checks for hospital gowns, masks

gloves to be worn for sterile
procedure. May check for emesis
basin -nd towels.

v) May set up footboard, shoulder
rests, hand holds on tilt table.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,

performer may bring requisition sheet,

patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiologist;

may bring or escort patient and ac-
companying staff members to examina-
tion room; and/or may join radiolo-

gist and patient after informing ra-
diologist that equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient

in procedure room, may proceed as

follows:

i) Performer washes hands as ap-
propriate. Depending on pa-
tient's condition, may carry

out isolhtion or decontamina-
tion techniques. May don gown,

mask, gloves.
ii) Performer has the patient

brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-
tion (if not already done), or

decides to do personally. De-

pending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may de-

cide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room
(wheeled on stretcher if pa-
tient has been sedated; escort-
ed or carried if child or adult

patient is to have general anes-
thesia after entering depart--

ment).
iii) Performer greets a coherent pa-

tient and any accompanying
staff person and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity

against the requisition sheet,

referring to hospital identifi-

cation bracelet or other iden-

tifier. Checks with accompany-
ing staff member on any spe-

cial precautions necessary
during procedure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes

patient comfortable on examina-

tion table or on table-top over
changer. If patient is on spe-

cial stretcher, places stretch-

er into position so that ra-

diolucent stretcher can be
lifted with patient on it from

wheeled base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair,

may move patient in chair into

position next to table. Makes

sure that wheelchair is in

locked position.
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Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place

young patient in supine position

on table; or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting patient's head,
and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration, car-
diac or infusion equipment or
urinary catheter attached, makes

sure that equipment is being
monitored and is not dislodged.

vi) Checks that patient is in gown,
with all jewelry removed; may
check that patient is being kept

warm.
vii) If not already done, questions

patient or accompanying adult
about any prior preparations
and about any allergies, espe-
cially to shellfish, or adverse
reactions to contrast medium
(especially iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already

done, per(7ormer questions fe-

male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible: preg-

nancy.
ix) If any preparatory procedures

were not carried out, if pa-

tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-

ready been recorded, performer

a

informs radiologist in charge
at once; proceeds only with

approval.
x) Answers patient's non-medical

questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and devel-

op confidence. Treats patient

with dignity and concern regard

less of patient's behavior. At-
tempts to calm patient and gain

cooperation by communicating
as appropriate to patient's

age or, if appropriate, level

of functioning or degree of

coherence. Is as calm and gen-
tle as possible. Performer ex-
plains, when asked medical
questions, that it is not ap-
propriate for technologist to
answer these; encourages pa-
tient to speak to physician.

xi) Notes the patient's body type,
whether the area of interest
is heavily covered by muscle
or soft fat, whether the pal-
pation points will be easy to
find. For adult female notes
whether breasts are large and
pendulous. If so, may have
staff member draw the breasts
to the sides and hold in place

with wide bandage.
xii) Unless measurements have al-

ready been made, performer may
use centimeter calipers to mea-

sure the thickness of the body

at the level(s) and in the di-
rection(s) in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass

through the centered part from

tube to film. Records for use
in determining exposure fac-
tors. After measuring, has pa-
tient rest in as relaxed a po-

sition as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-

diologist when patient is ready
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to be examined. May bring requisi-
tion sheet, patient's medical his-
tory, chart, and any prior films
and scans to radiologist. Displays
radiographs on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re,-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in

procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radiol-
ogist to examination room, greet
and/or introduce patient and
staff members.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's view of re-

quisition, prior radiographic ma-
terials and examination of patient,

performer notes radiologist's or-

ders:

i) It radiologist decides to can-
cel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-

nate and reschedule as appro-
priate; has any orders for re-
scheduling filled out and sign-

ed as appropriate.
ii) Notes radiologist's orders for

scout film(s) of chest (and ab-

domen if appropriate), patient
positioning, phase of respira-

tion and projection(s). If
biplane scouts are requested,
notes whether alternating or
simultaneous exposures are re-

quested.
iii) May provide hospital gown,

gloves, mask to radiologist.
ARBOININ111MI

iv) Provides leaded apron and gloves
to radiologist. Provides pa-
tient and anyone who will re-
main in room during exposure
with appropriate protective
shielding. If a staff member
will be asked to assist, per-
former provides leaded gloves
and apron. Explains if neces-
sary that this is not cause for

alarm but a general precaution

to minimize unnecessary radia-

tion exposure.

4. Performer makes preliminary scout
film(s) as ordered after making -sure
that patient is being attended. Sets

up equipment for thc examination be-

fore positioning and immobilizing
patient:

a. Performer may place single or
biplane changer(s) in position
for AP and/or lateral projection(s)

of the area of interest.

i) May set changer(s) for manual

control so that only one scout
exposure will be made. If so,

loads changer with apprOpriate

cassette or operates film trans-

port.

ii) May select appropriate size

cassette(s) and place in ap-
propriate position(s) on table

or in vertical cassette holder.

iii) Performer attaches appropriate

identification information.
May place right or left marker

on cassette as appropriate to

the study and projection or de-

presses appropriate R or L but-

ton for automatic marking. May

tape lead markers to patient's

body. May place identification
information on appropriate
corner of cassette; may set
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flashcard aside for later use
with space created by piece of
leaded rubber on appropriate
edge of cassette.
May place patient's card into
card tray for equipment using
automatic film marking device.

b. Performer sets technical factors
for the scout film(s). Sets up for
AP and lateral projections if bi-

plane equipment will be used, or

first scout projection:

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection(s) as described,

taking account of the measure-
ments taken of the patient.

ii) At control panel sets controls
for radiography mode. Selects
milliamperage and chooses se-
lectors for the correct focal
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the combi-
nation of major and minor kilo-.
voltage settings to produce the

desired kVp.
iii) Depending on the equipment, may

set controls to provide for

manual tableside adjustment oF

collimator, table and x-ray tui,e

height rine position (unless
these have elready been set).

iv) Performer may set the focal-film
distanee(s) if not already done.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube(s) into

place. Checks each focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-

jusLF ,until the required FFD is

obtoined.

c. Perfurmer prepares patient for

final nositioning:

List Elements Full

i) Performer prepares patient on
table over changer in supine

or ere-A position. Plans for
horizontal berm exposure for
any erect or laceral projec-

tion. May place radiolucent
support unAer patient for
lateral projection of supine

patient.
ii) For lateral projection makes

sure that vertical changer or

cassette is on the side of

interest at right angles to

table.
Depending on patient's age and
condition, performer may obtain

help in positioning and immobi-

lizing patient. May explain to
staff member what is required.
f4ith very young patient, per-

Ldc may -!mmobilize patient's

_1171 by extending them and plac-
inz them along sides of head,

aer'. to the ears. May apply a

sii-vge made of a diaper, towel,
illowcase or orthopedic stock-

Etet to hold arms so that
3).c.:.e holds arms above and be-

.d head, one at each side.

_ay apply a sleeve of stretch

gauze or bandage to the pelvis.
Wraps lightly t) maintain pa-
tiem. in positi:,n.
When positioniag a wtient with

a balloon cathet_er o- IV drip in

place, performer mAes sure
that no radiopaque part is
lying over an area to be ex-
posed, os: tLat patient is not
lying on e clamp. Makes sure
to avoid any actions that will

separate catheter tubing from

drainage bottle or dielodge
IV needle. Remains alert to
patit.nt's respiration. Does not
forco flexion of the neck.
Arrages patient's body so that

sagittal plane is cen-
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This is page la_ of 19 for this task.
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l;

tered to the midline. Arranges 1

shoulders so that they lie on a
single transverse plane. Center., ?

1

film to part and keeps long axi
parallel to film holder.

%

d. For projections of the chest, per-
former notes side and area of in-
terest.

i) For an AP supine projection
(posterior view) of the
performer has patient assume
supine position. May elevate
thorax. May place patient's E,-..rq

'

above head as described, or at
sides with elbows elevated. May
elevate patient's knees and place
restraining band across legs.
Centers median sagittal plane
to midline at the level of Lhe
sternal angle for pulmonau
arteries; centers to the
num for the vessels of th,.t heart
and aorta. Directs centLai ray
vertically at right angies to
midpoint of film.

ii) For a lateral supine projection
of the chest, performer centers
cassette in verticql holder to
the thorax with tho midaxillary
line of the body gcoot 2 inches
posterior to midline of film.
For the pulmonary arteries, di-
rects central ray horizontally
at right angles to film, cen-
tered to the foil:th thoracic
vertebra; for heart and aorta
centers to the sixth or seventh
thoracic vertebra.

iii) For erect projections of the
chest, performer has patient
sit facing a vertically placed
cassette holder for PA projec-
tion; with back to film holder
for AP projection; or with mid-
axillary line of torso at right

List Elements Full

angles to film and centered
to midline for lateral projec-
tion.
For PA projection, adjusts head
so that median sagittal plane
is ac right angles to film.
Has female patient's breasts
Ileld to the sides as described
earlier. Has patient rotate
and depress shoulders.forward,
flex elbows, and place back of
hands well down on hips. Ad-
justs shoulders to a single
transverse plane,with clavicles
below the apices. Has patient
keep shoulders in contact with
holder. For pulmonary arteries
directs central ray to the me-
dian sagittal plane at the leve
of the fourth thoracic verte-
bra; for heart and aorta, at the
level of the sixth thoracic ver-
tebra.
For AP or lateral projections
centers to seated patient as
described above in (i) and (ii),

as appropriate.
Directs central ray horizontally
at right angles to center of
film.

e. For srojections of the abdominal
aorta, if ordered, performer main-
tains patient in supine AP posi-
tion.

i) With very young patient has
patient's arms immobilized above
and behind head next to ears
as described; has lower legs

immobilized as described, or
tapes legs together just above $

knees; may turn head to one
side. Gently extends head and
neck and immobilizes with head
clamp, webbing strap under chin,
or sponges so that median sagit-
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Task Code No. 513

This is page 12 of 19 for this task.

1011513MT.,

List Elements Fullx...ww, imam.

tal plane of head at right
angles or parallel cz.Ksette.

May elevate patient's knees and
place restraining band across
legs.

ii) With older patient elevates pa-
tient's shoulders and knees so
that patient's back is in con-
tact with table. Supports. Ad-
justs shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans-
verse planes. May immobilize
ankles. Has patient flex elbows
and abduct arms.

iii) Performer centers film just
above the iliac crests unless
otherwise specified. Makes sure
not to use visual points.of
muscle or fatty tissue and pal-
pates for the crest of the bone.

iv) Directs central ray horizontally
for lateral projection and ver-
tically for AP projection, di-
rected to the midpoint of the
area of interest, at right an-
gles to the film.

f. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position.

i) Places'restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May use head clamp.
Avoids use of compression band
across abdomen or chest.

ii) May check that there is no ro-
tation of torso.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to
make small movements necessary
for normal circulation, respira-
tion and other vital functions.

iv) Checks final positioning using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and pointa.
the light beam towards the
part. Uses cross-hair shadows

List Elements Full

as reference for center of
field, and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to
the part.

v) Cheas that primary beam will
enter the center of the area
of interest at the selected
angle to the film so as to
project the view desired. May
readjust tube to provide better
centering.

g. Once the patient has been posi-
tioned and immobilized_, performer
adjusts the collimator so as to
expose only the area of interest
as defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to-
further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to
minimum size needed to cover
the area of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points;, may
record exposure factors to
facilitate any further film-
ing required.

h. If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield-
ing to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination. Makes sure that
anyone remaining in room is sup-
plied with lead gloves and apron
and stays out of cent,ral beam,
especially horizontal baam.

i. Performer may rehearse coherent
patient in breathing out and hold-
ing or breathing in and holding,
depending on area of interest and
orders, or observes patient's
breathing and plans exposure for
the appropriate quiet phase such

as after expiration.
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j. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to breathe as re-
hearsed and hold breath, or ob-
serves pati(tnt's braathing and
times exposure to the apprdpri-
ate quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button (or appro-

priate control for simultaneous
or alternating biplane exposure).

iv) While exposure is underway,
may check that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-

ly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such a line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning o2
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-
sure.

vi) After exposure is completed,
tells patient that he or she can
relax. Returns to patient. Re-
moves the cassette(s) and any
markers for further use.

k. If single plane scout films in
both AP and lateral projections
are ordered (and if biplane equip-

ment was not used), performer main-
tains patient in same position; re-
moves radiolucent sponge if lateral

will be followed by AP projection;
and proceeds with second exposure
as described.

List Elements Full

1. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or
decides to do perscmally-. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient
is comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places

on view boxes, and/or arranges

to have viewed in darkroom; in-

forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May
place prior films for viewing
as well.

5. During radiologist's review of the
scout film(s) performer notes radiolo-

gist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, performer

may arrange to terminate and re-
schedule as appropriate; has any
orders for rescheduling filled
out and signed as appropriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering, or central ray
angulation for later serial film-

ing.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the ex-
amination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as or-

dered.
ii) Notes whether any'problem with

technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-

tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for density

or contrast, and adjusts as ap-
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propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c, If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quence of examination, whether
catheter or direct needle injection
will bf.. used, site of puncture, use
of ge%eral anesthesia, orders for
additional medication. Notes whether
arm-to-tongue circulation time will
be tested so that radiologist can
order program for seriography.

d. For arm-to-tongue test, performer
may proceed as follows:

i) May position patient in supine
position with appropriate arm
extended so as to expose the
antecubital venous site.

ii) May tape arm to pad or arm
board in extended position. May
assist with application of tour-
niquet.

iii) If not already done, may decide
to prepare syringe with Decholin.

iv) May swab entry site with anti-
septic solution.

v) May note or ch2ck time elapse
from moment of injection to pa-
tient's report of bitter taste.

vi) May record as dictated or noted.

e. Performer notes the radiologist's
orders for the seriography to vis-
ualize the desired circulatory
phases of right, left heart, pul-
monary arteries, aorta, innominate
arteries as decided.

i) Notes the number of euposures
and sequences, rate per second,
and intervals between sequences.
NPtes number of injections such
as one for AP, one for lateral
projections,unless biplane equip-
ment will be used. Notes phase
of respiration for exposure.

ii) If computer program(s) are to
be used (giving the number of
films to be taken, per second
intervals, number of separate
series, and possibly a program
to coordinate with automatic
pressure injection), performer
arranges to have keypunch con-
trol card prepared or delivered
and checked, or decides to do
personally. When control card(s)
are ready, performer places as
appropriate in control panel
of computer.

iii) With biplane study notes wheth-
er exposures will be simulta-
neous or alternating.

f. Performer notes final orders on
types and sizes of materials,type
and amount of contrast, use of
automatic injection, orders for
shielding, immobilization and prep-
aration of puncture site.

g. Performer discusses the sequence
and timing of the procedure. Notes
whether placement of needle and/or

,catheter will be checked with
fluoroscopy or overhead film. May
arrange signals for operation of

fluoroscope exposure controls,
signals for serial exposure.

6. Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by ra-
diologist based on the part of the
work for which performer will be re-
sponsible. May carry out any or all
of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray, arranges to re-
place or provide any equipment or
materials ordered by radiologist
not already on tray. May assist in

preparation of catheters, puncture
needle, syringes containing saline
solution, local anesthetic, anti-
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coagulant, contrast solution.
Notes or checks amounts ordered.
Checks contrast for signs of chemi-

cal deterioration.
b. If performer will be responsible

for filming, prepares ahead for
use of fluoroscopy with surgical
procedure, use of overhead film to
check needle placement if ordered,

automatic or hand injection (in-

cluding computer controlled), and

serial filming:

i) May reset technical factors for

fluoroscopy and serial filming

based on radiologist's review
of scout film(s) and the pre-
sence of contrast for postin-

jection films.
ii) If check of needle and/or cathe-

ter position will be needed dur-

ing surgical procethce, perform-

er prepares cassette(s) with ID

information as appropriate. May
plan to use Polaroid cassette
and processing equipment.

iii) Depending on equipment, perform-

er may wheel serial changer(s)

out of the way until fluoroscopy

is completed; may make sure that

everything is ready to lift pa-
tient from examination table on
radiolucent table top to hori-

zontal (or biplane) serial chang-

er after fluoroscopy.
iv) Sets programs for serial chang-

er(s), automatic injector as
appropriate. Checks that planned

exposure time does not exceed

available capacity of unit.
If not already done and computer

program will be used, checks

keypunch control card and places

in computer control panel.
v) Performer may load cassette

changer(s) with proper number
of vacuum or other type of cas-

settes as ordered. (If appro-

List Elements Fully

priate, loads cut film changer

or roll film changer.) If the

same changer will be used for

lateral and AP projections,
loads only enough cassettes for
series in the first (lateral)
position to avoid artifact
caused by shadow from last ex-
posure in one position on the

first cassette to be used in

next projection.
If biplane changers are to be

used, performer notes whether
the exposures will be simul-
taneous or alternating. Loads

changers as appropriate.
For computer controlled units,

plugs synchronization cable
from control unit into appro-
priate receptacle on the x-ray
control panel.
May set up equipment for auto-
matic marking of films in nu-
merical sequence or records cas
sette numbers for the sequence.
If automatic pressure injection
is to be used,may attach tubing

to syringe containing .,Jitrast
solution using sterile techni-
que. Attaches to machine and

mounts syringe as appropriate.
Checks that there are no air
bubbles. Makes sure machine is

on "stand-by." If automatic in-

jection is not computer control

led, sets flow-rate dial for
the cc's per second as ordered

by radiologist;sets pressure
control as designated.

c. If performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for punc-
ture and/or catheterization,washes
hands observing sterile technique
when appropriate. If not already

done, may arrange to have punc-
ture site shaved and prepared.

May position patient for access
to puncture site as follows:
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i) Places patient in supine posi-
tion as described.

ii) For femoral vein puncture ab-
ducts patient's legs and exposes
the femoral vein on the side to
be punctured just below the in-
guinal ligament. May rotate
thigh externally and immobilize.

iii) For ante(ubital vein puncture
supports extended arm on side
of puncture and exposes cubital
area. May agist with applica-

tion of tourniquet.
iv) For axillary vein puncture ab-

ducts arm on side of puncture
and rotates hand so that palm
faces upward and forearm is
parallel with patient's head.
Exposes pectoral muscle fold
or other site as ordered.

v) Immobilizes patient as appro-
priate. May adjust shoulder sup-
ports.

vi) May swab puncture site area
with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with

sterile towels.
vii) If appropriate, may make sure

that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do

personally.

d. Makes sure that everyone to remain

in room is properly shielded; may
place lead screen in place if ra-
diologist will inject contrast by

hand.
e. May receive or obtain a clean hos-

pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries
out appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
table with non-sterile object.

f. Informs radiologist when patient

and materials are ready.

g. If patient is to have general
anesthesia, performer awaits sig-
nal that procedure can begin.

h. During injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture,placement of needle,
and/or advancing of catheter,
performer assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile tech-
nique. Removes tourniquet when
ordered.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and/or prog-
ress of catheter placement.

On signal from radiologist,
performer may dim room lights;
turns on TV power switch. May

operate fluoroscope controls
on orders from radiologist. Ad-

justs kVp and/or mA controls
according to radiologist's or-
ders. Continues as ordered.

iii) Performer may operate tilt table

on orders from radiologist, or

assist in position patient

as ordered.
iv) For overhead check.o. eedle

placement, performer places
cassette as indicated by radiol-

ogist. Sets technicd factors
as appropriate for location as

for plain films. Collimates to
area of interest and makes ex-
posure. Has film processed at
once or de:Ades to do personal-

ly. Places for radiologist to
view. Continues as ordered.

v) May assist with attachment of
syringes to flush catheter,
inject contrast solution for
fluoroscopic check of catheter

placement.
vi) Once catheter pc.Ation is judge

satisfactory, may tape into pos

tion, maintaining sterile field

vii) Repeats as appropriate for al-

ternative site.

o
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7. Performer assists and coordinates
filming with injection of contrast:

a. Performer may position patient or
assist as ordered depending on the
injection site:

i) Performer may assist in placing
patient with puncture in arm or
axillary vein in seated posi-
tion. Maintains arm in extended
position without flexing. Sup-
ports in position. Positions
single or biplane changer(s) for
first frontal and/or lateral
projections as described.

ii) Performer may adjust patient in
supine position and adjust table
to horizontal or Trendelenburg
position as ordered over hori-
zontal changer; may move changer
into position under table; may
assist in moving patient on
table top to horizontal chang-
er

iii) If appropriate for supine later-
al or biplane filming,moves
vertical changer into position.

b. Performer cheilks that serial chang-

er(s) are loaded and ready. Centers
and adjusts the x-ray tube angula-
tion as appropriate. Centers film
in changer(s) to the specified
area of interest and collimates to

the smallest possible exposure
area. Checks patient's shielding.

c. Depending on whether injectionis
by hand or automatic, manually
initiated or computer controlled,
performer starts the automatic
film changer(s) on the signal of
the radiologist, or initiates the
computel: control of the injectiot
and serial exposures at the con-
trol panel when ordered.

d. If right angle views are required

and biplane equipment is not being

List*Elements Full

used, and if not already done,
'performer vAitions equipment
for.lateral filming after frontal
projections as described.

i) Resets technical factors for
the projections involved if
required, repeats collimation,
shielding and coordination of
injection and making exposures
as described.

ii) If one single plane changer is
being used, reloads changer
with cassettes or adjusts roll
or cut film transport for ad-

ditional serial projections.
Sets up as described earlier.

e. Performer has the exposed films

processed at once or decides to

do personally.

i) Makes sure that serial
are,numbered for appropriate
order in sequence.

ii) When the serial films have
been processed, performer may .

place on view boxes with bi-
plane frontal and lateral views
together and in appropriate
serial order. Notifies radiolo-
gist when they are ready.

f. Throughout procedure performer
remains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction
performer notifies radiologist.
May assist as appropriate with
emergency care.

S. While redlologist reviews first-
series of angiograms, performer notes
decisions on how examination will
continue:
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a. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist will repeat any steps with
a change in iniection site, with

injection of additional contrast,
with a change in technical factors,
with different projections and/or

with different injection pressure.
b.If radiologist decides to repeat

any exposures, performer resets
technical exposure factors, pres-
sure settings, etc., as required

and repeats appropriate steps.
c. If radiologist orders additional

views, performer makes any changes

in x-ray tube position, angulation
and/or position of serial changer
and/or position of patient as ap-
propriate.

i) For oblique positioning notes
side of interest, whether PA or
AP oblique positioning, erect
or recumbent is required. Ele-
vates appropriate side to ob-

tain the desired angulation
and/or adjusts tube-film angula-
tion. Centers as ordered.

ii) Centers, collimates,and provides

shielding as appropriate.

d. Repeats filming in ....00rdiriation

with injection as described. Re-

peats processing of films and

placement for review.

e. Performer shows subsequent sets
of angiograms to radiologist as
processed, and proceeds as de-
scribed above until radiologist in-

dicates that examination is com-

pleted.-
f. Performer may assist with applica-

tion of hot pads to avoid thrombic

occlusion, if ordered.

g. If radiologist orders an additional
examination for a later date such

as selective catheterization, may

supply requisition form for sig-

nature.

List Elements Fully

When informed by the radiologist that

the radiographic examination is com-
pleted, performer may assist with
termination steps. May carry out any

or all of the following as appropri-

ate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-

moves connecting tubes, syringes,
and/or c.theter. Removes any mark-

ers from patient's body.

b. May prepare to apply light pres-

sure to venous puncture site when

ordered. May prepare to apply pres-
sure dressing to puncture site

after manual pressure has been ap-

plied..

c. Performer coordinates with anesthe-

siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-

covery and after-care of patient.

Makes sure that patient is at-
tended and will be transported to
appropriate next location such as

recovery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to

radiologist for comments and sig-

nature. May supply form if radiolo-

gist orders additional examination

and/or delayed abdominal scout, or

tests.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial views

taken, the technical factors used,

and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each

view including retakes; may enter

the PstimatA radiation dose to

which patient was expostd (using

posced information dosage);

may record any problem with equip-

ment, an- special care provided

patient. Sig;!s requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-

copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted

data.

r' )J
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g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that any non-
disposable guide wires and catheters
are cleaned and flushed immediately

after use and before sterilization.
h. Performer may return accessories

such as computer control cards and
immobilization devices to appro-
priate locations or has this done.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done,
depending on institutional proce-
dures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set for flu-
oroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted with

puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment position-
ed,set up for automatic injection,single,stereo or
biplane serial filming,subtraction;filming coordi-
nated with injection;films sent for processing,ra-
diologist s review;procedures repeated,continued as

i

ordered;examination recorded;angiograms placed for
use,

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;com-

puter control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad

exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s),tube(s),
control panel(s) ,extension cones;fluoroscopy unit,

TV monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shield-
ing;collimator(s);serial changer(s);tilt-table,radio-
lucent table top;stereo viewer;tourniquets;marking
pen;R-L,ID device or markers;auromatic injector;im-

mobilization devices;tape;ECG equipment;emergency
cart;sterile procedure tray for puncture,catheteri-
zation;antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant,local anes-
thetic,iodine based contrast,disinfectant solutions;

swabs,erape,syringes;stretcher;wheelchair;calipers
11.3

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes... ) No...( )

to q. ame t e in o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;radiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker

. Name t e task so t at the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
-

tial words.
Taking selective thyroid angiograms of any pt. by re-

viewing request;measuring,reassuring
pt.;setting up

for fluoroscopy,serial filming (single,§itereo or bi-

plane) ,subtraction,manual or automatic pressure in-

iection;making scout films;assisting with sterile

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and

any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sche&-

uled for selective thyroid an-
giography (contrast study of the

thyroid and parathyroid glands,

their arteries and veins, by

means of selective catheteriza-

tion) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.

b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may

also receive prior film(s).

1. Performer reads the requisi-

tion sheet to determine the

examination called for, the

patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for

the procedure,-and to check

the completeness of the in-

formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the areas in-

volved.

i) Notes area and side ol

interest, whether bi-
lateral study is in-
volved, recommended
site for puncture.

ii) Performer reads pa-
4danf-1-.
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Task Code No. 514

This is page 2 of 19 for this task.

fication number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes wheth-
er patient is emergency patient.

iii) Notes name of radiologist in
charge, names of other staff
members to assist, examination
,room, time scheduled.

b. Performer notes orders on equipment

and materials:

i) Notes type of serial film chang-
er ordered, whether cassette,
roll film, cut film, whether
single or biplane, whether com-
puter controlled, whether equip-
ped with "see-through" top.
Notes whether serial stereog-
raphy is ordered, whether sub-
traction technique may be used.
Notes type of table,whether an-
giography table or normal tilt-
table. Notes whether patient
will be moved from angiography
table to changer, whether chang-
er will be rolled under or be-
side table, or whether, with see-
through changer, horizontal
changer will be kept in place
under table throughout procedure

ii) Notes whether general anesthe-
sia is recommended, whether in-
jection of contrast will be with
automatic pressure injector or
by hand. NoteS type and amount
of iodine based contrast solu-
tion. Notes whether ECG monitor-
ing has been ordered.

iii) Notes needle sizes and types,
sizes, lengths and types of
catheters and guide wires. Notes
orders for saline, antiseptic,

orle.c1-1101-ir q(1n-

List Elements Full

ing and immobilization equipment
appropriate for the patient's age,

sex, size, condition, equipment,
the examination ordered, and the
area(s) of interest.

i) May check that the type of
equipment ordered is available
in examination room assigned.
If general anesthesia may be
given, may check that x-ray
equipment is compatible for
use with anesthesia equipment.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.

iii) Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

iv) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in com-
pliancr_ with institutional
ruler, for safe, sanitary dress
for the equipment and room to
be used.

d. Performer notes relevant informa-

tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction
to contrast or history of al-
lergies. Notes whether allergy
test has been ordered and, if

so results.
ii) Depending on institutional pro-

cedures, performer notes wheth-

er female patient is pregnant,
reviews date of female pa-
tient's last menstrual period,
or notes any other indication
that there is no danger of ex-
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patient's radiation exposure his-
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and cumulative exposure.
Notices whether examination has
been done at institution or else-
where-in recent past,whether his-
tory of extensive radiography
should be reported to radiolo-
gist.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive for
examination (whether in wheel-
chair,on stretcher,accompanied by
staff,whether patient will be co-

herent, already sedated).
v) Notes any special information on

patient's condition that could
affect positioning, immobiliza-
tion, handling, cr selection of
technique, such as respiratory

or heart disease, communicable

or infectious condition, pres-
ence of IV drip, urinary cathe-

ter, behavioral disorder, inco-

herence.
vi) Performer notes whether there

are orders on prior preparation
of patient such as therapeutic
diet, allergy test, lab tests,
cessation of oral contraceptive,
prior abstinence from morning
meal, cleansing enemas, cathe-
terizing of bladder, start of
IV drip, prior administration
of sedation, tranquilizer, anti-
histamine, other medication,
shaving of puncture site. Notes
appropriate timing for medica-
tions to take effect.

vii) Checks whether all procedures
have been carried out and at ap-
propriate time,and that all re-

ports ordered aze with patient's

'chart. If there is any problem,
tn have.. nrocadures

List Elements Fully
,,Cft

staff member, or plans to in-

form radiologist.

e. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is

to set up equipment and/or pre-

pare patient personally, ur wheth-

er performer will join angiog-
raphy team in examination room.

f. If referring physician has request-
ed that prior films, scans and
test results already on file be

sent with current radiographs,

and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have these delivered.

g. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking
for performer to prepare properly,

or if performer considers that

there may be contraindications to
going ahead with the procedure,
performer notifies supervisor, ra-
diologist, or other designated
staff person, depending on insti-
tutional procedures. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and pro-,
ceeds after obtaining needed in-

formation, signature, or orders.

.
Performer prepares ahead so as not
1-6-keep patient in examination room

longer than necessary. Determines

what prior preparations will be need-

ed, such as cleaning and preparation

of equipment and accessories, proper
dress. May carry out any or all of

the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the

department for the type of exami-_,
nation involved and the equipment
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b. May decide to clean x-ray equipment

or arranges to have this done.

c. Washes hands as appropriate.

d. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

the unit(s) to be used (single,

stereo or biplane serial changer(s),

fluoroscopy unit).

i) Locates information for the azeah

of interest and views likely co
be required. Takes note of the

exposure factors to be used for '

overheads and fluoroscopy. Con-

siders preferences of the ra-
dialogist involved, conversions
needed to account for patient's

age, condition, presence of con-

trast. Notes any newly poSted

changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a

change in machine output or a

policy decision).
ii) If a conversion of Zactors will

be needed, looks up numerical

conversion factors aed calcu-

lates, or uses coaversjan chart

to ascertain the appropriete new

exposure factor. Multiplies, di-

vides, adds, or subtracts as ap-

propriate.
iii) Checks :Any new or unfamiliar ex-

posure fae.eors against the post-

ed limits of the x-ray tube on

a tube rating chart to be sure

that technique does not exceed

the hear capacities of the tube

for the'focal spot size to be

used. If appropriate, performer

reconverts the technique eo an

equivalent output using higher

kVp and lower mAs, minimizing

exposure time.

0 (Thprks for aparOnriate film sup-

-11111i1111Wegr
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there is an adequate supply for

examination loaded in changer

(s) ed that film is properly

loaded
ii) With s changers using cas-

settes, aee. 'or scout films,

performer e ces sure that an

adequate f.. d:, of loaded cas-

settes of eepropriate types
and siees a weelleb1e in the

examinerl.a Checks that

these wee loaded with appropri-

ate speed and type of film and

grid combiratiens depending on

the patient's size, area of in-

terest, techniques to be used,

type of equipment, and insti-

tutional practices.
iii) If adequate supply is not in

room, arranges to obtain or de-

cides to obtain personally.
iv) Checks that equipment or device

is available to number serial

films, or checks that cassettes
such as vacuum cassettes are
prenumbered and are in numeri-

cal order.
May prepare identification
strip using tape and lead num-
arels giving appropriate ID in-

feemation for placement on
table or or cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flash-

card by checking that there is

piece of lead on film holder

surface; may out ID in-
formation on eard if not re-

ceived with requis4:1on. Checks

identification aealast requisi-

tion sheet.
Diiy place card as app-opriate

to use with automatic marking'

device.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
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f. Performer makes sure tha:: x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on maiu
switch as appropriate to equipment
and allows time for machine to
"warm up." Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. If Ep-
propriate, checks each line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until.needle is aligned

properly on line meter.
g. Performer sets up and checks flu-

oroscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubbr
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode selec-

tor to fluoroscopy mode.
iii) If not already done, performer

connects TV monitor.to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light IP on.

iv) If appropriate, performer L'.-
lects the proper field size se-
lector (if there is dual image

intensifier).
v) Performer selects and sets ex-

posure factors for fluoroscopy.

Selects and sets the kVp at the

standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

If mA is automatically control-

led according to patient thick-

ness, performer turns fluoro-

scope mA selector to maximum
crancisard position. If not auto-

and examination involved. Sets
fluoroscopic examination timer
to maximum position.

vi) If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into positicn. May
check that tir: grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with
grid lines parallel to the long
axis of the tube.

vii) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is 15 inches. or more.

viii) Performer may collimate fluoros

copy tube depending on nature
of the equipment and.controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam
shutters to the field size
anticipated for fluoroscopic
examiLaton or may set shutter
mode sel,,!.(tor to automatic col-

limation.
ix) To check fluoroscopy mode (if

not already done) places phan-

tom or appropriate test object

on tadiography table where pa-
tient will be zentezed for ex-

amxnatiort.
x).Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand

(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen
ered to the area of interest.

If not already di.;%le, moves
image ititi.:msifier into posi-

tion; centers (over or under)
the erea of interest.

xi) Turns on T7 power switch con7
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by press-
ing footswitch or as appropri-
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xii) Views test object being fluoro-

scoped on TV monitor. Adjusts
kVp control (and mA control if

appropriate) and observes ef-
fects on TV monitor to be sure
that equipment is operating
properly. Checks mA meter and

notes whether appropriate read-

ing is obtained.
xiii) Performer checks that TV bright-

ness controls are operating and

adjusts for preliminary viewing.

xiv) Checks examination timer by not-

ing whether time elapse indica-

tor moves during exposure show-

ing decreasing time left for

examination. May check that ex-

posure is terminated when max-

imum examination exposure time

is reached.

h. Performer may set up and check

serial changer(s) as appropriate

to equipment:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode

selector(s) for overhead film-

ing.
-11) Depending on the type of film

changer(s) and examination table
to be used, performer may wheel

see-through horizontal changer
into position under angiography

table, may place changer so
that patient may be moved to
changer on radiolucent top after

catheterization; may place
changer so that it may be roll-

ed under table after fluoros-

copy. May set up changers as ap-

propriate for stereo or biplane

serial filming. May set up ver-

ticle changer for lateral film-

ing.
iii) May cycle each unit to check

List Elements Fully

i. May set up and check automatic

pressure injection equipment as

appropriate to the type to be used

(if any) ;makes sure it.is grounded.

. If performer decides that any of

the equipment is not functioning

properly, performer informs appro-

priate staff member. Arranges for

alternate unit 6 be used.

k. Performer notes whether ECG moni-

toring equipment (if ordered) and

emergency cart is present. Notes

who will be assigned to monitor.

1. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly

prepared or decides to do per-

sonally.

i) Depending on radiologist's or-

ders, checks for appropriate
types and sizes of puncture
needles, catheters, syringes,

scalpels, guide wires, forceps,

dressings. Notes whether appro-
priate antiseptic, saline,
anticoagulant, and lccal anes-
thetic solutions are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate aque-

ous iodine based contrast solu-

tion is present. Checks that

there is no evidence of chemi-

cal deterioration. May check

that contrast solution is at

appropriate temperature; may
arrange to heat or cool.

m. Checks that proper accessories are

availale for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-

ing is available for patient,

radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during

exposure, that appropriate
shielding is available for

placement between radiologist
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ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-

lization devices for adult or
child and type of procedure are
present.

iii) Checks that extension cones are
available.

iv) Checks for hospital gowns, masks,

gloves to be worn for sterile
procedure.
May check for emesis basin and

towels.
v) May set up footboard, shoulder

rests, hand holds on tilt table.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,

performer may brina requisition sheet,'

patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiologist;

may bring or escort patient and ac-

companying staff members to examina-

tion room; and/or may join radiologist

and patient after informing radiolo-

gist that equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient

in procedure room, may proceed as

follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patieat's

condition, may carry out isola-

tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,

gloves.
ii) Performer has the patient

brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-

tion (if not already done), or

decides to do personally. De-
pending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may de-

cide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room
(wheeled on stretcher if pa-

tient has been sedated; es-
,nrtorl nr rarr ied if child

general anesthesia after enter-

ing department).
iii) Performer greets a coherent pa-

tient and any accompanying
staff person and introduces
self. Checks patient's iden-
tity against the requisition
sheet, referring to hospital
identification bracelet or
other identifier. Checks with

accompanying staff member on
any special precautions neces-
sary during procedure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes

patient comfortable on examina-
tion table or on table-top over
changer. If patient is on spe-
cial stretcher, places stretch-

er into position.so that radio-

lucent stretcher can be lifted

with patient on it from wheel-

ed base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair,
may move patient in chair into
-06Sition next to table. Makes

sure that wheelchair is in

locked position.
Performer may decide to assist

patient to table or has this

done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided

with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into

position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie

on table.
May have nurse carefully place

young patient in upine posi-

tion on table, or lifts patient

carefully, supporting patient'

head, and places on table.
v) Makes sure patient is being at-

tended and there is no danger.
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If patient has respiration, car-
diac or infusion equipment or
urinary catheter attached, makes
sure that equipment is being
monitored and is not dislodged.

vi) Checks that patient is in gown,
with all jewelry removed; may
check that patient is being kept
warm.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying staff
about any prior preparations and
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (es-
pecially iodine based).

'rill) If appropriate and not already
done, performcr questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding pcssible preg-
nancy.

ix) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-

tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not already

been recorded, performer informs
radiologist in charge at once;
proceeds only with approval.

x) Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop
confide_ne. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Attempts
to calm patient ana gain cooper-

ation by communicating as appro-
priate to patient's age or, if
appropriate, level of function-
ing or degree of coherence. Is
as calM and gentle as possible.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is

not apprbpriate for technologist

to answer these; encourages pa-

List Elements Fullx....

xi) Unless measurements have al-
ready been made, performer lay
use centimeter calipers to mea-
sure the thickness of the body

at the level(s) and in the di-

rection(s) in which the central
ray of the x-ray beam will pass

through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use
in determining exposure factors
After measuring, has patient
rest in as relaxed a position

as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films and
scans to radiologist. Displays ra-

diographs on view boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-i

ficulties encountered with re- !

gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
elso that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change .

in procedure decided by radiol-
ogist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radiol-
ogist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff members.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review of

requisition, prior radiographic

.

materials, and examination of pa-
tient, performer.notes radiolo-
gist's orders:
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i) If radiologist decides to can-
cel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-
nate and reschedule as appropri-

ate: has any orders for resched
uling filled out and signed as
appropriate.

ii) Performer notes the radiologist'
orders for scout film(s) includ-
ing the patient position, pro-
jection, area of interest, cen-
tering and angulation. If bi-
plane scouts are requested,
notes whether alternating or
simultaneous exposures are re-
quired. If stereo scouts are re-
quested, notes angulation be-
tween tubes and direction of

shift.
iii) May provide hospital gowns,

gloves, mask for radiologist.
iv) Provides leaded apron and gloves

to radiologist. Provides patient
and anyone who will remain in
room during exposure with appro-
priate protective shielding. lf
a staff member will be asked to

assist, performer provides lead-

ed gloves and apron. Explains if

necessary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precau-
tion to mlnimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

4. Performer makes preliminary scout
film(s) as ordered after making sure

,that patient is being attended. Sets

up equipment for the examination be-
fore positioning and immobilizing pa7

tient:

a. Performer may place single or bi-

plane changer(s) in position for

frontal and/or lateral or oblique
projection(s) of the area of in-

terest:

List Elements

1) May set changer(s) for manual
control so that only one scout
exposure will be made. If so,

loads changer with appropriate
cassette or operates film trans
port.

ii) For stereo scouts sets or
checks angle between x-ray
tubes as appropriate (8°).

iii) May select appropriate size
cassette(s) and place in appro-
priate position(s) on table
and/or in vertical cassette
holder.

b. Performer attaches appropriate
identification information:

i) May place right or left marker

on cassette as appropriate to

the study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-

ton for.automatic marking. May

tape lead markers in position
on patient's body in location,

indicated.
ii) May place identification .infor-

mation on appropriate corner
of cassette; may set flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on aPpropriate edge of cas-

sette.
May place patient's card into
card tray for equipment using
automatic film marking device.

c. Performer sets the technical fac-

tors for the first (or next) scout

projection (of the first frontal

and lateral projections for bi-

plane scouts).

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection(s) as describ-
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ed, taking account of the mea-
surements taken of the patient.

ii) Sets control panel(s) for radi-
ography mode and, as or if ap-
propriate,for alternating shift
for stereo exposures or simul-
taneous or alternating exposures
for biplane equipment.

iii) For each projection selects mil-
liamperage and chooses selectors
for t.',e correct focal size. Se-
lects and sets the exposure time
that will produce the mAs de-
sired. Sets the kVp selected by
choosing the combination of
major and minor kilovoltage set-
tings to produce the desired

kVp.
iv) Depending on the equipment, may

set controls to provide for man-
ual tableside aujustment of col-
limator, table and x-ray tube
height and position (unless
these have already been set).

v) Performer may set the focal-film
distance(s) if not already done.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks each focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs until the required FFD is

obtained.

d. Performer prepares patient for
final positioning:

i) Depending on the positioning
requested, performer prepares
patient in prone or supine po-
sition on table over changer
(or cassette).

ii) For lateral projection (single

or biplane) makes sure that

vertical changer (or cassette)
is on the side of interest.

List Elements Full

help in positioning and immo-
bilizing patient. May explain
to staff member what is re-
quired:

iv) With patients that have balloon
catheter or IV drip in place,
performer is careful not to
dislodge apparatus. Is alert
to patient's respiration. Does

not force patient into a posi-
tion where any breathing dif-
ficulty increases. Does not
force flexion of the neck.

e. For AP projection (posterior view

of neck and upper mediastinum,per-
tormer has patient lie in supine
position over cassette or film
changer.

i) Centers the median sagittal
plane of the body to thn mid-
line, and adjusts the shoulders
to lie on a single transverse
plane.

ii) Extends the head slightly and
adjusts so that its median sag-
ittal plane is at right angles
to the film. Immobilizes head.

iii) Centers film to include the
neck and aortic arch or as di-

rected.
iv) Directs central ray at right

angles to the midpoint of the
area of interest.

f. For prone PA projection (anterior

view) of neck and upper mediasti-
num, performer has patient lie in

prone position with head flexed

over end of table and supported,

or sitting facing film with head

extended and supported.

i) Aligns body, shoulders and head
as described for AP projection.
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ii) Centers film and directs central
ray as described for AP projec-
tion at right angles to midpoint.

g. For lateral projection of neck and

upper mediastinum, performer main-
tains patient in supine or prone

Position.

i) Places film in upright holder
or changer at right angles to
the horizontal (frontal) plane
on the side of interest, as
close as possible to the neck.

ii) Centers film to a coronal plane
halfway between the manubrial
notch and the midaxillary line,
at the level of the center of the
area of interest. Makes sure
that median sagittal plane of
head and body is parallel with
plane of film.

iii) Directs central ray horizontally
at right angles to midpoint of

film.

h. For oblique projection of the neck
and upper mediastinum, performer
supports the patient's head (start-

ing from prone or supine position
as ordered).

i) Rotates head and Sli'OUlders and

supports so that the side of
interest is closest to the film
and, at the des:red angulation.

ii) Centers film as appropriate to
area of interest.

iii) Directs central ray at appropri-
ate' angle (or double angle) to
the f:lm as ordered.

i. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position:

i) Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. May immobilize with head

clamp, webbing strap under
chin, or sponges.

ii) Elevates ankles or knees if ap-
propriate; supports bony prom-

inences. May place restraining
bands across legs. May immo-
bilize arms and hands.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to
make small movements necessary
for normal circulation, respi-
ration and other vital func-

tions.
iv) Checks final positioning using

light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light beam towards the
part. Uses cross-hair shadows
as reference for center of

field, and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to
the part and/or film:

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of

interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project
the view desired. May readjust
tube to provide better center-
ing.

j. Once the patient has been position
ed and immobaized, performer ad-
justs.the collimator so as to ex-
pose only the area of interest as

defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to fur-
ther reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area
of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-.
tion and centering points; may.
record exposure factors to fa-
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cilitate any further filming re-

quired.

k. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding to
gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are not of interest for the
examination.
Makes sure that anyone remaining in
room is supplied with lead gloves
and apron and stays out of central
beam, especially horizontal beam.

1. Performer may rehearse coherent pa-
tient in breathing out and holding,
or observes patient's breathing and

plans exposure for the appropriate
quiet phase such as after expira-
tion.

m. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tIon. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to breathe out as
rehearsed and hold breath, or
observes patient's breathing
and times exposure-Ito the appro-
priate quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button (or appro-
priate control for stereo film-
ing or simultaneous or alternat-
ing biplane exposure).

iv) While exposure is underway,
may check that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or

excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal' functiontl,g of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report an-

ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) After exposure is completed,

tells patieL.t that he or she

can relax. Returns to patient.

Removes the cassette(s) or ex-
posed film as z..ppropriate for
processing. Removes any mark-
ers on cassette(s) for further

use.

n. Tf single plane scout films in

both frontal and lateral projec-
tions are ordered (and if biplane
equipment was not used), perform-
er maintains patient in same posi-

tion; proceeds with right angle
projection and exposures as de-
scribed, using appropriate tech-
nical factors. If appropriate and

so ordered, proceeds with oblique
scout projection as ordered.

o. Performer arranges to have the
scout fiWs) processed at once or
decides to eo personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
r.2out film(r) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges

to have viewed in darkroom; in-

forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May
place prior films for viewing
as well.
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5. During radiologist's review of the
scout film(s), performer notes radi-
ologist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel or
reschedule procedure, performer may
arrange to terminate and reschedule
as appropriate; has any orders ;or
rescheduling filled out and signed
as appropriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiologist
requires a change in technical-fac-
tors and/or patient positioning,
centering, or central ray angula-
tion for later serial filming.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats.prelimi-
nary radiography ass ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or preference
of radiologist for density or
contrast, and adjusts as appro7
priate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quence of examination and use of

contrast and equipment:

i) Notes site of puncture, patient
preparation needed such as medi-
cation, preparation of site.
Notes whether general anesthesia
will be administered.

ii) Notes type and amount of con-
trast to be used, whether man-
ually or automatically injected.

iii) Notes final orders for types and
sizes of needles, catheters,
guide wire.

iv) Notes number of injection sites,
injections, projections, posi-

List Elethents Fully

tions, anticipated and specific
orders for first series. Notes
whether serial stereography
will be used, biplane seriog-
raphy, whether subtraction tech
nique will be used. With bi-
plane filming notes whether ex-
posures will be simultaneous

or alternating.
v) Notes orders for serial pro-

gram(s) ,whether arterial, cap-

illary and venous phases will
be included. Notes the number
of exposures and sequences,
rate per second, and intervals
between sequences.

vi) If computer program(s) are to
be used (giving the number of
films to be taken, per seccnd
intervals, number of separate
series, and possibly a program
to coordinate with automatic
pressure injection), performer
arranges to have keypunch con-
trol card prepared or delivered
and checked, or decides to do
personally. When control.card
(s) are ready, performer places
as appropriate in control panel

of computer.
vii) Discusses sequence and timing

of procedure with radiologist.
May arrange signals for opera-
tion of fluoroscopic exposure
controls and/or for serial ex-
posures.

6. Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by radi-
ologist based on the part of the work
for which performer will be respon-
sible. May carry out any or all of

the following:

a. If performer is responsible for

procedure tray, arranges to re-
place or provide any equipment or
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materials ordered by radiologist
not already cn tray. May assist in
preparation of catheters, puncture
needle, syringes containing saline
solution, local anesthetic, anti-
coagulant, contrast solution. Notes
or checks amounts ordered. Checks
contrast for signs of chemical de-
terioration.

b. If performer will be responsible
for filming, prepares ahead for
fluorOscopy, automatic or hand in-
jection (including computer con-
trolled), and single plane, stereo,
or biplane serial filming:

i) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy and/or serial film-
ing based on radiologist's re-
view of scout film(s) and the
presence of contrast.

ii) Sets programs for serial changer
(s), automatic injector as ap-
propriate. Checks that planned
exposure time does not exceed
available capacity of unit. For
subtraction masks makes sure
that program or settings allow
for plain films to be taken for
each view, followed by injection
and serial films.

iii) If not already done and computer
program will be used, checks key-
punch control card'and places
in computer control panel.
Plugs synchronization cable from
control unit into appropriate
receptacle on the x-ray control
panel.

iv) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number
of vacuum or other type of cas-
settes as ordered.
If appropriate, loads cut film
changer or roll film changer.
If the same cassette changer will
be used for lateral and frontal-

projections, loads only enough
cassettes for series in the

first serial projection(to
avoid art.ifact caused by shadow
from last exposure in one posi.

tion on the first cassette to
be used in next position).

If biplane changers are to be

used, loads changers as appro-
priate for simultaneous or al-

ternating exposures.
v) Performer may set up equipment

for automatic marking of films

in numerical sequence or re-
cords cassette numbers for the

sequence.
vi) Depending n the equipment, per

former may wheel serial changer
.(s) out of the way until fluo-

roscopy is completed; may make

sure that everything is ready

to lift patient from examinati

table on radiolucent table top
to horizontal changer after flu

oroscopy.
vii) If automatic pressure injection

is to be used,may attach tubing

to syringe containing contrast

solution using sterile techni-

que. Attaches to machine and

mounts syringe as appropriate.
Checks that there are no air
bubbles and that machine is on

"stand-by."
If automatic injection is not
computer controlled, sets flow-

rate dial for the cc's per sec-

ond as ordered by radiologist.
When ordered by radiologist,
sets pressure control as desig-

nated.

c. If performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for cathe-
terization, washes hands observing

sterile technique when appropriate.

i) If not already done, may ar-
range to have puncture site
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shaved and prepared (right and/
or left femoral or axillary ar-
tery). Has patient lie in supine

position.
li) Positions patient for access to

puncture site.
For femoral artery puncture,ab-
ducts patient's legs and exposes
the femoral artery on the side
to be punctured below the ingui-

nal ligament as high as possible,
but allowing for later compres-
sion proximal to puncture site.

For axillary'artery puncture,
has patient abduct arm on side
to be punctured with arm bent.

Provides access to area of the

axilla.
iii) Immobilizes patient as appro-

priate. May adjust shoulder sup-
ports; may use wrist restraints.

iv) May swab puncture site area with
antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding area with sterile

towels. -

v) If appropriate, may make sure
that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do

personally.

d. Makes sure that everyone to remain

in room is properly shielded; may
place lead screen in place if ra-

diologist will inject contrast by

hand.
e. May receive or obtain a clean hos-

pital gown, cotton "boot's," cap and

mask. Dons these before approaching
sterile area. Carries out appropri-

ate steps to maintain the integrity

of sterile areas. Avoids touching
patient, drapes, radiologist,nurse,
or instrument table with non-ster-

ile object.
f. Informs radiologist when patient

and materials are ready.

List Elements Fully

g. If patient is to have general
anesthesia, performer awaits sig-
nal that procedure can begin.

h. During injection of local anesthe-

tic, puncture, placement of needle

and advancing of catheter, per-
former assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile tech-
nique.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and progress
of catheter placement. On sig-

nal from radiologist, performer

may dim room lights; turns on
TV power switch. May operate
fluoroscope controls on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp
and/or mA controls according to
radiologist's orders. Continues

as ordered.
iii) Performer may operate tilt

table on orders from radiolo-
gisf, or assists in positioning
patient as ordered. Continues

as ordered.
iv) May assist with attachment of

syringes to flush catheter, in-

*ject contrast solution f:r flu-

oroscopic check of catheter

placement.
v) Once catheter position is

judged satisfactory, may tape
into position maintaining ster-
ile field.

vi) Repeats as appropriate for al-

ternative sife.
vii) With axillary route, performer

may assist with application of
tourniquet around arn ,. distal

to the puncture site.

7. When the radiologist has advanced the

cathet.:r to tae appropriate first lo-

cation (aortic arch, right or left

innominate or subclavian artery, or
thyrocervical trunk) for filming of
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injection, performer coordinates with
the radiologist as ordered:

a. May assist in positioning patient
on table or over changer:

i) May assist in moving patient on
table top to horizontal changer.

ii) May roll horizontal and/or bi-
plane changer(s) into position
under and/or beside angiography
table.

b. Positions patient or assists radi-
ologist in positioning for frontal,
and/or lateral, or oblique views
as described, for single plane,
stereo or biplane exposures.

c. Performer checks that serial chang-

er(s) are loaded, locked and ready.
Centers and adjusts the x-ray tube
angulation as appropriate. Centers
film in changer(s) to the specified
area of interest as ordered and

collimates to the smallest possible
exposure area. Checks patient's

shielding.
d. Depending on whether injection is

by hand or automatic, manually ini-
tiated or computer controlled, per-
former starts the automatic film
changer(s) on the signal of the ra-
diologist, or initiates the com-
puter control OT'the injection and

serial exposures at the control
panel when ordered, allowing for
plain films to be exposed for sub-
traction masks prior to injection.

e. If additional injections and expo-

sures are required, such as right

angle or oblique projections, and
if biplane equipment has not been
used, performer centers equipment
as appropriate.

i) Resets technical factors for the

projections involved if requir-
ed; repeats collimation, shield-

ing and coordination Of injec-
tion and making exposures as
described.

ii) If one single-plane changer is
being used, reloads changer
with cassettes or adjusts roll
or cut film transport for ad-

ditional serial projections.
Sets up as described earlier.

f. Removes tourniquet (if applied)
when ordered.

g. Peformer has the exposed serial
films processed at once or decides

to do personally.

i) Makes sure that serial films
are numbered for appropriate
order in sequence.

ii) When the serial films have been
processed, performer may place
on view boxes with biplane
views together and in appropri-
ate serial order. Sets up
stereo viewer if appropriate.

iii) Notifies radiologist when angi-

ograms are ready.

h. After processing, if radiologist
indicates that subtraction prints
are to be made, performer notes

which post-injection radiographs
(for each view) the radiologist
wishes to utilize. Places the
plain (pre-injection) film with
the counterpart post-injection
view(s) selected by radiologist.

i) Makes out order for subtraction
prints and takes to staff mem-
ber who carries out this pro-
cedure. May present orders
orally; may decide to prepare

personally.
ii) When subtractiOn prints are

ready, performhr places for
viewing as desctibed.
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iii) Repeats as appropriate if second
order subtraction prints are or-
dered by radiologist.

i. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist.
May assist as-appropriate with .

emergency care.

8. While radiologist reviews the first
thyroid angiograms, performer notes
radiologist's decisions on how to pro-
ceed with examination and orders for

continuing:

a. Performer notes whether initial in-

jection will be repeated with a
change in technical factors, amount
of contrast, pressure and/or change
in the projection made (such as

lateral, oblique projections).
b. Notes whether the catheter will be

placed in the thyrocervical trunk,
common carotid extery, and/or se-

quentially into the main branch
arteries supplying the thyroid.

9. Performer continues with examination
as ordered:

a. For additional or repeat filming

at the same injection site, per-
former notes orders for a change
in amount of contrast, change in
pressure setting for automatic in-

jectiori, technical factors and/or

the rate and speed for serial film-

ing.

i) Resets technical exposure fao-_
tors, pressure settings, etc.,
as ordered and repeats appropri-

ate steps.

ii) If radiologist orders addi-
tional views, performer makes
any changes in x-ray tube posi-
tion, angulation and/or posi-
tion of serial changer and/or
position of patient as appro-

priate.

b. For additional injection sites,
performer notes orders for change
of catheter, locatiot of new site.
Notes orders on amount of con-
trast, use of manual or automatic
injection, pressure setting, ser-
ial program, use of single, stereo
or biplane seriography. Notes or-

ders on positioning, centering,
collimation.

i) Performer assists as appropri-
ate with fluoroscopy while ra-
diologist replaces catheter
With smaller one and/or ad-
vances catheter to next loca-

tion. Assists with fluoroscopic
check. May keep radiologist in-
formed of cumulative exposgre
as shown on fluoroscope timer

indicator.
ii) Performer may assist in prepar-

ing appropriate amount'of con-
trast for injection as ordered
by radiologist.

iii) Repeats set-up for single,
.

stereo or biplane sericgraphy,
hand or automatic pressure in-
jection as described earlier.

iv) Selects and sets technical fac-
tors; sets program for seriog-
raphy allowing for subtraction
masks if requested and filming
of appropriate phase, per-sec-
ond intervals as ordered as
described earlier.

v) Positions table or helps posi-
tion patient for supine, lat-
eral and/or oblique projections
as ordered.
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vi) Centers, collimates and shields
as appropriate.

vii) Repeats filming in coordination
with injection as deicr'..bed.

viii) Repeats processing of films and
placement for review. Repeats
steps for processing of subtrac-
tion prints as described.

ix) As radiologist decides on addi-
tional branches to be entered
and opacified,performer continues
as ordered, as described.
Adjusts positioning, centering,
technical factors, precsure set-
ting, amount of contrast, rate
and speed of serial programs as
ordered for each injection.
Repeats as appropriate for each
vessel to be opacif.ied and awaits
further orders.'

x) Performer shows subsequent sets
of thyroid angiograms to radiol-
ogist as processed, and proceeds
as described above until radi-
ologist indicates that examina-
tion is completed.

c. Performer may assist in emergency
care of patient by placing tilt
table on Trendelenburg position
when ordered, assisting with injec-
tion of anticoagulant,or applica-
tion of hot pads to avoid thrombic
occlusion-,as ordered.

10. When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examination is com-
pleted, performer may assist with ter-
mination steps. May carry out any or
all of the following as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-
moves connecting tubes, syringes,
and catheter. Removes any markers
from patient's body.

b. May prepare to apply pressure to
arterial puncture site when or-
dered. May prepare to apply pres-

List Elements Full%..,,mmmw

sure dressing to puncture site '

after manual pressure has been
applied.

c. Performer coordinates with anes-
thesiologist if present and/or
other.staff members responsible
for recovery and after-care of pa-
tient. Makes sure that patient is
attended and will be transported
to appropriate next location such
as recovery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiol-
ogist orders additional examina-
tion and/or delayed abdominal scout
or tests.

e. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
view including retakes; may enter
the estimated radiation dose to
which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.'

f. May record the fluoroscopi, expo-
sure including exposure time and
rad dosage from posted data.

g. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that any nondis-
posable guide wires and catheters
are cleaned and.flushed immediate-
ly after use and before steriliza-
tion.

h. Performer may return accessories
such as computer 'control cards and
immobilization devices to appropri-
ate locations or has this done.
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i. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or has this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to proceed with next examination.

4
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
kequisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set for flu-
3roscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted with
arm-to-tongue test,puncture,catheterization,blood
sampling;pt. and equipment positioned,set up for
automatic injection,single or biplane seriography;
filming coordinated with injection;films sent for
processing,radiologist's review;procedures repeated,
continued as ordered;examination recorded;angiograms
placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-

cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;com

puter control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,wasks
gloves;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad expo-

sure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s),tube(s),con-
trol panel(s),extension cones;fluoroscopy unit,TV
monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shielding;
collimator(s) ;serial changer(s) ;tilt-table,radiolu-

cent table top;R-L,ID device or markers;automatic in
jector;immobilization devices;tape;ECG equipment;

emergency cart;clock;manometer;IV equipment;sterile
procedure tray with antiseptic,disinfectant,saline,
anticoagulant,dextrose,Decholin,hippuran,PAH solu-
tions,adrenal gland stimulant;test tubes,iced con-
tainers,syringes,swabs;scissors,gauze,pressure dress
ing,local anesthetic,Y-adaptor,needles,scalpels,guide
wires,catheters,tourniquet;iodine-based contrast;
drape;marking pen;calipers;stretcherLwhee1chair

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...00 No,..( )

es to q. . ame t e ina o recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-infant pt.;radiologist(s);nurse;co-worker

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and

any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a non-infant pa-
tient scheduled for catheter in-
ferior vena cavography and/or
selective renal or adrenal venog-/
raphy (contrast study of infer-
ior vena cava, and/or renal or
adrenal veins by means of se-
lective catheterization) as a

result of:

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected.

Taking catheter inferior vena cavograms and/or renal i) Notes whether inferior

or adrenal venograms of non-iniant pt. by reviewing

request;measuring,reassuring
pt.;setting up for flu-

vena cavography is or-

oroscopy,single or biplane serial filming,manual or
dered, wilether .interest

automatic injection;making scout film(s) ;assisting is in renal or adrenal

with arm-to-tongue test,sterile puncture,catheteriza veins,.whether.inferior

tion,blood sampling;identifying films;applying

shielding;collimating;setting
technical factors;po-

sitioning,immobilizing pt.;making serial films in co

ordination with injection;having films processed,re-
OK-RP;RR;RR

viewed;repeating,adjusting.continuing as ordered.; 6. Check here if this

placing angiograms for uselrecording examination. is a master sheet..a.

0,
ArliONIIMIli

a. Regular assignment,
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.

. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion. sheet to i.etermine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-

formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the areas in-
volved:
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vena cavography will precede
selective renal or adrenal venog-
raphy.

ii) Notes whether sampling of renal
venous blood is requested (renal
vein renin study), whether there
will be sampling of adrenal ven-
ous blood.

iii) Notes whether bilateral cathe-
terization is suggested, whether
simultaneous or sequential.

iv) Notes suggested puncture site(s).
v) Notes whether arm-to-tongue cir-

culation time will be Lested dur-
ing procedure.

b. Performer.reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is emergency patient.

c. Notes name of radiologist in charge,
names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled.

d. Performer notes orders on equ'..pmens
and materials:

i) Notes type of serial film chang-
e-7 ordered, whether cassette,
roll film, cut film, whether
single or biplane, whether com-
puter controlled, whether equip-
ped with ''see-through" top.
Notes type of table,whether an-
giography table,. normal tilt-
table or rotating table. Notes
whether patient will be moved
frouLangiography table to chang-
er, whether.changer will be
rolled under or beside table,
or whether, with see-through
changer, horizontal changer will
be kept in place under table
throughout procedure.

ii) Notes type of iodine based con-
trast solution ordered, whether
automatic or hand injection has
been selected.

iii) Notes orders on sizes and
lengths of catheters, whether
j-shaped, preformedc, closed or
open ended, with side holes,
whether radiopaque, whether
with deflector assembly. Notes
orders on type of safety guide
wires, types and sizes of nee-
dles.

iv) Notes orders for type and
amount of antiseptic, antico-
agulant, local anesthetic, sa-
line solutions.

v) Depending on the purpose of the
examination and procedures,
notes orders for dextrose solu-
tion, Decholin (for arm-to-
tongue test), hippuran, PAH so-
lution (for renal vein renin
study), specific adrenal gland
stimulant, test tubes, iced
blood sample containers, vacu-
tainers, venatubes, IV appara-
tus.

vi) Notes whether ECG monitoring
equipment, manometer to check
venous pressure have been or-
dered.
Notes staff assigned to monitor
equipment and/or assist with
bilateral sampling.

e. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, equip-
ment, the examination ordered, and
the area of interest.

i) May check that the type of
equipment ordered is available
in examination room assigned.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.

r*e.) 0 t
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iii) Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

iv) Checks own clothing to make sure
that performer is in compliance
with institutional rules for
safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.

f. Performer Ltotes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whethe'5: patient has prior
history of allergic react.ion to
contrast or history of allergies.
Notes whether allergy test has
been ordered and, if so, results,

ii) Depending on Institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iii) Depending.fan institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure his-
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and cumulative exposure.
Notices whether examination has
beer, done at institution or else-
where in recent past, whether
history of extensive radiography
should be reported to radiolo-
gist.

Iv) Notes how patient will arrive
for examination (whether in
wheelchair, on stretcher, accom-
panied by staff,whether patient
will be coherenz, already se-

. ,

dated).
v) Notes any special information on

patient's condition that could
affect positioning, immobiliza-
tion, handling, or selection of
technique, such as respiratory

515
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or heart disease, communicable
or infectious condition, pre-
sence of IV drip, urinary cath-
eter, behavioral disorder, in-
coherence.

vi) Performer nores. whether there
are orders on ptirlr preparation
of patient such as therapeutic
diet, allergy test, lab tests,
cessation of cri1 ontracep-
tive,. prior Ibstinence from
nu-ming meal., cleansing enemas,
catheterizing of bladder, start
of IV drip, prior administra-
tio of sedation, tranquilizer,
antihistamine, other medica-
tion, shaving of puncture slte

(s Notes apprc,priate timing
for medications to take effect.

vii) Checks 7thether all procedures
have been carried out and at ap
propriate time and that all re-
ports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. If there is any
problem, arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed to allow proper
timing, reports problem to ap-
propriate staff member, or
plans to inform radiologist.

g Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is
to set up equipment and/or prepare
patient personally, or whether
performer will join angiography
tear in examination room.

h. If referring physician has request
ed that prior films, ultrasono-
grams, scans and test results al-

ready on file be sent with current
radiographs, and if not already
with patient's jacketed material,
performer arranges to have these
delivered.

i. If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
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orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking
for performer to prepare proper-
ly, or ifverformer considers
that there may be contraindica-
tions to going ahead with the
procedure, performer notifies
supervisor, radiologist, or othe
designated staff person, depend-
ing on instiLutional procedures.
Explains the problem if appropri-
ate, and proceeds after obtain-
ing needed information, signa-
ture, or orders.

Performer prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room long-
er than necessary. D-,termines what
prior preparations will be needed,
such aa cleaning and preparation of
equipmeuc and accessories, proper
dress. May carry out any or all of
the follow'ng:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the de-
partment for the type of examina-
tion involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography suite,
or room assigned on requisition
sheet.

b. May decide to clean x-ray equipment
or arranges to have this done.

c. Washes hands as appropriate.
d. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

the unit(c) to be used (single or
biplane serial changer(s), fluoros-
copy unit).

i) Locates information for the area
of interest and views likely to
be required. Takes note of the
exposure factors to be used for
overheads and fluoroscopy. Con-
siders preferences of the radi-
ologist involved, conversions
needed to ac7.ount for patient's
age, condition, presence of con-

List Elements Full

trast. Notes any newly posted
changes in technical factors
(to reflect accommodation to a
change 371 machine output or a
pol:ft7.! decision).

ii) Ii :.'onversion of factors will

1-.%eded, looks up nutteric..al

couversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factor. Multiplies
dimpes, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar
exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube
on a tube rating chr.rt to be
stile that techniqn9 does not
exceed the heat capacities of
the tube for the focal spot
size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent out-
put.using higher kVp and lower
mAs, minimizing exposure time.

e. Checks for appropriate film sup-
plies:

i) With serial changer(s) using
roll film, performer checks
that there is an adequate sup-
ply for examination loaded in
changer(s) and that film is
properly loaded.

ii) With serial changers using cas-
set4-es, and for scout films,per-
former makes sure that an ade-
quate supply of loaded cassettes
of the appropriate types and
sizes are available in the ex-
amination room. Checks that
these are loaded with appropri-
ate speed and type of film and
grid combinations depending on
the patient's size and area of
interest, the type of equipment
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to be used, and institutional
oractices.

iii) If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges ta obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally.

iv) Checks that equipment or device
is availabie to number serial
films, or checks that cassettes
such as vacuunleassettes are Fre-
numbered and are in numerical
order.
May prepare identification strip
using tape and lead numerals
giving appropriate ID informa-
tion for placement on table or
on cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flashcard
by checking that there is piece
of lead on fi31,1 bolder surface;
may writ,: out ID information on
card if nut received with req-
uiL4ition. Checks identification
ag inst requisition sheet.

place card as appropriate
for use with automatic marking
device.

v) Make; sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use

f. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equismeut is ready for use. Goes to
control panel(s) for x-ray genera-
tor(s) and checks that each indi-
cator light shows that machine is
"warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equipment
and allows time for machine(s) to
"warm up." Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. If ap-
propriate, checks each line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

g. Performer sets up and checks flu-
oroscopy equipment:

List Elements Full

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode se-
lector to fluoroscopy mode.

iii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "rea,'y" light is

on.

iv) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (-11 there is aual

image intensifier).
v) Performer selects and sets ex-

posure factors for fluoroscopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.
If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, nets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved. Sets
fluoroscopic examination timer
to maximum position.

vi) If.a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and
centers grid if not already
dope. May use control button
or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is
oriented toward the x-ray tube,
with grid lines parallel to the
_Long axis of the tube.

vii) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
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tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is 15 inches or more.

viii) Performer may collimate fluoros-
copy tube depending on natue of
the equipment and controls.
May adiust fluoroscopy beam shut
ters to the field size antici-
pated for fluoroscopic examina-
tion or way set shutter mode se-
lector to automatic collimation.

ix) To check fluoroscopy mode (if
not atileady done) places phantom
or appropriate test object on
radiography table where patient
will be centered for examiaa-
tion.

x) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and cen-
tered to the area of intnrest.
If not already done, moves image
intensifier into position; cen-
ters (over or under) tha area of
interest.

xi) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.

xii) Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on TV monitor. Adjusts
kVp control (and mA control if
appropriate) and observes ef-
fects on TV monitor to be sure
that equipment is operating
properly. Chilcks mA meter and
notes whether appropriate read-
ing is obtained.

xiv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max-
imum examination exposure time
is reached.

h. Performer may set up and check ser-
ial changer(s) as appropriate to

e ui ment:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode
selector(s) for overhead film-

ing.
ii) Depending on the type of film

changer(s) and examination
table to be used, performer

may wheel see-through horizon-

tal changer into position under
angiography table, may place
changer so that patient may be
moved to changer on radiolucent
top after cEtheterization, or
may place changer so that it

may be placed under table after

fluoroscopy. May set up chang-
er in vertical position next to

table for lateral filming, or
may roll equipment out of way.

iii) May cycle each unit to check
operation. If so, makes sure
that anode is not rotating.

i. May set up and check automatic
pressure injection equipment as ap-

propria'.a to the type to be used
(if any). Makes sure it is ground-

ed.
If performer decides that any of

the equipment is not fdnctioning
properly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for

alternate unit to be used.
k. Performer notes whether ECG moni-

toring equipment (if ordered),
manometer, and emergency cart are
present. Notes who will be assign-

ed to monitor.
1. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly
Prepared or decides to do per-

sonally:

i) Depending on radiologist's or-
ders, checks for appropriate
types and sizes of puncture
needles, catheters, syringes,
scalpels, guide wires, forceps,
dressings. Notes whether appro-
priate antiseptic, saline, anti-
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coagulant, and local anesthetic
solutions are present-.

ii) If arm-to-tongue circulation
test is to be done, checks for
presence of Decholin and injec-
tion equipment. If blood sampling
will be done,checks for appropri-
ate test solutions and medica-
tions as ordered. Checks for IV
apparatus, tourniquets, iced
blood sample containers, labels.

iii) Checks that appropriate aqueous
iodine based contrast solution
is present. Checks that there is
no evidence of chemical deteri-
oration. May check that contrast

solution is at appropriate tem-
perature; may arrange to heat or

cool,

m. Checks that proper accessories are
available for procedure;

i) Checks that appropriaie shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who will
remain in the room during expo-
sure, that appropriate shielding
is available for placement be-
Lween radiologist and the pa-
tient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immobi-
lization devices for adult or
child are present.

iii) Checks that extension cones are
available.

iv) Checks for hospital gowns, masks,
gloves to be worn for sterile
procedure. May check for emesis
basin and towels.

v) May set up footboard, shoulder
rests, hand holds on tilt table.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiologist;

may bring or escort patient and accom-

List Elements Fully

panying staff members to examination
room; and/or may join radiologist and
patient after informing radiologist
that equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient

in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient
brought from the holding area
and prepared for the examina-
tion (if not already done), or
decides to do personally. De-
pending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may de-
cide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room
(wheeled on stretcher if pa-
tient has been sedated).

iii) Performer greets a coherent pa-
tient and any accompanying
staff person and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet,
referring to hospital identi-
fication bracelet or other iden
tifier. Checks with accompany-
ing staff member on any special
precautions necessary during -

procedure.
iv) Has patient positioned or makes

patient comfortable on examina-
tion table or on table-top over
AP changer. If patient is on
special stretcher, places
stretcher into position so that
radiolucent stretche can be
lifted with patient on it from
wheeled base to table.
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If patient is in wheelchair, may charge at once; proceeds only

move patient in chair into po- with approval.

sition next to table. Makes sure x) Answers patient's non-medical

that wheelchair is in locked questions honestly; attempts

position, to reassure patient and develop

Performer may decide to assist confidence. Treats patient with

patient to table or has this' dignity and concern regardless

done. May obtain help. Makes of patient's behavior.

sure that no equipment is in the Attempts to calm patient and

way that may be collided with by gain cooperation by communicat-

patient. ing as appropriate to patient's

If assisting patient to step on age or, if appropriate, level

footstool in order to get on of functioning or degree of

table, helps patient turn into coherence. Is as calm and gen-

position, step backwards on tle as possible. Performer ex-

stool, and then sit and/or lie plains, when asked medical ques

on table. tions, that it is not appropri-

v) Makes sure patient is being at- ate for technologist to answer

tended and there is no danger these; encourages patient to

patient will fall off table. speak to physician.

If patient has respiration, car-
diac or infusion equipment or

xi) Notes the patient's body type,
whether the area of interest

urinary catheter attached, makes is heavily, covered by muscle or

sure that equipment is being soft fat, whether the palpation

monitored and is not dislodged,
vi) Checks that patient is in gown,

with all jewelry removed; may

points will be easy to find.
xii) Unless measurements have al-

ready been made, performer may

check that patient is being kept use centimeter calipers to mea-

warm. sure the thickness of the body ,

vii) If not already done, questions at the level(s) and in the di-

patient or accompanying staff rection(s) in which the central

member about any prior prepara- ray of the x-ray beam will pass

tions and about any allergies,
especially to shellfish, or ad-

through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use

verse reactions to contrast med- in determining exposure fac-

ium (especially iodine based). tors. After measuring, has pa-

viii) If appropriate and not already tient rest in as relaxed a po-

done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible pregnancy

sition as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-

ix) If any preparatory procedures diologist when patient is ready to

were not carried out, if patient be examined. May bring.requisition

has sensitivity to contrast, or
if there is any possibility that

sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films and

patient is pregnant, and these scans to radiologist. Displays ra-

have not already been recorded,
performer informs radiologist in

diographs on view boxes.
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i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiolo-
gist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room, greet
and/or introduce patient and
staff members.

c. If not already done, performer joins
radiologist, patient and other staff

in examination room.
d. During radiologist's review of req-

uisition, prior radiographic ma-
terials, and examination of pa-
tient, performer notes radiologist'
orders:

i) If radiologist decides to can-
cel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-
nate and reschedule as appropri-
ate; has any orders for resched-,
uling filled out and signed as
appropriate.

ii) If radiologist decides to pro-
ceed, performer notes the ra-
diologist's orders-for scout
film(s) including the patient
position, projection, area of
interest, centering and phase
of suspended respiration. If bi-
plane scouts are requested,
notes whether alternating or
simultaneous exposure is re-

quired.
iii) May provida hospital gown,gloves,

mask to 7.adiologist.
iv) Provides leaded apronvand gloves

to radiologist. Provides patient
and anyone who will remain in

room during exposure with ap-

propriate protective shielding.
If a staff member will be asked
to assist, performer provides
leaded gloves and apron. Ex-
plains if necessary that this
is not cause for alarm but a
general precaution tO minimize
unnecessary radiation exposure.

Performer makes preliminary scout
film(s) as ordered after making sure
that patient is being attended. Sets
up equipment for the examination be-

fore positioning and immobilizing
patient:

a. Performer may place single or bi-
plane changer(s) in position for
AP and/or lateral projection(s)
of .the abdomen:

i) May set changer(s) for manual
control so that only one scout
exposure will be made. If so, .

loads changer(s) with appropri-
ate cassette or operates film
transport.

ii) May select appropriate size
cassette(s) and place in appro-
priate position(s) on table or
in vertical cassette holder.

b. Performer attaches-appropriate
identification information:

i) May place right or left marker
on cassette as appropriate to

the study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-

ton for automatic marking. May

tape R or L marker to patient's

body.
ii) May place identification infor-

mation on appropriate corner
of cassette; may set flashcard
aside for later use with spaca
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created by piece of .qaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge cf cas-
sette; may place patient's card
into card tray for equipment
using automatic film marking de-

vice.

c. Performer sets the technical expo-
factors for the first (or next)

scout projection (or AP and lateral

projections for biplane scouts):

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection(s) as described,
taking account of the measure-*
ments taken of the patient.

ii) Sets control panel(s) for radi-
ography'mode and, as or if ap-
propriate. for simultaneous or
alternating exposures for bi-
plane equipment.

iii) For each projection selects mil-
liamperage and chooses selectors
for the correct focal size. Se-
lects and sets the exposure time
that will produce the mAs de-
sired. Sets the kVp selected by
choosing the combination of
major and minor kilovoltage set-
tings to produce the desired kVp.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for man-

ual tableside adjustment of col-
limator, table and x-ray tube
height and position (unless
these have already been set).

v) Performer may set the focal-film
distance(s) if not already done.
Operates controls or manually
moves the x-ray tube(s) into
place. Checks each focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; ad-
justs until the required FFD is
obtained.

d. Performer prepares patient for

final positioning:

i) Places patient in supine posi-
tion on table over changer (or

caSsette). Arranges patient so
that median sagittal plane of

.

body is.,Fentered to midline.
ii) For single or biplane lateral

projection plans to maintain
patient in supine position. Po-
sitions vertical changer (or
cassette in vertical holder) at
right angles to table on the
side of interest.

iii) Depending .on patient's age and

condition, may obtain help in
positioning ahd immobilizing

.patient. May explain to staff
member what is required.

iv) If patient has a balloon cathe-

ter or IV drip in place, is

careful not to dislodge appa-
ratus. Makes sure that no ra7
diopaque part is lying over an
area to be exposed, or that pa-

tient is not lying on a clamp.

.
For projections of the abdomen,
p'erfgrmer may position as follows:

i) Elevates supine patient's
shoulders and knees so that
patient's back is in contact
with table. Supports. Adjusts
shoulders and hips so that they
lie on single transverse planes.
May immobilize ankles. May have
patient flex elbows and abduct
arms. May place restraining
band across legs.

ii) For an AP projection.(poster-
ior view) of abdominal contents
performer centers to the level

of the iliac crests unless
otherwise specified. Makes sure
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not to use visual points of mus-
. cle or fatty tissue and palpates

for the crest of the symphysis
pubis. Directs central ray ver-
tically at right angles to film
to midpoint of area of interest.

iii) For a lateral projection with
patient supine, centers film in
vertical changer or cassgtte in
vertical holder to the mid-axil-
lary line of the body at the
level of the center of the area
of interest. Directs central ray
horizontally at right angles to
film, centered to the area of
interest.

f. If not yet completed, immobilizes
patient in position.

i) Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. Avoids use of compression
band across abdomen. May immobi-
lize arms.

ii) May check that there is no rota-
tion of pelvis by measuring the
distance from the anterior su-
perior iliac spine to table top
on each side. Overcomes rotation

of pelvis due to swelling or
atrophy by elevating appropriate
side.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

iv) Checks final positioning using
light in.colliMator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light beam towards the part.
Uses crosshair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field, and

uses the collimator light to cen

ter the tube to the part and/or

film.

List Elements Full

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area
of interest at the selected an-
gle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view desired. May read
just tube to provide better cen
tering.

g. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and.immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so as to
expose only the area of interest

as defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to fur-
ther reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to mini-
mize size needed to cover the
area of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fa-
cilitate any further filming
required.

h. If not already done, performer ap-

plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive

areas that may be in the primary

beam but are not of interest for
the examination. Makes sure that
anyone remaining in room is sup-

plied with lead gloves and apron
and stays out of central beam,
especially horizontal beam.

i. Performer may rehearse coherent

patient in breathing out and hold-
ing or breathing in and holding,

depending on orders, or observes
patient's breathing and plans ex-

posure for the appropriate quiet.

phase such as after expiration..
j. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
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sure is made. Readjusts position
if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls.are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath as
rehearsed or observes patient's
breathing and times exposure to
the appropriate quiet phase re-
quired.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button (or appro-
priate control for simultaneous
or alternating biplane expo-
sure).

iv) While exposure is underway,
may check that mA meter re-
cords appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) After exposure is completed,

tells patient that he or she can
relax. Returns to patient. Re-
moves the cassette(s) or exposed

film as appropriate for proces-
sing. Removes any markers from
cassette(s) for further use.

k. If single plane scout films in
bo6, AP and lateral projections
are ordered (and if biplane equip-

ment was not used), performer main-

tains patient in same position;
proceeds with right angle projec-
tion as described; using appropri-
ate technical factors.

1. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or

List Elements Full

decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to have viewed in darkroom; in-

forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May
place prior films for viewing
as well.

. During radiologist's review of the

scout film(s) performer notes radi-
ologist's decisions and orders on how

to proceed:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, perform-

er may arrange to terminate and

reschedule as appropriate; has
any orders for rescheduling filled

out and signed as appropriate.
b. If radiologist decides that ad-

ditional preparatory steps are
needed, performer may arrange to
have these carried out and/or per-
former arranges to reschedule pa-

tient.
c. Performer notes whether radiolo-

gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering, or central ray
angulation for later serial film-
ing.

i) Performer records or notes or-
*ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
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own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or preference
of radiologist for density or
contrast, and adjusts as appro-
priate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

d. If radiologist will proceed, notes
Jrders on sequence of examination:

Notes whether arm-to-tongue cir-
culation time will be tested so
that program for seriography can
be ordered.
Notes final choice of puncture
site(s), whether bilateral cath-
eterization will be done, and,
if so, whether simultaneous with
assistant to help, or sequen-
tial.
Notes orders for preparation of
patient such as sedation, prep-
aration of site(s).
Notes orders for timing of IV
infusion for renal vein renin
study or injection of gland
stimulant for adrenal vein
study. Notes timing for blood
sampling including control sam-

ples.
Notes sequence of injections
planned, whether inferior vena
cavography or selective renal
venography or adrenal venography
will be done first.
May note when venous pressure
will be taken.
Notes final orders on sizes,
types and amounts of materials;
notes final orders on use of
hand or automatic pressure in-
jection, single or biplane seri-
ography, and, if biplane, wheth-
er simultaneous or alternating

exposures.,
viii) Discusses sequence and timing

of procedure and assignment of
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duties if not already done. May
arrange signals for operation
of fluoroscopic expOsure con-
trols and/or serial exposures.

If performer will asEist with arm-
to-tongue circulation time test, and/

or will receive orders on programs
for seriography based on results, may
do any or all of the following:

a. Performer may assist with test:

i) May position patient in supine
position with appropriate arm'
extended so as to expose the
antecubital venous site for

injection.
ii) May tape arm to pad or arm

board in extended position. May
assist with application and re-
moval of tourniquet.

iii) If not already done, may decide
to prepare syringe with Dech-
olin.

iv) May swab entry sitewith anti-
septic solution.

v) May note or check time elapse
from moment of injection to
patient's report of bitter
taste. May record as dictated
or noted.

b. Peformer notes the radioloEist's
orders for. the seriography to
visualize the desired circulatory
phases so areas of interest will
be exposed as they are opacified.

i) Performer notes the number of
exposures and sequences, rate
per second, and intervals be-

tween sequences. Notes number
of injections such as one for
AP, one for lateral projection,
unless biplane equipment will
be used. Notes phase of respira
tion for exposure.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 515

This is page 14 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

ii) If computer program(s) are to
be'used (giving the number of
films to be taken, per second
intervals, number of separate
series, and possibly a program
to co-ordinate with automatic
pressure injection), performer
arranges to have keypunch con-
trol card prepared or delivered
and checked, or decides to do
personally. When control card(s)
are ready, performer places as q

appropriate in control panel of
computer.

7. Performer carries out preparations for
angiography as ordered by radiologist
based on the part of the work for
which performer will ho responsible.
May carry out any or all of the follow

ing:

a. If performer is responsible for pro

cedure tray, arranges to replace
or provide any equipment or materi-

als ordered by radiologist not al-
ready on tray using sterile tech-
nique.

i) May assist in preparation of
catheters, puncture needle, sy-
ringes containing saline solu-
tion, local anesthetic, anti-
coagulant, contrast solution.
Notes or checks amounts ordered.
Checks contrast for signs of
chemical deterioration.

ii) May be asked to assist with
preparation of IV bottle of ra-
dioactive hippuran and PAH (for
renal vein renin study). May set
up IV infusion apparatus. At-
taches bottle of prepared solu-
tion to sterile IV tubing. Hangs
at appropriate height on pole
near patient with clamp in
closed position.

iii) May be asked to assist with
preparation of syringe with
adrenal gland stimulant.

iv) May be asked to assist with
preparation of labels and con-
tainers for blood samples.

v) Arranges to carry out appropri-
ate steps at proper time or
when ordered.

b. If performer will be responsible
for filming, prepares ahead for
fluoroscopy, automatic or hand
injection (including computer con-
trolled), and serial filming (sin-
gle or biplane):

i) May reset technical factors
for fluoroscopy and serial
filming based on radiologist's
review of scout film(s) and
the presence of contrast.

ii) Depending on equipment, per-
former may wheel serial changer
(s) out of the way until flu-
oroscopy is completed; may make

sure that everything is ready

to lift patient from examina-
tion table on radiolucent table
top to horizontal changer after
fluoroscopy.

iii) Sets programs for serial chang-
er(s), aUtomatic injector as
appropriate. Checks that plan-
ned exposure time does not ex- I

ceed available capacity of
unit. If not already done and
computer program will be used,
checks keypunch control card
and places in computer control
panel.

iv) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number
of vacuum or other type of cas-
ettes as ordered. (If appro-
priate, loads cut film changer
or roll film changer.) If the

,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 515

This is page 15 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full

same cassette changer will be
used for lateral and AP projec-
tions, loads only enough cas-
settes for series in the first
projection (to avoid artifact
caus2d by shadow from last expo-
sure in one position on the first
cassette to be used in next posi-
tion).

v) If biplane changers are to be
used, loads changers as appro-
priate for simultaneous or al-
ternating exposures.

vi) For computer controlled seriog-
raphy, plugs synchronization
cable from Control unit into ap-
propriate receptacle on the
x-ray control panel.

vii) May set up equipment for automat-
ic marking of films in numerical
.equence or records cassette num-
bers for the sequence.

viii) If automatic pressure injection
is to be used, may attach tubing
to syringe(s) containing contrast
solution using sterile technique.
Attaches to machine and mounts
syringe(s) as appropriate. Checks
that there are no air bubbles and
that machine is on "stand-by."
If automatic injection is not
computer controlled, sets flow-
rate dial for the cc's per second
as.ordered by radiologist. When
ordered by radiologist,sets pres-
sure control as designated.

c. If performer is to assist with

preparation of patient for blood
sampling and/or catheterization,
may do any or all of the following:

i) Washes hands observing sterile
technique when appropriate.

ii) If not already done, may ar-
range to have puncture site(s)

shaved and prepared; and allows
time for any prior medication
to take effect.

List Elements Naa,

iii) At appropriate time, depending
on the nature of the blood sam-
pling tests, performer may as-
sist with IV infusion. Prepares
patient for insertion of ry
needle, if not already done,
by exposing antecubital vein
selected, applying tourniquet
if ordered, and swabbing site
with antiseptic solution. After
needle is inserted. may remove
tourniquet; may tape needle
into place; may immobilize arm
on pad or arm board. May peri-
odically check that needle has
not become dislodged and that
the fluid is dripping at an
even rate. May check timing and

notify radiologist after a prop-
er amount of infusion time has

elapsed.

d. If performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for punc-
ture, positions patient in supine
position on table.

i) Abducts patient's legs and ex-
poses the femoral vein(s) on
the side(s) to be punctured
just below the inguinal liga-
ment. May rotate thighs ex-
ternally and immobilize.

ii) May adjust shoulder supports
and use wrist restraints.

iii) May swab puncture site area(s)
with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with
sterile towels.

iv) If appropriate, may make sure
that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do
personally. Makes sure that
someone is assigned to take

venous pressure readings if ap-

propriate.
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Task Code No. 515

This is page 16 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

e. Makes sure that everyone to remain
in room is properly shielded; may
place lead screen in place if ra-
diologist will inject contrast by
hand.

f. May receive or obtain a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries
oui appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
table with non-sterile object.

g. Infcrms radiologist when patient
and materials are ready.

h. During injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture, placement of needle
and advancing of catheter, perform-
er assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile techni-
que.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and progress
of catheter placement. On signal
from radiologist, performer may
dim room lights; turns on TV
power switch. May operate flu-
oroscope controls on orders from
radiologist. Adjusts kVp and/or
mA controls according to radi-
ologist's orders. Continues as
ordered..

iii) Performer may opeizte tilt table
on orders from radiologist, or
assisi. in positioning patient as
ordered. Continues as ordered.

iv) May assist with attachment of
syringes to flush catheter(s)
and to iniect contrast solution
for fluoroscopic check of cathe-
ter placement.

v) Repeats as appropriate for bi-
lateral catheterization.

vi) Assists with fluoroscopic check
of catheter placement(s) (at the

level of the first lumbar ver-
tebra for inferior vena cav-
ography; within inferior vena
cava at the level of the first
lumbar vertebra for right renal
vein; and/or at first or second
lumbar intervertebral space for
left renal vein; at the level
of the twelfth vertebra above
right renal vein for the right
adrenal vein; and within left
renal vein for left adrenal
vein).

vii) Once catheter position(s) is
(are) judged satisfactory, may
tape into position, maintaining
sterile field.

viii) May assist with attachment of
manometer and recording of ven-
ous pressure as directed.

i. Performer may stand by or assist
with labeling as adrenal vein
blood samples are taken prior to
injection of adrenal gland stimu-
lant. May prepare injection site
as described earlier.

j. At appropriate time, performer may
assist with covering and labeling
of adrenal or renal vein blood
samples.

..A.) Makes sure that containers show
time and the specific side from
which sample was taken. Makes
sure test tubes or vacutainers
are placed in iced containers.

ii) If comparison blood samples are
to be taken from a peripheral
arm vein, may prepare site as
described earlier. Assists as
described.

8. At appropriate time, when indicated
by radiologist, performer assists
and coordinates filming with injec-
tion of contrast:
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Task Code No. 515

This is page 17 of 19 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

a. May assist in positioning patient
on table or over changer:

i) May assist in moving patient on
table top to horizontal changer.

ii) May roll horizontal and/or bi-
plane changer(s) into position
under and/or beside angiography
table.

b. Positions patient or assists radi-
ologist in positioning:

i) Performer positions patient in
supine position as described and
sets up for AP end/or lateral
projections depe:Iding on whether
biplane equipment will be used.

ii) If oblique projections are or-
dered, performer positions table
or elevates patient's side op-
posite the area of interest to
the angulation ordered.

iii) Collimates to the area of inter-
est as indicated by radiologiGt.

c. Performer reviews and checks prer.:-
sure settings, amount of contrast,
serial program.

i) May help attach "Y" adaptor to
catheters for bilateral injec-
tic

ii) May assist with disconnecting of
catheter(s) from.IV tubing and
attaching to presaure_injection
syringe(s) containing contrast
solution.

d. Performer checks that serial chang-
er(s) are loaded,locked and ready.
Centers and adjusts thc x-ray tube
(s) aagulation as appropriate. Cen-
ters film in changer(s) to the spe-
cified area of interest as describ-
ed, and collimates to the smallest
possible exposure area. Checks pa-

tient's shielding.

e. Depending on whether injection is
by hand or automatic, manually
initiated or computer controlled,
perfonner starts the automatic
film changer(s) on the signal of
tLe radiologist, or initiates the
computer control of the injection
and serial exposures at the con-
trol panel when ordered.

f. If additional injections and expo-
sures are required, such as right

angle or oblique projections, and
if biplane equipment is not being
used, performer centers equipment
as appropriate.

i) Resets technical factors for
the projections involved if re-
quired, repeats collimation,
shielding,and coordination of
injectiOn and making exposures
as described.

ii) If one single plane Olaager is
being used, reloads changer
with cassettes or -..idjusts roll .

or cut film transport for ad-
ditional serial projections.
Sets up as described earlier.

Performer has the serial films
processed at once or decides to
do personally:

i) Makes sure that serial films
ate numbered for appropriate
order in sequence.

ii) When the serial films have been
processed, performer may place
on view boxes with biplane
views together and in appropri-
ate serial order. Notifies ra-
diologist when they are ready.

n. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,

5)9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 515

This is page 18 of 19 for this task.

performer notifies radiologist. May
assist as appropriate with emergency
care:

i) May place tilt table in Trendel-
enburg position when ordered.

ii) May assist with injection of
anticoagulant as ordered.

iii) May assist with application of
hot packs to avoid thrombotic
occlusion as ordered.

9. While the radiologist reviews the
first inferior vena cavograms or renal
or adrenal venograms, performer notes .

radiologist's decisions on how to pro-
ceed with examination and orders for
any continuation:

a. Performer notes whether the ini-
tial injection will be repeated
with a change in technical factors,
amount of contrast, pressure, and/
or change in position, such as
oblique projections.

b. Performer notes, if first series
were of the inferior vena cava,
whether selective catheterization
of the renal or adrenal veins will
be done, whether bilateral or uni-
lateral.

c. If unilateral catheterization has
been done, performer notes whether
opposite side opacification of
renal or adrenal vein will be car-
ried out.

10. Performer continues with examination
as ordered:

a. For additional or repeat filming
at the same injection site, per-
former notes orders for a change
in amount of contrast, pressure
setting, technical factors, and/or
rate and speed for serial filmirw.

i) Resets technical exposure tac-
tors, pressure settings, etc.,
as ordered and repeats appropri
ate steps.

ii) If radiologist orders addi-
tional views, performer makes
any changes in x-ray tube po-
sition, angulation and/or po-
sition of serial changer and/or
position of patient as appro-
priate.

b. For bilateral catheterization,per-
former repeats aepropriate steps
as radiologist repeats puncture on
opposite side or withdraws caLtie-
ter from initial site and places
in position for opposite side in-
jection. Repeats appropriate steps
fur opposite side filming, proces-
sing and review.

c. For bilateral catheterization or
for selective renal or adrenal
catheterization,'performer notes
orders on how to pruceed.

i) May assist as appropriate with
fluoroscopy while radiologist
replaces catheter with one of
different shape or size and
advances to next location.

ii) May keep radiologist informed
of cumulative exposure as shown
on fluoroscopic tImer indica-
tor.

iii) May assist in prepwring appro-
priate amount of contrast for
injection as ordered by radi-
ologist.

iv) Repeats set-up for single or
biplane seriography, hand or
pressure injection as describ-
ed. Helps position patient. Se-
lects and sets technical fee-

, tors, program for seriography,
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Task Code No. 515

This is page 19 of 19 for this task.

collimates and provides shield-
ing as appropriate and/or as
ordered.

v) Repeats filming in coordination
with injection as described, and
repeats processing of films and
placement for review.

vi) Performer continues at/ ordered
for each injection series for
each vessel to bL opacified.
Shows subsequent sets of angio-
grams to radiologist as proces-
sed, and proceeds as described
above until radiologist indi-
cates that examination is com-
pleted.

11. When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examLuation is com-
pleted, performer may assist with ter-
mination steps. May carry out any or
all of the fonowing as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-
moves connecting IV equipment,
tubes, syringes, and catheter(s).
Removes any markers from patient's
body.

b. May prepare to apply pressure to
venous puncture site(s) when or-
dered. May prepare to apply.spres-
sure dressing to puncture site(s)
after manual pressure has been ap-
plied.

c. Performer coordinates with the
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.
Makes sure that patient is attended
and will be transported to appro-
priate next location such as re-.
covery area or room.

d. May check that blood samples have
been prepared for laboratory, are
properly identified and iced, or
decides to do personally. May pre-
sent lab. order form to r&diolo-
gist for signature..

List Elements Full

e. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radi-
ologist orders additional examina-
tion and/or delayed abdominal
scout or tests.

f. Performer records the examination
according to institutional proce-
dures. May include data, room, ex-
amination type, the serial views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
view including retakes; may enter
the estimated radiation dose to
which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

g. May record the fluoroscopic expo-
sure including exposure time and

rad dosage from posted data.
h. Performer bay have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other .appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional ar-
rangements. Makes sure that any
nondispo'S'able guide wires and cath

eters are cleaned and flushed im-
mediately.after use and before
sterilization.

i. Performer nay return accessories
such as computer control cards and
immobilization devices to appropri
ate locations or has this done.

j. Performer may decide to jacket ra-
diographs, requisition sheets and
related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or has this done, de-
pending on institutional proce-
dures.

k. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 516

This is page 1 of 16 for this. task,

1D

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

equisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
dentified;technical factors selected, set for fluor-
scopy;scow- films taken;radiologist assisted with
uncture,fluoroscopy;pt. and equipment pos:_tioned;

[

et up for'serial filming;exposures coordinated with
njection;films sent for processing,radiologist's re-
iew;procedures repeated,continued as ordered;exami-
ation recorded;angiograms placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if ouly certain items must be used. If there

As choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s .x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
computer control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad
exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s) ,tube(s),
control panel(s),extension cones;fluoroscopy unit,
TV monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shield-
ing;collimator(s);serial changer(s) ;tilt-table,ra-
diolucent table top;R-L,ID device or markers;immobi-
lization devices;manometer;tape;ECG equipment;emer-
gency cart;sterile procedure tray for puncture;an-
tiseptic,saline,anticoagulant,local anesthetic,io-
dine based contrast,disinfectant solutions;swabs,
drape,syringes;marking pen;wheelchair;calipers

-----3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

List Elements Fully

Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card,and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for splenoportography (con-
trast study of the spleen and
the splenic, portal and hepatic
veins after percutaneous needle
injection of contrast into the
body of the spleen) as a result
of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

. If "Yes to q. 3: Name the kind ok recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any pt.;radiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker

5. Name tIle task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

till words.
Taking percutaneous splenoportograms of anv pt. by
reviewing request;measuring,reassuring pt.;setting
up for fluoroscopy,serial filming:making scout films;
assisting with sterile puncture,fluoroscopy;identi-
fying films;applying shielding;collimating;setting
technical factors;positioning,immobilizing pt.;
making serial films in coordination with injection;
having films processed,revieWed;repeating,adjusting
as ordered;placing splenoportograms for use; record-
ing examination.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s),
such as arterial portographs,
selective celiac angiograms.

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
iormation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the area in-
volved.

b. Performer reads patient's
name, identification num-.
ber, sex, age, weight, and
height. Notes whether pa-
tient is emergency patient.

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here. if this

is a master sheet.. X
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 516

This is page 2 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

C. Notes name of.radiologist in charge,
names of other staff members to as-
sist, examination room, time sched-
uled.

d. Performer notes orders on equipment
and materials:

i) Notes type of serial film chang-
er ordered, whether cassette,roll
film, cut film, whether computer
controlled, whether equipped With
"see-through" top. Notes type of
table,whether angiography table,
normal tilt-table. Notes whether
patient will be moved from angi-
ography table to changer,whether
changer will be rolled under or
beside table, or whether see-
through changer will be kept in
place under table throughout pro-
cedure.

ii) Notes type and amount of iodine
based contrast solution ordered,
type and amount of antiseptic,
anticoagulant, local anesthetic,
saline solutions ordered, type
and size of puncture needle re-
quired.

iii) Notes whether general anesthesia
has been suggested.

iv) Notes whether ECG monitoring
equipment, manometer to check
spienic pressure have been or-
dered.

e. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, equip-
ment, and the examination ordered.

i) May chec! that the type of equip-
ment orde:ed is available in
examination room assigned. If
general anesthesia may be 'given,
may check that x-ray equipment
is compatible for use with an-
esthesia equipment.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.

iii) Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

iv) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in com-
pliance with institutional
rules for safe, sanitary dress
for the equipment and room to
be used.

f. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of allergies.
Notes whether allergy test has
been ordered and, if so, re-
sults.

ii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes wheth-
er female patient is pregnant,
reviews date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there

is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posura. Notices whether examina-
tion has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent
past, whether history of exten-
sive radiography should be re-
ported to radiologist.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive
for examination (whether in
wheelchair, on stretcher, ac-
companied by staff, whether pa-
tient will be coherent, already

sedated).
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List Elements Fully List Elements Full

v) Notes any special information on i. If the performer determines that

patient's condition that could the request is not properly auth-

affect positioning, immobilize- orized, is incomplete, that suf-

tion, handling, or selection of ficient information is lacking for

technique, such as respiratory performer to prepare properly, or

or heart disease, communicable if performer considers that there

or infectious condition, pre- may be contraindications to going

sence of IV drip, urinary cath- ahead with the procedure, perform-

eter, behavioral diccrder, in- er notifies supervisor, radiolc-

coherence. gist, or other designated staff

vi) Performer notes whether there person, depending on institutional

are orders on prior preparation procedures. Explains the problem.

of patient such as therapeutic if appropriate, and proceeds after

dtet, allergy test, lab tests,
cessation of oral contraceptive,
prior abstinence from morning

obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.

,

meal, cleansing enemas, catheter- 2. Performer prepares ahead so as not to

izing of bladder, start of IV keep patient in examination room long-

drip, prior administration of er than necessary. Determines what

sedation, tranquilizer, antihis-
tamine, other medication. Notes

prior preparations will be needed,
such as cleaning and preparation of

appropriate timing for medica- equipment and accessories, proper

,
tions to take effect. dress. May carry out any or all of

vii) Checks whether all procedures the following:

have been carried out and at
appropriate time,and that all a. Goes to appropriate room in the

reports ordered are with pa- department for the type of exami-

tient's chart. If there is any nation involved and the equipment

problem, arranges to have proce- required, such as angiography

dures carried out, examination suite, or room assigned on requi-

postponed to allow proper tim- sition sheet.

ing, reports problem to appropri- b. May decide to clean x-ray equip-

ate staff member, or plans to ment or arranges to have this done.

ilform radiologist. c. Washes hands as appropriate.

-

d. Reviews the technique chart(s) for

g. Depending on institutional proce- the unit(e) to be used (one or two

dures, n6tes whether performer is serial changer(s), fluoroscopy

to set up equipment and/or prepare
patient personally, or whether per-
former will join angiography team

unit).

i) locates information for the

in examination room. area of interest and views

h. If referring physician has request- likely to be required. Takes

ed that prior films, ultrasonograms,
scans and test results already on

note of the exposure factors
to be used for overheadsand

file be sent with current radio- fluoroscopy. Considers prefer-

graphs, and if not already with pa- ences of the radiologist in-

tient's jacketed material, perform- volved, conversions needed to

er arranges to have these delivered, account for patient's age, con-
dition, presence of contrast.
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List Elements Full7 List Elements Full

Notes any newly posted changes
in technical factors (to reflect
accomodation to a change in ma-
chine output or a policy deci-
sion).

ii) If a conversion of factors will
be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calculates,
or uses conversion chart to as-
certain the appropriate new ex-
posure factor. Multiplies, di-
vides, adds, or subtract as ap-
propriate.

iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-
posure factors against the post-
ed limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed
the heat capacities of the tube
for the focal spot size to be
used. If appropriate, performer
reconverts the technique to an
equivalent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

e. Checks for appropriate film sup-

plies:

i) With serial changer(s) using roll
film, performer checks that there

is an adequate supply for exami-
nation loaded in changer(s) and
that film is properly loaded.

ii) With serial changers using cas-
settes, and for scout films,
performer makes sure that an
adequate supply of loaded cas-
settes of the appropriate types
and sizes are available in the
examination room. Checks that-
these are loaded with appropri-
ate speed and type of film and

grid combinations depending on
the patient's size, techniques
to be used, type of equipment,
and institutional practices.

MMIIMM!

iii) If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or de-

cides to obtain personally.
iv) Makes sure that right (R) and

left (L) markers are available
for use and identification
cards or leaded numerals or
markers.

v) Checks that equipment or device
is available to number serial
films, or checks that cassettes
such as vacuum cassettes are
prenumbered and are in numeri-

cal order.
May prepare identification
strip using tape and lead numer-1
als giving appropriate ID in-
formation for placement on
table or on cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flash-
card by checking that there is
p:.ece of lead on film holder
.urface; may write out ID in-
formation on card if not re-
ceived with requisition. Checks
identification against requi-
sition sheet.
May place card as appropriate
for use with automatic marking
device;

f. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s). and_checks...that,eactLin-._
dicator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equipment
and allows time for machine to
"warm up." Makes sure that all
circuits have been stabilized. If
appropriate, checks each line volt-
age meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

g Performer sets up and checks flu-

oroscopy equipment:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 516

This is page 5 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

i) Dons protective leaded rubber viii) Performer may collimate fluoros-

garments such as apron and copy tube depending on nature

gloves. Makes sure that no one of the equipment and controls.

is in examination room or con- May adjust fluoroscopy beam

trol room. shutters to the field size an-

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode se- ticipated for fluoroscopic ex-

lector to fluoroscopy mode. amination or may set shutter

iii) If not already done, performer mode selector to automatic col-

connects TV monitor to power limation.

outlet. Turns on monitor and ix) To check fluoroscopy mode (if

checks that "ready" light is not already done), places phan-

on. tom or appropriate test object

iv) If appropriate, performer se- on radiography table where pa-

lects the proper field size se- tient will be centered for ex-

lector (if there is dual image amination.

intensifier),
v) Performer selects and sets ex-

x) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that

posure factors for fluoroscopy. tube is at zero degrees and

Selects and sets the kVp at centered to the area of inter-

standard setting for the examina- est. If not already done, moves

tion. May check indicator dial. image intensifier into position;

With automatic density control,
sets density selector as appro-

centers (over or under) the
area of interest.

priate for examination. If mA xi) Turns on TV power switch con-

is automatically controlled ac- trols as appropriate. Activates

cording to patient thickness,
performer turns fluoroscope mA

fluoroscope exposure by pressing
footswitch or as appropriate.

selector to maximum standard xii) Views test object being fluoro-

position. If not automatically scoped on TV monitor. Adjusts

controlled, sets as appropriate kVp control (and mA control if

for focal spot size and examina- appropriate) and observes ef-

tion involved. Sets fluoroscopic fects on TV monitor to be sure

examination timer to maximum po- that equipment is operating

sition.
properly. Checks mA meter and

vi) If a grid will be used with the notes whether appropriate read-

image intensifier for fluoros- ing is obtained.

copy, performer positions and xiii) Performer checks that TV bright-

centers grid if not already ness controls are operating and

done. May use control button or adjusts for preliminary viewing.

slides grid into position. May xiv) Checks examination timer by

check that the grid is oriented noting whether time elapse in-

toward the x-ray tube, with dicator moves during exposure

grid lines parallel to the long showing decreasing time left

axis of the tube.
for examination. May check that

vii) May adjust distance between exposure is terminated when max-

focal spot and image intensi- imum examination exposure time

fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD

is 15 inches or more.

is reached.
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Task Code No. .)16

This is page 6 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

h. Performer may set up and check anticoagulant, and local anes-

serial chahger(s) as appropriate ; thetic solutions are present.

to equipment: ii) Checks that appropriate aque-
ous iodine based contrast solu-

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode tion is present. Checks that

selector(s) for overhead film- there is no evidence of chemi-

ing. cal deterioration. May check

ii) Depending on the type of film that contrast solution is at

changer(s) and examination table appropriate temperature; may

to be used, performer may wheel
see-through horizontal changer
into position under angiography

arrange to heat or cool.

1. Checks that proper accessories sze

table, may place changer so that
patient may be moved to changer
on radiolucent top after catheter-

available for procedure.

i) Checks that appropriate shield-

ization, or may place changer so
that it may be placed under table

ing is available for,patient,
radiologist, and anyone who

after fluoroscopy. May set up will remain in the room during

second changer in vertical po- exposure, that appropriate

sition ready for lateral film- shielding is available for

ing with horizontal beam,or rolls placement between radiologist

out of way until needed. and the patient.

iii) May cycle each unit to check ii) Checks that appropriate immo-

operation. If so, makes sure bilization devices for adult

that anode is not rotating. or child and type of procedure
are present.

i. If performer decides that any of iii) Checks that extension cones

the equipment is not functioning are available.

properly, performer informs appro-
priate staff member. Arranges for

iv) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks, gloves to be worn for

alternate unit to be used. sterile procedure'. May check

j. Performer notes whether ECG moni- for emesis basin and towels.

toring equipment (if ordered), mano- v) May set up footboard, shoulder

meter, and emergency cart are pre-
sent. Notes who will be assigned
to monitor.

k. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do personal-

rests, hand holds on tilt table.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiolo-

ly.
gist; may bring or escort patient and
accompanying staff members to examina-

i) Depending on radiologist's or- tion room; and/or may join radiolo-

ders, checks for appropriate gist and patient after informing ra-

types and sizes of puncture diologist that equipment is ready:

needles, syringes, scalpels,
forceps, dressings. Notes wheth-

.

a. If performer is to prepare patient

er appropriate antiseptic, saline, in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 516

This is page 7 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves,

ii) Performer has the patient brought
from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if
not already done), or decides
to do personally. Depending on
institutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in
bringing patient to examination
room (wheeled on stretcher or
if patient has been sedated;
escorted or carried if child or
adult patient is to have general
anesthesia after entering de-
partment).

iii) Performer greets a coherent
patient and any accompanying
staff person and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet,
referring to hospital identifi-
cation'bracelet or other iden-
tifier. Checks with accompanying
staff member on any speciEl pre-
cautions necessary during proce-
dure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes
patient comfortable on examina-
tion table or on table-top over
changer. If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher into
position so that radiolucent
stretcher can be lifted with pa-
tient on it from wheeled base
to table.
If patient is in wheelchair, may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked
position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes

sure that that no equipment is
in the way that may be collided
with by patient.
If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
infant in supine position on
table, or lifts patient care-
fully, supporting patient's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac or infusion equipment or
urinary catheter Attached, makes
sure that equipment is being
monitored and is not dislodged.

vi) Checks that patient is in gown,
with.all jewelry removed; may
check that patient is being
kept warm.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying adult
about prior preparations and
about any allergies, especially
to shellfish, or adverse reac-
tions to contrast medium (es-
pecially iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

ix) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-
tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-
ready been recorded, performer
informs radiologist in charge at
once; proceeds only with approv-
al.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 516

This is page 8 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full

x) Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts to
reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Attempts
to calm patient and gain coopera-
tion by communicating as appro-
priate to patient's age or, if
appropriate, level of function-
ing or degree of coherence. Is
as calm and gentle as possible.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages pa-
tient to speak to physician.

xi) Notes the patient's body type,
whether the area of interest is
heavily covered by muscle or
soft fat, whether the palpation
points will 1),- easy to find.

May estimate location of spleen
in the left hypochondrium just
below the diaphragm for a frontal
scout projection, and behind
stomach in contact with the
splenic flexure of colon for a
lateral scout projection.

xii) Unless measurements have already
been made, performer may use
centimeter calipers to measure
the thickness of the abdomen at
the level and in the direction(s)
in which the central ray of the
x-ray beam will pass through
the centered part from tube to
film. Records for use in deter-
mining exposure factors. After
measuring, has patient rest in
as relaxed a position as possi-

ble.

b..Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films and scans

to radiologist. Displays radio-
graphs on view boxes.

i) If not .1.-Leady done, performar
tells radiologist about any-1';'
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything

else that should.be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change

in procedure decided by radio-
logist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-

logist to.examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff members.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review of

requtsition, prior radiographic
materials, and examination of pa-
tient, performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders:

i) If radiologist decides to can-
cel or.reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-
nate and reschedule as appro-
priate; has any orders for re-
scheduling filled out and sign-

ed as appropriate.
ii) If radiologist decides to pro-

ceed, performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders for scout film(s)
of the abdomen. Netes any or-
ders on area to include, cen-
tering, projections, phase of

suspended respiration to employ.

iii) Performer may provide hospital
gown, gloves, mask to radiolo-

gist.
iv) Perfo7..mer provides leaded apron

and gloves to radiologist. Pro-
vides patient and anyone who
will remain in room during ex-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 516

This is page 9 of 16 for this task.

List Elementljilay List Elements Full

posure with appropriate protec-
I tive shielding. If a staff mem-

cassette; may set flashcard

aside for later use with space

ber will be asked to assist,
performer provides leaded gloves

created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-

and apron. Explains if necessary sette; may place patient's card

that this is not cause for alarm into card tray for equipment

but a general precaution to mini- using automatic film marking

mize unnecessary radiation ex-
posure.

device.

c. Performer sets the technical ex-

. Performer makes the preliminary scout posure factors for the first (or

film(s) as ordered after making sure next) scout projection (ol: AP and/

that patient is,being attended. Sets or lateral projections):

up equipment for the examination before -

positioning and immobilizing patient: i) For each projection performer
selects the exposure factors

a. Performer may place serial changer as described, taking account

(s) in position for AP and/or laer- of the measurements taken of the

al projection(s) or may use cas- patient.

settes on table and/or in verti-

.

ii) Sets controls for radiography

cal holder depending on institu- mode. For each projection se-

tional procedures: lects milliamperage and chooses
selectors for the correct fo-

i) When using a changer, sets for cal size. Selects and sets the

manual control so that only one exposure time that will produce

scout exposure will be made. the mAs desired. Sets the kVp

Loads changer with appropriate selected by choosing the com-

cassette or operates film trans- bination of major and minor

port.
kilovoltage settings to produce

ii) When using cassette, selects ap- the desired kVp.

propriate size cassette and iii) Depending on the equipment, may

places on table for AP projec- set controls to provide for

tic:in and/or in vertical holder manual tableside adjustment of

for lateral projection,

_,--

collimator, table and x-ray
tube height and position (unless

b. Performer attaches appropriate these have already been set).

identification information: iv) Performer may eet the focal-
film distance(s) if not al-

i) May place right or left marker ready done. Operates controls

on cassette as appropriate to or manually moves the x-ray

the study and projection or de- tube(s) into place. Checks

presses appropriate R or L but- each focal-film distance by

ton for automatic marki,ag. May reading indicator scale in 'the

tape R or L marker to patient's tube housing; adjusts until

body.
ii) May place identification infor-

mation on app:opriate corner of

the required FFD is obtained.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 516

This is page 10 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

d. Pe,.former prepares patient for
f,.G1 pobitioning:

i) Depeneing on the patient's age
and condition, performer may
explain or demonstrate what is
required for immobilizing and
positioning. May obtain help or
help co-worker.

ii) Performer positions patient on
table over changer or cassette
in supine position for both AP
and lateral projections. May
center median sagittal plane or
left side of abdomen to midline
as ordered.

iii) Performer may immobilize infant's
arms by extending them and plac-
ing them along sides of head,
next to ears. May apply a sleeve
made of a diaper, towel, pillow-
case or orthopedic stockinet to
hold arms above and behind head,
one at each side. May apply a
sleeve of stretch gauze or band-
age to the pelvis. Wraps lightly
to maintain patient in position.
May gently turn head to one
side and immobilize. Applies
head clamp, webbing strap under
chin, or sponges so that median
sagittal plane of head it at
right angler; or para3lel to cas-
sette. May elevate patient's
knees and place restraining band
across legs.

iv) With older patient elevates pa-
tient's shoulders and knees so
tLat patient's back is in con-
tact with table. Supports. Ad-
justs shoulders and hips so
that they lie on single trans-
verse plates. May immobilize
ankles. Has patient flex elbows
and abduct arms.

v) If patient has a balloon catheter
or IV drip in place, is careful

not to dislodge apparatus.
Makes sure that no radiopaque
part is lying over area to be
exposed, or that patient is not
lying on a clamp.

e. For an AP projection (posterior
view) of spleen and abdomen, per-
former centers film so that the
diaphragm is included at the up-
per border of film. (Estimates lo-

cation from patient's body type.)
Includes the iliac crests at the
lower border of film unless other-
wise ordered. Centers to the level
of the xiphoid process. Palpates
for the costal angle Just below
the xiphoid process or palpates
for the heartbeat over the apex
of the heart. Directs central ray
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

f. For a lateral projection of the
spleen and abdomen, performer
maintains patient in supine AP posi-
tion. Places vertical cassette hold-
er or changer on patient's left
side, centered to the mid-axillary
line of body at the level of the
area of interest. Directs central

ray horizontally at right angles

to midpoint of film.
g. If not yet completed, performer

immobilizes patient in position.

i) Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed, May use head .clamp.
Avoids use of compression band
across abdomen or chest.

ii) May check that there is no ro- !

tation of pelvis by measuring
the distance from the anterior
superior iliac spine to table
top on each side. Overcomes
rotation of pelvis due to swell-
ing or atrophy by elevating ap-
propriate side.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code NIS. 516

This is page 11 of 16 for this task.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

iv) Checks final positionina using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light beam towarc":s the part.
Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field, aml.
uses the collimator light to
center the tube to the part and/
or film.

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area
of interest at the selected
angle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view desired. May'read-
just tube tO provide better cen-
tering.

h. Once the patient has been positioned
and immobilized, performer adjusts
the collimator so as to expose
only the area of interest as de-
fined by radiologist.

i) MAy attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator tu
further reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area

of interest.
ii) Performer may mark patient's

skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to
facLlitate any further filming
required.

I. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive areas
that may be in the primary beam
but are not of interest for the

examination. Makes sure that any-
one remaining in room is supplied
with lead gloves and apron and
stays out of central beam, es-
pecially horizontal beam..

j. Performer may rehearse :oherent
patient in.breathing out and hold-
ing or breathing in and holding,
depending on orders, or observes
patient's breathing and plans ex-
posure for the appropriate quiet
phase such as after expiration.

k. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the ex-
posure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath as
rehearsed or observes patient's
breathing and-times exposure
to the appropriate quiet phase
required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway,
performer checks that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips
slightly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
2unction, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
eqte.pment. If there is malfunc-
tio,, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) After exposure is completed,

tells patient that he or she
can relax. Returns to patient.
Removes the cassette or exposed
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Task Code No. 516

This is page 12 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully

film as appropriate for process-
ing. Removes any markers from
cassette for further use.

1. If scout films in both AP and
lateral projections are ordered,
performer maintains patient in
same position; proceeds with right
angle projection as described,
using appropriate technical fac-
tors.

m. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or
decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May
place prior films for viewing
as well.

During radiologist's review of the
scout film(s) performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders on how to proceed:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure, performer
may arrange to terminate and re-
schedule as appropriate; has any
orders for rescheduling filled out
and signed as appropriate.

b. If radiologist decides that addi-
tional preparatory steps are need-
ed, such as cleansing of gastroin-
testinal tract, sedation, medica-
tion, transfusion, may arrange to
have these carried out and/or per-
former arranges Lo reschedule pa-
tient,

VIMIIIIIMINIMMONIMMZEOM MIL

List Elementa Full

c. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering, or cfmtral
ray angulation for later serial
filming.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the ex-
amination and/or repeats pre-
liminary radiography as or-
dered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologi.t for den-
sity or contrast, and adjusts
as appropriate to avoid any
need for future "retakes."

d. If radiologist will proceed, notes
orders on sequence of examination:

i) Notes final choice of puncture
site. May supply lead marker
for radiologist to mark ab-
domen at a point indicating
the position of the spleen at
the respiration phase chosen
for puncture and filming.

ii) Notes whether general anesthesia
will be used.

iii) Notes whether splenic pressure
will be taken.

iv) Notes final orders on sizes
and types of puncture needle,
amount of contrast, shielding.

v) Notes the radiologist's orders
for seriography program. Notes
the number of exposures and
sequences, rate per second, and
intervals between sequences.
Notes number of injections
anticipated.

vi) If computer control will be
used (giving the number of
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Task Code No. 516

This is page 13 of 16 for this task.

films to be taken, per second
intervals, number of separate
series) pertormer arranges to
have keypunch control card pre-
pared or delivered and checked,
or decides to do personally.
When ready, performer places as
appropriate in control panel of
computer.

vii) Discusses sequence and timing
of procedure and assignment of
duties if not already done.
May arrange signals for opera-
tion of fluoroscopic exposure
controls and/or serial exposures.

. Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by ra-
diologist based on the part of the
work:for which performer ll be re-
sponStble. May carry out any or all
of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray, arranges to replace
or provide any equipment or mater-
ials ordered by radiologist not
already on tray. May assist in
preparation of puncture needle,
syringes containing saline solu-
tidn, local anesthetic, anticoagu-
lant,'contrast solution.

b. If performer will be responsible
for filming, prepares ahead for
fluoroscopic monitoring and serial
filming:

1) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy and serial filming
based.on radiologist's review
of scout film(s) and the pre-
sence of contrast.

ii) Depending on equipment, performer
may wheel serial changer out of
the way until fluoroscopy is
completed; may make sure that
everything is ready to lift pa-

List Elements Fuii

tient from nxamination table
on radiolucent table top to
horizontal serial changer after
fluoroscopy.

iii) If not already done, sets pro-
gram for serial changer as ap-
propriate. Checks that planned
exposure time does not exceed
available capacity of unit. If
not already done and computer
program will be used, checks
keypunch control card and places
in computer control panel.

iv) Performer may load cassette
changer with proper number of
vacuuM or other type of cas-
settes as ordered. (If appropri-
ate, loads cut film changer or
roll film changer.) If the same
changer will be used for lateral
and AP projections, loads only
enough cassettes for series
in the first projection to
avoid artifact caused by shadow
from last exposure in one po-
sition on the first cassette
to be used in next projection.

v) For computer controlled unit,
plugs synchronization cable
from control unit into appro-
priate receptacle on the x-ray
control panel.

vi) Performer may set up equipment
for automatic marking of films
in numerical sequence or re-
cords cassette numbers for the
sequence.

c. Tf performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for punc-
ture, washes hands observing ster-
ile technique when appropriate.

i) Positions patient in supine
position. Abducts left arm or
immobilizes above head. Provides
access to the intercostal space
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List Llements Full

at the mid axillary line where
spleen is close to abdominal
wall as marked by radiologist.

ii) Immobilizes patient as appro-
priate. May adjust ai:oulder
supports, apply wrist restraints.

iii) May swab puncture site area with
antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding with sterile
towels.

iv) If appropriate, may make sure
that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do
personally. Makes sure that
someone is assigned to take
splenic pressure reading when
appropriate.

d. Makes sure that everyone to remain
in room is properly shielded.
Places lead screen in place to
protect radiologist during hand
injection of contrasc.

e. May receive or obtain a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries
out appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
table with non-sterile object.

f. Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready.

g. If patient is to have general anes-
thesia, performer awaits signal
that procedure can begin.

h. During injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture,and placement of
needle, performer assists as appro-
priate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using eterile tech-
nique.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle placement.

ist Elements Fully

On signal from radiologist,
performer may dim room lights;
turns on TV power switch.
May operate fluoroscope con-
trols on orders from radiolo-
gist. Adjusts kVp ancior mA
controls according to radiolo-
gist's orders. May operate
tilt table on orders from ra-
diologist.

iii) Performer may assist with at-
tachment of syringes to flush
needle or teflon sheath, and/
or to Inject contrast solution
for fluoroscopic check of nee-
dle placement.

iv) Repeats as appropriate for
any alternative site.

v) May assist with attachment
of manometer and recording of
splenic pressure as directed.

7. At appropriate time as indicated,
performer assists and coordinates
filming with radiologist's manual
injection of contrast:

a. May assist in positioning pa-
tient on table or over changer:

i) May assist in moving patient
on table top to horizontal
changer.

ii) May roll horizontal changer
into position under angio-
graphy table.

iii) Performer may position patient
in supine position as de-
scribed and set up for AP

projection.

b. Performer checks that serial
changer is loaded, locked and
ready.

i) Centers and adjusts x-ray
tube.
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Task Code No. 516

This is page 15 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Ful

ii) Centers changer to area of in-
terest indicated by radiologist
or lead marker.

iii) Collimates to the smallest pos-
sible exposure area and checks
pLtient's and radiologist's
shielding.

c. On signal from the radiologist, per-
former starts the automatic film
changer or initiates the computer
control of the serial exposures at
the control panel.

d. If performer will continue with
lateral projections, performer cen-
ters changer in vertical position .
as described (if not already done).

i) Resets technical factors if re-
quired; repeats collimation and
shielding.

ii) If one changer is being used,
reloads changer with cassettes
or adjusts roll or cut film
transport for additional serial
projections. Sets up as de-
scribed earlier.

iii) Coordinates injection and filming
as described.

e. Performer has the serial films pro-
cessed at once or decides to do per-
sonally.

i) Makes sure that serial films are
numbered for appropriate order in
sequence.

ii) When the serial films have been
processed, performer may place
on view boxes in appropriate
stlrial order. Notifies radiolo-
gist when they are ready.

f. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist.

May assist as appropriate with
emergency care.'

While radiologist reviews the first
series of splenoportograms,performer

notes decisions on continuation of
examination:

a. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist will repeat any steps with a
change in injection site, with
injection of additional contrast,
with a Change in serial program
or technical factors, and/or with
different projections.

b. If radiologist decides to repeat
any exposures, performer resets
technical exposure factors and/or
serial program if required and
repeats appropriate steps. If
radiologist orders additional
views, performer makes any changes
in x-ray tube position, angula-
tion, position of changer and/or
serial program as appropriate.

i) Performer centers, collimates,
sets technical factors and
provides shielding as appropri-
ate or Ordered.

ii) Repeats:filming in coordination
with injection as described.
Repeatu processing of films
and placement for review.

iii) Shows subsequent serial
splenoportograms to radiolo-
gist as processed, and proceeds
as described above until radiol-
ogist indicates that examina-
tion is completed.

c. On orders from radiologist, per-
former makes a plein film of the
abdomen (as described for scout
filming) and places for radiolo-
gist's review to judge whether
any contrast medium has been de-
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Task Code No. 516

This is page 16 of 16 fur this task.

List Elements Fully

posited outside the spleen. Assists
as appropriate with any measures
to remove contrast.

When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examination is com-
pleted, performer may assist with ter-
mination steps. May carry out any or
all of the following as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-
moves connecting tubes, syringes
and needle or teflon sheath. Re-
moves any markers from patient's

body.
b. May prepare to apply pressure

dressing to puncture site after
manual pressure has been applied.

c. Performer coordinates with anesthe-

siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.
Makes sure that patient is attend-
ed and will be transported to ap-
propriate next location such as
recovery area or room. Makes sure
that patient will be kept lying
on the left side for appropriate
number of hours if so ordered.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply, form if radiolo-
gist orders additional examination
and/or delayed films, tests.

e. Performer records the examina-

tion according to institutional
procedures. May include date, room,
examination type, the serial views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
view including retakes; may enter
the estimated radiation dose to
which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.

Signs requisition sheet.

List Elements Fullrmmml

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copic exposure including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted
data.

g. Performer may have room and
equipment cleaned; has any other
appropriate clean up procedures
followed or decides to do per-
sonally, depending on institu-
tional arrangements.

h. Performer may return accessories
such as computer control cards
and immobilization devices to
appropriate locations or has

this done.
Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or
have information recorded in log
book personally, or has this
done, depending on institutional
procedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is
ready to proceed with next exami-
nation.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 517

This is page 1 of 16 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

thin is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected, set for flu-
oroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted
with puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment po-
sitioned,set up for serial filming;filming coordi-
nated with injection;films sent for procesaing,ra-
diologist's review;procedures repeated,continued as
ordered;examination recorded;arteriograms placed
for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if olal. certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things choaen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;
computer control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,
rad exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s) ,tube
(s) ,control panel(s) ,extension cones;fluoroscopy
unit,TV monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;
shielding;collimator(s);serial changer(s);tilt-table
radiolucent table top;tourniquet;marking pen;weights
R-L,ID device or markers;immobilization devices;.
tape;ECG equipment;emergency cart;sterile procedure
tray for puncture,catheterization;antiseptic,saline,
anticoagulant,local anesthetic,iodine based contrast,
disinfectant solutions;swabs,drape,syringes;stretch-
er;wheelchair;calipers

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No... )

es to s. ame t e in o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Non-pediatric pt.;radiologist;nurse;co-worker
5. Name the task so ihat the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking selective subclavian arteriograms of non-ped-

iatric pt. for thoracic outlet syndrome evaluation

by reviewing request;measuring,reassuring pt.;set-

ting up for fluoroscopy,serial filming;making scout

films;assisting with sterile puncture,catheteriza-

tion;identifying films;applying shielding;collimat-

ing;setting technical factors;positioning pt. for

maneuvers;immobilizing;making serial films in coordi

nation with injection;haviug films processed,review-
ed;repeating,adjuscing as ordered;placing arterio-

grams for use;recording examination.
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Performer receives or obtains th

x-ray requisition form, patient's
identification card, and any ap-

propriate medical-technical his-
tory for a non-pediatric patient
scheduled for selective subcla-
vian arteriography to evaluate
thoracic outlet syndrome (con-
trast study of neurovascular
syndromes with compression of th
subclavian artery etd brachial
plexus at the superior aperture
of the thorax by means of selec-
tive catheterization) as a result

of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangeients, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
consideration's, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-
formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the areas in-

volved:

i) Performer notes side
and area of interest,
whether a bilateral
study may be done.

OK-RP:RR.RR
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 517

This is page 2 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully

Notes suggested puncture site,
whether supine and/or seated
erect filming is planned.

ii) Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height.

iii) Notes name of radiologist in
charge, names of other staff
members to assist, examination
room, time scheduled.

b. Performer notes orders on equip-
ment and materials:

List Elements Fully

i) Notes type of serial film chang-
er ordered, whether cassette,
roll film, cut film, whether for
supine and/or for upright film-
ing, whether computer controlled,
whether equipped with "see-
through" top. Notes type of
table, whether angiography table,
normal tilt-table. Notes whether
patient will be moved from angi-
ography table to changer, wheth-
er changer will be rolled under
or beside table, or whether see-
through changer will be kept
in place under table throughout
procedure.

ii) Notes type and amount of iodine
based contrast solution ordered.
Notes orders for type and amount
of antiseptic,anticoagulant,
local anesthetic, saline solu-
tions.

iii) Notes types and sizes of punc-
ture needle, catheters, guide
wires.

iv) Notes planned maneuvers and
whether weights will be used.
If so, notes the poundage of
the weights ordered.

v) Notes whether ECG monitoring
equipment has been ordered.

c. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,

shielding and immobilization
equipment appropriate for the pa-
tient's age, sex, size, condition,
equipment to be used and the pa-
tient positions to be used.

i) May check that the type of
equipment ord3red Js available
in examination room assigned.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
cedures required, appropriate
shielding for the examination.

iii) Notes whether film processing
equipment is available adjacent
to procedure room.

iv) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in
compliance with institutional
rules for safe, sanitary dress
for the equipment and room to
be used.

d. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparations:

i) Notes whether patient has
prior history of allergic re-
action to contrast or history
of allergies. Notes whether
allergy test has been ordered
and, if so,.results.

ii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes wheth-
er female patient is pregnant,
reviews date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there

is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible .1.etus.

iii) Depending on instiLntional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative
exposure. Notices whether ex-
amination has bee r. done at in-

stitution or e3.Jewhere in recen.

6 9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 517

This is page 3 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully

past, whether history of exten-
sive radiography should be re-
ported to radiologist.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive
for examination (whether in
wheelchair, on stretcher, ac-
companied by staff, whether
patient will be coherent, al-
ready sedated).

v) Notes any special information
on patient's condition that
could affect positioning, immobi-
lization, handling, or selection
of technique, such as respira-
tory or heart disease, communi-
cable or infectious condition,
presence of IV drip, urinary
catheter,behavioral disorder,
incoherence.

vi) Performer notes whether there
are orders on prior prepara-
tion of patient such as thera-
peutic diet, allergy test, lab
tests, cessation of oral con-
traceptive, prior abstinence
from morning meal, start of
IV drip, shaving of puncture
site, prior administration of
sedation, tranquilizer, anti-
histamine, other medication.
Notes appropriate timing for
medications to take effect.

vii) Checks whether all procedures
have been carried out and at
appropriate time and that all
reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. If there is any
problem, arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed to allow proper
timing, reports problem to ap-
propriate staff member,or plans
to inform radiologist.

e. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is
to set up equipment and/or prepare

List Elements Full

f .

g.

patient personally, or whether
performer will join angiography
team in examination room.
If referring physician has request-
ed that prior films, scans and
test results already on file be
sent with current radiographs,
and if not already with patient's
jacketed material, performer ar-
ranges to have these delivered.
If the performer determines that
the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking for
performer to prepare properly, or
if performer considers that there
may be contraindications to going
ahead with the procedure, per-
former notifies supervisor, ra-
diologist, or other designated
staff person, depending on insti-
tutional procedures. Explains the
problem if appropriate, and pro-
ceeds after obtaining needed in-
formation, signature, or orders.

.
Performer prepares ahead so as not
to keep patient in examination room
longer than necessary. Determines
what prior preparations will be
needed, such as cleaning and prep-
aration of equipment and accessories,
proper dress. May carry out any or
all of the following:

640

a. Goes to appropriate room in the

department for the type of exami-
nation involved and the equip-
ment required, such as angiography
suite, or room assigned on requi-
sition sheet.

b. May decide to clean x-ray equip-
ment or arranges to have this
done.

c. Washes hands as appropriate.

d. Reviews the technique chart(s)
for the unit(s) to be used (ofie



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code Nc. 517

This is page 4 of 16 for this task.
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or two serial changer(s),fluoros-

copy unit).

i) Locates information for the area
of interest and views likely
to be required. Takes note of
the exposure factors to be
used for overheads and fluoros-
copy. Considers preferences of
the radiologist involved, con-
versions needed to account for
patient's age, condition, use
of contrast. Notes any newly
posted changes in technical
factors (to reflect accommoda-
tion to a change in machine
output or a policy decision).

ii) If a conversion of factors will
be needed, looks up numerical
conversion factors and calcu-
lates, or uses conversion chart
to ascertain the appropriate
new exposure factor. Multiplies,
divides, adds, or subtracts as
appropriate.

iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar ex-
posure factors against the post-
ed limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure
that technique does not exceed
the heat capacities of the
tube for the focal spot size
to be used. If appropriate, per-
former reconverts the technique
to an equivalent output using
higher kVp and lower mAs, mini-
mizing exposure time.

e. Checks for appropriate film sup-

plies:

i) With serial changer(s) using
roll film, performer checks
that there is an adequate sup-
ply for examination loaded in
changer(s) and that film is
properly loaded.

ii) With serial changers using cas-
settes and for scout films,
performer makes sure that
an adequate supply of loaded
cassettes of the appropriate
types and sizes are available
in the examination room. Checks
that these are loaded with ap-
propriate speed and type of
film and grid combinations de-
pending on the patient's size,
technique to be used, type of
equipment and institutional
practices.

iii) If adequate supply is not in
room, arranges to obtain or de-
cides to obtain personally.

iv) Checks that equipment or de-
vice is available to number
serial films, or checks that
cassettes such as vacuum cas-
settes are prenumbered and are
in numerical order.
May prepare identification
strip using tape and lead num-
erals giving appropriate ID
information for placement on
table or cassette(s).
May prepare for use of flash-
card by checking that there is
piece of lead on film holder
surface; may write out ID in-
formation on card if not re-
ceived with requisition.
Checks identification against
requisition sheet.
May place card as appropriate
for use with automatic marking
device.

v) Makes sure that right (R) and
left (L) markers are available
for use.

f. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 5 of 16 for this task.

List Elements Fully

dicator light shows that machine is
"warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equipment
and allows time for machine to
"warm up." Makes sure that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. If ap-
propriate, checks each line vol-
tage meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

g. Performer sets up and checks fluoros

copy equipment:

i) Dons protecti-:- leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes sure that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode se-
lector to fluoroscopy mode.

iii) If not already done, performer
connects TV power outlet. Turns
on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

iv) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size
selector (if there is dual image

intensifier).
v) Performer selects and sets ex-

posure factors for fluoroscopy.

Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.

If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scoPe mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot
size and examination involved.
Sets fluoroscopic examtnation
timer to maximum posi...ion.

vi) If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
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copy, performer positions and

centers grid if not already
done. May use control button
or slides grid into position.
May check that the grid is
oriented toward the x-ray
tube, with grid lines parallel
to the long axis of the tube.

vii) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that
TOD is 15 inches or more.

viii) Performer may collimate fluo-
roscopy tube depending on
nature of the equipment and

controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam
shutters to the field size
anticipated for fluoroscopic
examination or may set shut-
ter mode selector to automa-
tic collimation.

ix) To check fluoroscopy mode
(if not already done) places
phantom or appropriate test
object on radiography table
where patient will be center-
ed for examination.

x) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube
stand (above or below table)
so that tube is at zero degree
and centered to the area of

interest.
If not already done, moves
image intensifier into posi-
tion; centers (over or under)

the area of interest.
xi) Turns on TV power switch con-

trols as appropriate. Acti-
vates fluoroscope exposure
by pressing footswitch or as
appropriate.

xii) Views test object being fluo-
roscoped on TV monitor. Ad-
justs kVp control (and mA
control if appropriate) and
observes effects on TV moni-
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 6 of 16 for this task.

List Elements !gay

tor to be sure that equipment
is operating properly. Checks
mA meter and notes whether ap-
propriate reading is obtained.

xiii) Performer checks that TV bright-
ness controls are operating and
adjusts for preliminary view-
ing.

xiv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max-
imum examination exposure time
is reached.

h. Performer may set up and check
serial changer(s) as appropriate
to equipment:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode
selector(s) for overhead film-
ing.

ii) Depending on the type of film
changer(s), examination table
and patient positions to be
used,performer prepares for
supine or erect AP filming.
Performer may wheel see-through
horizontal changer into posi-
tion under angiography table;
may position changer so that

patient may be moved on radio-
lucent table top to changer after
catheterization, or may place
changer so that it can be
wheeled under table.
Performer may position upright
changer so that patient can be
seated in front of it after
catheterization. May wheel it
out of the way until needed.
Performer may prepare two
changers to allow for upright
as well recumbent serial film-

ing.

6 .6 3
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iii) May cycle each unit to check
operation. If so, makes sure
that anode is not rotating.

i. If performer decides that any
of the equipment is not func-
tioning properly, performer in-
forms appropriate staff member.
Arranges for alternate unit to
be used.

j. Performer notes whether ECG moni-
toring equipment (if ordered) and
emergency cart are'present. Notes

who will be assigned to monitor.
k. May check that procedure tray for

the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do per-
sonally. Checks for proper acces-
sories.

i) Depending on radiologist's or-
ders, checks for appropriate
types and sizes of puncture
needles, tourniquet, catheters,
syringes,scalpels, guide
wires, forceps, dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-
septic, saline, anticoagulant,
and local anesthetic solu-
tions are present.

ii) Checks that,appropriate aque-
ous iodine:based contrast solu-

tion if present. Checks that
there is no evidence of chemi-
cal deterioration. May check
that contrast solution is at
appropriate temperature: may
arrange to heat or cool.

iii) Checks that appropriate immobi-
lization devices and weights
are available.

iv) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
exposure, that appropriate
shielding is available for



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 517

This is page 7 of 16 for this task.
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placement between radiologist
and the patient.

v) Checks that extension cones are
available.

vi) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks, gloves to be worn for
sterile procedure. May check
for sterile drape, emesis basin,
and towels.

3. Depending c7 institutional procedures,
performer maY bring requisition sheet,
patient's chart, any prior films,
scans, and lab reports to radiologist;

may bring or escort patient and ac-
companying staff members to examina-
tion room; and/or may join radiolo-
gist and patient after informing ra-
diologist that equipment is ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient
in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as ap-
propriate. Depending on pa-
tient's condition, may carry
out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques. May don gown,

mask, gloves.
ii) Performer has the patient

brought from the holding area
and prepared or the examina-

tion (if not already done),
or decides to do personally.

Depending on institutional ar-
rangements, performer may de-

cide to assist in bringing pa-
tient to examination room (wheel-.
ed on stretcher if patient has
already been sedated).

iii) Performer greets a coherent
patient and any accompanying
staff person and introduces
self. Checks patient's Identity
against the requisition sheet,
Teferring to hospital identifi-

List Elements Rally

cation bracelet or other
identifier. Checks with ac-
companying staff memLer on
any special precautions neces-
sary during procedure.

iv) Has patient positioned or
makes patient comfortable,
seated on chair or table,or
lying on examination table or
over changer.
If patient is on special
stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radio-
lucent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from vheeled
base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair,
may move patient in chair

into position next to table.
Makes sure that wheelchair
is in locked position.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or chair or
has this done. May obtain help.
Makes sure that no equipment
is in the way that may be
collided with by patient.
If assisting patient to step
on footstool in order to get

on table, helps patient turn

into position, step backwards
on stool, and then sit and/or .

lie on table.
v) Makes sure patient is being

attended and there is no dang-
er patient will fall off

table. If patient has respira-
tion, cardiac or infusion
equipment attached, makes
sure that equipment is being
monitored and is not dislodged.

vi) Checks that patient is in
gown, with all jewelry re-
moved.

vii) If not already done, questions
patient or accompanying staff
member about any prior prepara-
tions and about any allergies,
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 8 of. 18 for this task.
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especially to shellfish, or
adverse reactions to contrast
medium (especially iodine based).

viii) If appro. :ate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

ix) If any prepu-:atory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-
tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-
ready been recorded,performer
informs radlologist in charge
at once; proceeds only with ap-
proval.

x) Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Attempts
to calm patient and gain coop-
eration by communicating as ap-
propriate to patient's age or,
if appropriate, level of func-
tioning or degree of coherence.
Is as calm and gentle as possi-
ble. Performer explains, when
asked medical questions, that
it is not appropriate for tech-
nologist to answer these; en-
courages patient to speak to

physician.
xi) Unless measurements have al-

ready been made, performer may
use centimeter calipers to
measure the thickness of the
body at the level and in the
direction in which the central
ray of the xray beam 141.11 pass

through the centered part from
tube to film. Records for use
in determining exposure fac-
tors. After measuring, has pa-
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tient rest in as relaxed a
position as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending
radiologist when patient is
ready to be examined. May bring
requisition sheet, patient's medi-
cal history, chart, and any prior
films and Scans to radiologist.
Displays radiographs on view

boxes.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought
to radiologist's attention.
Notes any special orders or
change in procedure decided
by radiologist. Proceeds as
ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff members.

c. If not already done, performer

joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior radiographic
material(s), and examination of
patient, performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders:

i) If radiologist decides to
cancel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-
nate and reschedule as appro-
priate; has any orders for re-
scheduling filled out and
sIgned as appropriate.

ii) If radiologist decides to
'proceed, performer notes ra-
diologist's orders for scout
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 9 of 16 for this task.
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film. Notes patient position,
centering, area of interest and
projection required and the
phase of suspended respiration
to employ.

iii) Perforwer may provide hospital
gown, gloves, mask to radiolo-
gist.

iv) Performer pro.vides leaded apron
and gloves to radiologist.
Provides patient and anyone who
will remain in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protec-
'aye shielding. If a staff mem-
ber will be asked to assist,
performer provides leaded gloves
and apron. Explains if neces-
sary that this is not cause
for alarm but a general precau-
tion to minimize unnecessary
radiation exposure.

4. Performer makes the preliminary scout
film as ordered after making sure
that patient is being attended. Sets
up equipment for the elvImination

before positioning and immobilizing
patient:

a. Performer determines whether a
bilateral view is required or
notes side of interest. Determines
whether patient is to lie in su-
pin,..! AP position or will be seated

in erect position facing away
from film.

b. Performer may use serial changer
set for manual control so that

only one scout exposure will be
made, or cassette on table or in
vertical holder.

i) Loads changer with appropriate
cassette,or operates film
transport, or selects appro-
priate size cassette for scout
film.
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ii) Places horizontal changer,or
cassette on table,in prepara-
tion for supine AP projection,
or positions vertical changer
or cassette holder in posi-
tion for patient to be seated
in front of it for erect view.

c. Performer attaches appropriate
identification information:

i) May place right or left marker
on cassette as appropriate to
the study and projection or
depresses appropriate R or L
button for automatic marking.
May tape R or L marker to pa-
tient's body.

ii) May place identification infor-
mation on appropriate corner
of cassette; may set flash-
card aside for later use with
space created by piece of
leaded rubber on appropriate
edge of cassette; may place pa-
tient's card into card tray
for equipment using automatic
film marking device.

d. Perform* sets the technical ex-
posure factors for the scout

projection:

i)-Performer selects the exposure
factors as described, taking
account of the measurements
taken of the patient.

ii) Sets controls for radiography
mode. Selects milliamperage
and chooses selectors for the
correct focal size. Selects
and sets the exposure time
that will produce the mAs
desired. Sets the kVp selected
by choosing the combination
of major and minor kilovoltage
settings to produce the desired
kVp.
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 10 of 16 for this tnsk.

List Elements Fullz

iii) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for
manual tableside adjustment of
collimatoz, table and x-ray
tube height and position (unless
these have already been set).

iv) Performer may set the focal-
film distance(s) if not already
done. Operates controls or
manually moves the x-ray tube(s)
into place. Cnecks focal-film
distance by reading indicator
scale in the tube housing; -d-
justs until the required FYD is
obtained.

e Performer prepares patient for

final positioning:

i) Performer prepares patient on
table over changer, or seated
erect facing away from vertically

placed film.
ii) Performer may enlist patient's

cooperation and/or obtain help

in positioning patient.

f. For a neutral AP projection (poste-

:tor view) of the shoulder and

.7.hest, performer centers the median
oagittal plane of patient's body
to midline for bilateral projec-
tion,or centers chest and shoulder
on side of interest so that the cen-

ter of area of interest is at the

midline.

i) Has patient place arms in a
comfortable, relaxed position

at sides. Adjusts shoulders to

lie on a single transverse
plane. May have supine patient
flex hips and knees to put the
back in contact with table.
Immobilizes feet.

ii) Centers film so that upper
margin is about two inches

ANSI
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above the supraclavicular area
(upper border of shoulders).

iii) Directs central ray at right
angles to midpoint of film
or as ordered, vertically
for supine patient and hori-
zontally for erect patient.

g. If not yet completed, performer

immobilizes patient in position

as appropriate. May apply re-

straining bands.

i) After patient has been im-
mobilized, performer makes
sure that patient is still

able to make small movements
necessary for normal circula-
tion, respiration and other
vital functions,

ii) Checks final positioning using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light beam towards the
part. Uses cross-hair shadows

as reference for center of

field, and uses the collimator
light to center the tube to

th r! part.

iii) Checks that primary beam will
enter tho: center of the area
of interest at the selected
angle to the film so as to pro-
ject the view desired. May
readjust tube to provide bet-

ter centering.

h. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer

adjusts the collimator so as to
expose only the area of interest

as defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary ex-
tension cone to collimator
to further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 11 of 16 for this task.
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minimum size needed to cover
the area of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to facil-
itate any further filming re
quired.

i. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination. Makes sure that
anyone remaining in room is sup-
plied with lead gloves and apron
and stays out of central Faam,
especially horizontal beam.

j. Performer may rehearse coherent
patient in breathing out and hold-
ing or breathing in and holding,
depending on orders, or observes
patient's breathing and plans ex-
posure for the appropriate quiet
phase.

k. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's move-
ment until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts po-
sition if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to hold breath, or
observes patient's breathing
and times exposure to the appro-
priate quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure
by pressing hand trigger or ex-
posure control button.

iv) While exposure is underway,
may check that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

List Elements Fully

v) May watch for evidence of
malfunction, such as line
surge or excessive.drop; may
listen for sound of normal
functioning of equipment. If
there is malfunction, may
decide to report; anticipates
need to repeat exposure.

vi) After exposure is completed,
tells patient that he or she
can relax. Returns to patient.
Removes the cassette or ex-
posed film as appropriate for
processing. Removes any markers
from cassette for further use.

1. Performer arranges to have the
scout film processed at once or
decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisi-

,tion.

i) While film is being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient
is comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film directly to.the ra-
diologist in charge, places on
view box, and/or arranges to
have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph is ready. May place
prior films for viewing as
well.

5. During radiologist's review of the
scout film, performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders on how to proceed:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, perform-
er may arrange to terminate and
reschedule as appropriate; has
any orders for rescheduling filled

out and signed as appropriate.
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List Elements Full

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering,or central ray
angulation for later serial film-

ing.

Task Code No. 517

This is page 12 of 16 for this tasks

List Elements Full

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
ination and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for den-
sity or contrast, and adjusts
as appropriate to avoid any
need for future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quence of examination and use of

contrast and equipment:

i) Notes final choice of puncture
site.

ii) Notes the series of maneuvers
to be carried out, sequence and
positions for filming.

iii) Notes additioual preparation
of patient required such as
sedation, IV drip, shaving and
preparation of puncture site.

iv) Notes final orders on types
and sizes of puncture needle,
catheter, guide wire, type
and amount of contrast solution.

v) Notes the radiologist's orders
for seriography program. Notes
the number of exposures and
sequences, rate per second, and

intervals between sequences.
Notes .3umber of injections an-

ticipated.
vi) If computer control will be

used (giving the number of films

to be taken, per second inter-

vals, number of separate ser-
ies), performer arranges to
have keypunch control card pre-
pared or delivered and checked,
or decides to do personally.
When ready, performer places
as appropriate in control pane]

of computer.
vii) Discusses sequence and timing

of procedure and assignment of
duties if not already done.
May arrange signals for opera-
tion of fluoroscopic exposure
controls.

viii) Performer may participate and
assist as radiologist explains
demonstrates,and rehearses pa-
tient in each maneuver in se-
quence,such as neutral positio
(as for scout), Adson maneuver
modified Allen, modified Adson
weight lifting, and maximum
symptom position. Notes appro-
priate centering of film and
central ray for each. May ar-
range signals with radiologist

on when to make each exposure.

6. Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by ra-
diologist, based on the part of the
work for which performer will be re-
sponsible. May carry out any or all

of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray, arranges to re-
place or provide any equipment o:
materials ordered by radiologist
not already on tray. May assist

in preparation of catheters,
puncture needle, syringes con-
taining saline solution, local
anesthetic, anticoagulant, con-
trast solution. Notes or checks

amounts ordered. Checks contrast

6
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Task Code No. 517

This is page 13 of 16 for this task.

for signs of chemical deteriora-
tion.

b. If performer will be responsible
for filming, prepares ahead for
fluoroscopy and serial filming:

i) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy and serial filming
based on radiologist's review
of scout film and the presence
of contrast.

ii) If not already done, sets pro-
gram for serial changer as ap-
propriate. Checks that planned
exposure time does not exceed
available capacity of unit.
If not already done and computer
program will be used, checks
keypunch control card and places
in computer control panel.

iii) Performer may load cassette
changer with proper number of
vacuum or other type of cas-

settes as ordered. (If appropri-

ate, loads cut film changer or
roll film changer.)

iv) For computer controlled unit,
plugs synchronization cable from
control unit into appropriate
receptacle on the x-ray control

panel.
v) Performer may set up equipment

for automatic marking of films
in numerical sequence, or re-
cords cassette numbers for the

sequence.
vi) Depending on equipment, perform-

er my wheel serial changer out

of the way until fluoroscopy is

completed; may make sure that
everything is ready to lift pa-
tient from examination table on
radiolucent table top to hori-
zontal serial changer after flu-

oroscopy; or prepares to seat pa
tient afterwards in front of

vertical changer.

c. If performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for cathe-
terization, washes hands observ-
ing sterile technique when appro-
priate.

i) If not already done, may ar-
range to have puncture site

shaved and prepared (right and/
or left femoral or axillary
artery). Has patient lie in
supine position.

ii) Positions patient for access
to puncture site.
For femoral artery puncture,
abducts patient's legs and ex-
poses the femoral artery on the

side to be punctured below the
iuguinal ligament'as high as
possible, but allowing for
later compression proximal to
puncture site.
For axillary artery puncture
has patient abduct area on
side to be punctured with elbow

bent. Provides access to area
of the axilla.

iii) Immobilizes patient as appro-
priate. May use wrist re-

straints.
iv) May swab puncture site area

with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with

sterile towels.
v) If appropriate, may make sure

that ECG monitoring leads
have been applied, or decides
to do personally.

d. Makes sure that everyone to re-
main in room is properly shielded;

places lead screen in position
to protect radiologist during

hand injection of contrast.

e. May receive or obtain a clean

hospital gown, cotton "boots,"
cap and mask. Dons these before
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approaching sterile area. Avoids
touciting patient, drapes, radiolo-
gist, nurse,or instrument table
with non-sterile object.

f. Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready.

g. During injection of local anesthe-
tic, puncture,placement of needle
and advancing of catheter, perform-
er assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile tech-
nique.

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic
viewing of needle and progress
of catheter placement. On sig-
nal from radiologist, performer
may dim room lights; turns on
TV power switch. May operate
fluoroscope controls on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp
and/or mA controls according
to radiologist's orders. Con-

tinues as ordered.
iii) Performer may operate tilt table

on orders from radiologist, or
assist in positioning patient
as ordered. Continues as or-

dered.
iv) May assist with attachment of

syringes to flush catheter, in-
ject contrast solution for flu-
oroscopic check of catheter

placement.
v) Repeats as appropriate for al-

ternative site.
vi) Once catheter position is judged

satisfactory,may tape into posi-
tion,maintaining sterile field.

vii) With axillary route,performer
may assist with application of
tourniquet around arm, distal

to the puncture site.

. When the radiologist has advan,:ed
the catheter to the appropriate loca-

List Elements Full

tion in the subclavian artery on
the first side of interest, pelformer
coordinates with radiologist as or-

dered:

a.. If approw-iate, wheels horizontal
changer under table, assists in
moving patient in supine position
from table to ctanger, or assists
in seating patient in front of

vertical changer.
b. Performer checks that serial chang-

er is loaded, locked and ready,

that technical factors are correct
and controls set for radiography
mode.

c. Performer positions film or pa-

tient as appropriate for AP pro-
jection of shoulder and chest .

on side of interest:

i) For neutral position, centers
as for scout film on side of

interest.
ii) For Adson maneuver, uses un-

right changer with patient in
erect seated AP position. Has
patient place arm in lap or on
knee. Has patient extend neck anc
turn chin toward the side of
interest. Awaits radiologist's
orders to patient on breath
control.

iii) For modified Allen manauver,po-
sitions patient in seated or
supine position as ordered.
Has patient abduct upper arm
on side of interest as close

to 900 as possible and rotate
lower arm outward. Has patient
turn head away from side of

interest. Awaits radiologist's
orders to patio= on breath
control.

iv) For modified Adson maneuver,
maintains patient in position
as for modified Allen maneuver,

63
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but has patient turn head towards
the side..of interest.

v) For weight lifting maneuver,
uses horizontal changer with
patient in supine AP position.
Has patient abduct humerus on
the side of interest about 600
and rotate it slightly outward.
Has patient flex elbow with
palm up, resting on table or
changer top. Places weight se-
lected by radiologist on palm
with palm supported by table
top. Awaits radiologist's orders
to patient to attempc to lift
weight (during injection).

vi) For maximum symptom position,
has patient repeat position in
which Most symptoms appeared as
rehearsed with radiologist,and
hold until told to relax.

d. Performer centers and directs cen-
tral ra:> as appropriate to area
of interest,and collimates to the
smallest possible exposure area.
Checks patient's and radiologist's
shielding.

e. On signal from the radiologist,

performer starts the serial film
changer or initiates the computer
control of the serial exposures
at the control panel.

f. If performer will continue with
additional maneuvers before pro-
cessing films,repeats for appro-
priate maneuvers as described and
as ordered.

g. Performer has the serial films
processed at once or decides to
do personally..

i) Makes sure that serial films
are numbered for appropriate
order in sequence.

ii) When the serial films have been
processed, performer may place

List Elements Fully

on view boxes in appropriate
serial order. Notifies radiolo-
gist when they are ready.

8. While radiologist reviews the first
series of subclavian arteriograms,
performer notes decisions and con-
tinues with examination as ordered:

a. Notes whether any position or in-

jection will be repeated with a
change in technical factors, in
serial program,or change in po-
sition,such as erect position-
ing after supine,or the reverse.

b. Notes whether additional maneuvers
will be used.

c. Notes whether radiologist will
catheterize the opposite subcla-
vian artery and repeat any or
all of the examination for the
other side.

d. If appropriate, performer assists
with catheterization, fluoroscopic
monitoring and making exposures
for the other side, repeating ap-
propriate steps.

e. If appropriate for a change of

patient position, performer moves
serial changer into opposite po-
sition such as from horizontal
to vertical filming or sets up
second changer as appropriate,
as described.

f. As appropriate, performer resets
technical factors, serial program
as ordered,and repeats appropri-

ate steps.

i) Centers, collimates, and pro-
vides shielding as appropriate
or ordered.

ii) Repeats filming in coordination
with injection as described.
Repeats processing of films
and placement for review.
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I.

iii) Shows subsequent serial arterio-
grams to radiologist as proces-
sed, and proceeds as described
above until radiologist indi-
cates that examination is com-
pleted.

g. Throughout procedure performer
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency cr adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist.
May assist as appropriate with
emergency care. Performer may place

tilt table in Trendelenburg posi-
tion when ordered, may assist with
injection of anticoagulant or with
applicatio.' of hot packs as or-

dered.

When informed by the radiologist that

the radiographic examination is com-

pleted, performer may assist with
termination steps. May carry out any

or all of the following as appropri-

ate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-

moves connecting tubes, syringes,

and catheter. Removes any markers
from patient's body.

b. May prepare to apply pressure to
arterial puncture site when or-
dered. May prepare to apply pres-
sure dressing to puncture site

after manual pressure has been
applied.

c. Performer coordinates with the
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.

Makes sure that patient is attended

and will be transported to appro-
priate next location such as re-
covery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to

radiologist for comments and sig-

nature. May supply form if radiol-

ogist orders additional examina-
tion and/or delayed films or

tests.
e. Performer records the examina-

tion according to institutional
procedures. May include date,
room, examination type, the serial

views taken, the technical fac-
tors used, and film sizes. May

record the number of exposures
made of each view including re-
takes; may enter the estimated
radiation dose to which patient

was exposed (using posted informa-
tion on dosage); may record any
problem with equipment, any spe-
cial care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-

copic exposure including exposure
time-and rad dosage from posted
data.

g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other appro-

priate clean up procedures follow-

ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional ar-
rangements. Makes sure that any
nondisposable guide wires and
catheters are cleaned and flushed

immediately after use and before

sterilization.
h. Performer may return accessories

such as computer control cards
and immobilization devices to ap-
propriate locations or has this

done.
i. Performer may decide to jacket

radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or

have information recorded in log

book personally, or has this done,

depending on institutional pro-
cedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examingtion.
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Task Code No. 518

This is page 1 of 22for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured,measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set for flu-
oroscopy;scout films taken;radiologist assisted with
puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment position-
ed,set up for automatic injection,serial filming,mag
nification,spotfilming;filming coordinated with in-
jection;films sent for processing,radiologist's re-
view;procedures repeated,continued as ordered;exami-
nation recordedialiagrams placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Pt.'s x-ray requisitionsheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior films;view boxes;pen;com

puter control panel,cable,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,rad

exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s) ,tube(s),
control panel(s) ,extension cones;fluoroscopy unit,TV

monitor,grid,image intensifier;cassettes;shielding;
collimator(s);serial changer(s) ;tilt-table,radiolu-
cent table top;spotfilm device,roll film;R-L,ID de-
vice or markers;cardiac monitoring equipment,mano-
meter;automatic injector;immobilization devices;tape
emergency cart;sterile procedure tray for puncture,

catheterization;antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant,
local anesthetic,iodine based contrast,disinfectant
solutions;swabs,drape,syringes;stretcher;wheelchair;
calipers

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

es to q. : Name t e ind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

'Any pt.;radiologist;anesthesiologist;nurse;co-worker
cardiologist;cardiac team;sureeon

5. Name Ole task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking selective pulmonary angiograms or selective

angiocardiograms of any pt. by reviewing request;mea
suring,reassuring pt.;setting up for fluoroscopy,

serial filming (single or biplane) ,magnification,

spotfilming,automatic pressure injection;making scou

films;assisting with sterile puncture,catheteriza-

tion,fluoroscopy;identifying
films;applying shield-

ing;collimating;setting technical factors;position-

ing,immobilizing pt.;making
serial films in coordina

tion with injection;having films processed,reviewed;
repeating,continuing,adjusting as ordered;placing an

4.
giograms for use;recordina examination.

634
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Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and

any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for selective pulmonary an-
giography or selective angio-
cardiography (contrast study of
the pulmonary arteries and veins

by means of selective catheteri-
zation of right atrium, right
ventricle, main pulmonary artery
and/or right and/or left branch
pulmonary arteries) as a result

of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
. Having arranged requisitions
in order of priority.

d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

1. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special
considerations, to plan for
the procedure, and to check
the completeness of the in-

formation provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose and the areas in-

volved:

i) Notes whether the area
of interest is limited
to the pulmonary artery
and/or right or left

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(Y)
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pulmonary branch(es) or includes iii) Notes type of iodine based con-
the heart and/or pulmonary valve. trast solution ordered, type

ii) Notes planned puncture site,
planned route for catheteriza-

of automatic injection equip-
ment. Notes orders for type and

tion,and planned site(s) for in-
jections. .

iii) Notes whether surgical "cut down"

amount of antiseptic, antico-
agulant, local anesthetic, sa-
line solutions.

technique or closed percutaneous iv) Notes orders on types and sizes
approach will be used, whether of puncture needle, guide
local or general anesthesia is wires, catheter sizes and
recommended.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether

types, whether preformed, type
of end (straight, j-shaped,
pigtail, closed or open ended,
whether with side holes).

v).Checks type of cardiac and
patient is emergency patient. pressure monitoring equipment

c. Notes name of radiologist in charge,
names of other staff members to as-
sist, Such as anesthesiologist,
surgeon, cardiologist, cardiac moni

ordered, whether transfusion
equipment may be needed.

e. Performer considers the accessory
toring team, co-worker. Notes ex-
amination room, time scheduled, and

equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip

whether or when performer is to re- ment appropriate for the patient's
port for preliminary preparations. age, sex, size, condition, equip-

d. Performer notes orders on equipment ment, the examination ordered, and
and materials: the areas of interest.

i) Notes type of serial film chang- i) May check that the type of
er ordered, whether cassette,
roll film, cut film, whether

equipment ordered is available
in examination room assigned.

single or biplane, whether com- If general anesthesia may be
puter controlled, whether equip- given, may check that x-ray
ped with "see-through" top. Notesi equipment is compatible for use

type of table,whether angiograph with anesthesia equipment.
table, normal tilt-table or ro- ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
tating table. Notes whether pa- cedures required, appropriate
tient will be moved from angiog- shielding for the examination.
raphy table to changer, whether iii) Notes whether film processing
changer will be rolled under or equipment is available adjacent
beside table, or whether, with to procedure room.

see-through changer, horizontal iv) Checks own clothing to make
changer will be kept in place sure that performer is in com-

under table throughout proce- pliance with institutional rule

dure. for safe, sanitary dress for

ii) Notes whether spotfilming and/or the equipment and room to be
whether magnification with seria
or spotfilm technique may be or-
dered.

used.

,
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f. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of allergies.
Notes whether allergy test has
been ordered and, if so, results.

ii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes
any other indication that there

is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iii) Depending.on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review pa-
tient's radiation exposure his-
tory, prior record of techniques
used, and cumulative exposure.
Notices whether examination has
been done at institution or else-
where in recent past, whether
history of extensive radiography
should be reported to radiolo-
gist.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive
for examination (whether in
wheelchair, on stretcher, ac-
companied by staff, whether pa-
tient will be coherent, already
sedated).

v) Notes any special information
on patient's condition that

could affect positioning, immo
bilization, handling, or selec-
tion.of technique, such as re-
spiratory or heart disease, com-
municable or infectious condi-
tion, presence of IV drip, uri-

nary catheter, behavioral dis-

order, incoherence.
vi) Performer notes whether there

are orders on prior preparation
of patient such as therapeutic

diet, cessation of oral con-
traceptive, allergy, lab tests,
record of circulation time
test, prior abstinence from
morning meal, cleansing enemas,
catheterizing of bladder, start

of IV drip, prior administra-
tion of sedation, tranquilizer,
antihistamine, other meaica-
tion, shaving of puncture site.
Notes appropriate timing for
medications to take effect.

vii) Checks whether all procedures
have been carried out and at
appropriate time and that all
reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. If there is any
problem, arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed to allow proper
timing, reports problem to ap-
propriate staff mPmber, or
plans to inform radiologist.

g. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is

to sct up equipment and/or prepare
patient personally, or whether
performer will join angiography
team in examination room.

h. If referring physician has request
ed that prior films, ultrasono-
grams, scanc and test results al-

ready on file be sent with current
radiographs, and if not already
with patient's jacketed material,
performer arranges to have these

delivered.
i. If the performer determines that

the request is not properly auth-
orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking for
performer to prepare properly, or
if performer considers that there
may be contraindications to going

ahead with the procedure, per-
former notifies supervisor, radi-
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ologist, or other designated staff
person, depending on institutional
procedures. Explains the problem if
appropriate, and proceeds after ob-
taining needed information, signa-
ture, or orders.

Performer prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room long-
er than necessary. Determines what
prior preparations will be needed,
such as cleaning and preparation of
equipment and accessories, proPer
dress, consultation with procedure
room staff and rehearsal if so re-
quired. May carry out any or all of
the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the de-
partment for the type of examina-
tion involved and the equipment re-
quired, such as angiography suite
or room assigned on requisition
sheet.

i) If serial and/or spotfilm mag-
nification has been requested,
performer may check that the
machine(s) to be used have a
fractional focal spot of appro-
priate size for direct magnifi-
cation technique (i.e. 0.3 mm
or smaller). Checks that changer
table and/or tube heights can be
adiusted to obtain the distances
needed for magnification.

ii) May decide to clean x-ray equip-
ment or arranges to have this

iii) If appropriate, arrives for re-
hearsal of procedure and notes
steps in relaton to those of
others on staff.

iv) Washes hands as and when appro-
priate.

b. Reviews the technique chart(s) for
the unit(s) to be used (single or

List Elements Fully.

biplane serial changer(s), spot-
film and fluoroscopy unit).

i) Locates information for the
chest views likely to be re-
quired. Takes note of the ex-
posure factors to be used for
overheads, spotfilms and flu-
oroscopy. Considers prefer-
ences of the radiologist in-
volved, conversions needed to
account for patient's age, con
dition, presence of contrast.
Notes any newly posted changes
in technicdl factors (to re-
flect accommodation to a
change in machine output or a
policy decision).

ii) If a conversion of factors
will be needed, looks up nu-
merical conversion factors and
calculates, or uses conver-
sion chart to ascertain the
appropriate new exposure fac-
tor. Multipl.les, divides, adds,
or subtracts as appropriate.

iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar
exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray
tube on a tube rating chart t
be sure that technique does
not exceed the heat capacities
of the tube for the focal spot
size to be used. If appropri-
ate, performer reconverts the
technique to an equivalent out
put using higher kVp and lower
mAs, minimizing exposure time.

c. Checks for appropriate film sup-

plies:

i) With serial changer(s) using
roll film, performer checks
that there is an adequate sup-
ply for examination loaded in
changer(s) and that film is
properly loaded.
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ii) With serial changers using cas- May prepare identification

settes, for cassette spotfilming, strip using tape and lead nu-

Lnd for scout films, performer merals giving appropriate ID

makes sure that an adequate sup- information for placement on

ply of loaded cassettes of the table or cn cassette(s). .

appropriate types and sizes are May prepare for use of flash-

available in the examination card by cnecking that there is

room. Checks that these are load piece of lead on film holder

ed with appropriate speed and surface. May write out ID in-

type of film and grid combine- formItion on card if not re-

tions depending on the patient's ceived with requisition for

size and area of interest, the use with flasher or spotfilm

type of equipment to be used,
and institutional practices.

device. Inserts in slot in spot
film camera or sets aside for

iii) If examination may include spot- later use.

filming using a camera (attached Checks identification against

to image intensifier) and roll requisition sheet.

film, performer checks film sup- May place card as appropriate

ply indicator to make sure that ,far use with automatic marking

there is sufficient film in the device.

roll film cassette. vi) Makes sure that right (R) and

Checks film loading in subdued left (L) markers are available

light; checks that end of film for use. May tape R or L marker

is cut correctly and is properly on image intensifier screen;

threaded and attached to take- may plan to tape to patient's

up spool so that film unwinds body or on table or film chang-

appropriately. Checks that film
is properly engaged in sprockets.

er.

Locks into operating position. d. Performer makes sure that x-ray

If appropriate, cuts off excess equipment is ready for use. Goes

film at exit port and removes, to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-

Attaches fi1 o. cassette to cam- erator(s) and checks that each in-

era and locks into place. Re- dicator light shows that machine

places camera cover. Advances (s) is(are) "warmed up," or turns

film to compensate for any expo- on main switch as appropriate to

sure of film due to installation I equipment and allows time for ma-

or check. Removes dark slide I
chine(s) to "warm up." Makes sure

from camera lens. that all circuits have been sta-

iv) If adequate film or cassette sup3 bilized. If aporopriate, checks

ply is not in room, arranges to each line voltage meter and, if

obtain or decides to obtain and needed, turns compensator dial(s)

load personally. until needle is aligned properly

v) Checks that equipment or device on line meter.

is available to number serial e. Performer sets up and checks flu-

films, or checks that cassettes oroscopy equipment:

such as vacuum cassettes are
prenumbered and are in numerica.; i) Dons protective leaded rubber

order.
i

garments such as apron and
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gloves. Makes fame that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode selec-
tor to fluoroscopic mode.

iii) If not already done, performer
connects TV monitor to power
outlet. Turns on monitor and
checks that "ready" light is on.

iv) If appropriate, performer se-
lects the proper field size se-
lector (if there is dual image

intensifier).
v) Performer selects and sets ex-

posure factors for fluoroscopy.
Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the exami-
nation. May check indicator
dial. With automatic density
control, sets density selector
as appropriate for examination.
If mA is automatically control-
led according to patient thick-
ness, performer turns fluoro-
scope mA selector to maximum
standard position. If not auto-
matically controlled, sets as
appropriate for focal spot size
and examination involved. Sets
fluoroscopic examination timer
to maximum position.

vi) If a grid will be used with the
image intensifier for fluoros-
copy, performer positions and
centers grid if not already
done. May use control button or
slides grid into position. May .

check that the grid is oriented
toward the x-ray tube, with grid
lines parallel to the long axis
of the tube.

vii) May adjust distance between
focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD). May check that TOD
is 15 inches or more.

viii) Performer may collimate fluoros-
copy tube depending on nature of

the equipment and controls.
May adjust fluoroscopy beam
shutters to the lield size an-
ticipated for fluoroscopic ex-
amination or may set shutter
mode selector to automatic col-
limation.

ix) To check fluoroscopy mode,if
not already done, performer
places phantom or appropriate
test object on radiography
table where patient will be
centered for examination.

x) Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(above or below table) so that
tube is at zero degrees and
-centered to the area of inter-
est. If not already done, moves
image intensifier into position;
centers (over or under) the
area of interest.

xi) Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by press-
ing footswitch or as appropri-
ate.

xii) Views test object being fluoro-
scoped on.TV monitor. Adjusts
kVp control (and mA control if
appropriate) and observes ef-
fects on TV monitor to be sure
that equipment is operating
properly. Checks mA meter and
notes whether appropriate rs;ed-

ing is obtained.
xiii) Checks that TV brightness con-

trols are operating and adjusts
for preliminary viewing.

xiv) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check that
exposure is terminated when max
imum examination exposure time
is reachei.
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f. Performer sets up and checks spot-
film equipment:

i) If appropriate,sets mode selec-
tor for spotfilm use (camera or
cassette device).

ii) Performer sets controls on image
intensifier for spotfilm camera
device by selecting and setting
the rate (frames per second) for
the camera according to stan-
dards set for examination.

iii) For cassette spotfilming,per-
former may insert cassette by
using controls or manually pull-
ing out spotfilm bucky tray and
opening retaining clamps. In-
serts cassette into bucky tray
and pushes back. Moves cassette
into appropriate "stored" posi-
tion. Performer may select and
set a standard spotfilm program
providing for format combina-
tions such as single, half, or
quarter combinations depending
on program appropriate for ex-
amination, or awaits orders from
radiologist.

iv) If appropriate, pertormer se-
lects and-sets exposure factors
for spotfilming.
For conventional manual expo-
sure control, performer selects
and sets the appropriate spot-
film time for the examination.
For automattc, phototimed expo-
sure control, performer selects
a density exposure control 4-
propriate for the examination.
Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the examination and
the focal spot size to be used.
Performer selects and sets kVp
by combining settings on one
major and one minor kVp selector
as appropriate for the examina-

tion.

v) If not already done, moves
image.intensifier and any spot-
film device into position; cen-
ters to the area of interest.

vi) May collimate x-ray tube used
for spotfilming as appropriate.
Manually sets collimator for
the spotfilm field size to be
used, or selects and sets field
size control to be used for
automatic collimation with pro-
grammed spotfilm cassette expo-
sure sequence.

vii) To check spotfilm functioning,
performer may move cassette or
roll film into x-ray expusure
field using appropriate con-
trols. May activate controls
for spotfilm exposure. Notes
whether cassette or roll film
transport is operating appro-
priately. Notes whether expo-
sure is terminated by photo-
timer or, if manual timer, in
time set. If appropriate, re-
leases spotfilm control after
exposure.
If equipment is operating ap-
propriately, performer unloads
cassette and reloads or ad-
vances roll film as appropri-
ate. Moves bucky into appropri-
ate stored position.

g. Performer may set up and check
serial changer(s) as appropriate
to equipment:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray mode
selector(s) for overhead film-
ing.

ii) Depending on the type of film
changer(s) and examination
table to be used, performer
may wheel see-through horizon-
tal changer into position under
angiography table, may place
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changer so that patient may be
moved to changer on radiolucent
top after catheterization, or
may place changer so that it may
be placed under table after flu-
oroscopy. May set up changer in
vertical position next to table
for laterafilming or may roll
equipment out of way.

iii) May cycle each unit to check
operation. If so, makes sure
that anode is not rotating.

h. Performer may set up and check auto
matic pressbre injection equipment
as appropriate to the type to be
used. Checks that it is grounded.

i. If performer decides that any of
the equipment is not functioning
properly, performer informs appro-
priatE staff member. Arranges for
alternate unit to be used.

j. Performer notes whether ECG and
other cardiac monitoring equipment
and emergency cart are present.
Notes who will be assigned to moni-
tor.

k. May check that procedure tray for
the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do person-
ally

i) Depending on radiologist's or-
ders, performer may check for
appropriate types and sizes of
puncture needles, tourniquets,
catheters, syringes, scalpels,
guide Wires, forceps, dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-
septic, saline, anticoagulant,
and local anesthetic solutions
are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate aqueous
iodine based contrast solution
is present. Checks that there
is no evidence of chemical de-
terioration. May check that con-

List Elements Full

trast solution is at appropri-
ate temperature; may arrange
to heat or cool.

1. Checks that proper accc,ssories are
lilable for procedure.

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
exposure, that any appropriate
shielding is available for
placement between radiologist
and the patient.

ii) Checks that appropriate immo-
bilization devices for age of
patient and type of procedure
are present.

iii Checks that extension cones are
available.

iv) Checks for hospital gowns,masks,
gloves to be worn for sterile
procedure.
May check for emesis basin and
towels.

v) May set up footboard, shoulder
rests, hand holds on tilt
table. '-

3. Depending on institutional procedures
performer may bring requisition
sheet, patient's chart, any prior
films, scans, and lab reports to ra-
diologist; may bring or escort pa-
tient and accompanying staff members
to examinatibn room; and/or may join
radiologist and patient after inform-
ing radiologist that equipment is
ready:

a. If performer is to prepare patient
in procedure room, may proceed as
follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro
priate. Depending on patient's
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condition, may carry out isola-
tion or decontamination tech-
niques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performr has the patient brought
from t'w,: holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if
not already done), or decides to
do personally. Depending on in-
stitutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in
bringing patient to examination
room (wheeled on stretcher if
patient has been sedated; es-
corted or carried if child or
adult patient is to have gen-
eral anesthesia after entering
department).

iii) Performer greets a coherent pa-
tient and any accompanying staff
person and introduces self.
Checks patient's identity agains
the requisition sheet, referring
to hospital identification brace
let or other identifier. Checks
with accompanying staff member
on any special precautions nec-
essary during procedure.

iv) Has patient positioned or makes
patient comfortable on examina-
tion table or on table-top over
changer. If patient is on spec-
ial stretcher, places stretcher
into position so that radiolu-
cent stretcher can be lifted
with patient on it from wheeled
base to table.
If patient is in wheelchair,may
move patient in chair into po-
sition next to table. Makes sure
that wheelchair is in locked po-

sition.
Performer may decide to assist
patient to table or has this
done. May obtain help. Makes
sure that no equipment is in

the way that may be collided
with by patient.

List Elements Fully

If assisting patient to step on
footstool in order to get on
table, helps patient turn into
position, step backwards on
stool, and then sit and/or lie
on table.
May have nurse carefully place
young patient in supine posi-
tion on table, or lifts patient
carefully, supporting patient's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac or infusion equipment
or urinary catheter attached,
makes sure that equipment is
being monitored and is not dis-
lodged.

vi) Checks that patient is in gown,
with all jewelry removed; may
check that patient is being
kept warm.

vii) If not already done, may ques-
tion patient or accompanying
staff member about any prior
preparations and about any al-
lergies, especially to shell-
fish, or adverse reactions to
contrast medium (especially
iodine based).

viii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions fe-
male patient of child bearing
age regarding possible preg-
nancy.

ix) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if pa-

tient has sensitivity to con-
trast, or if there is any pos-
sibility that patient is preg-
nant, and these have not al-

ready been recorded, performer
informs radiologist in charge
at once; proceeds only with ap-
proval.
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x) Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts to
'reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient 144.th

dignity and concern regardless
of patient's behavior. Attempts
to calm patient and gain coopera
tion by communicating as r-nro-
priate to patient's age ol, if
appropriate, 1Fvel of function-
ing or degree of coherence. Is
as calm and gentle as possible.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technologist
to answer these; encourages pa-
tient to speak to physician.

xi) Notes the patient's body type,
whether the area of interest is
heavily covered by muscle or
soft fat, whether the palpation
points will be easy to find. For
adult female notes whether
breasts are large and pendulous.
If so, may have staff member
draw the breasts to the sides
and hold in place with wide ban-
dage.

xii) Unless measurements have already
been made, performer may use cen-
timeter calipers to measure the
thickness of the body at the
level(s) and in the direction(s)
in which the central ray of the
x-ray beam will pass through the
centered part from tube to film.
Records for use in determining
exposure factors. After measur-
ing, has patient rest in as re-
laxed a position as possible.

b. Performer may inform attending ra-
diologist when patient is ready to
be examined. May bring requisition
sheet, patient's medical history,
chart, and any prior films and
scans to radiologist. Displays ra-
diographs on view boxes.

(j 4 3

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any
difficulties encountered with
regard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change
in procedure decided by radioll
ogist. Proceeds as ordered. -

ii) Performer may accompany radi-
ologist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff members.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room.

d. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior radiographic
materials, and examination of pa-
tient, performer notes radiolo-
gist's orders:

i) If radiologist decides to can-
cel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to ter-
minate and reschedule as appro-
priate; has any orders for re-
scheduling filled out and sign-
ed as appropriate.

ii) if radiologist decides to pro-
ceed, notes orders for scout
film(s) including the patient
position, projection, area of
interest, centering,and phase
of suspended respiration. If
biplane scoutr are requested,
notes whether alternating or
simultaneous exposure is re-
quired.

iii) May provide hospital gown,
gloves, mask to radiologist.

iv) Provides leaded apron and
gloves to radiologist. Provides
patient and anyone who will re-
matn in room during exposure
with appropriate protective
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shielding. If a staff member
will be asked to assif;t, per-
famer provides leaded gloves
and apron. Explains if neces-
sary that this is not cause for
alarm but a general precaution
to minimize unnecessary radi-
ation exposure.

4. Performer makes preliminary scout
film(s) as ordered after making sure
that patient is being attended. Sets
up equipment for the examination be-
fore positioning and immobilizing pa-
tient:

a. Performer sets up equipment depend-
ing on whether film changer or cas-
sette will be used.

i) If performer will use single or
biplane changer for AP and/or
lateral projection, sets chang-
er(s) for manual control so that
only one scout exposure will be
made. Loads changer(s) with ap-
propriate cassette or operates
film transport.

ii) If performer will use cassette
(s), selects cassette of appro-
priate size and places on table
for centering to patient's
chest. For lateral scout with
patient supine, places cassette
in vertical cassette holder on
side of interest.

b. Performer attaches appropriate
identification information:

i) May place right or left marker
on cassette as appropriate to
the study and projection or de-
presses appropriate R or L but-
ton for automatic marking.
May tape R or L marker to pa-
tient's body.

List Elements Full

ii) May place identification infor-
mation on appropriate corner of
cassette; may set flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette; may place patient's card
into card tray for equipment
using automatic film marking
device.

c. Performer sets the technical fac-
tors for the scout film (or AP
and lateral projections if scout
biplane views are ordered).

i) Performer selects the exposure
factors for the preliminary
scout projection(s) as describ-
ed, taking account of the mea-
surements taken of the patient.

ii) Sets control panel(s) for ra-
diography mode and, as or if
appropriate, for simultaneous
or alternating exposures for

biplane equipment.
iii) For each projection selects

milliamperage and chooses se-
lectors for the correct focal
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the combi-
nation of major and minor kilo-
voltage settings to produce the
desired kVp.

iv) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for
manual tableside adjustment of
collimator, table and x-ray
tube height and position (un-
less these have already been
set).

v) Performer may set the focal-
film distance(s) if not al-
ready done. Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray
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tube(s) into place. Checks each
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube hous-
ing; adjusts until the required
FFD is obtained.

d. Performer prepares patient for
final positioning:

i) Places patient in supine posi-
tion on table over changer (or
cassette). Arranges patient so
that median sagittal plane of
body is centered to midline.

ii) For single or biplane lateral
projection plans to maintain pa-
tient in supine position. Posi-
tions vertical changer (or cas-
sette in vertical holder) at
right angles to table on the
side of interest.

iii) Depending on patient's age and
condition, performer may obtain
help in positioning and immobi-
lizing patient. May explain to
staff member what is required.

iv) With very young patient perform-
er may have patient immobilized,
or personally extends arms,
placing them along sides of
head, next to the ears. May ap-
ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
towel, pillowcase or orthopedic
stockinet to hold arms so that
sleeve holds arms above and be-
hind head, one at each side.
May apply a sleeve of stretch
gauze or baudage to the pelvis.
Wraps lightly to maintain pa-
tient in position.

v) If patien.: has a balloon cath-
eter or IV drip in place, is
careful not to dislodge appar-
atus. Makes sure that no radi-
opaque part is lying over an
area to be exposed, or that pa-
tient is not lying on a clamp.

List Element:12111x

vi) Arrarges patient's body so that
median sagittal plane is cen-
tered to the midline. Arranges
shoulders so that they lie on
'a single transverse plane. Cen-
ters film to part and keeps
long axis parallel to film.
Keeps median sagittal plane of
patient's head vertical to
avoid rotation of the thorax.

e. For projections of the chest,
performer notes sidE and area of
interest.

i) For an AP supine projection
(posterior view) of the chest,
performer has patient assume
supine position. May elevate
thorax. May place patient's
arms above head at described
or at sides with elbows ele-
vated. May elevate patient's
kneeb and place restraining
band across legs. Centers film
to median sagittal plane
at the level of the sternal
angle (for pulmonary arteries).
Centers to the midsternum for
the heart. Diret.ts central ray
vertically at right angles to
midpoint of film.

ii) For a lateral supine projec-
tion of the chest, performer
centers cassette in vertical
holder to the thorax,with the
midaxillary line of the body
somewhat posterior to midline
of film. For pulmonary arte-
ries, directs central ray hori-
zontally at right angles to
film, centered to the fourth
thoracic vertebra; for heart
centers to the sixth or seventh
thoracic vertebra.
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f. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position:

i) May place restraining bands,
strips of gauze, and adhesive
tape as needed. May use head
clamp. Avoids use of compres-
sion band across abdomen or

-
chest.

ii) May check that there is no ro-
tation of thorax.

iii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure that
patient is still able to make
small movements necessary for
normal circulation, respiration
and other vital functions.

vi) Checks final positioning using
light in collimator. Activates
the collimator light and points
the light beam towards the part.
Uses cross-hair shadows as ref-
erence for center of field, and
uses the collimator light to -

center the tube to the part or
film.

v) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area of
interest at the selected angle
to the film so as to project
the view desired. May readjust
tube to provide better center-
ing.

g. Once the patient has been position-

ed and ilambilized, performer ad-
justs the collimator s as to ex-

pose only the area of interest as
defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to fur-
ther reduce the primary beam.
Adjusts primary beam to minimum
size needed to cover the area
of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-

List Elements Fully

tion and centering points; may
record exposure factors to fac-
ilitate any further filming
required.

h. If not already done, performer ap-
plies appropriate lead shielding
to gonads and other sensitive
areas that may be in the primary
beam but are not of interest for
the examination. Makes sure that
anyone remaining in room is sup-
plied with lead gloves and apron
and stays out of central beam,
especially horizontal beam.

i. Performer may rehearse coherent
patient in breathing out and hold-
ing or breathing in and holding,
depending on orders, or observes
patient's breathing and plans ex-
posure for the appropriate quiet
phase.

j. Performer makes the exposure:

i) Observes the patient's move-
ment until the moment that the
exposure is made. Readjusts
position if warranted.

ii) Returns to control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. Performer tells the pa-
tient when to hold breath as
rehearsed or observes patient's
breathing and times exposure
to the appropriate quiet phase
required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
preasing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button (or appro-
priate control for simultaneous
or alternating biplane expo-
sure).

iv) While exposure is underway,per-
former may check that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight
ly.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 518

This is page 14 of 22 for this task.

List j._nentsFull

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of normal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report; an-
ticipates need to repeat expo-

sure.
vi) After exposure is completed,

tells patient.that he or she can
relax. Returns to patient. Re-
moves the cassette(s) or exposed

film as appropriate for process-
ing. Rcmoves any markers from
cassette(s) for further use.

k. If single plane scout films in both
AP and lateral projections are or-
dered (and if biplane equipment was
not used), performer maintains pa-
tient in same position; proceeds
with right angle projection as de-
scribed, using appropriate techni-
cal factors.

1. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or
decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisition.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient is
comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to bave viewed in darkroom; in-

forms radiologist when the ra-
diograph(s) are ready. May place
prior films for viewing as well.

5. During radiologist's review of the

scout film(s) performer notes radiol-

ogist's orders:

List Elements Fully

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, perform-

er may arrange to terminate and
reschedule as appropriate; has an
orders for rescheduling filled ou
and signed as appropriate.

b. Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist requires a change in techni-

cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering,or central ray
angulation for later serial film-

ing.

i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam
ination and/or repeats prelimi
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes whether any problem with

technique is due to performer'

own lack of attention,malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist for den-

sity or contrast, and adjusts
as appropriate to avoid any

need for future "retakes."

c. If radiologist will proceed, per-
former notes the final site se-
lected for puncture; if antecubi-
tal vein, notes whether a cut-
down will be performed or percu-
taneous entry. Notes whether gen-
eral anesthesia will be used.

d. Notes orders for additional prep-

aration of patient such as seda-

tion, IV drip or transfusion,
shaving of puncture site, if not

already done.
e. Notes final orders on materials

(based on puncture site and the
planned location of catheter tip

for injections), such as types
and sizes of puncture needle,
catheters, guide wires, type and

amount of contrast, settings for

pressure injector.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 518

Tnis is page 15 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

f. Notes whether serial filming will
settes, operation of fluoro-

be done first and/or spotfilming.

i) With serial filming,notes wheth-
er single or biplane, with or

scopic and/or serial exposure

controls.

6. Performer carries out preparations

without magnification.
for angiography as ordered by ra-

ft) With biplane serial filming,
notes whether simultaneous or

diologist, based on the part of the
work for which performer will be re-

alternating exposures.
sponsible. May,,carry out any or all

iii) With serial filming notes the of the following:

radiologist's orders for serial
e

program to visualize the desired a. If performer is responsible for

circulatory phases. Notes the
procedure tray, arranges to re-

number of exposures and se-
place or provide any equipment or

quences, rate per second, and
materials ordered by radiologist

intervals between sequences. not already on tray. May assist

Notes number of injections such in preparation of catheters,punc-

as one for AP, one for lateral ture needle, syringes containing

projections,unless biplane saline solution, local anesthe-

equipment will be used. Notes tic, anticoagulant,contrast solu-

phase of respiration for expo- tion, using sterile technique.

sure.
Notes or checks amounts ordered.

iv) If computer program(s) are to
Checks contrast for signs of chem-1

be used for serial filming (giv- ical deterioration.

ing the number of films to be b. If performer will be responsible

taken, per second intervals,
number of separate series, and

for filming, prepares ahead for

fluoroscopy, spotfilming, auto-

possibly a program to coordi-
matic injection (including com-

nate with automatic pressure in- puter controlled), and serial

jection), performer arranges to
filming (single or biplene):

have keypunch control card pre-
!

pared or delivered and checked,
or decides to do personally.

i) May reset technical factors
for fluoroscopy spotfilming

When control card(s) are ready,
performer places as appropriate

and/or serial filming based

on radiologist's review of

in control panel of computer.
scout film(s) and the presence

v) With spotfilming,notes the spot-
of contrast.

film program such as frames ii) If appropriate, changes or ad-

per second and/or format for justs program for spotfilming.

cassette spotfilm program.
iii) Sets programs for aerial chang-

vi) With 2.gnification for seriog- er(s), automatic injector as

raplly or spotfilming, notes
appropriate. Checks that plan-

degree of magnification ordered.
ned exposure time does not ex-

vii) Discuases sequence and timing
ceed available capacity of

of procedure with radiologist.
unit. If not already done and

May arrange signals for expo-
sure, changing of spotfilm cas-

computer program will be used,
checks keypunch control card
and places in computer control
panel.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 518

This is page 16 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

iv) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number of
vacuum or other type of cassettes
as ordered. (If appropriate,loads
cut film changer or roll film
changer.) If the same changer
will be used for lateral and AP
projections, loads only enough
cassettes for sqiies in the first
projection,to avoid artifact
caused by shadow from last expo-
sure in one position on the first
cassette to be used in next posi-
tion. If biplane changers are to
be used, loads changers as appro-
priate for simultaneous or alter-
nating exposures.

v) Performer may set up equipment
for automatic marking of films in
numerical sequence or records cas-
sette numbers for the sequence.

vi) Depending on equipment, performer
may wheel serial changer(s) out
of the way until fluoroscopy is
completed; may make sure that
everything is ready to lift pa-
tient from examination table on
radiolucent table top to'hori-
zontal serial changer after flu-
oroscopy.

vii) For automatic pressure injection
may attach tubing to syringe con-
taining contrast solution using
sterile technique. Attaches to
machine and mounts syringe as ap-
propriate. Checks that there are
no air bubbles and that machine
is on "stand-by." If automatic
injection is not computer con-
trolled, sets flow rate dial for
the cc's per second as ordered
by radiologIst. When ordered by 1

radiologist, sets pressure con-
trol as designated.

viii) For computer controlled seriog-
raphy, plugs synchronization
cable from control unit into

appropriate receptacle.on the
x-ray control panel.

ix) For serial filming using mag-
nification technique performer
removes grid from changer.
Determines the degree of mag-
nification requested. If the
request is expressed as an area
magnification, performer de-
termines the linear magnifica-
tion by taking the square root.
(Linear magnification squared
equals area magnification.)
Adjusts the height of the hori-
zontal table or changer top
and/or x-ray tube so that the
ratio of the focal-film dis-
tance (FFD) to the focal-ob-
ject distance (FOD), (FFD di-
vided by FOD), is equal to the
desired degree of magnifica-
tion. For a two-times linear
magnification simply sets the
FOD equal to the OFD (object-
film distance).
Adjusts the collimation to cor-
respond to the field size anti-
cipated (for the FOD involved).
If the sum of the new FOD and
OFD (FFD) is now different from
the FFD used for non-magnifica-
tion technique, performer may
consult technique chart to note
the factor to use for a compen-
satory change in mAs. May also
note the change in kVp and mAs
necessary to compensate for any
change in collimation from non-
magnification technique. Con-
sults appropriate chart for con
version factors. May record.
Performer resets technical fac-
tors as appropriate.

x) For magnification with spotfilm
ing, checks that spotfilm de-
vice can be raised to appropri-
ate height from table.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 518

This is page 17 of 22 for this task.

c. If performer is to assist with prep-
aration of patient for catheterize-
tion,--washes hands observing sterile
technique when appropriate..

i) May assist or stand by as
patient preparations such as
medication, transfusion are ad-
ministered.

ii) If not already done, may arrange
to have puncture site shaved and
prepared.

iii) Performer may position patient
for access to puncture site; ,

places patient in supine posi-
tion on x-ray or angiography
table.

iv) For a femoral vein puncture, ab-
ducts patient's legs and exposes
the femoral vein on the side to
be punctured just below the in-
gainal ligament. May rotate
thigh externally and immobi

v) For a left antecubital vein pin-g
ture or cut-down, support ex-

tended left arm and expt-A
cubital area. May assist ,Jith
application of tourniquet.

vi) For a right subclavian v,in pnnc
ture, assists patient in raj.eiv,
and lowering head to faciiltat :
location of puncture polls:
poses the area above the i-cst
rib, at and below the right cla-
vicle, at the junction of the
medial and middle third of the
right clavicle.

vii) For a right internal jugular
vein puncture, 1-as supine pa-
tient extend head. May position
table in Trendelenburg position
to distend neck veins. Makes
sure shoulders are not elevated.

Exposes an area just below the
anzle of the mandible at the
cc.rotid pulse. May assist with
application of a sling of ster-
ile plastic tubing by loppi,ng

List Elements Full

about neck loosely so that ra-
diologist can tighten to oc-
clude vein.

viii) For a left axillary vein punc-
ture abducts left arm and ro-
Lates hand so that palm faces
upward and forearm is parallel
with patient's head. Exposes
pectoral muscle fold or other
site as ordered.

ix) Immobilizes patient as appro-
priate. May adjust shoulder
supports; may use wrist re-

straints.
x) May swab puncture site area

with antiseptic solution and
cover surrounding area with
sterile towels.

d. Ii appropriate, may make sure that
ECG monitoring leads have been
applied, or decides to do person-
ally. Checks that staff is as-
signed to monitor ECG and other
vital signs. Makes sure that some-
one is assigned to take end record

pressure readings.
e. Informs radiologist when patient

and materials are ready.
f. If not already done, provides ra-

diologist with lead shielding,
gloves, sterile gown, gloves,mask.

MakIA 7.ure that patient and every-
one ;:c remain in room is properly
sh.clthed; may place lead screen in

place if -adi.11ogist ronain

near pdtient.
g. May reccive or obtain a clean hos-

pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
Lod mask. Dons these before ap-
proaching sterile area. Carries
out appropriate steps to maintain
the integrity of sterile areas.
Avoids touching patient, drapes,
radiologist, nurse, or instrument
table with non-sterile object.

h. If patient is to have general an-
esthesia, and/or cut-down proce-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 518

This is page ye. nf 22 for this task.

dure, performer awaits signal that g

procedure can begin. 1

i. During injection of local anesthe- I

tic, puncture, placement of needle Y

1

and advancing of catheter, perform- .

er assists as appropriate:

i) May hand materials and supplies
asked for using sterile techni-
que. Removes tourniquet when

?
ordered. 4

ii) May assist with fluoroscopic vieq-s(
ing of needle and progress of
catheter placement. On signal
from radiologist, performer may
dim room lights; turns on TV pr7-
er switch. May operate fluoro-
scope controls on orders frOm ra-
diologist. Adjusts kVp and/or mA
controls according to radiolo-
gist's orders. Continues as or- 0

jered.
iii) Performer may operate tilt table 1

on orders from radiologist,
assists in positioning p;iLLt
as ordered. Continues as crd..,:red.

iv) May assist with attachmerv of
syrinl.l4 to flush catheter, in-
ject anticoagulant, syringe to
inject:contrast solution for
fluoroscopic 2heck of Patheter
position.

v) Repeats as appropriax.e Odle ra-
diologist continues to advance
catheter, replace dilator cathe-
ter with injection catheter,make
pressure readings; repeats 7.or
alternative punctuve site.

vi) Once catheter position is judged
satisfactory, performer may tape

into position,maintaining ster-
ile field.

vii) May assist with attachment of
manometer and recording of pres-
sure within right atrium, right

ventricle, and/or main pwlmonary

artery.
viii) Notes final orders on sequence

to follow, including patient po-

sitions, projections, collima-
tion, centering, rate and pres-
sure for automatic imjector.
Makes any last minute changes
as appropriate.

7. Performer assists and coordinates
filming with injection of contrast
as appropriate to injection site,

area, of interest, and nature

of pathology, as ordered:

a. Kiy assist in positioning patient

r.1 table or over changer for ser-

jal filming:

t) May assist in moving patient on
table top to horizontal chang-

er.
ii) May roll horizontal and/or bi-

plane changer(s) into position
under and/or beside angiography
table for AP and/or lateral
projections.

b. Positions patient or assists ra-
diologist in positioning:

i) For A? and/or lateral projec-
tion for serial filming (and
for PA projection for fluoro-
scopic spotfilming) performer
positions patient in supine A?
position as described.

ii) For horizontal beam posterior
oblique or anterior oblique
projections performer may posi-
tion lateral changer on appro-
priate side of patient. Tilts
table or positions patient to
obtain the desired angulation
in relation to film. Depending
on area of interestmay posi-
tion patient before each injec-
tion,including as ordered,
right and/or left PA oblique
projections (for anterior
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 518

This is page 19 of 22 for this task.

List Elematla.allx, List Elements Full

vieve) and right AP oblique pro-
tfor right posterior

view; :

iii) For a right posterior oblique
projection using a lateral chant
er and horizontal beam, perform-
er rotates patient or table so
that anterior of patient is fac-
ing the film, patient is resting
on left side and right side is
raised and rotated so that it
is resting against the film sur-
face at the selected angulation.
Raises left arm over head to
clear central ray. Directs cen-
tral ray horizontally to the
side of interest or to the mid-
line. Centers to the level of
the fourth thoracic vertebra for
pulmonary vessels and to sixth
thoracic vertebra for projec-
tion of the heart.

iv) For a right anterior oblique pro
jection,performer reverses the
positions of the film changer
and the central beam so that the
beam enters the anterior surface
centered to the level of the
sternal angle for pulmonary ves-1
sels and to the midsternum for I

the heart.
v) For a left posterior oblique

projection performer positions
patient or table so tLat the
left side is closest to film,
with patient lying on left side,
and right side elevated tc de-
sired angulation. Positions
equipment and centers as appro-

"priate as in (iiij, above.
vi) For vertical beam oblique pro-

jections performer centers film
in changer under patient. Ele-
vates appropriate side, and di-
rects central ray at right an-
gles to film as appropriate.

vii) May position patient for AP
oblique projection using hori-

zontal changer and vertical beam
and for PA oblique spotfilming
projections Without changing pa-
tient's position.

viii) Performer may substitute right
PA oblique projection for left
AP oblique projection,and left
PA oblique projection for right
AP oblique projection as appro-
priate,taking account of the pa-
tient's position on table and
the capabilities of the equip-
ment.

c. Performer checks that serial chang-
er(s) are loaded,locked and ready.
Centers and adjusts the x-ray
tube(s) angulation as appropriate.
Centers film in changer(s) to the
specified area of interest as de-
scribed, and collimates to the
smallest possible exposure area.
Checks patient's shielding.

d. Depending on whether injection is
to be initiated by radiologist or
will be computer controlled, per-
former starts the serial film
changer(s) on signal from the ra-
diologist or initiates the com-
puter control of the injection and
serial exposures at the control
panel.

e. With fluoroscopy and spotfilming
performer may operate tilt table
on orders frcm radiologist, may
operate exposure controls as or-
dered. If spotfilm attachment uses
cassettes, perfomer may unload
as used, identify and insert ad-

ditional cassettes, as described.
f. If additional injections and ser-

ial exposures or spotfilms are or-
dered before the first series are
to be viewed, such as right angle
or oblique projections, and if bi-

plane equipment is not being used,
performer repositions and centers
equipment as appropriate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 518

This is page 20 of 22 for this task.

i) Resets technical factors for the
projections involved if required .
repeats collimation, shielding
and coordination of injection
and making exposures as describ-
ed.

ii) If one single-plane changer is
being used, reloads changer with
cassettes or adjusts roll or cut
film transport for additional
serial projections. Sets up as
described earlier.

g. Performer has the serial films and/
or spotfilms processed at once or
decides to do personally.

i) For serial films makes sure that
each exposure is numbered for
appropriate order in sequence.

ii) With spotfilm camera, performer
advances the film so that all
exposures made will be wound on
the take-up spool in the roll
film cassette. May replace dark
slide on camera lens. Uses de-
vice to cut film and create a
light shield. Resets counter and
removes film cassette.

iii) With cassette serial or spot-
films, removes any markers for
further use. Attaches ID card
for use with flasher if appro-
priate.

iv) May sign or have radiologist
sign requisition sheet.

v) When the serial films and/or
spotfilms have been processed,
performer may place on view
boxes with biplane frontal and
lateral views together and in
appropriate serial order. Noti-
fies radiologist when they are
ready. May hang prior films and
scout(s) as well.

h. Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert to any symptom of ad-

verse reaction of patient to pro-
cedure. Brings any emergency sign
to attention of radiologist.

While the radiologist reviews the
first angiograms performer notes ra-
diologist's decisions on how to pro-
ceed with examination and orders for
any continuation:

a. Performer notes whether the ini-
tial injtion will be repeated
with a change in technical fac-
tors, amount of contrast, pres-
sure, and/or change in position,
such as oblique projections. Notes
any orders for magnification and/

or spotfilming.
b. Performer notes whe-her radiolo-

est will selectively catheterize
the right and/or left pulmonary
artery or proceed to subselective
catheterization in a lobar segment

9. Performer carries out additional
steps as appropriate:

a. If radiologist decides to r.epeat
any exposures, performer resets
technical exposure factors, pres-
sure settings, etc., as required
and repeats appropriate steps.

b. If radiologist orders additional
views, performer makes any changes
in x-ray tube position, angulation
and/or position of serial changer
and/or position of patient or
table as appropriate.

i) Centers, collimates and pro-
vides shielding as appropriate.

ii)-Carries out steps for magnifi-
cation or spotfilming as de-
scribed.

iii) Repeats filming in coordination
with injection as described.
Repeats processing of films and
placement for review.
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This is page 21 of z this task._

List Elements Fully

c. If radiologist is to carry out main
branch or subselective pulmonary
arteriography, performer assists
as appropriate:

i) Assists with materials and flu-
oroscopy while radiologist repo-
sitions catheter and checks po-
sitioning in vessel.

ii) Notes orders on single or biplane
serial filming, magnification
technique, spotfilmIng, pressure
injection, centering, position-
ing, collimation as appropriate
and carries out as described.

iii) For each set of serial or spot-
films performer resets technical
exposure factors, pressure set-
tings, etc., as required, and
repeats appropriate steps for
collimation, shielding, center-
ing serial changer(s) and x-ray
tube(s),setting angulation,
making exposures, processing,
and presenting for review as
described.

iv) Repeats as appropriate for each
vessel to be opacified and
awaits further orders.

d. Performer shows subsequent sets of
spotfilms and/or angiograms to ra-
diologist as processed, and pro-
ceeds as described above until ra-
diologist indicates that examina-
tion is completed.

e. Performer assists as appropriate
while radiologist pulls catheter
back through ventricle and/or right
atrium with monitoring or pressure

readings taken.

10. When informed by the radiologist that
the radiographic examination is com-
pleted, performer may assist with ter-
mination steps. May carry out any or
all of the following as appropriate:

List Elements Fully

a. May assist while radiologist re-
moves connecting tubes, syringes,
and catheter. Removes any markers
from patient's body.

b. May prepare to apply light pres-
sure to venous puncture site when
ordered. May prepare to apply pres
sure dressing to puncture site
after manual pressure has been ap-
plied.

c. Performer coordinates with anesthe

siologist if present,and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.
Makes sure that patient is attend-
ed and will be transported to ap-
propriate next location such as
recovery area or room.

d. May present requisition form to
radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiol-
ogist orders additional examina-
tion and/or delayed scout of abdo-

men or tests.
e. Performer records the examination

actording to institutional proce-
dures. May include date, room, ex-
amination type, the serial over-
head views and any spotfilms taken,'

the technical factors used, and
film sizes. May record the number
of exposures made of each view in-
cluding retakes; may enter the
estimated radiation dose to which
patient was exposed (using posted
information on drsage); may record
any problem with equipment, any-
special care rrovided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copic exposure.including exposure
time and rad dosage from posted
data.

g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
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This is page 22 of 22 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that any nondis-
posable guide wires and catheters
are cleaned and flushed immediately
after use and before sterilization.

h. Performer may return accessories
such as computer control cards and
immobilization devices to appropri-
ate locations or has this done.

i. Performer may decide to jacket
radiographs, requisition sheets and
related materials, and/or have in-
formation recorded in log book per-
sonally, or has this done, depend-
ing on institutional procedures.

j. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready
to.proceed with next examination.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 519

This is page 1 of 22for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;pt. reassured, measured;films
identified;technical factors selected,set for fluor-
oscopy,cine;scout films taken;radiologist assisted
with puncture,catheterization;pt. and equipment po-
sitioned,set up for hand and/or automatic injection,
single or biplane serial filming,cine,videotaping;
filming coordinated with injection;filma sent for
processing,radiologist's review;procedures repeated,
continued as ordered;examination recorded;angiograms

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,bracelet,medi-
cal-technical history,prior.films;view boxes;pen;
computer control panel,cables,keypunch cards;gowns,
gloves,masks;technique,standard view,tube rating,
rad exposure charts;phantom;x-ray generator(s) ,tube
(s) ,control panel(s),extension cones;fluoroscopy
unit,TV monitor,image intensifier;cassettes;shield-
ing;collimator(s);serial changer(s); angiography
table;cine camera,film,projector,screen;videotape
device(s) ;ECG monitoring equipment,manometer,stop-
cock,transducer;R-L,ID device or markers;automatic
injector;immobilization devices;tape;emergency cart;

sterile procedure tray for puncture,catheterization;

antiseptic,saline,anticoagulant,vasolidator,local
anesthetic,iodine based contrast,disinfectant solu-

tions;swabs,drape,syringes;stretcher;wheelchair;cal-
lnerS

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes. . . No...( )

es to q. Name t e ind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictiond.

Any pt.;radiologist;anestftesiologist;nurse;co-worker
cardiolo ist.cardiac team

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Taking percutaneous coronary arteriograms and/or

le.ftventriculosofant.,by reviewing request
pt.;setting up for fluoroscopy,

single and/or biplane serial filming,cineradiography
videotaping,manual and/or automatic pressure injec-

tion;making scout
films;assisting with sterile punc-

ture,caiheterization,fluoroscopy,cine,videotaping;
identifying films;applying shielding;collimating;set

ting technical factors;positioning,immobilizing pr.;

coordinating serial exposures with injections;having

films
processed,reviewed;repeating,adjusting as or-

dered; lacing angio rams for use-recording exam.

656
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Performer receives or obtains
the x-ray requisition form, pa-
tient's identification card, and
any appropriate medical-techni-
cal history for a patient sched-
uled for left ventriculography
and/or coronary arteriography
(contrast study of the left ven-
tricle of the heart and/or coro-
nary arteries by means of per-
cutaneous catheterization) as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Checking assignment on sched-

ule sheet.
c. Having arranged requisitions

in order-of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

Depending on institutional
arrangements, performer may
also receive prior film(s).

. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheet to determine the
examination called for, the
patient involved, special con-
siderations, to plan for the
procedures and to check the
completeness of the informa-
tion provided:

a. Performer checks the ex-
amination called for, the
purpose, and the areas in-
volved:

i) Notes side of interest,
whether nonselective or
selective coronary ar-
teriography has been

-suggested, whether pro-
cedure will involve

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 519

This is page 2_ 22 for this task.

List Elements Full
.ecimowNIMICIALir

left heart ventriculography.
For selective coronary arteriog-
raphy notes whether left and/or
right coronary artery is to bP

examined.
ii) Notes selected puncture site,

whether general anesthesia has
been suggested.

b. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is emergency patient.

c. Notes name of radiologist in charge,

names of other staff members to as-

sist, such as cardiac team to
monitor ECG, vital signs, arterial
and cardiac pressure, anesthesiolo-
gist, surgeon, cardiologist. Notes
examination room, time scheduled,
and whether or when performer is

to report for preliminary prepara-
tions.

d. Performer notes orders on equip-

ment and materials:

i) Notes whether cineradiography
and videotaping equipment has

been ordered, whether single or
biplane (for ventriculography).

ii) Notes whether uerls1 film
changer(s) have beeu ordered,
whether single or biplane,
whether using cassettes, roll
film, cut film, whether serial

unit has cine capabilities.
Notes whether unit(s) are com-
puter controlled, whether AP

unit will be needed or only
lateral unit. Notes whether
cine will be used in vertical
plane and serial filming in the
horizontal plane.

iii) Notes type of angiography table
to be used, whether patient
will be moNA into position on
table or whether table or ro-
tating cradle will be tilted

657

to various degrees of obli-
quity.

iv) Notes the var.Lety of catheter
types, sizes and lengths to
prOVide, radiopaque or radio-
lucent, with or without side-
holes, preformed right and left
coronary, loop,and/or pigtail
catheters. Notes size and type
of safety guide wires, punc-
ture needles.

v) Notes type and amount of iodine
based contrast solution,whether
automatic and/or hand pressure
injection will be used.

vi) Notes orders for type and amount
of antiseptic, anticoagulant,
local anesthetic, saline and
vasodilator solutions.

vii) Notes orders for monitoring,
life support and emergency
care equipment.

e. Performer considers the accessory
equipment, technical factors,
shielding and immobilization equip-
ment appropriate for the patient's
age, sex, size, condition, the
examination ordered and the equip-
ment to be used:

i) May check that the type of
equipment ordered is available
in examination room assigned.
If general anesthesia may be
given, may check that x-ray
equipment is compatible for use
with anesthesia equipment.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile pro-
- cedures required, appropriate
shielding fur the examination.

iii) Notes whether film processing
equipment -is available adjacent
to proceclare room.

iv) Checks own clothing to make
sure that performer is in com-
pliance with institutional rules
for safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment and room to be used.
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f. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparation:

i) Notes whether patient has prior
history of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of allergies.
Notes whether allergy test has
been ordered and, if so, results.

ii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer notes whether
female patient is pregnant, re-
views date of female patient's
last menstrual period, or notes

any other indication that there
is no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iii) Depending on institutional pro-
cedures, performer may review
patient's radiation exposure
history, prior record of tech-
niques used, and cumulative ex-
posure. Notices wheither examina-

tion has been done at institu-
tion or elsewhere in recent
past, whether history of exten-

sive radiography should be re-
ported to radiologist.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive
for examination (whether in
wheelchair, on stretcher, accom-
pa...ied by staff,whether patient
will be coherent,already sedated).

v) Notes any special information
on patient's condition that
could affect positioning, immobi-
lization, handling, or selec-
tion of technique, such as
respiratory disease, communi-
cable or infectious condition,
presence of IV drip, behavioral

disorder.
vi) Performer notes whether there

are orders on plior preparation
of patient such as therapeutic
diet, cessation of oral contra-
ceptive, allergy or lab tests,

List Elements Fullx

prior abstinence from morning
meal, start of IV clap, prior
administration of sedation,

tranquilizer, antihistamine,
other medidation, shaving of
puncture site. Notes appropri-
ate timing for medications to
take effect.

vii) Checks whether all procedures
have been carried out aud at
appropriate time, and that all
reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. Ir there is any
problem, arranges to have pro-
cedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed,to allow proper
timing, reports problem to ap-
propriate staff member, or
plans to inform radiologist.

g. Depending on institutional proce-
dures, notes whether performer is

to set up equipment and/or pre-

pare patient personally, or
whether performer will join an-
giography.team in examination
room.

h. If referring physician has re-
quested that prior films, ultra-
sonograms, scans and test reaults

already on file be sent with cur-

rent radiographs, and if not al-

ready with patient's jacketed ma-
terial, performer arranges to
have these delivered.

i. If the performer determines that

the request is not properly auth-

orized, is incomplete, that suf-

ficient information is lacking
for performer to prepare properly,

or if performer considers that

there may be contraindications
to going ahead with the proce-
dure, performer notifi^s super-
visor, radiologist, or other des-

ignated staff person, depending

on institutional procedures. Ex-

658
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plains the problem if appropriate,
and proceeds after obtaining need-
ed information, signature, or or-
ders.

Performer prepares ahead so as not to
keep patient in examination room longer
than necessary. Determines what prior
preparations will be needed, such as
cleaning and preparation of equipment
and accessories, proper dress, con-
sultation with procedure room staff,
and rehearsal if so required. May
carry out any or all of the following:

a. Goes to appropriate room in the
department for the type of exami-
nation involved and the equipment
required, such as angiography
suite, or room assigned on requisi-
tion sheet.

i) May decide to clean x-ray equip-
ment or arranges to have this
done.

ii) If appropriate, arrives for re-
hearsal of procedure and notes
steps in relation to those of
others on staff.

iii) Washes hands as and when appro-
Priate.

b. Performer reviews the technique
chart(d) for the unit(s) to be
used (single or biplane serial
changer, single or biplane fluoros-
copy units with cine and video-
upe recording devices).

:i) Locates information for the
chest views likely to be re-
quired. Takes note of the expo-
sure factors for serial and/or
cine filming with fluoroscopy.

_ _

of contrast. Notes any newl:
posted changes in technical
factors (to reflect accommoda-
tion to a change in machine
output or a policy decision).

ii) If a conversion of factors
will be needed, looks up numeri-
cal conversion factors and
calculates, or uses conversion
chart to ascertain the apprO-
priate new exposure factor.
Multiplies, divides, adds, or
subtracts as appropriate.

iii) Checks any new or unfamiliar
exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray
tube on appropriate tube rat-
ing chart to be sure that tech-
nique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the
focal spot size to be used.
If appropriate, performer re-
cenvarts the technique to an
equI'valent output using higher
kVp and lower mAs, minimizing
exposure time.

c. Checks for appropriate film sup-
plies:

i) With serial changer(s) using
roll film, performer checks
that there is an adequate sup-
ply for examination loaded in
changer(s) and that film is
properly loaded.

ii) With serial changer(s) using
cassettes and for scout films,
performer makes sure that ade-
quate supply of loaded cas-
sett'us of the appxopriate'types
and sizes are available in the
examination room. Checks that
these are loaded with appro-

.
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ment to be used, and institu-
tional practices. If adequate
supply is not in room, arranges
to obtain or decides to obtain
personally.

iii) If examination will include use
of single or biplane cineradiog-
raphy camera (attached to image
intensifier) performer checks
the amount of unexposed film
remaining in the cine camera
film magazine(s). If appropriate,
arranges to have film magazine(s)
loaded with film or decides to
do personally (in darkroom).
Attaches loaded magazine :o each
camera by aligning and engaging
film drive couplings. Slides
in magazine until engaged; locks
into position. Adjusts film and
checks operation of film trans-
port. Closes camera door and
locks. Advances film as appro-
priate onto the take-up spool.

iv) If examination will include use
of single or biplane videotape,
performer sets up magnetic tape
cassette(s) or video disc scanner
(s) for recording of image di-
rectly from the television moni-
tor(s). Makes sure that there
is sufficient tape.

d. Makes sure that right (R) and left
(L) markers are available for use
and patient identification cards
or leaded numerals or markers.

i) May tape R or L. marker on image
.intenSifier screen; may plan to
tape to patient's body or tapes

on table.
ii) May check that equipment or de-

vice is available to number

in numerical order. May pre-
pare identification strip
using tape and lead numerals
giving appropriate ID informa-
tion for placement on table
or cassette(s).

iii) If not already done, may pre-
pare card for identification
of the serial or cine film.
Writes out or types appropriate
patient identification informa-
tion. Inserts identification
card in cine camera or serial
changer in appropriate slot
so that each frame will bear

the ID information, or places
other ID marker as appropri-
ate for other type of ID re-
cording device.

e. Performer makes sure that x-ray
equipment is ready for use. Goes
to control panel(s) for x-ray gen-
erator(s) and checks that each in-
dicator light shows that machine
(s) is (are) "warmed up," or turns
on main switch as appropriate to
equipment and allows time for ma-
chine(s) to "warm up." Makes sure
that all circuits have been stabi-
lized. If appropriate, checks
each line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

f. Performer sets up and checks fluo-
roscopy equipment:

i) Dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and
gloves. Makes stare that no one
is in examination room or con-
trol room.

ii) Sets x-ray generator mode se-
X1 4^
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outlet(s). Turns on each moni-
tor and checks that "ready"

light is on.
iv) If appropriate, performer se-

lects the proper field size
selector(s) (if there is dual
image intensifier).

v) For each unit (AP and lateral
if biplane) performer selects
and sets exposure factors for
fluoroscopy. Selects and sets
the kVp at standard setting for
the examination. May check in-
dicator dial. With automatic
density control, sets density
selector as appropriate for
examination. If mA is automati-
cally controlled according to
patient thickness, performer
turns'fluoruscope mA selector
to maximum standard position.
If not automatically controlled,
sets as appropriate for focal

spot size and examination in-
volved. Sets fluoroscopic ex-
amination timer to maximum po-

sition.
vi) May adjust distance between

focal spot and image intensi-
fier (focal spot to film dis-
tance, FFD) for each tube.
May check that TOD is 15 inches

or more.
vii) Performer may collimate fluoros-

copy tube(s) depending on the

nature of the equipment and

controls. May adjust fluoros-
copy beam shutters to the field

size anticipated for fluoroscop-
ic viewing and/or cine record-

ing or may set shutter mode
selector to automatic collima-
tion.

yiii) To check fluoroscopy mode if

not already done. performer

List Elements Fully

will be centered for examina-
tion.
Adjusts fluoroscopic tube stand
(s) so that each tube is cen-
tered to the area of interest.
If not already done, moves
image intensifier into posi-
tion; centers to the area of

interest.
Turns on TV power switch con-
trols as appropriate. Activates
fluoroscope exposure by press-
ing footswitch or as appropri-
ate. Views test object being
fluoroscoped on TV monitor.
Adjusts kVp control (and mA
control if appropriate) and
observes effects on TV moni-
tor to be sure that equipment

is operating properly.
Checks mA meter and notes
whether appropriate reading
is obtained.

ix) Checks that TV brightness con-
trols are operating and adjusts
for preliminary viewing.

x) Checks examination timer by
noting whether time elapse in-
dicator moves during exposure
showing decreasing time left
for examination. May check
that exposure is terminated
when maximum examination ex-
posure time is reached.

,g. Performer may set up and check

cine and video equipment:

i) Sets mode selector(s) to
cineradiography mode.

ii) As appropriate,selects and
sets exposure factors for

cine filming. If standard pro-
cedure calls for constant ex-
posure timing per frame, se-
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If standard procedure calls for
constant average deheity, se-
lects the appropriate density
control setting as appropriate
to examination.
Selects and sets a combination
of one major and one minor kVp
setting to obtain appropriate
kVp for examination.
Sets appropriate mA for the
examination and focal spot size

to be used.
iii) Sets videotape controls to re-

cord position.
iv) To check operation of eine and

videotape equipment, performer
may start anode rotation. Ac-
tivates appropriate exposure
switch(es) for cine and video
exposure(s);and checks that cine
film take-up(s) are functioning
appropriately. Shuts camera(s)
after testiag and advances film
as appropriate.
Prepates and checks video re-
play mechanism(s). Resets con-
trols to record position.

h. Performer may set up and check
serial changer(s) as appropriate
to equipment to be used:

i) As appropriate, sets x-ray
mode selector(s) for overhead
AP and/or lateral filming.

ii) May wheel single or biplane
changers into position if mo-
bile units are to be used.

iii) May cycle each unit to check
operation. If so, makes sure
that anode is not rotating.

iv) Moves changer(s) out of way or
positions unit(s) for scout
filming as appropriate.

List Elements Full

be used (if any). Checks that it

is grounded. May check table height

and angle motor-controls.

j. Depending on the type of ECG re-
cording, and whether cine film-
ing and/or automatic injection
will be synchronized with ECG
monitoring equipment, performer
may. link ECG equipment to cine
and/or injection equipment, check
functioning, or arranges to have
this done at appropriate time.

k. If performer determines that any
of the equipment is not function-
ing properly, performer informs
appropriate staff member. Arranges
for alternate unit to be used.

1. Performer checks that all moni-
toring equipment ordered is pre-
sent, that emergency cart and re-
suscitation equipment is present.

Notes who will be assigned to
monitor ECG, peripheral,arterial

.
and cardiac pressures.

m. May check that procedure tray for
the examination has been properly
prepared or decides to do per-
sonally:

i) Depending on radiologist's or-
ders, performer may check for
appropriate types and sizes
of puncture needles, range of
catheters, syringes, scalpels,
guide wires, forceps, dressings.
Notes whether appropriate anti-
septic, saline, anticoagulant,
vasodilator. and local anes-
thetic solutions are present.

ii) Checks that appropriate ague-
ous,iodine based contrast solu-
tion is present. Checks that
there is no evidence of chemi-
cal deterioration. May check
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n. Checks that proper accessories arr.
available for procedure:

i) Checks that appropriate shield-
ing is available for patient,
radiologist, and anyone who
will remain in the room during
exposure, that appropriate
shielding is available co-: place-
ment between radiologi.,-. arid the

patient.
ii) Checks that appropriate

bilization devices for aetilt
or child and type of equipmeat
are present.

iii) Checks that extension coneo
are available.

iv) Checks for hospital gowns,
masks,, gloves to be worn for
sterile procedure May check
for emesis basin and'towels.

v) May set up footboard, shouldej7
rests, hand holds on examina-
tion table.

3. Depending on institutional rrocedures,
performer may bring raquisition sheet,
patient's chart, any pr.!.or films,
scans, and lab reports to radiolo-
gist; may bring or escort patient
and accoming staff memberl; to
examinatie:: room; and/or may join
radiologist and patient after inform-
ing radirst that equipment is
ready:

a. If performer is to prepare p,-
tient in procedure room, may pro-
ceed as follows:

i) Performer washes haras as ap-
propriate. Depending on pa-
tient's condition, may carry
out isolation or decontamina-
tion techniques. May don gown,

mask. gloves.
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and prepared for the examina-
tim (if not already done),
of decides to do personally.
Depending on institutional
arrangements,, performer may

Arie to assist in bringing
.0 to examination room
.1 on stretcher if pa-

tll!w .1s been sedated; escort-

(1 0. -, ..led if child or adult

porient have general an-
ethes.1 E.f-Lr entering depart-

.1 4.

iii) PuTj'ormer greets a coherent
patient and an y. accompanying
staff pet:;en and introduces
self. Checks patient's identity
against the requisition sheet,
referring to hospital identifi-
cation bracelet or other iden-
tifier. Checks with accompany-
ing staff member on any special
precautions necessary during

procedure.
iv) Has patient positioned or

makes patient comfortable on
examination table. If patient

is on special stretcher,
places stretcher into position
so that riAiOlucent stretc
can be lifted with patient on
it from wheeled base to tablz.
If patient is in wheelchair,
may me,:e patient in chair into

position next to table. Makes
sure that wheelchair is in
locked poiition.
lerform.::: may decide to assist
patient n) table or has this
done. May obt-.M. help. Makes
sure tnat no equipment is in

the way that may be collid0
with by patient.
'If assisting patient to step

footstool in order to get
on table, telps patient turn
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on stool, and then sit and/or

lie on table.
May have nurse carefully place
young-Petient in supine posi-
tion on table, or lifts patient
carefully, supporting patient's
head, and places on table.

v) Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table.
If patient has respiration,
cardiac, infusion equipment
or urinary catheter attached,
makes sure that equipment is
being monitored and is not dis-
lodged.
Checks that patient is in gown,
with all jewelry removed; may
check that patient is being
kept.warm.
If not already done, may ques-
tion patient-or accompanying
staff member about a.,7
preparations and abo..:c any
allergies, especially tc shell-
fish, or adverse reactions to
contrast medium (especially
iodine based).
lt appropriate and not alreedy
dune, performer questns fcaale
patient of child bearing age
regarding possible pregnancy.
If any preparatory proccures
were not carried out, if pa-

tient has sensitivity to con-
trast,or if there is any possi-
bility that patient is pregnant,
and these have not already been
recorded, performer informs
radiologist in charge at once;
proceeds only with approval.
Answers patient's non-medical
questions honestly; attempts
to reassure patient and develop
confidence. Treats patient with
dignity and concern regardless

Attempts to calm patient and
gain cooperation by communi-
cating as appropriate, to
patient's age or, if appropri-
ate, level of functioning or
degree of coherence. Is as
calm and gentle as possible.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technolo-
gist to :Jnswer these; encourages
patient to speek.to physician.

xi) Notes the patient's body tYpe,

whether the area of interest
is heavily covered by muscle
or soft fat,-whether the pal-
pation points will be easy

to find. For adult female,
may note whether breasts are

large and pendulous. If so,
may 'save staff member draw the
breasts to the sides and hold
in place with wide bandage.

xii) Unless measurements have al-
ready been made., performer may
use centimeter calipers to
messi.xe the thickness of the

chest at the level(s) and in
the direction(s) in which the
ce.ntral ray of the x-ray beam
will pass through the centered
part from tube to film. Re-
cords for use in determining
exposure 42actors. After mea-
suring, has patient rest in
as relaxed a position as pos-

sible.

b. Performer may :.aform atl:ending ra-

dio1e4t when patient is ready
to b examined. May bring requi-
sition sheet, patient's medical
hitory, chart, and any prior
films and scans to.radiologist.
Displays radiographs on view

boxes.
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i) If not already done, performer
Lelia radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brough o

radiologist's attent . otes
any special orders or change
in procedure decided by radio-
logist. Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radio-
logist to examination room,
greet and/or introduce patient
and staff members.

c. If not already done, performer
joins radiologist, patient and
other staff in examination room

d. During radiologist's review of
requisition, prior radiographic
materials,and examination of pa-

tient, performer notes radiologist's
orders:

i) If radiologist decides to can-
cel or reschedule procedure,
performer may arrange to termi-
nate and reschedule as appropri-
ate; has any orders for resched-
uling filled out and signed as
appropriate.

ii) If radiologist decides to pro-
ceed, notes orders for scout
films depending on expected pro-
cedures. Notes patient position,
projection, area of interest,
centering, phase of suspended
respiration. If biplane scouts
are requested, notes whether
alternating or simultaneous
exposures are required.
Performer may be asked to make

a PA projection of the chest

so that estimation of size of

aortic root can be made and
catheter selected for coronary
..... 1,c . naked to

make left PA oblique, right
PA oblique (or left AP oblique ).

and left lateral projections
so that technical factors and
optimal positioning can be
selected.

iii) May provide radiologist with
hospital gown, gloves; mask.
Provides leaded apron and
gloves to radiologist. Provides
patient and anyone who will
remain in room during expo-
sure with appropriate protec-
tive shielding. If a staff
member will be asked to as-
sist, performer provides lead-
ed gloves and apron. Explains
if necessary that this is not
cause for alarm .but a general
precaution to minimize unnec-
essary radiation exposure.

4. Performer makes preliminary film(s)
as ordered after making sure that

patient is being attended. Sets up
equipment for the examination be-
fore positioning and imobilizing
patient:

a. Performer determines whether
single or biplane serial changer
(s) will be used for scout films,

or appropriately positioned cas-

settes. Unless otherwise'ordered,
plans for use of lateral chang-
er for oblique scout films.

i) If singl or biplane changers
still bit used for PA and/or

laLeral projections, and/or
a single lateral changer wfll

be used for oblique projections,
performer sets changer(s) for
manual control so that only
one scout exposure will be
made for each position.
Loads changer(s) with appro-
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priate cassette(s) ct operates
film transport(s) appropritaly
for scout filming. Depcmding on
equipment, may roll horizontal
changer under table.

ii) If regular cassettes will be
used, selects cassette(s) of
appropriate size. Plans to
place cassette on table for PA
projection and in vertical hold-
er next to table for lateral
and/or oblique projection(s).

b. Performer attaches appropriate iden-
tification informatioa:

i) May place right or left marker
on cassette as appropriate to
the projection or depresses ap-
propriate R or L button for auto-
matic marking. May tape R or L
marker to patient's body.

ii) May place identification infor-
mation on appropriate corner of
cassette; may set flashcard
aside for later use with space
created by piece of leaded rub-
ber on appropriate edge of cas-
sette; may place patient's card
into card tray for equipment
using automatic film marking
device.

iii) Sets counter if or as apprcpri-
-

ate.

c. Depending on whether single or bi-
plane changer(s) are being used,
performer sets the technical fac-
tors for the first or next scout
film or for right-angle projec-
tions as appropriate to each ma-
chine and the exposure it will
make. Performer selects the expo-
sure Elctors for the preliminary

scout projection(s) as described,
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taking account of the measurements
taken of the patient:

i) Sets each control panel for
radiography mode, and, as or
if appropriate, for simultan-
eous or alternating exposures
for biplane equipment.

ii) For each projection, selects
milliamperage and chooses se-
lectors for the correct focal
size. Selects and sets the ex-
posure time that will produce
the mAs desired. Sets the kVp
selected by choosing the com-
bination of major and minor
kilovoltage settings to pro-
duce the desired kVp.

iii) Depending on the equipment, may
set controls to provide for

manual tableside adjustment of
collimator, table and x-ray
tube height and position (un-
less these have already been
set).

iv) Performer may set the foCal-
film distance(s) if not al-

ready done. Operates controls
or manually moves the x-ray
tube(s) into place. Checks each
focal-film distance by reading
indicator scale in the tube
housing; adjusts until the re-
quired FFD is obtained.

d. Performer prepares patient for
final positioning:

i) Depending on patient's age'and
condition, performer may ob-
tain help in positioning and
immobilizing patient. May ex=
plain to staff member what is

required.
ii) With very young patient, per7

former may immobilize patient'
arms by extending them and
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placing them along sides of
head, next to the ears. May ap-
ply a sleeve made of a diaper,
towel, pillowcase or orthopedic
stockinet to hold arms so that
sleeve holds arms above and be-
hind head, one at each side.

iii) When positioning a patient with
a balloon catheter or IV drip
in place, performer makes sure
that no radiopaque part is
lying over an area to be ex-
posed, or that patient is not
lying on a clamp. Makes sure to
avoid any actions that will
separate catheter tubing from
drainage bottle or dislodge
IV needle. Remains alert to pa-.
tient'b respiration. Does not,_
force potient into a position
where any breathing difficulty
increases. Does not force flex-
ion of the neck.

e. For PA projection (anterior view)

of heart and aortic arch, performer
has patient assume prone position
on table or assists into position:

i) Centers the mid-left chest
sagittal plane or median sagit-
tal plane of body to-midline,
depending on standard procedure
Adjusts film so that upper bor-
der is slightly above the
shoulders, with center of film
at the level of the sixth tho-
racic vertebra.

ii) Has infant's arms placed over
head;has older patient place
arms at sides. Has patient rest
head on chin or left cheek in
a comfortable position. Sup-

ports ankles, places soft ra-
diolucent pad under bony prom-

inences and head. May adjust
head so that median sagittal
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patient's breasts held to
the sides as described earlier.
Has patient rotate and de-
press shoulders forward, flex
elbows, and place back of
hands well down on hips. Ad-
justs shoulders to lie on a
single transverse plane with
clavicles below the apices.
Has patient keep should s in

contact with cassette or table
top or uses band. Makes sure
that there is no rotation of
thorax.

iii) Directs central ray vertically
at right angles to midpoint
of film, entering at sixth
thoracic vertebra (at the mid-
sternum on anterior side).

f. For a horizontal beam left
lateral projection of the heart
and aortic arch, performer main-
tains patient in prone position
for biplane or single plane film-
ing, or has patient assume supine
AP position on table. May have
patient elevated on radiolucent
pad.

i) For prone positioning for
lateral projection of heart,
performer maintains patient
in position as described above,

but has patient place.arms
over head (if not already done).

ii) For supine positioning for
lateral projection of heart,
performer has patient lie in
supine position on table, cen-
tered as described above for
PA position, with thorax ele-
vated, and arms above head
and supported. Adjusts head
so that its median sagittal
plane is vertical. May elevate
knees and place restraining
hands across legs.
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iii) Performer positions lateral
changer or cassette in vertical
holder on left side of patient.
Centers so that midaxillary line
of body is somewhat posterior to
the midline of film, with should-
ers included in film. Centers to
the level of the sixth thoracic
vertebra or midsternum.

iv) Directs central ray horizontally
at right angles to midpoint of
film.

g. For a horizontal beam left PA
oblique projection (left anterior
oblique view) of the heart and
aortic arch, r)erformer starts pa-
tient from supine or prone posi-
tion as appropriate. Maintains lat-
eral changer as in position for
left lateral projection. May sup-
port head on pillow.'Adjusts table

height to center area of interest
to film.

i) Rotates patient or table so that
the anterior surface of the
chest is towards the film, with
patient lying on left side,
with left side closest to the
vertically placed film, and
right side elevated.

ii) Adjusts rotation by elevating
and supporting right side at
desired angulation such as 450

to 700 as ordered. Keeps pa-
tient's spine straight and has
arms raised comfortably out of

the line of the central ray.
Checks that shoulders are on
a single transverse plane, with

patient facing straight ahead.
iii) Directs central ray horizontally

at right angles to film, enter-

ing center of area of interest
at the level of the sixth tho-

racic vertebra.

List Elements Fully

h. For a horizontal beam right PA

oblique projection (right anterior
oblique view) of the heart, es-
pecially left ventricle), per-
former maintains changer and x-ray
beam alignment as for left PA

oblique projection.

i) Rotates patient on table so
that right side is elevated
and closest to vertically
placed film, with anterior
aSpect of patient facing film,
and patient resting on left
Side. Has arms raised comfort-
ably out of the line of central
ray, and supports head on
cushion.

ii) Adjusts rotation so that chest
is at 15° to 45° as ordered.
Makes sure that spine is
straight and shoulders lie on
a single transverse plane.

Adjusts table height to cen-
ter the area of interest.

iii) Directs central ray horizontal-
ly at right angles to film, en-
tering center of area of inter-
est at the level of the sixth

thoracic vertebra.

i. If a horizontal beam left AP
oblique projection of heart (left
posterior oblique view) is requir-
ed, maintains or positions patient
in relation to table exactly as
for right PA oblique projection, .

but reverses the position of the
film and the central ray.

i) Notes that the same patient
position will give equivalent
RPO and LAO projections, so
that cine anti serial projec-
tions can be made without
changing patient's position.
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ii) Notes that for a right AP oblique
projection, positioning is as for
left posterior oblique projec-
tion, but with film and central
ray positions reversed.

j. For vertical beam frontal or oblique
projections, performer centers film
in changer under recumbent patient.

i) For AP oblique projections, po-
sitions patient or tilts taile
from supine position. For FA
oblique projections, posit,ons
patient or tilts table frcm
prone position. Reverses for
cine filming.

ii) Elevates and supports the side
opposite the side of interest
so that the shoulder and rhest
on the side of interest are in
contact vith table (closest to
film) at tha angle indicated.
Supports and immobilizes.

iii) For AP oblique positioning may
have patient pronate hands be-
side hips. For PA oblique posi-
tion may raise patient's arms
out of the way of beam.

iv) Directs central ray vertically
at right angles to film through
the center of the area of in-
terest.

k. If not yet completed, performer
immobilizes patient in position.

i) Places restraining bands, strips
of gauze, and adhesive tape as
needed. Avoids use of compres-
sion band across abdomen or
hhest. May check that there is
no rotation of thorax.

ii) After patient has been immobi-
lized, performer makes sure
that patient is still able to
make small movements necessary
for normal circulation, respira-

__A
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Checks final positioning
using light in collimator.
Activates the collimator light
and points the light beam
towards the part. Uses cross-
hair shadows as reference for
center of field, and uses the
collimator light to center
the tube to the part.

iii) Checks that primary beam will
enter the center of the area
of interest at the selected
angle to the film so as to
project the view desired. May
readjust tube to provide better

centering.

1. Once the patient has been posi-

tioned and immobilized, performer
adjusts the collimator so as to
expose only the area of interest

.
as defined by radiologist.

i) May attach an auxiliary exten-
sion cone to collimator to
further reduce the primary
beam. Adjusts primary beam to
minimum size needed to cover
the area of interest.

ii) Performer may mark patient's
skin to show original collima-
tion and centering points;
may record exposure factors to

facilitate-any further film-
ing required.

m. If not already done, performer
applies appropriate lead shield-
ing to gonads and other sensitive
areas that ray be in the primary

beam but'are not of interest for

the examination.
Makes sure that anyone remaining
in room is supplied with lead
gloves and apron and stays out of

central beam, especially horizon-

tal beam.
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n. Performer may rehearse coherent,
patient in breathing out and holding
or breathing in and holding, de-
pending on orders, or observes
patient's breathing and plans ex-
posure for the appropriate quiet
phase.

o. Performer makes the exposure:

List Elements Full

i) Observes the patient's movement
until the moment that the expo-
sure is made. Readjusts posi-
tion if warranted.

ii) Returns o control panel. Makes
sure controls are properly set
and patient is still in posi-
tion. As rehearsed, tells pa-
tient when to breathe as re-
hearsed and hold breath,or ob-
serves patient's breathing and
times exposure to the appropri-
ate quiet phase required.

iii) Performer initiates exposure by
pressing hand trigger or expo-
sure control button (or appro-
priate control for simultaneous
or alternating biplane exposure).

iv) While exposure is underway, per-
former may check that mA meter
records appropriate current as
set, that kVp meter dips slight-
ly.

v) May watch for evidence of mal-
function, such as line surge or
excessive drop; may listen for
sound of aormal functioning of
equipment. If there is malfunc-
tion, may decide to report;
anticipates need to repeat ex-
posure.

vi) After exposure is completed,
tells patient that he or she
can relax. Returns to patient.

Removes the cassette(s) and any
markers for further use.

p. If more than on.: single plane
scout film is ordered (and if bi-
plane equipment was not used),
or if both biplane right angle

and oblique scout projections are
ordered,performer proceeds with ad-
ditional projections as descrifid;
adjusts technical facton-) as ap-
propriate.

q. Performer arranges to have the
scout film(s) processed at once or
decides to do personally. Attaches
ID card for use with flasher if
appropriate. May sign requisi-
tion.

i) While film(s) are being proces-
sed, makes sure that patient
is comfortable and attended by
staff person or self.

ii) Performer brings the processed
scout film(s) directly to the
radiologist in charge, places
on view boxes, and/or arranges
to have viewed in darkroom; in-
forms radiologist,when the ra- .

diograph(s) are-ready. May
place prior films for viewing
as well.

5. During radiologist's review of the
scout film(s) performer notes radiol-

ogist's orders:

a. If radiologist decides to cancel

or reschedule procedure, perform-

er may arrange to terminate and

reschedule as appropriate; has
any orders for rescheduling filled

out and signed as appropriate.
b. Performer notes whether radiolo-

gist requires a change in techni-
cal factors and/or patient posi-
tioning, centering, or central.ray
angulation for later filming.
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i) Performer records or notes or-
ders for later use in the exam-
inatioa and/or repeats prelimi-
nary radiography as ordered.

ii) Notes Taother any problem with
technique is due to performer's
own lack of attention, malfunc-
tion of equipment, or prefer-
ence of radiologist fot density
or contrast, and adjusts as ap-
propriate to avoid any need for
future "retakes."

c. If radiologist-will proceed, notes
radiologist's final orders on se-
quenee of examination and use of
contrast and equipment:

i) Notes final decisions on punc-
ture site, whether general anes-
thesia will be administered,
whether, if not already dene,
patient will require sedation,
IV drip, administration of
vasodilator, preparation of
puncture site. Notes appropri-
ate timing and whether the per-
former will assist.

it) Notes final decision on se-
quence of events, such as non-
selective coronary arteriog-
raphy, left ventriculography,
left coronary arteriography,
right coronary arteriography,.

iii) Notes final orders on cathete:
sizes,types and shapes, punc-
ture needles, guide wires,
type and amount of contrast so-
lution. Notes whether pressure
injeCtion will be used for non-
selective coronary arteriog-
raphy, left ventriculography.

iv) Notes whether single or biplane
cineradiography will be used,
single or biplane serial chang-
er(s), vertical cine with hori-
zontal beam serial changer, use
of videotape.

List Elements Fully

v) Notes final orders for rate
and frame settings for cine.
Notes programs for serial film
changers for each area of in- -

terest or stage of the examina-
tion. Notes number of expo-
sures, per-second intervals
for each patient position and
injection, the number of series
anticipated. With biplane equip-
ment notes whether simulta-
neous or alternating exposures
are required.

vi) If computer program(s) are to
be used for serial filming
(giving the number of films to
be taken, per second intervals,
number of separate series, and
possibly a program to coordinate
with automatic pressure injec-
tion), performer arranges to
have keypunch control card(s)
prepared,or delivered ard check-
ed, or decides to do perscnal-
ly. When control cards are
ready, performer places as
appropriate in control panel
of computer.

vii) May note whether injector and/
or cine equipment is to be
,oupled to multichannel ECG
monitor. May note appropriate
point in cardiac cycle that in-
jector is to be activated.

viii) If not already done, performer
discusses the secp;ence and
timing of the procedure and
what performer will be respon-
sible for. May arrange signals
for opttration of fluoroscopic
controls, signals for initia-
tion of serial filming.

Performer carries out preparations
for angiography as ordered by ra-
diologist based on the part of the
work for which performer will be
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responsible. May carry out any or all
of the following:

a. If performer is responsible for
procedure tray, arranges tn replace
or provide any equipment or mater-
ials ordered by radiologist not
already on tray. May assist in
preparation of catheters, puncture
needle, syringes containing saline
solution, local anesthetic, anti-
coagulant, contrast solution, vaso-
dilator. Notes or checks aniounts
ordered. Checks contrast for signs

of chemical deterioration.
b. If performer will be responsible

for filming, prepares ahead for
fluoroscopy, cineradiography, video-
taping, serial filming and automar-
tic and/or manual injection:

i) May reset technical factors for
fluoroscopy,cine and/or serial
filming based on radiologist's
review of scout film(s) and the
presence of contrast. If re-
quired, changes or adjusts pro-
gram settings for eine.

ii) Sets programs for serial film
changer(s), automatic injector
as appropriate. Checks that
planned exposure time does not
exceed available capacity of
unit. If oat already done and
computer program will be used,
checics keypunch control card
and places in computer control
panel.

iii) Performer may load cassette
changer(s) with proper number of
vacuum or other type of cas-
settes as ordered. (If appro-
priate, loads cut film changer
or roll film changer.) If the

same cassette changer will be
used for lateral and AP projen-
dors, loads only enough cas-
settes for series in the first

projection so as to avoid arti-
fact caused by shadow from last
exposure in one position on the
first cassette to be used in
next position. If biplane chang
ers are to be used, loads chang

ers as appropriate for simultan
eous or alternating exposures.

iv) If appropriate and not already
done, positions equipment for
the combination of cine, video-
taping and serial filming for
first series. May position bi-
plane cine equipment for PA and
lateral projections with patien
supine; biplane serial changers
and x-ray tubes for lateral and
or vertical beam projections;

cine for single plane 7ertica1
filming, and serial changer for
single plane horizontal filming .
as appropriate for series to be

taken with first (or next) in-
jection. Moves any equipment ou
of way that must be positioned
after fluoroscopic check of
catheter placement.

v) For computer controlled units,
plugs synchronization cable
from control unit into appro-
priate receptacle on the x-ray

control panel.
vi) Performer may set up equipment

for automatic marking of films
in numerical sequence or record
cassette numbers for the se-
quence.

vii) If automatic pressure injection
is to be used, may attach tubin
to syringe containing the con-
trast solution using sterile
technique. Attaches to machine
and mounts syringe as appropri-
ate. Checks that there are no
air bubbles and that machine is
on "stand-by." If appropriate,

plugs in synchronization cable
from (or to) ECG monitor.
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If automatic injection is not
computer controlled, sets flow-
rate dial for the cc's per sec-
ond ordered by radiologist.
When ordered by radiologist,
sets pressure control as desig-
nated.

viii) May plug ill cable from or to
ECG monitor so that electro-
cardiogram will be filmed during
cine filming.

c. If performer is to assist with
preparation of patient for cathe-
terization, washet hands observ-
ing sterile technique when appro-
priate.

i) If not already done, may arrange
to have puncture site and loca-
tions where ECG leads will be ap-
plied shaved and prepared. Has
patient lie in supine position.

ii) For femoral artery puncture,ab-
ducts patient's legs and exposes
the femoral artery on the side
to be punctured below the in-
guinal ligament,as high as pos-
sible, but allowing for later
compression proximal to punc-
ture site.

iii) Immobilizes patient as appro-
priate. May adjust shoulder
supports; may use wrist re-
strairZs.

iv) May swab puncture site area with
antiseptic solution and cover
surrounding area with sterile
towels.

v) If appropriate, may make sure
that ECG monitoring leads have
been applied, or decides to do
personally. Notes which staff
member(s) are assigned to moni-
tor ECG, blood pressure, other
vital signs.

List Elements Fully

d. Informs radiologist when patient

and materials are reedy.
e. If not already done, provides

radiologist with lead shielding,
gloves, sterile gown, gloves,
mask. Makes sure that patient and
everyone to remain in room is

properly shielded; may place
lead screen in place if radiolo-
gist will inject contrast by
hand.

f. If patient is to have general
anesthesia, performer awaits sig-
nal that procedure can begin.

g. May receive or obtain a clean

hospital gown, cotton "boots,"
cap and mask. Dons these before

approaching sterile Carries

out appropriate steps to main-

tain the integrity of sterile
areas. Avoids touching patient,

drapes, radiologist, nurse or
instrument table with non-sterile

object.
h. During injection of local anes-

thetic, puncture, placement of
needle and advancing of catheter,
performer assists as appropriate.

i) :lay hand materials and supplies
ask;Id for using sterile tech-

nique.
ii) May assist with fluoroscopic

viewing of needle and progress
of catheter placement. On sig-
nal from radiologist, performer
may dim room lights; turns on
TV power switch. May operate
fluoroscope controls on orders
from radiologist. Adjusts kVp

and/or mA controls according
to radiologist's orders. Con-

tinues as ordered.
iii) Performer may operate tilt

table on orders from radiolo-
gist; may assist in position-
ing patient as ordered. Con-
tinues as ordered.

6
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iv) May assist with attachment of
syringes to flush catheter, in-
ject vasodilator and/or inject
contrast solution for fluoroscop-

ic check of catheter placement.
Repeats as appropriate while
radiologist continues, replaces
dilator catheter with injection
catheter,or punctures alterna-
tive site.

v) Once catheter position is
judged satisfactory, performer
may tape into position.

vi) May assist with attachment of

manometer or stopcock and trans-
ducer for multichannel moni.tor-
ing of blood pressure at cath-

eter tip.
vii) Notes final orders on sequence

to follow, collimation, cen-
tering, program or positioning.
Makes any last minute changes
as appropriate.

7. For nonselective coronary arteriog-

raphy, performer may proceed as fol-

lows:

a. Positions table, cine and video

eqUipment and/or serial changers

and x-ray tubes for first injec-

tion as ordered and as described.

i) If not already done, and if

automatic injection will be
used, sets the rate and pres-
sure setting as ordered.

ii) If not already done, plugs
in all synchronization cables

or Checks that this has been

done.

b. Performer assists in positioning
patient as ordered and as appro-
priate. Centers film changer(s)

and/or assists radiologist in
centering fluoroscopic image in-

tensifier.

List Elemen.t122111

c. Checks that serial changer(s)

and/or cine camera and videotape
device are loaded, locked and
ready. Collimates to smallest
possible exposure area as ordered.

Checks patient's and staff shield-

ing.

d. If first (or next) injection will

be coordinai.ed with serial film

changer(s), and,depending on
whether injection is by hand or
automatic, manur/Lly initiated or

computer controlled, performer

starts the automatic film chang-

er(s) on signal of the'radiolo-
gist, or initiates the computer

control of the injection and ser-
ial exposures at the control

panel.
e. With cineradiography and video-

taping, performer may operate
tilt table or fluoroscopic con-
trols as ordered, as described

above.
f. Performer continues with any

adcational injections and film-

ing ordered before processing and

review, such as right angle or
oblique projections using serial

and/or cine and videotape.

i) Resets technical factors ar
appropriate.

ii) Positions, centers, collimates,

and shields as described.

iii) If one single-plane changer is

being used,reloads changer with
cassettes or adjusts roll or

cut film transport for addi-

tional serial projections. Sets

up as described earlier.

iv) Repeats coordination of film-

ing with injection as described.

g. Performer has the serial and

cine films processed at once:

674
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i) Makes sure that serial films
are numbered for appropriate
order in sequence.

ii) With cine, checks that cine
camera is turned off and that
the film transport mechanism
has come to a complete stop.
Unlocks and removes film maga-
zine.

iii) May sign or have radiologist
sign requisition sheet.

iv) Performer arranges to have ser-
ial and cine films processed at
once personally.

v) Performer may operate the re-
play mechanism of videotape at-
tachment if so ordered. May
"freeze" a given image on screen
when ordered.

vi) When the seria] films have been
processed and ..eturned, per-
former places on view boxes.
May also hang scout(s) and
prior films.

vii) May give processed cine f4lm
to radiologist and set up cine
projector and screen.

viii) Informs radiologist when radio-
graph(s) are ready for viewing.

h. Notes radiologist's orders on how
to proceed:

i) Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist will injeCt'additional con-
trast, repeat injection and
filming with change in techni-
cal factors, program and/or
-.dews projected.

ii) Performer notes whether radiolo-
gist will proceed with left ven-
triculography, left and/or right
selective coronary arteriog-
raphy.

iii) Carries out repeat of nonselec-
tive coronary anteriography as
appropriate after adjusting pres-
sure, technical factors, pa-

tient's position, or centering
as ordered.

For left ventriculography, performer
may proceed as follows:

a. Performer assists with fluoroscopi
control of catheter placement and
check of position.

b. Positions patient and equipment
for frontal and lateral, single
or biplane cine and videotape,

cine and/or serial projections
as ordered. May position as de-
scribed so that a right anterior
oblique projection or view can
be made with cine and/or serial
equipment appropriately placed.

c. Sets up 2or automatic injection
of contra6-t as described.

d. Coordinates serial filming with
injection and/or assists with cine

and videotaping.
e. If appropriate, assists with peri-

odic pressure reading. Is alert
to need to assist with provision
of any emergency care.

f. Arranges to have films processed
and displayed as described.

g. Repeats as appropriate for addi-

tional injections, positions and
projections.

h. Notes whether radiologist will
proceed with selective left and/or
right coronary arteriography.

. Fol. selective left coronary arteriog-
raphy, performer may proceed as fol-

lows:

a. Assists with fluoroscopy as de-

scribed while radiologist replaces
prior catheter with left coronary

catheter.

i) May assist radiologist to fill
radiolucent catheter with con-
trast to assist with viewing.

6 7 6
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ii) Assists with rotation of table,
fluoroscopic controls as or-
dered, as described.

b. Performer sets up for hand injec-
tion, single plane serial and/or
cine and videotape filming of pa-
tient as ordered, such as left
posterior oblique, left lateral,
right posterior oblique projections.
Positions table or patient as de-
scribed earlier,depending on wheth-
er cine and/or serial filming will

be done.
c. Repeats appropriatc steps for colli-

mation, shielding, setting techni-
cal factors and programs as de-
scribed,according to radiologist's

orders.
d. Coordinates exposure with hand in-

jection(s) of contrast as appro-
priate. Assists with tilt table

as ordered.
e. Repeats processing and review as

described. Repeats any steps as

appropriate.
f. Notes whether radiologist will

proceed with selective right coro-

nary arteriography.

10. For selective right coronary arteriog-
raphy,performer may proceed as follows:

a. Assists with table and fluoroscopy
while radiologist replaceS cath-
eter with one shaped fw.: right

coronary artery, positions cathe-

ter, fills with contrast,and places

for injection.
b. Carries.out appropriate steps si-

milar to those for right cormary
arteriography. Positions table or
patient for right and left posterior
oblique and left lateral projec-
tions and/or as ordered. Sets tech-
nical factors, serial program,
centers, collimates, provides

shielding as appropriate.

12.

c. Coordinates exposures with hand
injections by radiologist as de-
scribed. Arranges for processing
and review as described.

d. Continues, repeats as ordered.

Throughout procedure performer re-
mains alert for any symptom of
emergency or adverse reaction to
contrast. As soon as performer
judges that there is a reaction,
performer notifies radiologist.
May assist as appropriate with emer-
gency care.

When informed by the radiologist that

the radiographic examination is com-

pleted, performer may assist with ter-
mination steps. May carry out any or

all of the following as appropriate:

a. May assist while radiologist re-

moves connecting tubes, syringes,

and catheter. Removes any markers

from patient's body.
b. May prepare to apply pressure to

arterial puncture site when or-
dered. May prepare to apply pres-
sure dressing to puncture site

after manual pressuile his been

applied.
c. Performer coordinates with anesthe-

siologist if present and/or other
staff members responsible for re-
covery and after-care of patient.

Makes sure that patient is attended
and will be transported to appro-
priate next location such as re-
covery area or room.

d. lay present requisition form to

radiologist for comments and sig-
nature. May supply form if radiol-

ogist orders additional examina-
tion and/or delayed films or

tests.
e. Performer records the examination

according to irstitutional proce-
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dures. May include date,- room, ex-
amination type, the serial views
taken, the technical factors used,
and film sizes. May record the
number of exposures made of each
view including retakes; may enter
the estimated radiation dose to
which patient was exposed (using
posted information on dosage); may
record any problem with equipment,
any special care provided patient.
Signs requisition sheet.

f. Performer may record the fluoros-
copic and cine exposure including
exposure time and rad dosage from

posted data.
g. Performer may have room and equip-

ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides "to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments. Makes sure that any non-
disposable guide wires and catheters
are cleaned and flushed immediately

after use and before steriliza-
tion.

h. Performer may remove synchroniza-
tion cables connecting ECG multi-
channel machine with pressure in-
jector and/or cine equipment. May
return accessories such as compu-
ter control ca..ds and immobiliza-
tion devices to appropriate loca-
tions or has this done.

i. Performer may decide to jacket

radiographs, requisition sheets
and related materials, and/or have
information recorded in log book
personally, or have this done, de-
pending 'on institutional proce-

dures.
j. May indicate to appropriate staff

person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.

"WM
List Elementsjally
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1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Requisition reviewed;C.T.T. equipment set up for Performer receives or obtains

scan;pt. reassured,positioned,immobilized;scan(s) the x-ray requisition form, pa-
run;line-print out(s) made;scan(s) viewed as display tient
controls adjusted;scan displays photographed;scans

's identification card, and

any appropriate medical-techni-
recorded on magnetic tape;scans presented for review
by radiologist;radiologist assisted with contrast IV

cal history for a patient sched-

injection or infusion;postinjection scans made,pre- uled for computerized transverse

sented for review,recorded as ordered;pt. returned; axial tomography (C.T.T.) of the

examination recorded;C.T.T. scans placed for use. brain or other part of the body

2. What is used in per orming t a tas ote (cross section radiographic

if only certain items must be used. If there scans at various levels of the

is choice, include everything or the kinds of skull or body,reflecting differ-

things chosen among.) ential radioabsorption of var-

Pt.'s x-ray requisition sheet,ID card,ID bracelet, ious types of normal and abnor-
medical-technical history;sterile tray with materialss-fml tissue and other substances)
for IV injection or infusion of iodine based contrastiao
solution;tourniquet;arm board;emergency care;clock;

a result of:

immobilization devices;C.T.T. scanning units,genera-
tors,control panels,computer,teletype;line printer, a. Regular assignment.

paper;camera and film;program and data discs and/or b. Checking assignment on sched-

magnetic tape cassettes or reels;examination table or ule sheet.
couch;operatoi's manual;display unit(s) and controls; c. Having arranged requisitions
absorption coefficient charts;collimators;stool;forms
shielding;intercom;stretcher;wheelchair;adhesive;eme

in order of priority.
d. Receiving from co-worker.

sis basin,towels;log book;hospital gown,gloves;mark-
ing pen;centimeter scale;scissors;pen;write enable
ring;cleaning materials

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

C.T.T. equipment may include
E.M.I. or A.C.T.A. scanner,

involved in the task? Yes. ..(4 No...( ) or any similar type, depend-

es to q. : Name the ind o recipient, ing on institution; may be

respondent or co-worker involved, with de- referred to as C.T.T., C.T.,

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition; or C.A.T. scanner.

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge 1. Performer reads the requisi-

requirements or legal restrictions. tion sheet to determine the

Any pt.;accompanying adult;radiologist;anesthesiolo- examination called for, the

gist;co-worker;nurse patient involved,any special
considerations, to plan for

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques- the procedure, and to check

tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen- the completeness of the in-

tial'words. formation-provided:

Taking computerized transverse axial tomographic

(C.T.T.) scans of any pt.,by reviewing request;pre-

paring equipment;setting technical factors,scan lev- a. Performer checks the part

pt.; of the skull or body to be
el;reassuring,preparing,positioning,immobilizing
providing shielding;running scans as ordered using examined. Notes whether a

appropriate controls;viewing scans;adjusting viewer routine screening study is

controls;making line
print-outs,photograPhs of scan involved (with standard or .

displays as ordered;recording scans on magnetic tape; ders for number of scans,
presenting scans for review by radiologist;assisting

with IV injection of contrast;continuing,repeating
scans,recording,reviewing as ordered;having pt. re- OK-RP;RR;RR

turned;placing C.T.T. scans for use;recording exami- 6. Check here if this

nation.
's a master sheet..
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List Elements Fully

levels, ahgulation, and preparation
of print-out, tape, and photograph-
ic records before radiologist is
involved), or whether radiologist
will examine patient, view scan
data on cathode ray tube display,
and decide on further steps such
as intravenous injection or infu-
sion of contrast medium.

b. Notes the name of the radiologist
in charge; may note the name of
the referring clinician.

c. Performer reads patient's name,
identification number, sex, age,
weight, and height. Notes whether
patient is in-patient, out-patient
or emergency patient.

d. Performer notes standard or special
orders for examination, depending
on the options available with the
equipment to be used:

'4

i) Notes the number of scans to be
made, the cm. distances from an
anatomical referenc,2. plane to

the level of the scan.
ii) Notes the angle of the scan

(cut) in degrees from an anatom-
ical reference direction.

iii) May note whether a long or short
scan will be used, depending on

,the part of the body involved and
condition of patient. Notes the
number of degrees between succes-
sive scan passes if an option.

iv) MaY note the kV or mA recommend-
ed (if variable).

v) May note the collimated beam
width recommended (if variable).

vi) May hote which records to make
before viewing by radiologist,
such as line print-out, photo-
graphs of displays, putting per-
manent record on magnetic tape.
Notes any orders on use of view-
ing options to use for photo-
graphs.

List Elements Fully

e. Performer notes relevant informa-
tion about the patient's history
and orders for prior preparations:

i) If contrast may be used, notes
whether patient has prior his-
tory of allergic reaction to
contrast or history of aller-
gies. Notes whether aller.0
test has been ordered and4- if

so, results.
ii) Depending on institutional pro-

cedUres and the area to be ex-
amined, notes whether female
patient is pregnant, reviews
date of female patient's last
menstrual period, or notes any
other indication that there is
no danger of exposure of a
known or possible fetus.

iii) Notes whether general anesthe-
sia has been suggested. If so,
makes sure that type ordered is
compatible with equipment; i.e.
no explosive gas or compound.

iv) Notes how patient will arrive
.for examination (whether in
wheelchair, on stretcher, ac-
companied by staff member,
whether patient will be coher-
ent, sedated).

v) Notes any special information
that will affect patient posi-
tioning, immobilization,or han-
dling, such as presence of ac-
cident injuries, unhealed or
suspected fracture, behavioral
disorder, incoherence, tremors,
heart disease, communicable or
infectious condition.

vi) Performer notes whether there
are orders on prior preparation
of patient such as allergy
test, lab tests, prior admin-
istration of sedation, tran-
quilizer, antihistamine, anal-
gesic, other medication. Notes
appropriate timing for medica-
tions to take effect.
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Checks whether all prior proce-
dures have been carried out and
at appropriate time, and that
all reports ordered are with pa-
tient's chart. If there is any
problem, arranges to have prior
procedures carried out, examina-
tion postponed to allow proper
timing, reports problem to appro-
priate staff member, or plans to

infcrm radiologist.
vii) May check that no contrast study

has been done in the recent past
which would leave a residue of
radiopaque contrast, or gas in

the ventricles, subarachnoid
spaces or body cavities in the
plane(s) of interest which would
interfere with the accuracy of
the density readings.

viii) May check that there is no dan-
ger of artifacts from imrlanted
dense substances,such as clips
resulting from surgical or thera-
peutic procedures,or prosthetic
devices such as hearing aid. May
plan the angle of the scan to
avoid these or note angle or-
dered to avoid these.

f. Performer considers the patient im-

mobilization and shielding needed
for the scanning based on patient's
age, sex, the scan levels ordered,
patient's condition, and the equip-

ment involved. Considers shielding

needed for self and/or anyone to
remain in the room during scanning.

g. If the referring physician has re-

quested.that prior films, ultrasono
crams, prior scans and/or test re-
sults already on file be sent with
the C.T.T. scans ordered, and if

not already with patient's jacketed
material, performer arranges to
have these delivered.

h. If the performer determines that

the request is not properly auth-

orized, is incomplete, that suf-
ficient information is lacking for
...3rformer to proceed properly, per-

former notifies supervisor, radi-
ologist, ar other designated staff
person, depending on inscitutional
procedures. Explains the problem
if appropriate, and proceeds after

obtaining needed information, sig-
nature, or orders.

When performer is clear about what

will be involved in examination, he

or she goes to appropriate room for
the equipment required, or notes room
assigned on requisition sheet. Pre-

pares ahead so as not to keep patient

in examination room longer than nec-

essary. Washes hands as appropriate.

Makes sure that no unautharized per-

son is in examinstion room.

a. If contrast may be administered,
performer checks that pl-ocedure
tray aas bklen prepared with ma-

terials fot injeccion or infusion
of contrast. Checks that appropri-

ate aqueous iodine based contrast

solution is present. Checks that

t.ere is no evidence of chemical
deterioration. May check that
contrast solution is at appropri-

ate temperature; may arrange to

heat or cool. Makes sure that

emergency cart: is present. Checks

for emesis basin, tawels, avail-

ability of cold water.
b. Checks that proper accessories are

available for procedure including
appropriate shielding to be used

by performer, the patient, and/or

anyone who will remain in the room
during exposure. Checks that appro
priate immobilization devices are
present, special cradle or re-
straints for pediatric patient,

pads, pillows and/or blankets.
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To prepare for scan, performer makef7
sure that the C.T.T. equipment is
warme,.1 up and ready for use, and
that controls are unlocked. Sets
controls as appropriate to eqUip-
ment if not already done:

i) Makes sure that system has been
warmed up. May check that ready
light is on, or switches on
standby contrOl and makes sure
that standby lifpt comes on. May
cheek Lhat mac:tine is not set at
position to calibrate density
factors.

ii) Checks that x-ray voltage genera-
tor is on and running at nominal
output, that viewer and computer
are on and ready.

ii) If appropriate, checks line volt-
age meter and, if needed, turns
cmipensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

iv) Checks paper supply in teletype
and, if appropriate,separate lin
printer. May check whether print-
ing,is faint and whether carbon
ribboh needs changing. If appro-
priate, obtains additional paper
and/or carbon ribbon. Loads as
appropriate to equipment; ad-
vances paper or ribbon and check
that unit is operati7e.

v) Makes sure teletype unit or othe
data terminal controlling the
computer is on line and power is
or,

vi) If equipment may provide line
print-out of scan as soon as
scan is completed,and print-out
is requested,makes sure printer
is on and set to print as appro-
priate.

iii) If scan is to be re.:.orded on mag

netic tape,automatically, may
set appropriate switch.

LW If the C.T.T. scanner involved
has a water filled head box for

631
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brain. scanning,performer checks
that head box is filled with
enough water that there is
no air in the .,z-ray beam path.
Checks that water heater is off
and that water is at appropri-
ate temperature. May clean ex-
ternal surfaces of head box
through which beam passes.

ix) Checks that scanning area is
clear and that unit is in start
position. If appropriate, oper-
ates controls to return scannin
unit carriage and rotation as-
sembly (gantry) to start posi-
tion. Makes sure that examina-
tion table or couch is properly
attached to-scanning unit.

d. Depending on equipment, perfc mer
may check that a proper system pro
gram magnetic disc and/or magnetic
tape is inserted in appropriate
unit to record the scan data.

e. If a tape is to be mounted to re-
ceive scan data, performer may
proceed as follows:

i) Places empty takeup reel in po-
sition on tape unit. Obtains
and places tape to be used into
position and threads as appro-
priate so that tape will be
wound on takeup reel. Sets ap-
propriate switch.

ii) If the tape already Las data
recorded on it, performer uses
teletype to enter code that
will set the t.Epe at nd of the
last record (scan).

iii) If the tape'is new, performer
uses teletype to enter code
that will allow recording of
tape label.
When teletype calls for new
tape number, performer executes
appropriate steps with teletype
to enter a tape identification
number (chosen as'appropriate
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Task Code No. 526

This is page 5 of 18 for this task.

a-cording to institutional pro-
cAures),the date, and/ot any
other information for use on the
tape label.

5,v) Performer positions the tape to
record on appropriate portion
of the reel by typing appropri-
ate code.,Checks that teletype
message indicates that computer
is ready for input data, such
as "Scan Code?" and sounds beep
or "Program Number?"

f. If a magnetic disc is to be mounted
to receive data, performer may pro-
ceed as follows:

i) Checks for proper disc type and
serial number. Places disc into
disc drive unit Checks that ma-

chine switches and settings are
set to run, that ready light is
on, and that computer is set to
receive input data.

ii) If the disc has already been
used, and performer wishes to
erase disc, types appropriate
code and setting for erase, and
responds to teletype as appropri-
ate to erase disc, enter the
disc identifieltion number, hos-
pital name, or enter current or
new crystal factors (for equip-

ment or programs requiring that
crystal factors be entered in the
program on each disc)or zeroes.

iii) Carries out appropriate steps
for new disc by entering identi-
fication information and crystal
factors if or as appropriate.

iv) Entets data as apprt,,priate.
v) Checks that teletype message

indicates that equipment is
ready to receive input data,
such as "Program Number?"

g. If, in preparing for the scan pro-
cedure, the teletype does not in-
dicate that the cnmputer is ready

List Elements
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to receive input data with message
such as "Program Number?" or "Scan
Code?" and beep sound, performer
may reset or reload the program(s)

in the computer's memory as ap-
propriate to equipment. May do any
or all of the following:

i) If the system programs are per-'
manantly on each data disc and
protected from erasure, per-
former loads the system pro-
gram automatically when the
disc is loaded into the disc
drive unit, as describo.d.

ii) If the teletype does not print
appropriate mesiage, performer
may check teletype, computer
settings, and switches as ap-
propriate; may reset program
by setting switches to ini-
tiate a self examination check,
and then reset and restart,
following appropriate steps
for switches and controls.

iii) If the program must be reload-
ed using system programs on
.separate disc or cassette or
program tape, periormer in-
serts program disc, cassette
or tape reel in proper place
in disc or tape drive unit.
May rewind tape as appropriate.

iv) If appropriate, performer may
erase irrelevant information
from computer's memory (ini-
tialize) to prepare for loading
of sys' im programs. Enters ap-
propriate code on teletype.
Sets switches as appropriate;
sets to enter, load and run.
Checks that appropriate light
comes on.

v) If appropriate, sets controls
to load system loader and/or
program(s). Checks or sets ap-
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propriate switches. Checks that
cassette is rewound and ready.
Sets to load and run.

vi) Performer has program read in
by sefting appropriate switches
and activating. Notes appropri-
ate operating signals.
When the program Ilas been read
in as indicated by light or
teletype message, performer may
check that the contents of the
display registers show as ap-

propriate.
vii) If appropriate, rewinds program

tape or cassette using proper
controls. Removes and stores
tape or cassette.

viii) If performer has initialized the
computer memory, if it is the
start of the day, or if a new
tape or disc has been loaded,
performer may use teletype to
read the date into memory for
display with scans; may type in
date in appropriate digital
month-day-and-year format; may
check date by having it display-
ed, as appropriate.

ix) Checks that computer is ready
by activating as appropriate,
such as wiji 3tart or standby
switch. Checks that teletype mes
sage asks for input data such as
"Scan Code?" and beep sound or
"Program Number?"

h. If not already done, performer
checks whether camera unit is load-
ed with adequate film for the pro-
cedure. May check film supply in-
dicator or opens back of camera and

inspects.

1) If camera uses Polaroid film
cassette containing film for
eight exposures, notes number
of ttnexpsed films remaining

4sli List Elements Flay

and provides additional pack-
age(s) from storage area. Re-
loads when appropriate.

ii) If loading Polaroid alm pack-
age, performer opens camera
and package containing film.
Handles carefully and removes
film pack from bag. Discards
any moisture absorbing paper
and inserts film pack in cam-
era as appropriate in relation

to light shield and restraining

spring. Checks position of
tal:s. Closes camera. Checks and
removes safety cover by pulling
out by tab. Rechecks and read-
justs if needed,

iii) If camera uses roll film and
there is ,insufficient supply
in camera; performer arranges
to have roll film cassette
loaded, or decides to do per-

sonally.
When tled roll film cassette
is obtained, checks loading in
subdued light. May check that
end of film is cut correctly
and is properly threaded and
attached to takeup spool so
that film urwinds appropri-
ately. Checks that film is
properly engaged in sprockets.
Locks into operating position.
If appropriate, cuts off ex-
cess film at exit port and re7
moves. Attaches film cassette
to camera and locks into place.
Replaces camera cover.
If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded. Advances film
to compensate for any exposure
of film due to installation or
check. Removes dark slide from
camera lens if appropriate.

i. Once the equipment has been check-
ed and the computer is.ready. per-
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former arranges to enter identifi-
cation information for the patient's
scans. May set controls to scan po-
sition.

i) If not already done, uses tele-
type to answer data requests
such as "Program Number?" or
"Scan Code?" Answers with appro-
priate code to call scanning pro-
gram or subroutine and bring com-
puter to a "ready" condition.

ii) May enter the code for the num
ber of degrees between successive
scan passes if an option; may
select long or short scan if an
option, based on requisition or
standards set for the part of
the body involved, or patient's
size or condition.

iii) If not already done and new tape
or disc is being used, enters
appropriate hospital name, disc
or tape name or number, and date

as appropriate.
iv) Enters patient's identification

number as appropriate using man-
ual selectors or teletype as ap-
propriate to machine. Assigns a
scan number and enters as appro-
priate. If entered with tele-
type, performer mentally notes
that subsequent scans for the
patient will automatically be
given incremental code numbers.

v) If appropriate, performer enters
additional information such as
body part, whether contrast was
administered, special patient
position used,or special colli-
mation.

vi) If the distance from the anatom-
ical reference plane to the lev-
el of the scan is computer con-
trolled, performer enters speci-
fied distance as appropriate.
For manual adjustment waits unti
patient is being positioned.
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vii) If the scanning angle is vari-
able,for uses such as areas near

the base of the skull or to
overcome patient movement or
artifacts, perfDrmer sets con-
trol, or types in prescribed
angle as appropriate.

viii) Performer uses appropriate pro-
' cedures to check identification i

information entered against req.,
uisition sheet; corrects errors
as appropriate.

j. Performer sets or adjusts techni-
cal factors as appropriate:

i) Checks and adjusts high voltage
if needed.

ii) If the x-ray beam width is ad-
justable by the addition or
removal of collimators, perform-N.
er checks requisition to note
beam width prescribed. If ap-
propriatL, removes or inserts
the collimators from or into
their respective housings.

iii) Performer may check that meters
indicating signal levels for
photomultipilers are reading
in correct range. If there has
been an alteration in x-ray
tube output or collimation has
been changed, performer may
have equirment readjusted or
decides to do personally.

iv) If not already done, sets the
milliamperage and kiLvoltage
as appropriate for the scan
using appropriate controls.
Checks meters and adjusts using
controls as appropriate.

v) If appropriate for c!quipment,
when the technical factors are
correctly set, performer
switches off x-rays until ready
to run scan of pient.

k. If performer decides that any of

the equipment is not functioning
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properly, or is not ready for use,
informs appropriate staff member and
proceeds as ordered or decides to
carry out tests or notify service
organization.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may bring requisition sheet
and patient's chart to radiologist, or
may bring or escort patient and any
accompanying staff to examination room
to prepare patient for radiologist's
examination or to proceed with routine
scan procedure.

a. If performer is to prepare patient
in examination room, may proceed
as follows:

i) Performer washes hands as appro-
priate. Depending on patient's
age or condition, may carry out
isolation or decontamination
techniques. May don gown, mask,
gloves.

ii) Performer has the patient brought
. from the holding area and pre-
pared for the examination (if
not already done), or decides
to do personally. Depending on
institutional arrangements, per-
former may decide to assist in
bringing patient to examination
room on stretcher if patient is
very ill, injured, or has al-
ready been sedated,or is in
wheelchair.

iii) Performer greets coherent pa-
tient and any accompanying staff
person and/or parent 2r guardian
and introduces self. Checks pa-
tient's identity against the
requisition sheet. With in-pa-
tient checks hospital identi-
fl.ation bracelet or other iden-
tifier. Checks with any accom-
panying staff member on any spe-
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cial precautions necessary dur-
ing procedure.

iv) Performer has patient assisted
to examination table or couch
or decides to do personally
with help, depending on whL%her
patient is to be positioned be-
fore being examined by radiol-
ogist. Makes sure that no equip
ment is ih the way that may be
collided with by patient.
If patient is in wheelchair,
moves patient in chair into po-

sition next to table or couch.
Locks wheelchair and obtains
help in lifting patient from
wheelchair to table or couch.
If patient is on stretcher,
places stretcher into position
and locks so that patient can
be lifted from wheeled base to
table or couch.
May have nurse carefully lift
infant and then place on table,
or lifts infant carefully, sup-
porting infant's head, and
places in position with head
supported.

v) Depending on the part of the
body to be setanned, performer
may check that dense objects
and clothing are removed from
area of interest. For brain
scan,checks that dentures, hair
pins, spectacles, and any jew-
elry at head and neck have been
removed. Makes sure that all
garmenes are removed down to
below the neck. If not already
done, has infant patient's
clothing removed and has pa-
tient put in gown.
Makes sure patient is being at-
tended and there is no danger
patient will fall off table or
couch. If patient has respira-
tion, cardiac,or infusion
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equipment,or urinary catheter
attached- makes sure that equip-
ment is being monitored and is
not dislodged. Checks there is
no danger equipment will be
struck by any moving portion of
the scanning unit. May check
that patient is being kepf warm.
May support bony prominences to
provide comfort.

vi) If not already done, and if con-
trast may be ordered, questions
patient or accompanying adult or
staff member about any prior
preparations ordered and about
any allergies, especially to
shellfish, or adverse reactions
to contrast medium (especially
iodine based).

vii) If appropriate and not already
done, performer questions female
patient of child bearing age re-
garding possible pregnancy.

viii) If any preparatory procedures
were not carried out, if-patient
has sensitivity to contrast, or
if there is any possibility that
patient is pregnant, and these.
have not already been recorded,
performer informs radiologist in
charge at once; proceeds only
with approval.

ix) If not already done, performer
explains what will be involved
in the procedure and how the
equipment will function. Explains
the probable time intervals be-
tween scanning periods and that

patient will not be left and
forgotten. Explains what cooper-
ation will be asked of patient.
Indicates how lor.g patient must
remain motionless during scan-
ning. Indicates what types of po-
sitions the patient.will be asked
to assume. May have patient
practice holding still.

x) Performer answers patient's or
parent's non-medical questions
honestly; attempts to reassure
patient and-develop confidence.
Treats patient with dignity and
concern regardless of patient's
behavior. Attempts to calm pa-
tient and gain cooperation by
communicating as appropriate
to patient's age or, if appro-
priate, level of functioning
or degree of coherence. Is as

calm and gentle as possible.
Performer explains, when asked
medical questions, that it is
not appropriate for technolo-
gist to answer these; encour-
ages patient or parent to
speak to physician.

xi) If patient is difficult to
calm, may have parent who is
present leave; may have parent
recalled to help calm patient.
May have staff member assist.
If patient continues to be
unmanageable, performer may
consider requesting that pro-
cedure be delayed until child
is more quiet. May discuss
possibility of sedation or
additional sedation with radi-
ologist. If ordered, arranges
to have administered and al-

lows time for results.
xii) Performer provides patient (if

appropriate) and anyone who
will remain in room during ex-
posure with appropriate protec-
tive shielding. Explains if
necessary that this is not
cause for alarm but a general
precaution to minimize unneces-
sary radiation exposure.

b. Performer may inform attending
radiologist when patient is ready
to be examined. May bring requi-
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sition sheet and patient's medical
history and chart to radiologist.

i) If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-
ficulties encountered with re-
gard to information, possible
contraindications, or anything
else that should be brought to
radiologist's attention. Notes
any special orders or change in
procedure decided by radiologist.
Proceeds as ordered.

ii) Performer may accompany radiol-
ogist to examination room, greet
and/or introduce patient.

iii) During radiologist's review of
requisition and examination of
patient, performer notes radi-
ologist's orders.
If radiologist decides to cancel
or reschedule procedure, may ar-
range to terminate and reschedule
as appropriate; has any orders
for rescheduling filled out and
signed as appropriate.

iv) If radiologist decides that ad-
ditional preparatory steps, se-
dation or anesthesia are needed,
performer may arrange to have
these carried out and/or per-
former arranges to reschedule pa-
-tient; checks that anesthesia is
appropriate for use near equip-
ment (non-explosive).

v) Performer notes radiologist's
final decisions on how to proceed
If appropriate, changes settings
for length of scan,technical fac-
tors, or notes any special orders
on positioning of patient, angu-
lation, or level of scan.

vi) Notes final orders on number of
scans to make before review of

scan by radiologistolotes type of

record to make, such as photo-
graphs of displays, line print-

out; notes display options
chosen, whether radiologist
wishes to see each scan dis-
played as processed.

. Performer positions patient for the
first scan as appropriate to equip-
ment and the area of interest:

a. May have infant immobilized with
extremities at sides by mummying
(wrapping), or decides to do per-
sonally.

i) If performer asks co-worker or
nurse to wrap patient, indi-
cates at what level sheet
should be wrapped.

ii) May explain or demonstrate to
staff member what is required
for immobilizing the patient.

iii) May plLce pediatric patient in
special cradle to prevent child
from sliding.

b. If patient is to have general an-
esthesia, performer awaits signal
that procedure can begin. Proceeds
following sterile technique, to
maintain the integrity of sterile
areas; avoids touching patient,
drapes, attending staff or instru-
ment table with nonsterile ob-
jects.

c. If not already done, assists pa-
tient to lie on the examination
table or couch in a comfortable,
supine position. Explains what is
happening.

i) May align the median sagittal
plane of the body and head to
midline.

ii) May apply straps to hold or,
immobilize patient. May provide
cushions or supports as needed.
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d. Performer may use centimeter scales
attached to scan unit and refer-
ence lines, flexion or extension of

patient's head, and/or tilt of
table to obtain proper level and
angulation for the scan "cut,"
and/or performer may prepare pa-
tient for proper placement:

i) For brain scan, performer may
mark or defin the orbitomeatal
line for reference as that con-
necting the external auditory
meatus and the outer canthus of
the patient's eye. Performer may
mark or define the infraorbito-
meatal line (Reid's base line)
as that connecting the external
auditory meatus and the infra-
orbital margin.

ii) For areas of the body other than
the skull, performev may refer
to topographic anatomical ref-
erence lines and mark or define

these for correct positioning.
iii) Performer may mark reference

lines on patient's skin; may
prepare adhesive tape so that

reference lines may be drawn on
the tape. For brain scan, may
construct a headband such that
adhesive adheres only to skin
in front of ears, and rest of
tape is covered by another piece

to avoid having tape adhere to
patient's hair. May apply a
stockinet to patient's head to
compress hair against skull.

iv) May mark the distances above and
below reference line to show
alignment for various cuts. Mea-
sures distances at right angles

to reference line.

e. With a whole body scanner, posi-
tions table or scanning unit so
that the body part to be examined
is in the center of the scanning
ring:

4111111====IMENNINIIIP
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i) Uses menu .l or motor controls
to position table or couch at
the appropriate level, height,
and angle in relation to the
scanning unit.

ii) Centers for the desired cut by
viewing through an alignment
slit or other device and ad-
justing the table to the appro-
priate forward or backward po-
sition, level, and tilt.

iii) May use head holder and crank
to raise or lower head. Adjusts

so that distance from anatomi-
cal reference line is appropri-
ate for level of first cut, and
so that angulation is correct
as ordered.

f. With a water hex brain scanner,
performer operates controls to
empty sufficient water from box
to allow placement of patient's

head within headbag (held in place
by head cone inside box).

i) Makes sure patient is firmly
positioned on couch with seat
strap,or in cradle on table,
so that water pressure will
not force head out of box.

ii) Moves couch until head is in-
serted to proper depth. Aligns
markings on patient's head
with scale attached to unit,
so that scan level is proper
distance from reference line.
Adjusts flexion or extension
of patient's head so that ref-
erence line is at right angles

to scale or at the angle or-

dered.
iii) Operates controls so that water

enters box, allowing headbag
to collapse onto patient's
head and closely fit head con-
tours. Rechecks and adjusts pa-
tient's position.
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iv) Adjusts so that patient's fore-
head is in contact with top of
head cone and neck firmly against
bottom of head box opening. May
use seat strap to maintain posi-
tion.

g. May bArther immobilize patient.
Supports appropriate parts of body
so that patient is c^mfortable and
held securely, and so that patient
can most easily hold still for the
period of the scan. May use chin
straps, gauze, pillows, restraining
bands.

5. Performer operates scanner controls
from shielded control area:

a. Makes sure patient is properly po-
sitioned and everyone is out of
scanning area or properly shielded.
Checks that external doors are lock-
ed and any warning signal is on.

b. Checks that all controls and inter-
locks are properly set for scanning
and that high voltage supply is
running at nominal level.

c. Uses intercom or calls to patient
to remain motionless until told to
relax.

d. Initiates scan by pressing apprrer
ate control button.

e. Keeps patient and equipment control
panels in view during scan passes
so as to respond to any emergency.

f. During scan, may note whether prop-
er sound for scan is occurring such
as buzzer, or whether proper indi-
cator light is on. May note whether
kV and mA meters are reading in
proper voltage ranges and/or fall
towards zero at end of each trans-
verse. May note whether indicator
shows that there is excess of air
around patient's head.

g. Performer may encourage patient to
remain motionless during scan.
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After scan, tells patient that he
or she can relax.

h. If performer decides that too much
air or patient motion has occurred
or if there is some other reason
to interrupt scan, performer uses
controls to abort the scan. Return
unit to start position. Readjusts
and recommences as appropriate.

i. If scanning sequence does not
start or- is aborted, checks that
x-rays are shut off. May start
again as described. If there is
still a problem, removes patient
from unit. Notifies appropriate
staff member and/or decides to
carry out tests or call service
organization, or have this done.

j. If line printer is available to
print out relative tissue densi-
ties, and machine has been set for
this, performer may tear off print
out of scan and set aside for ra-
diologist's review. Cheeks that
identification information is pre-
sent and correct on print-out.

. If performer is to make record(s) of
the scan before proceeding with fur-
ther scanning, performer may proceed
as described below:

a. If performer is to make record(s)
in conjunction with radiologist,
performer informs radiologist that
first (or next) scan is ready to
be viewed. Proceeds as described
below.

b. If performer is to make record(s)
before review by radiologist ac-
cording to routine orders for the
area of interest, or orders on
requisition sheet, reviews what is
involved and proceeds as described
below.

c. If performer is to make record(s)
before review by radiologist by
using own judgment and following
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general guidelines, may proceed as

described below.
d. Performer checks that the scan just

processed is on display or that
teletype or light indicator shows
that scan is ready to be viewed:

i) If not already done, turns on
viewing unit power.

ii) Activates the viewer control if
appropriate. Sets computer switch
to viewing position or types in

appropriate codes to view scat.

e. Performer views the scan in a white-
to-black range on a cathode ray
tube or TV monitor showing the
"slice(s).." Depending on equipment,
performer uses controls on viewing

unit or calls appropriate subrou-

tines and types responses to tele-

type to adjust display to provide

the best diagnostic information.
Follows radiologist's orders, stan-
dard orders, orders on requisition
sheet, or varies displays using own
judgment, as appropriate.

i) Checks that identification in-
formation showing on display is

correct.
ii) Performer may note the appropri-

ate density levels for the ma-

terial under examination and the

information required, or checks

the settings appropriate for

display so that the picture to
be viewed provides even steps of

intensity change along a gray
scale from black to white.

iii) Sets the window (display) width

as appropriate to the type of

density range needed, i.e., such
that all values above the range
will be undifferentiated at one
extreme, such as white, and all

values below the range will be
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undifferentiated at the other
extreme, such as black.

iv) Sets the window level (mean) to

correspond to the median den-
sity value desired for the me-
dian or center gray-tone within
the range.

v) Performer adjusts the window
mean (level) and/or window
width by using appropriate man-
ual controls or subroutines
until the picture displayed
demonstrates the sharpest den-
sity gradations for the tissues
in the area of interest and the

possible pathological material
involved, or follows radiolo-
gist's orders.

vi) Depending on options available,
performer may note or set con-
trols to read the density value

at any point in the picture at

request of radiologist or for

evaluating picture. May use
controls to blacken all picture
elements at a given display lev

el, have them flicker, outline

them. May use controls as ap-
propriate to magnify an area

or otherwise modify the display

of the contiguous "slices."

f. Performer makes photographs of the

gray-leVel cathode ray tube or TV
monitor display(s) as ordered by

radiologist, requisition, or ac-
cording to standard procedures.
May use control to position iden-

tification information to be
photographed with display. When a
display is obtained of which a

permanent photographic record is
desired, performer may proceed as

follows:

i) Checks that roll film, Polar-

oid, or other camera is loaded

if not already done.
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ii) Sets any appropriate control to
"photograph" setting.

iii) May set shutter and aperture as
appropriate.

iv) If appropriate, swings camera
into position and checks that
appropriate light is on.

v) Operates camera exposure control
to take picture of display.

vi) If Polaroid or other automatic
processing camera is used, waits
for exposure to be completed,
pulls out tabs as appropriate,
and waits for film processing
to take place. Peels off or sep-
arates developed print from neg-
ative without letting print come
in contact with negative. Dis-
cards tabs and negative as ap-
propriate, avoiding any contact
with caustic jelly. May fold aad
wrap negative to discard.

vii) Continues with additional photo-
graphs as described.

viii) If roll film is used, when all
photographs have been taken of
the scan (or for a single pa-
tient), may remove as appropri-
ate and place for processing, or
decides to do personally.

ix) When each processed photograph
is ready, checks that photo has
the same appearance as the dis-
play being viewed. If not, re-
ports to proper staff member.

x) If the film used requires a coat
of fixer, may accumulate the de-
veloped photographs and have
them coated with fixer, or de-
cides to do personally.

xi) If, during the course of proce-
dure, camera needs reloading,
performer reloads Polaroid pack
or roll film as described.

xii) If identification information
photographed with display is not
sufficient, performer may use
marking pen to write in addi-

tional information such as win-
dow width and level (mean) or
other option selected.

g. If equipment has a capacity to dis-16.

play scans in color, performer may P
call a preselected color scheme
or spectrum (with each color cor-
responding to a display level) by
using subroutine and teletype; may
create new color representations
as appropriate by defining inten-
sity factors for the base colors
of the TV color monitor.

i) Depending on equipment, perform
er uses options to vary color

display as described, such as
flicker, magnification, making
all picture points of a give,:
display level turn a particular
color.

ii) If a color camera is available,
performer may make color photo-
graphs of display following
steps similar to those for
black-gray-white photographs.

h. If a line print-out of the rela-
tive density values of the pic-
ture points is required or order-
ed, and if not already done, per-
former may type appropriate code
for printing and sat controls.
If appropriate, performer may use
controls to specify which of the
pair of scans, and which of the
rows and columns are to be printed.

Performer tears off printed out-
put as appropriate and sets aside
for review by radiologist.
If not already done, and if there
are standard orders(or if performe

decides)to record, the current scan
on magnetic tape for permanent
storage (numerical relative absorp
tion coefficients from which pic-
tures.can be called for display at
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any future time), performer may pro-

ceed as follows:

i) If not already done, performer
checks that magnetic tape unit
is loaded and set to record. If

necessary, loads as appropriate

as described earlier. May fit a
"write enable" ring to the tape

reel.
ii) May refer to log book and enter

or check tape directory (iden-
tification data) and code num-
bers. May set appropriate con-
trols to enter tape label in-

formation.
iii) Enters appropriate code to trans

fer the scan data from the com-
puter or disc to permanent re-
cord on magnetic tape.

iv) May defer transfer to tape until

all the scans for a patient have

been run, until the disc is full

or until end of day.

v) May operate controls to obtain

print-out giving record labels
or tape directory information
showing tape contents. May at-
tach to tape reel; may write in

other identifying information.

7. When the performer has made any per-

manent records ordered for first scan,

continues with any other scans order-

ed'to be done before review, or order-

ed by radiologist as a result of re-

view:

a. Performer resets controls as ap-

propriate to resume scanning.
b. Manually or mechanically adjusts

equipment for the next scan level

and angle as appropriate. Carries

out any other changes required.

c. May check that the next scan number

has been assigned, and/or pushes
appropriate control and uses tele-

List Elements Fully

type to read in any additional in-

formation.
d. Proceeds with additional scans,

viewing and recording as appropri-

ate, as described.

. If so ordered, performer brings C.T.T.

scan photographs, computer print-outs,

prior films,and patient's chart to

radiologist for review, and/or tells

radiologist when the series of scans

are available for visu display.

a. If not already done, performer
tells radiologist about any dif-

ficulties encountered during scan-.
ning, viewing and making of per-

manent records.
b. During radiologist's review of

scan data, performer may discuss

scan control decisions, may call

scan data for visual display, may

vary display options, may make ad-

ditional photographs, print-outs
as requested by radiologist. Re-

peats appropriate steps.
c. If radiologist indicates that the

scans are not technically ade-

quate, or that more information

is needed, notes radiologist's

orders for additional scans with

a change in level or thickness

of "slice," angle of scan, techni-

cal factors, collimated.beam
width, use of patient motion con-
trol (control setting and/or use

of immobilization or sedation).

i) Notes whether further scans
will be delayed so that resid-

ual contrast from prior exami-

nation can be removed, or pa-
tient can be sedated. Records

or notes for later use.

ii) Notes whether need to repeat
scans is due to performer's

own negligence or lack of at-
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tention so that performer can
avoid future "retakes." If re-
quest for retake reflects mal-
functioning equipment, reports
malfunction to appropriate staff
member or decides to check.

d. Tf the radiologist decides to re-
peat scanning at one or more lev-
els with intravenous infusion or
injection of an iodine based con-
trast medium to enhance tissue den-
sity and improve differential con-
trast, notes radiologist's orders
on how to proceed:

i) Notes whether a test dose will
be administered.

ii) Notes whether contrast will be
administered by intravenous in-
jection or infusion.

iii) Notes radiologist's orders for
postinjection time sequence, or-
ders for scan level, angle, and
other relevant factors.

iv) May note orders on amount of con
trast or change of equipment or
supplies and injection site.

e. Performer repeats any non-contrast
C.T.T. scans as ordered, making any
adjustments as appropriate. Repeats
appropriate steps and awaits furth-
er orders from radiologist. Con-
tinues as ordered. Refrains from
commenting to patient on the scans
or providing any interpretation.

9. If contrast will be administered, per-
former may assist with any or all of
the following:

a. Performer sets controls for post-
injection scans as described, ad-
justing for radiologist's orders.
May type in identificction informa-
tion to indicate use of contrast
material.
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b. May have syringes or IV bottle pre-
pared with contrast medium (iodine
based solution) or decides to do
personally. Performer may check
that temperature is appropriate,
there is no chemical deterioration,
and type of contrast is appropri-
ate.

c. If intravenous infusion method is
to be used, performer may set up
IV infusion apparatus. Attaches
bottle of prepared contrast solu-
tion to sterile IV tubing. Hangs
at appropriate height on pole near
patient with clamp in closed posi-
tion. Makes sure IV equipment is
clear of any moving portion of
scan apparatus.

d. Arranges to provide or change any
equipment or supplies as ordered
by radiologist. May supply emesis
basin and clean towels.

e. Performer may position patient on
scan table or couch as appropriate
for introduction of contrast. May
have injection site prepared or
decides to do personally.

f. Informs radiologist when patient
and materials are ready for in-
troduction of contrast solution.

g. If performEr is to assist with
test injection and/or administra-
tion of contrast medium, washes
hands, observing sterile.technique
as appropriate.

i) May assist radielogist as ap-
propriate by handi:g materials
and supplies asked for follow-
ing sterile technique.

ii) May provide support for pa-
tient's arm used for injection.
Performer assists radiologist
in caring for patient if there
ig nausea or vomiting. Reas-
sures patient. Cleinses pa-
tient. May provide damp cold
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towel to alleviate flushing
symptoms. Cleans off any spills
on scanning unit and controls.

iii) With infusion technique, per-
former may periodically check
that needle has not become dis-
lodged and that the fluid is
dripping at an even rate. If
there are any problems, perform-
er clamps tube and notifies an
MD or RN at once.

iv) As appropriate, keeps track of
time elapsed. If appropriate,
makes sure that patient is in
the care of a staff person who
will observe patient's reactions
or decides to do personally. Re-

mains alert for any symptom of
severe pain or adverse reaction
to the contrast. As soon as per-

,

former judges that reaction may
be severe, ceases nrocedure and
notifies radiologist or attending
physician at once.

h. Unless there is severe reaction,
performer makes postinjectiont.T.T.
scans at appropriate time as or-
dered, as described above. Makes
permanent records such as photo-
graphs, print-outs, magnetic tape
record as described. Informs ra-
diologist and presents for review
and/or assists with visual displays
as described.

i. Performer notes radiologist's in-
structions after scan(s) is(are)
reviewed. As appropriate, makes
changes and repeats ai"ordered.

j. When appropriate and if not already

done, assists with removal of IV
apparatus or has this done.

10. During scanning and viewing procedures

performer observes the patient, scan-
-

ning unit. and x-ray output meters to
make sure that patient is all right

List Elements.FIlly
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and that equipment is functioning
properly.

a. Throughout procedure performer ob-
serves patient for any signs of

emergency, adverse reaction to con
trast, and/or to prevent or re-
spond to an accident. Is alert to
signs suggesting faintness or any
impairment in respiration.

b. Notifies nurse or physician at
once if patient shows emergency
signs.

c. Makes sure that any life support
devices are being monitored and
that patient is not left unattend-
ed. Is especially careful to pre-
vent patient from falling.

d. If, during positioning, patient
shows signs of severe pain, per-
former may notifY Appropriate',
nurse or physician at once and

await orders.
e. If there are any signs of patient

emergency, malfunction or overheat

ing of equipment, or indications
of oil or water leakage, performer
uses emergency shut off controls.

Removes patient from scanner.
Makes patient as comfortable as
possible and reassures. Notifies
appropriate staff member or decides

to call service organization.

11. When performer is told by radiologist
that the examination has been complet-

ed, or when performer is sure that the

examination has been completed (with

scans to be reviewed at a later time),

performer carries out termination
steps for the examination. May carry
out any or all of the following as

appropriate:

a. Informs patient and any staff mem-

ber that procedure is terminated.
Coordinates with anesthesiologist
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(if present) and/or any other staff
members responsible for recovery
and aftercare of patient.

b. Performer removes IV equipment if).
not already done, or has this done.
Removes any restraining devices.
Moves scanning equipment out of the
way of.patient or uses cortrols to
move patient on table to clear po-

sition so that patient cn rise or
be assisted to leave.

c. May decide to assist patient from
table. Makes sure patient is re-
minded of any footrest in stepping
off table.

d. May have infant patient fed, trans-
ported back to room, to parent or
guardian, or to next location, or
decides to do personally, as ap-
propriate.

e. May make sure that patient is at-
tended and will be transported to
appropriate next location such as
recovery area or room; may decide
to do personally; if out-patient,
may arrange to discharge or send
patient home (with escort if ap-
propriate).

f. Performer may have room and equip-
ment cleaned; has any other appro-
priate clean up procedures follow-
ed or decides to do personally,
depending on institutional arrange-
ments.
If appropriate, may present requi-
sition form to radiologist for com-
ments and signature, and/or has
requisition sheet for rescheduled
or additional study signed.

h If not'already done, may transfer
scan data to magnetic tape. If nec-
essary, may have fixative applied
to scan photographs or decides to
do personally.

i Performer records the examination
in log book and/or in patient's
chart or requisition according to
institutional procedures. May in-

g.

clude date, room, time, number of
scans run including retakes, the
levels, angulation and other op-
tions selected, whether contrast
was used. Enters the disc and/or
tape code number, scan code num-
bers (file or record numbers) for
later retrieval. May record the
photographs and print-outs
made. May write in notation on
problems such as patient movement.
May enter the estimated radiation
dose to which patient was exposed
(using posted information on dos-
age). May record any problem with
equipment, any special care pro-
vided patient. If any scans called
for ia the initial request could
not be obtained, performer may re-
cord reasons. Signs requisition
sheet.

j. Performer may decide to jacket
scan photographs, line print-outs,
requisition sheets, and related
materials personally or have this
done, depending on institutional
procedures.

k. May indicate to appropriate staff
person when the performer is ready

to proceed with next examination.
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